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<td>Earle, Frederick M., W/O</td>
<td>Pages 1747-1753</td>
<td>Pages 368-378</td>
<td>Pages 49-51</td>
<td>Pages 163-181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earle, John Bayless, Capt., USN</td>
<td>Pages 1747-1753</td>
<td>Pages 368-378</td>
<td>Pages 49-51</td>
<td>Pages 163-181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witness Name</td>
<td>Page Numbers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebey, Frank W., Capt., USA</td>
<td>437-442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edders, Dorothy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eichelberger, Leslie E.</td>
<td>1286-1295</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliott, George E., Sgt.</td>
<td>904-1014, 644-659</td>
<td>183-184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emanuel, Theodore, Ch/S. C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, Joseph K., Col.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabian, Rudolph J., Comdr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farthing, W. E., Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>832-848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson, Homer, Hon.</td>
<td>4385-4408</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fielder, Kendall J., Col.</td>
<td>287-301, 311-313, 1670-1682</td>
<td>2943-3010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnegans, Joseph, Capt., USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitch, Aubrey W., Vice Adm.</td>
<td>288-290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flannery, Harry W.</td>
<td>2516-2522</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleming, Robert J., Jr., Col.</td>
<td>1254-1343</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood, William F., Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>2845-2865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeman, Frederick L., Lt., USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, Edward P., Col.</td>
<td>1842-1847</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fried, William P.</td>
<td>1564-1572</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuqua, Samuel G., Lt. Comdr.</td>
<td>1025-1033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furbush, Edward A.</td>
<td>4338-4345</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furlong, William R., Rear Adm.</td>
<td>960-975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielson, William A.</td>
<td>1296-1310</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gailey, Charles K., Jr., Gen.</td>
<td>145-147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerow, Leonard T., Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>1848-1860</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesler, Earl E., Col.</td>
<td>4322-4338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson, Ernest W., Lt. Col.</td>
<td>932-964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glover, Robert O., Capt., USN</td>
<td>277</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grae, Paul</td>
<td>170-178</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves, Sidney C.</td>
<td>2288-2320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grew, Joseph C.</td>
<td>4346-4355</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffith, Edwin St. J.</td>
<td>4197-4223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hain, Robert W., Lt. Col.</td>
<td>517-520</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Mobley, Sgt.</td>
<td>1062-1069</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halsey, William F., Vice Adm.</td>
<td>293-307</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 143 (Roberts Commission, Dec. 18, 1941, to Jan. 22, 1942)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 144 (Hart Inquiry, Feb. 12 to June 15, 1944)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 145 (Army Pearl Harbor Board, July 20 to Oct. 20, 1944)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 146 (Navy Court of Inquiry, July 21 to Oct. 19, 1944)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Maxwell M., State Dep't</td>
<td>2030-2090</td>
<td>1070-1076</td>
<td>Vol.</td>
<td>4797-4828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannum, Warren T., Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>3957-3971</td>
<td>461-466</td>
<td>212-213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington, Cyril J.</td>
<td>241-274</td>
<td>1571-1574</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart, Thomas Charles, Senator</td>
<td>207-240</td>
<td>2934-2942</td>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes, Philip, Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>1571-1574</td>
<td>763-772</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heard, William A., Capt., USN</td>
<td>1571-1574</td>
<td>763-772</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, H. H., Lt., USA</td>
<td>207-240</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herron, Charles D., Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>2934-2942</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, William H., Senator</td>
<td>1571-1574</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes, J. Wilfred., Capt., USN</td>
<td>1571-1574</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holtwick, J. S., Jr., Comdr</td>
<td>1571-1574</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoppough, Clay, Lt. Col.</td>
<td>1664-1670</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornbeck, Stanley K.</td>
<td>2200-2214</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horne, Walter Wilson</td>
<td>469-473</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, Jack W., Col.</td>
<td>1914-1917</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbell, Monroe H., Lt. Comdr</td>
<td>1914-1917</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huckins, Monroe A., Capt., USN</td>
<td>469-473</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull, Cordell</td>
<td>469-473</td>
<td>100-101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphrey, Richard W. RM 3/c</td>
<td>745-778</td>
<td>414-417</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunt, John A., Col.</td>
<td>716-751</td>
<td>4221-4300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingersoll, Royal E., Adm</td>
<td>417-430</td>
<td>26-34, 36-38, 40-49, 55-73, 75-79, 82-92,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inglis, R. B., Rear Adm</td>
<td>816-851</td>
<td>5367-5415</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>Page Range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen, Clarence G., Col.</td>
<td>54-55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaminsky, Harold, Lt., Comdr.</td>
<td>80-86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karig, Walter, Comdr.</td>
<td>80-86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz, Benjamin, Comdr.</td>
<td>80-86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay, Harold T.</td>
<td>3931-3951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley, Welbourn, Lt., USNR</td>
<td>3666-3677</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kestly, J. J., Lt. Col.</td>
<td>1494-1506</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball, George P., Lt (jg), USNR</td>
<td>1507-1524</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball, Richard K.</td>
<td>1494-1506</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimmel, Husband E., Rear Adm.</td>
<td>2497-2663, 2701-2915</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Edgar, Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>2696-2707</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, H. J.</td>
<td>2524-2556</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, William, Capt., USA</td>
<td>4453-4485</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingman, Howard F., Rear Adm.</td>
<td>335-337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingman, John J., Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>543-568</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kittis, Williard A., III, Rear Adm.</td>
<td>185-194, 511-527</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klatt, Lowell Y., Sgt.</td>
<td>1454-1467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kogan, Mary B.</td>
<td>1073-1077</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kramer, A. D., Comdr.</td>
<td>576-596</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pages referred to relate to sworn answers submitted by the witness to written interrogatories.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Witness</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 143 (Roberts Commission, Dec. 18, 1941, to Jan. 23, 1942)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 144 (Hart Inquiry, Feb. 12 to June 15, 1944)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 146 (Army Pearl Harbor Board, July 20 to Oct. 20, 1944)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 147 (Navy Court of Inquiry, July 24 to Oct. 19, 1944)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 148 (Clarke Investigation, Sept. 14 to Nov. 15, 1944, to Sept. 12, 1945)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 149 (Hewitt Inquiry, May 14 to July 11, 1943)</th>
<th>Joint Congressional Committee, Nov. 15, 1945, to May 31, 1946</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krick, Harold D., Capt., USN</td>
<td>1146-1156</td>
<td>2065-2095</td>
<td>904-918</td>
<td>107-112</td>
<td>182-292</td>
<td>4829-4909</td>
<td>341-368</td>
<td>5555-5560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landreth, J. L., Ens.</td>
<td>4-32</td>
<td>2065-2095</td>
<td>904-918</td>
<td>107-112</td>
<td>182-292</td>
<td>4829-4909</td>
<td>341-368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane, Louis R., Ch. W/O</td>
<td>1068-1095</td>
<td>214-225</td>
<td>3028-3067</td>
<td>904-918</td>
<td>107-112</td>
<td>182-292</td>
<td>4829-4909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary, Herbert F., Vice Adm.</td>
<td>1068-1095</td>
<td>214-225</td>
<td>3028-3067</td>
<td>904-918</td>
<td>107-112</td>
<td>182-292</td>
<td>4829-4909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Fulton, Jr.</td>
<td>1068-1095</td>
<td>214-225</td>
<td>3028-3067</td>
<td>904-918</td>
<td>107-112</td>
<td>182-292</td>
<td>4829-4909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litell, S. H.</td>
<td>1272-1285</td>
<td>2787-2802</td>
<td>628-643</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loecey, Frank H.</td>
<td>2787-2802</td>
<td>628-643</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockard, Joseph L., Lt., USA</td>
<td>1014-1034</td>
<td>628-643</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorence, Walter E., Col.</td>
<td>1014-1034</td>
<td>628-643</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumsden, George, Maj.</td>
<td>1678-1694</td>
<td>628-643</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyman, W. T., Lt., USN</td>
<td>3226-3250</td>
<td>734-740</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch, Paul J.</td>
<td>500-504</td>
<td>734-740</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn, George W., Lt. Comdr.</td>
<td>2362-2374</td>
<td>734-740</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>140-142</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacArthur, Douglas, Gen.</td>
<td>1793-1805</td>
<td>2-54</td>
<td>852-885</td>
<td>219-222</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall, George C., Gen.</td>
<td>1793-1805</td>
<td>2-54</td>
<td>852-885</td>
<td>219-222</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marston, Morrill W., Col.</td>
<td>1793-1805</td>
<td>2-54</td>
<td>852-885</td>
<td>219-222</td>
<td>1049-1439</td>
<td>1499-1541</td>
<td>5175-5200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, F. L., Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>320-352, 1645-1659</td>
<td>1816-1913</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Page Range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, H. M., Comdr.</td>
<td>1206-1212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Howard W., Capt., USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, John M.</td>
<td>2321-2353</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason, Redfield, Capt., USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayfield, Irving H., Capt., USN</td>
<td>1039-1068</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McBriarty, Raymond F., Pvt.</td>
<td>490-495</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy, William J., Col.</td>
<td>1918-1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCollum, Arthur N., Capt., USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCormick, L. D., Rear Adm</td>
<td>66-73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCrea, John, Capt., USN</td>
<td>273-278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald, Joseph P., T/4</td>
<td>4152-4163</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKe, John L., Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>50-90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKe, Robert Eugene</td>
<td>2398-2425</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna, Margaret</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMorris, C. H., Rear Adm.</td>
<td>843-854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meurlo, Byron M., Maj.</td>
<td>1574-1578</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midkiff, Frank E.</td>
<td>2833-2840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midkiff, John H.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles, Sherman, Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>91-132F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minkler, Rex W., Col.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollison, James A., Brig. Gen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moody, George H.</td>
<td>3184-3189</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Vincent R., Capt., USN</td>
<td>195-204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray, Allan A., Lt. Comdr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray, Maxwell, Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>259-268</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton, J. H., Vice Adm.</td>
<td>314-323</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimitz, C. W., Adm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noyes, Leigh, Rear Adm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse, Howard B., Lt. Col.</td>
<td>3996-4012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Dell, Robert H., Lt., USA</td>
<td>4504-4514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osman, Russell A., Brig. Gen</td>
<td>133-142</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outerbridge, William W., Capt., USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Maurice G.</td>
<td>3775-3795</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peffey, Alfred R., Maj.</td>
<td>1587-1594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pering, Alfred V., Lt. Comdr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perliter, Simon</td>
<td>3695-3719</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrie, Lester</td>
<td>1357-1367</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2708-2721</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Names of Witnesses in All Proceedings Regarding the Pearl Harbor Attack—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Witness</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 143 (Roberts Commission, Dec. 18, 1941, to Jan. 23, 1942)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 144 (Hart Inquiry, Feb. 12 to June 15, 1944)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 145 (Army Pearl Harbor Board, July 20 to Oct. 30, 1944)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 146 (Navy Court of Inquiry, July 24 to Oct. 19, 1944)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 147 (Chace Investigation, Sept. 14 to Aug. 14, 1945)</th>
<th>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 148 (Hewitt Inquiry, May 14 to July 11, 1945)</th>
<th>Joint Congressional Committee, Nov. 15, 1945, to May 31, 1946</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pettigrew, Moses W., Col.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phelan, John, Ens.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4933-5009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips, Walter C., Col.</td>
<td>212-247, 284-287</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickett, Harry K., Col.</td>
<td>1584-1594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierson, Millard, Col.</td>
<td>3636-3640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine, Willard B.</td>
<td>3975-3988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poinckxter, Joseph B., Gov.</td>
<td>1340-1356</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Bolling R., Jr., Maj.</td>
<td>2923-2933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, C. A., Col.</td>
<td>305-415, 3885-3915</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers, R. D., Jr., Lt. Comdr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prather, Louise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, John S., Col.</td>
<td>1766-1783, 147-169</td>
<td>1968-1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pye, William S., Vice Adm.</td>
<td>855-884</td>
<td></td>
<td>1035-1070</td>
<td>417-446</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafter, Case B.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raley, Edward W., Col.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey, Logan C., Capt., USN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76-77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redman, Joseph R., Rear Adm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>578-608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redman, Joseph R., Rear Adm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1091-1108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witness Name</td>
<td>Page Numbers</td>
<td>Index Numbers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reierstad, Leo, Lt. Comdr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renchard, George W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>158-162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reybold, Eugene, Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>568-634</td>
<td>1052-1061</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards, Robert B., Col.</td>
<td>730-745</td>
<td>253-340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, J. O., Adm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3259-3303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Owen J., Mr. Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robins, Thomas K., Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>697-728</td>
<td>43-44, 43-67,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Bernard L., Col.</td>
<td>3588-3623,</td>
<td>52-53, 541-553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochefort, Joseph John, Capt., USN</td>
<td>207-213</td>
<td>4672-4710</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohl, Hans William</td>
<td>2222-2237</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross, Mary L.</td>
<td></td>
<td>70-71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Row, Lathe B., Col.</td>
<td>2092-2129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rowlett, Frank B., Lt. Col.</td>
<td></td>
<td>67, 225-226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudolph, Jacob H., Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>1221-1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell, Henry D., Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>4362-4366</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell, John E.</td>
<td></td>
<td>85-86, 87-88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadtler, Otis K., Col.</td>
<td>T. S. 246-</td>
<td>209-211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>259</td>
<td>4628-4659</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safford, L. F., Capt., USN</td>
<td>355-362</td>
<td>97-127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T. S. 109-</td>
<td>3555-3813,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
<td>529-540,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3842-3893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltzman, Stephen G., Lt., USA</td>
<td>455-463</td>
<td>609-612</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanlon, Martin F., Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>4164-4186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlesinger, Helen</td>
<td>3237-3301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schley, Julian L., Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>635-669</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuirmann, R. E., Rear Adm.</td>
<td>401-412</td>
<td>191-218,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>311-318,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>692-732</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schukraft, Robert E., Col.</td>
<td></td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulz, Lester Robert, Comdr.</td>
<td>1579-1583</td>
<td>4910-4933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settle, F. A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4659-4672</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, C. H., CH/T</td>
<td>1138-1146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley, J. P.</td>
<td>2354-2360</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivers, Robert L.</td>
<td>1401-1447</td>
<td>88-96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoemaker, James M., Capt., USN</td>
<td>1191-1205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoemaker, Thomas B.</td>
<td>4366-4383</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witness</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 143 (Roberts Commission, Dec. 18, 1941, to Jan. 23, 1942)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 144 (Hart Inquiry, Feb. 12 to June 15, 1944)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 145 (Army Pearl Harbor Board, July 20 to Oct. 20, 1944)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 146 (Navy Court of Inquiry, July 24 to Oct. 19, 1944)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 147 (Clarke Investigation, Sept. 14 to Aug. 4, 1945)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 148 (Clausen Investigation, Nov. 23, 1944, to Sept. 12, 1945)</td>
<td>Joint Committee Exhibit No. 149 (Jewett Inquiry, May 14 to July 11, 1945)</td>
<td>Joint Congressional Committee, Nov. 15, 1945, to May 31, 1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short, Arthur T.</td>
<td>Pages 364-3650</td>
<td>Pages 220-270</td>
<td>vol. 2</td>
<td>Pages 69</td>
<td>Pages 335-375</td>
<td>3354-3378, 3521-3555</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortt, Creed, Pvt.</td>
<td>Pages 452-455</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pages 69</td>
<td>3354-3378, 3521-3555</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisson, George A.</td>
<td>Pages 3265-3286</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pages 69</td>
<td>3354-3378, 3521-3555</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smedberg, William R., II, Capt. USN</td>
<td>Pages 528-572</td>
<td>Pages 335-375</td>
<td>3354-3378, 3521-3555</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Ralph C., Maj. Gen.</td>
<td>Pages 1077-1081</td>
<td>528-572</td>
<td>Pages 3354-3378, 3521-3555</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith-Hutton, H. H., Capt., USN</td>
<td>Pages 1805-1808</td>
<td>2-194, 320-324, 774-810</td>
<td>2-194, 320-324, 774-810</td>
<td>2-194, 320-324, 774-810</td>
<td>2-194, 320-324, 774-810</td>
<td>2-194, 320-324, 774-810</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spalding, Isaac, Brig. Gen.</td>
<td>Pages 4037-4094</td>
<td>5416-5440 1</td>
<td>5416-5440 1</td>
<td>5416-5440 1</td>
<td>5416-5440 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff, W. F., CH/GM</td>
<td>Pages 32-65</td>
<td>Pages 203-204</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark, Harold K., Adm.</td>
<td>Pages 32-65</td>
<td>Pages 203-204</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephenson, W. B., Lt., USNR</td>
<td>Pages 32-65</td>
<td>Pages 203-204</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stilphen, Benjamin L.</td>
<td>Pages 32-65</td>
<td>Pages 203-204</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimson, Henry L.</td>
<td>Pages 32-65</td>
<td>Pages 203-204</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, John F.</td>
<td>Pages 32-65</td>
<td>Pages 203-204</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td>Pages 411-413</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street, George</td>
<td>Pages 32-65</td>
<td>Pages 203-204</td>
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[977] COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE JAPANESE ATTACK OF DECEMBER 7, 1941, ON HAWAII

FRIDAY, JANUARY 2, 1942

Loungé of the Wardroom,
Submarine Squadron Four,
United States Submarine Base,

Pearl Harbor, T. H.

The Commission reconvened at 9:30 o'clock a.m., pursuant to adjournment on Wednesday, December 31, 1941, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

PRESENT

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman;
Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired.
Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired;
Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army;
Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission;
Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

PROCEEDINGS

Colonel Brown. Admiral Halsey, Damage Control Officer of the ARIZONA, is here.

The Chairman. All right. Bring Admiral Halsey in.

Good morning, Admiral. Will you be sworn?

[978] TESTIMONY OF VICE ADMIRAL WILLIAM FREDERICK HALSEY, UNITED STATES NAVY, COMMANDING AIRCRAFT BATTLE FORCE, PACIFIC FLEET

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Be seated, sir, and give your name to the reporter.
I would like Commander Covington, please.


The Chairman. Commander Covington, I would like you to get, if you will, please, the record of the receipt of the message from the Chief of Naval Operations which he forwarded on the 24th of November.
Commander Covington. You want the message itself?
The Chairman. Yes, sir.
Commander Covington. 24th? That is not the 27th, Mr. Justice?
The Chairman. 24. I want to know if there is one here.
Were you in Pearl Harbor on the morning of December 7, Admiral?
Admiral Halsey. I was not, sir.
The Chairman. You were with a task force?
Admiral Halsey. I was.
The Chairman. On the high seas?
Admiral Halsey. I was, sir.
The Chairman. Admiral Kimmel has suggested that you be called
as a witness here, and I am not sure what he had in mind with respect
to your testimony. Have you anything in mind, sir, that could be
helpful to this Commission in connection with this air-raid attack?
Admiral Halsey. Possibly my experience as a sea and Naval officer
at sea at the time, what we knew and didn’t know, principally, and
what happened.
The Chairman. Well, where was your force at the moment,
[979] on that morning?
Admiral Halsey. At the time of the attack we were some 150 to 175
miles to the westward, southward and westward.
The Chairman. Was either the MINNEAPOLIS or the INDIAN-
APOLIS a ship of your fleet?
Admiral Halsey. They were neither ship in my task force. I had
Task Force 8, and the INDIANAPOLIS was in task force—I have
forgotten the number of it, they were changing so fast; and the
MINNEAPOLIS I believe was acting independently to the southward
of Oahu.
The Chairman. Had you any intimation of hostile ships on the
surface or hostile planes in the air on that morning? I mean on your
own fleet and before you heard from Oahu.
Admiral Halsey. I had no intimation. One half hour before sun-
rise we flew off a scouting flight to cover 60 degrees from either bow
of my force, to scout to a distance of 150 miles and then to land at
Ford Island. We received no reports from any scout of any hostile
ships or aircraft during this flight. I had been on the bridge from
approximately 5:30 in the morning until about 8, when I went down
below to my cabin to get breakfast. At this time and for ten days
preceding a strict radio silence had been enjoined on my force.
The Chairman. Do you know why?
Admiral Halsey. Why? Oh, yes. Do you want the answer to
that?
The Chairman. Yes.
Admiral Halsey. The reason for this radio silence—I suppose I
can talk freely here?
The Chairman. Yes, absolutely.
Admiral Halsey. The reason for this radio silence is the fact that
we had gone to the vicinity of Wake Island to land 12 Marine fighting
planes, and there had been a warning from the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions that the conversations with the Japanese representatives were
about to break down, and to be prepared for eventualities. It was
suggested at that time that [980] 50 Army pursuit planes be
placed on Wake and 50 pursuit be placed on Midway. There was a
conference in Admiral Kimmel’s office, I believe on the 27th— I am sure the 27th of November, attended by General Short, General Martin, his chief of staff, Vice Admiral Brown, Rear Admiral Bellinger, and many members of Admiral Kimmel’s staff,— I don’t suppose you want them enumerated?

The Chairman. No.

Admiral Halsey. And myself.

The Chairman. We have been informed that that conference had to do with conditions on Wake and Midway, relief of Marines, and what not.

Admiral Halsey. You don’t want me to go into this?

General McCoy. I would like to hear the Admiral give his version of that.

The Chairman. Yes, we would like to have your version of it.

Admiral Halsey. For various reasons it was decided not to send the Army pursuit ships to these two islands at that time. There are many things that have happened since then, and I am not quite sure of my memory on the thing, but one of the principal reasons advanced was that we could land the Army pursuit ships on Wake and Midway, but there would be no way of getting them off because they could not land on board a carrier.

Another reason was the lack of experienced—and this is entirely from memory, I mean—the lack of experienced pilots to handle the ships over water, which they had not been used to doing. There was much discussion on this point, and it was finally agreed that if we did have to meet the Japanese it would be better to meet them with the best available airplanes we had. The Army pursuit is a much better fighting plane than the Navy fighters because it is not necessary to sacrifice weight in these planes in beefing them up for landings on carriers.

[881] It was finally decided that Marine planes should be sent to Wake, and the U. S. S. WRIGHT was dispatched about the 25th or 26th of November with spares, a skeleton of ground crew, and various equipment and ammunition. After landing this ammunition— after landing this equipment—the personnel and equipment, the WRIGHT was supposed to pick up—the WRIGHT was supposed to return to Midway and land other equipment at that point. There was no intention at that time to land any fighting planes at Midway, the principal reason being that there were only six or possibly a few more Marine fighting planes remaining.

However, there was a squadron of Marine scouting and bombing planes that could make the flight from Oahu to Midway, and they were prepared—they were instructed to make all preliminary flights necessary for a long-distance flight. This had to be done in a secretive manner, and they were told that they were being tested for long-distance flights.

The day before, the 27th of November, my task force leaving on the 28th, the lieutenant colonel commanding the Marine air group, Colonel Larkin, was instructed by me to have 12 planes ready to join the ENTERPRISE at sea. They were told to proceed from Ewa Field to Ford Island and to report to the ENTERPRISE group commander. I told Colonel Larkin to tell the commander of this group
of 12 planes that we had some special experimental work we wanted
to accomplish and that they would be on board for possibly two nights.
We took two Army P-40 planes to sea with us when we left Pearl
Harbor. These planes were flown off the carrier so as to make sure
that it could be done. We found out afterwards that it had already
been done on another carrier on the East Coast.

General McCoy. Were these two-engine planes?
Admiral Halsey. All single-engine planes, sir.

We proceeded—on leaving port I directed all ships to assume a con-
dition of readiness for instant combat: bring ammunition up to the
guns, keep it there. I directed the war heads on the torpedoes, the
aviation torpedoes—

[982] General McCoy. What kind of torpedoes?
Admiral Halsey. Aviation torpedoes, aerial torpedo—they were
just plain torpedoes but adapted for the use on planes. (Continu-
ing) —be placed on the torpedoes, that bombs be broken out and
brought up where they could be immediately brought to the flight
deck, and that fuses be ready to be placed in immediately. I had all
machine guns on the planes loaded—had all the machine-gun ammu-
nition in the planes in a fully loaded condition. We daily scouted
200 miles ahead of the ship.

On arrival in the vicinity of Wake, and still to keep radio silence,
there was a prearranged time for the flight of the Marine planes to
take off so they would land at Wake, as I remember it, at 9:30 in the
morning.

General McCoy. What date was that?
Admiral Halsey. That was on the—let's see. The 28th was a Fri-
day, and this was on the following Wednesday. Third of December
this time; where we were, the 4th of December, across the date line.

We put off an early morning scouting flight that morning to cover
our advance, but with instructions not to approach within anti-air-
craft fire of Wake. The 12 Marine planes were flown off, and six
scouting planes were detailed to escort them into Wake. The trip to
Wake of these planes was made without incident. On completion
of this flight we retraced our steps to Pearl Harbor, carrying out the
same daily scouting flights. During this cruise it was necessary to
refuel all the destroyers once on the way out and four destroyers on
the way back.

As I sat down to breakfast that morning they brought me in a dis-
patch which said, “Air raid. This is not a drill.” I have forgotten
the exact wording of the dispatch, but “Air raid. This is not a drill.”
My first reaction was, a very strong one—

[983] Admiral Standley. From whom was that dispatch?
Admiral Halsey. I beg your pardon?
Admiral Standley. From whom was that dispatch?
Admiral Halsey. From the Commander-in-Chief.

[984] My first reaction to this despatch was that my planes were
being fired on. By a coincidence, my planes were due to arrive at
Pearl Harbor just at the time the first attack took place. It took me
a matter of minutes to realize that this was not the case, and I was
very much perturbed in that I was afraid that my planes were being
shot at, as we still maintained the radio silence.

However, there were lanes of approach that our people knew about
and I felt sure they would be recognized in coming in.
Immediately I found it was business, we armed our remaining scouting and bombing planes, which amounted to fifteen, I believe, with 1,000 pound bombs, and we placed the torpedoes on the eighteen available torpedo planes.

We hoped we would receive some information as to the whereabouts of the enemy carriers. At this time we were close aboard or very close aboard Kaula Rock, which is just to the southward of Nihiu.

We received various messages, most of which were confusing, in regard to the possible whereabouts of enemy carriers, and other messages of no value of any sort. We decided there was no information.

There was a possibility of these carriers being to the northward and westward of Kauai. I then directed commander of cruiser division 5, who was in my task force and had three cruisers, to launch six planes and to scout that area and then return his planes to Pearl Harbor.

During this flight one plane of cruiser division 5 said he had contacted with enemy fighter. This report was never forwarded to us by voice or key, and the lad made his first report when he arrived at Pearl Harbor and reported to commander patrol wing 2, Admiral Bellinger.

If he did have contact with an enemy plane, it was unlikely that this was the Japanese plane that landed on Nihiu.

Later in the day I requested that my planes at Pearl be returned to the ship, and stated that I was depending on the forces in Pearl for information, and I was holding my striking group for action.

I was then informed that a search—I have forgotten the area of this search of doubtful utility—had been made, and requesting me to make a search.

Before this we had received a message from the MINNEAPOLIS stating an enemy carrier or enemy carriers were in the sail area. This was followed up shortly afterwards by a message stating—I think it was specifically—that there were two enemy carriers in the southwestern half of sail 1.

Admiral Standley. Sail 1 being where?
Admiral Halsey. Being southward of Oahu.
The Chairman. And sail 2 being where?
Admiral Halsey. They are in the area southward. I don’t know if that is on the chart, but they are just the operating areas.
The Chairman. Both of them are to the southward?
Admiral Halsey. Both of them are to the southward of Oahu.
General McCoy. This was about what time, Admiral?
Admiral Halsey. This was about one or two o’clock in the afternoon.

Upon receiving this message we launched fifteen scouting bombers with 1,000 bombs and a full load of gas—320 gallons.

They had hardly formed up over the ship when another message came from the MINNEAPOLIS that there are no enemy carriers in sight of the MINNEAPOLIS.

The Chairman. And the MINNEAPOLIS was where at that time? Admiral Halsey. It was to the southward of Oahu. It was not working with me; it was working independently.
Admiral Reeves. Did the MINNEAPOLIS give her position at the time she sent the message?
Admiral Halsey. I don’t remember, Admiral, whether she did or not, but we knew in general where she was and we were prepared
to send these out because the sail area is not very large and we could
cover that area with the fifteen planes.

Admiral Reeves. You knew the operating area that she was in?
Admiral Halsey. Yes.

We then held these planes overhead until the message arrived from
the Commander-in-Chief stating that scouting around Oahu had not
been adequately covered, and giving the areas that had been covered.

We placed these on a chart and picked out what we thought would
be a good area to cover with the planes we had. We then directed
a search of 200 miles with these fifteen planes in that sector.

The Chairman. What was that sector, sir? What direction was it?
Admiral Halsey. It was to the southward and westward, sir. I
might add here that with the very meager information we had, it in-
dicated to us that the enemy was probably to the southward and west-
ward. Apparently I was just 180 degrees wrong.

These planes scouted this area, and we finally received a report from
one plane of an enemy carrier and cruiser in latitude such and such
and longitude such and such.

At this time it was a quarter past to half past four. We launched
our eighteen torpedo planes and four scouting bombing planes with
smoke tanks and six fighting planes as a combat patrol over this at-
tacking force.

A further report from the plane making the so-called [987]
contact with the carrier said he was being chased by an enemy fighter
and then he went off the air. This attacking group that we launched
was launched just before dusk. I had hoped that we would be able to
reach and report the position of this carrier before dark, and they
did; but unfortunately there was nothing there. They searched back
and forth and found nothing.

In the meantime, Rear Admiral Draemal had joined me with var-
ious ships that had gotten out of Pearl Harbor after the attack. I
directed him to take charge with all his force, and in addition my
three cruisers and all destroyers except two that we kept with the
carrier, to form a scouting line and search the area where the reported
contact had been made. He joined me the next morning at daylight.

I held the carrier clear of this position, ready to attack if anything
was discovered.

We directed this attacking force to land at Ford Island upon com-
pletion of their duty. Unfortunately most of them did not do this.
The 18 torpedo planes and the 4 smokers returned to the vicinity of
the ship, and we returned them on board on a very dark night with-
out accident.

The 6 fighters came into Ford Island, and 4 of them were shot down
by their own anti-aircraft.

General McNarney. What time was that, Admiral?
Admiral Halsey. What time?

General McNarney. What time of the day was that?
Admiral Halsey. That they landed on board?

General McNarney. No, that they were shot down.
Admiral Halsey. Somewhere between 7:30 and 9. I do not have
the exact time.

I might say that when the first attack occurred there was no more
radio silence, and the air was full of messages.
I had no information at this time of what had been the results of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. I reported [988] that I was sending in this flight and requested that they be not fired on when they landed.

The first information I had of the seriousness of the situation at Pearl Harbor was, I believe, the next morning when Admiral Draemal sent me a signal, "Believe Admiral Anderson's force immobilized."

Shortly after that our planes were landed on board and we got the first story of what had actually happened here.

The Chairman. Where were you lying then, sir?

Admiral Halsey. At that time we were about 70 miles to the southward of Pearl.

I might add that the lad who reported the contact with the enemy was very badly out on his navigation. He ended up in Kaneohe after dark that night. On questioning him when he returned on board the next day, I am still very much in doubt as to what he actually saw at that time; certainly no carrier or cruiser. On questioning him about the fighting planes he mentioned several planes, twin-engine, and they must have been Army A-20's.

We lost some planes and lives in this first flight to Ford Island this morning.

Do you care for the numbers?

General McNarney. Yes.

Admiral Halsey. We lost that early morning——

Admiral Reeves. Which morning was that?

Admiral Halsey. That was the morning of the 7th of December. That was before then.

We launched the command air group and 17 scouting bombing planes.

The losses in the bombing and scouting were: 6-B-3, pilot, passenger, plane, missing.

6-B-9, pilot and passenger injured, plane at Naval Air Station, Pearl, for repair.

[989] Scout squadron 6. 6-S-3. Pilot and passenger killed; plane crashed.

6-S-15. Pilot, passenger, and plane missing.


I might say here that this plane shot away all its ammunition from the rear gun. The pilot said he shot one Japanese plane, going down in flames. His passenger was reported being wounded. He lost control of the plane at 1,000 feet and jumped, and he was shot at on the way down in his parachute, and he landed in the road over in Ewa. He made his way to Pearl Harbor without telling anybody his experiences, and he immediately jumped in another plane and went out on a 200 mile scouting flight.


This man saw a Japanese plane and immediately dove on him and then landed on Kauai and was hospitalized there for one or two days.
He then requested to make a reconnaissance flight, which he did, and he came in and landed, but they had constructions at the field and he got too close to one and smashed his plane, not seriously.

Dusk Attack Group:
6-F-4. Pilot parachuted to safety. Plane crashed.
3-F-15. Pilot uninjured. Plane at Naval Air Station, Pearl, for repair. She had 28 or 30 bullet holes in her.

The summary is: 4 pilots killed and 2 pilots missing; 3 passengers killed and 2 passengers missing; 2 planes missing and 9 planes crashed, some of which are capable and have since been repaired.

General McNarney. Did the firing on our planes take place after dark?

Admiral Halsey: Yes. This is hearsay, and I have not checked it, but they came in with lights on and everybody having been notified, and the communications were that they were to get through, to come into the field. They made one mistake, which is a perfectly normal one. Instead of landing when they first shot at the field, they circled, and then somebody with an itching trigger finger turned loose, and then everybody turned loose.

This lad that finally landed his plane with 28 or 30 bullet holes in her went to Ewa field and then went right over the top of the trees and came in at full speed and landed.

General McNarney. Did they attempt to land at Ford Island or at Ewa?

Admiral Halsey: Ford Island.

General McNarney. Do you happen to know whether the first report from the MINNEAPOLIS as to the information of the enemy forces in the sail area was actually sent by the MINNEAPOLIS or was it a spurious report?

Admiral Halsey: I have asked for a check of those reports but to date I have not gotten one. It is a very difficult thing—where we are out and she is in—to get these things; but I have asked for those but we have not gotten them.

My presumption is that this report was an actual report, but that it was an error in coding.

I might add another thing. The Commander-in-Chief directed me to take charge of the force at sea at this time, as Vice Admiral Brown’s task force was close aboard or fairly close aboard Midway, preparing to land some marine planes. Admiral Brown himself in the INDIANAPOLIS was down by Johnston Island.

Again, with the very meager information I had, I still thought that enemy carriers were to the southward and westward. I picked out an arbitrary spot to the southward and westward of Barbers Point at about 200 miles, and directed Admiral Brown’s task force to intercept and destroy enemy carriers probably running to the bases in the Marshall Islands.

They then asked the Commander-in-Chief whether this canceled the order for landing the marine planes at Midway. I took it upon myself to reply that the order was canceled and to carry out my
order. I sent this for the information of the Commander-in-Chief, and he confirmed my action. Again, I was wrong 180 degrees in my guess.

General McNarney. Admiral, in your practice maneuvers in the operating area, did you ever operate to the northward?

Admiral Halsey. Normally, no. All operating areas were to the southward of Oahu, the principal reason being the necessity of targets and various things which were gotten at more easily to the southward area, and the weather is usually much better for handling the targets in that area than it is to the northward, but we have done considerable operations to the northward.

Admiral Standley. You have done none to the northward?

Admiral Halsey. We have done considerable operations to the northward, but the normal training periods are to the southward.

General McNarney. Do you think it had any effect on the actual direction of the attack?

Admiral Halsey. Undoubtedly, sir.

General McNarney. Admiral, do you consider the carrier primarily an offensive or defensive weapon?


General McNarney. Would you give the Commission a very brief statement as to your ideas as to the strategy of the operations of a carrier force?

Admiral Halsey. What is that?

General McNarney. Of a carrier force.

Admiral Halsey. I did not get the first part of the question.

General McNarney. I say the strategy of carrier operations.

Admiral Halsey. I think General Forrest's description is the best thing I know, to get the other fellow with everything you have and as fast as you can and to dump it on him. You have to scout out and find it, and as soon as you find it, send everything you can at him and hit him with it.

General McNarney. As a commander of a task force, you would have no hesitancy in using your carrier as an offensive weapon?

Admiral Halsey. I would consider myself to be a very poor specimen of a naval officer if I thought in any other direction.

General McNarney. You do not believe a carrier is designed primarily to protect the heavy units of the fleet?

Admiral Halsey. No, sir, decidedly not.

General McNarney. Do you think the Japanese have the same idea as to carrier operations?

Admiral Halsey. The Japanese from the operations here showed that they plainly did not.

The Chairman. They do not?

Admiral Halsey. That they do not have.

General McNarney. Have you ever considered the possibility of a carrier raid on Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

[993] General McNarney. And what were your ideas in the matter?

Admiral Halsey. I did not think they would do it.

General McNarney. And why not?
Admiral Halsey. I thought it would be taking too much of a chance for it. I did not think they would do it. I thought they would be fully occupied out in the East. I thought their equipment, according to the reports we had, was below what it turned out to be, and I thought the number of planes they had definitely were very much below what they turned out to be. I did not think they would take the chance. I thought they would try some underhand method of attack, such as they did, but I thought it would be submarines. However, the whole of the security orders around here were written on the strength of the possibility of such an attack.

General McNarney. When did the ENTERPRISE return to Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Halsey. About five o'clock in the afternoon of the 8th of December.

General McNarney. By whose direction?

Admiral Halsey. The Commander-in-Chief's.

General McNarney. How soon could it have been prepared to take to sea again?

Admiral Halsey. We left at four o'clock the next morning.

General McNarney. You were fully fueled and ready to operate?

Admiral Halsey. We were ready to operate but we were not fully fueled. We had 40 to 50% of fuel on board. Outside of that we were practically ready to operate, and remain out for one week.

General McNarney. How soon after the afternoon of December 8th could you have prepared a task force for operations in the vicinity of Wake?

Admiral Halsey. As soon as we could have gotten fuel on board.

General McNarney. What would your guess be as to that?

Admiral Halsey. To have my task force left here, three cruisers, nine destroyers, and the ENTERPRISE, all completely fueled with the exception of the ENTERPRISE—and the ENTERPRISE could have been completely fueled within and left by eight o'clock that morning.

General McNarney. Would it have been necessary to take a tanker with you? That would be for operations in the vicinity of Wake?

Admiral Halsey. Depending on how long you were going to remain there. On my first trip to wake we had no tanker and we were at sea from the 28th of November until the 8th of December.

General McNarney. I have no further questions for the moment. The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. No, I have nothing.

The Chairman. At the conference of November 27th, Admiral, were you shown or apprised of a despatch from the Chief of Naval Operations which, among other things, said, "This is a war warning"?

Admiral Halsey. I don't remember the words, "This is a war warning." I was shown and had been shown all despatches, and I was kept fully informed at all times of everything that the Commander-in-Chief had.

The Chairman. So if, on the afternoon of November 27th, he received a despatch from the CNO containing that phrase, you probably saw it?

Admiral Halsey. Undoubtedly.
The Chairman. It raised no thought in your mind of a hostile air attack on Pearl Harbor should war break out?

Admiral Halsey. I was rather busy at that time, sir, thinking of what might happen to my own task force on the way to Wake and back, and I fully expected that I might be in combat before I got back here.

The Chairman. The Naval Intelligence at that time had indication, as you were apprised of, indicating hostile action by Japan far to the westward of Hawaii; is that correct?

Admiral Halsey. Not necessarily. The message from the CNO led me to believe that something was going to happen, and I was prepared to take action immediately in case I met any hostile forces on my way to or from Wake.

The Chairman. From your experience, sir, what would you say would be the reasonable time to sortie off Pearl Harbor a force which included six battleships tied up there and auxiliary vessels which, according to your knowledge, was there on Sunday morning, December 7, and if you were in command when do you thing you could accomplish the sortie?

Admiral Halsey. My own craft—and I mean the destroyers and so forth—could start to get out almost immediately. The cruisers, I should say, would be ready to start within an hour, and the battleships within two hours. That is, to make the start out.

When Admiral Reeves was in command he gave us a surprise sortie in San Pedro, and I believe that is about the time it took to accomplish the sortie, and I believe it took that time and I believe we were out in less than two hours.

The Chairman. Would it have been the practice on such a Sunday morning to have steam up on the battleships tied up?

Admiral Halsey. It is never the practice in port to have steam up; it is not necessary except for the—

The Chairman. One boiler?

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

The Chairman. Then it would involve the time of getting full steam up?

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

The Chairman. That is why it would take something like two hours to get moving?

Admiral Halsey. A destroyer can get under way with one boiler very quickly. They raise steam as she goes out.

The Chairman. In the event of a hostile air attack, the effort would be to sortie the battleships?

Admiral Halsey. A great deal depends, sir. We might have had a very much worse catastrophe here if these vessels had been in the process of sortieing when this happened. For instance, my ship, my task force had planned to be off Pearl Harbor about seven o'clock in the morning, and by the grace of God we had bad weather out there that held us up and I could not have gotten in until about four o'clock in the afternoon.

It might have happened that I would be in the middle of the channel when this thing happened, and that would have been very serious, because we would have been sunk, and then we would have something.

Admiral Reeves. What is your flatship, Admiral?
Admiral Halsey. The USS ENTERPRISE.
The Chairman. The USS ENTERPRISE, a carrier.
Admiral Reeves. In connection with the question of sortieing following an air attack, you might run into an even worse submarine attack outside the harbor, might you not?
Admiral Halsey. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. It is a question of sortieing or not to sortie?
Admiral Halsey. Yes, except if we have the planes available.
With respect to the question of submarines, since this thing occurred I have had eight different contacts with enemy submarines on the surface, none of which had been closed than 30 or 40 miles, but we have been able to bomb these people on the surface as they were crash diving.

[997] On one occasion the same lad that I described as having parachuted out of his plane and being shot at on the way down and who jumped in another plane caught a submarine on the surface and dove on it, and he was machine gammed all the way down by two machine guns on the submarine. When he got down he dropped his bomb, a 500-pound bomb, on a four-tenth second; he pulled short and came back and he saw the submarine going down again with the machine guns still firing.

Now, whether we hurt them or whether they are just stupid, I don't know.

I believe of the first five contacts we had with any submarines to the northward of Oahu that there were three submarines they caught in the morning and bombed them and started looking for them in the afternoon and caught two of those three on the surface in the afternoon.

On the last trip when we were covering two task forces on the way to Jaulit and Wake there was one caught on the surface and bombed. About two or three hours later he came up and on the telephone made a tremendous fuss. Unfortunately we had nobody on the ship who could understand Japanese, but we decided we would look for him that afternoon and we sent a scouting expedition out of three planes to hunt for him, and they found him again on the surface and bombed him the second time and had two good detonations. [998] A third bomb was a dud, undoubtedly due to the fact that it was dropped from too low an altitude. It takes-visible you have to have a thousand feet to drop them. We had another contact. We were not sure whether it was a whale or a submarine. This lad dove on him and made a direct hit, and there is no question about that, and some of his friends were ribbing him about it; he said, "Well, if it was a whale it was the first whale I have ever seen that exhausts through its tail."

Admiral Reeves. To return, Admiral, to this question of sortie in case of a surprise air attack in Pearl Harbor, there are several factors to be considered. Of course, dispersal of the ships is advisable, but in attempting to disperse battleships moored in Pearl Harbor you would have to consider, would you not, the risk of their being sunk in the channel getting out, and the added risk of a second attack not from airplanes but from submarines after you got out?

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. So that the decision to sortie after a surprise air attack has been made would necessarily have to cover those considerations, would it not?
Admiral Halsey. I think very decidedly so, sir. Unless you have a long warning of an air attack, which is highly improbable, I think probably one of the worst things you could do would be to attempt to sortie your force.

Admiral Reeves. Yes, that is the point I wanted to bring out. If you can sortie deliberately with protection against submarines before the air attack strikes you, it is one thing, but to sortie after the air attack has been made you would run the risk of this group waiting for you outside.

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

General McCoy. Isn't it possible, however, knowing that submarines would probably be waiting for you, to make proper preparations for preventing them from doing any harm, and do harm to them rather? For instance, I notice outside the harbor ever since the 7th of December they have been keeping a very close patrol of fast submarine chasers and destroyers and all kinds of craft, so that it would naturally be more dangerous for the enemy than for yourselves, wouldn't it? Or couldn't you make it that way if it has not already been made? I would assume that it has already been made perfectly safe for our ships to go out, because they have been going in and out ever since the attack, with submarines all around here.

Admiral Reeves. The proper preparation against submarine attack on the sortie of a fleet would involve several days of preparation. When I sortied the fleet into Pearl Harbor I had 30 submarines outside waiting to attack us. I spent three days and three nights, patrolling the area outside of Pearl Harbor in relatively shoal wafer, and when the fleet sortied we had fair assurance that it was impossible for any submarine to be in this area of shoal water.

General McCoy. Well, that is the fact now, isn't it? I mean normally when at war you have these waters at the entrance of Pearl Harbor thoroughly patrolled all the time?

Admiral Reeves. We were discussing a surprise attack such as this.

General McCoy. No, but in war time it would be different, wouldn't it, than it was, of course?

Admiral Reeves. Oh, yes. I do not think that a surprise attack in war time would have the same surprise elements in it that this thing had.

General McCoy. No.

The Chairman. Admiral, have you heard anything of a radio signal from the MINNEAPOLIS on the morning of December 7 to the effect that she had sighted Japanese naval vessels?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir. I reported that in my—(indicating). Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is covered in your testimony. And you think that that was probably a mistake?

Admiral Halsey. I think it was. My own idea of it in discussing it with various people was that it was an error in coding.

The Chairman. An error in coding?

Admiral Halsey. Instead of saying that there were no vessels in sight, they coded it wrong and said there were vessels in sight.

The Chairman. I see.

Admiral Halsey. That is purely my own idea of it.
General McCoy. Is it not customary in such a code message to repeat the "not" or the "no" several times?

Admiral Halsey. Not in a code message.

The Chairman. Do you know anything about the monitoring of the radio messages on the island here? Do you know how many monitoring sets are maintained here?

Admiral Halsey. No, sir. I do not.

The Chairman. Who would be likely to know about that in the Navy commands?

Admiral Halsey. The communication officer on the CinC's staff. I don't exactly understand—I possibly don't understand what you mean by "monitoring."

The Chairman. As I understand it, where radio messages are likely to be received from a friendly fleet there are operators who sit and work the needle on a dial constantly in order to determine, within the sector they are monitoring, the nature of the messages that are coming in and endeavor to find the channel on which their own or any other message they are interested in is to come in.

Admiral Halsey. I didn't understand what you meant. My answer would be very different, sir. That is done, insofar as the equipment is available, on practically every ship in the Navy.

Admiral Standley. And at every station?

Admiral Halsey. Pardon?

Admiral Standley. And at every station?

Admiral Halsey. And at every station.

[1001] The Chairman. It has been reported to me that there are but four monitor sets operated, or were prior to December 7, on the island, which would mean that each monitor would have to take one quarter of the 360 degrees on the dial, or whatever number of degrees short-wave messages come in on. Do you know anything about that?

Admiral Halsey. No, sir. That is, what you are talking about now are stations here. That probably would be under Admiral Bloch.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Halsey. And probably they do have—they are very lucky if they have a watch in four on that thing and keep it going. That means 12 men going day and night. You can't keep them on more than about four hours at a time.

The Chairman. No.

Admiral Halsey. But I question that. I think probably they may have 12 so-called experts, and I think they have a lot more than that, strikers and lower-rated men.

General McCoy. Admiral, have you investigated, or has so far as you know the Commander-in-Chief investigated, the unfortunate happening to your returning planes to Ford Island and to the Naval or to the Marine field?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir. It has been investigated, and, as I say, the only answer is communications breaking down, although Ford Island Tower and Ford Island knew it. It was very difficult to get these communications for the ships scattered around, and I don't know if any of the shore batteries fired or not, but they were all on edge, having been through that experience in the morning, and one man with an itchy trigger finger turned loose, and everything burst loose.
General McCoy. Had they received your message that you were sending the planes to land there?

Admiral Halsey. Oh, yes. Yes, indeed, that message had been received, and there was a—I don't know how many people in the Ford Island control tower attempting to get this word around to everybody, so they would not fire on them.

General McCoy. You speak of having 18 torpedo planes on your carrier; the ENTERPRISE, I take it.

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

General McCoy. Do you think those torpedo planes are as effective as the Japanese planes proved to be?

Admiral Halsey. I hope they are a lot better, sir.

General McCoy. Do they carry as heavy a load?

Admiral Halsey. Just as heavy a load, yes.

General McCoy. What?

Admiral Halsey. Just as heavy a load, and they are just as good planes, and our lads will carry them in just as far.

Admiral Reeves. You mean the war head's charge, General?

General McCoy. Yes.

Admiral Halsey. That is what I interpreted it to mean.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General McCoy. You speak of having been 180 degrees wrong. Did you come by that from elimination?

Admiral Halsey. I determined that by the fact that the next day or the day after—I have forgotten which—these carriers attacked Midway, so that they must have been up to the northward or we would have caught them on our search to the southward. Incidentally, I could not search with my ships that far because I did not have enough fuel left, and I had to conserve that and be ready to go fast if anybody was there and get them, and then let somebody tow me in if necessary.

Admiral Standley. May I ask a question?

The Chairman. Certainly.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, concerning this discussion about sortie, are you cognizant of the two messages which were sent out, one by the Commander-in-Chief and one by Admiral Furlong, directing sortie on that morning?

Admiral Halsey. Directing sortie?

Admiral Standley. Sortie of the fleet.


Admiral Standley. You do not know that those orders were issued?

Admiral Halsey. I do not.

Admiral Standley. Your fleet actually sortied?

Admiral Halsey. Pardon, sir.

Admiral Standley. But the fleet, the part of the fleet that was able, actually did sortie that morning and during the attack?

Admiral Halsey. They did.

Admiral Standley. Is that true?

Admiral Halsey. That is true.

Admiral Standley. You were asked a question in the beginning of your statement as to why radio silence. Would you please answer that, the reason for radio silence?
Admiral Halsey. Because we were on a very secret mission, to land these Marine fighting planes on Wake without the then possible enemy learning of it. I might say, the results—I saw a report the other day of what these 12 fighting planes accomplished on Wake, and despite the fact that there was no Radar on Wake—it hadn't been landed—it was little short of remarkable.

Admiral Standley. Then, the reason for radio silence was that you suspected or you thought it possible that there might be a Japanese attack?

Admiral Halsey. Exactly.

Admiral Standley. Had you in your considerations and your studies and your estimates of the situation envisaged a surprise attack by the Japanese?

Admiral Halsey. In general, yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Why, or from what, did you draw that conclusion?

Admiral Halsey. From their action against the Russians in 1904 at Port Arthur and from the—let's see—their action against the Chinese, I felt that they would stab us in the back if and when they saw the opportunity.

Admiral Standley. And you then were in the position and the condition to meet any surprise attack that might have been delivered on your force?

Admiral Halsey. I thought we were, sir, very decidedly.

Admiral Reeves. You were on a complete war footing, in other words?

Admiral Halsey. Absolutely a war footing, except I was not using bombs and torpedoes at that time. I could have gotten my planes armed with bombs in less than half an hour and my torpedo planes armed in, oh, an hour to an hour and a half.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, you had sent out a scouting flight in the morning of December 7.

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What was the purpose of that flight?

Admiral Halsey. To see that there was no possible enemy—to see that there were no possible hostile craft between me and my base.

Admiral Standley. In other words, it was a protection of your own force?

Admiral Halsey. It was a protection of my own force, with, of course, the full knowledge that I would, if I saw anything, report it to high authority, not for action but for information.

Admiral Standley. Was it known at Ewa Field or at Pearl that those planes of that flight were to land at Ewa on the completion of their flight?

Admiral Halsey. That is a normal thing, sir, when carriers are returning, to send their planes in. I was nervous about that, but in order not to break radio silence I didn't break it, and there were approach lanes, altitudes to come in, and everything else to identify them as friendly planes, and people knew where they came in, and I did not think there would [1005] be any trouble. In fact, I gave it hardly a thought until I got the first report of this air raid. Then I thought that my planes were suspected of making a raid.
Admiral Standley. Well, then, observers on the island might have anticipated the approach of friendly squadrons or groups of planes from almost any direction from the carrier?

Admiral Halsey. From almost any direction from a carrier, except that there were certain specified lanes in which they had to enter, at a certain specified altitude, from a certain distance.

Admiral Standley. You speak of a number of conflicting messages received on the ENTERPRISE that morning, messages which led you to believe that the enemy carriers were to the southward. Have you made any attempt or has your communication officer made any attempt to analyze your messages received, to determine whether or not those were real messages or phony messages, messages attempting to deceive?

Admiral Halsey. The messages I do not think we have made any special attempt to analyze, except that we know the messages giving so-called radio bearings and the suspected position of the carriers were genuine. The other messages that came out about battleships four miles south of Barbers Point and sampans flying the American flag and coasting up and down the eastern Coast of Oahu flying—an American vessel and American planes and parachute troops landing, and describing their uniform and the marks on their sleeve—I just throw those into the discard, didn't pay any attention to them.

Admiral Standley. Then you are certain that various messages received were phony messages?

Admiral Halsey. I don't know if they were phony or excitable messages.

Admiral Standley. Now, Admiral, how long have you been serving in this station?

Admiral Halsey. In my present position, or how long in the fleet?

Admiral Standley. No; the present position in the Hawaiian area.

Admiral Halsey. I have been out here since the fleet originally arrived in April, April 30—I don't want to get twisted up on my years. When did I come out here? '39 or '40, I guess. April, 1940.

Admiral Standley. During your duties, during the time that you have been on duty at this station, your present command, have there been estimates, various estimates, of the situation made as to possibilities of attack from enemies in the Pacific?

Admiral Halsey. In this way: There has been a planning force, which is a very large one, under Admiral Kimmel, that has been working up plans for a war in the Pacific. At the time that Admiral Kimmel took over command there were security orders about patrols of destroyers when we lay at Lahaina Roads, and various boat patrols while we were in Pearl Harbor. There was very little done about the organization of defenses of Pearl Harbor. He immediately insisted that this be gone into and gone into very thoroughly, that the Army and the Navy get together, particularly about the air defenses of Pearl. He insisted on—there was a total lack or almost a total lack of bombs and ammunition in this area. He moved heaven and earth to get this ammunition out to Pearl. He said he wanted something started, and started right away. That was general instructions to everybody.

On the strength of that I got in touch with General Martin, told him what we had. I finally passed it on to Admiral Bellinger, who
was permanently ashore as commander of Patrol Wing 2, to take charge of the Navy defense forces.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, we know that.

Admiral Halsey. All right.

Admiral Standley. What I am trying to get at is this.

Admiral Halsey. I beg your pardon.

Admiral Standley. If you don't mind, yes. We know that.

[1007] We have got that phase of it. What I wanted—I have all these things, and various plans—you have war plans in the Pacific, have you not?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And if this were the situation: if war were declared, let us say, prior to December 7, if war had been declared then, where would you have expected an attack? From which direction would you have expected the attack to come if you had made any plans?

Admiral Halsey. I think that there would have been a very difficult decision to—a very difficult conclusion to arrive at, Admiral. I think that a coverage with what we had in the way of Navy patrol planes and Army bombers and Army Radar was the best thing we could hope for. It might have come from any direction in 360 degrees.

Admiral Standley. Well, let us suppose, Admiral, that we did not have adequate force to patrol all areas 360 degrees around Hawaii. What sectors would you have considered searching first?

Admiral Halsey. The southward and westward first, and to the northward.

Admiral Standley. Why the southward and westward first?

Admiral Halsey. Just because that is on a line with their Japanese possessions, and I know that they are—I believe; I don't know—I believe that their carriers are more or less oil hogs, and they have to nurse them.

Admiral Standley. In other words, then, you believe that the attack would normally come from the mandate islands?

Admiral Halsey. Exactly.

Admiral Standley. And your search would have been in that direction?

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Would that have any influence in regard to the direction in which you searched on the morning of the 7th?


Admiral Standley. Admiral, normally in Pearl Harbor you have under your command what vessels? When your force, the force of which you are normally in command, is in Pearl Harbor, what vessels have you under your command?

Admiral Halsey. Previous to the 28th of November we had been operating in three task forces out here: Task Force 1, Task Force 2, and Task Force 3. I had command of Task Force 2. That consisted of three battleships, the NEVADA, OKLAHOMA, and ARIZONA, crudiv 5,—

Admiral Standley. Crudiv 5 consists of what?

Admiral Halsey. That consists of the NORTHAMPTON, SALT LAKE CITY, PENSACOLA, and CHESTER.

Admiral Standley. Large cruisers?
Admiral Halsey. Ten thousand-ton heavy cruisers. (Continuing)—and one to—it was changed—one to two squadrons of destroyers or mine layers.

Admiral Standley. Did you say the aircraft carriers?

Admiral Halsey. Pardon.

Admiral Standley. Did you say the aircraft carriers? Did you have any aircraft carriers?

Admiral Halsey. And the Enterprise.

The Chairman. And the Enterprise.

Admiral Standley. How many men were normally in that command, approximately?

Admiral Halsey. Oh, I would say approximately 6500 men.

Admiral Standley. Probably between six and seven thousand men?

Admiral Halsey. Six and seven thousand, yes, sir; that is a very rough estimate.

Admiral Standley. And as commander of that force, Admiral, are you familiar with the regulations for liberty of your men in this port?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What are those regulations as regards [1009] time?

Admiral Halsey. Now or then?

Admiral Standley. Then.

Admiral Halsey. The regulations were that the—

Admiral Standley. I mean prior to December 7.

Admiral Halsey. —men's liberty expired at—the non-rated men's liberty expired at—I am a little bit leery of this thing, a little bit confused about it now, because I haven't thought about it for a long time, but it expired, as I remember it, at 10 o'clock at night or 9 o'clock at night. The rated men and chief petty officers—first-class petty officers went up to 1 or 2 o'clock in the morning except those men who had families residing here, who were allowed to remain ashore overnight.

Admiral Standley. Then, except those men who had families and lived here, all men were required to be back aboard ship?

Admiral Halsey. Without refreshing my memory I am a little bit uncertain about that. I think it may be the chief petty officers had overnight liberty if they required—if they wanted it. I am not absolutely certain on the point.

Admiral Standley. Who would know positively about it, if you know?

Admiral Halsey. They have it. I can look it up on the records. They had it in the Commander-in-Chief's records.

The Chairman. Would you mind looking it up and simply submitting a memorandum? You can send it to the Recorder, at any time.

Admiral Standley. I would like to know absolutely the correct statement on the liberty.

General McCoy. Have those orders been changed since the 7th of December?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir. One quarter of the crew is now allowed ashore between the hours of 9 in the morning and 5 o'clock in the night, provided that all anti-aircraft [1010] batteries can be fully
manned, and that has since been changed so that officers and men who have bona fide homes may on special request and with special permission remain ashore overnight.

General McCoy. Are the officers obliged to remain aboard ship now, or are they given certain liberty?

Admiral Halsey. Those that have families ashore, one quarter of them may remain, but they have to be back by 7 o’clock in the morning.

Admiral Standley. What would be your regulations or standing orders in regard to the men aboard for duty? What proportion of your crew and officers, if any, was required to be aboard for duty when you were in port yet?

Admiral Halsey. Again I would have to refresh my memory on that. I think it was 50% had to remain on board.

Admiral Standley. Would you give us a memorandum?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, I will give you a memorandum on that, sir.

Admiral Standley. Were there any special regulations in regard to sufficient complement to man the anti-aircraft batteries?

Admiral Halsey. Not at that time, unless an air-raid warning was called.

Admiral Standley. I would like you to check on that, too, sir.

General McCoy. Admiral, when you were talking about this conference with the Army and Navy staffs and commanders, I am not sure that you were quite consistent about the dates.

Admiral Halsey. I may be wrong on that date. I thought it was the 27th. It may have been the 26th. It was either the 26th or the 27th.

General McCoy. You also speak, as I remember—it is not to trip you up; I just want to get the record straight. You spoke of a conference which you attended, you thought, on the 27th, and that you were informed then of a dispatch from the [1011] Navy Department?

Admiral Halsey. I think I would recognize that dispatch if I saw it.

The Chairman. Did you see this dispatch which was received on the 25th, Admiral (indicating)?

Admiral Halsey. This one is 24th at 2:05.

The Chairman. It was received the 25th here.

Admiral Halsey. It was received here the 25th. See, that would be—

The Chairman. In the morning.

Admiral Halsey. 3035 would be 6:35 in the morning.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Halsey. I think I have seen this dispatch. This is not the one I referred to and spoke about sending the Army P-40’s to Wake and Midway, but I am sure I have seen this dispatch, sir.

The Chairman. And then the dispatch about the Army planes was after the other dispatch of the 27th?

Admiral Halsey. It was an identical dispatch sent to the Army general and the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet.

The Chairman. Well, then, that is still another dispatch than the one we have.

Admiral Halsey. That is the one I am referring to.
The Chairman. That is still another that we haven't been looking at critically.

Admiral Halsey. It mentioned sending 50 Army pursuits.

General McCoy. To get back so that we shall be sure to have this record straight about this conference, I think you mentioned that you thought it was on the 27th, but later on in talking about the WRIGHT—

The Chairman. You said she went on the 26th, I think.

General McCoy. You said she went on before that date.

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. So I just want you to clear up that little [1012] inconsistency in the record.

Admiral Halsey. It is an inconsistency—inconsistent testimony on my part; there is no inconsistency in the acts we were doing for some ten days or two weeks or more previous to this time. The Commander-in-Chief had decided that he had to increase defenses of Wake and Midway. The only air that he had control of that he could put out there were either carrier planes or Marine planes. He had given orders through me to work up skeleton crews—ground crews—for both places, to take such accessories and spare parts as we had available, and to get them ready to go on practically instant notice. Sometime within a week before the 27th of November he had directed that this be carried out. The WRIGHT was then loaded, with this purpose, not only for the Marine planes that were going to Wake and Midway but also for the patrol planes that were going to base in these two places. This was all done a matter of many days before the conference of which I spoke.

General McCoy. And the WRIGHT sailed, as I remember, on the—

Admiral Halsey. She sailed, I am sure—What day was Thanksgiving? She sailed on Thanksgiving Day.

Admiral Standley. 27th.

Admiral Halsey. No, no. It was before that, sir.

General McNarney. 20th, I believe.

Admiral Halsey. What?

General McNarney. Thanksgiving was the 20th this year, I believe.

Mr. Howe. Yes, it was.

Admiral Halsey. It could have been that soon—well, maybe it was. I remember—this is off the record: I remember being in swimming at Waikiki Beach. I thought it was Thanksgiving; maybe it was the Sunday I was in swimming and I saw the WRIGHT—swimming around—sort of steaming out, and I knew where she was bound. It was some date before I put to sea.

[1013] General McCoy. So that it was before this conference of the 27th?

Admiral Halsey. The arrangements had been made for it long before this conference of the 27th.

General McCoy. Were you also in command of the task force that went out to relieve Wake?

Admiral Halsey. No, sir.

General McCoy. Later on?

Admiral Halsey. The two task forces that went out—the task force that went out to relieve Wake was in command of Admiral Fletcher.
I came in to refuel and followed them out two days later to back them up.

General McCoy. I notice your aircraft carrier here at the dock. Is it protected against submarine attack by nets or baffles of any kind?

Admiral Halsey. We have target rafts all around the ship.

General McCoy. Was that the case before December 7?

Admiral Halsey. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, in ordinary procedure when a secret message is received is it paraphrased before it is circulated or shown to people who have a right to see it?

Admiral Halsey. Oh, yes, that is—I presume that is always done.

Admiral Standley. That is?

Admiral Halsey. I have never looked into that, Admiral, but I am quite sure it is always done.

Admiral Standley. And you received or saw no message in which there was a statement that it was a war warning?

Admiral Halsey. I cannot be sure of that. I think it would have made an impression on me if I had seen it, and I do not remember.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Mr. Reporter, will you note that we shall ask the Navy to furnish the paraphrase of this message, and that we return now the message itself, through the Recorder's hands.

[1014] Admiral, will you give the Commission your estimate of the air situation here at Pearl Harbor and the defense against air attack as it stands today, as to adequacy?

Admiral Halsey. I would be very glad to answer that question, sir, but I have no first-hand knowledge of what is present. I know in general terms what is supposed to be done. I know what my own force is supposed to contribute towards that end. I do not know how many bombing planes the Army has available, I do not know how many pursuit planes the Army has available, and I don't know, except within rather wide limitations, the number of patrol planes, which don't come under me, that are available.

The Chairman. Well, now, let me break that down. Let me break your answer down. What is your force supposed to contribute towards anti-aircraft defense of this Island?

Admiral Halsey. When my planes are based ashore—and when I speak of "my planes" I speak of the——

The Chairman. The carriers.

Admiral Halsey. —planes on the three carriers.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Halsey. The fighting planes, on an air-raid alarm, pass immediately over to the command of the pursuit. They call it the pursuit wing?

General McNarney. Interceptor force now.

Admiral Halsey. Inter—?

General McNarney. Interceptor command now.

Admiral Halsey. Interceptor. They are passed completely over to the interceptor command. A certain number of scouts and bombers are made available to chase the enemy out in case he is dropping in, to find out where his carriers are, and the remaining planes are to be used as a striking group. They are all fully armed when ashore: the torpedo planes with their torpedoes on board, the scout bombers with the
500-pound bomb [1015] on board, and the fighting planes with a full load of ammunition.

The Chairman. I gather that when carriers are in port the planes are always based on shore.

Admiral Halsey. Always.

The Chairman. You empty the carrier of planes before she docks, do you not?

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

The Chairman. I also gather from your answer that none of your planes would be patrol planes for distant reconnaissance from land bases?

Admiral Halsey. No, sir, they would not, except on a minor scale in case of necessity; some of my planes can scout 300—

The Chairman. Two hundred miles?

Admiral Halsey. Three hundred and fifty.

The Chairman. Now, Admiral, what is your conception of a proper scout reconnaissance for the protection of Pearl Harbor as a routine reconnaissance in time of war?

Admiral Halsey. A 360-degree search, which would go as far as you can cover and still have ammunition on board to hit anything that you see on the way out there.

The Chairman. And get back home.

Admiral Halsey. And get back home.

The Chairman. The same day.

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir, morning and night.

The Chairman. And, whatever may be the available planes on this island at the moment, you would feel that they were inadequate for the purpose unless they could conduct such a 360-degree search to at least eight to nine hundred miles from the coast of Oahu every day?

Admiral Halsey. I would; absolutely inadequate. Of course, the planes that we have now in carrying a bomb can not proceed further than 700 miles, including the Army B-17's.

[1016] The Chairman. That is hardly enough, is it, to be sure?

Admiral Halsey. No, sir, it is not enough, but it is the best we can do with what we've got.

The Chairman. Perhaps it is unfair to ask you, sir, a hypothetical question, but if you had been in command of the defense against air attack of this Island and had what you considered an important warning of probable impending or possible impending attack, would you have been satisfied, if you had the means to do it, with anything less than such a search daily?

Admiral Halsey. No, I would not. I might add that—I think I am correct in this statement—at the time of the attack on Pearl Harbor the Army bombers were not being used in search.

The Chairman. You are correct in that, sir?

Admiral Halsey. And there was not unity of command at that time.

The Chairman. Not as it has been established since December 17. There was, however, a cooperative agreement that I think would have covered the situation.

Admiral Halsey. I use that expression—

The Chairman. Technically.

Admiral Halsey. —advisedly, sir.

The Chairman. Anything, gentlemen?
Admiral Standley. Well, Admiral, to follow that for a moment, under the conditions of training and the conditions of supplying outlying stations, as I presume you are familiar, prior to December 7, do you think you would have made any different disposition or would there have been any different disposition made if there had been unity of command?

Admiral Halsey. If I had been in command?

Admiral Standley. Yes, or if there had been unity of command.

Admiral Halsey. Absolutely not, sir. Absolutely not. [1017] I think that Admiral Kimmel far exceeded any authority he had in making every effort possible, with very inadequate means, of bringing those outlying islands up to the greatest strength he possibly could.

Admiral Standley. Now, one other question I want to ask you. You spoke about the task of following the planes out to locate the carrier.

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Under whom would those planes operate?

Admiral Halsey. Under Admiral Bellinger.

Admiral Standley. Admiral Bellinger?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir; as Commander of the Base Air Defense.

Admiral Standley. From your knowledge was any such effort made on the morning of the 7th?

Admiral Halsey. I have no knowledge of anything that happened on the morning of the 7th. I got one report from one of my planes that had landed on Hickam Field that the enemy planes had apparently disappeared to the northward and westward. I had no report from any Radars anywhere else, although my, own Radar showed activity in that general direction, which I took to be Army and patrol-boat planes. We have no recognition signals in any of our planes.

General McCoy. However, those planes coming in to the two fields from your carrier have communications by which they can communicate with the control officer at each field, haven't they?

Admiral Halsey. Absolutely, sir. They are on—they were at that time on the Luke Field control tower frequency, which is different from the other fields around here that I am speaking of.

General McCoy. Do you know whether they communicated to the control officer on their arrival or immediately before their arrival, asking for authority to land?

[1078] Admiral Halsey. We do not ask for authority to land in the Naval planes, sir. We do not. Up to that time we had not been controlling them down to the ground. They come in at certain areas—as I say, in certain lanes, certain altitude recognized. They come over and land at Luke Field. Sometimes they call up beforehand. Under ordinary peace-time conditions we would have signaled in to Pearl: "Carrier' group leaving ENTERPRISE for Pearl." Under these conditions we made no report and depended upon the fact that they were coming in in the recognized lanes at the recognized altitudes.

General McCoy. I understand that you did send a message after you heard of the attack.

Admiral Halsey. It was too late then, sir. Our planes were in here.
General McCoy. Some of them came in at night, though, I understand.

Admiral Halsey. Oh, they—pardon me. I thought you were talking about the forenoon flight. The night flight, we did report that they were all coming in.

Admiral Standley. Tell him about the Ewa Field. They came in from the carrier in the morning, see, at 8 o'clock. The ones that landed at night came in down at the seaplane base.

General McCoy. Yes, but I wanted to make sure that I got it right, that he did—as soon as he heard of the attack he did communicate.

Admiral Halsey. That night flight.

General McCoy. For these night flights coming in?

Admiral Halsey. That night flight, I communicated fully that they were coming in.

General McCoy. Do you know whether your communications officer got an acknowledgement of that?

Admiral Halsey. Oh, yes. It was fully known by the authorities. Admiral Standley. Has a board of investigation been ordered on that? And if so, whom?

Admiral Halsey. On what, sir?

Admiral Standley. On the firing on those planes.

Admiral Halsey. No, sir, there has been no board of investigation ordered on anything around here that I know of so far. I presume that they considered that this Commission would cover it. I don't know. I might add, we had only been in port two days up until day before yesterday since the 28th day of November, so we have had very little time for any boards or anything.

Admiral Standley. In answer to a question you stated that the regulations in regard to liberty had been changed since December 7.

Admiral Halsey. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Why?

Admiral Halsey. I presume so that there would be no question of not having adequate men on board to man the guns and man the fleet, officers and men on board to man the guns and man the fleet at all times, and I think that the same regulations would have gone into effect anywhere under a wartime condition.

Admiral Standley. But men are now going on liberty in the morning?

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What is the reason for that? Is it not because the ships are operating on a strenuous schedule, and this is to provide liberty for the men when they come in here?

Admiral Halsey. I was just considering that point. I think that is the only reason for it, sir. The officers and men, I might add, are getting the smallest amount of relaxation, particularly fliers. They come in from ten days to twelve days strenuous work out at sea, and they immediately land ashore, and 50% of them are on almost immediate notice, so that they never get away from this strain and tension they are under. We are trying now to see if we can't possibly take some place uptown and get these lads absolutely away from everything and put them up there and let them think of something else besides flying and fighting.
General McCoy. Isn't this a time of particularly imminent danger, however, for this fleet in port?

Admiral Halsey. I quite agree, sir, and I quite agree with everything that we are doing, but at the same time we still have to think of the morale of the men, and we can't afford to break them down, to be always on their toes, when there is a chance to let them relax.

Admiral Standley. Isn't that the purpose of a base for a fleet?

Admiral Halsey. Pardon, sir.

Admiral Standley. Isn't that one of the purposes of a base for the fleet?

Admiral Halsey. Absolutely.

Admiral Standley. A place where the ships can come in and let the crew relax?

Admiral Halsey. Absolutely.

Admiral Reeves. Admiral, I want to ask you two or three questions.

How far is Midway from Honolulu?

Admiral Halsey. Roughly 1100 miles.

Admiral Reeves. I would like to ask you your opinion of the security of Pearl Harbor as a base, and of vessels of the fleet anchored in Pearl Harbor. I want to know what your view of their security would be under these conditions if you had long-range scouts or patrol planes based and operating from Midway, also operating from Honolulu, and operated daily to a radius of, we will assume, 800 miles from Honolulu at dusk; in addition to that patrol, if you had planes scouting from Honolulu to a radius of 360 miles at dawn; and in addition to these planes you had Radar stations on Oahu operating [1021] 24 hours a day; and, in addition to those, you had striking forces of airplanes based on Oahu. Assuming all that, what is your view of the security of Pearl Harbor and of vessels of the fleet anchored in Pearl Harbor against an air attack, either surprise or otherwise? What is your opinion of the security of Pearl Harbor and the vessels in it under those conditions?

Admiral Halsey. I think under those conditions the vessels in Pearl Harbor would be as secure as it is humanly possible to make them.

Admiral Reeves. Do you think they would be as secure as they would be if they were operating continuously at sea?

Admiral Halsey. From horizontal bombers, there is a small probability that they might be more secure at sea. From dive-bombing attacks and torpedo-plane attacks I think they would be much more secure in Pearl Harbor.

Admiral Reeves. Considering all the various manners and methods by which a fleet is menaced, including submarines, aircraft bombing of all sorts, do you think the security of the fleet would be greater in Pearl Harbor or at sea?

Admiral Halsey. In Pearl Harbor.

Admiral Reeves. Do you think that the provision of aircraft and the setting up of the procedure that I outlined is a practicable one?

Admiral Halsey. Absolutely, if we can hold Midway.

Admiral Reeves. Do you think that this patrol and protection of Honolulu, Pearl Harbor, could be effected by planes operating from Oahu if Midway were eliminated?

Admiral Halsey. I do.
Admiral Reeves. It would be better protected if we had Midway to give us advance warning? The difference would be that you would require more planes on Oahu to do it than if you based some at Midway?

Admiral Halsey. Well, I base that, sir, on the fact that the patrol from Midway would give us possibly more advance warning than we could get from our patrol here.

Admiral Reeves. Right. That was what I wanted to bring out.

General McCoy. With the American Fleet based in Pearl Harbor, is not Midway safe from the Japanese?

Admiral Halsey. If we can get our fleet out there in time and hit what they bring in, it is safe.

General McCoy. Isn't that what you would welcome?

Admiral Halsey. I would welcome it, yes, sir, if I could be out there and get them.

General McCoy. Well, isn't there a task force out in that direction all the time?

Admiral Halsey. There hasn't been, up to the time that this thing happened. Since then we have had task forces out there. As a matter of fact, I was telling Admiral Standley yesterday, I sent two, I believe, rather unique signals. About 5 o'clock in the afternoon on the 24th of December I sent a signal to my force, "Merry Christmas," the first time I had a chance to get a signal through. About 5 o'clock on the following day I sent another signal, "Merry Christmas," repeated it when I crossed the date line.

General McCoy. I flew over the fleet anchorage in the West Indies last spring. It was then in Vieques Sound, and I talked to some Naval men about that new plan for making Vieques Sound much more sheltered by the building of breakwaters, and so forth, and I was told that the new naval base at San Juan, Puerto Rico, was what might be called an operating base but that the fleet would never go in there, first, because it was too large, and next, because the capital ships couldn't go into San Juan, but that it was the ideal situation for a fleet rendezvous, assuming that Vieques would be made more secure from weather by the contemplated breakwaters and that the near-by operating base, with the submarine base at the Virgin Islands, and so forth, made it an ideal situation.

Now, isn't that situation pretty much the same here? Haven't you a fleet anchorage over here at Lanai—isn't it?

The Chairman. Lahaina.

Admiral Halsey. Lahaina Roads.

General McCoy. What is it called?

Admiral Halsey. Lahaina Roads.

General McCoy. Lahaina Roads.

Admiral Halsey. Between Lanai and Maui and Molokai.

General McCoy. Isn't that the same situation that they have, practically, at San Juan, Vieques, there?

Admiral Halsey. I am not familiar with the Vieques fleet anchorage, never having seen it, but the great trouble with Lahaina Roads is, there is no way of protecting the fleet from submarine attack. The waters are too deep and the current is too swift for any effective mining. Maybe they can come to some sort of a scheme. We are wide
open in all directions to submarine attack, and it is a very unsafe anchorage at the moment.

General McCoy. And it cannot be mined?
Admiral Halsey. That is, not to any secure position.
General McCoy. So far as you know, has that ever been considered and careful surveys made on those lines?

Admiral Halsey. It has, I am quite sure. I personally have never been mixed up in it, but I have talked lots about it and heard people discuss it, and they have looked into it and they have found it is a very difficult thing to do. As a matter of fact, up until a year ago last October the fleet used to use Lahaina Roads as a base. I went back to the West Coast or mainland in the middle of October; I stayed there until the middle of January, and I came back here. They had stopped using Lahaina for that very reason and were basing all the ships here in Pearl and keeping the fleet at sea at [1024] all times.

The Chairman. Where is Lahaina Roads, then?
Admiral Halsey. It is right between Molokai and Maui and Lanai.

The Chairman. In here (indicating on map).

[1025] The Chairman. Any more questions of the Admiral?
Admiral Standley. No.

The Chairman. Admiral, due to the nature of our mission here we have asked all witnesses to observe the rule that nothing that goes on in this room may be mentioned to anyone outside this room.

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We are very greatly indebted to you for your testimony.

Admiral Halsey. Yes, sir. Thank you.

The Chairman. Commander Fuqua.

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COMMANDER SAMUEL GLENN FUQUA, DAMAGE CONTROL OFFICER, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you state your full name and rank, Commander?

Commander Fuqua. Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy, First Lieutenant and Damage Control Officer.

The Chairman. Of the USS ARIZONA?

Commander Fuqua. Yes, the USS ARIZONA.

General McNarney. Where were you on the night of December 6?

Commander Fuqua. I was aboard ship, sir.

General McNarney. Did you stay on board that night?

Commander Fuqua. Yes, I had head of department duty there that night.

General McNarney. Will you describe to the Commission your duties as damage control officer?

Commander Fuqua. The damage control officer has to do with the watertight integrity of the ship and to keep it afloat in case of damage in battle.

General McNarney. What is the size of the detail under control for this purpose?

Commander Fuqua. I do not understand the question.
General McNarney. How big is the damage control section? Do you have a certain number of petty officers and enlisted men in that damage section, or do they all have their own duties?

Commander Fuqua. No, sir. I had a lieutenant who was assistant damage control officer, a chief boatswain, a carpenter, and an ensign. I had about 35 artificers, ship fitters and maintenance men under my direct supervision.

General McNarney. Do you know how many of those were present for duty on the morning of December 7?

Commander Fuqua. To my knowledge they were all present except the assistant damage control officer.

General McNarney. What was the state of the watertight integrity at the time of the attack?

Commander Fuqua. To the best of my knowledge all watertight integrity doors below the third deck were closed. From 1600 until eight o'clock the following day the watertight doors below the third deck are required to be closed.

Admiral Standley. What was that answer?

Commander Fuqua. From 1600 to eight o'clock the following morning, the watertight doors below the third deck are required to be closed.

Admiral Reeves. Could you speak a little louder?

Commander Fuqua. Yes.

General McNarney. Is there any inspection to see whether these regulations are carried out?

Commander Fuqua. Yes.

General McNarney. Was there any inspection made on the evening of December 6?

Commander Fuqua. Yes.

General McNarney. As damage control officer, what instructions if any did you give when the attack first started?

[1027]

Commander Fuqua. When the attack first started I was in the ward room having breakfast.

Admiral Standley. Could you speak a little louder?

The Chairman. He was in the ward room.

Commander Fuqua. I was in the ward room having breakfast. There was a short signal on the air raid siren of about one second duration. I notified the anti-aircraft control officer, who was in the ward room at this time, to man the anti-aircraft batteries. He told me that he thought they were just testing the loud speakers.

Admiral Standley. What is that?

Commander Fuqua. He thought they were just testing the loud speakers, as the loud speaker system had gone out previous to the attack.

I said, "No. That sounds like an air raid alarm to me."

However, I still thought there was a possibility that someone had brushed against the handle on the alarm.

After the anti-aircraft control officer on duty had left the ward room, I proceeded to the telephone in the ward room and telephoned to the officer on the deck to pass the word, "Anti-aircraft batteries." When I was unable to get him on the phone I proceeded to the port side of the quarterdeck. As I came out the port side of the quarterdeck there was a plane flew up overhead at a height of 50 feet with machine guns firing. I glanced up and I saw it was a Japanese plane.
Then I proceeded to No. 4 turret to the starboard side of the quarterdeck, on the double.

When I rounded the No. 4 turret I saw the officer of the deck up forward and reported to him to sound general quarters and pass the word—

Admiral Standley. What is that?
Commander Fuqua. I reported to the officer of the deck to sound general quarters and pass the word—

[1028] Admiral Reeves. You passed the word to what?
Commander Fuqua. I passed the word to the officer of the deck to sound general quarters and pass the word to set material condition ZED as final damage control condition for battle.

Admiral Reeves. What does ZED mean?
Commander Fuqua. Everything is closed up except the necessary hatchs that have to remain open during battle. About this time I heard a plane overhead. I glanced up. I saw a bomb dropping which appeared to me was going to land on me or close by.

The next thing I remember I came to on deck in a position about six feet aft the starboard gangway. I got to my feet and looked around to see what it was that had knocked me down. Then I saw I was lying about six feet from a bomb hole in the deck. This bomb had hit the face plate of No. 4 turret, had glanced off that and gone through the deck and had exploded in the captain’s pantry.

General McNarney. How many decks down was that?
Commander Fuqua. It pierced one deck.

Then I glanced up forward and saw the whole midship a mass of flames in that section of the ship.

Admiral Reeves. What is that?
Commander Fuqua. A mass of flames.

Admiral Reeves. A mass of flames?
Commander Fuqua. Yes, sir.

Shall I continue?

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

Commander Fuqua. Then I ran forward to make preparation to fight the fire. There I met Major Shapler, United States Marine Corps, who had just come down from the after defense station.

He told me at this time that he observed a bomb go down [1029] the stack. As the fire hose were laid out in the quarterdeck in an effort to fight the fire, there was no water in any hose.

At this time, which I judge to be about 0815, the ship had apparently broken in two as there was water lying on the deck just abaft of the break of the deck at frame 88.

I then attempted to keep the fire back by dipping water from the side in buckets and by the use of CO₂ fire extinguisher. We were able to keep the fire from spreading aft until we could pick the wounded up off the deck and place them in boats to transfer them to Ford Island.

General McNarney. What was feeding the fire?
Commander Fuqua. What?

General McNarney. What was feeding the fire at this time?
Commander Fuqua. It was oil all over the ship as far aft as frame 90 and on the water.

I would judge about 8:15 or 8:20 I saw a tremendous mass of flames, the height of 300 feet, rise in the air forward, and shook the ship aft as if it would fall apart like a pack of cards.
It was then I realized that the forward magazine had exploded. I then directed that the after magazine be flooded. This was done, but the man who flooded the after magazine was not saved.

Admiral Standley. What is that?
Commander Fuqua. He was not saved. He is missing.

At this time, about 8:20, all the guns on the boat deck had ceased firing.

Being that the ship was no longer in a fighting condition, I ordered the remaining people in the after turrets to abandon ship. The only possible thing that I could see that could be done at this time was to transfer the wounded and those burned, who were running out of the flames, to Ford Island.

[1030] With the assistance of a rescue boat from the USS Solace, approximately 100 men who were burned and wounded were transferred to Ford Island. After this operation was completed, at about 0845, I made a thorough search of the after part of the ship, which was accessible, for wounded and uninjured personnel.

About 0845 I directed that the forward lines of the USS Vestal, which vessel was tied up to the port side astern, be cut. This was done and I believe the Vestal cut their own after lines.

Admiral Standley. And this vessel drifted clear?
Commander Fuqua. Drifted clear.

General McCoy. Was it on fire?
Commander Fuqua. From the knowledge gained later, the Vestal did receive two bomb hits, one forward and one aft. As I understand it, the forward bomb hit started the fire, and the after bomb passed clear through the Vestal without exploding.

I finally left the ship myself about 0915, and proceeded to the receiving barracks at Pearl Harbor to report in. I learned later from the battle report of the USS Vestal that the Arizona received one torpedo hit and possibly two; these torpedoes passing under the stern of the Vestal and apparently striking the Arizona up about frame 35 on the port side. However, this was not possible to verify as the entire forward part of the ship was destroyed.

Admiral Reeves. Was frame 35 up by the forward magazine?
Commander Fuqua. That is right at the forward magazine.

General McNarney. Will you describe to the Commission by what means you would keep it afloat if the torpedo hit and your vessel started to list? What would your action be as damage control officer?

Commander Fuqua. The action would depend on the amount of list from it. If the list was such as not to interfere with the operation of the guns and the machinery, the list would be removed by shifting immediately in the water in order to bring the ship back on an even keel. However, if the list was such as to interfere with the operation of the gun battery or the machinery, the ship could be brought back on an even keel by counter flooding the voids on the opposite side from the side at which the torpedo struck. That is the diagonal position.

General McNarney. There was no opportunity or necessity in this particular case to take such action?

Commander Fuqua. No, sir, there was no opportunity for this.

General McNarney. Were you the senior officer on board that morning?
Commander Fuqua. I was the senior survivor. The captain and the admiral were on board.

General McCoy. Where were they?

Commander Fuqua. I would like to add something to that statement about the captain and the admiral.

Shortly after I came to on deck, not having seen the admiral or the captain and knowing they were on board, I directed that the captain’s hatch on the starboard side of the quarterdeck be opened. Then I sent an officer down to look in the captain’s cabin and the admiral’s cabin to see if they were there. The search revealed that they were not there.

I then inquired from the personnel available at that time if they had seen the captain or the admiral. The officer of the deck had gotten trapped in the officer of the deck’s booth forward on the starboard side of the quarterdeck by fire, and had to jump overboard. No one had seen the captain or the admiral.

[1032] I learned later from the officer of the deck that he had seen the captain proceed to the bridge. This was apparently a little before I came to on deck or while I was lying on deck as a result of the bomb hit.

After the fire, which was put out after burning for a period of two days amidships, I went on board to search for the bodies. We found the admiral’s body on the boat deck, or we found a body which I believe to be the admiral’s body on the boat deck, just at the foot of the flag bridge ladder. The captain’s body was never found. However, the captain’s ring and some coat buttons were found on the flag bridge.

Ensign D. Hein, United States Navy, was on the bridge during the attack. In some manner he got off the bridge. I discovered him about two days after the attack in the United States Naval Hospital in Pearl Harbor. In his statement he stated that he saw the captain himself and a quartermaster on the bridge. He also stated that the quartermaster reported to the captain that there was a bomb hit either by or on No. 2 turret. The next thing he reported was that the ship was sinking like an earthquake had struck it, and the bridge was in flames. He was lying on the deck in front of the wheel, and he struggled to his feet and ran off the bridge down the flag bridge to the port side and fell onto the boat deck.

Those are his words: The boat deck was a mass of flames, and the men were dying all around. He said that he thought he would lie down and die with them. Then he thought that he would go down the port side of the quarterdeck and lie down there, which he did.

In picking up the wounded off the deck aft, he was one of the persons I apparently put in the boats.

General McNarney. I have no further questions.

Commander Fuqua. I might add that in order for the torpedo to strike the forward magazine, it has to pierce two voids and two oil tanks.

[1033] General McNarney. I have another question here. Do you think that a bomb could go down the smokestack of a vessel in view of the fact that a bomb does not fall straight?

Commander Fuqua. I could not say, sir. I suppose it is possible, but it seems to me improbable.

General McNarney. Do you have any recollection of the height at which these bombs were released?
Commander Fuqua. I would say between eight and ten thousand feet. As I glanced up, when I was going around No. 4 turret, I saw these planes—as I remember, there were five—and they were between eight and ten thousand feet, I would judge.

General McCoy. I thought you said one plane was only 50 feet above you?

Commander Fuqua. I believe that was a torpedo plane which released a torpedo and was strafing as it passed over.

The Chairman. Thank you very much. Please observe the caution and do not discuss what you have testified to here with anyone.

Commander Fuqua. Yes.

The Chairman. Ensign Ball.

TESTIMONY OF ENSIGN NILE EVERETT BALL, COMMANDING OFFICER, MOTOR TORPEDO BOAT SQUADRON ONE, UNITED STATES NAVAL RESERVE

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. State your full name,

Ensign Ball. Nile Everett Ball.

The Chairman. What was your command on the morning of December 7, Ensign?

Ensign Ball. I was officer of the deck, torpedo boat squadron one. We had six boats in the squadron, sir, and they were nested in three nests alongside the dock, and we had a barge known as YR–20, which is the headquarters of the office and the nests of the guns.

The Chairman. Where were you standing when the attack started?

Ensign Ball. On the front of the barge.

The Chairman. On the front of the barge?

Ensign Ball. Yes.

The Chairman. Where were your machine guns?

Ensign Ball. Two on the barge and two on each of these oil boats alongside the barge.

The Chairman. What did you do?

Ensign Ball. You mean at the time I first noticed the attack?

The Chairman. Yes.

Ensign Ball. I was standing talking to the chief machinist mate, and I noticed the planes coming in over Ford Island and I saw the rising sun on them, and it was apparent that it was a Japanese attack, but his statement was, “Surely they are not Japanese planes.”

Anyhow, two things happened that convinced me that they were not our planes, and that was I noticed the explosion, and then they approached and I saw some planes coming in a dive with machine guns rattling. Then I gave the order to man the guns.

The Chairman. How soon did you get your guns into action?

Ensign Ball. I would say in about two minutes time.

The Chairman. Your ammunition was in the boxes?

Ensign Ball. Yes.

The Chairman. In the clips for such guns?

Ensign Ball. Yes, but there were two steps involved in connection with the firing. One of them was, the air compressor had to be started—the generator in the engine part—and the air compressor
started in to operate the turrets; and to pick up the boxes and put them into machine guns was the next thing.

The Chairman. Were you able to hit any of these oncoming planes?

Ensign Ball. The best I could find out from the men who were not actually firing and who had a chance to watch was that they definitely saw bullets go into these three planes; but there was no definite assurance that we were totally responsible for any one plane.

The Chairman. What was the caliber of your guns?

Ensign Ball. Fifty caliber, sir.

General McCoy. Were they in easy range?

Ensign Ball. They were in easy range, yes.

The Chairman. Flying low?

Ensign Ball. Yes. For instance, the one we feel most certain we can claim credit for was one of the torpedo planes that approached from over the sub base, using this channel to come into the sub base as a bowling alley and launch the torpedoes, and they were down within 50 feet.

The Chairman. They were?

Ensign Ball. Yes.

The Chairman. Where would this bowling alley end up?

Ensign Ball. This channel goes into Ford Island just about the middle, and you have that row of battleships right here (indicating). They would go into them and I could not see how they launched their attack from that point, but some officers on the motor torpedo boat on the dock, they saw them launch their fish, and they said one they hit was the CALIFORNIA and then they would go off, peel off, and come back, and then peel off to the right and launch one at the battleship aft.

The Chairman. Any further questions?

Admiral Standley. Will you give us as well as you can the sequence of the fighting planes from what you observed and where they came from. In other words, tell us the direction of the waves and how many there were. Do you have any definite picture of that in your mind?

Ensign Ball. I noticed somewhere in the neighborhood of eight, as I remember—six or eight of them. They seemed to be coming in from the west, and as they came in over the west, over the drydock in which the PENNSYLVANIA was—

The Chairman. Over the PENNSYLVANIA drydock? The floating dock?

Ensign Ball. No, sir, not the floating drydock.

The Chairman. The stationary drydock?

Ensign Ball. Yes. They came in from that direction as from Hickam Field, like they just went over Hickam Field, and it was about within a minute or two after that that they started to come down the channel here (indicating). That is this channel right here.

The Chairman. This channel?

Ensign Ball. Yes. They would come in this channel and that is the bowling alley they used.

Then within two or three minutes after that they started to peel off out of the sun and come out of the sun and come across the sub base over there.

Admiral Reeves. Could you tell the torpedo planes from the fighters or from the dive bombers?
Ensign Ball. Well, Admiral, unless it is close enough for me to see the torpedo, I can usually tell the fighters, but the bigger ones, I do not know them by silhouette.

Admiral Standley. There was no one approaching from Ford Island toward you?

Ensign Ball. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. And then circling and coming back in that direction?

[1037] Ensign Ball. The ones I noticed were coming more from the north and at a high altitude. Some seemed to come out over Ford Island coming from the northwest and they seemed to go to the northeast.

Admiral Standley. They were coming from the northeast and going out northwest? Going out toward Ford Island?

Ensign Ball. They were coming in over Ford Island and then going in this direction (indicating). Say this is northwest (indicating) and they were coming in over Ford Island, because they had the hangars there, and then they dropped bombs on the hangars, and then they would come into position about over the battleships and then they would go over them and get into position to raid again, and then they would go off in that direction to the northeast.

Admiral Standley. The picture was that you saw the planes coming in over Hickam Field and coming over the PENNSYLVANIA?

Ensign Ball. Yes, and then they came in this way (indicating) as far as the other side of the barracks, coming out of the sun because the sun was up in that position (indicating), but when they started to come out of the sun, they were high, except the first ones, which came down low, the torpedo planes.

Admiral Standley. Were there distinct waves of them?

Ensign Ball. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What was the difference in time between them?

Ensign Ball. In my opinion—and that would be purely a guess—but I would say between the first wave and the second wave there was maybe twenty minutes or maybe fifteen minutes, but I do not know, because we were busy trying to prepare ourselves.

Admiral Standley. What is your estimate as to the number [1038] of planes engaged in all the waves?

Ensign Ball. I could estimate it, but I really do not think it would be a good estimation, due to the fact that I was busy and did not have time to stay and watch the fight, because I had so many things to.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

General McCoy. What is your first name?

Ensign Ball. Nile, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Ensign.

Admiral Standley. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Do not discuss with anyone what has gone on in this room.

Ensign Ball. No, sir.

The Chairman. We will adjourn now until 2 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 12:45 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2 o'clock p. m. of the same day.)
The proceedings were resumed at 2 o'clock p. m., at the expiration of the recess.

TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN IRVING HALL MAYFIELD, U. S. NAVY, DISTRICT INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, 14TH NAVAL DISTRICT

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name to the reporter?

Captain Mayfield. Irving Hall Mayfield, Captain, United States Navy.

The CHAIRMAN. Captain, what was your duty on the morning of December 7 last?

Captain Mayfield. I was District Intelligence Office, 14th Naval District.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have your office here or in the City of Honolulu?

Captain Mayfield. In the City of Honolulu, sir, sixth floor of the Alexander Young Hotel.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that that was in close proximity to the Army Intelligence and with the F. B. I. office.

Captain Mayfield. That is correct, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Did those agencies work in harmony with you?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Was there any difficulty about exchange of information at any time between you?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, your function was anti-sabotage to discover Japanese espionage and I suppose any other information of a military or naval nature that you could gather in this island?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Or in these islands. How long had you held that office, sir?

Captain Mayfield. On the 15th of March, 1941, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Was there anything that you or your staff discovered which could in any way indicate the presence of hostile forces in this neighborhood about December 6 or 7?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Since the attack on December 7 have you discovered any means of communication that the Japanese have from this island?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir. May I qualify that, sir, to say that I know they did communicate by the regular channels of the regular commercial communication companies.

The CHAIRMAN. Telephone and cable?

Captain Mayfield. Telephone.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there a cable to Tokyo?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir; telephone, cable, and radio.

The CHAIRMAN. And radio. Have the files of those commercial companies been opened to you since the declaration of war?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir, but they had not before.

The CHAIRMAN. They had not. I understand. And you had no authority under the law to examine them before the attack?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
The Chairman. And as a result of your investigation of those messages have you come to any conclusion as to where the focus or center of the Japanese information was on this island?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. You did find some messages from the consulate, did you not?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have they been decoded or translated or interpreted since December 7?

[1041] Captain Mayfield. Not all of them, sir, but practically all that were sent or received since the first of December I believe have been.

The Chairman. What do they disclose that is of importance here?

Captain Mayfield. They disclosed the consulate general was receiving information as to ship movements and reporting it to his home government.

The Chairman. That is to say, when ships were coming into port here and when they were going out?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. What were in port, and so forth?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Did he use a code?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You have been able to break it, have you?

Captain Mayfield. Not I personally, sir, but an agency here has.

The Chairman. Has. You had no information that led you to think that there was an offshore signaling system in operation here prior to December 7?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. Did you obtain any information that the cruiser MINNEAPOLIS on the morning of December 7 was in contact with Japanese ships?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. Have you had any information that a cruiser—I should think it would be the MINNEAPOLIS—had her planes engaged by Japanese planes on the morning of December 7?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir. May I say there, sir, that such information would not necessarily come to me. That would go to Fleet Intelligence.

The Chairman. Fleet Intelligence. And you do not have anything to do with Fleet Intelligence? You are District [1042] Intelligence Officer?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir, I do have a complete exchange of necessary or desirable information between myself and Fleet Intelligence.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions?

Admiral Standley. Wouldn’t that information, Captain, come to the communication officer rather than the intelligence officer?

Captain Mayfield. Regarding the MINNEAPOLIS, sir?

Admiral Standley. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. If her planes were engaged by enemy planes?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. The communication officer would have a record of that, wouldn’t he?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir, he should have.
Admiral Standley. Not necessarily, but——
The Chairman. Intelligence?
Captain Mayfield. He would not ordinarily forward it to me.
The Chairman. Are there any other questions?
Admiral Reeves. Did any of the messages which you later obtained refer to movement of Japanese men-of-war?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Reeves. To whom were the messages addressed that the consulate general sent reporting movements of ships?
Captain Mayfield. To the best of my recollection, sir, they were addressed to Tojo, the minister, in some instances for delivery to the Japanese Navy Department.
Admiral Reeves. They went to Tokyo?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Were any messages that you have discovered inquiries of the consulate general requesting reports or information?
[1043] Captain Mayfield. I believe there was one—I can't be positive of this—asking that he make report of movements.
Admiral Reeves. Movements of what?
Captain Mayfield. Of American men-of-war.
Admiral Reeves. Where did that come from? Do you know?
Captain Mayfield. To the best of my recollection, it was from Tokyo, sir. I have seen so many messages in the last few weeks, sir, that it is difficult for me to remember each one.
Admiral Reeves. What do you know about the fifth column in Oahu?
Captain Mayfield. I believe it exists, sir.
Admiral Reeves. You have no information in regard to the personnel in the fifth column?
Captain Mayfield. Not definite information, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Did you have a list of the individuals that were suspect?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Did you have anything definite in regard to any of them?
Captain Mayfield. Nothing conclusive. The Federal Bureau of Investigation and District Intelligence—Naval District Intelligence organization—were of the opinion that the so-called consular agents were perhaps a fundamental part of the organization.
Admiral Reeves. Were any of the suspect individuals that you had on your list American citizens?
Captain Mayfield. I think they were, sir. I would hesitate to give a yes or no answer.
Admiral Standley. You mean the Japanese citizens or——
Admiral Reeves. Yes, I mean American.
Captain Mayfield. Yes, I understand what you meant.
[1044] Captain Mayfield. Some of them I would think were, sir. I would hate to say yes or no to that, sir, without checking.
Admiral Reeves. You think some of them were Americans?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. I mean by that, not naturalized but American.
Captain Mayfield. American-born.
Admiral Reeves. American people.
Captain Mayfield. Yes.
Captain Mayfield. Oh. No, sir, I didn't mean that. There were a number of suspects of various races, naturalized citizens.
Admiral Reeves. Yes.
Captain Mayfield. American citizens who were on the suspect lists of the three investigative agencies.
Admiral Reeves. What do you know about the Japanese fishing fleet?
Captain Mayfield. Very little definitely, sir.
Admiral Reeves. About how many Japanese-owned and -operated boats are there in these waters?
Captain Mayfield. I couldn't give you that information, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Couldn't even estimate it?
Captain Mayfield. It would be purely a guess, sir. I would say, as a guess, probably 75.
Admiral Reeves. You have made no list of them and made no investigation in regard to them?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Have you a complete list of the Japanese fishing boats?
Captain Mayfield. I believe I have a complete list, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Their ownership?
[1045] Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. And registration?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Have you a list of the equipment carried on each of these boats?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Have you found on these Japanese fishing boats any equipment not connected with fishing?
Captain Mayfield. Nothing except radios that I have any knowledge of, sir, and ordinary navigational equipment as might be expected in a boat of that type.
Admiral Reeves. You found nothing that would be preparatory to carrying torpedoes or launching torpedoes?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Reeves. On the fishing boats?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Have the fishing boats operated in a suspicious manner at any time, so far as you know?
Captain Mayfield. There have been many reports of such operations, sir. Of those whose investigation I have knowledge of, no suspicion was ever confirmed as to any subversive action. May I add there, sir, that the investigation of those craft is nominally done either by the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the Coast Guard.
Admiral Reeves. You would know of the result of the investigation, of course?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. No instance of fishing boats making contact with Japanese men-of-war off Honolulu?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Reeves. No instance of Japanese fishing boats leaving in a sudden group on a rumor of a school of fish and then returning a few days later as a group?

Captain Mayfield. I have heard of none, sir.

[1046] Admiral Reeves. Would these Japanese fishing boats be intimately familiar with all the inlets and waters of the Hawaiian Islands?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir. Admiral Reeves. Have any of them operated in inlets or coastal waters they would not ordinarily operate in as fishing boats? Have they entered certain portions or inlets around the Island where fishing boats would not ordinarily enter?

Captain Mayfield. Not to the best of my knowledge, sir. Admiral Reeves. How closely are you in touch with the intelligence work done by Commander Wilson?

Captain Mayfield. Very close touch. Admiral Reeves. He is not under you, is he?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir. The Chairman. His work is of an entirely different type than yours, is it not?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir, but we collaborate on a great many things. The Chairman. Has it come to your notice that in the Japanese submarine beached here near Bellows Field the bread on board was Love’s bread?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir, it had not. The Chairman. Manufactured on the Islands. Captain Mayfield. No, sir. The Chairman. There has come no rumor of that to you at all? Captain Mayfield. No, sir. The Chairman. I understand it to be the fact; I don’t know where I gathered that information. Would that indicate that some Japanese fishing boat or something of the kind was working offshore to supply Japanese from here?

Captain Mayfield. That has long been my suspicion, sir, but I have never been able to——

The Chairman. Confirm it?

[1047] General McNarney. Do any Japanese fishing boats have a right to enter Pearl Harbor?

Captain Mayfield. Do any of them?

General McNarney. Have the right to enter Pearl Harbor?

Captain Mayfield. I am not familiar with the details of the regulations in that respect, sir, which are issued by the Commandant of the Yard or the Captain of the Yard.

The Chairman. How large a force of investigators have you under you, Captain?

Captain Mayfield. I have at the present time ten, sir. The Chairman. Ten men?

Captain Mayfield. For investigative work. The Chairman. Yes.

Captain Mayfield. I have others for other—— The Chairman. Clerical work?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Do you know of a man here, Japanese, named Otani, a fish dealer, wholesale fish dealer?

Captain Mayfield. I don't recall the name, sir.

The Chairman. Did it come to your attention that he advertised a large party, opening his retail fish market, on Saturday evening, the 6th?

Captain Mayfield. I don't believe so, sir. I cannot remember.

The Chairman. There has been some rumor I have heard since I have been here that a number of Japanese establishments held open house on Saturday evening, the 6th, and served a great deal of liquor. Have you heard anything of that?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. Has your attention been called to an advertisement that was run in both of the local papers on the evening of December 5 by the Japanese Importing Company advertising its silks?

Captain Mayfield. I have seen such an advertisement by the Hawaii Importing Company.

The Chairman. I guess it is Hawaii Importing Company. With a Japanese column down the left-hand side of the advertisement?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Has that been translated?

Captain Mayfield. I am not sure that I have seen that particular advertisement, sir, with the Japanese column.

The Chairman. I haven't, either, but someone here on the Island has told me about it.

Captain Mayfield. I have seen many copies of that particular advertisement from the Hawaii Importing Company listing various kinds of silk.

The Chairman. Yes.

Captain Mayfield. Some of these names of silk were alleged not to exist, that it was not the name of a silk. That I have been investigating, and at least on one or two instances by investigators now tell me that that is a recognized—

The Chairman. Name of a silk?

Captain Mayfield. Name of a silk.

Admiral Reeves. Have you a staff of translators in your organization?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Covering all languages or just merely the Japanese language?

Captain Mayfield. Practically all languages, sir. I have one man who is a phenomenal linguist.

The Chairman. Have you any information as to anyone connected with the Kita message that was discovered and decoded after the consulate was seized? Have you any information as to anyone connected with that other than the Japanese consul?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You think there was someone else connected with it?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Is that person capable of any further subversive activities?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir. He was on the suspect list and was immediately arrested on the beginning of hostilities.

The Chairman. Do you confirm the fact that there was fire burning on Maui on the morning of the attack or the night before the attack?

Captain Mayfield. The best of my information is that there was such a fire burning, sir. I am attempting at the present moment to check that definitely.

The Chairman. That was one of the signals in the secret message that were to be displayed?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir. In that connection, sir, to the best of my knowledge the signals that were to be given from the other places mentioned in that message were not given.

The Chairman. You do not know of any light in the dormer window?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. Do you think you know where the dormer window was?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You do. Do you know where the clothes line was on which the white clothes were to hang?

Captain Mayfield. I believe I have that within three houses.

The Chairman. Of course, if the Navy could have obtained any knowledge of that code there would have been an alert on the 5th, 6th, and 7th of December?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. I suppose there really was no way, within the law of the United States, that you could get to those messages?

[1050] Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. You would have had to break the law in order to get those messages from the commercial companies?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. I would question that. Did you try by friendly interest with those companies to get them?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. How long ahead of the incident?

Captain Mayfield. Since I arrived, sir.

General McCoy. Did you take it up through the Navy Department to go to their chiefs in America on that subject?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. You tried to deal with their local representatives here?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir. I had had previous experience in such matters and knew that it was against the law, against international treaty; and when one high official of one communication company was here I did arrange through him to obtain in a roundabout way certain information from the files of his company. The local manager in each case of each of the companies declined to accept the responsibility of allowing me access to his files.

The Chairman. And didn't?

Captain Mayfield. I had obtained such information in another locality on a previous occasion years before, due to the connivance, if I may use the word, of the local manager.
The Chairman. This superior executive happened to be the executive of the company that didn’t have the messages you needed?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir. They gave us—those were some of the most important messages.

The Chairman. Before December 7?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. But they didn’t spell any attack?

[1052] Captain Mayfield. No, sir. It was the custom of the Japanese consulate general to switch its traffic each month; for the month of November practically all of their traffic was given to Mackay Radio, for the month of December to the Radio Corporation of America.

The Chairman. And the Radio Corporation of America was not cooperative to give you messages; is that it?

Captain Mayfield. They did at the end, sir.

The Chairman. What do you mean by “at the end”?

Captain Mayfield. Just shortly before.

The Chairman. Before December 7?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You didn’t get this Kita message from them, did you?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. And they didn’t turn that over to you?

Captain Mayfield. The manager turned over—went through his files and gave me copies of every message—that is, he said that he gave me a copy of every message—from the 1st of December on.

The Chairman. This is before December 7?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. This message, however, didn’t purport to be from the consul, did it? I think it purported to be from somebody named Kita, didn’t it?

Captain Mayfield. He is their consulate general, sir.

The Chairman. Kita is the consulate general?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. But you unfortunately didn’t catch this message?

Captain Mayfield. In time, no, sir, because the code had to be broken and the message translated.

The Chairman. Oh, I see. Then you got it. The F. B. I. got a copy of this message in code when they raided the [1052] consulate?

Captain Mayfield. Yes.

The Chairman. You had already gotten it?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir, not that one.

The Chairman. Oh, you had not?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. Why do you suppose that slipped?

Captain Mayfield. I don’t know, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Do you think that there are methods available to the Japanese or their agents now in Oahu for communication to outside areas?

Captain Mayfield. I believe there are, sir.

Admiral Reeves. By what method do you think they may be communicating?

Captain Mayfield. By some short-wave radios.
Admiral Reeves. That reminds me. Have you a list of the transmitting stations in Oahu, or are there stations of which you have no knowledge?

Captain Mayfield. I believe there are stations of which I have no knowledge. All amateur stations, of course, are licensed, but there was no way to prevent a person buying material and assembling it into a transmitter and using it.

Admiral Reeves. Have you made any effort by interception and direction finders to locate these unauthorized sending stations?

Captain Mayfield. I have not, sir, no, sir. That has not been considered as in my province.

Admiral Reeves. Is there any agency that has been doing that?

Captain Mayfield. The Army is now trying to do it, sir, with direction finder stations located at various points to get cross bearings; but, as you know, sir, the range of the radio spectrum, it is so—it is very difficult to locate the station and get the direction finder stations on it unless it [1053] transmits for a considerable period of time.

Admiral Reeves. Had the Army made this effort before December 7?

Captain Mayfield. I don’t know, sir, or to what extent. I believe they had made some effort, but the plan that I speak of was only placed into effect perhaps two weeks ago.

Admiral Reeves. Do you know if they have had any success whatever?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir, I don’t.

The Chairman. I have heard from gossip that they seized several stations as a result of that guessing match.

Captain Mayfield. Assuming that the bearings from these stations are taken on the same transmission, it is frequently due to difficulty of terrain, to make sure that the wave of the transmitter—of the direction finder is accurate and then to actually get to the exact locality of the transmitting station.

The Chairman. I think also, Captain, it is not at all impossible for a man to buy a receiving set and, if he knows anything about this radio business, to transmute that into a sending set with very little alteration. I have so heard.

Captain Mayfield. I am not sufficiently expert, sir,—

The Chairman. I am not an expert. But I have heard that said.

Captain Mayfield. But I do believe, sir, that he could buy the necessary parts—

The Chairman. Parts, yes.

Captain Mayfield. And build it. There are a number of amateurs who are capable of doing such things. I do know of a rumor, which I believe to be true, that there were a number of amateurs who were paid small amounts by the Japanese-language newspapers to listen to the Domei news, the Japanese news, copy it, and then turn it over to the newspaper.

The Chairman. There are Japanese short-wave broadcasts [1054] that come in here regularly now, are there not?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir, about 36 hours out of 24.

The Chairman. I am told it comes in clearer than that from the Pacific Coast.
Captain Mayfield. I think that would depend on many—
The CHAIRMAN. Has it been attempted to jam it?
Captain Mayfield. I have heard that an attempt has been made, sir. How effective it was I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether there is any American propaganda being locally broadcast in Japanese on the Island now?
Captain Mayfield. To the best of my knowledge there is not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you anything further?
Admiral Standley. Captain, do you have direct communication with the Director of Naval Intelligence in Washington, or are your communications solely through the Commandant of the District?
Captain Mayfield. Through the Naval Communications system, sir, I send in dispatches, if I have reason to, without—necessarily without reference to the Commandant.
Admiral Standley. Commandant of the District?
Captain Mayfield. Unless it affects him.
Admiral Standley. And he communicates with you the same way?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. Did he give you any information prior to December 7 in regard to movements of Japanese vessels?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. You received no message from him?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir. That information probably, Admiral, would go to the Commandant for operations rather than to District Intelligence.
Admiral Standley. Yes, but you got no such message?
Admiral Standley. Did you receive any message warning about subversive activities and warning about directing guarding against, prior to December 7, immediately prior to November—
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. Between November 26——
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. Nothing direct from Naval Intelligence?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir. I was attempting to operate my organization under the directive of the Secretary of the Navy directing that the intelligence organization be completely mobilized for M-day, but I had received no information as to when M-day was.
Admiral Standley. Was that a specific instruction from the Secretary of the Navy?
Captain Mayfield. To all Naval Districts.
Admiral Standley. How long ago?
Captain Mayfield. It was dated either the 25th or the 27th of May. I think it was the 27th. If my memory is correct, the President declared an emergency on the 25th.
Admiral Reeves. Captain, is not the presence of such a large number of Japanese in the Hawaiian Islands a cover or camouflage for agents?
Captain Mayfield. Could be very easily, sir.
Admiral Reeves. I mean there are so many Japanese people here—
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. -that Japanese agents are difficult to find in that maze?
Captain Mayfield. Very difficult, sir. It has been my experience, with which I believe the other two investigative agencies agree, that to investigate a Japanese is exceedingly difficult and can really only be done by another Japanese.

[1056] Admiral Reeves. Have you any solution to offer to improve that condition?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. Ninety percent, I understand, of the Japanese-blood Americans go to language schools and speak Japanese; is that right?

Captain Mayfield. I believe that is true, sir.

The Chairman. Do the Japanese on this Island live in Japanese quarters of the town or spread out all over town?

Captain Mayfield. Both, sir.

The Chairman. Both?

Captain Mayfield. There are localities almost entirely Japanese, and then you will find Japanese spread out in any section of town. The same applies to Chinese, Koreans, and others.

General McCoy. Aren't there amongst those American-Japanese some persons whom you could trust as American agents?

Captain Mayfield. I have not found one, sir.

General McCoy. You haven't had any confidence in any of them?

Captain Mayfield. Not to that extent, sir.

General McCoy. Out of 120,000 people here?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

The Chairman. You have had no Japanese-blood agent under you?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir. I have had one man as a translator and interpreter whom I trust to a very considerable degree, but I would not trust him with very confidential or secret matter.

General McCoy. Have any Japanese of American naturalization or American citizenship willingly come to you with any information at any time?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. About the Japanese?


General McCoy. But warning you in some respect?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir. I believe, if I may with the permission of the court venture an opinion, that the Japanese that I know best and that other Americans know best are the ones who are really to a very large extent straightforward and honest and that they themselves do not know the spies. I have been told that by a number of them. They have come to me and volunteered assistance. I couldn't—didn't feel that I could give them names of suspects, but I asked them to furnish me information as to who they suspected might be carrying on subversive action, sabotage, espionage. They don't know.

Admiral Reeves. Never furnished you the name of a single person?

Captain Mayfield. They have furnished me names, yes, sir, but no definite information.

Admiral Reeves. Have you ever found that the names furnished by any of these Japanese have really been suspicious to you? Have you ever confirmed their suspicion?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Reeves. If every Japanese on this Island of Oahu were transported to some other place, would that help you in your work?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Do you think you can ever be successful in your intelligence work unless that is done?

Captain Mayfield. I believe that a reasonable measure of success could be attained, given a long time in which to accomplish it.

The Chairman. But we are in war now.

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. And to close up sources of information, to cover up sources of vital military information being transmitted from this Island outboard, there is only one way to do it, and that is to get all the Japanese herded together and under control.

Captain Mayfield. I am not sure that that would stop it, sir. There are other people who might be capable of——

Admiral Reeves. You think, in other words, that there are Japanese agents which are not Japanese?

Captain Mayfield. That is my suspicion, sir. I have nothing definite to found it upon.

General McCoy. Have you interviewed this American lawyer who was counsellor to the Japanese consul?

Captain Mayfield. I don’t remember his name, sir.

General McCoy. Were you not conscious there was an American counsellor?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And that he was——

Captain Mayfield. I personally have not interviewed him, no, sir.

General McCoy. And that he was employed up to the date of the 7th of December?

Captain Mayfield. I have heard of that, sir, but I have not interviewed him personally.

General McCoy. Do you know whether the Army Intelligence Officer has?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir, I do not.

General McCoy. Were you not conscious that there was such a one before the 7th of December?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Was he a suspect?

Captain Mayfield. I cannot remember, sir. I would have to have his name and then search my files.

General McCoy. I don’t know anything about him; I only saw it in the newspaper.

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

[1059] General McCoy. That he resigned the day of the 7th.

Captain Mayfield. There are many——

The Chairman. Of course he would not in times of peace—or even, I think, now in times of war—be a source of information, General. Whatever was communicated to him would be communicated in professional confidence.

General McCoy. I question that, because I have been an intelligence officer myself, and I have used an agent of the Japanese Embassy in Washington.
The Chairman. You mean the lawyer?
General McCoy. He was not a lawyer.
The Chairman. No.
General McCoy. But he was employed by the Japanese Embassy, and that has been a very common case in Manila, I know.

The Chairman. It seems to me there are difficulties about either Admiral Reeves' suggestion or yours; I think the Constitution of the United States would have to be amended in order to deport an American citizen from this island, and I do not think you could ever compel a lawyer to tell what he had learned in professional confidence.

General McCoy. No, you don't compel him; you arrange so that he willingly does it. A man who will be counsellor of the Japanese consulate in the time of the last six months could be bought very easily, I should think. He certainly would be a very primary source of information.

Mr. Chairman, will you show those warning telegrams to the intelligence officer?

The Chairman. Yes, certainly. These are paraphrases, Captain, of original messages (handed documents to the witness).

General McCoy. Does it use the term "war warning" in that paraphrase?

The Chairman. There is one of them that has the "war warning," just the 27th.

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

General McCoy. Haven't you seen those before?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

General McCoy. And you have not been informed of a war warning?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

General McCoy. How were you conscious of the imminence of trouble and emergency before December 7, or were you not conscious of it?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

General McCoy. Not even from the newspapers?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

General McCoy. You speak of this very complete information service that you since discovered through the Japanese consulate. You would naturally assume that would be the case through a consulate, wouldn't you?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

General McCoy. You wouldn't?

Captain Mayfield. I did not assume that it would be through the consulate. In fact, I doubted if it was through the consulate, that the consulate was the head of it.

The Chairman. You mean your suspicion was that the consulate arranged for somebody else to be sending these messages so as to throw suspicion away from his office?

Captain Mayfield. Not that, sir, but I felt that the consulate would perhaps be advised of the existence and would cooperate with the net, but that the consulate—this was my own suspicion—that the consulate itself was not the head of the net nor necessarily an important part of the net, as the consulate might expect to be closed in similar fashion to the German and Italian consulates, and that therefore they must have prepared a plan which could be carried on without any assistance from the consulate.
General McCoy. Did you receive from Naval Intelligence prior to December 7 any reports from the Navy attache in Tokyo?

Captain Mayfield. From time to time, yes, sir, I have.

General McCoy. Did they not give warning or tell of naval movements, just as the Japanese consulate did here to his government?

Captain Mayfield. None that I saw, sir, except possibly movements for—nothing indicating an approach in this direction.

General McCoy. In other words, we are left with no information from Japan, and the Japanese government getting everything that happens on our side; is that not correct?

Captain Mayfield. That is my belief, sir.

General McCoy. Were you conscious of that before December 7?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Is there no way that you can think of remedying such a dangerous situation or helping to remedy it?

Captain Mayfield. We were doing our very best to gain the information, sir. The most reasonable source was the files of the various communication companies, which were not opened to us.

General McCoy. Well, now, I question that, again. I have got to have this clarified. You told us that you hadn't received any of these code messages prior to December 7. Then you go and tell us that you did arrange beforehand.

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir, I did.

General McCoy. Yes. Well, then I should think—

Captain Mayfield. That was only with one company, sir.

General McCoy. Well, having done it with one company, don't you think it was likely that you could have with the others if you went about it the right way?

Captain Mayfield. Both—I was trying to get the information from other companies, but the local managers declined to give it to me.

General McCoy. Did you know that the chairman of the board of the RCA is a retired officer of the United States Army, General Harbord?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Did you know that the president of that company is a colonel in the Reserve Corps?

Captain Mayfield. Mr. Sarnoff, sir?

General McCoy. Yes, sir.

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir. I didn't know that he was in the Army Reserve, no, sir.

General McCoy. Well, he is a colonel in the Army Reserve.

Captain Mayfield. Yes.

General McCoy. Don't you think that you could have arranged through them to have gotten information here confidentially?

Captain Mayfield. I did arrange through Mr. Sarnoff when he was here, sir.

General McCoy. I thought you said that the RCA had the December—

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is what he got.

Captain Mayfield. And that is what I got.
General McCoy. But yet you did not get this message, this important message that would have blown the whole thing open; to your Commander-in-Chief? You mean to say that you did not get that before December 7?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
The Chairman. I think you are wrong about that, Captain.
Captain Mayfield. I didn’t get it decoded.
General McCoy. Well, that is the point.
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Now, how long ahead did you have that in [1063] code form?
Captain Mayfield. I can’t answer that offhand, sir.
General McCoy. Well, I should like to be informed of that, and I should like to know why it was not decoded until after the attack. And I should like to ask one or two other questions:
Is it not a fact that you left the Commander-in-Chief absolutely without any warning of any kind of what happened, from the point of view of the intelligence?
Captain Mayfield. I had no warning myself, sir.
General McCoy. Well, you say, then, that you did not give the Commander-in-Chief any warning of any kind before December 7?
Captain Mayfield. I didn’t have any information about that to warn him.
General McCoy. Well, answer my question:
You did not inform him?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
General McCoy. That is all I wanted to know.
The Chairman. You will get us the information of when you were given that Kita message, the code message?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And what you did with it, where you forwarded it, and when, and when you got the return?
Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Just put that on a memorandum and submit it as part of your testimony.
Are there any other questions?
Admiral Standley. Just one I want to ask.
Captain, have you knowledge of the reports that Japanese tankers would come to the mainland for oil and bring a crew of reserves and that they would go ashore in uniform of the Japanese Navy and that while ashore they would change uniforms, and another thirty would come back and go back to the ship? [1064] In other words, they used that means of exchanging Japanese.
Captain Mayfield. I never heard of that, sir.
Admiral Standley. You never heard of that method?
Captain Mayfield. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. All right.
General McCoy. I would like to ask one other question: Did the Commander-in-Chief know that you had that message uncoded prior to December 7?
Captain Mayfield. I did not have it uncoded prior to December 7.
General McCoy. No, you didn’t have it uncoded. I said, did he know that you had it in your possession before December 7?
Captain Mayfield. To the best of my knowledge he did not, sir. General McCoy. Why didn't you tell him?

Captain Mayfield. That was a message—that particular message—there have been so many messages. To the best of my recollection that particular message was one of the messages that came from the consulate and not one that I obtained from the communication company.

General McCoy. But you just informed me that you had it in an unencoded form prior to December 7.

Captain Mayfield. And I would like to retract that statement, sir. I do not believe that that is correct, but I will have to verify that.

The Chairman. I think you will find that you did have it and that also it was probably found in mutilated form in the consulate.

Admiral Standley. It might help, Mr. Chairman, if we would all know just exactly what message you are talking about. I think before we should go into this question we might have the full data as to the message we have reference to.

[1065] The Chairman. The message is a message of 3 December, 1941, from Kita to Foreign Minister, Tokyo, "Secret Military Message No." blank; "By Chief of Consulate's code" To: Chief of Third Section, Naval General Staff. From: Fujii.

"Re signals I wish to simplify communications as follows."

And then it goes on to give a code of communications which will show by various signs: that all battle force has sailed; several aircraft carriers plan to put to sea; all carriers have sailed, on certain dates, which are the dates from 4th to 6th inclusive. Then the signals: set a light in Lanikai beach house at night.

One light indicates code sign number 1, which tells what the carriers are doing. One light from 9 to 10 p.m. indicates two; two lights indicate five, six, seven, and eight, which are all code signals for battleships being in or out of the harbor, and so forth.

2. On Lanikai coast during daytime from 8 a.m. until noon every hour one piece of linen cloth indicates one, two, three, or four of the code. Two pieces of linen cloth indicate five, six, seven, and eight of the code.

3. In Lanikai Bay during the daytime in front of harbor (offing) a star boat with one star on sail indicates one, two, three, four; two: a star and figure "III" indicates five, six, seven, and eight.

Light in the dormer window of Kalama house from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. every hour indicates three, four, five, six, seven, eight.

KGMB want ads 9:45 a.m.;

A Chinese rug, and so forth, for sale, in the want ad column, apply to P. O. Box 1476, indicates three or six.

A complete chicken farm, and so forth four to seven.

Beauty operator wanted, five or eight.

If a signal in any of these methods is impossible, on Maui Island at a point located between lower road six miles [1066] north of Kula Sanitorium, and so forth, which can be seen from the sea to the southwest and southeast of Maui, until the receipt of the signal "EXEX." This will be repeated for several days: A small fire on the high peak.
Seven p. m. to eight a. m. indicates three or six; eight p. m. to nine p. m. indicates four or seven; nine p. m. to ten p. m. indicates five or eight.

That is the message.

Captain Mayfield. That message I did not have decoded until after the 7th. When that message was decoded and shown to the Commandant he immediately directed that I be informed. F. B. I. and my organization immediately divided the territory. My organization took the Lanikai sector, and Federal Bureau of Investigation the Kalama sector. We immediately sent men to investigate. My men remained there for about eight days and were unable to find that any of those signals were ever sent. Many of the occupants of the houses had moved out immediately subsequent to December 7. Those occupants were interviewed around town to endeavor to discover if they had seen any such signals. I have been unable to discover any person who saw any of those signals made. A number of people who were questioned by my agents at Lanikai stated that the sailboat signal could not have been given for a period of at least a week preceding the 7th because no sailboats were out of that type, the small star boat; that the weather and sea were far too rough for sailing of that type of boat.

Admiral Standley. Captain, now you know the message; we have identified the message. Do you know or do your records show when you got that message and how you got it?

Captain Mayfield. I am not sure that I can definitely show from my records when that particular message was received. I believe that that was among the messages received from the consulate which, when I saw they were in code, were immediately sent to Rochfort. There was no way of telling which was [1067] important and which was not important from the code until it had been translated.

Admiral Standley. And Rochfort is the communication or the intelligence officer for the Commander-in-Chief?

Captain Mayfield. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Or for the District?

Captain Mayfield. He is under the District, sir.

Admiral Standley. The District. But that bunch of messages were sent to the Commander-in-Chief of the District?

Captain Mayfield. They were sent by me, sir, directly to Commander Rochfort.

Admiral Standley. And there is where messages of this type would have been decoded?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And the only place?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. That is the only one that can do it, I suppose?

Captain Mayfield. So far as I know, that is the only agency that can do it.

General McCoy. I know we were questioning the Army intelligence officer.

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Fielder, isn’t it?

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. This message came in question, and we tried to follow it through him, and he said, as I remember, that such messages were turned over to you for the experts.

Captain Mayfield. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And that the Army did not have——

Captain Mayfield (interposing). Yes, sir. And at that time, sir, there were also coming in other bits of information in Japanese or in code. If it was something from a plane or believed from a plane, it was immediately sent to the [1063] fleet intelligence officer, since he had readily at his command aviators and submarine officers, which I did not have. Commander Rochefort has the only unit capable of breaking codes.

Admiral Standley. And when was the first time you heard the results of that decoding?

Captain Mayfield. I can’t from memory give you the exact date, sir, but it was one or more days after December 7.

Admiral Standley. And prior to December 7 you had no information or no intimation that any such information was in those messages?

Captain Mayfield. None whatever, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you, Captain. We shall ask you not to discuss or impart to anyone or with anyone anything that has gone on in this room.

Captain Mayfield. Aye, Aye, sir.

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COMMANDER EDWIN THOMAS
Layton, United States Navy

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your name and rank to the reporter, please?

Commander Layton. Lieutenant Commander Layton, Edwin Thomas.

The Chairman. Commander Layton, you are fleet intelligence officer, are you?

Commander Layton. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. As such did you have any information which would lead you to suspect hostile Japanese operations in the first week in December? And if so, what?

Commander Layton. Yes, sir. From various sources available to naval intelligence, and principally reports of naval attaches, naval observers, Commander-in-Chief of the Asiatic Fleet, from the intelligence unit of the Sixteenth Naval District——[1069] The Chairman. Where is that?

Commander Layton. Cavite, sir (continuing)—and the intelligence unit, the Fourteenth Naval District, there were available dispatches which gave rise to a firm belief that some action by Japan was impending.

From the best evidence available, as I recall it, about the middle of November the normal organization of the Japanese fleet was disrupted; and, while this disruption may have taken place prior, it was apparent at that time the Commander-in-Chief of the second fleet was placed in a position far more important than his normal
administrative job. That is, it appeared as if, instead of prospective operations by fleets, there was to be an operation by task forces or task force, and that the Commander-in-Chief of the second fleet was to be put in supreme command of this operation.

From radio intelligence it was apparent that the direction of this move was to the south. From reports of attaches and observers along the China coast and from British intelligence, the movement of troop ships, their cargo, troops, and type of equipment indicated an expedition which would be amphibious in nature: that is, requiring an act of landing and transportation ashore.

When this became apparent a report was made to the Chief of Naval Operations by the Fourteenth Naval District unit and was commented on by the Sixteenth Naval District unit at Cavite. This task force seemed to include most of the second fleet less certain units, all of the third fleet plus certain units from the first fleet, plus the great majority or all of the combined air force, and associated with it was the French Indo-China force or sometimes called the Southern Expeditionary force, and the South China fleet.

I thing I have covered it.

The CHAIRMAN. From that what did you, as an intelligence officer, deduce as to the direction of the hostile movement?

[2070] Commander LAYTON. To the south, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by "To the south"?

Commander LAYTON. Toward the Malay barrier, or against Singapore direct, or against their objective, oil, in the Netherlands Indies, or a combination movement with the possible inclusion of preparatory acts against the Philippines.

The CHAIRMAN. Did the intelligence data that you have just outlined indicate the whereabouts of the Japanese carriers?

Commander LAYTON. No, sir. It would—with the exception of carrier division 3.

The CHAIRMAN. You spoke of some air force.

Commander LAYTON. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. That was not the carriers of the Japanese navy?

Commander LAYTON. No, sir. The combined air force as I spoke of it consists of the shore-based aircraft of combatant nature from the various locations in Japan and its possessions. It is distinct and completely separate from the carrier aviation force.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, had your intelligence, in the late days of November or early days of December, any inkling of the whereabouts of the Japanese carriers?

Commander LAYTON. There had been no positive indications of the location of the Japanese carriers with the exception of carrier division 3, which was associated with the Southern movement for some time.

The CHAIRMAN. What was carrier division 3? Two carriers?

Commander LAYTON. Two carriers, sir; the Ryujo and the Hosho.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, did your command have knowledge of the number of Japanese carriers in their navy?

Commander LAYTON. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How many were there?

Commander LAYTON. Ten, sir.

[2072] The CHAIRMAN. So you have accounted for two?

Commander LAYTON. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Of the other eight I understand you to say there were no definite indications as to their location?
Commander Layton. No positive indications of their location.
The Chairman. What presumptive?
Commander Layton. It is very difficult in this nature of intelligence to say where a man is from his traffic. If he receives it by the broadcast method he can be at sea, but he is sometimes in port. When carriers are not heard from, if they do not originate traffic, they are most likely in port, because there they are on low-frequency low-power circuits that cannot be heard, or on the ship-shore circuit, which is very low power, and sometimes they have a direct wire to the beach. While of course the traffic originated for them from without their area is still received and still on the air, that condition exists. That condition also exists a good part of the time, and it is only when they originate traffic themselves at sea that direction-finder bearing can be taken to ascertain their general line of bearing; and with the direction-finder net—for instance, Oahu and Cavite and Guam—a fairly good strategic cut is made as to their location; also, when they are at sea, by the type of their traffic: whether it is a tactical traffic or administrative traffic—that is, they use their own tactical calls or their own administrative calls—one may deduce and surmise the type of exercises they are involved in, and also, from the type of traffic they have had before that, what is their immediate objective.

The Chairman. Now, what was the type of carrier traffic that you were listening in on in the fortnight before December 7?
Commander Layton. I myself cannot speak from firsthand. [1072] I received this information from the officer who is called chief of combat intelligence at the Fourteenth Naval District, who furnished me a daily summary.
The Chairman. And who is he?
Commander Layton. Commander J. J. Rochefort.
The Chairman. Yes, sir. All right. What did he report to you?
Commander Layton. The traffic for the carriers was heard, but there had been no traffic originated by the carriers, and on the daily sheet sent over—the daily summary is shown. Would you care to see one (indicating)?
The Chairman. Yes, sir.
Commander Layton. Just open one at random: the general combined fleet, air fourth fleet. After this they are in more detail. General combined fleet, fourth fleet, fifth fleet, submarines, China, and third fleet.
The Chairman. Which fleet is carriers?
Commander Layton. It is called the carrier fleet, sir.
The Chairman. The carrier fleet?
Commander Layton. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. All right.
Commander Layton. And on these were carried carriers: “No information.”
The Chairman. “No information.” Now, you had to depend on his appraisal of what he picked up?
Commander Layton. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And to depend on his summary?
Commander Layton. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And from what he gave you in that footnote you could make no definite surmise that the remaining eight carriers were out of port?

Commander Layton. No, sir. Of course, along with his information plus incoming dispatches I reported each day to Admiral Kimmel at 8:15, in which we went over the situation of that day as it pertained to the past days and made an oral and informal summary of the intentions, disposition, composition, and the fact that there were carriers not known within the summary, sir.

The Chairman. Now, if the carriers wanted to fool you the best way for them to fool you would be not to talk, wouldn't it?

Commander Layton. That is the best way to fool anyone, sir.

The Chairman. And from the lack of signals in the sea to the northward of Oahu in the days preceding this attack, you have suspected the carriers were not talking, have you not?

Commander Layton. In reviewing it I have suspected that they sailed under sealed orders, and I am positive, from reviewing the record, that they did no talking, because our operations would have certainly heard them.

The Chairman. That is what I thought.

Commander Layton. As a matter of fact, that morning after the attack had commenced I was phoned from Combat Intelligence, and he said that the Commander-in-Chief of the carrier fleet is being heard now, but the only direction finder we can put on him is the bilateral. It gives it either north and south or east and west. Two ways, and the bearing is either north or south, and they knew it the instant he spoke. [1074] The Chairman. I suppose you were familiar with these telegrams from the CNO of the 24th and 27th of November?

Commander Layton. Yes.

The Chairman. This was a part of the intelligence you had to appraise?

Commander Layton. Yes.

The Chairman. I have no other questions.

General McNarney. How long did this carrier silence persist, Commander?

Commander Layton. Could I review the record? Specifically I do not remember.

General McNarney. Yes.

Commander Layton. On the 13th of November there is a report: "Carriers remain relatively inactive. Settsu is still with them and they may be engaged in target practice."

The Chairman. That is the summary? Is that where that is from?

Commander Layton. That is the summary, yes.

I left out one matter. May I refer to it?

The Chairman. Yes.

Commander Layton. On or about the 24th of November, the splitting of the Japanese fleet into these task forces and the apparent intentions became very marked, and I mention the despatch sent by the Commandant Fourteenth Naval District regarding that. In his despatch he stated that there was considerable concentration of submarines and air groups in the Marshalls which comprised Airon 24 and at least one carrier division plus units of probably one-third of the submarine fleet.
The Chairman. Now, that carrier division would probably be composed of three carriers?

Commander Layton. Two, sir.

[1075] The Chairman. Now, if they came across, it would be natural for that fleet to stop at Jaluit for refueling?

Commander Layton. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And if they stopped at Jaluit, your summaries indicate they were never picked up afterward?

Commander Layton. Yes. That is correct.

The Commandant Fourteenth Naval District in commenting to the Fourteenth Naval District in a despatch said that they had no indication as to it.

The Chairman. That is, they were at the Marshalls?

Commander Layton. Yes.

General McNarney. You lost a carrier on the 13th of November. You subsequently picked up one division on the 24th of November, but there was no other information from that one carrier in the Marshalls from the 13th of November until the 7th of December; is that correct?

Commander Layton. Nothing specific, no, sir.

General McNarney. Nothing specific?

Commander Layton. No, sir.

General McNarney. Did that in itself raise any question in your mind?

Commander Layton. No, sir, because that same situation has arisen at other times. As I said before, if they are in port and not using their radio, they may still receive traffic as they did during this period, but they will originate none, and during the course of the year there are other times when such units are not heard.

General McNarney. It would be interesting to me if you would check back in your records and give me other periods of the year in which there were such silences.

Commander Layton. Yes, I can get that from our records.

The Chairman. Yes, search your records, and when you have the information, put it in a form which may be presented to us [1076] as your testimony, or come back here and we will hear you.

General McNarney. This lack of traffic was not specifically commented upon by the Commander-in-Chief as something to be noted?

Commander Layton. As a matter of fact, the Commander-in-Chief commented upon that specific matter and I gave him the same statement I made here, that that happens frequently and it is a normal assumption that they were then in port.

Incidentally, the carriers prior to that had done considerable around the China coast toward Takau in Formosa; and prior to that there had been carrier concentrations and activities in Louchoo Island at Naha.

General McNarney. Didn’t the formation of the task forces under the C&C of the second fleet with available carrier force arouse your curiosity?

Commander Layton. In a way, yes, sir. They formed a similar task force, although not as large, in the group when they first participated in their so-called “Benevolent Mediation” in Thai and French Indo China last February, at which time they had one carrier division
assigned for a covering force which went down there for a display of power that was necessary; and again in June or July when they forced their demands on French Indo China to base the armed troops in North French Indo China.

The Chairman. Where did they come from?

Commander Layton. One carrier division, one heavy cruiser division, two destroyer squadrons, one seaplane tender division, plus the third fleet, when it was organized, plus the other time, the South China fleet.

General McNarney. How much larger was this task force under the second fleet than the task force you just spoke of?

Commander Layton. Roughly, three times, sir.

General McNarney. Three times in combat vessels?

Commander Layton. Yes.

General McNarney. How much larger in transports?

Commander Layton. Well, I do not know exactly how many transports. I am a little out of my detail. However, we have estimated the first and second base forces with the third fleet consisted of 27 and 17 transports respectively covered by converted subchasers, mine sweepers, mine layers, and other small craft, or medium small craft.

General McNarney. Am I right in my assumption that the Japanese second fleet was about three times as large as the other organization you mentioned?

Commander Layton. Yes, sir, the organization under the command of the second fleet; that is, the second fleet less certain units plus certain of the first fleet units, plus the third fleet plus the South China fleet, the southern expeditionary forces—was in force at least three times larger than the units previously employed in the French Indo China area.

Admiral Reeves. In this organization under the second fleet commander, which is three times greater than the previous organization, it contained two carriers?

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. Whereas the previous organization contained only one carrier?

The Chairman. No.

Commander Layton. No, they contained two carriers.

The Chairman. But one division.

Commander Layton. One division in each.

Admiral Reeves. So the number of carriers was the same?

Commander Layton. The number of carriers was the same, yes.

Admiral Reeves. That is all.

Admiral Standley. In regard to the sending of the radio or the absence of the radio being due to the fact that the ships were in port and not sending out the radio, does that apply to battleships also?

Commander Layton. It applies to all types, yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. I would like to have this same thing to show the battleships in port and when there was no traffic there.

Commander Layton. Yes, I will cover the entire area during the year.

The Chairman. Give us a memorandum on that.

Commander Layton. Yes.
Admiral Standley. Let me ask you this question: Has the Naval Intelligence in Washington all the information for making the estimates of the situation and drawing conclusions? That is, from the Philippines, from Guam, and the Fourteenth District?

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And in addition to that they have their own information?

Commander Layton. From my knowledge, they have, sir, but I do not know how much.

Admiral Standley. If that is true, wouldn't they be in a better position to estimate the whole situation than you are here?

Commander Layton. That is the way the system is laid.

The Chairman. If you are an intelligence officer for the Commander of the Fleet of the United States, you do not expect that anything of value to you as to any important situation would be withheld from you by the authorities in Washington, do you?

Commander Layton. No, sir.

The Chairman. It would be part of their duty to send you everything?

Commander Layton. Yes.

The Chairman. Then why did you say they did not?

[1079] Commander Layton. I merely meant that as an answer to a specific question that we were receiving copies of reports.

The Chairman. Do you mean they have more incoming matter, which they digest, and then send you the gist of it?

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. That would naturally be the case because their work does cover a broader field than yours?

Commander Layton. Yes, and also the war plan and the general naval intelligence service plan is such that Washington will be the central distribution point of these specific units like the one in the Sixteenth District and the Fourteenth District and the one at Guam, who in turn will keep the commanders fully informed.

Admiral Standley. You felt sure you would receive all conclusions from the naval intelligence that were of any importance to you, but not the unnecessary details?

Commander Layton. Exactly; yes, sir.

General McCoy. Did they give you any warning of this attack?

Commander Layton. No, sir, not here in Hawaii; no, sir. There was a warning that the negotiations were breaking down.

General McCoy. You mean the ones you saw?

Commander Layton. Yes.

The Chairman. The ones we have here (indicating)?

Commander Layton. Yes.

General McCoy. Have you been able to verify your statement since the attack from what happened at Wake and the reports from Wake and the reports from the Philippine operations as to the presence of the Japanese fleet in the Philippines and the Japanese task forces at Wake?

Commander Layton. In general, yes, but specifically in some cases it is quite difficult, but I would like to review this in one respect. That is, that the Japanese change their [1080] calls and if there is a difference in the calls, then your organization must change.
The Japanese normally change their calls on the first of November and the first of March or April. That is the sea call. They would also change their shore calls twice a year. They did that one month earlier; they changed their calls on the first of October. That was obvious, because they were having a lot of communications, and about the 30th of October it was apparent that they were going to do something in the line of communications. By that time we had them pretty well lined up. We had the major units lined up.

They changed on 1 November, Japanese time 000. Their communications became very involved. They would send the same message time and time again, obviously because they were not sending it to the right address, and the same message to one man would be sent and would come back later.

That was remarked by the interceptor operators, who were trained along that line. That continued for October.

The Chairman. For November.

Commander Layton. For November. So, you see, to state specifically which unit is a little difficult.

Then they changed again on December 1st, and that was remarked upon; but then they have been increasing their means of communication, of security, which they tried out during November. So, to answer your question specifically, is a little difficult.

I might say this, that the reports from the Commander-in-Chief of the Asiatic Fleet, and the reports from the American observer in Singapore, and the Commander-in-Chief of the British Far East naval forces, have tended to confirm the initial distribution of the task force in the south.

The attack on Wake, I am positive, was made with part of the task force that attacked here, plus, aided by having [1081] reinforcements from certain forces from the Marshalls area.

General McCoy. Why didn't the so-called relief force which went to Wake attack that force instead of turning around and coming back?

Commander Layton. General, I cannot say that. That is really out of my sphere.

General McCoy. You would, of course, inform the commander of that force what you knew of before he left?

Commander Layton. Yes, sir, and he was kept informed while he was at sea.

The Chairman. I assume that was the decision of the Commander-in-Chief?

Commander Layton. Yes.

General McNarney. What is your best estimate of the force attacking Wake? That is, land-based and sea planes.

Commander Layton. The Commander-in-Chief's estimate of the land and sea plane tenders of the third division in the movements as of the 7th of December was 262 planes, of which amount 150 were estimated to be in the Marshalls. This was not unusual, as they had had aircraft concentration in that area before.

General McNarney. Were those all land-based aircraft?

Commander Layton. With the exception of some of the sea planes that are based on land and some sea planes based on tenders, and a converted tanker and converted freighter.
All these initial attacks on Wake were made by Navy twin-engine bombers, probably based on Eniwetok and Wotze or Taroa in the Malolead Atoll.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you show those to me on the map?
(The witness indicated on the map.)

Commander Layton. It is my belief that the four-engine sea planes which bombed Wake came from at or near the Atoll of Utirik.

[1082] The sea borne forces are not as clear, but I estimate that they were the old cruisers, Tenryu and Tatsuta, and possibly accompanied by the new cruisers Tone and Chikuma. It is positive that Wake was attacked by carrier-based planes the day before the landing was successful. From the best information available I believe this carrier, Soryu, was one of those which attacked Hawaii. The transports were probably from the six based with headquarters at Jaluit.

General McNarney. How many four-engine and two-engine bombers do you think they used?

Commander Layton. The four-engine sea planes amounted to a maximum of eighteen, as I recall it, and the two-engine bombers amounted to as high as forty-one, I believe.

General McNarney. What is your estimate of the number of carriers used in the attack on Oahu?

Commander Layton. Four, sir.

General McNarney. Have you arrived at their names?

Commander Layton. Yes, sir. From the recovered documents, instruments such as radios, drift sight, and so forth, I have identified definitely four carriers: the Akagi, which is the flag of the first carrier fleet, the Kaga, the Hiryu, and the Soryu.

From the captured documents and such, which gave the composition of the striking force, it appears that there were six carriers involved in the operation. The lack of definite indications of the other two leads us to believe that they were held in reserve to attack any task force or group, particularly carriers of ours, attempting to cut off or to close in on the four carriers in the attack.

This task force, according to the documents, consisted of six carriers: the Akagi, the Kaga, the Hiryu, the Soryu, the Shokaku, and the Zuikaku; the cruisers Tone and Chikuma; the ex-battle cruisers Hiyei and Kirishima, plus Desron, one [1083] from the first fleet, which consisted of the old cruiser Abukuma, and three destroyer divisions, a total of 12 destroyers.

General McNarney. What do you mean by an ex-battle cruiser? What are they now?

Commander Layton. They are carried officially as battleships since they were modernized.

General McNarney. What speed do they have?

Commander Layton. 26 knots.

General McNarney. How many planes were on the four carriers which you believed were involved?

Commander Layton. From the best information available the Kaga and Akagi carried and operated a maximum of 60 planes in each; the Hiryu and Soryu operating a maximum of 53 planes each.

General McNarney. Do you have any information tending to show which of these carriers the torpedo planes were on?
Commander Layton. I am positive that the torpedo planes, the 12, were from the Kaga. From the one torpedo plane wreck salvage, I recovered a mimeographed chartlet with these anchorages, and each anchorage was marked or numbered. Although much the worse for wear from 12 days in the water, there were 12 targets picked up off the plane and its course was marked in red. The others were picked up with the course marked in blue.

From the location of this plane and its position when shot down, I believe it was a red plane and that there were 12—from the instruments and documents picked up—from the Kaga. The documents will not show the number of torpedo planes on the Kaga because the Kaga planes could have gone to the Shokaku, and the Shokaku planes could have gone to the Kaga.

General McNarney. Do you have any idea about the blue planes?

Commander Layton. No, sir.

[1084] In the task force organization of this striking force, this being a radio group carrying signals in the sea planes, they gave calls of the first wing and the second wing, and the first wing consisted of four squadrons of torpedo planes, one each from the Akagi, the Kaga, the Hiryu, and the Soryu. That is, there were two 12-plane squadrons with the exception of the Hiryu and Soryu, which were only 10.

The second wing consisted of six squadrons, four squadrons being dive bombers and two squadrons being torpedo planes.

By Japanese torpedo planes, as understood in the Japanese Navy, are meant the torpedo planes both carrier and high-altitude horizontal bombers.

General McNarney. From that would you make an estimate that there were four squadrons of torpedo planes and four squadrons of dive bombers and two squadrons of dive and high-altitude bombers in the attack?

Commander Layton. That is my estimate with the exception of your last statement. I believe there were four squadrons of torpedo planes and horizontal bombers, four squadrons of dive bombers plus four squadrons or more of fighters.

I have not recovered documents to give me the fighter organization.

General McNarney. Of the first and second wings, as I understand it, they had ten squadrons, from your statement?

Commander Layton. Twelve, sir; six in each. The first wing had four squadrons of torpedo bombers and two squadrons of dive bombers; the second wing had four squadrons of dive bombers and two squadrons of torpedo planes.

It is possible that the Shokaku and Zuikaku were in the attack.

General McNarney. A total of 12 squadrons of bombers and torpedo planes?

Commander Layton. Yes.

[1085] I have it here, four or more squadrons of torpedo planes and horizontal bombers; four or more squadrons of dive bombers plus considerably more than four squadrons of fighters.

General McNarney. Can you break these bomber and torpedo squadrons down except to say you have a total of 12? You have four in each, which gives you only eight.
Commander Layton. I left off the planes from the Shokaku and Zuikaku which, I do not believe, participated in the action, and they were not included in the organization which I gave.

General McNarney. Oh, I understand you now.

Commander Layton. Yes. I think that the torpedo planes—that is, the two squadrons—were actually torpedo planes, and the other half of the two squadrons were horizontal bombers.

I have one picture that shows 12 horizontal bombers in flight.

General McNarney. That is one squadron?

Commander Layton. Yes.

General McCoy. It is possible for horizontal bombing to be done so as to hit battleships successfully and, as was mentioned, to have only two bombs fall on Ford Island?

Commander Layton. General, I do not understand.

General McCoy. I am just referring to some testimony of Admiral Bellinger which he gave, stating that only two bombs fell on Ford Island; yet on the perimeter of Ford Island ships were bombed very successfully. That does not look like horizontal bombing to me. That is, from a high altitude. I cannot conceive that they are so accurate. Certainly it was not pattern bombing.

Commander Layton. From reading the reports I have not believed that it was pattern bombing. The impression that I have received was that the hits received by some of the battleships were horizontal bombing and indicated a degree of accuracy.

General McCoy. And very low?

The Chairman. Six thousand feet.

Commander Layton. They were quite high, I would say. Well, I would say somewhere between six and ten thousand feet, from the bulk of evidence, and from the commanding officers.

There was a very interesting telegram came in from Singapore which gave the results of Japanese horizontal bombing, which were equally accurate, and they gave the height as 12,000 feet.

I would say the MPI was plus or minus 9 to 15 feet rather than yards.

General McNarney. You did not recover anything in the way of a bomb sight, did you?

Commander Layton. No, sir, the torpedo plane carried no bomb sight, but in the horizontal bombs that shot down they set the fuse too short, because they did not get high enough.

General McNarney. What was the fuse setting, if you know?

Commander Layton. No, sir.

General McNarney. Will you find that out?

Commander Layton. Yes.

General McNarney. And add that to it.

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. Let me see if I have your estimate of the planes in the attack. There were two torpedo plane squadrons, two horizontal bomber squadrons, and four dive bomber squadrons and at least four fighter squadrons. Is that right?

Commander Layton. Four and many more fighters.

Admiral Reeves. Fighting planes?

Commander Layton. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. That is 12 squadrons at that time?


Admiral Reeves. How many in the fighter squadrons?

Commander Layton. Twelve.

Admiral Reeves. There were 12 in which squadron?

Commander Layton. Twelve has been their tactical unit, although in the operations from what I have heard it is frequent that they will gather in from other units other planes into their unit and they may have a tactical unit of 18 planes, but 12 is the operating unit from the carrier.

Could I add something which you wanted me to say about the bombs on Ford Island?

From what I have read, the bombing of Ford Island was dive bombing, and that immediately thereafter the torpedo planes were seen approaching the island and along with the torpedo planes were horizontal and dive bombers. That is the first wave that Ford Island was only dive bombed and only strafed.

I believe, although I may be incorrect, that the majority of the attack on the Army air fields was to cut down the pursuits and some was done by the fighters, but they did not want to waste the big bombs, but to save these torpedoes for the battle line and for the carriers. Incidentally, they thought they had a carrier on that position, at Ford Island, because they had that particularly lined up.

The Chairman. As we have been given the picture, the first two bombs hit on the nose in Ford Island.

Commander Layton. Yes.

The Chairman. You think they were dive bombers?

Commander Layton. From the reports I have read and the messages I have seen and from the reports of officers and commanders, that was the first thing they saw.

The Chairman. That is, dive bombers?

Commander Layton. Yes. They saw the dive bombers and [1088] heard the whine of the bomber coming down and then finally pulling out of the dive.

General McNarney. From your analyses of the reports, how many attacks were there?

Commander Layton. They seemed to be waves to me. The first wave was about 7:51; the second wave somewhere around 8:30; and the third wave commenced about 9 o'clock.

General McCoy. What is your estimate of the enemy losses?

Commander Layton. I have estimated the planes shot down in and about Pearl Harbor by the Navy fighters to be between 12 and 18 planes. I have attempted to find out and to make a better analysis, but there are so many conflicting reports—that is, everyone claims the same plane—that I would like to get a better summation.

In time I expect to have in better detail when all the ships have been heard from who have been asked to send in the chart showing where each plane has dropped.

The Chairman. Are you aware of the fact that a number of planes did not reach their carrier on the return?

Commander Layton. Yes, sir, for two reasons: first, that of the danger involving the return to the carriers due to lack of fuel, and the second reason is that the Japanese themselves announced that
they lost 29 planes. Incidentally, that is the highest plane loss the Japanese have ever announced, including the time she lost 53 on the Emperor's birthday, when she announced none.

General McNarney. If she announced that she has lost 29 planes, she would normally announce only those planes which she knew the United States knew she had lost. In other words, the 29 planes were lost over Oahu.

Commander Layton. That may be true, General.

The Chairman. Then that would come very close to your estimate of 28.

[1089] General McNarney. In other words, there is no reason why Japan would announce losses about which we knew nothing?

Commander Layton. No, sir. As a matter of fact, Japan rarely announces losses of planes. The standard ending of a communique is "All planes returned safely."

General McNarney. I know it is the common practice of the British to announce only those losses of which they think the Germans know about. They never announce losses which they think the Germans do not know.

Commander Layton. That has occurred to me.

General McCoy. How many planes did the Army shoot down?

Commander Layton. I do not know, General. There was a communique out which stated that they shot down 22, I believe.

General McCoy. It was 21 they reported to us.

The Chairman. Yes.

General McNarney. I think it was 22 sure and possibly 28.

General McCoy. What about the story that the Navy picked up about a lost squadron at sea which could not get back to the carrier?

Commander Layton. I have not heard they lost a squadron, sir. I have heard of a lost fighter who was lost and who had attacked the NORTHAMPTON in a scouting section south of Niihau, and after making several attempts, with 25 bullet holes in it, it left with smoke streaming out of it.

The Chairman. We heard testimony in the hearings at Fort Shafter that some 18 planes had been heard to call that they were out of gas and then could not reach their carrier.

Commander Layton. Commander Rochefort can testify to that. I know there was a call identified as a leader—how big a leader I do not know. That was at sea around 12:35 local time. He said, "I have fuel for ten minutes."

At 12:40 local time he said, "I will fly as long as I have fuel."

[1090] The Chairman. That was from the leader?

Commander Layton. He made the call Kanure, which the interceptor operator who took it and was handling his messages thought that he was possibly the commander of that group.

The Chairman. Commander, you were at conferences with the Commander-in-Chief, I presume, between November 27 and December 7, respecting the instant situation?

Commander Layton. Yes. I was in conferences daily.

The Chairman. Had you the slightest suspicion of a possible air attack upon Pearl Harbor?

Commander Layton. No, sir.
The Chairman. Why not, when you had the warning and from what you knew about the situation that Japan would strike and probably strike hard and even before war was declared?

Commander Layton. Yes. That had all been considered.

The Chairman. That had all been considered?

Commander Layton. Yes, that had all been considered and discussed.

The Admiral, in fact, said one day, "Where are the battleships?"

I said, "I don't know. Their location has not been known for more than a week."

He said, "Do you think they could be off here or out at sea without our knowing it?"

I said, "Yes, if they have maintained radio silence."

He said, "Do you think they are?" and I said, "No."

He said, "Where do you think they are?" and I said, "I estimate they are in port, having completed two weeks' operations, and they are having overhaul for new operations."

[1091] General McNarney. Was there some discussion held with reference to the carriers?

Commander Layton. Yes, only not so specific. The Admiral knew of the carriers down there, I am sure.

General McNarney. He did not wonder whether they might be opposite Oahu?

Commander Layton. I do not doubt that he did because he has a mind that could make you wonder very much.

That was mentioned at the same time but the repetition was not made.

General McNarney. Was there any discussion as to where the carriers were the previous two weeks?

Commander Layton. Yes. I said they had been down at Takau in Formosa, and they had been active with the target ship Settsou on the 17th, I believe, and there had been considerable air activity; that carrier division 3 was enroute or in the South China Sea, and one of the carrier divisions was reported to be in or near the Mandates, and the others were getting their bases all set, but their location was not known.

Could I add one observation here?

The Chairman. Yes.

Commander Layton. Another point in that same discussion was brought up. While I am no strategist, I made the observation that the formation of the task force, as I saw it, of the strength to the south, that the best of their cruisers, the Tone and Chikuma, were not in the force, and that most of their fast power was headed to the south, and that the idea of carriers operating by themselves without a good strong support did not look very logical.

The Chairman. That was not in the discussion?

Commander Layton. No.

The Chairman. That was your own ratiocination?

Commander Layton. Yes, that was my own opinion, sir.

The Chairman. Not being a Navy man myself, the enumeration of the task forces in which these attacking [1092] carriers were, sounded to me like a not inconsiderable force.

Commander Layton. You mean the carrier fleet?
The Chairman. Yes. As you enumerated them where you have battle cruisers, destroyers, and so on, it would seem that it would have taken a very considerable task force from here to equal that force in strength, would it not?

Commander Layton. It would take a considerable force, but they would be quite vulnerable.

The Chairman. They would?

Commander Layton. Yes.

The Chairman. Why do you say so?

Commander Layton. That is my opinion. I am not an expert.

The Chairman. Neither am I.

Commander Layton. That a carrier is very vulnerable—although potent also. However, when a carrier is caught without her planes absolutely ready or her area patrols or if it is bad weather and she cannot get her aerial patrols up, or if she has a hole in her sound screen, then a submarine can do a tremendous amount of damage.

If the weather is bad and scouting cannot be continued over a wide area, superior forces, and even light cruisers which are not superior, can throw a shell onto her carrier deck and render the use of her own planes impossible.

Admiral Reeves. As I understand your estimate, there were four and possibly six carriers in the division.

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And two cruisers?

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. The Tone and Chikuma and two ex-battle cruisers?

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And 12 destroyers?


Admiral Reeves. And that is the striking force?

Commander Layton. Yes. As I obtained that from the radio call sheet out of the plane.

Admiral Reeves. Then in strength, that is hardly equal to the strength of our task force, three of which we had out, except in carriers. That is, a carrier in each one, three heavy cruisers——

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And 12 destroyers?

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And that was 12. They did have more carriers in this one group?

Commander Layton. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. What are those old cruisers?

Commander Layton. In guns they have 14-inch guns; in armor they have 8-inch side armor, but they are very vulnerable to a good 8-inch shell.

The Chairman. Any other questions?

Admiral Reeves. No.

The Chairman. We find it necessary to ask all the witnesses not to discuss anything that has occurred in this room. Do not discuss it with anyone.

Commander Layton. Yes.
The Chairman. I trust you will observe that.

Commander Layton. Yes. I will prepare this matter for you.

The Chairman. Yes, and send it to the Recorder, Mr. Howe, whenever you have it ready.

Commander Layton. Yes.

The Chairman. With the permission of the Commission I am going to insert in the record the paragraphs of these two messages which have been referred to during the testimony of this and other witnesses.

[1094] (The two messages above referred to are as follows:)

U. S. NAVAL COMMUNICATION SERVICE

Secret                   COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
(Classification)         U. S. PACIFIC FLEET

Paraphrase

This is a paraphrase of a classified dispatch.

Please return to coding officer for burning when of no further use.

"In our opinion a surprise aggressive movement in any direction by the Japanese including an attack on the Philippines or Guam is a possibility. This is indicated by the doubtful chances of favorable outcome of negotiations with Japan coupled with statements of their government and movements of their army and naval forces. In order not to complicate an already tense situation or precipitate Japanese action utmost secrecy is mandatory. The Chief of Staff requests that action addressees inform local army senior officers. He has seen this dispatch and concurs. Guam will be advised in separate correspondence."

CBO WJE
Date 25 Nov 41
Serial No. 11-763
Originator OPNAV
Action CINCAF CINCPAC Commandants 11th, 12th, 13th, and 15th Naval Dists.
Information Spenavo London CINCLANT.

[1095] U. S. NAVAL COMMUNICATION SERVICE

Secret                   COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
(Classification)         U. S. PACIFIC FLEET

Paraphrase

This is a paraphrase of a classified dispatch.

Please return to coding officer for burning when of no further use.

"Consider this dispatch a war warning. The negotiations with Japan in an effort to stabilize conditions in the Pacific have ended. Japan is expected to make an aggressive move within the next few days. An amphibious expedition against either the Philippines, Thai or Kra Peninsula or possibly Borneo is indicated by the number and equipment of Japanese troops and the organization of their naval task forces. You will execute a defensive deployment in preparation for carrying out the tasks assigned in WPL 46 only. Guam Samoa and Continental Districts have been directed to take appropriate measures against sabotage. A similar warning is being sent by the War Department. Inform naval district and army authorities. British to be informed by Spenavo."

CBO WJE
Date 28 Nov 41
Serial No. 11-856
Originator OPNAV 272337
Action CINCPAC CINCAF
Information CINCLANT Spenavo.
(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your name and rank to the reporter?

Commander Rochefort. Joseph John Rochefort, Commander, United States Navy.

The CHAIRMAN. Commander, you are the Chief Intelligence Officer of the Fourteenth Naval District, are you not?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir. If I may amend that, sir, I am the officer in charge of the Combat Intelligence Unit, as distinguished from the District Intelligence Officer with which I have no connection.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not get the distinction between your function and that of the Fleet Intelligence Officer on the one hand and the District Intelligence Officer on the other. Will you distinguish that for me?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. The District Intelligence Officer is a member of the District Staff of the Commandant. His duty has more to do with defense. That is, it is in connection with subversive activities, aliens, sabotage, and that sort of thing.

Combat Intelligence is a term that has been derived from a unit of the fleet and has to do with intelligence that is obtained particularly during and prior to hostilities and has to do with the functions of the enemy. In other words, on the staff of the operations section, which is primarily concerned with movement as to intelligence and organization and more with enemy movements—I might say that, my duties and the fleet intelligence officer are quite parallel except that his duties also comprise the duties normally of the District Intelligence Officer.

The CHAIRMAN. The District Intelligence Officer did have an arrangement with the RCA to obtain transcriptions of certain commercial messages forwarded from Honolulu, and particularly by Kita, the Japanese Consulate, Honolulu, between 1 December and 6 December, 1941. They were in a code which he was unable to read and he turned them over to you for assistance; is that correct?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I refer now particularly to a telegram which was forwarded on the 3rd of December and I ask you if you remember when you received that from the District Intelligence Officer.

Commander Rochefort. It was either Thursday night, the 4th of December, or Friday, the 5th of December. I believe it was during the night, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you make a record of the receipt of such things?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You have to rely on your memory?

Commander Rochefort. I will put it this way: the reason we do not is that they do not exist. The document in question, as far as we are concerned, up to the 7th of December, did not exist.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by that?
Commander Rochefort. Well, there used to be a federal law, sir, about that, but that does not exist now. There is no record of it at all. The Chairman. Were you able to break that message?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Will you tell me when you broke it?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, about approximately midnight Wednesday 10 December.
The Chairman. Not until then?
Commander Rochefort. No, sir.
The Chairman. So that neither the District Intelligence Officer, your command, the Fourteenth Naval District, or the Commander of the fleet had any knowledge of the contents or meaning of that message until after December 7?
Commander Rochefort. No, sir.
The Chairman. Was that one of a number of messages handed to you?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, there were several messages handed to us either Thursday night or Friday. That is, I was informed to make the regular arrangement, but there were, I think, three or four such messages.
The Chairman. In a batch?
Commander Rochefort. In a batch received Thursday night.
The Chairman. Were you able to uncode any of them before the 8th?
Commander Rochefort. No, sir.
The Chairman. So this one failed of uncoding not because it was the last but because you were not able to break it until then?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, it was a variation of several systems, and actually we did have the key to it. There was the point that the fellow who did his job did it backwards, which we never suspected. The fellow set the message up backwards, which held us up three or four days. If he had done his job properly we would have had it Friday morning.

General McNarney. You mean the coder?
Commander Rochefort. Yes. As a matter of fact, that had happened at other times but we did not try that particular point until Wednesday.
The Chairman. Commander, did you pick up any radio talk after the attack which indicated that some of the Japanese planes were unable to reach their carrier for lack of gas?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. What was the effect of the information that you did pick up?
Commander Rochefort. The sequence of the events, as I recall them, was a series of messages from a plane or a squadron of planes or a group of planes to the effect that he asked for a bearing on his ship. Then he said he had ten minutes of gas left and he said he would fly as long as possible, and then he said he had five minutes supply left, and that is all we heard. He said nothing after that.
We identified him at the time as being a commander of a group of planes, possible a subdivision, or a squadron commander.

General McCoy. Were you able to spot him on the map at the time?
Commander Rochefort. No, sir. The transmission time was very brief. The transmissions were only a matter of two or three seconds,
and it is extremely difficult to get any sort of bearing within that period of time.

The Chairman. Do you have a system of monitoring radio communications on this island?

Commander Rochefort. We have a system, yes.

The Chairman. How many monitoring stations do you have regularly?

Commander Rochefort. We had on the 3rd of December three direction finders, and in addition one in Dutch Harbor, and one in Samoa. They together comprised the mid-Pacific direction finder net under the direction of the Commandant Fourteenth Naval District. They have been used and are being used to detect transmissions and to obtain bearings on the same. That has been in existence for a number of years.

The Chairman. Do you consider that number of stations sufficient for the purpose?

Commander Rochefort. I would like to add one more station at Midway, which was installed last August at the direction of [1100] the Commandant.

Insofar as the transmissions from the Japanese fleet in the Western Pacific are concerned, I believe the stations are being used in the Far East net in Guam and Cavite, and they are loosely connected with us, and we control the whole outfit.

Insofar as the fleet itself is concerned, I think that the stations are sufficient insofar as local transmission is concerned. Additional stations might be used, however.

The Chairman. How about the local stations? Do you monitor these local messages?

Commander Rochefort. I am not referring to the local stations; I mean the enemy units that may be picked up. I do not mean anything on this island at all, sir.


Commander Rochefort. That has been decided as a function of the Army by the Joint Board.

The Chairman. I see.

Commander Rochefort. That is their function, and we are not in that. I mean by "local stations" enemy units within five or six hundred miles, some tactical setup.

The Chairman. What I meant was the manipulation of sets to discover who is sending messages.

Admiral Standley. From our own force.

The Chairman. From our own—from the Island and to the Island. I am particularly thinking of interception of Japanese espionage or sabotage messages.

Commander Rochefort. Oh, sir, that is done physically by the F. C. C. under the Army control.

Admiral Reeves. What is the F. C. C.?

Commander Rochefort. Federal Communications Commission, sir. They have what they refer to as monitoring sets. We never use the term in what we speak of at all.

The Chairman. Yes, that is what I got: "monitoring sets."

Commander Rochefort. Yes, they use that term, and they consist of small mobile units which run around in automobile trucks,
and they get bearings and that sort of thing, and they will get the bearing from here (indicating) and run out two or three miles and get another bearing.

The Chairman. And find out where the set is working?

Commander RocheFort. Yes, sir. They refer to those as monitoring sets.

The Chairman. Yes.

Commander RocheFort. And those are all under the control of the F. C. C.

The Chairman. They are?

Commander RocheFort. Yes, sir. We have nothing to do with that at all.

The Chairman. I suppose we can find out who has got [1102] control of that here?

Commander RocheFort. Yes, sir, we can. The Army has been handling that matter. It probably would be Colonel Bicknell, and I understand there is some discussion now relative to coordinating some of the D. F.'s used by the various Naval air stations for homing planes, tying all those in together, but that has always been a function of the F. C. C.

The Chairman. You have nothing to do with it?

Commander RocheFort. No, sir. No, sir. Our business has to do with the Japanese, but I think there has perhaps been a little misconception, sir, there. When we refer to D. F. stations—direction finder stations—we are referring to the Navy net.

The Chairman. Yes.

Commander RocheFort. Which envisages picking up transmissions and running them through.

The Chairman. Well, I thought that perhaps your intelligence service was attempting to spot these little stations on the Island through this monitoring.

Commander RocheFort. No, sir. We are not designed for that.

The Chairman. I see.

Commander RocheFort. As an example, our main D. F. station is very inaccurate under two or three hundred miles.

The Chairman. I see.

Commander RocheFort. So it is of no advantage.

The Chairman. It wouldn't be useful?

Commander RocheFort. No, sir. It is built for four or five thousand miles.

Admiral Standley. Commander, what is the procedure in regard to guarding wave lengths of the different task groups, and that sort of thing, in the communication center?


Commander RocheFort. That is done by the District communication officer, sir. He controls certain frequencies of our transmission from the District communication offices at Wahiawa, and the fleet in turn guards the so-called fleet frequencies. The District guards the shore frequencies and the regular schedules with Washington, Cavite, and Dutch Harbor, and so on, and the fleet guards their own, and we are operating just the opposite way from that: we are guarding everybody else's frequencies but our own.

Admiral Standley. Yes. Your direction finder.
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. We are not at all interested in our own transmission at all as to the combat intelligence unit.

Admiral Standley. I think what the Chairman is after—I know what he is trying to get at is who received or would receive messages coming in here from various sources, some our own, some from operating outfits, shore boats, fishing boats, and what not. Would the guards of our wave lengths in the communication center give him that information?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. If the transmissions, either enemy or our own, were on frequencies or frequencies close to our own frequencies—that is, the frequencies assigned us by the Federal Communications Commission—were close to that, they would naturally intercept them. If, however, a transmission was made on a frequency which was not a fleet frequency or not a shore frequency, we will say perhaps a frequency that might have been assigned to the Germans, we would probably not be covering it here at all. It is purely a—

Admiral Standley. Yes.

The Chairman. Well, then, there are two things that you probably aren't covering. You probably aren't spotting illicit sending stations on the Island at all, and you wouldn't [1104] be spotting communications into the Island unless they were on or near some of the frequencies you have; is that right?

Commander Rochefort. If I may say so, I think we are still a little off from each other. I was referring initially to the direction finders.

The Chairman. Yes, I understand this.

Commander Rochefort. Now we are talking about transmissions that are either from enemy or our own. We make an attempt in our organization to cover every possible transmission that is being transmitted by the Germans, Italians, Japanese, or who it may be; and the number that we actually cover is limited only by the number of men we have and the number of receivers we have. At the present time we are covering in our so-called interceptor watch, which intercepts enemy transmissions in the form of radio messages and copies the radio messages intact—we are covering perhaps 10 to 15 to 20 frequencies which are more or less well-defined.

In other words, we know that Tokyo has a circuit with Sasebo and Kure and Yokosuka. We copy that constantly. In Tokyo is what we call the Yutsu broadcast, which is a fleet broadcast sent out to everybody, and we copy that, and we copy the various commanders-in-chief. We copy those so-called standard ones.

Then we have, in addition to that, what we call the search watch, depending again on the limitation of the number of operators, but each operator has usually two to three receivers, which is about his maximum he can control.

The Chairman. And he works around on different frequencies?

Commander Rochefort. We just search from the bottom of the band to the top of the band; we just go from one end of it to the other.

The Chairman. And the search would be much more complete if you had a greater number of operators?


The Chairman. And less of an arc to cover?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. The only limiting factor is the number of trained men and the number of receivers that are available.
Now, we have plenty of receivers, but the number of trained men is rather limited, and every effort has been made by everybody concerned—the Department, the fleet, and ourselves—to build that up, but the attrition is rather high, and at the present time we have 65, 70 men that are doing just that and nothing else.

The Chairman. Of course they have to work in short shifts, because it is very intense work?

Commander Rochefort. It is rather intense, sir, because it differs from—in a technical sense it differs from our own in that our own stuff comes in very loud, it is our own language, and everything else; and this stuff we are getting—we have to reach out for it and pull it in. It is much more difficult to copy.

The Chairman. Yes.

Commander Rochefort. But we cover—I think that we may say that we cover the thing very completely.

The Chairman. Well, now, you have not got a net out for messages that are coming in to foreign agents on the Island here by little weak short-wave sets from somewhere else, have you?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir, but I think that we would hear them if they were, what you might say, on any standard frequencies or perhaps any standard transmitters, or if they were in a very low wave band or on a very high wave band we would miss them; but if they were on anything standard such as a trans-Pacific telephone between Tokyo and South America or on any of the propaganda broadcasts from Tokyo, on any of that sort of thing we would hear them, because we copy them fairly solid. We also copy the German schedules very [1106] solid that we can hear.

The Chairman. Now, the other end of the proposition, picking up fellows who are illicitly sending from small sets on the Island, you are not equipped to pick them up?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir. That is, not as a sender—as I said, it is the—that comes under the defensive; sabotage or anything of that nature is really the D. I. O. We are concerned with what the enemy fleet is doing.

The Chairman. I understand. Are there any further questions, gentlemen?

Admiral Reeves. I think we might in a sense cover the testimony that we have just had from the fleet intelligence.

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. I understood from him that much of the data which he sent he receives from your office.

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, that is correct.

Admiral Reeves. You collect it and transmit it to him?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. I understood from him that there are blank spaces in the whereabouts of the Japanese carriers.

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. That you would hear them at times, and then there would be periods when you did not hear them, and you translated that to mean that they were perhaps in port; at least, they were maintaining radio silence on high frequency. Do you remember the last three of the Japanese carriers prior to December 7?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. Beginning about the—Admiral Reeves. This is sort of repetition.

The Chairman. I know, but it straightens it up.

Commander Rochefort. Beginning about the first of November it became apparent to us in a study of the traffic that there was something afoot. We couldn't put our hands on it as to what it was to be or any direction or anything but being indicated, it became apparent that there was something building up. It had the same appearance as the move against Hainan some years ago and as the move against Indo-China last spring. We have been forecasting just by studying the traffic. Everything seemed to be centered around Palao. Then later the activities seemed to move out in this direction toward Jaluit, which indications were all reported by daily summaries to the fleet and to the Commandant.

About the 25th or 26th of November it also became apparent that there was a concentration of submarines and aircraft carriers, and it looked like one battleship division, in the Marshall area, which was one of the first indications we had had of close cooperation between the aircraft and the submarines. That built up until about the end of the month we were so sure of the thing and so positive that we sent a dispatch to the Department telling them of our thoughts on the matter, of what we had worked out, and it still looked like everything was down around Palao with the exception of these vessels over in the Marshalls that didn't make sense. We were quite positive that the carriers were there. We knew that. That was approximately the end of November or possibly the first of December.

Admiral Reeves. How many carriers did you estimate they had?

Commander Rochefort. We estimated one division, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Two carriers?

Commander Rochefort. Two carriers or possibly three.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

Commander Rochefort. And one battleship division, with all of the 4th Fleet submarines and at least one or two squadrons of submarines from the fleet itself. In other words, the submarines in the Marshalls had been built up quite a bit. About a day after that the carriers just completely dropped from sight; never heard another word from them. And the only thing we could say was that the carriers were not heard. We just hadn't heard the carriers any more. Whether they were the same carriers that came here, whether they were the covering force of carriers, of course, we don't know, but they just completely dropped out of the picture approximately the first of December; battleships likewise.

The Chairman. Well, you hadn't located all the carrier fleet of Japanese planes in the Marshalls?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir; only one division.

The Chairman. But only a couple, one division?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, one division; it would be two or three.

The Chairman. And then there was information that one division was down in the neighborhood of Thailand with that enormous fleet down there?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, that was all stated also.
The Chairman. Yes. And that would leave a matter of four carriers unheard of anywhere, wouldn't it?
Admiral Reeves. Six.
The Chairman. Six?
Commander Rochefort. No, sir. If there were three in the Marshalls and three in Thailand, that left them actually one carrier or one carrier and three converted carriers.
The Chairman. Yes.
Commander Rochefort. A maximum of four.
The Chairman. But if there were two in each of those places it would have left them a maximum of six?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, including the converted carriers it left them that.
Admiral Reeves. There were either four or six whose whereabouts you didn't know?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, but these we did—
Admiral Reeves. Well, when did you hear of these carriers again?
[1109] Commander Rochefort. The 7th of December, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Well, now, the carriers that attacked here, how many do you estimate in that fleet?
Commander Rochefort. I estimate three, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Three?
Commander Rochefort. Three, yes, sir. A possible four, but I am inclined to believe three, and the others were, I would say, in the immediate area within 500 miles.
Admiral Reeves. They were in reserve?
Commander Rochefort. The other three, perhaps.
General McNarney. Can you name the ones that you think were here?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir: the Kaga, the Akagi, and the Soryu. If there was a fourth one it was the Hiryu. That is Cardiv 1 and Cardiv 2, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Well, which ones do you think were in the Marshalls?
Commander Rochefort. The division in the Marshalls, sir, we thought at the time that it was Cardiv 1, the Kaga and the Akagi, but we weren't sure. There were no names mentioned.
The Chairman. In other words, it was two of those that seem to have been here, isn't it?
Admiral Reeves. Yes.
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. In other words, they worked around, your theory—
Admiral Reeves. Did you hear the—is it Shokaku?
Commander Rochefort. Shokaku.
Admiral Reeves. How do you spell it?
Commander Rochefort. S-h-o-k-a-k-u.
Admiral Reeves. The Shokaku.
Commander Rochefort. And the Zuikaku.
Admiral Reeves. How do you spell that?
Commander Rochefort. Z-u-i-k-a-k-u.
[1110] Admiral Reeves. Had you heard them at any time?
Commander Rochefort. No, sir. They never appeared in the picture at all, but they were in the striking force. From the information
we received subsequent—that is, during the 7th—from guards and one thing and another, the striking force was composed of the Kaga, the Akagi, the Hiryu, the Soryu, the Shokaku, and Zuikaku, six carriers, the Kirishima and the Hiei, two old battleships.

Admiral Reeves. How do you spell Kirishima?

Commander Rochefort. K-i-r-i-s-h-i-m-a. And the Hiei, H-i-e-i, two old battleships; and the two old cruisers, the Tone and the Chikuma.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

Commander Rochefort. One desron and an unknown number of destroyers. That was the so-called striking force.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

Commander Rochefort. And it was listed as the No. 1 striking force.

Now, of those carriers either three or four came here.

Admiral Reeves. Were in the attack?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. The cruisers did not show up until the following day when the Abukuma sent a message that he bore 90 degrees 110 miles from somebody else, which indicated that he was actually with the organization. He belongs in the 4th Fleet normally, which is the Mandate fleet.

Admiral Reeves. Well, now let me ask: There were carriers operating in the vicinity of Wake Island?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Do you know how many and which they were?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, it was the Soryu and Hiryu.

Admiral Reeves. The Soryu and Hiryu?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. And the Soryu you think was here?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

[1111] Admiral Reeves. And the Hiryu?

Commander Rochefort. The Hiryu, I question whether she was here or not. She may have been in this immediate area, but I question whether she participated in the attack.

Admiral Reeves. How do you spell Hiryu?

Commander Rochefort. H-i-r-y-u, sir.

Admiral Reeves. And you are sure that they were at Wake Island?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. We gave a bearing to the fleet Sunday evening placing the Soryu by name close aboard Wake, I would say within a hundred miles of Wake, and it turned out that Wake had an attack that Sunday afternoon. We didn’t know about that until later, but the radio bearings—he had given bearings—put the Soryu right close to Wake, about a hundred—and two hundred miles to the northwest of Wake.

General McNarney. What date?

Admiral Reeves. What date?

Commander Rochefort. That would be Sunday.

The Chairman. December 2?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir, that was the—

The Chairman. The following Sunday.

Commander Rochefort. That was the day before Wake was captured.

Admiral Reeves. That would be December 14.
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, that would be the following Sunday.

General McCoy. Wake was captured the 22nd.

Commander Rochefort. 22nd. It took two weeks. Yes, sir, it would be two weeks; it would be the 21st.

Admiral Reeves. It would be December 21?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. They had plenty of time to get there.

The Chairman. Oh, yes.

[III2] Commander Rochefort. We had run them out, sir—several times we had received bearings from the Soryu. On Tuesday, for example, we have a report here, which would be the 9th, they had some air operations, and they had some trouble, apparently. They lost some planes. They were conducting homing operations for planes on Tuesday, the 9th. That placed them about 500, 600 miles northwest of here on Tuesday, the 9th, and they were having some difficulty themselves with their planes.

Admiral Reeves. What other forces did you locate at Wake on the 21st?

Commander Rochefort. On the 21st we located——

Admiral Reeves. Or about that date?

Commander Rochefort. We located—during the night of Sunday we located what looked like a cruiser. We call them a fleet unit. We couldn't identify them: a cruiser and several Naval auxiliaries which Wake Island said the next day were transports.

Admiral Reeves. I see. Is this information given to the fleet?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Was it given—well, you wouldn't know, would you, whether it was given to the task force that he had operating near Wake at that time?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir, I didn't know that.

Admiral Reeves. You didn't know that?

Commander Rochefort. The arrangements we make—we had and do have still now—are that we make a daily report to the Commander-in-Chief.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

Commander Rochefort. A daily summary report. And in addition to that we give the Commander-in-Chief, as it occurs, anything of any immediate interest. Regardless of what it is, we give him that immediately. What action is taken on it, of course, we don't know.

Admiral Reeves. Well, did you know of our task force in the vicinity of Wake?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. You did?

Commander Rochefort. We did know that, and——

Admiral Reeves. Do you know how far our task force was from Wake on December 21 when you located these carriers there?

Commander Rochefort. Not definitely, sir. I do know that they were to have landed their planes on Monday afternoon.

Admiral Reeves. The 22d?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, they were to have landed planes on Wake. I make that statement because the other fellow to the south was to have his D-day started at 1630 here Sunday, and this other thing
up at Wake was to have been 24 hours later, which would have placed it Monday afternoon our time, local time.

General McNarney. How soon after the attack December 7 did you have a definite location of any of the carriers or cruisers or battleships taking part in this task force?

Commander Rochefort. About 10:30 Sunday morning we received one bearing from our radio station at Heeia. The CXK, the big radio direction at Lualualei, had gone out of commission due to a failure of communications. We didn't know at the time what it was, and yet still don't know. I am inclined to think it was just excitement of various people in pulling out plugs. We couldn't reach them through any communication, so we had to use the station at Heeia, which is a radio direction finder that can give only reciprocal. It is termed a bilateral one, and they gave us calls and they told us—this was approximately 10:30 Sunday morning—that the man in command was Commander Carrier Divisions. We had [1114] already identified him as Comcardivs, and they call themselves the 1st Air Fleet, but we had always identified him as Comcardivs or our Comairbatf. He bore either 357 or 178. That was approximately 10:30 Sunday morning, and other bearings received from the same station were approximately on the same bearing. It varied two or three degrees one way or the other. Beginning about noon Sunday no other bearings—

The Chairman. Well, now, wait. That wouldn't identify them for an attack, would it?

Commander Rochefort. This was two or three hours after the attack, sir.

The Chairman. No, but if you wanted to go out and attack him, would that one bearing help you?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Where would it show you he was?

Commander Rochefort. He couldn't be more than 200 miles to the north or 200 miles to the south.

The Chairman. He would be either—

Commander Rochefort. Either one or the other, yes, sir.

The Chairman. One or the other.

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. He had to be one or the other.

The Chairman. All right.

Commander Rochefort. And through a limitation of aircraft operations he would be expected to be within 200 miles.

The Chairman. Go ahead.

Commander Rochefort. Nothing else was heard that day from any of the units other than airplanes returning to the ships.

The Chairman. Yes.

Commander Rochefort. In which they gave numerous bearings, such as, "You bear from me 314" and "You bear from me 324," and "Your course is so and so." Other than those bits of information there were no transmissions from the ships [1115] until Tuesday, when the position of at least one carrier was fixed as being approximately four or five hundred miles between here and Midway to the north, generally on a line with the Island, sir; I would say probably a little north of French Frigate.

Admiral Reeves. Would not the reciprocal bearing which you had—What was it?
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Admiral Reeves. 178–357?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Would not that reciprocal, coupled with the
message from the carrier to planes in the air, "You bear such a direc-
tion from me"—would not those two bearings identify the carrier
as being north or south? That is on the assumption that the planes
were between him and the Island somewhere.
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. And if they bore 180 from the carrier, the carrier
must be north of Oahu?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Now, do you mean to say that you would have
deduced from that whether the carrier was north or south? You
would have deduced—
Admiral Reeves. Oh, yes.
The Chairman. —he was north?
Admiral Reeves. Now, we will say here this is 178—call it 180.
That would mean that the carrier was due south of us. Or reciprocal
360 it would be due north of us.
The Chairman. That is right.
Admiral Reeves. Now, if the carrier radioed to a plane, "You bear
180 from me," the plane was south of the carrier.
The Chairman. Yes, and going north.
Admiral Reeves. Returning from Oahu. Therefore the carrier
must be north of Oahu.
[1116] The Chairman. That is right.
Commander Rochefort. I give this direction, sir, incidentally—
when I say "314" it might have been 316, 315.
The Chairman. Yes.
Commander Rochefort. This is from memory.
The Chairman. Yes.
Commander Rochefort. The only thing we got after 10:30 were
the fragments of plane text messages from the airplanes who were
apparently lost.
The Chairman. Yes. Evidently still flying home to their carriers.
Commander Rochefort. Yes. They were still going home, and
it came about the same as this fellow who said that he was running
out of gas.
Admiral Reeves. The direction finder on the carrier picks up the
direction of the plane from the plane's radio and then informs the
plane where he is in reference to the carrier.
General McCoy. That was reported to the fleet intelligence officer,
was it?
Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. When I say the fleet intelligence
officer I mean that the only people that we dealt with, by direction
of the Commandant—and we still deal with them—is the fleet intel-
ligence officer, and he is our—and he is the other end of the telephone
line from us, and he feeds everything he gets from us to the proper
sources.
General McNarney. Whose responsibility would it be to forward
the information available at 10:30 a. m. on December 7, these bearings,
to the task force then at sea?
Commander Rochefort. Well, that would be an opinion on my part, sir; I would say the Commander-in-Chief.

General McNarney. It would not be yours?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir. We are in a shore establishment, sir.

General McNarney. As soon as you transmit it to the fleet intelligence officer your responsibility for the dissemination of information has ceased?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir. You see, by direction of the Commander-in-Chief about the only way in which we were interested in the units at sea was in connection with the plot of the Pacific which we maintain; and in connection with that and the routing of convoys times will occur when convoys may pass close to one another without each one having any knowledge of that, and by arrangement with the Commander-in-Chief we were directed to inform those people direct, but other than that we have no—we would not issue any orders or issue any directives or anything to any AA units of the fleet, naturally.

General McNarney. Is this 10:30 December 7 the time of the receipt of this or the time of dispatch to the fleet intelligence officer?

Commander Rochefort. They were practically simultaneous, sir. I say 10:30. It may have been 10:28 or 10:32; I mean it is an approximate time. It was still during the attack; the attack was still going on at that time. In other words, it was probably the first wave going back—the torpedo planes going back is what it was. Insofar as the responsibility of getting the information out, I am hardly qualified to pass on that.

General McNarney. Would that be Fleet Operations that should do that or Fleet Intelligence?

Commander Rochefort. I don't think Fleet Intelligence would issue any instructions to the fleet, sir. At least, they didn't when I was in the fleet. Of course that depends on the organization of the staff, and it depends on the Commander-in-Chief's wishes.

The Chairman. Anything further, gentlemen? Admiral?

Admiral Standley. No.

Admiral Reeves. I wonder if Commander Rochefort has any information or intelligence that he thinks might be useful to the Commission in our investigation here that we haven't covered.

Commander Rochefort. Well, of course we have that series of dispatches, and everything, that Mr. Justice Roberts just referred to, but of course there has been considerable work done on that sort of traffic, on the so-called diplomatic traffic, but there was very little attempt to cover any of the so-called consular traffic. In the first place, from personal knowledge of mine, we have been unable to get it from the companies.

The Chairman. They just wouldn't give it up?

Commander Rochefort. Well, they were amply protected by law, sir.

The Chairman. I know they were.

Commander Rochefort. And there was question there of jeopardizing themselves and running afoul of the various law agencies, and one thing another, we had.

The Chairman. Yes.
Commander Rochefort. The net result being that no attempt had been made—no concerted effort had been made to get in until I understand Mr. Sarnoff was here, and we put it up to him again. I say "we"; I mean the people in the District. And I understand that he had made arrangements for obtaining it in the future. We could read most of that stuff as it came in. The simpler ones we could read. Of course, in the new system it would take a week or a month to run it through. For example, one message was sent on the 30th of December from Tokyo to Shanghai which was delivered to us and which we could read right off, but no attempt out here has been made to copy that sort of thing. We did have a large file of it that we have accumulated since the 7th of December, but—

Admiral Reeves. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

[1119] The Chairman. Commander, I understand you to say that you think no difference in the plans would have been made if the Commander-in-Chief had had the Kita message of December 3 soon after it was sent?

Commander Rochefort. Well—

The Chairman. Because similar messages stating the in and out of the fleet and the constitution of the fleet in Pearl Harbor had been a common matter of sending back and forth, in your judgment?

Commander Rochefort. Yes.

The Chairman. All right.

Commander Rochefort. That matter had been going on for a number of years.

The Chairman. That matter had been going on for a number of years?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

General McNarney. Are you familiar with the message sent on the morning of December 7 by the chief of staff of the Army which was not received until later in the day?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir, I have not seen it.

General McNarney. Is there a copy of that available here?

The Chairman. December 7.

General McCoy. The message of Marshall says that didn't get through until after the attack.

The Chairman. I do not think it is in General Short's testimony. It is not in General Short's testimony, is it?

Admiral Standley. That was the message in which he said that the negotiations—handed it to him at 1; I think he mentioned the hour 1 o'clock.

The Chairman. Yes, their burning their papers.

Commander Rochefort. We had that information on Wednesday, sir, relative to the burning. As a matter of fact, we sent—

[1120] The Chairman. Now, you had information on Wednesday that the consul here was burning his papers, didn't you?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir. We are the one that gave that to Washington.

The Chairman. Oh.

Commander Rochefort. We told them he was. They told us that London and Washington were burning them, and then we told them also that these people here were.

(There was colloquy off the record.)
The Chairman. Please observe the caution not to discuss what has gone on in this room with anyone.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Suppose that on the 7th you had gotten a message that indicated that the Japanese were presenting an ultimatum, that they were destroying their code machine and burning their codes, that the significance of this action was not understood but that everybody should be on the alert; would that have changed your view as to the probability of an immediate attack on Pearl Harbor, as an experienced naval officer?

Commander Rochefort. If I had received a message such as that I would have taken whatever steps I could have taken to insure an adequate defense against sabotage and perhaps a daylight raid, insofar as the material would permit; in other words, insofar as the planes that we had. If I had received such a message I don't think that I would have expected six aircraft carriers the same day.

General McNarney. For the sake of argument, Commander, if you intercepted that message and you were the only one in receipt of it, what would you have done with it?

Commander Rochefort. Well, that message there, sir, (indicating)?

General McNarney. Yes.

Commander Rochefort. You mean if I had been, say, the watch officer that received it?

General McNarney. That is right.

Commander Rochefort. Or the duty officer that received it?

General McNarney. That is right.

Commander Rochefort. I would have delivered it immediately to the senior officer, to the responsible officer.

General McNarney. Who would that be?

Commander Rochefort. That would be the commanding general, sir. That is, I am assuming that is an Army message now. Or if it were a Navy message—

General McNarney. No; I mean it is a Navy message.

Commander Rochefort. If it were a Navy message I would deliver it immediately to the Commandant; or if I were attached to the fleet I would deliver it immediately to the Commander-in-Chief.

General McNarney. With what recommendation or what remarks, as an intelligence officer, as we will assume that you were—let us go back now. We will assume that you delivered this message to Admiral Bloch and he asked you for your interpretation of it.

Commander Rochefort. I would tell him it looked damn bad and we ought to take whatever steps we could.

General McNarney. It to you would have been much more serious than the message referring to the signals that you spoke of at a later date?

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir, it would have been. Of course, the message referring to the signals, with what I know about the Japanese, were run by the foreign office people, having no connection with the military at all. In other words, the foreign office has always collected a vast amount of useless information. Our records over there indicated—we have hundreds of messages over there that are just trash collected by the foreign office, of which this report of...
departures and arrivals and all that sort of thing, and burning of lights and that sort of thing, have been a part. However, any action indicated by the military of Japan, Army or Navy, would have been much more significant than anything started by the Foreign Office.

Admiral Reeves. You would have interpreted this message, would you, that it meant war?

Commander Rochefort. I would have interpreted that message, sir, that it meant at least a complete breaking off of relations in the immediate future; at least that.

Admiral Reeves. Would you have considered this message more significant than a message which said, "This is a war warning"?

Commander Rochefort. No, sir. That would have been fairly serious itself.

Admiral Reeves. You saw such a message, did you not?

Commander Rochefort. I saw a message indicating a breakdown of negotiations, yes, sir. It started out something like that, a breakdown of negotiations.

The Chairman. Does that message look as if it were for military consumption rather than State Department consumption? And I now refer to the Kita message.

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. "Chief of Third Section," and so forth.

Commander Rochefort. I may say so, sir, that those are our translations on there, and in many cases where they will refer a thing to the Third Section of the Naval General Staff or to the Chief of Military Affairs Bureau, and everything, it doesn't mean the same to them as it does to our Navy Department. It doesn't mean the same at all. For example, last summer all of the commercial shipping in the Pacific, all the Japanese commercial shipping in the Pacific, was controlled and handled by what we would call the Ship Movement Section of the Navy Department, and I don't believe it was the ship movement section of the Japanese Navy Department. I think it was a [1123] civilian organization, but it may or may not have had the orders from the Navy Department.

The Chairman. It may or may not have had what?

Commander Rochefort. A directive from the Navy. They have so many things that are semi-military and semi-naval.

The Chairman. Thanks, Commander.

Commander Rochefort. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We shall adjourn until tomorrow morning at 9:30.

(Whereupon, at 5:05 o'clock p.m., an adjournment was taken until tomorrow, Saturday, January 3, 1942, at 9:30 o'clock a.m.)
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[1125] COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE JAPANESE ATTACK OF DECEMBER 7, 1941, ON HAWAII

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1942

LOUNGE OF THE WARDROOM,
SUBMARINE SQUADRON FOUR,
UNITED STATES SUBMARINE BASE.

Pearl Harbor, T. H.

The Commission reconvened at 9:30 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

PRESENT

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman; Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired; Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired; Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired; Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army; Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission; Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission; Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

PROCEEDINGS

The Chairman. I have a letter here under date 1 January 1942 from Admiral Bloch, which embodies a correction of certain of his testimony. I think the reporter should add this and have it embodied in the statement of his notes as part of Admiral Bloch's testimony. The letter is as follows:

When I was before the commission, questions were asked me about the anti-torpedo net at the entrance to Pearl Harbor, whether or not it was closed and whether or not it was possible for the enemy submarine to have followed some vessel in through the gate.

[1126] As I recall, I told the commission that the gate had been closed but that it had been opened to permit a garbage scow to pass in and that it might have been possible for the submarine to have followed this scow in. Since that time, I have ascertained that my statement before the commission was not entirely correct and I would like to revise it as follows:

"The procedure prior to December 7, was to keep the net closed during the hours of darkness, only opening it when it was necessary for some vessel to pass through. It was opened at daylight, it being the idea that the channel entrance destroyer, the net vessel and other vessels in that vicinity would detect any submerged or partially submerged submarine. On December 7, 1941, the net was opened at 0458 for two sweepers to enter, these vessels having been out for the regular morning sweep. As far as can be ascertained, the net was kept open
Memorandum for the Commission.

Subject: Long coded message regarding arrangements for display of signals at Lanikai, Kala ma and on island \[1127\] of Maui.

Subject message was received from the communication company and delivered via officer messenger to the office of Commander Rochefort on either December 4th or 5th 1941.

Decoding and translation were completed during night December 10th—11th, 1941.

I received a copy of the translation the forenoon of December 11th 1941.

Respectfully,

I. H. Mayfield,
Captain U. S. Navy.

Have the Major bring the first witness in.

**TESTIMONY OF ENSIGN NATHAN FREDERICK ASHER, U. S. S. BLUE, UNITED STATES NAVY**

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name and rank to the reporter?

Ensign Asher. Nathan Frederick Asher, Ensign, United States Navy.

Admiral Standley. What duty were you performing on the morning of December 7?

Ensign Asher. I was commanding officer, U. S. S. BLUE.

Admiral Standley. U. S. S. BLUE?

Ensign Asher. Yes, Destroyer 387, sir.

Admiral Standley. Are you a Naval Academy graduate?

Ensign Asher. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What class?

Ensign Asher. 1939, sir.

Admiral Standley. Where was the BLUE when the attack began on Pearl Harbor on the morning of the 7th?

Ensign Asher. The BLUE is moored singly at Berth X-Ray 7; the HELM was alongside the BLUE that morning, but she got under way about 7 o’clock.

Admiral Standley. Will you tell us what you observed \[1128\] happened that morning?

Ensign Asher. I was seated in the Wardroom with three other officers from the BLUE when the gangway watch notified me that the UTAH had been torpedoed by Japanese aircraft. I immediately dashed out of the Wardroom and ordered to sound the general alarm and to pass the word to man all battle stations.

I proceeded to the bridge and there I saw a number of Japanese airplanes diving at ships in Pearl Harbor. I called the engine room
and told the engineer to light off No. 2 boiler. No. 1 boiler was already lit off for auxiliary purposes.

I told the control man to notify the control to open fire immediately on enemy planes. I did not wait for any signal to open fire because I had heard some machine-gun fire from other ships in the harbor.

We had no ammunition by the guns; all ammunition was in the magazine. We had approximately 960 rounds of .50 caliber machine-gun bullets belted at each machine.

We opened fire with our machine guns at approximately five minutes after 8, and about seven minutes after 8 we opened up with our 5-inch guns, with our main battery, at the Japanese planes diving in the harbor. The signal was hoisted in our sector to prepare to get under way, and we had already made our preparation, and upon the execution of that signal I ordered the chain unshackled and we cut loose our wire to free ourselves from the buoy in the quickest manner, and we proceeded out of the channel through the north channel out of Pearl Harbor.

While we were under way we maintained our fire at the Japanese planes diving at the ships and we saw four planes that I think we shot down—four planes in the attack.

Before we got under way No. 4 gun crew shot a plane which crashed near Pearl City. When the crew saw that plane down, [1129] they stopped shooting and proceeded to pat each other on the back. Then the chief gunner's mate went back there, thinking there was a casualty because he did not hear the firing. Then they went back to their battle stations and continued fire.

When we got abeam where the UTAH had been torpedoed we noticed a lot of wood floating in the water. I presume that came from the topside of the UTAH after she had gone down. We stopped our engines so we would drift through it without causing any damage to our hull plating.

When we were abeam of Westlock Channel we saw a series of bombs, which I first thought was the ammunition dump going up but which I now believe was just a series of six bombs dropped by planes which dove at us.

When we neared the entrance of the channel we were attacked by approximately three or four planes, and we were hit by none.

When we were abeam Weaver Field, I went at 25 knots. There was a mine sweeper in front of me, and I did not see his paravane and I ran through his paravane and I believe I cut it in two.

Before we had gotten under way I received a signal over the voice radio to sortie eastward, and I believe that came from Batdiv 4. I set the course 120 through and proceeded to a regular assigned sector, patrol sector 3. When I got to the middle sector, I slowed down to 10 knots and started patrolling, using the echo range.

About 20 minutes after we slowed down I noticed that we had our first contact about 1300 yards. I developed the contact and dropped four depth charges.

Admiral Standley. It was a submarine contact?

Ensign Asher. Yes, a submarine contact. I ran by the spot where I dropped the depth charges and turned around and picked up what I thought was the same contact and I didn't know whether it was the
first contact or another because the second contact was in approximately the same position. I [1130] dropped two additional depth charges. I then turned around and observed a large oil slick on the water, and we observed bubbles coming to the surface along the length of approximately 200 feet.

At that time everybody on the bridge thought the submarine was coming to the surface; so I ordered action to the starboard and to man the batteries ready to open fire if she did surface, but nothing ever developed from that. So I believe that submarine was sunk.

Then we proceeded patrolling, and in about 30 minutes after that the ST. LOUIS came steaming out, and we got our third contact, and that contact was in the vicinity of the ST. LOUIS.

I hoisted the signal emergency unit. I believe it was 2:10. I do not recall the exact number. I headed at flank speed to the spot and dropped two additional depth charges. I circled around and observed an oil slick over that depth charge from that contact. I did not see any air bubbles rising to the surface as on the second attack.

Then the ST. LOUIS sent us a visual to screen. I took the screen and we proceeded at a course 180. We were joined by the MONAGHAN and the PHILLIPS, and the BLUE took the screen station to the starboard, and the MONAGHAN took the screen station to the port bow of the ST. LOUIS, and the ST. LOUIS sent us a signal.

They had received word that there were enemy ships off Barbers Point. The ST. LOUIS sent us a signal to proceed to engage the enemy. We cleared the ship for action—we started to clear the ship before we got under way from Pearl Harbor. Then we got our torpedoes ready for torpedo attack. We had nine torpedoes ready for attack and we got our smoke devices ready to lay a screen. We headed for Barbers Point but did not see anything, and we later joined the rest of the force, which consisted of the ST. LOUIS plus Desron 1, Desron 6. [1131] the DETROIT, the NEW ORLEANS, and the PHOENIX.

We joined that force, and the BLUE was directed to take a station five miles off in place of the DETROIT; so we joined the remainder of our division. While we were proceeding to join the rest of our division, the torpedo war head fell on deck and started to roll around. I was forced to slow down to five knots, and the chief torpedo man grappled with the war head and chucked it over the side on my orders because I did not think we had time to lash it securely.

Then we joined the rest of our force and later on formed the disposition for that night.

The following morning we were directed to screen the ENTERPRISE with Destroyer Squadron 1 and return to Pearl Harbor Monday evening at 9 o'clock.

Admiral STANLEY. What was the BLUE in for?
Ensign ASHER. It was in for regular buoy upkeep.
Admiral STANLEY. Buoy upkeep?
Ensign ASHER. Yes. We had just returned from a week's operation at sea. We returned on Friday.

Admiral STANLEY. You did not expect quite to get away before the end of the week?
Ensign ASHER. No, sir, we expected to be in port about another week.
Admiral Standley. Were you the senior officer on board that morning?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What other officers are there on board the BLUE that are senior to you?

Ensign Asher. The commanding officer and the executive officer, the gunnery officer and the engineering officer.

Admiral Standley. They were ashore?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir, they were ashore.

Admiral Standley. Is that the routine procedure for destroyers to go in for weekly overhauls?

[1133] Ensign Asher. Yes, sir. We have four qualified officers on the deck in port and we stand one and four. The four are the gunnery officer, the engineering officer, the communications officer, and myself.

The communications officer was ashore at the time plus another reserve engineer.

Admiral Standley. Is there a senior officer assigned to the group under overhaul?

Ensign Asher. Normally there is, sir, yes, but the HELM had left us that morning at approximately 7 o’clock to go to Westlock, and we were left singly at the buoy.

Admiral Standley. So you were the senior officer present at that time by the buoy?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. How many men of the crew were on board, or what percentage of the crew were on board that morning?

Ensign Asher. I think it was approximately 80%, sir. That is about 135 men.

Admiral Standley. Did they have liberty the previous evening?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. When did that liberty expire?

Ensign Asher. Well, for the chief and the first-class petty officers it did not expire until 7:30 Monday morning, and for other ratings it expired on board 1 o’clock Sunday morning.

Admiral Standley. How many planes would you estimate you observed in the attack from the time you opened fire until you went out of the channel and were outside?

Ensign Asher. I would say about 80 planes, sir; there were a number of them that were flying very high in groups of five or six. They were out of range of our AA guns flying from the south, flying north, and took a course directly [1133] over Ford Island. I observed about four flights of these planes.

Admiral Standley. What height would you estimate they were flying?

Ensign Asher. Oh, I am hardly a good judge of height, and my estimate would not be anything but a guess, but I would say they were about 15,000 feet or more.

Admiral Standley. Did you talk with any air men in regard to the height of these planes as to what their height was?

Ensign Asher. No, sir, I have not.

General McCoy. With respect to the height of these planes did you notice what type planes they were? Do you think they were
a different type from those that were flying low, or were they simply planes which had gone up after making the attack?

Ensign Asher. I think they were planes that went up after making the attack, sir. They looked to be the same kind. I did not bother to look at them very long because I was very busy with other things at the time, but they looked to be the same type. They did not look like any large bombers. They were single-engine size.

General McCoy. Were you conscious of recognizing any torpedo planes?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir. I recognized a number of torpedo planes. They seemed to be the ones that were flying very low and making deliberate attacks on the battleships. They were flying at a height of a few hundred feet.

General McCoy. You spoke of one that was shot.

Ensign Asher. Yes, they shot the wing off that one.

General McCoy. Was that a torpedo plane?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir, that was a torpedo plane.

General McCoy. There has been talk in the newspapers about dive bombers. Did you see what seemed to be dive bombers, or were they simply low-flying bombing planes?

Ensign Asher. I would say they were low-flying planes, sir. I did not see any dive-bomber attacks. They all flew very low. None of them came in from any high altitude at a steep angle to make an attack. I would say they were all low-flying bombers.

Admiral Standley. You said your ammunition of your 5-inch guns was in the magazine. You had ammunition in belts at the machine guns?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Is that correct?

Ensign Asher. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What was the state of readiness of your anti-aircraft battery and machine guns?

Ensign Asher. We had belted ammunition, 960 rounds at each gun, and the ready boxes were dogged down. That was at the station.

Admiral Standley. What about the crews for the guns?

Ensign Asher. We did not have any guns manned. We did not have any readiness at the guns.

Admiral Standley. Is there any order in regard to having the crews available to man these guns?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir, from the duty section. We have men for each station from the duty section, and we would still be able to open fire with all machine guns and two AA guns.

The Chairman. In other words, in the routine orders the men who are on leave do not amount to sufficient number to destroy a full crew for every gun? You keep sufficient for your guns always?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir, we do.

The Chairman. What was the condition of the men on the BLUE when they got back on Saturday night?

Ensign Asher. There were several men who, I would say, had been drinking and still had a hangover, but in the morning of the attack they all snapped to and very readily and they all remarked that they had never sobered—the few that were under the
influence of liquor—later said they had never sobered up so fast in their lives, and one of these same men performed very outstanding work, as range operator, and later worked as range finder operator.

General McCoy. Did your crew click after the first surprise?

Ensign Asher. Yes, sir, they clicked 100%, and I think we were one of the first to open fire with the 5-inch battery, I believe, in that vicinity, and our machine guns opened very promptly, and I still do not see how they got their ammunition from the magazines to the guns in the fast and swift manner that they did.

We maintained our continuous fire without any interruption except when the No. 4 ammunition hoist stopped and we failed to get ammunition up to No. 4 again for a while, but that was very readily repaired. The fault in that was due to the oil being shut off by mistake.

General McCoy. Will you explain that incident in full, please?

Ensign Asher. Well, when the ammunition hoist stopped, this gun captain from No. 1 gun went to No. 4 ammunition handling room to try to repair the casualty, and they could not get the hoist started. He got on his knees and started to pray and said, “Oh, Lord! Oh, Lord! Make this gun ammunition hoist work just this once.” He was praying with tears coming from his eyes, and this tall colored fellow who was stationed in the handling room, looked down and said, “Why, Smith, you got the oil turned off.”

He immediately jumped to his feet and said, “It’s all right, Lord, I got it now.” They got the hoist started and got the ammunition up.

After we got out of the channel, there was one thing I left out. As soon as we cleared the channel I lit off No. 3 [736] and 4 boilers so we would have enough steam for maximum speed, and they kept the four boilers lit until we returned to port on Monday night.

We took our ammunition and filled up my stateroom plus the communication officer’s stateroom with star shells. We kept those state-rooms filled. Then we replenished our depth charge racks after we joined the rest of the force.

We did that while going out at 20 knots, and I think they did very excellent work, the men taking those depth charges out of the storage lockers and putting them in the racks at that speed.

General McCoy. Were you on the bridge all this time?

Ensign Asher. Yes, I was on the bridge until I returned to port Monday night. The control officer remained in control during the entire period, and the assistant first lieutenant went about the ship attempting to bolster up the morale of the crew, which I ordered him to do, and I ordered that the crew be properly fed. We set up three messes while we were out and fed them regular chow.

General McCoy. Did he report favorably about the morale?

Ensign Asher. He reported favorably about the morale of the crew, and I think the morale was outstanding.

Soon after that I set Condition 3 watch to maintain readiness at machine guns and all AA guns plus the torpedo tubes. Then we let them go below and sleep, but they said they would rather stay at the guns and be there in case anything happened.

They did sleep at their guns, and there was one man selected to remain awake at all times so he could wake them up instantly. The
men preferred to remain at their battle stations until they returned to port to the regular Condition 3 watch.

General McCoy. Were you fully equipped while you were on the bridge with weapons, field glasses, and so forth?

[1173] Ensign Asher. We had field glasses, yes, sir. We did not have any small arms on the bridge.

General McCoy. What did you do with the field glasses?

Ensign Asher. Well, I threw the field glasses overside. I do not know what my motive was. I just was kind of mad.

General McCoy. Did you throw your field glasses at anything?

Ensign Asher. Well, just in the direction of a diving plane, sir.

It was just a momentary outbreak, I guess, sir.

General McCoy. They were flying very close?

Ensign Asher. Yes, they seemed to be coming in between the WHITNEY and the BLUE, and then headed down the north channel launching the torpedoes.

General McCoy. Whom was your ship named after?

Ensign Asher. After Victor Blue, sir.

General McCoy. Do you know what Admiral Victor Blue did in the Spanish War?

Ensign Asher. I do not know exactly, sir. I know be performed outstandingly in the Spanish-American War, sir.

General McCoy. Yes, he was one of the heroes of that war, and I hope there will be a similar instance here.

That is all.

Admiral Standley. I have a few questions. I notice that Admiral Nimitz is trying to get some Naval Crosses for some of the members of the Navy. Were you included in that? Have you received any commendation for your work on that day?

Ensign Asher. No, sir, thus far I have received no word, sir.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

The Chairman. We are indebted to you for your testimony, Ensign. Please do not indicate to anyone what has gone on in this room.

Ensign Asher. No, sir. Thank you, sir.

[1138] General McCoy. I have one or two questions. Wait a moment.

Were they Naval officers or Reserve officers?

Ensign Asher. They were Reserve officers, sir. I wish to commend them very highly, sir. I did so in my letter to the Commander-in-Chief on the report of the air raid.

They were Ensign Moldafsky, who is now torpedo officer and communications officer while the regular communications officer was in the hospital. That is, he was formerly communications officer.

There is also Ensign Wolfe, who was assistant gunnery officer who performed remarkably well and remained in control during the entire time and solely controlled the battery during the fire; also Officer Scott, who is a newcomer to the BLUE as my assistant. He was greatly responsible for keeping up the morale of the men. He circled around the ship, giving them the glad hand.

That is about all I have to add.

General McCoy. Thank you very much.

Ensign Asher. Thank you, sir.
TESTIMONY OF CHIEF CHARLES HERBERT SHAW, CHIEF TORPEDOMAN, U. S. S. BLUE, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name and rank to the reporter?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Charles Herbert Shaw, Chief Torpedoman, U. S. S. BLUE.

Admiral Standley. What duty were you performing on the morning of December 7?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. While I was on board I was chief torpedoman on the ship.

Admiral Standley. The U. S. S. BLUE?


Admiral Standley. What time did you report on board?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. I stayed on board the whole 48; I didn’t go ashore.

Admiral Standley. Were you on the duty section?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Sir?

Admiral Standley. Were you a part of the duty section?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Do you know approximately how many of the C. P. O.’s were on board?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. I believe they were ashore, sir.

Admiral Standley. How many are there on board?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, I do not know, just offhand, sir.

Admiral Standley. About how many are there?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. About 14, sir.

Admiral Standley. About 14?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Will you tell the Commission your experiences on the morning of December 7?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, we were just about finishing breakfast.

Admiral Standley. Finishing breakfast at what time?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, it seemed to be just about five minutes to 8, because the general alarm went off, and everybody made the remark, “General alarm on Sunday morning? What has happened? What’s funny about it?” because we usually sound the general alarm every morning to test out, except Sunday morning.

About that time the chief quartermaster on duty went up on deck and then came back and passed the word that the Japanese were attacking us and to man the machine guns.

Admiral Standley. Then what happened?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. At that time I came up and I had six torpedoes which I had brought below, the water compartments and the fuel tanks, and there were two of them charged up, and also one of the ones was in the shack and the after body was on deck. So, the first thing I did was to get these charges up and in a fully ready condition and also the other one back together and put them in a ready condition.
Admiral Standley. What happened to that torpedo that was not together?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. The one that missed fire?

Admiral Standley. The one that the boy lost overboard.

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. We had the torpedo all ready and the tripping latch on the tube was on. I was standing alongside there. We closed the door on the impulse charge chamber and were putting in another impulse when it went off.

As the torpedo went off, it went forward and broke the guide stud and the head went off on the deck, and that was rolled over the side. We were just making a turn about that time, and they pushed it off.

Admiral Standley. You mean when the torpedo was fired?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes, sir, that torpedo fired.

Admiral Standley. Then what happened to it?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. The torpedo fired in the tube. After it was turned forward, the forward torpedo was turned aft, and when the torpedo fired it sheared the guide stud off the head and the air flask, and it dropped on the deck and they pushed it over the side.

Admiral Standley. These were war heads?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes, sir. That front nose ring was smashed and it cut through the middle of the war head itself where it hit the other forward head. That head there was smashed up on the side, and the torpedo in the forward tube had gone forward and broke the guide stud. As it hit there it bounced forward again and the tripping latch in the tube was down; so that started the torpedo off. It was in a fully ready condition.

Admiral Standley. Did it explode after it went overboard?

[1141] Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, sir. I imagine the fan was out of shape when she turned over.

Admiral Standley. It was unarmed?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. It was unarmed, but in a fully ready condition.

Admiral Standley. It would have required a run to be armed?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. Let me see if I get this straight for the moment.

One torpedo in the after tube was turned forward?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And the forward torpedo tube was turned aft?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And one torpedo had the impulse charge in the chamber and it went off?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And it fired off the torpedo?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And that torpedo hit the forward tube?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And the head was sheared off?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. The torpedo in the after tube was sheared.

Admiral Reeves. The bolts or rivets were sheared off from the air flask?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. That was the head that went on deck?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. Did you do anything then?
Chief Torpedoman Shaw. The torpedo in the after tube—the air flask to the air body that was aft, that I had to crawl in there and to line the turn aft and to secure that the best way I could because here was no guide stud holding [114?] it back, and the same way with the forward tube. I had that to line up, too, to close the arm to keep them from running.

Admiral Reeves. Has the BLUE standard torpedoes?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, sir. We have four-barreled torpedoes.

Admiral Reeves. Those are the two torpedoes?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes, sir, on the starboard side.

Admiral Reeves. The others were already in commission?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. When did you get those torpedoes to the disabled side?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Those torpedoes were all ready. I would say, about 12 or 1 o'clock. All the torpedoes were ready in the station.

Admiral Reeves. You were busy then most of the time with these torpedoes?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Then you did not observe much about the planes?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Just what I could see from the starboard side.

Admiral Standley. Is there anything that you think would be of interest to the Commission?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, I don't know, sir, unless it would be these logs and the smoke as we were going out. I think we were very lucky with these logs and the smoke.

I also did observe what seemed to be a string of bombs going up Westlock that seemed to explode, and the first group seemed to hit in the channel on the left bank, and the other group hit just inside the jungle and you could see the spouts in the sand.

They got outside and depth charged. I did not observe what happened to the first one, but after the second one there seemed to be a big black oil slick come up.

[114?] Admiral Standley. Do depth charges themselves make any oil slick?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, I don't know, sir. Most of the times I have seen them if the water is a little shallow, they will kind of have a muddy stuff come up, but this time it seemed to be a black oil slick. It was not that of mud.

Admiral Standley. In this case what was it?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. In this case it seemed to be like an oil slick.

Admiral Standley. Are you married?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Is your wife here?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, sir; she is in San Diego.

Admiral Standley. What are the habits generally of the petty officers and chief petty officers when they go to shore? Do they go up to Honolulu frequently at nights? I mean those whose families are not here. What is the general practice, if you know?
Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, on the BLUE, I don't think the men stay in town very much.

Admiral Standley. How long has the BLUE been here?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. It first came out when the fleet came out in 1939 and then went back to the States one time for about six weeks, and for a longer time at Bremerton for overhaul. I believe that is all except I went down to San Diego one time.

Admiral Standley. Have you been ashore in Honolulu on any Saturday nights?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. I have quite a while back, but I have not been ashore in about six weeks now.

Admiral Standley. What is the general condition around Honolulu with respect to the liberty men? Do the liberty men usually visit places on shore leave?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, most of the fairly decent places are so crowded that you can hardly get in any of them, it seems to me.

Admiral Standley. Most of what?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Places you can get a beer or something like that, but you can get that just any place.

General McCoy. Are there any places that the sailors can go to such as the YMCA's or any clubs kept up by any organizations here for the benefit of the enlisted personnel?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. I believe there is, but the only place I have ever gone to was the YMCA.

General McCoy. Is that an adequate and pleasant place to go to?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Well, it seemed pleasant enough to go to, but there are so many trying to get accommodations there that it—

The Chairman. You mean it is overcrowded?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes, it is overcrowded and if you go ashore on Saturday and if you do not get a room by 1 o'clock there is no use in going, because they are all filled.

General McCoy. Was that the only place in which you could get a room?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, there are several other hotels. The only other place I ever stayed at was the Alexander Young.

General McCoy. Have you ever been to the Outrigger Canoe Club?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No.

General McCoy. Have you ever heard of it?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, I haven't, sir.

The Chairman. What was the shape of the men on this Sunday morning when they came back from leave?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. This Sunday morning?

The Chairman. Yes.

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. One of the first ones to man the torpedoes came back 20 minutes before it happened, and I saw nothing wrong with him, because he performed his work right along with me.

The Chairman. You saw nothing about him in the way of intoxication?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, sir, not in the BLUE.

The Chairman. Not in the BLUE?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. Around the streets when you finished your work, did you notice any unusual conditions, evidences of drunkenness in the street among the men?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, no more than it looked more suspicious because a man would be in uniform, but I don’t think any more than in any other place.

Admiral Standley. Were you ashore in San Diego?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Did you notice the conditions there of a great many sailors on the streets on Saturday nights?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. When I have been there it seemed to me just about the same as here.

Admiral Standley. About the same as here?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Did you notice any particular difference in the conduct of the men there and here?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Not except probably I think a little better.

Admiral Standley. A little better here?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. No, a little better at San Diego. They seemed to be more happy there than here. That is all.

Admiral Reeves. How many torpedo tubes are mounted on the BLUE?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Four four-barrel tubes.

Admiral Reeves. What number of torpedoes does she carry?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Sixteen.

Admiral Reeves. One for each tube?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. When you cleared the entrance that Sunday morning, how many of those tubes and torpedoes were ready and in commission?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Nine torpedoes were ready to fire except to put the impulse charge in.

Admiral Reeves. You had them ready at noon?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes, just about noon, because all we had to do was charge the air flask and refill them with fuel and water and ignite them.

Admiral Reeves. Those were torpedoes under overhaul?

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

The Chairman. Anything further?

Admiral Reeves. That is all.

The Chairman. Do not discuss with anyone on the outside what has been said in this room.

Chief Torpedoman Shaw. Yes.

Colonel Brown. This is Ensign Landreth.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn, Ensign?

TESTIMONY OF ENSIGN JOHN LEWIS LANDRETH, U. S. S. NEVADA, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you state your full name and rank?

Ensign Landreth. John Lewis Landreth, Ensign.
Admiral Reeves. Where are you stationed, Ensign?
Ensign Landreth. On the NEVADA, sir.
Admiral Reeves. What special duty do you have there?
Ensign Landreth. I was in the anti-aircraft section, sir. I was in the anti-aircraft directory.
Admiral Reeves. Controlling the fire for the anti-aircraft operations?
Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Where were you on Sunday morning, December 7?
Ensign Landreth. I was on board, sir.

[1147] Admiral Reeves. Will you tell the Commission what you experienced and what you saw on that Sunday morning?
Ensign Landreth. Well, when I got up to my station I saw the ARIZONA already, directly ahead of the NEVADA, already in a very bad shape. She was afire and down by the bow and sinking rapidly. She looked to be in a very bad condition.

General McCoy. How soon was this after the attack?
Ensign Landreth. It was about three minutes after 8. That is as close as I can say.

General McCoy. You were below deck when it happened?
Ensign Landreth. Yes, I was below deck when the general alarm went.

Admiral Reeves. Proceed with your statement.
Ensign Landreth. Then the directory got on some high-altitude bombers and began to pick up some coming straight down the line, down the battle line, and it was a few minutes after that we received the first torpedo.

The plane came in very close, about midway of the channel, and dropped his torpedo and then turned right.

Admiral Reeves. How far was she when he dropped the torpedo?
Ensign Landreth. She was about midway in the channel. I would say, about 500 yards, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Did you see her drop the torpedo?
Ensign Landreth. Yes. After we got the torpedo, it evidently didn't cause a great deal of jar, not as much as we expected; but it did jar loose her synchronizer from the range finder. Then it was a little difficult and slower because of the limited field of the range finder: so we went into local control until we could get on with both the director and the range finder, at which time we went back into direct control.

The Chairman. Was the plane which fired that torpedo hit by anything?
Ensign Landreth. Not until after it dropped its torpedo. [1148] I did not see it hit, but I understood it was hit when it turned away and went astern, and there was a man with the .30 caliber machine gun and I understand that man riddled the plane and it crashed aft of the NEVADA.

There was a second torpedo plane came in at us which did not get to us. It apparently was hit by machine-gun fire. It seemed afire and it started to smoke. It then turned to the left and went away without firing its torpedo on us.

During the next hour we picked up some high-altitude bombers as best we could and got in to shift to direct control as soon as possible, and we stayed in local control until we could get set on it.
After about an hour the ship got under way. When we got about in the middle of the channel we were then attacked by dive bombers, and of course our setup there was under local control. [1149] We could do nothing but watch up in the directory. They dropped quite a few on us before any hit, probably ten, fifteen, maybe ten or fifteen came in and dropped, and they were going some short, and sprays were rising out in the water probably a hundred, two hundred feet, and others were going over us, over toward Ford Island, and then we began to get hits. The most noticeable to us were the ones that—one went right through our directory platform. We had—three planes came in. One plane came in and dropped one short. We could see that one go short and land out in the water. Another one came in a little too far to the left and dropped it over us, and the third one came in right in between those, and we could see before he did that it was going to be fairly close, and when he dropped it the bomb came right directly at our directory, and we were certain it was going to hit us. It hit about a foot from the director and went through the director platform, went through the navigation bridge deck, went through the signal bridge and down into the captain's cabin and exploded somewhere probably below the captain's cabin, caused great damage in personnel in casemate 4 and casemate 6, just went below and was stopped by the third deck, armor deck.

The Chairman. Was your captain aboard?

Ensign Landreth. No, sir.

The Chairman. Who was in command?

Ensign Landreth. Lieutenant Commander Thomas was the duty commander, and he was in charge of the ship, sir.

The Chairman. Well, after that last bad hit what did you do? What did the ship do?

Ensign Landreth. Well, we stayed there, and very shortly after that we received another hit on the boat deck, and we were also receiving hits all this time on the forecastle. In fact, we were hit on the forecastle before we were hit—got the [1150] hit through the director platform, several hits. The first one, the chief boatswain's mate, was on the forecastle directing activities up there, and a direct hit struck up there which killed him. Hit very close to him.

The Chairman. Were you able to go on out of the channel?

Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir. We went over by the floating drydock first. We were given orders not to go out of the channel. We went over by the floating drydock, and then we got away from there. A destroyer I understand exploded over there, and we went over where we are now across from the air station.

The Chairman. Did you go over there under your own power, so far as you know?

Ensign Landreth. I think we were aided by tugs at that point, although I am not absolutely certain of that, sir. After we got over there the activity subsided. We looked around, and we couldn't get communications with the guns, and everything apparently was abandoned on the boat deck. Of course we had had great casualties, especially from the bomb that had struck on the boat deck, so we abandoned our station, went into sky patrol where Ensign Taussig was. Ensign Taussig had been hurt very early in the battle. He was in the starboard director. And went out and looked around, and things
were pretty much afire around. The signal bridge was ablaze, and had gone up to the navbridge and coming up on top our own platform. In fact, just before we took Ensign Taussig down, the sky control was beginning to blaze on the starboard side.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you get that fire out?

Ensign LANDRETH. No, sir. That went for quite a while, that blaze, and practically it destroyed most of the structure up there.

General McCoy. When did you abandon ship?

[1151] Ensign LANDRETH. We didn’t abandon ship, sir. We stayed on the ship throughout. The battle was over. We took Ensign Taussig down, and by that time officers who had not been on the ship were coming on the ship, and they were organizing firefighting parties, and we were trying to—we didn’t have any water up on the boat deck to fight fire. We were trying to get all the ammunition out of the ready boxes to keep them from exploding. On the port side we did get all ammunition on out. On the starboard side there was one ready box that exploded. We went below to attempt to get water up there to fight the fires, and the engineers were having some difficulty in getting the water up there. Then we had very little ammunition up, and our hoists were no longer operative, and so we went—I went below to attempt to get some ammunition up. By this time there were officers had come aboard and had taken charge of the anti-aircraft battery. Plenty of officers up there at that time.

Admiral STANDLEY. Are you still living on the NEVADA?

Ensign LANDRETH. Not living on her, sir. We are still standing watches out there.

Admiral STANDLEY. There is a watch on board. Where did you get the water to fight the fire with on the upper deck when you didn’t have any water on board before?

Ensign LANDRETH. They were fighting fire with both buckets and with firefighting equipment, their CO₂.

Admiral STANDLEY. Did the tugs that pushed you over there, shoved you over there—did they take part in the firefighting?

Ensign LANDRETH. I am not certain about that, sir. I was below decks trying to get water from the engineers, and we were trying to get ammunition. I wasn’t up there during most of the firefighting.

Admiral STANDLEY. You were on deck during most of the [1152] attack, practically all through the attack?

Ensign LANDRETH. Yes, sir. I was in the director during the entire battle, sir.

Admiral STANDLEY. What is the altitude or elevation of the director? How long does it take you to get up there, when one is down below? Is it an elevated station?

Ensign LANDRETH. How high is it?

Admiral STANDLEY. Yes, how high.

Ensign LANDRETH. It is just above the navigation bridge, sir. From the boat deck, next is the signal bridge, then the navigation bridge, and then we are right on the deck above that, sir.

Admiral STANDLEY. What was your estimate of the number of planes that took part in that attack that morning?

Ensign LANDRETH. In the—on the entire—?

Admiral STANDLEY. Yes, during the entire morning. What would be your estimate?
Ensign Landreth. I would have said between 150 and 200 planes, sir.
Admiral Standley. Did you observe high flights of planes?
Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. What was your estimate of the height of those planes?
Ensign Landreth. I estimated them at 10,000 feet, sir.
Admiral Standley. Were they high bombers or were they apparently planes that had expended their ammunition and were flying back over?
Ensign Landreth. No, sir; they were high-altitude bombers.
Admiral Standley. High bombers?
Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir. They were flying in in V formation.
General McNarney. Did your director indicate an altitude which you could read off?

[1153] Ensign Landreth. It did, but I don’t remember what it was, sir. I don’t remember observing that.
Admiral Standley. What was the direction from which this flight came, if you observed from what direction?
Ensign Landreth. It came from dead ahead, right down the battle line, sir.
Admiral Standley. Was that a torpedo plane, the first plane?
Ensign Landreth. Oh, the torpedo plane—
Admiral Standley. No; I mean the first flight that you observed. What was that? Was it torpedo or was it strafing, or what kind of a flight?
Ensign Landreth. The first that I observed was the torpedo planes. I understand the strafing planes came in first. I understand on the starboard side while I was up there there was still strafing going on, but I didn’t observe any strafing.
Admiral Standley. Now this is off the record.
(There was colloquy off the record.)
Admiral Reeves. You have described one torpedo hit on the NEVADA alongside your mooring, and a second torpedo plane which turned away without launching its torpedo. Were there any other torpedo hits on the NEVADA at her mooring?
Ensign Landreth. Not as far as I know, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Were there any bomb hits on the NEVADA at her mooring?
Ensign Landreth. I do not believe so, sir. I believe the bomb hits were all received after she got out into the channel.
Admiral Reeves. All the bombing, then, on the NEVADA occurred while she was under way, and not while she was stationed at her mooring?
Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir.

[1164] Admiral Reeves. Were there any other torpedo attacks on the NEVADA after she got under way?
Ensign Landreth. No, sir, not as far as I know.
Admiral Reeves. Do you know where the torpedo hit the NEVADA?
Ensign Landreth. It hit her forward, sir, about a hundred feet—a hundred and fifty feet from the bow.
Admiral Reeves. Do you know why it became necessary to beach the NEVADA? Was it due to that torpedo hit?
Ensign Landreth. No, sir, I don't believe it was, although it might have been.

Admiral Reeves. Do you know of any other underwater damage to the NEVADA except the torpedo hit?

Ensign Landreth. No, sir. Of course it has—now it has quite a few holes in it caused from the bombs, that are under water. It was an hour after we got the torpedo hit that we got under way, sir. That's the reason I say that I don't think the torpedo caused the necessary—caused the beaching.

Admiral Reeves. I have no more questions.

General McCoy. Did the captain get back aboard ship before the ship was aground?

Ensign Landreth. No, sir, I don't believe so. I think it was after it was aground, although I am not certain of that either, sir.

Admiral Standley. Were you a part of the duty section that night?

Ensign Landreth. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. You could have gone ashore had you wanted to?

Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Would you know of the number or of the percentage of the crew that were on board?

[1155] Ensign Landreth. Percentage of the crew or the officers, sir?

Admiral Standley. The crew that was on board the next morning.

Ensign Landreth. It would have been a pretty high percent of the crew aboard, sir, because almost all our—most of our men were aboard, sir: that is, in the Sixth Division, and I think there was a high percentage of the crew was aboard.

Admiral Standley. What percentage of the officers would you say were on board?

Ensign Landreth. I would say 95%.

Admiral Standley. What complement—what was the number of officers required to be on board to satisfy the duty conditions?

Ensign Landreth. One-fourth, sir.

Admiral Standley. What was the contemplated officers total complement of the Nevada?

Ensign Landreth. I am not absolutely certain of the figure, sir. I think there was about 80.

Admiral Standley. How many officers like you who were not in the duty section were on board that morning?

Ensign Landreth. Well, there weren't a great number, although I am not certain of a figure, sir. I don't think there were very—there were not an awful lot, not very many.

Admiral Standley. Did any cases come under your observation where you think that enlisted men were not fit for duty that morning on account of drunkenness?

Ensign Landreth. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Insobriety?

Ensign Landreth. None came under my observation.

Admiral Standley. They all functioned and performed their duties under stress?

[1156] Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir. They were all—our division I think did very well, sir, in all cases. I saw no cases that didn't perform better than we expected them to.

Admiral Standley. I have no further questions.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Ensign. Please observe the rule not to speak of what has gone on in this hearing room to anyone outside.

Ensign Landreth. I will, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you, sir.

Admiral Reeves. What class were you in at Annapolis?

Ensign Landreth. '41, sir.

Admiral Reeves. '41?

Ensign Landreth. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Colonel Larkin, will you be sworn?

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL CLAUDE A. LARKIN, UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give the reporter your full name and rank?

Colonel Larkin. Claude A. Larkin, Lieutenant Colonel, United States Marine Corps.

The Chairman. Colonel Larkin, what is your duty on the island of Oahu, or was it on December 7?

Colonel Larkin. I am in command of the flying field at Ewa.

The Chairman. Prior to the attack what force of planes and what types of planes did you have under your command there?

Colonel Larkin. I had 47 aircraft of the fighter type, dive bomber type, and utility type.

The Chairman. Were all of the 47 in condition for use on that morning?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir. 33 of them were in condition. [1157] The Chairman. How were they disposed before the attack?

Colonel Larkin. They were parked around the perimeter of the landing areas with a reasonable degree of security in the way of dispersion.

The Chairman. Any of them anchored offshore?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir. They are all land planes.

The Chairman. These were all land planes?

Colonel Larkin. These were all land planes.

The Chairman. How many of those were available for distant reconnaissance?

Colonel Larkin. Nineteen to a medium distance.

The Chairman. What do you call medium distance?

Colonel Larkin. The particular type on the field at that time, up to 200 miles.

The Chairman. Prior to December 7 had any of them been regularly and as a matter of routine used for reconnaissance to that extent?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir, not as a regular matter of routine. We had worked on tactical problems up to 150 miles.

The Chairman. Were any of those planes under your command in the air on the morning of December 7?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

The Chairman. At 7:50?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.
The Chairman. In what state of readiness were they, and how many were in a state of readiness?

Colonel Larkin. They were all on 2-hour readiness, and one-third of the total 33 were on 30-minute standby.

The Chairman. How many of those planes were destroyed in the attack?

Colonel Larkin. All of them were either destroyed or totally disabled for a matter of days.

The Chairman. Where were you when the attack came on?

[1158] Colonel Larkin. I was on my way from my home in Honolulu to Ewa, arriving at Ewa during the first attack at about 8:25.

The Chairman. From your own observation and from the reports that have been rendered to you can you state, first, what character of planes made the first attack on Ewa Field?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. A formation of between 18 and 24 fighter aircraft, fighter type Japanese aircraft.

The Chairman. Now, the fighter type, as I understand, uses machine guns?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. They are not bombers? Or are they bombers?

Colonel Larkin. At times they are bombers, but in this attack they used only guns, at that particular attack.

The Chairman. Yes. From what direction, as you are advised, did that attack come in?

Colonel Larkin. From the north and west at an altitude of about 1,000 feet, distance of between one and two miles.

The Chairman. And then planed down to use their guns on your field?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. That attack lasted between twenty and thirty minutes.

The Chairman. Were there subsequent waves came over?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. When, and what sort of waves?

Colonel Larkin. There were two other distinct attacks made, one about fifteen minutes after the first attack, made by single-engined dive bombers which were very comparable to our SBD type aircraft. That attack lasted from about fifteen to twenty-five minutes, and that second attack was followed by a third attack at about fifteen minutes later, lasting about fifteen to twenty minutes. The last attack was made by fighter aircraft. After the third and last attack there [1159] were two or three two-plane sections remaining over the field until the Japanese aircraft had assembled in the vicinity of Barbers Point.

The Chairman. Now, from Barbers Point where did they go, to your observation, after they had assembled?

Colonel Larkin. My observation, they went south and west to sea.

The Chairman. What number of planes made that exit from the island to the south and west?

Colonel Larkin. That I can't say. We estimated that there were 25 fighter types covering the rendezvous or assembly point of the Japanese aircraft.

The Chairman. Had you anti-aircraft equipment on your field?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir, not—we had .30 caliber guns, nothing larger.
The CHAIRMAN. Were they in action when you arrived at the field?
Colonel LARKIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you advised how promptly they got in action on the attack?
Colonel LARKIN. Yes, sir; just as quickly as the alarm was sounded some of those guns went into action, and after the first attack we reorganized and armed and put all guns, including rifles, Thompson machine guns, and anything we could get, into action.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you able to bring down any of the enemy planes?
Colonel LARKIN. Yes, sir. We are positive of one and quite sure of the second one.
The CHAIRMAN. Where was the ammunition for your anti-aircraft fire at the time of the attack?
Colonel LARKIN. I had ammunition in every squadron ordnance room, in the central ordnance room, and in the guard house at the entrance to the flying field.
The CHAIRMAN. It wasn't at the guns?
Colonel LARKIN. It was in—not actually at the guns—in the vicinity where all guns could have been loaded in two to three minutes' time.
The CHAIRMAN. Had you been by orders of any superior officer put on the alert against an aircraft raid?
Colonel LARKIN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Had any order been issued to be on the alert against such a raid?
Colonel LARKIN. No, sir. Only in the directives as issued and orders previously; no order that morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Nor in the day or so previously, giving you warning of an aircraft raid?
Colonel LARKIN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what were the directives that were in operation at the time, were in effect?
Colonel LARKIN. The condition of alert and readiness, which was thirty minutes, requiring one-third of all tactical aircraft to be on thirty-minute readiness, all aircraft to be on two-hour readiness.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, from whom did that order issue to you, sir?
Colonel LARKIN. That comes through my chain of command and from commander aircraft battle force, who is my immediate superior in this area.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the commander aircraft battle force?
Colonel LARKIN. Admiral Halsey.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral Halsey.
Colonel LARKIN. At this particular time Admiral Halsey was at sea, and in that case I then come under commander patrol wing 2, who is Admiral Bellinger with the exception of the fighter aircraft.
The CHAIRMAN. Which are to be held at the command of General Davidson?
Colonel LARKIN. Yes, sir; interceptor command of the island.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. General?
General McCoy. Did you get any orders at all that day from General Davidson?
Colonel LARKIN. No, sir.
General McNarney. How many fighters did you have available for
that interceptor command?
Colonel Larkin. I had seven. Twelve of that squadron were on
Wake Island at the time.

General McNarney. How many of your men were available to go
in the air after the attack?
Colonel Larkin. None.

General McNarney. What have you got now?
Colonel Larkin. I have five SBD's, one R3D2, which is commonly
known as a DC-5. I have turned over two F-4F fighter type to com-
mander aircraft battle force, and one other utility aircraft. I have
eight 17-scouter type aircraft in Midway and fourteen fighter types
in Midway, of my group.

General McCoy. Did any of Admiral Halsey's carrier planes return
to the field that morning?
Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. At what time?
Colonel Larkin. There were four—there were six came in between
the first and second attacks, about 8:30 to 8:35. They landed. I im-
mediately ordered them into the air. After the third attack four
SBD's from the ENTERPRISE came in. We armed them with
500-pound bombs and reloaded their machine guns, and I reported
they were there ready. About ten o'clock they were ordered off my
field. Three of them could get away. One [1/162] had a hole
in his gas tank and remained on the field until the tenth of December,
that landed at Ford Island that night?

General McCoy. Did you shoot down any of your own planes that
day?
Colonel Larkin. No, sir. We had none in the air.

General McCoy. No. I mean of those from the fleet, from the
ENTERPRISE.
Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

General McCoy. They all came in safely?
Colonel Larkin. They all came in safely.

General McCoy. Did they report their coming to the control of-
ficer?
Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

General McCoy. Why?
Colonel Larkin. That I don't know.

General McCoy. They have a normal lane to come in, I believe, have
they not?
Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. They came down in the normal method
of identification and procedure and came to our field, and we took them
aboard.

General McNarney. What happened to the ones you ordered into
the air after the first attack?
Colonel Larkin. They did not return to Ewa. I think later on they
went to Ford Island; that is, to the best of my knowledge.

The Chairman. Now, there was a flight of planes off Admiral Hal-
sey's fleet that landed in there that night, was there not?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

The Chairman. Do you know whether there was a flight of his planes
that landed at Ford Island that night?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir, I do not.
The Chairman. We have been informed that he had sent out a search late in the evening from his fleet and that those planes came in at night, and some of them through error were fired on. You know nothing of that incident?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

The Chairman. They may have landed at Ford Island?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. None—

General McCoy. Were any of these planes shot down by the Japanese?

Colonel Larkin. That I can't definitely say. We saw one of these planes—I can't definitely say it was one that had landed on my—on Ewa Field. We saw one of these ENTERPRISE airplanes and one Japanese airplane collide in the air. Both of them fell and burned about a half mile south and east of Ewa, Ewa flying field.

The Chairman. But you do not know whether that is one of those that you had sent up from the field or was that was coming in from the ENTERPRISE?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Colonel, you say that these ENTERPRISE planes were landed safely?

Colonel Larkin. On my field, yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. On your field?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And except for that one incident of the crash, none of them was fired upon, none of them disabled, none of them wrecked, pilots killed and passengers killed, in coming in?

Colonel Larkin. That is correct.

Colonel Brown. I believe, sir, he is talking about a landing in the morning, and those that were fired on came in at night on Ford Island.

Admiral Standley. Do not take this.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

[1164] Colonel Larkin. All the planes that landed at Ewa landed in the morning and were taken and either put in the air immediately or rearmed and refueled and ordered into the air by Ford Island control, and by Wheeler control.


Will you hand that to him, sir?

(A document was handed to the witness.)

Admiral Standley. You might look through that and see if you recognize it.

Colonel Larkin. No, sir, I have never seen that.

Admiral Standley. Where did you get your instructions in regard to the readiness condition?

Colonel Larkin. We got them through orders, verbal, telephone, and mailgrams, and different conditions through commander aircraft battle force.

Admiral Standley. Did you sit in or take part in any of the conferences and discussions between the commander patrol wing 2 and the commanding general Hawaiian air force?
Colonel Larkin. No, sir. I might clarify that, Admiral, by saying, I assumed command at Ewa on the 18th of November.

Admiral Standley. Oh.

General McCoy. Had you received any war warning from your superiors?

Colonel Larkin. The normal orders only, and reading over letters, bulletins, and the normal routine orders was my only source of information.

General McCoy. You were not conscious of receiving any war warning on the 27th of November?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

[7165] General McCoy. There were no orders, as far as you remember, that changed your normal status of training and responsibility prior to December 6 due to the imminence of hostilities?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Colonel, your force consisted of VS and VB?

Colonel Larkin. And VF.

Admiral Standley. And VF. Now, then, the VS and the VB's were part of a task force?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Do you recall what that task force designation was?

Colonel Larkin. Task force 3 at that time.

Admiral Standley. And as part of the base defense force where were they assigned? In other words, under certain conditions part of your planes automatically went to General Martin, and under the same conditions part of them went to Admiral Bellinger?

Colonel Larkin. The task force 3, the VS and VB airplanes went to Admiral Bellinger; the VF airplanes went to General Martin as the interceptor command.

Admiral Standley. Yes. Now, how were you informed or where did you inform yourself of that task force? Where did you get that information when you arrived here?

Colonel Larkin. By conference with my executive officer and my operations officer and my staff who had been here prior to my arrival.

Admiral Standley. So then you were not familiar at all with this, that is, in detail, except as you got it from your subordinates here, this general estimate of the situation?

Colonel Larkin. That is correct. I have never seen that estimate.

[7166] Admiral Standley. You are not cognizant of this statement—wait a minute now; I will get what I want.

In paragraph IV. (e) it says: "None of the above actions can be initiated by our forces until an attack is known to be imminent or has occurred."

Are you familiar with that decision?

Colonel Larkin. I have heard that discussed. I am not entirely familiar with it.

Admiral Standley. In paragraph IV. (a), "Action open to us," in the same pamphlet:

(a) Run daily patrols as far as possible to seaward through 360 degrees to reduce the probabilities of surface or air surprise. This would be desirable but can only be effectively maintained with present personnel and material for a very short period and as a practical measure cannot, therefore, be undertaken unless other intelligence indicates that a surface raid is probable within rather narrow time limits.

Are you familiar with that decision, too?
Colonel Larkin. Not from that publication. I have heard that and have discussed that particular phase of that publication. 

Admiral Standley. Was that the generally accepted decision on the evening of December 6?

Colonel Larkin. I believe it was, yes, sir.

General McNarney. Where were you on the night of December 7?

The Chairman. December 6?


Colonel Larkin. I was in camp at Ewa.

General McNarney. Sunday night. Did any of your anti-aircraft weapons go into action during that night?

Colonel Larkin. No. We had no truly anti-aircraft. We had only .30 calibers that had been taken from the rear seats of our destroyed planes, plus ten .30 caliber water-cooled [1167] more or less ground machine guns.

General McNarney. None of these weapons went into action?

Colonel Larkin. None.

General McNarney. Sunday night?

Colonel Larkin. Sunday night.

Admiral Standley. I want to ask some more questions, General.

General McNarney. Go ahead.

Admiral Standley. Colonel, this is a part of the assigned mission of the search and attack group: “Trail attacking carrier type planes to carrier and report location to commander search and attack group.” I understand all of your planes were out of commission.

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Do you know whether any of that task group did perform that part of the mission, did try to trail the planes?

Colonel Larkin. I do not know.

The Chairman. What was the condition of your personnel on the morning of December 7, Colonel? Were they present at their stations?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir, I would say more than 80% were present, both officers and men.

The Chairman. Had leaves been granted the night before?

Colonel Larkin. Only the regular liberty for the men and shore leave for certain officers. I required a certain number of officers on the station at all times.

The Chairman. When did your enlisted personnel come back from leave?

Colonel Larkin. The single men come in at twelve. The married men with families on the island, a certain percentage had permission to stay at home.

The Chairman. Any evidence that the men on leave had imbibed too much the night before?


The Chairman. Would you know of it if there had been instances of it in your command?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You are clear about it?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. Only—may I clarify that?

The Chairman. Yes?

Colonel Larkin. Due to the distance of Ewa from Honolulu my personnel get into Honolulu very seldom. They go to the little sugar
mill town of Ewa and the little sugar mill town of Waipahu, and there are few of them get into Honolulu proper.

Admiral Standley. Colonel, in the case of disciplinary measures who in your command hears the mast on reports of infractions of discipline?

The Chairman. Who takes the mast for reports?

Colonel Larkin. The squadron commanders handle the more or less routine ordinary offenses. I hold mast for the more serious or major offenses.

Admiral Standley. You would know, then, in that capacity, if there was general infraction of the regulations or propriety in regard to sobriety?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir; I can definitely say, that morning during the attack I did not see one man who had more than he could handle.

General McCoy. Did your command come to the front and center quickly and click throughout as you would have them do?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. I asked a question. I am not sure whether I made it comprehensive enough to cover the point of whether you received any orders at all during the day of the attack from higher authority.

Colonel Larkin. None whatever, except when I reported the four SBD type aircraft had landed; we had rearmed them, and I reported them in a state of readiness for anything within their capabilities, and they were held by orders of the operation officer compatwing 2 in that state until 10 o'clock, when they were ordered to Ford Island.

General McCoy. Were the communications working that day throughout to higher command?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir; not too well, but they were working. They were satisfactory.

General McCoy. Were you informed of what happened during the day at any time at Pearl Harbor?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. Meager information. By "meager" I mean the highlights I would be directly interested in.

General McCoy. In other words, you got no orders, but you did get sufficient information to know what was happening?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

General McCoy. Did that apply also to your liaison with the Army?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. I talked to the interceptor command on two or—three occasions on the 7th of December.

General McCoy. Would you be informed by the interceptor command of any missions that they sent up that day from other fields?

Colonel Larkin. No, sir.

General McCoy. And you were given no mission whatever during that whole day?

Colonel Larkin. None whatever.

General McCoy. Either from Army or Navy?

Colonel Larkin. That is correct. I might add that I had informed both the interceptor command, Army, and my immediate superior, compatwing 2, that I had no planes available.

The Chairman. Except as you altered that information when the four planes that came in were available?
Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. I might clarify that: they were not mine; they belonged to the ENTERPRISE carrier group.

The Chairman. Oh, I see.

General McCoy. But you informed them of the missions that you gave them?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Colonel, was it routine for you to inform the proper authorities of the availability of planes under your command?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Each day?

Colonel Larkin. Each day.

Admiral Standley. It was likewise your duty to inform those same commanders if there was any change in that status; is that correct too?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And that procedure you obtained from your subordinates?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And not from the prescribed procedure in this order?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir. Our method was, my operations officer every afternoon at three o'clock told my immediate superiors what planes we would have available for the next day's operations. Planes and types.

The Chairman. That was so that either your immediate commander or in the proper circumstances the commander of patwing 2 could order your planes on missions?

Colonel Larkin. That is correct.

General McCoy. Colonel, were you the senior marine air officer in Oahu?

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Is there any other question for the Colonel?

[1171] (There was no response.)

The Chairman. Colonel, we have asked all the witnesses who have appeared before us not to discuss what has gone on in this room, or their testimony, with anyone.

Colonel Larkin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And we shall ask you to observe that. Thank you very much.

Will you be sworn?

TESTIMONY OF CHIEF CARPENTER'S MATE JAMES JOSEPH CURLEY, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you sit down there, sir, and give your name, rank, and command to the reporter?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. James Joseph Curley, sir, chief carpenter's mate.

The Chairman. What ship were you on?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. USS NEVADA, sir.

The Chairman. Where were you on the NEVADA on the morning of December 7?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. You mean when the trouble started?
The Chairman. When the attack came on.
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. When the attack came on I was in the chiefs' quarters, sir.
The Chairman. You were in your own quarters?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Had you been on leave the night before?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. No, sir.
The Chairman. Had there been many men on leave from the NEVADA the night before?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. That I couldn't say, sir.
The Chairman. You don't know?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. I don't know. The only men that would be on leave would be the—that is, on liberty—would be the chiefs and first-class petty officers, and there wouldn't be many of them because most of them have their families in the States.
The Chairman. The enlisted personnel that had leave or liberty on Saturday night would all be back on the ship before Sunday morning, would they?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And to your knowledge they were back?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. What shape was the crew in that morning to perform its duty, according to your observation?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Excellent, sir.

The Chairman. You saw nobody who was the worse for having had a bad night Saturday night?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. No, sir.
The Chairman. What first drew your attention to the attack?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. I was talking to the chief ship's fitter who had just relieved the security patrol. He had taken over the 8 patrol watch that morning, and he and I heard the machine-gun chatter. He having the security watch, he ran to the topside. I followed him.

When we got up there there was a plane with the rising sun insignia on it, at which she turned her belly to us toward the opposite side of the ship from where we were at, but we could see it from the deck shop.

Then I heard the explosion somewhere in the harbor, and we were notified to man our general-quarter stations.
The Chairman. To your knowledge, how many torpedoes did the NEVADA receive while she was in the berth?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. One that I know of.
The Chairman. Did that disable her so that she could not navigate?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. No, sir. The NEVADA got under way to sail in 14 minutes.
The Chairman. In 14 minutes?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes.
The Chairman. How many boilers had been operating through the night?
Chief Carpenter’s Mate Curley. Well, that I could not say. I am a deck petty officer, but I imagine it would be one for auxiliary purposes.
The Chairman. Chief, was there any emergency lookout? What was your duty?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. My duty was to man the repair tube.

[1174] The Chairman. What force was under you for that duty?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Well sir, I had 15 men in my repair party located in the forward part of the ship surrounding the No. 1 and No. 2 barbettes on the third deck.

The Chairman. Did your crew take their stations there with you?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, all my men were aboard.

The Chairman. What were you called upon to do from the time of the attack until the NEVADA was beached?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. There wasn't anything we were called upon to do, sir. Everything we do is what we had to do every time during drill, to close all the Zed fittings which would lead to the magazine below our station.

The Chairman. Did you do that?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes.

Our party is divided into two groups, and we had two talkers. The first one is the first repair party and the second is the second repair party, and their duties were to immediately open up the air to the guns.

The Chairman. Was that done?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. That was done, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Neither you nor any of your party were under any obligation to man the guns?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Sir?

The Chairman. You were not a part of the gun crew?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. No, sir, we were not a part of the gun crew.

The Chairman. Did your anti-aircraft fire get into action on the ship promptly, as you observed it?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, sir. They must have; they must have.

The Chairman. When the NEVADA found it necessary, in order to get out of the channel, to beach, did she do it under her own power?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. We had orders not to leave the harbor, sir. We had already been hit, and I guess it was because they did not want to block the channel that they did that. They did not want to block the channel for other ships.

The Chairman. Do you say that a heavy bomb hit on the bow of the NEVADA after she got under way and when she was going down past Ford Island?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. I should say three or four bomb hits there were, and then I was knocked out.

The Chairman. You were knocked out?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes.

The Chairman. Did you come to or did they have to bring you to?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. They gave me artificial respiration, sir.

The Chairman. Was that from the force of the bomb?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. No, sir, it was the smoke coming up from the officers' quarters; it didn't penetrate the armor plate, however. The armor deck withstood the bombs wonderfully.

The Chairman. They did withstand the bombs well?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes. That is in the vicinity of our station.

The Chairman. Yes.

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. We could see the deck come right down and go right up.

The Chairman. Was that 4-inch?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. That is 5½-inch.

The Chairman. 5½-inch?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes.

The Chairman. Any other questions?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

What was the state of readiness of the NEVADA habitually when she was in port?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Well, we always had a guard watch, sir, and the guard watch was always observing.

Admiral Standley. What was that?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. The guard patrol was always observing our ship.

Admiral Standley. Was some of your division a part of the security watch?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes.

Admiral Standley. How was the rest of the watch constituted?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. The chief ship's fitter was in charge of the watch and we must keep the machine guns manned, and that is his duty, to check all the men manning the machine guns on the third deck patrol and the topside patrol where we are always on alert.

Admiral Standley. And that was part of the routine of the battleship NEVADA when she was in port?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. That is everyday routine; at sea we have the security patrol also.

The Chairman. That means that the liberty group was cut down to take care of the security patrol?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. The security patrol was taken from the duty section, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Chief, you are a part of the damage control organization of the ship, are you not?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. I think you said that several bomb hits on the NEVADA did not penetrate the armored deck?

Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. In the vicinity of my station, sir. That would be from frame 30 to frame 60 port and starboard side.

Admiral Reeves. I think the testimony was that most of the bomb hits were in the forward part of the ship. That would come within the area which you supervised, would it not?

[1177] Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Well, from the topside and what we can see, they all appear to be forward of frame 30.
Admiral Reeves. Forward of frame 30?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Do you know whether any of the bomb hits penetrated the underwater integrity of the ship?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. They are patching up forward on the starboard and port side in the vicinity of the gasoline store.
Admiral Reeves. Where was that torpedo hit?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. The torpedo hit was abreast of No. 2 barbette on the port side about frame 43, sir.
Admiral Reeves. That was within your area?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. Why did they beach the NEVADA? Do you know?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. No, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Was it due to this torpedo hit or to the bomb hits?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. That I could not say because I was out about that time.
Admiral Reeves. You have no knowledge personally on any underwater damage by this torpedo?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. All I could see was that they are working on the patches forward of frame 30.
General McCoy. How large are these holes you are speaking of?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. That I do not know, sir, only what is rumor.
Admiral Standley. The previous testimony has indicated that there were several holes in the ship made by bombs.
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Those are the ones I am speaking of, forward of frame 30.

[1178] Admiral Standley. That is up forward where the big hole is?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. That is forward of the big hole. The big hole is approximately at frame 43.
Admiral Standley. What was the cause of this puncture? Was it caused by the bomb going through the side, or how did it happen?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Evidently the bomb went through the ship's side and then skidded out through the side.
Admiral Standley. What caused this big hole?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Which one?
The Chairman. The biggest hole of all. The one they are putting the big patch on.
Admiral Standley. Was the underwater damage due to the torpedo and not to these bomb hits?
The Chairman. The big hole was caused by the torpedo and not by the bombs?
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Any other questions?
Admiral Reeves. No.
The Chairman. Please do not discuss your testimony with anyone or mention what has gone on here.
Chief Carpenter's Mate Curley. Yes, sir.
Colonel Brown. Captain Daubin, sir.
TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN FREELAND ALLEN DAUBIN, COMMANDER SUBMARINE SQUADRON FOUR, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The Chairman. Will you state your full name?
Captain Daubin. Freeland Allen Daubin, Captain, United States Navy.
The Chairman. Captain, I understand that you have some documents which were recovered from some of the Japanese troops in the attack on December 7?
[1179] Captain Daubin. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. What are they, sir?
Captain Daubin. I have some charts and copies of the log that we recovered from the Japanese submarine No. 19.
The Chairman. That is the one that went ashore near Bellows Field?
Captain Daubin. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Are these in shape so that they can be left with the Commission? Are these copies or originals?
Captain Daubin. These are copies, sir.
The Chairman. Of course, they are secret.
Captain Daubin. Yes, sir, very secret.
The Chairman. The Commission has a number of these secret papers which have been submitted to it, and it will not disclose anything except with the approval of the Secretaries of War and Navy, when it comes to make its report.
Do you feel that under those circumstances it would be proper to leave them with us?
Captain Daubin. I do.
The Chairman. Thank you.
Have you anything to add, Captain, that you think will be helpful to the inquiry which this Commission is undertaking?
Captain Daubin. I have nothing to add, sir, except the information that is contained in these charts and the log from the Japanese submarine No. 19.
The Chairman. It may be that when you have submitted these papers that we will have to ask for some explanations of them; and you will be available?
Captain Daubin. Yes, sir. I am right here in the base. I am in command.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Admiral Standley. I understand, Captain, that these originals have all been forwarded to the Navy Department?
Captain Daubin. Yes, sir.
[1180] The Chairman. What is this in the brown envelope?
Admiral Standley. That is the description of the submarine, isn't it?
Captain Daubin. Yes.
The Chairman. The designation on this document in the brown envelope is, "Description and photographs Japanese midget submarine No. 19."
Captain Daubin. It starts on page 8.
The Chairman. The log starts on page 8?
Captain Daubin. And it continues to page 20 in that book.
I might add that there are some extracts from the log of the Japanese submarine No. 19 that was picked up out in the harbor.

The Chairman. The envelope will be marked Daubin Exhibit No. 1.

(Brown envelope was marked Daubin Exhibit No. 1.)

The Chairman. I also notice a brown paper folder which I understand contains photostats of certain maps?

Captain Daubin. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And charts?

Captain Daubin. Yes.

The Chairman. And designations in typewriting attached to the various maps?

Captain Daubin. Yes.

The Chairman. This will be marked Daubin Exhibit 2.

(Folder of charts was marked Daubin Exhibit 2.)

Captain Daubin. I might add that in reading these you have to use a glass, sir. I will give you a glass for that purpose (handing magnifying glass to the chairman).

The Chairman. Thank you. Thank you very much, Captain.


(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. State your full name, sir.


The Chairman. And what was your duty on December 7, 1941, Boatswain?

Boatswain Bothne. I was ship's boatswain, U. S. S. OKLAHOMA, sir.

The Chairman. Where did you spend the night of December 6?

Boatswain Bothne. On board the U. S. S. OKLAHOMA.

The Chairman. What were you doing at the time the attack came on?

Boatswain Bothne. I was in the after end of the superstructure deck where the side cleaners' lockers are. I had my side cleaners ready to go overside.

The Chairman. Had you finished your breakfast?

Boatswain Bothne. Yes.

The Chairman. From where you were, did you have a view of the harbor?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir.

The Chairman. What was it which first attracted your attention to the attack?

Boatswain Bothne. The mate in the 6th Division started screaming, "Get the guns covered; them Japs are bombing everything in sight."

The Chairman. Had you heard any machine-gun fire or bombs before that?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir.

The Chairman. What did you do when you heard the screaming?
Boatswain Bothine. I went down to the main deck aft of midships where the loud speaker is and passed the word for general quarters and set material condition Zed.

The Chairman. How did the men respond? Promptly?

Boatswain Bothine. Prompt, yes, sir.

[1182] The Chairman. How soon after were you delivering fire?

Boatswain Bothine. We were delivering no fire from the five twenty fives, and I didn't hear any .50 caliber, although the men said they were firing with the .50 caliber, afterward, but I didn't hear a shot of fire on the OKLAHOMA that morning, sir.

The Chairman. What happened to the OKLAHOMA itself?

Boatswain Bothine. I walked out on deck and passed this word; the torpedo hit aft of frame 115.

The Chairman. Where would that be between the bow and the stern? I do not know where frame 115 is.

Boatswain Bothine. Almost astern, sir.

The Chairman. The OKLAHOMA was lying in the outside berth?

Boatswain Bothine. Yes.

The Chairman. Outside the MARYLAND?

Boatswain Bothine. Yes.

The Chairman. Did you see the man launch the torpedo?

Boatswain Bothine. No, sir. I got out on deck after that.

The Chairman. What was the effect of that hit, Boatswain? What was the effect on the ship?

Boatswain Bothine. None that I noticed right then, sir. I didn't even feel the ship shake.

The Chairman. What happened next, according to your observation?

Boatswain Bothine. I went back to see why the anti-aircraft batteries were not firing, and the ready boxes were still locked on the port side.

The Chairman. Were the crews there?

Boatswain Bothine. No, sir.

The Chairman. Then what happened?

Boatswain Bothine. Then I went forward. We had the fire and rescue chest at the stack there, and as I walked forward there was another torpedo hit about a third of the way aft of the ship.

[1183] The Chairman. What did that do to the ship?

Boatswain Bothine. I still didn't notice any effect from it.

The Chairman. You did not?

Boatswain Bothine. No, sir, never felt it even.

The Chairman. Then what happened?

Boatswain Bothine. The fire and rescue chest was locked; so I went amidships to the gear locker and picked out a hammer and a cold chisel.

The Chairman. To knock the locks off?

Boatswain Bothine. Yes, and when I got it there was a third torpedo hit in the middle of the ship, and the ship started to list noticeably then. I had to walk uphill to go to the starboard side, and after they had the ready boxes open there and the ammunition out they had no air to load the guns, and one of the men said there was no fire locks on the guns.
The ship was listing badly to port at that time. I didn't notice any action on the MARYLAND up to that time, but decided we would go over to the MARYLAND guns and get them in action. We went overside and started for the MARYLAND and got to the blister ledge, and the MARYLAND lines were still holding, although the ship was listing 45 degrees. So I yelled up to everybody to stay where they were. They picked it up, and everybody sat along the blister ledge.

We were all perched along the blister ledge and there must have been about 150 men there.

Then the ship seemed to hesitate, to be stationary.

The CHAIRMAN. Then what happened?

Boatswain Bothne. They hit it with another torpedo.

The CHAIRMAN. Another one? Four?

Boatswain Bothne. Yes, because that one I felt, because she bounced up, and when she settled down she turned.

The CHAIRMAN. What complement was there on the OKLAHOMA that morning of the attack?

Boatswain Bothne. About 1200.

The CHAIRMAN. They were all on board ship? The whole 1200 were aboard?

Boatswain Bothne. There were a few men ashore, the chiefs and the first class and the group that had overnight privilege. There were very few had their families out at that time. Very few stayed out overnight.

The CHAIRMAN. How much of this group of 1200 men got off the OKLAHOMA? Your fellows sitting along the ledge jumped to the MARYLAND, I suppose?

Boatswain Bothne. Most of them went down in the water.

The CHAIRMAN. They did?

Boatswain Bothne. Yes. I slid down the side myself.

The CHAIRMAN. Into the water?

Boatswain Bothne. Into the water, and then got into a motor launch, and we picked up two boatloads of men out of the water.

The CHAIRMAN. Was there a serious loss of life on the OKLA-

HOMA?

Boatswain Bothne. About 400, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You don't say!

Boatswain Bothne. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Was the captain on board when this occurred?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. He was ashore?

Boatswain Bothne. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was commanding officer at the time or who was senior?

Boatswain Bothne. Commander Kenworthy.

The CHAIRMAN. Was he second in command?

Boatswain Bothne. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. What particular security order was there that required the gun crew to be at their guns all the time, [1185] Boatswain? Isn't there an order in force that requires the crews to be at the anti-aircraft guns?

Boatswain Bothne. Not to my knowledge in port, sir.
The Chairman. What were the orders with respect to the manning of the guns and the organization of the gun crews? What were the orders that were then in force. Do you know what the orders were?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir, I don't.

The Chairman. Did you have any duty with respect to firing the anti-aircraft guns?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir.

The Chairman. That was not part of your duty?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir.

The Chairman. You were not part of the gun crew?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir.

The Chairman. So far as you know, none of the OKLAHOMA guns got into action before she turned over?

Boatswain Bothne. The anti-aircraft five twenty fives.

The Chairman. The five twenty fives did get into action?

Boatswain Bothne. Did not get into action.

The Chairman. Did not?

Boatswain Bothne. No, sir.

The Chairman. You did not hear the .50 caliber, but you were told by someone that they were fired?

Boatswain Bothne. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Anything further?

Admiral Standley. No.

The Chairman. Thank you very much. Please do not discuss your testimony here or mention to anyone what has gone on here.

Boatswain Bothne. Aye, aye, sir.

Colonel Brown. Carpenter's Mate Staff.


(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. State your full name.

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Walter Fredrick Staff.

The Chairman. What ship are you with?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. The OKLAHOMA.

The Chairman. Were you off ship on Saturday night, December 6?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. I was off Saturday. I came back early, about 7 o'clock Saturday evening.

The Chairman. What is your rank?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Carpenter's mate, second class.

The Chairman. Carpenter's mate, second class?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes.

The Chairman. Where were you on board ship when the attack came on?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. I was in the carpenter's shop.

The Chairman. You therefore did not have a view of the harbor at that time?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. No, sir, I did not.

The Chairman. When you learned that there was an attack, what did you do?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. I passed the word general quarters and went promptly to my quarters.
The Chairman. You had no duty at that time with respect to the anti-aircraft guns?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. No, sir.

The Chairman. What did you do or where did you go when the general quarters was called?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. I went to the forward part of the ship, to the pump room, to the fresh water tanks.

The Chairman. Was that your station under Condition Zed?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes.

The Chairman. Then during the attack you remained inside [1187] the ship and not out on deck?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes, sir, I was inside the ship.

The Chairman. From your position, what did you learn was going on?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. I felt several explosions, but they seemed to be from the anti-aircraft fire, and there was just a jar and we were busy setting Zed when the lights went out.

The Chairman. The lights went out?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes.

The Chairman. Did you remain at your station until the ship listed?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes. The ship was on a very bad list.

The Chairman. Were you called upon to abandon ship?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. No, I didn’t hear any word at all because the man could not get any station on the telephone.

The Chairman. The phones were out of order?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes.

The Chairman. When the ship turned over, where were you?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. There was a bad list on it; the ship was very bad and we had four men with us, and two of them got hysterical and they started to leave when the lights went out. They started to leave, and it was a very bad list, so we followed them.

The Chairman. You got on deck?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. No, sir, we didn’t get out. It rolled over.

The Chairman. How did you get out?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. They took us out Tuesday morning through the ship.

The Chairman. So that after it had gone over, there was still air in it and you could still stay above water?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes, there was a good bit of [1188] air and fuel oil.

The Chairman. You got caught in there when it turned over?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes.

The Chairman. How many got out?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Two of us got out and two of them drowned when it rolled over.

The Chairman. There were some other men who also got out?
Carpenter’s Mate Staff. Yes, they got 34 of them altogether, and two of them died.

The Chairman. Can you give us any idea of how long it was from the time that you felt the first little jar until that ship went over?
Carpenter's Mate Staff. My watch stopped at that time, two minutes after 8.

The Chairman. Two minutes after 8?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. It must have been a quarter to 8 when they first sounded the alarm, or very close to it.

The Chairman. So in a matter of 15 minutes, according to your guess, your ship turned over?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. I would say that is very close to a quarter to 8 when they sounded the alarm.

The Chairman. I think you are very liberal in your estimate. Our general impression is that it was 7:55.

Carpenter's Mate Staff. It could have been.

The Chairman. That would mean that the ship went over in seven or eight minutes?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes.

The Chairman. Did you feel each individual and separate torpedo shock?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Well, I felt several jars. I did not know they were torpedoes. When the lights went out we were down in the station, and that was the worst explosion.

The Chairman. The testimony that we have had indicates that there were four torpedoes shot into her side.

[1189] Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes, I felt at least four explosions.

The Chairman. You felt at least four explosions?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes.

The Chairman. And they came very close together?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes, very close together.

General McCoy. Were you able to get any food?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. No.

General McCoy. After you were trapped in? You had no water?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. No, no food at all or water.

General McCoy. How much of a space were you confined in?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. It was a large space but we had to stay on the high side. It was locked up, and we did manage to get in, but we had to beat the lock off.

General McCoy. How did you call attention to the fact that you were there? How did they find you?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. We tapped with wrenches.

General McCoy. There were two of you rescued there?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes.

General McCoy. Were you much the worse for wear?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Sir?

General McCoy. Were you much the worse for wear when you got out?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Oh, very weak and hungry.

General McCoy. You felt you were being rescued, didn't you, when the thing first happened?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Well, not at first, I didn't.

General McCoy. You were there from Sunday morning until Tuesday?

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes.

General McCoy. I have no other questions.

Admiral Standley. How do you account for the fresh air in there?
[1190] Carpenter's Mate Staff. We were in the forward air compressor room and we had the compressed air; I suppose, from those tanks.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Do not discuss with anyone on the outside what has been asked you here.

Carpenter's Mate Staff. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn now until 2 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 12:30 o'clock p.m., a recess was taken until 2 o'clock p.m. of the same day.)

[1191]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The proceedings were resumed at 2 o'clock p.m. at the expiration of the recess.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reporter, will you note that there is a communication from Admiral Halsey in answer to the request of the Commission for information with respect to the liberty granted the personnel of the fleet. This will not be copied in the notes of testimony but is marked Halsey No. 1, for the information of the Commission.

(Document with respect to liberty granted personnel of the fleet was marked Halsey Exhibit No. 1 for identification.)

The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn, sir?

TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN JAMES MARSHALL SHOEMAKER, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give the reporter your full name, please?


The CHAIRMAN. And your rank?

Captain Shoemaker. Captain, U. S. Navy.

The CHAIRMAN. And your duty on December 7, 1941?

Captain Shoemaker. Commanding officer, Naval Air Station, Pearl Harbor.

The CHAIRMAN. Where were you on the morning of the attack, sir?

Captain Shoemaker. At the onset of the attack I was in my quarters on the Naval Air Station.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Where were you on the night of December 6?

Captain Shoemaker. I was on the Naval Air Station.

The CHAIRMAN. You were home that evening?

Captain Shoemaker. I was home that evening.

[1192] The CHAIRMAN. What effective force had you at your command on the morning of the attack?

Captain Shoemaker. I had a trained seamen guard of 200 men, a marine detachment of approximately 100 men, and two officers.

The CHAIRMAN. What materiel?

Captain Shoemaker. Rifles, pistols, aircraft machine guns, both .30 caliber and .50 caliber; no heavier weapons.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have any planes under your control?

Captain Shoemaker. I had four aeroplanes—pardon me; five aeroplanes of the utility unit of the Naval Air Station. They were not damaged.
The **Chairman.** It was not part of your function to command or control fighter planes or bombing planes?

**Captain Shoemaker.** No, sir.

The **Chairman.** Or planes of that type?

**Captain Shoemaker.** No, sir, I had no combatant planes under my command.

The **Chairman.** Was your station attacked?

**Captain Shoemaker.** Yes, sir. My station was surrounded by the fleet moorings, and it was in the middle of the attack.

The **Chairman.** How many bombs fell on your air field?

**Captain Shoemaker.** The island—the Naval Air Station, Pearl Harbor, comprises the island of Ford Island in the middle of Pearl Harbor. On Ford Island, as nearly as we could count, there were a total of 11 bombs struck the island. Most of those bombs were aimed at battleships moored alongside.

The **Chairman.** And fell on the island?

**Captain Shoemaker.** That’s correct, yes, sir.

The **Chairman.** Did your force get into action promptly with anti-aircraft?

**Captain Shoemaker.** My force got into action with the second attack, and, as far as we could tell, very effectively.

[1193] The **Chairman.** They were not in action on the first attack?

**Captain Shoemaker.** No, sir, they were not.

The **Chairman.** The ammunition not there? Was the ammunition not there to—

**Captain Shoemaker.** The ammunition was distributed with my sub-armories on the island. The men were taken—we all were—completely by surprise with the first attack.

The **Chairman.** And they were not able to get their ammunition from the armories in time to get their guns into action?

**Captain Shoemaker.** Yes, sir, that’s correct.

The **Chairman.** There had been no orders requiring you to have any ammunition at the guns?

**Captain Shoemaker.** No, sir.

The **Chairman.** If such an order were to be given, who was your commanding officer who would give you such orders?

**Captain Shoemaker.** The Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District.

The **Chairman.** You remember some planes from task force No. 3 coming into your field on the night of Sunday, the 7th?

**Captain Shoemaker.** No, sir.

The **Chairman.** Were you on the field on the evening of December 7th?

*Captain Shoemaker.* I beg your pardon, Admiral—or Mr. Justice Roberts. I was thinking of the 6th. I do remember that, planes coming in on the 7th. I was on the field, and during the latter part of their attempts to get onto the field I was in the land-plane control tower.

The **Chairman.** Some of those planes were fired on by some of your force, weren’t they?

**Captain Shoemaker.** Those planes were fired on by every gun in the Pearl Harbor area, as nearly as I could tell. There were six land
planes approached the field. Four of them were shot down. I might add that the firing did not start on Ford Island; it started in the Navy Yard area.

    The CHAIRMAN. Yes?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. Yes, sir.
    The CHAIRMAN. You had had no warning at Ford Island that those planes intended to land, I understand.

    Captain SHOEMAKER. As nearly as I can tell, those planes contacted the land-plane control tower by radio as they approached the island, and were told to come right in. The leader said he was going to circle Pearl Harbor before landing, and he was told, "No. Come right in and land." Unfortunately, he didn't do what he was told.

    The CHAIRMAN. He did circle, did he?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. He started to circle, yes, sir.
    The CHAIRMAN. And then somebody let fly?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. Somebody let fly, and I never saw so many bullets in the air in my life and never expect to—all tracer bullets at night. It was dark.

    The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions?
    General McNARNEY. Were the airplanes lighted? Did they have warning lights on?

    Captain SHOEMAKER. I just saw one, General. They had the running—I am told—this is hearsay—that they had—they all had their running lights on as they approached Pearl Harbor from the direction of the Pearl Harbor channel or Hickam Field.

    General McNARNEY. How about the landing lights?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. Several turned them off when the firing started, so I am told.

    General McNARNEY. How about the landing lights? Were the landing lights on?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. The landing lights were not lit on the field at the time.

    General McNARNEY. I mean on the airplanes.

    Captain SHOEMAKER. No, sir. No landing lights. Running lights. What we call running lights, red and blue—green wing tip lights.

    General McNARNEY. Did you not receive a message from the task force that the planes were on the way?

    Captain SHOEMAKER. Those messages come to the fleet air detachment, General, which is a separate entity from the Naval Air Station.

    General McNARNEY. Would that be to Admiral Bellinger?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. It would be Admiral Bellinger's representative, yes, sir: commander fleet air detachment.

    General McNARNEY. Did your personnel in the control tower know that they were on the way?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. Yes, sir, they did.

    General McNARNEY. Prior to the time that they contacted them?
    Captain SHOEMAKER. I think so. This is, again, hearsay. I was told that they did.

    General McCoy. Isn't the control tower under your command? Is the control tower and personnel under your command?

    Captain SHOEMAKER. The control tower is under my command, General, but it is manned by the fleet personnel normally. At this time
the personnel in the control tower, with the exception of the ENTERPRISE group commander, who was there, were my personnel. The ENTERPRISE group commander, however, I am told was there at the time these planes approached the island. They were planes from his air group.

General McNarney. Did the guns on Ford Island participate after the other guns opened up?

Captain Shoemaker. Yes, sir; they did.

General McNarney. The gun crews on Ford Island had not been warned, then, that friendly airplanes were to come in that evening?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir. There wasn't time, as I remember it. I myself didn't know they were coming in until I saw the shooting start as I was driving down toward the control tower.

General McCoy. Were you conscious that it was a mistake at that point?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir; I was not.

Admiral Standley. Captain, where was your anti-aircraft battery mounted over on Ford Island on the night of the 6th?

Captain Shoemaker. On the night of the 7th, sir?

Admiral Standley. On the night of the 7th, yes.

Captain Shoemaker. On the night of the 7th we had anti-aircraft guns in improvised emplacements in at least 50 places on Ford Island, all around.

The Chairman. That post had then been set up during the day of Sunday, the 7th?

Captain Shoemaker. That had, sir.

The Chairman. In other words, your anti-aircraft equipment had been increased during that Sunday on Ford Island?

Captain Shoemaker. Yes, sir; it had. A large number of these guns were manned by refugees from the battleships.

The Chairman. Some of the guns had been taken off the battleships?

Captain Shoemaker. That is correct. They had come ashore with their light machine guns.

Admiral Standley. Have you any permanent installations over there on Ford Island, any anti-aircraft guns?

Captain Shoemaker. We have nothing larger than 37-millimeter, Admiral. We have an armory anti-aircraft battery that has four 37-millimeter guns on the Island, a No. 50.

Admiral Standley. Are they a permanent installation?

Captain Shoemaker. The emplacements are permanent.

[1197] The guns were unfortunately missing on the 7th. The armory wasn't there. The anti-aircraft defense battalion, or company, rather, was not on the Island on the 7th.

Admiral Standley. Have you still got an Army company on Ford Island?

Captain Shoemaker. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What are they doing there?

Captain Shoemaker. They are manning 37-millimeter and .50 caliber guns around the edge of the Island.

Admiral Standley. Which is part of the anti-aircraft defense force?

Captain Shoemaker. Part of the anti-aircraft and surface defense also against raiding parties and enemy aircraft.
The Chairman. Where was that Army company on the morning of Sunday, the 7th?

Captain Shoemaker. They were at their regular station, which I believe is Camp Malekole out by Barbers Point.

The Chairman. Were they withdrawn every night from Ford Island?

Captain Shoemaker. They had come aboard Ford Island from time to time in the last several months for a few days on tactical exercises. The Chairman. I see.

Captain Shoemaker. But they had never been permanently stationed there.

General McNarney. Were they there on the night of December 7?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir, they were not.

General McNarney. They hadn’t arrived the day of December 7 at all?

Captain Shoemaker. No, they didn’t show up on December 7. I asked Colonel Potts, who was their commanding officer, I believe. He said that they were not allowed to come to Ford Island on the 7th.

General McCoy. Were they asked for?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir, we didn’t ask for them. We presumed that doctrine would send them there immediately there was an attack, but they didn’t show up.

General McCoy. Under whose command were they?

Captain Shoemaker. I don’t know, General.

Admiral Standley. Since the 7th have there been any guns installed, any change in the battery as it was on the night of the 7th over there?

Captain Shoemaker. We have readjusted the anti-aircraft and surface defenses of Ford Island, Admiral, by removing a great number of improvised emplacements and spotting them scientifically around the Island with the help of the Army.

Admiral Standley. In other words, then, you have increased your anti-aircraft fire?

Captain Shoemaker. We have increased its effect, sir. We have increased its effectiveness, yes, sir, greatly.

Admiral Standley. You have. Do you grant regular liberty at Ford Island, of the men at Ford Island, every day?

Captain Shoemaker. Our liberty schedule calls for men to be ashore during daylight one day in four, except for married men, who may option the daylight liberty one day in four or overnight liberty one day in four; one-fourth of the men, that is.

Admiral Standley. What was the regulation in effect before the 7th?

Captain Shoemaker. Before the 7th there was 50% ashore and 50% aboard.

Admiral Standley. How did you get your liberty men back and forth?

Captain Shoemaker. By boats and ferry. May I go back to that question about how was the liberty before the 7th? The married men only were allowed ashore after midnight.

Admiral Standley. On the 7th; prior to the 7th.
Captain Shoemaker. Prior to the 7th, yes, sir. The transportation between Ford Island and the Navy Yard is by our boats and by our ferryboat.

Admiral Standley. Did the ferryboat operate on the morning of the 7th?

Captain Shoemaker. It did, yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What schedule did it keep? Do you recall or do you know?

Captain Shoemaker. The ferry was ready to leave Merry Point just at the time of the first attack, on the 0800 trip. The officer of the day held it up until the first attack had passed. The ferryboat then came aboard the Island crowded with men anxious to get to their stations.

Admiral Standley. Do men on the battleships, liberty men, also come off on that ferryboat?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir. They used their own ships' boats, except for carrier personnel or sea plane tender personnel, who were moored to our own docks there on Ford Island.

Admiral Standley. What was the reason for the crowding of the ferry at eight o'clock if you only give liberty until midnight? Who were the men that came off from it?

Captain Shoemaker. Enlisted men from the Naval Air Station and, I am told, from the great number of the ships moored next to Ford Island. I don't mean to say that really was crowded. I was told there was about 150 men on the ferry, which would be about our overnight crowd.

Admiral Standley. Who handled the mast cases at Ford Island, regular punishment at the mast?

Captain Shoemaker. I do, sir.

Admiral Standley. You handle that?


Admiral Standley. What is the record of your command in regard to sobriety of your men?

Captain Shoemaker. Very few cases of drunkenness. Admiral. Very few.

Admiral Standley. How many officers live on the station?

Captain Shoemaker. At the present time they all live on the station; at that time a total of about 80 officers, roughly half of which are ensigns, before the 7th. Roughly 20 officers lived on the station. I beg your pardon. Roughly 40, of which 20 were ensigns living in the bachelor officers' quarters.

Admiral Standley. In general what are their habits in regard to overnight leaves? Are they generally ashore or generally in their quarters?

Captain Shoemaker. The bachelor officers, sir, or the station—

Admiral Standley. Bachelor officers.

Captain Shoemaker. The station officers for—commissioned officers occupying quarters on Ford Island, for the most part, were always aboard after midnight. Bachelor officers I venture to say were aboard earlier than that.

Admiral Standley. Do you know whether there were any night clubs or whatnot that can be open after midnight in Honolulu?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir, I don't. I do know that there were a number when I lived in town that were open after midnight, but the bars closed at midnight in accordance with the local law.
Admiral Standley. Do you have any recreation facilities on Ford Island?

Captain Shoemaker. Yes, sir, limited.

Admiral Standley. For both officer's and men?

[1201] Captain Shoemaker. For both officers and men, yes, sir. We have a small golf course for officers and men. Shall I enumerate them, sir?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Captain Shoemaker. We have a small golf course for officers and men, tennis court for officers and men, two swimming pools for enlisted men, one swimming pool for officers, a beer garden for enlisted men, a small officers' club with attached bar for officers, a recreation room in the bachelor officers' quarters with a bar attached for officers, sailboats, and boxing ring where we held weekly boxing meets. There may be more, Admiral.

The Chairman. Baseball diamond?

Captain Shoemaker. The baseball diamond had been ruined by new construction this summer and was to be replaced this winter.

Admiral Standley. In regard to entertainments at night or dances, do you have any of those entertainments over there?

Captain Shoemaker. The entertainments at night on the Island were held roughly once a month in a small clubhouse with dance floor for officers. The enlisted men had their beer garden open until ten o'clock at night. However, our dances for enlisted men were held in Honolulu. Our last enlisted men's dance was held on the 19th of November. 19th of November in the Armory in Honolulu, where we had 2,000 men, free beer, and no drunks.

Admiral Standley. Were you aware of any advertisements or notification on the 6th of December to the effect that certain clubs or fisheries or whatnot in Honolulu were going to be opened and were giving free drinks?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir. This is the first time I have heard of that.

Admiral Standley. Nothing like that came to your knowledge?

[1202] Captain Shoemaker. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Do they have a club over at the Navy Yard—over on this side in the Naval Station?

Captain Shoemaker. Yes, sir, they have an officers' club and an enlisted men's recreation center.

Admiral Standley. How often do the officers give dances in those clubs?

Captain Shoemaker. Once a week, I believe, Admiral. I am not sure. I have been to several of them. I think it is—I think it was every Saturday night.

Admiral Standley. Do the officers as a general thing attend those dances or do they prefer to go uptown?

Captain Shoemaker. I can't answer that, Admiral.

The Chairman. Anything, General?

General McNarney. No.

Admiral Reeves. On the morning of December 7 how many airplanes were on Ford Island other than those under your command?
Captain Shoemaker. There were two squadrons of utility planes, totaling probably 30 or 40 utility planes, and I think two and a half squadrons of patrol planes.

Admiral Reeves. Were the patrol planes hauled out or were they moored?

Captain Shoemaker. All of the patrol planes were clustered around hangar 6, the hangar that was bombed.

Admiral Reeves. Do you think Ford Island was attacked direct on the bomb hits or accidentally?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir. I think that the first blow struck in Pearl Harbor was a bombing attack on our sea plane hangar.

Admiral Reeves. You think it was directed at the hangar?

Captain Shoemaker. I am sure it was, yes, sir. We had a total of six bomb hits in the vicinity of the hangar, including one that hit the hangar, and there were no ships in the vicinity at all. I believe that that was the first blow struck here, followed by the torpedo attack?

Admiral Reeves. You think your hangar was bombed before the torpedo attack?

Captain Shoemaker. Yes, sir. Yes, sir, I do.

Admiral Reeves. Captain, did you observe the high-altitude bombers that day?

Captain Shoemaker. No, sir, I did not. I saw dive bombing but no high-altitude bombing.

Admiral Reeves. You are sure it was dive bombing and not level flight at a relatively low altitude?

Captain Shoemaker. The bombing attacks that I personally saw were, you might call, glide bombing.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

Captain Shoemaker. Gliding down at an angle of about 30 degrees below the horizontal. I saw bombing attacks on the Raleigh and on the Dobbin, and that was the technique used, a rather gentle glide.

Admiral Reeves. And in these gliding attacks they dropped bombs?

Captain Shoemaker. They did, yes, sir, and they didn’t hit anything on the Dobbin. They dropped three at the Dobbin, one after the other, and all missed.

Admiral Reeves. From about what altitude were they dropped?

Captain Shoemaker. It looked to be about 300 feet, perhaps 400 feet.

The Chairman. And then they pulled out.

Captain Shoemaker. Pulled right out and went away in—weaved their way out.

The Chairman. You didn’t see any high altitude bombing yourself?

[1204] Captain Shoemaker. No, sir. I did not. I saw some Japanese planes circling overhead, but I thought at the instant they were photographic planes. I did not see any high-altitude bombing.

General McCoy. If there had been high-altitude bombing, there probably would have been a great many more shell struck Ford Island?

Captain Shoemaker. I am sure of that, General. I am positive of that. I remember noting that the clouds were broken over Ford
Island. A high-altitude bombing attack would have been rather difficult.

General McNarney. Could you tell if there was any noticeable delay on the bombs from the time they struck until the time they exploded?

Captain Shoemaker. There was some delay. They did not strike on impact, but that—

The Chairman. You mean they did not explode on impact.

Captain Shoemaker. They did not explode on impact. Thank you, sir. But they exploded right under the water. The ones in the attack on the DOBBIN are the only ones I saw hit the water; I didn't see any other bombs hit. I saw other bombs being dropped, but I didn't see where they hit.

Admiral Reeves. There were no dud bombs dropped on Ford Island that you later recovered?

Captain Shoemaker. None. The fleet bomb expert thought he had found three duds in a small field over there, but after they dug down quite a ways they found that they had all exploded in the ground, all three of them.

Admiral Reeves. Have you heard that some of these Japanese bombs were converted 15-inch shell?

Captain Shoemaker. I have heard that, but this bomb expert assures me that that isn't so, that they were not converted shell. They were a very heavy-case bomb, however. I have a piece of steel about this big and this thick (indicating) that went through my bedroom in my quarters after I had gone to the war, and he says that's a piece of a Japanese bomb.

Admiral Reeves. Were they what you would call armor-piercing bombs?

Captain Shoemaker. Yes, sir, a very heavy case with a relatively light charge.

Admiral Reeves. I haven't anything further.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Captain. Will you please observe the caution not to discuss what has gone on in this room with anyone?

Captain Shoemaker. I shall, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you, sir.

Captain Shoemaker. Good day, gentlemen.

Major Allen. Mr. Justice, Mr. Howe just called from Admiral Kimmel's quarters and says that Admiral Kimmel would like to know if there would be any objection if Admiral Theobald was present when Admiral Kimmel went over the transcript.

The Chairman. There would be objection.

Major Allen. There would be objection?

The Chairman. There would be objection.

Major Allen. Very well, sir.

The Chairman. In other words, advise Mr. Howe that it is Admiral Kimmel's testimony, for which the Admiral takes responsibility, and he will have to con his own testimony.

Major Allen. Very well, sir.

Colonel Brown. Commander Martin.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

Commander Martin. Yes, sir.
[1206] TESTIMONY OF COMMANDER HAROLD MONTGOMERY MARTIN, UNITED STATES NAVY, COMMANDING U. S. NAVY AIR STATION, KANEHOHE BAY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give the reporter your full name and rank?


The CHAIRMAN. Commander Martin, where were you on the morning of December 7, 1941?

Commander Martin. At home, sir, in quarters A, Navy Air Station, Kaneohe Bay.

The CHAIRMAN. Where were you on the night of December 6?

Commander Martin. At home, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Had you any special orders with respect to your air station other than the routine that had been pursued prior to December 7?

Commander Martin. We had been warned on Friday, the 5th, indirectly that the possibilities of sabotage were unusually imminent.

The CHAIRMAN. What if any dispositions did you make to meet that danger?

Commander Martin. We had been expecting sabotage attempts for quite some time and had taken all measures that we could think of to meet them. On the morning of the 6th at personnel inspection the crew was again addressed on the possibilities of this particular danger, and the standing orders emphasized, mostly with a view of keeping the people in the alert status that they had been for some time, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What forces and what material had you under your command at your station on the morning of December 7?

Commander Martin. Under my command at the air station were 303 naval personnel plus 31 officers and 93 marine plus two officers.

The CHAIRMAN. What planes?

Commander Martin. The planes at the Naval Air Station, with the exception of one utility plane, are assigned to commander patrol wing 1, who uses our station as a base.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was commander of patrol wing 1 at that time?

Commander Martin. Commander Knefle McGinnis.

The CHAIRMAN. And to what superior officer did he report?

Commander Martin. At the present time patrol wing 1—or at that time, rather, patrol wing 1 was operating under the command of commander patrol wing 2.

The CHAIRMAN. Who was Admiral Bellinger.

Commander Martin. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you state to us what the resources of patrol wing 1 on your field were that morning?

Commander Martin. Patrol wing 1 had attached to it 36 PBY type aircraft, all of which I believe were in commission. Three of these were out on the patrol that morning.

The CHAIRMAN. Where?
Commander Martin. I do not know the particular sector that had been assigned to patrol wing 1 as of that date.

The Chairman. In what state were the others as respects readiness?

Commander Martin. I am not too familiar with the exact condition of the personnel at that time, but I believe that most of the crews were in their barracks or at their quarters in BOQ.

One other thing I might add: there was at that time the regular watch on the hangar, which consists of a ready-duty plane and a crew of about 30 men.

The Chairman. Was your field attacked by the Japanese?

Commander Martin. The station itself was, sir. The station consists of both the sea plane area and the field.

The Chairman. Were any of those planes anchored out?

Commander Martin. Yes, sir. Four planes were moored in Kaneohe Bay at about a thousand yards apart.

The Chairman. The rest were at the field or at the hangar or where?

Commander Martin. The remaining planes were parked on the ramp except for four which were in No. 1 hangar.

The Chairman. Now describe the attack and its effect, if you will.

Commander Martin. About 7:45 I was having a cup of coffee in my quarters, which are the most seaward quarters of the station, when—May I give this in the first person, sir?

The Chairman. Certainly.

Commander Martin. —when I heard a group of planes. I walked to the window and had the impression that a carrier group was about to land at our field. The first unusual thing that I noticed was that they were making a right-hand turn, which is contrary to the station flight rules. They were about 800 feet and approaching almost head on. At about that time they exposed their fuselage, and my young son invited my attention to the fact that they had red circles on them. It is rather hazy from then on, sir.

The Chairman. Do the best you can.

Commander Martin. I grabbed a pair of trousers and jumped in the car and drove to the administration building. I had just gotten in the car when the firing commenced. The planes by that time were very low but were momentarily hid from my view by the high hill, Hawaiiloa. While rounding the high hill I noticed one plane climbing toward our tower—they were right down off the rooftops—and shooting at the control tower. When I reached the administration building the firing had become quite heavy, and the first plane on the water had begun to burn. A message was telephoned to the Fourteenth Naval District duty officer, who informed me that they also were being attacked. I thought at first that it might have been an isolated raid here.

The first attack apparently consisted of 12 fighters who in appearance resembled the Army's P-36's. That attack lasted about eight minutes, during which time all exposed planes were set on fire. Fire apparatus and firefighting crews rushed to the burning planes, and along with the assistance of the contractors' civilian personnel attempt was made to drag the burning planes clear of the hangars. Salvage operations were well along, and it looked as if the hangar could be saved, when the second attack (about 25 minutes later) commenced.

The Chairman. What was the force that made the second attack?
Commander Martin. The second attack consisted of apparently 18 planes, half of which appeared to be bombers, dive bombers, although their attack could best be described as glide bombing. Preceding and during the actual bombing another strafing attack was made. About 18 bombs have been located, most of them falling on the southern side of the hangars and on the southeastern corner of No. 1 hangar. This attack destroyed the planes in the hangars. The fire engine ignited the hangar itself. In size the bombs apparently were between 150 pounds and 200-pound and from the fragments we have collected appear to have been armor-piercing shells, since the case was extremely heavy.

By the time the second attack had developed, anti-aircraft measures had been established and rifles and machine guns distributed to the personnel. During the second attack one fighter was obviously badly hit, apparently wounded, because he flew straight into the hill. Several other planes appeared to be giving off a vapor mixture which looked as it might be [1210] leaking gasoline. One other plane was reported from several sources to have crashed off Kailua Beach some distance at sea, but has not been found as yet.

The Chairman. Did your anti-aircraft artillery get into action on the occasion of the first attack?

Commander Martin. Our anti-aircraft consists merely of machine guns and rifles, but there was a great deal of fire before the end of the first attack, yes, sir.

The Chairman. You had no .50 calibers, then?

Commander Martin. The patrol wings manned all of the .50 calibers which were in the planes, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Most of the planes, however, were set afire, I understand.

Commander Martin. Yes, sir, but in the initial attack, before, it looked like some of them were going to be saved. The burning started rather slowly. It was from incendiary bullets, and even while some of them were burning they—

The Chairman. They fired them?

Commander Martin. —they were firing the machine guns, yes, sir.

The Chairman. No plane escaped such damage as would render it for the time unusable?

Commander Martin. I have been informed that out of the—I didn’t quite understand. Did you say that "no plane"?

The Chairman. I asked you whether any plane escaped attack so that it would be usable at the moment.

Commander Martin. The answer to that is No, sir. Nine of the planes have since—

The Chairman. Been restored?

Commander Martin. Been restored, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Yes.

General McCoy. Were you in touch with Bellows Field at that time?

[1211] Commander Martin. Many of the stories and information that has since been gained—we are unable to substantiate the evidence itself, but apparently one plane from the group that commenced the attack on Kaneohe dropped off and, flying real low, strafed Bellows Field. I have been informed that a civilian em-
ployee of the contractors phoned Bellows Field at the first attack, but they by that time were also being attacked.

General McCoy. So you feel that on the first attack they attacked you before they did Bellows Field?

Commander Martin. I think one of the group that came in over our station went over to Bellows Field afterwards, sir; yes, sir, that is the best information I have.

General McCoy. So it was practically simultaneous?

Commander Martin. Yes, sir. We are only about ten miles apart in air line distance.

General McCoy. Did you get any warning from outside your post at any time prior to the attack?

Commander Martin. No, sir. From all that I can learn I believe the firing commenced at Kaneohe first of all.

General McCoy. At what time?

The Chairman. At 7:45.

Commander Martin. It was sometime after 7:45, very—one or two minutes, I would guess.

General McCoy. Did you notice the direction from which these planes came?

Commander Martin. Yes, sir; they approached from slightly west of north.

General McCoy. Did you notice any torpedo planes?

Commander Martin. No, sir. To amplify that other question, sir, the second attack, which consisted of bombers, was noticed by Mrs. Martin as coming in directly from the seaward, which is slightly east of north. The view up there is absolutely wide open so that you can see.

[1212] General McCoy. You noticed nothing suspicious of any kind prior to the attack?

Commander Martin. No, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you very much. Will you please observe the rule that nothing that has taken place in this room is to be discussed with anyone outside?

Commander Martin. Yes, sir.

[1213] Colonel Brown. Colonel Weddington, Colonel Weddington, Mr. Chairman.

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL LEONARD D. WEDDINGTON, COMMANDING OFFICER, BELLOWS FIELD, UNITED STATES ARMY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your name, please?

Colonel Weddington. Leonard D. Weddington.

The Chairman. You are a colonel in the United States Army?

Colonel Weddington. Lieutenant Colonel.

The Chairman. Lieutenant Colonel?

Colonel Weddington. Yes.

The Chairman. What was your post and duty on the morning of December 7, 1941, Colonel?

Colonel Weddington. Commanding officer, Bellows Field.

The Chairman. Was that field attacked on that morning?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. By what force?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. First there was a single airplane, and about
an hour later about nine airplanes.
The CHAIRMAN. Nine?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were you when the first, single plane came
over?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. At my home about a mile from the post.
The CHAIRMAN. Was the post within view of your home?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. At that moment?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you see the plane?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You got word that it had been attacked, did you?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes. My driver came from the post and told
me it had been attacked. They had gotten word of the attack of the
other post and that one man had been wounded in the attack.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give us the approximate hour of that
single-plane attack?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. About 8:35, I believe.
The CHAIRMAN. What kind of attack was it?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. It was a fighter airplane with no bombs;
machine gun only and strafing—no diving.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did it disappear to? Where did it go?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Toward Kaneohe.
The CHAIRMAN. You were on the field when the second attack came,
I take it?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What type were the nine planes that made that
attack?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. They were fighters.
The CHAIRMAN. No bombs?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. No dive bombers?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Machine gunning?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they fly high or low?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. Fairly high. I do not believe any of them
were over 1500 feet high.
The CHAIRMAN. What damage did that attack do?
Colonel WEDDINGTON. About the material—they wounded one man
and set afire a gasoline tank truck, and a few holes in the rooves
and shot down one officer of the 44th Squadron who was getting into
his airplane to take off, and shot down two that took off, and damaged
one O-49 airplane, and one O-47 was hit, but the damage was so slight
as to be disregarded.
The CHAIRMAN. What airplanes did you have at that time? What
was your total number of planes there?
[1214] Colonel WEDDINGTON. The 86th Subdivision had two
O-46’s, and I believe five or six O-47’s.
The 44th Squadron was there for gunnery practice, and I believe they had either 11 or 12 P-40's.

The Chairman. You mean they were parked on the field?
Colonel Weddington. They were parked on our field, yes, sir.

The Chairman. They had been left there on Saturday?
Colonel Weddington. Yes, sir. They had been there about three weeks, I believe.

The Chairman. Were there any planes in the air from your field when the attack came on?
Colonel Weddington. No, sir.

The Chairman. Were there any planes fit to take the air after the attack at your field occurred?
Colonel Weddington. After the first or second?

The Chairman. Either one.
Colonel Weddington. Yes, we got the P-40's ready between the first and second attacks, because we did not know whether they were coming back there, but we still knew the attack was going on over here.

The Chairman. Did any of your planes actually get in the air?
Colonel Weddington. Two of them got in the air but were shot down immediately as they got off the runway.

The Chairman. None got off?
Colonel Weddington. One O-47 took off after the attack was over and tried to track them but never caught them.

The Chairman. Never caught them?
Colonel Weddington. No, sir.

The Chairman. In which direction did they go as they left your field?
Colonel Weddington. Toward Kauai.

The Chairman. Toward Kauai?

Colonel Weddington. They were over Kaneohe going from our place.

The Chairman. That would be to sea east and north?
Colonel Weddington. West and north.

The Chairman. Yes, that is correct, west and north.
Colonel Weddington. West of northwest.

General McNarney. How many P-40's were available after the first attack to take off?
Colonel Weddington. After the first attack?

General McNarney. Yes.
Colonel Weddington. I am not positive, but I believe there were 11 or 12.

General McNarney. Where they in commission?
Colonel Weddington. I am not sure.

General McNarney. Where did the pilots of the P-40's spend the night of December 6?
Colonel Weddington. Part of them were back in Wheeler Field. Part of them were in their tents. They had tents separate from the tents occupied by the other officers in the post.

General McNarney. Do you know whether they were in a state of readiness on the night of December 6?
Colonel Weddington. The only readiness that we had on was a No. 1 Alert, which was ground, sabotage only, and they being for aerial gunnery were only responsible for a close guard on their own airplanes and had nothing to do with the ground defense of the post.
General McNarney. How many of those P-40 pilots got off there prior to the second attack?

Colonel Weddington. I haven't heard a report on it. I saw three or four before the second attack.

General McNarney. How many P-40's did they attempt to get off?

[1217] General McNarney. Yes, that they attempted to get off.

Colonel Weddington. Well, counting the one man that was shot getting in the airplane, that made three.

General McNarney. There were only three pilots in the ships?

Colonel Weddington. Yes, because they didn't have ammunition and they weren't going out to them until the ammunition was loaded.

General McNarney. They were loading the ammunition?

Colonel Weddington. Yes, they had the airplanes loaded with .30 calibre, and as fast as they got the .50 they would try to get off.

General McNarney. When did you get the order to go on Alert No. 1?

Colonel Weddington. I believe it was the latter part of November, I think it was. It was probably the 27th or 28th.

General McNarney. What steps did you take in connection with it?

Colonel Weddington. The 50 men were armed, who composed the ground defense unit, and were trained to take their positions and were assigned the positions and were issued what little ammunition we had, but the guard itself was depleted after about two days, I think, because the ground defense unit was turned into the post guard, and it was reorganized.

General McNarney. What positions were your airplanes in under this order?

Colonel Weddington. During this alert?

General McNarney. Yes.

Colonel Weddington. They were all in one bunch.

General McNarney. Was it customary to keep them that way all the time or only when you were on Alert No. 1?

Colonel Weddington. All the time.

General McNarney. All the time!

Colonel Weddington. Yes, our space was very limited there. It was impossible at the time to keep the number of [1218] airplanes that we had there under cover—that is, more than possibly 25 to 50. So, for the convenience of the guard they were kept together in a place.

General McNarney. Did you have any ground anti-aircraft defense in the planes on December 7?

Colonel Weddington. Any anti-aircraft defense?

General McNarney. Yes.

Colonel Weddington. Not when the first attack came.

General McNarney. Did you get any in the planes before the second attack came?

Colonel Weddington. Yes.

General McNarney. What did that consist of?

Colonel Weddington. The 298th Infantry, Hawaiian National Guard, got two .30 caliber anti-air craft machine guns into position at the end of the runway in a hole they had there for it and we got all the machine guns we had issued, but they had no ammunition in
the belts, and as I told the ground defense officer when I arrived at
the field—he asked me about setting the machine guns out, and I
told him to get the machine guns into position and shoot at the Jap-
anese, because I saw it was Japanese, and if we did secure the am-
munition to get it to its position.

General McNARNEY. Where did you have to go to get the am-
munition?

Colonel WEDDINGTON. We had to come to the crater, and all the
ammunition we got that we got out of storage 86, that was already
belted for the machine-gun fire, out of the 86th Squadron Reserve.
The post had no ammunition; it wasn't authorized any ammunition.

General McNARNEY. Did your fire have any effect?

Colonel WEDDINGTON. I saw the effect of one man firing. I saw the
gasoline coming from one of them during the attack. After this
man had fired on him, I saw he was afire and he had a stream of gas
coming from that tank.

The CHAIRMAN. These planes which attacked you you attacked
only with machine guns?

Colonel WEDDINGTON. That is all: only with machine guns, yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a hangar out there?

Colonel WEDDINGTON. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?

General McNARNEY. No.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Colonel. We will ask you
to observe the caution and do not discuss what you have testified to
here or what has gone on in this room. Do not discuss it with any-
one outside.

Colonel WEDDINGTON. Yes, sir. Thank you.

Colonel BROWN. Ensign Beardall.

TESTIMONY OF ENSIGN JOHN REGINALD BEARDALL, JR., U. S. S.
RALEIGH, U. S. NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. What is your name, Ensign?

Ensign BEARDALL. John Reginald Beardall, Jr., sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You are an ensign in the United States Navy?

Ensign BEARDALL. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you graduate from the Academy?

Ensign BEARDALL. 1941, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. With what ship were you connected on the 7th
of December, 1941?

Ensign BEARDALL. The U. S. S. RALEIGH, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. A cruiser?

Ensign BEARDALL. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Where were you on the night of December 6?

Ensign BEARDALL. I was in Honolulu, sir, on shore leave, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you get back to your command?

Ensign BEARDALL. At 1:15, approximately, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What kind of shape were you in when you got
back?

[1220] Ensign BEARDALL. Well, not the best shape, sir, but not
the worst.
The Chairman. Did you have some drinks?
Ensign Beardall. Yes, I had some drinks.
The Chairman. What was the first you knew about the attack on that morning?
Ensign Beardall. Well, I was asleep in my room below, sir, and the torpedo struck us amidships, and the concussion woke me up.
I got out of bed and went to the quarterdeck, and the word was passed about that time that we were being attacked by Japanese planes.
I saw a plane which was already passing over us. I could see the rising sun on the wing, sir.
The Chairman. Where did it disappear to?
Ensign Beardall. Well, it went over and then banked around to the left.
The Chairman. Over where?
Ensign Beardall. It passed over the Raleigh and banked around to the left, and it was coming out down the entrance.
The Chairman. Then did you see that plane return again?
Ensign Beardall. No, sir, we lost the plane.
The Chairman. And what orders were passed on the Raleigh?
Ensign Beardall. To man the AA battery, sir.
The Chairman. What state of readiness was your particular battery in?
Ensign Beardall. Well, we had ammunition at all 3-inch guns.
The Chairman. You mean it was there before you got there?
Ensign Beardall. Yes, sir, it was in the ready boxes at the guns.
The machine guns had a thousand rounds apiece, and the 1.1 machine guns had 1904 rounds in each of the clip rooms.
The Chairman. What proportion of your gun crew at your station were on hand?
Ensign Beardall. Well, it was a ship's order for one half of the AA battery to be on board at all times and one half in each liberty group.
The Chairman. Was your one half available?
Ensign Beardall. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. How quickly did you get firing?
Ensign Beardall. In approximately five minutes, sir.
The Chairman. What proportion of the complement of the Raleigh was on board ship when the attack took place?
Ensign Beardall. I should say two thirds.
The Chairman. And what proportion of the officer personnel was on board ship?
Ensign Beardall. I should say about two fifths.
The Chairman. Who is your commander?
Ensign Beardall. Captain R. B. Simons.
The Chairman. He was on board?
Ensign Beardall. Yes.
The Chairman. He took command?
Ensign Beardall. Yes.
The Chairman. Was your personnel in good shape at the work that morning?
Ensign Beardall. Yes, sir, I think in exceptionally good shape.
The Chairman. What has been your general observation since you have been in Oahu as to the conduct of the officers and the men when on leave? Has there been a great amount of drinking going on when they have leaves?

Ensign Beardall. No, sir, I do not believe there is any at all, sir.

The Chairman. You think the morale has been good in that respect?

Ensign Beardall. I think the morale has been very good, sir.

The Chairman. What did the RALEIGH get in the way of hits?

Ensign Beardall. She had a bomb hit aft, which exploded after passing through the ship.

[1222] The Chairman. In the water?

Ensign Beardall. It passed through the ship and went out the side and exploded on the bottom.

The Chairman. On the bottom?

Ensign Beardall. On the bottom of the bay.

The Chairman. In the harbor, you mean?

Ensign Beardall. Yes.

The Chairman. There was no attempt to get her under way or to move her?

Ensign Beardall. No, sir, the engineering spaces were flooded, or at least half of them were.

The Chairman. When you got to your gun position, what kind of planes did you observe making the attack? You spoke of one torpedo plane. Did you see any others?

Ensign Beardall. I remember the torpedo plane in the vicinity, but there was no other attack on the RALEIGH at that time. In fact, there were no other attacks on that side of the island.

The Chairman. Did you see any dive bombers?

Ensign Beardall. Yes, I saw Ford Island bombed, and the RALEIGH was dive-bombed by 15 planes.

The Chairman. Most of which missed her?

Ensign Beardall. Most of them missed her, yes. They were close misses.

The Chairman. No high bombing?

Ensign Beardall. I saw some planes that were flying at a high altitude, sir, but I did not personally see them drop a bomb.

The Chairman. They may have been photographing?

Ensign Beardall. They may have been, or they may have been forming up.

The Chairman. I have no further questions.

Admiral Standley. Ensign, are you in the water integrity group of the RALEIGH?


Admiral Standley. Do you have a water-tight integrity group there?

Ensign Beardall. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Can you state, from your knowledge, the general condition as to procedure after the RALEIGH was bombed? What happened?

Ensign Beardall. Condition Zed was set right away, sir, and then we went ahead with counterflooding afterward. I learned that more
from the reports of what I heard other people say than from any observation I made myself.

Admiral Standley. Do you know whether the RALEIGH was thought to be sinking?

Ensign Beardall. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Was thought to be turning over?

Ensign Beardall. Yes, we stood by to abandon ship.

Admiral Standley. Was that condition corrected by watertight integrity control?

Ensign Beardall. Somewhat. We were sinking slowly, and a lighter came by after the attack started and they passed some wire cables around the hull, and about an hour and a half after we had some sort of outrigger affair on the port side due to this lighter being connected to us by wires.

Admiral Standley. And that condition lasted through a period of two or three days?

Ensign Beardall. Yes, sir, they stayed alongside the lighter until we went into the Navy Yard a week ago.

Admiral Standley. And the RALEIGH is in dry dock now?

Ensign Beardall. Yes, sir. It is in dry dock this morning.

Admiral Reeves. That is all.

The Chairman. Any questions, Admiral?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

[1224] The Chairman. Thank you very much, Ensign. Please observe the caution not to discuss with anyone what has gone on in this room. Do not discuss it on the outside.

Ensign Beardall. Aye, aye, sir.

Colonel Brown. Seaman Berry.

TESTIMONY OF SEAMAN FRANK MAUTHE BERRY, SEAMAN FIRST CLASS, U. S. S. RALEIGH, U. S. NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. State your full name, sir.

Seaman Berry. Frank Mauthe Berry.

The Chairman. What ship are you connected with?


The Chairman. What type ship is that?

Seaman Berry. A light cruiser, sir.

The Chairman. Where was she moored on the morning of December 7?

Seaman Berry. The north side of Ford Island just forward of the UTAH.

The Chairman. On the north side?

Seaman Berry. Yes, sir, that is Berth Fox 13.

The Chairman. Next to the UTAH?

Seaman Berry. Yes, just forward of her, sir.

The Chairman. Had you been on liberty Saturday night, the 6th?

Seaman Berry. No, sir, I had duty; I had watch.

The Chairman. You had duty?

Seaman Berry. Yes.

The Chairman. In what part of the ship were you when the attack started?
Seaman Berry. I was on the port side quarterdeck and this torpedo hit right underneath us.

The Chairman. Was the first thing you knew about the attack the torpedo that hit or did you see bombs and machine gunning before that?

[1225] Seaman Berry. Well, the starboard side quarterdeck was painted, so the watch on the port side and I didn’t notice any bombing of Ford Island, but we did notice a plane in the air flying very high, but I didn’t think anything of it.

The Chairman. You thought that might be practice?

Seaman Berry. Yes. As a matter of fact, the officer of the deck thought it was practice, and he asked me if I thought we should call the AA battery for a practice drill.

The Chairman. The first thing that woke up the crew and the officers of the Raleigh was when she was hit by a torpedo?

Seaman Berry. Yes.

The Chairman. Was that on the other side from where the torpedo hit?

Seaman Berry. I watched them drop.

The Chairman. That is what I want to know. How did they drop the torpedo?

Seaman Berry. How did they drop it?

The Chairman. Was it low?

Seaman Berry. Yes, sir, he came in quite low.

The Chairman. How far away from you did he launch the torpedo?

That is a pretty wide stretch of water from you, isn’t it?

Seaman Berry. Yes. He dropped it a little beyond midstream.

The Chairman. Beyond midstream?

Seaman Berry. Yes.

General McCoy. Did you realize he was torpedoing at the Raleigh?

Seaman Berry. Sir?

General McCoy. Did you realize that he was shooting at the Raleigh?

Seaman Berry. Well, at the time I saw it drop I did not know what it was. I really did not know what it was.

The Chairman. You really did not know they were dropping a torpedo at you, did you?

Seaman Berry. No, sir. I asked the officer of the deck what was dropping, and he said, “I don’t know.” He thought it was practice.

The Chairman. You even then did not know it was a torpedo plane?

Seaman Berry. No, sir, I did not.

The Chairman. Did that torpedo which hit you do much damage to the Raleigh?

Seaman Berry. Well, we didn’t list a lot.

The Chairman. You did not?

Seaman Berry. No, it was just a gradual listing. Of course, it vibrated the ship a lot.

The Chairman. It did vibrate the ship a lot?

Seaman Berry. Yes, it did. There was water by our feet and there was water at the quarterdeck, and it got washing around a little.

The Chairman. I presume that there was a general quarters call on?
Seaman Berry. No, sir. I ran to the opposite side of the quarter-deck where the alarm is and I pulled the alarm, but it did not go off.

The Chairman. It did not go off?

Seaman Berry. No, sir, the electricity went the first thing.

The Chairman. Did you get the anti-aircraft guns into action on your ship?

Seaman Berry. Yes, sir, I think we were the first ones.

The Chairman. How about the crews? How were the guns manned at that time Sunday morning?

Seaman Berry. They were manned at all times. You mean before the attack?

The Chairman. Yes. Was the ammunition at the guns?

Seaman Berry. Yes. The ready boxes were there.

The Chairman. Was the gun crew on board?

[1227] Seaman Berry. Well, yes, sir. Of course, at the time they attacked, any man who is near the gun will man the gun. There was a crew, but anybody who is standing by and who can work it will go in.

The Chairman. There is a rule that a certain part of every gun crew is to be on board and a certain part on liberty?

Seaman Berry. Yes.

The Chairman. And they were on hand?

Seaman Berry. Yes.

The Chairman. And anybody who could work the gun got to it?

Seaman Berry. Yes. The guncrews were on.

The Chairman. Did you get hit again?

Seaman Berry. Well, about an hour later were were hit; a bomb struck aft.

The Chairman. Aft?

Seaman Berry. Yes.

The Chairman. Did it do serious damage?

Seaman Berry. No, sir, it wasn’t severe; it just went through the ship and out through the bottom.

The Chairman. That is all I have.

Admiral Standley. What duty were you performing?

Seaman Berry. I had the quartermaster watch.

Admiral Standley. How many planes do you estimate took part in the attack. How many planes were there? It has been indicated that there were possibly three waves. How many planes would you estimate took part in the attack?

The Chairman. That is altogether?

Seaman Berry. I would be afraid to estimate it, sir.

The Chairman. Of course, we do not suppose that you took time out to count them.

Seaman Berry. No, sir. After that, I got on the gun myself and started to work on the gun. I was opening up the new cases that came up from the magazines and taking the caps off.

[1228] Admiral Standley. Are you still on board ship?

Seaman Berry. Yes, sir, I am still on board.

The Chairman. I suppose there were quite a number of men from the Raleigh on liberty?

Seaman Berry. Yes.
The Chairman. On shore leave?
Seaman Berry. Yes.
The Chairman. They all came back about what time that night?
Seaman Berry. Well, the biggest part of the liberty party came back about 1 o'clock, but we still had quite a few stayed all night.
The Chairman. The liberty party?
Seaman Berry. Yes.
The Chairman. And petty officers?
Seaman Berry. Yes. There is quite a few on special liberty.
The Chairman. Were those that came back in good condition for work?
Seaman Berry. Yes.
The Chairman. The liberty party?
Seaman Berry. Yes.
The Chairman. And petty officers?
Seaman Berry. Yes. There is quite a few on special liberty.
The Chairman. Were those that came back in good condition for work?
Seaman Berry. Yes.
The Chairman. Or were some of them tight?
Seaman Berry. Well, I only saw three or four of them, sir. They seemed to have had a few drinks?
Seaman Berry. Yes, sir, but they got right to work. It didn't stop them any.
The Chairman. These fellows were working the next morning?
Seaman Berry. Yes, sir, and they worked all that night; no one hardly got any sleep. They were pumping the flooded compartments.
The Chairman. Any other questions?
Admiral Standley. Yes. Did the bomb or the torpedo destroy the power of your ship?
Seaman Berry. The torpedo destroyed the power right at the beginning.
Admiral Standley. And you had no electricity or force in the water mains? You had no pressure?
Seaman Berry. No pressure, no, sir; none in the freshwater lines. We did not have anything.
Admiral Standley. That is all.
The Chairman. Do not discuss with anyone your testimony or what has been said here. Thank you very much.
Ensign Berry. Aye, aye, sir.
Colonel Brown. Lieutenant Commander Taylor.

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COMMANDER WILLIAM E. G. TAYLOR, U. S. NAVAL RESERVE

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The Chairman. State your full name.
Commander Taylor. William E. G. Taylor.
The Chairman. Commander Taylor, you had something to do with the installation of the detector device on the island of Oahu, did you not?
Commander Taylor. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. I understand that you had some contact with this device in England?
Commander Taylor. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And the Army borrowed you to aid them in setting up the system here?
Commander Taylor. Yes, sir, that is correct.
The Chairman. In what state of preparedness or readiness was the interceptor command here or the warning system or the warning net and the rest of the paraphernalia on or about December 7, 1941?

Commander Taylor. It was not ready by any means, sir, for air warning, for air interception, and we were still trying to pull the last threads of it together and to get the information center mounted. I think we had something in the neighborhood of two or three more weeks work before we could get them functioning.

[1230] The Chairman. As I understand it, it would ultimately have in this information center a naval liaison officer?

Commander Taylor. Yes, sir, it would have several liaison officers—to have a regular watch of naval liaison officers.

The Chairman. That wasn't instituted for the practice drills that had taken place?

Commander Taylor. No, sir. We had asked for them.

The Chairman. You had asked for them?

Commander Taylor. They were forthcoming from the Commander-in-Chief and we expected to have them within a week. They were being withdrawn from the fleet pool. We were going to get the reserve ensigns and get them trained to do the job there, but it would have taken a week or ten days to train them to do the job properly.

The Chairman. But no such thing had been instituted on December 7?

Commander Taylor. No, sir.

The Chairman. Were you cognizant of the fact that when Alert No. 1 was ordered on November 27, General Short also ordered the interceptor command or the air warning system to be in operation from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m. each day?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

The Chairman. Did you have any conference with General Short about the purpose of that order?

Commander Taylor. No, sir, I have not seen the General. I never have seen the General.

The Chairman. You never saw the General?

Commander Taylor. No, sir.

The Chairman. What was your understanding as to the reason why that was put into effect?

Commander Taylor. We had the place operated from 6 o'clock in the morning until 11:30, as the equipment was breaking down occasionally; the auxiliary power equipment was breaking down, and then I believe it was General Short's order that the [1231] operations should be from 4 to 7 o'clock in the morning. They didn't install the commercial power.

We were planning as soon as possible to get the full operations resumed and to go on a 24-hour basis. At the time, on December 7, and up until that time, the information center was functioning under two departments: under the Hawaiian Department and under the interceptor command; so we had a little bit of confusion as to which was going to operate it.

The Chairman. The interceptor command and the Signal Service were both busy with it?

Commander Taylor. Yes.
General McCoy. There were no permanent stations operating at that time, though?

Commander Taylor. Detector stations?

General McCoy. No. permanent stations.

Commander Taylor. No, sir, there were no permanent stations here at all. We had mobile detector stations. We still have them on the island. They are the only ones we have.

As I understand it, the permanent radar systems that are to be put in will be practically the same equipment but will be housed instead of on truck.

General McCoy. But with different power?

Commander Taylor. It would eventually be commercial power, yes, but it would be some time before it would be put in.

The Chairman. I understand that the warning net connecting the mobile stations at the different places with the information center that you have in now is a temporary affair?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

The Chairman. And what are the lines? Are they just temporary lines?

Commander Taylor. Yes, sir. Some of them are temporary, but they are all in cable.

The Chairman. They are in a cable?

Commander Taylor. Yes, it is all in a cable, but the temporary is the best equipment that we could get and get it in a hurry. It is to be installed in bombproof.

General McCoy. Has it been installed in bombproof yet?

Commander Taylor. No, sir, the bombproof is not ready, and the telephone equipment has not arrived from the mainland. I think it will probably take two weeks or a month to get it installed in there when the equipment arrives.

General McCoy. So it is still a very sketchy performance?

Commander Taylor. It works very well, but it is not bombproof. It is in a pretty vulnerable place, although it is fairly well guarded, but it is very easy to sabotage it if anybody wants to.

The Chairman. It is still subject to these local break-downs?

Commander Taylor. Occasionally, yes, sir. It is very crude equipment.

Admiral Standley. Has the operation been satisfactory since December 7 considering the state of preparedness of the personnel?

Commander Taylor. In some respects, yes, sir, because we do think they are good for air warning. It is pretty good for interception, but we can't get height when they get back there from the land just offshore. We can't make interception with it.

General McNarney. Do you believe there is need for a system of ground observers to supplement the radar?

Commander Taylor. We have ground observers, but unless we can get a very good observer system with trained people we find that they are more of a hindrance than a help because we get so many false reports coming in.

On the day of the raid we had the Coast Artillery—which we are using—and they sent in very queer reports.

General McNarney. Is there any attempt to filter those out?
[1233] Commander Taylor. Yes, we filter those out now, which means rechecking and rechecking, because they are not well trained observers.

General McNarney. But it could be better?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

General McNarney. As time goes on?

Commander Taylor. Yes, sir, it is getting better, yes.

General McNarney. How long do you think it will be before you have an efficient service?

Commander Taylor. I think it is almost as efficient as can be made with the best equipment. I do not think there is any better equipment being made on the mainland.

General McNarney. So far as you know, there is no equipment being made which will give you altitude?

Commander Taylor. Nothing I know of that is in production, no, sir.

General McNarney. Do you know about the I. F. F. equipment?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

General McNarney. Is any scheduled to come out?

Commander Taylor. The I. F. F. equipment I do not believe will work in this case because the I. F. F. will only show up on the detector station on the proper frequency. The I. F. F. and the detector station have to be on the same frequency. These stations are on the same frequency, but the carrier planes have a different frequency; so the I. F. F. may work on the carriers and won’t work when it comes into port, and vice versa.

We improvised this after December 7. We made an improvised system for the planes, which was to keep track of every plane at sea and when they came in, and we used the approach procedure so that nothing could come in until we had a chance to look it over carefully before it got to port. When anything not identified came in against the approach procedure [1234] we deemed it hostile and sent fighters off to intercept them.

General McNarney. With the information you have, can you identify them for interception purposes?

Commander Taylor. Well, we can’t depend on getting the fighters at the proper height. With the proper detector equipment you could send out one or two planes to intercept a raid because you could put them at the proper height; but with this thing you have to send out a couple of squadrons to find them.

The Chairman. You mean there is no equipment available in the United States which will obtain height for you?

Commander Taylor. Nothing. The only equipment I know which does obtain height is the equipment used aboard ships. We borrowed one of those sets and installed it here in our system, but unfortunately it won’t work in these mountains.

The Chairman. It will not work?

Commander Taylor. No, sir. We are trying to find something to make it work now.

The Chairman. You do not know why it will?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

The Chairman. You do know why?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

The Chairman. You are not very hopeful?
Commander Taylor. Yes. We do not think we will have any success.

General McNarney. Why won’t it work?

Commander Taylor. It has, in addition to this beam, which heads out straight, it has two side lobes which pick up the mountain range, so you can’t pick up anything in any direction. That is, we can pick up beyond that, but we have a 20- to 30-mile blind area in the mountain range, and it shows up on the screen 360 degrees around.

General McNarney. You cannot locate it?

Commander Taylor. From where our blind spot is.

The Chairman. What is the objection to the blind spot if it is only 20 miles from the system?

Commander Taylor. That is on the net we can pick up things at a distance, but we can’t make interception. We can’t get height to get interception, but we hope we will be able to direct our fighters and to see our fighters as they go out.

The Chairman. This blind space prevents you from seeing your fighters as they go out?

Commander Taylor. Yes, we never know where our fighters are.

General McNarney. Do the British have the same trouble?

Commander Taylor. No, sir. They have got four different types of detector equipment. Theirs is working very well, but ours is very obsolete and crude equipment.

The Chairman. In other words, to make this a real information station means that we have to get the British plans and to get instruments constructed in accordance with them?

Commander Taylor. Yes, sir, at least as good as their equipment is, and it would take perhaps two types of equipment to work the island here.

Admiral Standley. Haven’t we got any of the British types?

Commander Taylor. To my best knowledge we have the information on the British radar equipment, but we do not have any of the equipment in production.

General McCoy. Do you have reason to think that the enemy has the radar?

Commander Taylor. I was told the enemy has a low-frequency detector unit. I know the Germans have had it for fighter control and they also started to use it for fire control in France this last March. When we sent our raids over there, France, we could see their fighters come up to intercept them, and they used the same sort of detector, the fighter detector system, that the British use.

The British knew the Germans were working on the equipment before the war started.

[1236] The Chairman. The Germans developed it originally?

Commander Taylor. No, sir, the Germans and the British were both working on it before the war started. They talked very freely about it. Before the war the British had a very good detector system and operations room and that was all set up before the war started.

The Germans apparently didn’t have the system working, but now they are using the same equipment for fighter control, and I assume that they have passed it on to the Japanese.

General McCoy. I understood they had it on the BISMARCK.

Commander Taylor. Yes, sir, and it is very evident in their anti-aircraft defense and they are accurate on heights.
The Chairman. When did you enter the regular service, sir?
Commander Taylor. Sir?

The Chairman. When did you enter the regular naval service?
Commander Taylor. I never had been in the regular Navy; I was in the Naval Reserve since 1925, and after that the Marines, and when the war began I joined the British air corps and then came back to do this work.

The Chairman. What is your profession, sir?
Commander Taylor. I have been in naval aviation most of my life.

The Chairman. Naval aviation?
Commander Taylor. Yes.

Admiral Standley. With respect to the information about the operation of the radar, did you communicate particularly with the Commander-in-Chief and his staff in regard to your work?

Commander Taylor. I worked very closely with the Commander-in-Chief’s staff, and I found them more helpful than anyone else.

Admiral Standley. Can you tell me how this training and this station operated? That is the one we saw the other day.

[1237] Commander Taylor. Yes.

Admiral Standley. That is the warning station where you have the big board and the various operators there?
Commander Taylor. Yes.

Admiral Standley. That is under the interceptor command?
Commander Taylor. It is now, yes.

Admiral Standley. Was it under the Signal Corps?
Commander Taylor. It was the Signal Corps’s responsibility to develop the information center and train the personnel.

Admiral Standley. And then turn over to the interceptor command?

Commander Taylor. The interceptor command, I think, was the one to put in the controller and do the interceptions.

The Chairman. And the Signal Service was still to do the maintenance?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What was the kind of training that was given there before December 7? What was the process of operator training?

Commander Taylor. The first thing to do was to put out the detector station and to train the operators around the island to read the screen and to pass the information to us. It takes a long time to train these operators, and we did not have anywhere near enough.

The next thing was to train the plotters on the board, who are at the other end of the direct telephone line from the detector operators.

We got the detector stations and the plotters functioning together. The thing was to get the detector station connected up with the system of plotting and sending in the instructions and the pursuits—we were working on the fighters and pursuits at Hickam Field, giving the technical information and working on the radar station.

[1238] Then the next thing was to try to get the anti-aircraft guns and to control them. We were just getting the officers in the positions in the information center at the time that war was declared. We did not get them all in, and it takes time getting the men trained in the different types of equipment, but we had gotten a few anti-aircraft people and had gotten control of the guns.
The Navy personnel were forthcoming, and we had gotten the bombers and I think we had only two from them. That is about all we asked for up to that time.

The only other person we had on training—we had one officer on watch, and on the morning of December 7 we had one officer who had no experience as a controller and was there trying to learn as much as he could about the information center.

Admiral STANDLEY. Was this a case where you felt you were responsible for setting this up or rather forcing this on the organization, or rather that it was up to you to push the thing and get the officers?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

Admiral STANDLEY. And you were having a little difficulty getting the personnel?

Commander Taylor. Yes. I do not think most of the people realized the importance of the thing until they actually got in and looked at it. It sometimes does take a little time and sometimes a conference to get things going.

Admiral STANDLEY. There was nothing whatever reliable about your warning service that morning of December 7?

Commander Taylor. No, sir, nothing, nothing at all. That raid coming in might have been the Army or Navy planes or they might have been ferrying planes going to Australia or might have been anything. On that morning we could not have identified those planes.

Admiral STANDLEY. Someone said that after the attack that station was more or less manned and that these planes [1239] were tracked on the detector?

Commander Taylor. I did not get there until 9:30 that morning, sir, and the station was going. We were trying to man all stations as fast as we could. We are using our crews, but there was a large amount of unworthy information coming in and going out as to what was going on, and I could just barely remember what went on. I spoke to the sergeant who was the man at the phone whether he passed any information to the Navy, and he said he did. He did give the information that the raid was coming from the southwest, which still may be true, but we were working on a 24-hour basis for three or four days until we got the thing going, and it is pretty hard to tell that in particular.

The Chairman. You think that due to the untrained personnel and the confusion going on that it is pretty hard to depend or to put any dependence on what happened after 9:30 that morning?

Commander Taylor. Yes, sir. I saw the historical plot afterward. There is one man who keeps a plot of everything that shows up on the board. It was analyzed, and I could not be sure what went on.

Admiral STANDLEY. Did you see the plot that was made of the supposedly oncoming Japanese ships?

Commander Taylor. Yes. If it had come in on the board when I was there it would not have meant anything to me with the stage of development of this information center here at the time. We would have a pretty difficult time finding out. We would have to go to Kaneohe Bay and we would have to go to those at Pearl Harbor and all the bombing squadrons and the carriers which never warn us when they come in.
It may have been a carrier group or it may have been a ferrying flight which was coming over.

Admiral Standley. If you had been there and had seen it on the screen, what would you have done?

[1240] Commander Taylor. I don't think I would have done anything.

General McCoy. You would have thought they were friendly planes coming in?

Commander Taylor. Yes.

General McNarney. You are probably the most experienced controller on the island at this time?

Commander Taylor. I was the only one, so far as I know, but I do not think anybody could have said what they were. We have times when a whole carrier group of 72 planes may come in from a distance at sea.

General McNarney. What experience have you had as controller?

Commander Taylor. I haven't had very much at controlling, but I worked in the operations room with the air force and I was a squadron commander, and occasionally—very infrequently—I would go over and control my own planes; but I had no actual experience as a controller. I would just take over the control just for the fun of it.

General McNarney. What squadron did you have?

Commander Taylor. I had the First Eagle Squadron.

General McNarney. How long did you have it?

Commander Taylor. I had it from October until June this year.

General McCoy. I congratulate you on being here.

Commander Taylor. Thank you, sir.

The Chairman. Anything further?

General McCoy. No.

The Chairman. Thank you very much. Do not discuss with anyone what has gone on in this room.

Commander Taylor. Yes.

[1241] TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL WILSON BROWN, U. S. NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you state your name, Admiral?


The Chairman. You were on December 7 and are now commander of one of the task forces based in Honolulu, or in Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir. On December 7 the task force I had command of was divided into two groups. The major group was under the command of Admiral Newton and consisted of the carrier LEXINGTON and two cruisers escorting with seven destroyers and was on a mission to Wake under the independent orders from the Commander-in-Chief to deliver some Marines and fighting planes at Wake.

My personal command at that time was the cruiser INDIAN-APOLIS, my flagship, and five old destroyers now used for minesweeping purposes.

The Chairman. Where was your flagship on the morning of December 7?
Admiral Brown. We were at Johnston Island, Mr. President. We had gone there for the purposes of seeking advice from the local experts and to test out the Higgins landing boat and to land them on the coral reefs and to land them with the use of dynamite in clearing away the coral obstructions.

I would like to say, if I may, that the major mission of my task force up until December 7 had been to develop the technique and to assemble the matériel for land operations, and our work for the previous six months had been directed particularly to that end, working with the Army and the Marines and developing the technique in assembling matériel for amphibious operations.

The Chairman. Was the INDIANAPOLIS actually at Johnston Island on the morning of December 7? [1242] Admiral Brown. Yes. We had just arrived at Johnston Island and we had loaded one boat from shore when we received word.

The Chairman. Upon receipt of the first dispatch, how did you move, sir?

Admiral Brown. We immediately notified the commanding officer of Johnston Island. We were in a quite exposed condition, exposed submarine waters, and I was immediately conscious that they might have submarines at sea or at each of the islands. We had our planes in the air and we recovered the planes.

Then I immediately received orders from the Commander-in-Chief to go, as directed, by the senior officer afloat at sea, who was commanding Task Force No. 8 under a mission.

We received instructions before we recovered our planes to rendezvous at a given destination set up northwest about 500 miles away.

The Chairman. You immediately started on to your rendezvous?

Admiral Brown. Yes. The mine sweeper D. M. S. with what technique we had, they were to return immediately to Pearl Harbor as part of the squadron, my hope being that if the attacking carriers returned by the southern route that we would have a direct line on them from Pearl Harbor to Jaulit, and we hoped we might make contact with them by these destroyers.

The Chairman. As a matter of fact, did either your destroyers or your flagship or your planes make any contact with them?

Admiral Brown. No, sir.

To pursue the history on the INDIANAPOLIS and the rest of the task force, it was about noon on Sunday that I received other orders from the commander of Task Force 8 which indications led to the conclusion that the enemy might be withdrawing from a given position southwest of Pearl Harbor toward Jaulit, which would have put the INDIANAPOLIS practically on the line, [1243] as we were the closest to that line. So, instead of joining the rest of the task force we immediately proceeded back to the position toward Johnston and searched with my planes on Sunday and on Monday, and then joined up with the rest of the task force on Tuesday morning, when we continued the search.

If the enemy left from a point southwest of Pearl Harbor and maintained a speed of not greater than 20 knots, then we should have lined up with them the next day; which leads me to the belief that they are able to maintain such a speed of 20 knots, which seems im-
probable because of the fuel limitation, or that they retired to the northwest.

[1244] The Chairman. The indications seem to point rather to the latter possibility now; do you not think so?

Admiral Brown. I have not had time, sir. I have been to sea most of the time. I haven’t heard or discussed it with others, but—and I do not know how much information they have here now as to their probable movement.

The Chairman. Were you in personal contact with the Commander-in-Chief between November 27 and December 7?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Had you any discussion with him, or was there any discussion by him in your presence, of the impending threat of actual hostilities?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir, the Commander-in-Chief kept me fully informed of all developments. He showed me his personal correspondence and all dispatches and all secret instructions, and I believe that I was fully informed of the situation as he saw it and as it was made known to us.

The Chairman. He made certain dispositions, I understand, toward Wake and/or Midway based upon the thought that there might be an outbreak of hostilities.

Admiral Brown. He was making every effort to increase the strength of those outposts, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Was there any discussion of a possible hostile raid from the air on Pearl Harbor in these talks?

Admiral Brown. I think we all had in mind the probability that Japan would have submarines in these waters before they made any declaration of war. We had in mind the possibility of her sending carriers to raid shipping. I remember that at some time previous to December 7—I don’t know how long before—we discussed the possibility of her sending raiders to attack this island, and our general conclusion was that they would not take the chance. At least, that was my opinion.

The Chairman. You thought it highly improbable?

[1245] Admiral Brown. I thought it highly improbable because, in the first place, the patrol wings have been on practically a war status for at least three months, and I think longer, making daily patrols, including Saturday and Sunday.

The Chairman. Now, Admiral, let me stop you there. Where do you get the information that that is so, that your statement in that respect is accurate?

Admiral Brown. Well, I think I was so informed by Admiral Bellinger.

The Chairman. Do you know that there was no regular patrol at a distance of six, seven, or eight hundred miles in any given sector at any time?

Admiral Brown. No, sir, I am not familiar with that.

The Chairman. Your belief was quite to the contrary? Your belief was quite to the contrary, whether misinformed or not?

Admiral Brown. I knew, of course, that the number of planes available to make what you might call a thorough search was inadequate, but I believed that a search of a kind was being made every day.
The Chairman. What do you mean by “a search of a kind,” Admiral?

Admiral Brown. Well, what I had in mind was that patrol planes left this island and made a circle of the island morning and afternoon.

The Chairman. Well, now, that is what I should call, not being much of an airman or a sailor; an inshore patrol; isn’t that what you call it. to patrol a distance of fifty miles, we will say, around the island? Fifty miles out?

Admiral Brown. I am not familiar with what their instructions were and how far they went.

The Chairman. There is a thing in the standing procedure of the Army that is called an inshore patrol, by which I [1246] understand they meant a nearby patrol of the shores of the island. Our information is that there was no such patrol maintained.

Admiral Brown. Well, I can’t, of course, speak with firsthand knowledge, but——

The Chairman. You thought there was such?

Admiral Brown. I thought there was, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Yes. Now, with respect to a distance patrol, did you think that there was any sort of adequate distance patrol? And by “distance patrol” I mean a patrol that might discover a carrier which would run in under cover of darkness.

Admiral Brown. Well, nothing like the patrol that is being carried out at the present time.

The Chairman. No.

Admiral Brown. I, of course, knew that. I knew we didn’t have a sufficient number of planes to conduct such a search; but I thought, from the enemy’s standpoint, having their agents here, and plenty of them, who are very accurately informed, that they knew there was a great deal of air activity and that the chance of being picked up by the number of planes that were constantly in the air here—if I had been in their boots I would have thought I had a very slim chance of getting in without getting caught.

The Chairman. General McNarney?

General McNarney. Admiral, were any of your forces directed to take part in the operations for the relief of Wake?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir, we were trying to—the then task force 12 returned to port on I think it was 14 December. We were here for one day. I had instructions to proceed with that force and a tanker to deliver an attack on Jaluit or such other enemy base in the Marshalls as I might select, 24 hours prior to the time that the reinforcements were due to be [1247] landed at Wake. We left within 24 hours and were prepared to carry out that assignment, when we received instructions from the Commander-in-Chief not to do it but to proceed to the support of the other task force that had been ordered to land reinforcements at Wake.

General McNarney. What was your approximate position when you received orders to support the other task force?

Admiral Brown. I had decided, rather than attack Jaluit, which had been indicated in my original orders, that I would attack the Gilberts. I made that decision because I believed that it was a very great hazard of the carrier to take her into a position where we could deliver an effective attack on Jaluit; whereas, having information that came to us while we were enroute that the Japanese had
seized and occupied the Gilberts and had a considerable air force there—the term was that the Yokohama—a Yokohama group and carrier—that we would slow up their move to the southward and that we would create the diversion which was the primary purpose of my original orders. My orders to attack at the south were given in the hope that such an attack would draw their air forces down to the south and allow the other task force to get into Wake without being attacked; so that at the time my orders were changed I was within 36 hours high-speed steaming of Jaluit.

General McNarney. What date were your orders changed?
Admiral Brown. I think I would have to consult the record for that. Let's see. It was about 36 hours before D-day, and I am a little hazy now about what D-day was.

General McNarney. Was D-day Sunday, the 21st?
Admiral Brown. No. D-day was delayed by the Commander-in-Chief 24 hours after I left, and we were to attack Monday morning, and the reinforcements were to be launched on Tuesday morning.

The Chairman. That would be Monday morning the 22nd, [1248] would it not?
General McNarney. Yes.
General McCoy. That was the week following; that is, the 14th? Monday, the 14th?
The Chairman. No.
Admiral Brown. No, sir; two weeks later.
The Chairman. Monday, the 22nd.
General McNarney. Did you ever make contact with the other task force?
Admiral Brown. Not by sight, no, sir. Immediately upon the receipt of change of orders we steamed to the Gilberts. And, see, our position was pretty well south. We were down about latitude—I think it was seven, and they were up in twenty-something.
(The witness went to a map.)
The Chairman. That is ten, isn't it (indicating)?
Admiral Brown. We had been up in here (indicating). We came pretty close to Howland and Baker. I think we were down about latitude three, and then we proceeded immediately to the northwest. The other one we assumed was approaching from the north of Wake. We got to a position about here (indicating) when our instructions were to return to Pearl.

General McNarney. Did you make any contact with any enemy at all?
Admiral Brown. We saw nothing. We had one very disappointing false alarm. Throughout our trip to and from we had our search planes out covering an area sometimes a hundred miles and sometimes two hundred miles, and one of them reported an enemy carrier at one time, and we thought we had the chance of a lifetime, but it proved to be a dynamite barge that had been cast loose by one of the contractors a week before that drifted about nearly a thousand miles from the place where it was let go.

General McNarney. Was your personal reaction to being [1249] recalled one of disappointment?
Admiral Brown. Well, naturally we were all tremendously anxious to relieve Wake. I was personally very conscious of the serious risk
that we were putting our carrier in. My personal opinion at this
time is that carriers are our greatest naval asset. The fuel situation
on such an expedition is one of serious concern. We had covered
something over 2,000 miles at rather high speed to meet the time
schedule. We had a tanker with us and refueled all destroyers, all
ships of the force, in rather rough water, barely in time to be able to
proceed to carry out the orders. But had we carried it out, all of the
destroyers would have been almost out of fuel 24 hours after the at-
tack, which is not a pleasant situation to be in. If weather had en-
abled us to reservice them or if we had not been in the presence of a
superior enemy naval force, we could have refueled, but that ques-
tion of fuel on these long distances is a very serious one.

General McCoy. What was the extreme range of your destroyers?
Admiral Brown. Well, we were very disappointed to find that un-
der the conditions of operating in constant readiness for higher speed
the radius is not nearly as great as the theoretical radius.

General McCoy. What is the theoretical radius?
Admiral Brown. The theoretical radius of these destroyers at
economical speeds is about 6,000, but steaming at 15 knots and being
ready to go to 20, and within a limited time to be ready to go to 25,
and from then on up to full speed, they burn nearly 50% more than
the theoretical, so that under those conditions the steaming radius
is not much in excess of 2,000 miles. This past week——

General McCoy. Hadn’t that been discovered before this period?
[1250] Admiral Brown. Yes, but I think not fully appreci-
ated. We have had, of course, for the past several years—for the
past 20 years we have had fleet problems that simulate war condi-
tions as closely as we can do it, but these expenditures this past
month have been a source of concern to me and greater than I had
expected.

General McCoy. Did you receive through the Commander-in-Chief
or any other means a war warning from the Navy Department on
November 27 or thereafter?
Admiral Brown. I was here at Pearl Harbor at that time, sir, and
I saw all of his communications, I think, up until the day I left,
which was the Friday before: the 5th.

General McCoy. Do you remember a dispatch which started out,
“This is a war warning”? 
Admiral Brown. No, sir, I do not. I think that must have been
received after I left.

General McCoy. Would you show the Admiral those dispatches,
please?

The Chairman. Have you our paraphrases of them?
Mr. Howe. Yes.
Mr. Schneider. I have them out in the file.
The Chairman. We have taken only paraphrases of them.
Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. In the meantime have you any questions?
General McCoy. Yes.
How long have you been on this station, Admiral?
Admiral Brown. Since the first of last February, sir.
General McCoy. February?
Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Prior to these recent task group assignments what force had you? What was your command?

Admiral Brown. They had three major task force organizations in effect for the past six months, as my memory serves me, [1251] when, I explained, I relieved Andrews as Commander of the scouting force; and then several months after relieving, the whole fleet was broken up into three major task forces, and I had command of Task Force 3, and the major mission assigned to me was, as I said before, to develop the technique and assemble the necessary material for amphibious operations.

The Chairman. This is the telegram here (indicating).

Admiral Brown. No, sir, I do not remember to have seen that. And yet I note that it was sent the 28th of November.

The Chairman. Received 28 November.

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Sent the 27th.

Admiral Brown. I remember to have seen instructions from operations about taking a defensive deployment and to have discussed that with the Commander-in-Chief. I do not recollect the first phase of the dispatch predicting an aggressive move.

The Chairman. Did you see the dispatch of November 24 which is underneath the one you have looked at, Admiral?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are you sure?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir. I don't remember that in just that form, but I remember the sense of the second one.

The Chairman. Well, this is a paraphrase.

General McCoy. You are sure that you did not see the war warning of the 27th?

Admiral Brown. Well, I was under the impression that I have seen everything, but I am sure that if worded as that is it would have made an impression. I have no recollection of having seen that one, but I was under the impression that I had seen everything that the Commander-in-Chief received, and I know that that was his intention, that all flag officers should see them.

General McCoy. That was a very important dispatch of the [1252] 27th.

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir. I was in almost daily communication with the Commander-in-Chief at the time I was in. I am a little—I think I was in a little period of about one week—the 7th—I probably was at sea at the time that message was received, the 27th.

Admiral Standley. To continue, Admiral, prior to the forming of these three task groups—and what was that time? When were these three major task groups formed?

Admiral Brown. Well, it is my recollection, Admiral, about April or May.

Admiral Standley. And prior to that time you as commander of the scouting force were operating out of Pearl Harbor for training purposes?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Target practice?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And training?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. When you took your force out of Pearl Harbor—the scout force I am talking about now—for training purposes, what was the condition you set for the ships when they left harbor?

Admiral Brown. We were on practically war conditions, sir, except, that is, we never anchored; we kept under way at all times. We darkened ship. We did not have a condition watch at all times on the anti-aircraft battery, but we had drills from dawn until night, intensively, throughout the time since I arrived until this moment. Of course, the entire fleet here considered their major mission one of training and preparing men for the increased Navy, and I think our thoughts were very largely concentrated to that end. I have never known the Navy to work harder than it has in the past year.

Admiral Standley. And the condition you set when you were out on those training periods was practically one of a war status, a cruising status?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir, except that we did not maintain at all times the state of readiness that we do now, at present in condition 3 or 2 at all times, which means that we have all anti-aircraft guns manned, we have at least one of the turrets manned at all times, and we have people standing by. That is a very killing routine for the crew. It means that nobody gets very much sleep, and a very broken sleep. But the so-called intertype tactics which were intended to simulate possible war action—we did fully simulate all war conditions; and the cruisers of the scouting force, when sent on escort duty with vessels to the Philippines and other places, were on a full war basis. They darkened ship, and they were standing in condition 3 at all times with all their anti-aircraft manned.

Admiral Standley. In other words, then, ships operating out of here for training, and so forth, were in a status of apprehension as to surprise attack?

Admiral Brown. Partly that, Admiral, and partly as a method of training for war. I think we were all—I know that I was apprehensive of a possible submarine attack at any time. I never would have agreed to anchor at Lahaina. The ships were under way all the time; they were darkened; we zigzagged; we behaved as if—we didn’t exchange umpires; we haven’t for the past three or four months.

Admiral Standley. And, as I understand it, the division of the fleet into task forces with an operating period so that either one or two of the task forces were out all the time was intended to avoid the risk of anchoring outside of Pearl Harbor.

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir. I believe that that was one of the purposes.

Admiral Standley. And the purpose of that was to avoid a surprise submarine attack?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir, but, as I say, primarily for training, I think.

Admiral Standley. But you said yourself, you would not think of anchoring your fleet in Lahaina Roads.

Admiral Brown. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Why not?

Admiral Brown. Possibility of a surprise attack.

General McCoy. But by submarines, you mean?
Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.  
General McCoy. You had no anticipation of an air attack?  
Admiral Brown. No, sir, I hadn’t. I suppose perhaps my state of mind was influenced too much by what I thought they might do. I expected the Japanese to take action against Singapore or Thailand, in the hopes that the United States would not carry out its threat to take a hand. I did not expect them to start the ball with an attack on this place.  
General McCoy. As the result of that dispatch of November 24, assuming that you had not seen the war warning, as a result of that dispatch did you take any additional measures of security at sea?  
Admiral Brown. Not at sea, no, sir, because I feel that for the past six months the forces at sea have taken all necessary precautions.  
General McCoy. On the other hand, since war is declared you say that you have taken other precautions?  
Admiral Brown. We have stricter watches, sir. In the meantime we are not getting the same kind of—the kind of training for our enlisted men that we did before. It has stopped some of that training.  
General McCoy. But you were training for war, were you not?  
Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.  
General McCoy. And you are at war.  
[1255] Admiral Brown. Now we are at war, and we are not getting the amount of target practice that we did before. We are not having time to instruct individuals.  
General McCoy. In other words, your fleet was not prepared for war then?  
Admiral Brown. Yes, sir, I think we were prepared for war. It is, I think, the same thing in the Army, that you have to keep developing your new men as they come in, and we are trying to double the size of our personnel in four years. Had we gone to a strictly war basis six months ago we wouldn’t have as many trained officers and men today as we have now. And of course we have had a great many apparent crises in the course of the past six months.  
Admiral Standley. Admiral, in regard to the personnel situation here in this Hawaiian area, what has been the condition in regard to the attrition of crews of your ship due to expiration of enlistments and sending them back home?  
Admiral Brown. It has been a matter of great concern, sir.  
Admiral Standley. Will you tell us what percentage of the crew you would probably send back?  
Admiral Brown. I can’t give you the figures, Admiral, by expiration of enlistment. That has been very great. I think that the changes of personnel aboard ship have been due more to transfers to put new ships in commission, and they have taken our trained men out and been very slow in sending us recruits to train up.  
Admiral Standley. And then is it not true that a considerable period is wasted because men will not reenlist on board here but go back to the States and reenlist there?  
Admiral Brown. Yes, sir, there was a good deal of that.  
Admiral Standley. And that required new men coming in?  
Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. Which would not be the case if they [1256] were in home port?

Admiral Brown. Well, I am afraid a lot of them were tempted by the very high pay; what percentage I am not in a position to say. I think that the commander of base port would know that better than any of the rest of us. I have been very much pleased by the number who have reenlisted in spite of the condition, because I think it is a very great temptation to them to accept these high-priced jobs ashore when men have got families and children to bring up. But as to whether being out here or whether we were based on the West Coast would have affected that number, I think it would some but not a great deal.

The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. Admiral, you stated that on the 14th of December you were ordered to take command of a task force and to attack Jaluit?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. What was the composition of that force?

Admiral Brown. It consisted of the carrier LEXINGTON, the three cruisers INDIANAPOLIS, CHICAGO, and PORTLAND, and nine destroyers.

Admiral Reeves. And you stated that you abandoned attacking Jaluit and decided to attack the Gilbert Islands instead. That was on your own initiative and decision?

Admiral Brown. No, Admiral. If I may correct your question, my orders were not specifically to attack Jaluit. My orders were to attack Jaluit or such other base as I might decide, or not to make any attack at all if my best judgment indicated that to be necessary. That is the way my orders read.

Admiral Reeves. Yes, that is what I understood, but your decision not to attack Jaluit but to attack the Gilberts was your own decision?


Admiral Reeves. After sailing?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Did you report the objective that you had selected to the Commander-in-Chief?

Admiral Brown. No, sir. I sent no radio communication whatever from the time I left until I received the orders to change, expecting that any such communication would be intercepted and they would have an inkling that we were down there.

Admiral Reeves. But before you reached the Gilberts you received orders from the Commander-in-Chief directing you to support another task force which was to relieve Wake; is that correct?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. For brevity what your task force called?

Admiral Brown. My task force was called No. 11.

Admiral Reeves. No. 11. And the force relieving Wake?


Admiral Reeves. Who commanded that?

Admiral Brown. Admiral Fletcher.

Admiral Reeves. Do you know the composition of that force?
Admiral Brown. He had the carrier SARATOGA and three cruisers—I can't name them—and a number of destroyers, I think about six.

Admiral Reeves. Do you know of any other task force connected with this expedition to Wake?

Admiral Brown. Well, task force 8 was sent out also, consisting of the carrier ENTERPRISE, as a supporting force. I think they were stationed somewhere in the neighborhood of Midway.

Admiral Reeves. The ENTERPRISE. And any other ships?

[1258] Admiral Brown. Yes, sir. There were some cruisers and destroyers with that force.

Admiral Reeves. You don't know how many?

Admiral Brown. Not more than three cruisers and I think about six destroyers.

Admiral Reeves. And before you had joined task force No. 14—

Admiral Brown. (interposing). Excuse me. I never did join it.

Admiral Reeves. I say, before you joined task force No. 14 enroute to Wake Island,—

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves.—what were the next orders you received?

Admiral Brown. I was told to return to Pearl Harbor. I was told that Wake was already occupied, and to return to Pearl Harbor.

Admiral Reeves. Who issued those orders?

Admiral Brown. Commander-in-Chief, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Do you remember the date you got those orders?

Admiral Brown. Well, I think it was that Monday, which would have been the 22nd, I think.

Admiral Reeves. Monday, the 22nd?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Was that D-day?

Admiral Brown. That was D-minus-one day, sir; they were one day ahead of us.

Admiral Reeves. One day short?

Admiral Brown. They were one day ahead of us.

Admiral Reeves. This was one day before Wake was to be relieved?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Do you know if the relief force No. 14 [1259] received similar orders?

Admiral Brown. I am quite sure they did, yes, sir. I think that they were—it was in the same dispatch as my own. Both forces were to return toward Pearl.

Admiral Reeves. I suppose you have no idea why this expedition was canceled?

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir, I was told—my dispatch indicated that intercepted dispatches showed an assembly of a strong force in the Marshalls: number of ships, types unknown, and I have been told by Admiral Pye since, that he considered that to bring the carriers into that position at that time was inviting loss of one or more carriers.

Admiral Reeves. I have no more questions.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Admiral. Our Commission is such that we feel it necessary to ask you not to discuss your testimony with anyone, sir.

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Or anything that happened here. Thank you very much, sir.

Admiral Brown. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We are sorry to have to drag you right in after a bad term of service. I hope you will have a good rest.

Admiral Brown. Thank you.

The Chairman. We shall adjourn, to meet Monday morning at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel at 9:30 o'clock a.m.

(Whereupon, at 5:10 o'clock p.m., an adjournment was taken until Monday, January 5, 1942, at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, at 9:30 o'clock a.m.)
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PROCEEDINGS

Colonel Brown. Mr. Waterhouse.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn?
Mr. WATERHOUSE. Yes, sir.

[1262] TESTIMONY OF GEORGE SHADFORD WATERHOUSE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE BISHOP NATIONAL BANK OF HONOLULU, PRESIDENT OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF HONOLULU

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name, Mr. Waterhouse?
Mr. WATERHOUSE. George Shadford Waterhouse.
The CHAIRMAN. What business are you in in Honolulu?
Mr. WATERHOUSE. I am executive vice president of the Bishop National Bank of Honolulu.
The CHAIRMAN. You are also president of the Chamber of Commerce of Honolulu?
Mr. WATERHOUSE. I am at the present time, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you lived in Honolulu?
Mr. Waterhouse. Sixty-six years, sir.
The Chairman. You were born here?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Mr. Waterhouse, have you had occasion to observe the conditions here on Saturday nights and pay nights among certain members of the Army personnel and Navy personnel on leave in the city of Honolulu?
Mr. Waterhouse. To a certain extent, yes.
The Chairman. Where do you live, sir?
Mr. Waterhouse. I live up Nuuanu Valley on Coelho Way.
General McCoy. Is that near the golf club?
Mr. Waterhouse. It is about a quarter of a mile below the club.
The Chairman. Have you had occasion to be in town on Saturday nights from time to time?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. What can you say as to the behavior of the men of the Army and of the fleet here on Saturday nights?
Mr. Waterhouse. Well, you see something occasionally that is out of order, but as a general rule it was very fine, I think.
[1263] The Chairman. You did not see what you would call excessive drunkenness and disorderly conduct, did you?
Mr. Waterhouse. No, sir.
The Chairman. I suppose that when men are on leave that some men will get drunk?
Mr. Waterhouse. Oh, yes.
The Chairman. How has been the military and naval policing of their own forces here? Has it been adequate?
Mr. Waterhouse. Adequate, yes, sir; that is, in my opinion.
The Chairman. There has been a great deal of talk to the effect that there was drunkenness on Saturday night which affected the morale of the fleet and of the Army on Sunday morning when this attack came on. Do you have any personal knowledge that would confirm that accusation?
Mr. Waterhouse. None.
The Chairman. Now, have you heard from anyone who purports to have personal knowledge any such statement with respect to the situation on Saturday night to the effect that it was bad?
Mr. Waterhouse. Well, I have heard general rumors of a party out at Schofield, quite a wild party that night. That is, that is only a rumor.
The Chairman. That is the only rumor that you have heard?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.
The Chairman. Anything else?
Mr. Waterhouse. No, nothing else. That is the only one I heard.
The Chairman. General, any questions?
General McNarney. No.
The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?
Admiral Reeves. No.
Admiral Standley. Have you heard any rumors as to the presence or lack of presence of the Commander-in-Chief of the fleet or of any of his senior officers on that morning, on the [1264] morning of December 7?
Mr. Waterhouse. On the morning of December 7? Yes, I heard rumors but they were from—I didn’t take much account of them. I heard one rumor that Admiral Kimmel was on the golf course and another that he was on Kauai hunting. Now, I do not know that. That is simply a humor but I have not put much faith in that.

Admiral Standley. Mr. Waterhouse, have you ever gone out on Saturday night to dinners at any hotels or other places where they have Saturday night music and dining and so forth?

Mr. Waterhouse. I have at times, yes.

Admiral Standley. What has been the decorum or conduct of the naval officers at those dinners? Have they been wild parties, as you would express it, or have they been just as you would expect them to be in any place?

Mr. Waterhouse. What I would expect at any place. There is a great deal of dancing and some drinking, but I have never seen—and when I say “never”—maybe once or twice, but nothing in any way excessive—very seldom anything excessive.

Admiral Standley. If there was anything excessive it was an individual case rather than a general practice?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes. It was so that I had no objection to my wife dancing with the officers; so you could see what I felt about it.

General McCoy. Were you surprised at this attack?

Mr. Waterhouse. I was, sir. I was very surprised. I would not believe it at first. I thought it was just a practice until I saw something hit on the side of the hill very close to the house about a quarter of a mile up and the dirt and dust rise and then the whizz of the bullet or something came past us.

General McCoy. Had you had any warning of any kind before the attack?

[1365] Mr. Waterhouse. None at all.

General McCoy. What was the first warning that you had?

Mr. Waterhouse. The radio announcement that the Japanese were attacking us.

General McCoy. Did you believe it?

Mr. Waterhouse. I did not correctly, no.

General McCoy. Until you saw these things?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, for about a half hour I didn’t credit it.

General McCoy. Have you ever dined at Schofield on Saturday night?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. That is the night for the customary what might be called post hop?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, I think it is.

General McCoy. And dinner dancing?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

General McCoy. On any of these occasions that you went up there was there any undue action due to drinking or what you might call a wild party?

Mr. Waterhouse. No. I had no criticism about any of these parties myself. I am not a heavy drinker and still I had no criticism.

Admiral Standley. Have you attended the Saturday night hops at the Naval Station, Pearl Harbor?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.
Admiral Standley. What was your opinion of those?
Mr. Waterhouse. Perfectly all right, so far as I saw them.
Admiral Standley. Thank you.
General McCoy. Have you ever seen any commanding general or admirals here under the influence of liquor?
Mr. Waterhouse. Never.
General McCoy. Never?
[1266] Mr. Waterhouse. No.
General McNarney. Mr. Waterhouse, among your business associates what is the general reputation of General Short with regard to his alertness and as to his general efficiency and the way he handles his command?
Mr. Waterhouse. There is a great deal of confidence in General Short I think. There are certain rumors going around about the way he fell down.
General McNarney. I do not want rumors but your information about the general reputation of him.
Mr. Waterhouse. I know there is a great deal of confidence in him because we did get up a letter in his favor and most of the people who were asked to sign it signed it.
General McNarney. Was that the general feeling prior to December 7th?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes. The only criticism I heard against General Short was that he was anti-British. There were numerous Britishers told me they had no use for him. That is the only criticism I ever heard of General Short. Otherwise, everyone in the business community seemed to be in favor of him, to have every confidence in him.
General McNarney. You were perfectly satisfied that the War Department had placed a competent officer in command?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.
General McNarney. How about Admiral Kimmel?
Mr. Waterhouse. Well, there was some criticism about the Admiral downtown that he would not cooperate with the Army. Otherwise, everybody seemed to have confidence in him, but there was a certain criticism downtown that he would not cooperate with the Army. Now, whether that is true or not I can't say but that was the feeling downtown in the street.
General McNarney. You have nothing concrete to offer in that respect?
Mr. Waterhouse. No, I have not. I asked someone, some [1267] businessman, what he meant by that and he said, "Well, I have heard—he did not say from whom—but he said, "I have heard there was criticism of Admiral Kimmel that the flyers should take turns in patrolling and that Admiral Kimmel replied the Navy can take care of itself."

Otherwise there was perfect confidence in Admiral Kimmel. Most of us admired Admiral Kimmel.
General McNarney. I have no other questions.
The Chairman. Mr. Waterhouse, did you approve of the action of the military authorities in declaring martial law here in the emergency?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, I did. I did not approve of the Governor handing it over to the military authorities, but I approved of it.
The Chairman. Of the martial law?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, of the martial law.
The Chairman. You have a very difficult problem here with a large Japanese population?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.
The Chairman. In your judgment is it wise to give the population any latitude at this time or should they be held firmly in control?
Mr. Waterhouse. I am very proud of the situation so far as Honolulu is concerned. I have heard that it is not so on the Island of Hawaii, but so far as Honolulu is concerned I am very proud of the situation.
The Japs did not have any organized fifth column, which they were afraid to, because there were so many good organizations that they were afraid to begin anything. That is my feeling.
I would not favor corralling them as a whole. I would not favor that.
The Chairman. Mr. Waterhouse, are you conscious of the [1268] fact that there was a very large number of so-called Japanese agents loose on this island before December 7th?
Mr. Waterhouse. I understood that the F. B. I. had picked up about 650 and there were a good many of them here, but that is just my feeling, being proud of the situation, because those people who were in here were not fifth columnists—those who had come in later and found the situation to be well in hand here, that they were afraid to. I believe they could have done a great amount of harm to Honolulu if they had been organized. They could have fired lumber piles and the oil tanks and the waterworks, but they were afraid to organize because of the feeling that there was among the American people.
The Chairman. Now, Mr. Waterhouse, as a leading businessman and citizen here, would you advocate going back to the peacetime conditions now and letting the Japanese have the liberty which they had in peacetime?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes. I think the F. B. I. gathered up all the ones to be afraid of; I would, yes.
The Chairman. You do?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.
The Chairman. You know, of course, that the Japanese espionage on this island prior to December 7 was perfect? You know that, do you not?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, but at the same time that was not organized; they did not organize; they could have done more harm to us.
The Chairman. You are speaking of sabotage?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.
The Chairman. If the Japanese are turned loose, do you think there is any security against the Japanese Government being advised again of conditions exactly the same as they were before December 7?
Mr. Waterhouse. No, I don't believe they could. I think [1269] the wrong was all in the immigration station. The Japanese Hotel Association was listed in our telephone book, the Japanese Hotel Association.
In regard to the immigration station they ran the immigration station, and it was entirely wrong in my opinion.
The Chairman. You mean the Japanese Hotel Association really ran the immigration station?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, look in the old telephone book. The Japanese Hotel Association was in care of the immigration station and they ran the immigration station and all these people coming from Japan came through that way and got in without trouble.

Now the situation is different. I have no fear from now on. That is my opinion.

The Chairman. Any other questions?

Admiral Standley. Mr. Waterhouse, going back to General Short, with respect to General Short's activities here and his efforts to coordinate the civilian activities and the facilities and so forth, have they been greater, in your opinion, than those who preceded him?

Mr. Waterhouse. No. He carried on along the same lines as General Herron did. He just urged us to prepare the same way as it was started by General Herron.

Admiral Standley. But he did take a very active interest?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, he got us, to a certain extent, prepared, I think.

General McCoy. In your remark about the lack of cooperation by the Navy which was, I think you stated, just gossip—

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, it was.

General McCoy. Could such gossip be probably due to the fact that you were in closer relation with the Army than you were with the Navy?

Mr. Waterhouse. No, it came from the downtown businessmen, but I am in closer touch perhaps with the Army than with the Navy, but the Army people with whom I associated would never make a remark to me of this sort. They never have; they never criticized the Navy at all, but this came from business people.

Neither General Frank nor General Martin ever criticized the Navy in any way, and I knew both of those people very well.

Admiral Reeves. Referring to the rumors as to the conduct of the Army and Navy personnel on liberty, briefly what is your estimate as to those rumors?

Mr. Waterhouse. Well, I did place a little—I thought it was probably true about the Army and the Navy because I talked to a good many officers in the Navy of lower rank than the Admiral, and the feeling against the Army is not cooperative at all so far as my conversation with these people was concerned.

Admiral Reeves. I was referring to their conduct, sobriety, drunkenness, and that sort of thing. What credence did you place in the rumors regarding that phase?

Mr. Waterhouse. Oh, I didn't believe it myself because I have never seen it. I have been out a good many times to dinners and things of that sort on Saturday night with both the Army and the Navy and I have never seen anything to criticize and I did not believe it.

Admiral Reeves. That is all.

The Chairman. Anything further?

General McCoy. May I ask another question just as a matter of general interest?
Is there any one man here in the Hawaiian Islands, an American, that you would describe as the leading citizen of Hawaii?

Mr. Waterhouse. No, I do not believe so.

The Chairman. Mr. Waterhouse, you know the general purpose of this inquiry?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

[1271] The Chairman. Is there anything else on your mind, any fact, which you think might be helpful to us in coming to a conclusion?

Mr. Waterhouse. No. I do not like to say something, but there is a feeling downtown wondering why General Martin was included in the order, because he was under General Short, following the instructions of General Short presumably.

The feeling downtown is wondering why General Martin was included and not some of the lower admirals, for instance.

As a matter of fact, General Martin never drank at all, if you care to have that information.

The Chairman. We happen to know that.

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

The Chairman. Mr. Waterhouse, the nature of this inquiry is such that we will ask you not to discuss your testimony outside this room or to say what went on in this room.

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Before he goes I would like to ask him this question: Mr. Waterhouse, are you familiar with the so-called big five companies of Honolulu?

Mr. Waterhouse. I am.

Admiral Standley. Will you name them, please?

Mr. Waterhouse. Alexander & Baldwin; C. Brewer & Company.

Admiral Standley. What do they do?

Mr. Waterhouse. They are sugar agents.

Castle & Cook; American Factors.

Admiral Standley. What do they do?

Mr. Waterhouse. American Factors are sugar agents and they also do a general mercantile business and wholesale business.

Then there is Theo. Davies & Company.

Admiral Standley. What business are they in?

Mr. Waterhouse. They are sugar agents and general merchandise.

[1272] The Chairman. Are you connected with any of them, sir?

Mr. Waterhouse. Well, no. I am executive vice president of the bank, and my brother, who is president of Alexander & Baldwin, is president of the bank. In that I am connected with them.

The Chairman. Are there also representatives of this firm represented on your board?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes. The manager of Davies & Company, Mr. Russell, is on our board.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

The Chairman. Thank you, sir.

Colonel Brown. This is Bishop Littell.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn, Bishop?
TESTIMONY OF THE RT. REV. SAMUEL HARRINGTON LITTELL, BISHOP OF HONOLULU, PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH OF AMERICA

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give us your full name, Bishop?
Bishop LITTELL. Samuel Harrington Littell.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are Bishop of the Episcopal Church here?
Bishop LITTELL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been on the island, Bishop?
Bishop LITTELL. Twelve years.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you held your present office during those twelve years?
Bishop LITTELL. All the time, yes. I was consecrated Bishop here. I came from China. I was 31 years in Hangkow and was transferred here 12 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. We have heard a lot of rumors, Bishop, about the conduct of the officers and the men of the Army and the fleet on the Saturday night preceding this attack here [1273] with respect to intoxication. Do you have any personal knowledge by which you can throw any light on that particular matter?
Bishop LITTELL. First of all, I live downtown in Honolulu, right in the city, and I did not happen to be there because I had a full day in preparation for my Church, but I have the word of persons whose word I have confidence in who have reported things to me which I can only say second-hand. I am not giving any personal testimony, but I can testify about other Saturday nights.
The CHAIRMAN. What has been the general condition on Saturday nights as you observed them? Of course, there is a large number of men on leave then?
Bishop LITTELL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It runs into the thousands?
Bishop LITTELL. Yes, it does, but for the most part I think they are extremely well behaved and disciplined. The Army has been most careful in having its own Army police downtown and the Army men who do not behave are taken care of and are taken away into the custody of the Army, so we do not have the same condition with the Army as with the Navy situation. The Navy is a much more difficult proposition.
There is the question of the ships coming and going. There is not the continuity that there is in the Army. There is nothing against it and I think the Navy has tried well to cope with the situation, but you have times when you have large numbers of the fleet and also the Army in town, but it is better than at any other time.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean in these recent months?
Bishop LITTELL. Yes, far better than ever before. There is no question about that.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, you understand, Bishop, that when the fleet comes in here it comes in from a very strenuous term of service at sea?
[1274] Bishop LITTELL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And it is necessary to give these boys shore liberty for recreational purposes?
Bishop LITTELL. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. And to relieve that strain from arduous duty?

Bishop LITTELL. Yes, and I sympathize with that, and as far as the ships changing from time to time and different men coming ashore, different personnel and different officers in charge, and there is not the continuity that you have in the Army. Naturally I do not say anything against that because it is better than it has been in my 12 years here.

But to get back to the Saturday nights, I can only give testimony from people who know firsthand, and I am an officer—that is to say, I am a very active member of the Temperance League of Hawaii, and then you may put me down as a narrow-minded prohibitionist and a total abstainer, but I ask you to forget that.

I am interested in temperance and that is what I am interested in, temperance and discipline and the welfare and control, and that is one of the aims of this Temperance League, rather than absolute abstinence. So my object has been not to narrow it down to being a complete prohibitionist. That has not been the work which we are pressing for, but to work for temperance, and temperance to me means temperance in everything, work, recreation, and so on, and total abstinence is a misuse of the word "temperance."

Now, I have had some effect in getting into that organization many people like myself who are not total abstainers but by no means who are in favor of an open house, so to speak.

However, the thing that disturbs me so because it is so continuous is the unceasing cocktail parties given in the homes of the commissioned officers in town.

That has been a serious matter in regard to what we might call the temporary use of their time and strength and intelligence. Now, what you heard about the Saturday nights among the officers may be being too drunk or groggy and what I would have expected from other Saturday nights, that you could hardly get them to work.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what you have heard?

Bishop LITTELL. On other occasions, and I have been, being a Bishop, invited to cocktail parties, if it is some official function and it is a case of being in and out and perhaps staying a short time, but the cocktail parties among the services have been beyond all reason and all social requirements, and I am not talking about the quantity of drinking, but I think there has been right up to the 7th, but it has been a little more dangerous in that it has been quieter in their homes than in the case of a service man who would be seen drinking.

But that brings up the whole question of the community welfare and the connection with other people and what the officers and the men do in the Army and the Navy in regard to drinking and the morale in town and the effect it has. Many times I am included among those invited to these cocktail parties and when there is going to be a wild one, I am not included.

I get invitations and I go on occasions and occasionally not. My wife and I go to pay our respects and we do or do not take anything; generally we don't. I may take some tea or something. We are not looked upon as anything queer if we do or if we don't.
However, there is the pressure from sources now upon the office of the Military Governor to relax these restrictions as it was announced recently, which would result in letting down the restrictions completely. That will have, I say, a serious effect on the town in the case of morale. Now, that was plainly something coming from Colonel Green's office which would have the effect of getting great attention as though to increase the idea that nothing is going to happen here again.

The Chairman. In other words, you think that to open up this town again and take off the military law would be a very dangerous thing?

Bishop Littell. Yes, sir; even if it is only on beer, because it is an indication to the civilian population that things here are not so bad after all. Now, they are bad here after all, and if there is a relaxing of the alertness on the part of this community then something may happen.

The Chairman. Your present view is that it would be a great mistake to relax the military law?

Bishop Littell. Yes, and not only in alcohol.

The Chairman. But in every way?

Bishop Littell. Yes. And it will have a bad effect on the community and the community will continue to go down in this sense of the urgency and will defeat the purpose of it, because they will say that the military men do not think it is so bad and they will think it cannot happen again and believe that it won't happen again, and there is an enormous sense of relaxation in many cases and of relief. I do not think it is just a case of patience regarding a blackout. That will come presently, but the blackout is not the cause. It is just the general feeling as they read in the paper the other day in the dispatch under Colonel Green's name about the relaxation, that they would want to sell liquor, and they say that it is all right because the Army knows about it.

If the Army and the Navy do these things it will let them down, and they should not, unless they want our morale to go to pieces.

Now, all I am saying here is under the seal.

Bishop Littell. [1277] I might say that if anybody wants to keep up morale in this community that the best thing to do is to keep the restrictions in effect and to leave things under the conditions that they are and there will be no such thing happen.

We want to do everything we can. We have been trying to help to keep the morale up. Nobody has worked harder than I have in connection with this thing. When it started sometime ago, everybody pooh-poohed the idea, but our house has been an open house since last January for the enlisted men. We have got others interested in it and some arranging parties for the men and setting up places for entertainment purposes and taking care of the men. However, for the Army to say that it is all right and to release these restrictions at this time is just to tell the people that it is no as bad as we thought it was and it is not going to happen again and we will let you know in plenty of time when it does happen and they will say that it is not so bad.

The Chairman. What effect will the relaxation of the stiff control have on those of Japanese blood?
Bishop Littell. It is not a question of loyalty; it is mostly a question of leaders, but it will be one of the first things, in my mind, that will get back to Japan. That is the liquor business which now has been worked out so completely, and then they will know that what happened on December 6th and 7th is about to be relaxed again and they will know about it and rejoice.

They know and you know the reason for it, particularly with respect to the question of restrictions. We require automobile licenses. Ships must be at top-notch perfection. We require licenses for plumbing, electrical fixtures, and practically any business that affects the lives of people must be at top-notch perfection. When they ordered martial law it was saying that it was one of the requirements that the men must \[1278\] be at top notch, and it was a most important thing that they be at top notch. How are these civilian people or the Army service people going to get in top-notch condition unless they do that?

Now, this is not a lecture. I am not interested in a temperance lecture, but I am just saying these things. First, we must have top-notch alertness in all of us as a requirement or we cannot have good morale.

I was talking with our police official here and I was told that there was only one arrest on New Year's Eve for drunkenness and that is a very fine thing. That is one of the most important things that has ever happened here or anywhere else that I know of, particularly in a population of this size. That is one of the first things to think about.

When you are speaking of the highest efficiency in morale, and you let these things down, then word gets around that you are not proclaiming an absolute prohibition on the sale of liquor, then they will say that the seriousness of the things that went into effect on December 7th do not hold now. Then it becomes a case where you let down the restrictions and the morale goes down too.

If you change the communication from the office of the Military Governor as made that Sunday morning and relax the conditions, then you get a general let down. You cannot put into an airplane something defective. You cannot put anything in when it is not going to work out, because you cannot have old defective machinery. You can't speak about sabotaging personal efficiency and the intelligence and physical help of people by having these things in effect and then letting them down, and I tell you that it is all a part of the general picture and those things are in the minds of people and they may say that the same reasons are not true at this time, but I think they are the same reasons.

The second thing is the pressure for income to the Territory. It is the same old almighty dollar again, which \[1279\] has ruined us for many years, or is the root of many evils, as St. Paul says.

There is the organized pressure from the trade, and I realize that it is one of the sources of the largest income and there was the suggestion of no income coming in to the Territory.

I think that may be true that that was perhaps one of the official reasons, but the pressure was there from the people who want to sell as well as the reason with respect to the income to the Territory.
Now, the same is true with respect to automobiles and rubber tires and many other things that may be necessary, but we have these restrictions now on all of them and many of them are money-producing things to the Territory. I am not just picking out this one. Those are the two things I wanted to say.

The Chairman. Leaving the liquor question aside for the moment, do you think it would be a safe thing to turn back the government here to the civil authority and to lift the military control entirely?

Bishop Littell. Not for a minute, no more than a minute, no more than I think we are ready for statehood here at this time. Of course it is going to be up to the Military Government and there should be full cooperation. We ought to try to get in all cases the elements which have not been fully cooperative or have not been sympathetic.

The Chairman. In other words, you fear the wide-open situation as it was before December 7 and its effect on the Japanese sympathizers?

Bishop Littell. I have not mentioned the Japanese; I am speaking of the white people, and what I say is not for publication.

The Chairman. No, of course not.

[1280]. Bishop Littell. The reason for a large measure of the lack of civilian sympathy with the growing forces of the last two or three years and with the military control which is necessary, is on the part of the controllers of business, the real rulers of the industry, the business people, the trade, the corporations, on these islands, and the work they have carried on. I think you may have heard them referred to as the Big Five.

All I need to say is that the Big Five has seen the increased threat to their absolute control of everything on this island coming in with the increases in the Army and the Navy. The Big Five is not back of me in our civilian work that we have tried to build up with the forces of the Army and the Navy.

I am invited to Army and Navy functions and I always try to go because I am a civilian and also because I have connections in the Army and the Navy through the chaplains. Whenever I was invited to these functions it always makes one think why none of the heads of the social or business life here were present at those functions.

General Herron has done more in that respect in recent years to bring the two groups together and to entertain them, and I have attended some of these, but you would not find anybody there by the name of Castle or Cooke or Waterhouse.

The Chairman. Do you mean that they do not want any interference here?

Bishop Littell. They know that the Army interference and the martial law is the final step which takes away the possibility of their control here.

Now, if this got into the public press, my name would be mud.

The Chairman. It is confidential.

Bishop Littell. Yes, I know, but we are talking about life in the community and you have got to realize the situation [1281] here. I can make an exception of Walter Dillingham. He is an exception, Walter is, but his brother is as bad as the rest of them.
Then William Castle is taking over the Red Cross, but the Red Cross is a harmless thing, and it does not interfere with their activities, but at the Army or Navy public functions there are not these people present. Then you could go through the names of the people who make these appointments and who hold them like that.

Up until two or three years ago they were against statehood because they controlled things in the Territory. Then when something or other came from Washington or they didn’t like the appointment of Governor Poindexter and they said they would elect their own Governor. Then about two years ago when the situation changed they went over for statehood and they wanted to get statehood as fast as possible. It then became a question for the voters and they controlled all the plantation labor and they controlled all the business, business houses connected up with them, and they had many people in their employ and connected up with them, and they were in favor of statehood.

Then in the last November election which was supposed to be a secret ballot, it was over half, but it was not a full vote in favor of statehood.

That was taken as the main issue to the Legislature but it was not a sweeping vote.

I was on the mainland so I did not vote, but I was very much interested in knowing about that vote, since it was a very important thing here, wishing to make this the 49th state, but it was never mentioned in either house of the Legislature in the sixty days.

Then when they had the M-day business and we had a special session of the Legislature to pass certain measures including [1282] an appropriation for money to live on, it was not mentioned, and it was supposed to be the most important issue, the plebiscite among the people, but they did not dare to mention it because it would have been turned down.

Now, that has nothing to do with the Japanese. Of course the Japanese were involved, because there were many Japanese laborers, but it was not the issue. That was not the question. The issue was who was going to run this island and who was going to run things as they were before.

The issue was who was going to run the island. The issue has nothing to do with race or nationality or loyalty or disloyalty. It was who was going to run these islands. Was the President of the United States going to be the one who would appoint the Governor or not? I think it would be a very sad day on this island to have anyone else do the appointing than the President of the United States.

The Chairman. I think that is beyond the scope of our inquiry.

Bishop LitteLL. Yes, I know it is, but I am getting back to morale, because the business life and social life is tied up with it. We are at war and we have to expect certain things. They should not be holding off, the leaders of industry, because they do have a monopoly and they do many things, and they are out of the reach of many people.

If you speak to them there is absolute loyalty to the United States. There is no question about that. That is all I want to say on that, but there is that lack of cordiality on the part of the business leaders, and that is something that I have run up against all the time, and it is very difficult to get any of these people together, except perhaps Walter Dillingham, and they would not come over to the Bishop’s house or
have an entertainment or take part in it, and there are others, and they have turned us down flat be-cause they were not interested, the Castles and Cookes and those of the Matson Line. They have everything in their hands.

Of course this is not for publication.

The CHAIRMAN. No.

Bishop Litell. I cannot be quoted in public or give my opinion on topics or tell my clergy or laity what I think about any topics in any church. In other words, I may be familiar with politics but none of my clergymen can discuss things in that way and I may not know whether they are Republicans or Democrats, and as soon as you mention politics in the Church, that is not the proper function, and if it is a Democratic sermon the Republicans do not like it, and vice versa.

I am explaining just what I think here, and I am not against the Big Five, but I know they are the ones who have made it impossible in many ways, and we sympathize with the Army and the Navy and they may not be in sympathy with the Army and Navy developments here because their whole business is threatened. That is all on that.

If you want me to go on, keep on on morale, and the reason why the morale is not good in certain respects is, among other things, because of the lack of access to privies and toilets, and these same people control the land and the buildings and so forth.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is beyond the scope of our inquiry.

Bishop Litell. Yes, but I am thinking about morale, and when these people do not have a place to go, for the civilians to go to, or the Army and Navy men, when you have around ten or fifteen thousand here and they have no place to go to for the necessity of relieving nature and they are around the Cathedral grounds and the Capitol grounds, and pretty nearly everywhere they can go, then it is a serious question.

One of the first things I did was to take it up with General Short and ask him what he was going to do about it. He took it up with the Mayor and with the committee and they took it up with the Park Commission to find places so that they might enlarge the park facilities and where they had two toilets they put in four stand-up places, or they made twelve instead of six.

Now, that is a matter of health which has an effect on morale, and when these people come into town and they do not have any place to go and you have the large increase in the Army and Navy and the defense workers and they have no place, and the defense workers have nothing, and there are not sufficient places for them to relieve themselves and it is a health problem and a very serious one, and you have a lot of defense workers here.

Then there are not sufficient drinking fountains for them, for the soldiers and the sailors, and they cannot quench their thirst when they are ashore, and they go down to the beach or to Punchbowl or those places around town and they drift into various places and they cannot get anything to quench their thirst or go into any place unless they come into a hotel where they may not be wanted or they cannot go into a bank where they do not feel at home and they do not have any water to drink, but the soldiers and sailors should have a place where they can get a drink when they come in; to have a drink of water, and some place for other purposes. That is a serious situation
that has been caused by the necessity of the Army and the Navy and these defense workers coming to this outpost.

There we have a situation of some 155,000 people where they do not have any place to get a drink of water, and then all these defense people coming in where they come to town for certain business or recreation, why it becomes more than a civilian problem.

I think that is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Admiral REEVES. No, sir.
Bishop LITTELL. I did not know exactly what you wanted to ask me and Mr. Howe said that you would develop it when I got here.
I am interested in civilian morale. I believe this letting down would be bad. Those things are necessary; those three things, not to let down on the liquor restriction, and the second is to use more of the people who really control the finances here, and the third is the question of having some place where these men can quench their thirst.
We should have all these things.
I thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, bishop.
[1286] Colonel BROWN. Mr. Eichelberger.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Eichelberger, will you be sworn?

TESTIMONY OF MR. LESLIE ERNEST EICHELBERGER, YMCA SECRETARY, HONOLULU, T. H.

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name to the reporter?
Mr. Eichelberger. Leslie Ernest Eichelberger.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business, Mr. Eichelberger?
Mr. Eichelberger. I am YMCA secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been such?
Mr. Eichelberger. About 24 years.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been on the island?
Mr. Eichelberger. Ten years.
The CHAIRMAN. And have you been YMCA secretary or connected with the YMCA here during that ten years?
Mr. Eichelberger. All of that time, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What facilities has the YMCA in Honolulu?
Mr. Eichelberger. The civilian YMCA has three large buildings, all three with dormitories and physical equipment, the gymnasium, swimming pools, and the customary YMCA equipment. You are familiar with the Army and Navy YMCA?
The CHAIRMAN. We want to hear about it from you, sir.
Mr. Eichelberger. The Army and Navy YMCA is not under my jurisdiction, because the Army and Navy Department is handled directly by our Army-Navy Committee from New York. It has a very large and very fine building.
The CHAIRMAN. Where?
Mr. Eichelberger. It is also in Honolulu.
The CHAIRMAN. Located?
Mr. Eichelberger. Just a block from the Central YMCA. It is on Hotel Street at Richards.
The Chairman. Who, to your knowledge, is in charge of that branch?

Mr. Eichelberger. Mr. Weslie Wilke, W-i-l-k-e.

The Chairman. Has he been here for some time?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, he has been here seven or eight years at least.

The Chairman. And would be available?

Mr. Eichelberger. Would be available and would be very happy, I am sure, to cooperate.

The Chairman. Do the soldiers and sailors on leave or liberty use your civilian YMCA buildings?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. As well as the Army and Navy building?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, sir; not to the same extent, of course.

The Chairman. No.

Mr. Eichelberger. But very largely, at that.

The Chairman. Yes. Now, Mr. Eichelberger, have you ever been in any other city that was adjacent to a large naval station or a large Army post?

Mr. Eichelberger. Not for a long period, but I have been for short periods at San Diego and other similar places.

The Chairman. What is your observation as to the morale, as far as drinking and carousing is concerned, of the enlisted men who come on leave and liberty into Honolulu? Is it good? Is it fair? Is it bad, to your personal knowledge?

Mr. Eichelberger. Mr. Chairman, that is so difficult to answer, because we only notice the ones who are drinking.

The Chairman. I know that.

Mr. Eichelberger. I would say fair or better than fair.

The Chairman. You quite understand that in a large Navy post where big units of the fleet come in the men necessarily are given shore liberty?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes.

The Chairman. For recuperation.

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes.

The Chairman. And you understand that the problem always arises then, when liquor is available, of policing the men's use of liquor?

Mr. Eichelberger. It is a very serious problem, and in general the men respond very well.

The Chairman. They do?

Mr. Eichelberger. In my opinion.

The Chairman. You do not think the condition has been outstandingly bad here?

Mr. Eichelberger. No. It has been distressing but not proportionately—not worse than it would be in any similar concentration of men, civilians or university men or any other crowd.

The Chairman. That is exactly what we wanted to know, sir.

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you observed the effect of the declaration of military law here after the attack?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Do you think it was a wise thing to put military law into effect?

Mr. Eichelberger. I suppose it was necessary.

The Chairman. Do you think it is just as necessary now as it was when it was put into effect, having in mind the large proportion of Japanese blood in this town?

Mr. Eichelberger. I am more familiar with those of Japanese blood than many people, because one of our branches has at least 80% of its membership of Japanese blood, 2,000 or more members. I have no greater fear from them, as a rule, than from any other second-generation people on the mainland. I think their percentage would be just as easily controlled and just as loyal.

The Chairman. How would you control espionage if you didn’t do it by military government? It was not controlled before December 7. That is obvious now.

[1289] Mr. Eichelberger. Yes.

The Chairman. Obvious to you, isn’t it?

Mr. Eichelberger. I have had no first-hand evidence, your Honor.

The Chairman. I can say to you that it is perfectly evident—

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes.

The Chairman. —that Japanese sources on this island furnished the most meticulous information to the Japanese military organization.

Mr. Eichelberger. Well, that is obvious, that someone did, surely.

The Chairman. Yes, I think so. Now, how could you control that if you threw the town open to the civil authorities again as it was open for the months before December 7? I want your view as a citizen, how you would control it.

Mr. Eichelberger. As a citizen I feel that during the emergency perhaps martial law is necessary.

The Chairman. Do you think that the emergency is over?

Mr. Eichelberger. I do not. It very obviously is not.

The Chairman. You think the lesson of one attack indicates the possibility of another attack on Pearl Harbor?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes. I think the average civilian has less fear of further attacks than the service personnel.

The Chairman. Do you think that is a good attitude here now?

Mr. Eichelberger. I think it shows splendid confidence in the armed forces.

The Chairman. The same confidence they had on and before December 7?

Mr. Eichelberger. I think so; I think every bit as good. In other words, I have talked with many people, and I think they have a feeling that something slipped one time that isn’t going to slip again.

The Chairman. Suppose nothing slips and that our armed forces do the very best they can in the course of an attack here; the attack might yet be a very serious thing for these aliens; might it not?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes.

The Chairman. And is it your view that every measure ought to be taken by the Army and Navy, even military law, if they think that important, in order to mitigate the seriousness of an attack if one comes or prevent one if possible? Or would you think that it now is the time to go back to civil government with all the liberties of the citizen that were permitted to those of foreign blood before the attack?
Mr. Eichelberger. Mr. Chairman, I feel that military law is probably necessary. I would like to see it relaxed insofar as safety measures would warrant. There are certain specific ways in which citizens, civilians, wish it might be relaxed. I think in general they are willing to yield in judgment if the authorities don't think it should be relaxed, but I think they would like some explanations in some cases as to why it isn't relaxed.

The Chairman. Have you in mind the curfew?

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, for one thing.

The Chairman. The blackout?

Mr. Eichelberger. The blackout. If the blackout could be relaxed in any way without hazarding the population, even if it were made a curfew after 9 o'clock, or something of that sort. Now, perhaps there is just as great danger between 6 and 9 as there is any other time—that is not for me to say—but there is great restlessness and dissatisfaction because of the curtailing of the early evening activities: people who work until 5 o'clock and rush home to eat in the dark, and don't see their friends; they work Sundays—many of them, that is.

The Chairman. It is a great hardship.

Mr. Eichelberger. It is war, and they are willing to accept it if it is essential, but if it is not entirely [1291] essential it would be very reassuring if there could be a little relaxation there.

The Chairman. General?

General McNarney. Mr. Eichelberger, you stated that you have talked to a great many people about the situation here. What was your general impression of the feeling of the people in Oahu as to the efficiency of General Short, who was placed here in command of the Army forces?

Mr. Eichelberger. I think I haven't known anyone intimately who would know of his efficiency as a military man. There was confidence in his attitude as a military governor, and prior to his assumption of the position of military governor there was good will on the part of the civilian population and a feeling that he understood the interracial situation and was sympathetic to the problems of the island.

General McNarney. How about Admiral Kimmel?

Mr. Eichelberger. Less was known about him in the circles in which I move, and I didn't hear him discussed. I heard General Short discussed more often by people interested in civilian morale and in reassuring the citizens of Oriental ancestry that they would get a square deal. There had been great fear of mass concentration camps and things of that sort. General Short's attitude had been quite reassuring in that connection, along with that of Mr. Shivers of the F. B. I. and other men who had assured the population that there would not be unfair mass roundups, and that established confidence in his jurisdiction when he became military governor.

General McCoy. In connection with your concern about the restrictions of martial law, does that also apply to the embargo on liquor? Would you think that that should be relaxed?

Mr. Eichelberger. My personal judgment and my objective judgment might be at variance there. I would personally be happy if it were not relaxed. Objectively it may be necessary to relax it somewhat.

[1292] General McCoy. Why?
Mr. Eichelberger. I can't say why. I can only say that there is pressure on those of us who would rather it were not relaxed. There is pressure on us to change our opinion. Perhaps that is commercial pressure. Perhaps it is from some other source.

General McCoy. To what source do you attribute it?

Mr. Eichelberger. There are many men who want to have access to liquor regardless of whether it might be slightly harmful or not; I mean harmful from a defense standpoint.

The Chairman. Do you think the attitude of business-as-usual on the islands has something to do with the liquor business as well as other businesses here?

Mr. Eichelberger. Probably the liquor people feel there is discrimination against them, and they perhaps don't see as clearly as some others do that an intoxicated man or a partly intoxicated man is difficult for a sentry to handle.

The Chairman. He is a liability.

Mr. Eichelberger. He certainly is.

The Chairman. Have you any questions?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you.

Mr. Eichelberger. May I volunteer one or two other comments?

The Chairman. Yes; I was going to ask if you had any thoughts that would be useful to us.

Mr. Eichelberger. Mr. Justice, some of us feel that morale on this island and in the whole Territory would be greatly helped if the mainland mail and inter-island mail could be expedited some way. We know from cablegrams that letters are held up somewhere between the Coast and here and have been for several weeks at a time: remittances to people who receive salaries from the mainland; things of that sort are causing a great deal of embarrassment because of conditions [1293] which we do not understand.

Now, if there could be any way of speeding up mail, I am sure you appreciate that problem, because it causes some concern. Now, one group will say, "It's probably held in censorship," and another one will say, "I'm afraid they are sinking more boats with mail on than we're told." And so the feeling of confidence is lessened by the mere fact that mail isn't coming through. If it is held up in censorship, if that statement could simply be made it would relieve some tension.

Then, we feel that there is a great deal of breakdown of morale because of the children being kept home from school. I am sure the military governor is aiming to open the schools as soon as possible. We would like to urge that. The civilians feel that some slight hazard from bombs isn't as great as the certain hazard of idleness and the enforced concentration of children in their own neighborhoods without anything to do, and we would hope there could be something done there.

Then, if there could be—your Honor, I appreciate that perhaps I have no right to make such suggestions because I know that there are reasons which I don't know about, but if there could be some more frankness officially about submarine operations in the vicinity it would be reassuring. We get news that submarines have shelled nearby cities. We get great volumes that submarines have been sunk, but no official statements. If we could know that a submarine was sunk the
day after Lahaina was shelled, or some such thing, it would be very reassuring to the civilian population. They know the Navy and the Air Force are on the alert, but in as far as it lies within the judgment of the authorities a little more frankness in that direction would be very helpful.

The Chairman. Of course that is military.
Mr. Eichelberger. That is military, granted, and that is why I say I hesitated even to make that suggestion.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Eichelberger. The mail, the schools, some help on the blackout, and possibly a little more information about getting some of the trespassers would be helpful.

General McCoy. Who supports the YMCA?
Mr. Eichelberger. The population. It is locally supported entirely.

General McCoy. Does the major part of the support come from big business here?

Mr. Eichelberger. About a little over 50% of it comes from the Community Welfare Fund, which is contributed to by all businesses large and small and individuals. The balance comes from our own membership income, men paying for service they receive.

General McCoy. Do you get any support from the mainland?
Mr. Eichelberger. Quite the opposite. We contribute rather generously to enterprises outside of the Territory: that is, to our national council work and to foreign work in South America and in the Orient and elsewhere.

General McCoy. Is there a U. S. O. organization here?
Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. You work through them too, do you?
Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. You are a part of that?
Mr. Eichelberger. We are a part of the U. S. O.

General McCoy. Have they a new building here?
Mr. Eichelberger. The building was just begun when the December 7 raid occurred, and of course it is suspended now, but the work is being done through the member agencies and is under way in very good shape, although not in very visible shape, not nearly as dramatically as if there were a building with the label on it.

General McCoy. Have you any association with the Red Cross?
Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. In what way?

Mr. Eichelberger. Acquainted with many of the people who are officials and volunteers in it.

General McCoy. It does work in connection with the Army and Navy on posts and in the hospitals, as I understand it.

Mr. Eichelberger. Yes, but it also is doing a great deal in the city in first-aid classes, in bandage, dressing, and things of that sort, and there is a Red Cross motor corps of drivers who are ready on call, women who have cars of their own, many things of that sort. It is certainly not limited to the posts.

General McCoy. Have you a YMCA building at each one of the Army and Navy posts?
Mr. Eichelberger. No, sir. The only building of any size is the one downtown, which is an Army and Navy YMCA. There was a small Navy YMCA at Pearl Harbor, but there hasn't been a building anywhere else on the island. Mr. Wilke of the Army and Navy YMCA has assigned men to be resident at Schofield and to operate activities there, but without a building.

General McCoy. I have no further questions.

The Chairman. Mr. Eichelberger, the nature of our inquiry is such that we shall ask you not to discuss your testimony before us or anything that has gone on here with anyone outside.

Mr. Eichelberger. That is granted.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.

Mr. Eichelberger. And a pleasure to meet you.

The Chairman. A pleasure to have you here, sir.

Colonel Brown. Mr. Gabrielson, Mr. Justice.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn, sir?

[1296]

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM A. GABRIELSON, CHIEF OF POLICE, HONOLULU, T. H.

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name to the reporter?

Mr. Gabrielson. William A. Gabrielson.

The Chairman. You are the Chief of Police of Honolulu?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And have been for how long?

Mr. Gabrielson. Since the 9th day of August, 1932.

The Chairman. And as such official have you had occasion to observe the conduct of the men from the Army and Navy who are in leave in Honolulu, particularly on Saturday nights?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you ever had an official station near any other large Army or Navy concentration on the mainland?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir.

The Chairman. Your first experience in a city which had a Navy Yard and an Army post was in Honolulu, then?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, I wouldn't say that. I was on the San Diego Police Department.

The Chairman. Oh. Well, then you did see something of that kind before?

Mr. Gabrielson. That was prior to 1917.

The Chairman. The concentration of Navy men and Army men was not so large there at that time?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir.

The Chairman. Chief, what is your opinion as to the effectiveness of the control of drunkenness by the Army and Navy in respect of their men on leave here?

Mr. Gabrielson. It is very good.

The Chairman. It is good?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, excellent.

The Chairman. There are cases of drunkenness, of course?

[1297]

Mr. Gabrielson. Lots of it.
The Chairman. You understand that when men are given leave and liquor is available you have a police problem?

Mr. Gabrielson. Certainly.

The Chairman. And you think that police problem has been well handled by the Army and Navy patrols, do you?

Mr. Gabrielson. I would like to say that it is inconceivable the support and the cooperation between the civilian police, the shore patrol, and the military police.

The Chairman. It has been good, has it?

Mr. Gabrielson. It has been excellent. It couldn't be any better.

The Chairman. Do you think, or not, that this necessary evil of men taking too much liquor when they are on leave has been well controlled here?

Mr. Gabrielson. It has.

The Chairman. Has the morale in that respect of the Army and Navy men been better or worse than that of the civilian population over which you have control, in your opinion and observation?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, I think it would be about the same.

The Chairman. You do?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You get drunks in the civil population on Saturday evenings, don't you?

Mr. Gabrielson. Plenty of them. Our drunks are increasing about 25% a year over the preceding year.

The Chairman. Of course you don't have any jurisdiction over the Army or the Navy drunks, do you?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, we do.

The Chairman. Do you?

Mr. Gabrielson. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. What do you do? Turn them over to the M. P.'s?

[1298]

Mr. Gabrielson. We turn them over to the M. P.'s or either branch.

The Chairman. I see.

Mr. Gabrielson. If we arrest them and bring them in they are simply turned over to them without any charges.

The Chairman. I see. They handle the cases themselves?

Mr. Gabrielson. They handle them, yes, sir. On a busy shore patrol—or a busy Navy night when the Navy has their pay day, in town we have shore patrol walk with the civilian police.

The Chairman. I see.

Mr. Gabrielson. In that way that stops any argument that you haven't a right to arrest.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Gabrielson. And that has worked out very satisfactorily.

Mr. Chairman. We have heard rumors, Chief, that there was an unusual amount of wild parties and drinking on Saturday night, December 6. What is your official knowledge of any such thing?

Mr. Gabrielson. I have no official knowledge; only hearsay.

The Chairman. You have heard rumors to that effect?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you credited the rumors?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir.

The Chairman. You do not believe them?
Mr. Gabrielson. Oh, yes, I do, because we had an awful lot of troubles with officers living off the post and these drunken parties. We have an awful lot of complaints. In those drunken parties or noisy parties we go out—our policy is to go out and inform the people. We very seldom make an arrest, because if we did we would have no corroboration testimony the next day, because all people want to do is to have that party stopped. And that could easily be accounted for; when they get loose they want to have a good time.

The Chairman. You mean that you have had complaints of parties at officers' homes where the officers live out of the Navy Yard or off the post?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir; out here at Waikiki a lot of it. And at the same time we have had a lot of civilians.

The Chairman. Complaints about civilian parties?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir, a lot of it. Probably two thirds of our police problems here are what we call Hawaiian love; that is, a person gets drunk and then goes home and talks to his wife by hand. We have an awful lot of that. Many times practically every officer of the beat is on one of those parties, on one of those complaints.

The Chairman. Goes home and is rough?

Mr. Gabrielson. Very rough. That is a Hawaiian custom.

The Chairman. General?

General McNarney. Does that apply to the Army and Navy personnel, this last?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, no, no. No. That is a Hawaiian custom, you might say, of the people who were born and raised here. No; very little of it in the Army or Navy.

General McNarney. Have you any record of the number of officers or enlisted men living off the post whom it was necessary to warn on the night of December 6?

Mr. Gabrielson. I could get that if there was any that came in, because we keep a complete record.

The Chairman. Will you get it for us?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And just memo it to us as part of your testimony.

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir. We have a complete record of every report that comes in to the Department.

The Chairman. Please give us that for the testimony.

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir. I will send it right on.

[1300] General McCoy. That is for Saturday night.

Mr. Gabrielson. Saturday night, December 6, yes, sir.

General McNarney. Do you know anything about the rumors that certain Japanese places of refreshment were serving free drinks to white people on the night of December 6?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir, I never heard that.

The Chairman. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Do you know of an opening of a new market by one Otani, a prominent Japanese?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. When was that opening?
Mr. Gabrielson. That was December 5 is when I got the invitation to attend.

The Chairman. Do you believe that free liquor was served there?

Mr. Gabrielson. It would be the custom for them to do it, to some of their best guests—or to their guests. That is a custom of the islands here.

The Chairman. Do you know where Otani is now?

Mr. Gabrielson. I understand he is interned.

The Chairman. Have you any questions?

Admiral Reeves. From your observation and experience do you think the conditions on Saturday night, December 6, were worse than on any other Saturday night?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir; they were just normal.

Admiral Reeves. That is all I want to ask.

The Chairman. Admiral?

Admiral Standley. Chief, are there a large number of enlisted men ashore during week days, too, when the fleet is in the harbor?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Any material or perceptible difference between Saturday night and Wednesday night when the fleet is in?

[1361] Mr. Gabrielson. As a rule there are more officers—there are more sailors on shore on a Saturday than there are on other nights. Saturday night is our busy night, and right after the first there are always more soldiers and more sailors. There were a lot of sailors—I was around; I am around every Saturday night checking up, and there was a lot of sailors on shore Saturday night.

Admiral Standley. But there also are a lot of sailors on shore during week nights?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Do you know how late they were on shore on Saturday night, the majority of them?

Mr. Gabrielson. I think around 11 o'clock. Most of them go back between—before 11 or right after 11. They change the hour of shore leave sometimes, but between 11 and 12 we have quite a problem up there in front of the Army and Navy YMCA.

The Chairman. You mean a transportation problem?

Mr. Gabrielson. A transportation problem, yes, sir, of getting those busses in, and we stop traffic flowing Waikiki on Hotel Street so that the busses will have the whole street, and the taxis, to get the sailors out. We have taken as high as 10,500 out in an hour.

General McCoy. Would that problem be the case on Saturday night?

Mr. Gabrielson. I don’t think there was that large a shore leave on that Saturday night. It was just a normal Saturday night. With the anticipation of Christmas coming along we anticipated a greater amount of sailors, soldiers, and civilians on the streets on those nights. They started to shop early this year. In fact, the stores reported a far greater sale in November than they ever had in the history of the community.

Admiral Standley. Chief, are you kept advised of the liberty hours of the fleet in here?


Admiral Standley. Are your forces in any way connected with picking up AOL’s after midnight or after 1 o’clock?
Mr. Gabrielson. We did for a while when they had the shore leave up to dark some months ago. They curtailed the shore leave, and we would assist the shore patrol in picking them up, and we would pick them up if there was no shore patrol officer with us.

Admiral Standley. How long ago was that? Do you remember?

Mr. Gabrielson. That was some months back; the exact time I don’t know.

Admiral Standley. Do you know the occasion for that change?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir, I don’t. I don’t recall why it was.

Admiral Standley. Chief, there is a rumor I have heard, which apparently came from someone in your force who was given credit for knowing, that some of the officers were not on the station here, namely, that Admiral Kimmel was not on the island and could not be found on the morning of the 6th. Have you heard anything of that report?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. I have nothing further.

General McNarney. Chief, what is the status of the Police Department under military law?

Mr. Gabrielson. We are under the shore patrol—I mean the military police, Provost Marshal.

General McNarney. You get your directives, then, from the Provost Marshal?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir. In other words, we carry on—his orders are that we carry on as we have been, but we work closer in traffic matters.

General McNarney. But you are subject to his direction if he sees fit to give you a directive?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And has that worked without hitch?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Of without trouble?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir, absolutely without—you can’t conceive the closeness with which we have always worked together, and still continue.

Admiral Standley. In other words, military law has practically made no change in your operations of the Police Department?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, sir, not a bit; only gives us a little more problems, that’s all.

General McNarney. What is your feeling as to the necessity or the advisability of relaxing certain of the provisions that have been put into effect, such as liquor, blackout, curfew?

Mr. Gabrielson. Personally I would like to see it as it is. Liquor, I would like to see some regulation worked out where people get a certain amount of bottled goods and take it home, and make it a very stiff sentence if anyone was caught with an open bottle on the street or in their cars. If you or I or anyone wanted to get a bottle they could go down and get a bottle and take it home. But I should hate to see them open up the saloons again, and I would hate to see them allow them to have bottled goods outside of their house, because I am afraid that if you did that some of these young sailors and soldiers that haven’t been over here very long—there would be a lot of trouble. They would see a Japanese walking down the street, and Bang!—or a Hawaiian. And I am afraid that there would be a great deal of trouble if that liquor was not tight.
We have over here a lot of these young roughnecks, and we used to have a lot of gang fights. Sometimes the soldiers and sailors were responsible, and sometimes the local boys were responsible. Unfortunately our judge has never been in a gang fight, and we would have to give him testimony of everybody that struck somebody, and that can't be done. I was in one of those gang fights, and I got hit with it felt like a sledge hammer. I couldn't see who hit me.

The Chairman. And the judge wouldn't hold anybody unless you could swear to that?

Mr. Gabrielson. No, unless I could swear that so and so hit me. But we would have a lot of trouble about it, and I think it is a good thing to keep people off the street during this emergency.

General McNarney. Do you think that if the emergency lasts for, say, two years, you should continue to enforce an early curfew?

Mr. Gabrielson. I think it might be a thing that people could visit, visit homes, but not to let them congregate around on the streets; make them go to and from wherever they were going. It is rather hard now on a lot of people. They can't visit. Take my wife: she has got to stay home alone every night, and now there is just a sample of one individual, and it is rather hard to sit in a dark house every night all alone. If a person could get out, visit around, it would make a different feeling amongst the civilian population.

General McNarney. How about keeping the movie open until, say, 9:30 or 10 o'clock?

Mr. Gabrielson. Well, there is a good argument on allowing that to be done, say, earlier than 9:30, 10; say not later than 8:30 to be let out, because you can figure that out: when they start, you see, they go for every two hours; if they started at 10 o'clock—10, 12, 2, 4, 6, 8—they would get out at 8.

General McNarney. Yes.

The Chairman. Chief, if you did that you would have to let those of Japanese blood go, who of course are American citizens?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes.

The Chairman. You would have to let them go just as you would others, would you not?

Mr. Gabrielson. Oh, absolutely.

The Chairman. Now, you would to some extent lose control of the Japanese blood if you did it, would you not?

Mr. Gabrielson. We would, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Now, you are cognizant, I take it, of the fact that the Japanese had perfect information for their attack of December 7?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. I don't know whether you are cognizant of it. Are you?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, they did.

The Chairman. You know that their information, their intelligence, was literally perfect?

Mr. Gabrielson. It was.

The Chairman. And you know that that was the fact in spite of three agencies here doing all they could to break through, and not breaking through, not getting anything, really. Now, you had a large number of Japanese consular agents here, didn't you?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And nothing was done to restrict their activities, was there, before December 7?

Mr. Gabrielson. Not that I know of; none that I know of.

The Chairman. You yourself were cognizant that there was an unusually large number of people connected with the Japanese Consulate here?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, and I know that the consul here had the reputation of being the smartest man in the service.

The Chairman. Now, if you relaxed the military control of those of foreign blood who might wish to aid Japan you would immediately increase your problem of counterespionage, would you not?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. I think—I gather from the atmosphere of this community—that those of Japanese blood are very much frightened at present, very very scared; is that right, according to your observation?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, they are, but if anybody landed they would be different. If they landed any parachutes or landed any troops here then you would have another problem, because a lot of them would go over to them.

The Chairman. You have no doubt of that, have you?

Mr. Gabrielson. No.

The Chairman. Even those who are so-called American citizens? They still——

Mr. Gabrielson. Put us in their place. If we were in Japan what would we do?

The Chairman. I quite understand, but there seems to be a feeling here that we ought to open up Hawaii now to business as usual and put it back on the plain civil basis that it was before December 7, and that no harm would come from any Japanese: he would be loyal, and he would be a good citizen. Now, what is your view, after your years of experience?

Mr. Gabrielson. Keep it military.

The Chairman. What?

Mr. Gabrielson. Keep it military as it is. If you want to have safety you had better do that.

The Chairman. General?

General McNarney. How is the blackout being observed? In other words, do you have many complaints?

Mr. Gabrielson. You come out some night with us.

General McNarney. I was out once.

Mr. Gabrielson. You were? Well, did you find many?

[1307] General McNarney. No; I could find but one ray of light. I compared it to the blackouts in London and in Moscow, and it is better than in London and as good as in Moscow.

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes. Well, there is a lot of complaints that we have, but it is just the least bit of light some place. You don't see any place lit up. Once in a while we get some stores down there where people have gone away, or we had a restaurant the other night: they went away and left the lights. It was 4:30, and it was light, and they forgot the lights. And there are a few stores every night or so that do that, but you don't see any houses lit up.
The Chairman. I can testify that the thing is perfect; I have been out.

Mr. Gabrielson. If any of you other gentlemen would like to go out some night we would be glad to send you out.

Admiral Standley. I think I would like to do that some night, Chief. I will get in touch with you.

Mr. Gabrielson. Well, you get in touch with me, and I will be glad to.

General McCoy. Haven't you been out any night?

Admiral Standley. Oh, I have been out, but I have gone to and from prior.

Mr. Gabrielson. I will tell you, you go out now between 7 and 9 and you will see how damn dark it is.

Admiral Standley. Well, I have been on the street up on the hill.

Mr. Gabrielson. The only lights you see are the lights down at Hickam and Pearl Harbor where they are working and along the docks. They work down there. And then where they have these people interned on Sand Island they have a little light; they are getting that fixed now. But for the citizens, they observe it very good. I'll tell you, the Japanese people are very law-abiding. They are far better than the white race in being law-abiding.

[1308] The Chairman. Orders are orders.

Mr. Gabrielson. Orders are orders, and they obey their parents. It is a disgrace for a policeman to come to their house, and they are very law-abiding. The Chinese are next, and the haoles are next. The haoles are about three times worse than the Japanese.

The Chairman. Who are haoles?

Mr. Gabrielson. You and I, white people. We have some terrible ones over here.

The Chairman. Admiral?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

Mr. Gabrielson. Now let's see. You wanted to get that information of—

The Chairman. Of any reports of riotous parties on Saturday evening, December 6. Complaints of noise and riot.

Now, Chief, you have a long experience in this island. Have you any facts or any thoughts or any opinions to offer this Commission that will help it in forming its conclusions?

Mr. Gabrielson. No. I don't think I have.

The Chairman. You think we have emptied you by our questions, do you?

Mr. Gabrielson. As far as my information is concerned, the only thing I can say: there is too much red tape in doing everything.

The Chairman. Is that a criticism of the Army and Navy?

Mr. Gabrielson. It is a criticism of the United States Government. Say before they start I would like to make a suggestion or recommendation, and that is that the Navy enlist men for the shore patrol and let them serve their enlistment as shore patrol officers. In the first place, we would get much better service from the shore patrol than we do. It is the system under which they work. They will have a large shore party, and then they will send over so many men to act as shore patrol. They don't know anything about it. They don't know what to do, and they have to arrest their buddies, and they just don't do it. Now, the military police
have an organization in which they are in there for the duration of their enlistment.

The Chairman. And they are trained?

Mr. Gabrielson. And they are trained, and they are far more efficient. Now, that is, it is the system that I am talking about, not the individual men.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Gabrielson. But if they could—and I think the Navy is large enough, and I think the Navy over here should organize a shore patrol of men who do nothing but that work.

The Chairman. Chief, what was your observation of General Short's efficiency so far as concerns integrating the civilian defense here and the military arm? Had he been busy on that?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, General Short—I might give you, if you care to, a little history of what we had been doing under General Herron.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Gabrielson. He asked if we could organize a group of guards to take over the guarding of all public utilities and all communication lines and bridges of the Army outside of reservations. I told him that we could. We then organized 2500 men. We had them semi-trained in theory. We had officers go out and lecture to them, we gave them first aid, we had them given instructions in the riot gun. Those men were organized so that they could be called out on a very short notice. General Short was in accord with that, and then this act of the Home Guard was put in, and these men were not used.

The Chairman. General Short was active in getting the M-Day Bill passed too, was he not?

Mr. Gabrielson. Yes, I understand that he was.

The Chairman. Have you any questions?

[1310] (There was no response.)

The Chairman. Our investigation, Chief, is such that we feel it necessary to ask you not to discuss outside with anyone what went in in this room.

Mr. Gabrielson. I will observe that. Thank you.

The Chairman. Thank you, sir.

[1311] TESTIMONY OF MAJOR GENERAL BRIANT H. WELLS, UNITED STATES ARMY, RETIRED

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name to the reporter, General?

General Wells. Major General United States Army, Retired, and Executive Vice President and Secretary of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association.

The Chairman. How long have you lived on Oahu, General?

General Wells. I arrived here on 24 October, 1930, and with the exception of some short leaves—one of them as long as six months on the mainland—I have been here ever since.

General McNarney. In what capacity did you first come here?

General Wells. I first came here in command of the Hawaiian Division, stationed at Schofield Barracks, and served there for 11 months, and then I succeeded to the command of the department at Fort Shafter. I held that command 4 years and 3 months.
The Chairman. And you retired from the service when you were commander of that department?

General Wells. Yes.

The Chairman. And you continued to live here?

General Wells. Yes.

The Chairman. Are you familiar with the work of General Short since he has been Department Commander here?

General Wells. No, I cannot say I am familiar with his military work. I have met him on numerous occasions in connection with his cooperation with the civilian community. I have visited at his home and I had him at my home, but I have not discussed the defense plans or the military action with him except in the way of old friends talking about personalities, perhaps.

[1312] The Chairman. From your observation, was he active and interested in integrating the civilian defense with the Army defense?

General Wells. I think very much so, yes.

The Chairman. You think he made some progress in that respect?

General Wells. Yes, I do.

The Chairman. Was the attack on Oahu on the morning of December 7 a surprise to you, General?

General Wells. It was, indeed; yes.

The Chairman. Was it the opinion in the community here that there might be such a raid on the island or was that ruled out of the probabilities as you gathered the opinions here?

General Wells. That is a hard question to answer. My own opinion from the time I was in command, and perhaps I have uttered it in the critiques, maneuvers, and so on, among the officers in my command that no nation would ever attack these islands for the purpose of capturing them unless they had possession of the sea and control of the sea lanes.

If they had that control they could bring as many men as they wanted, and they would never bring fewer than they wanted, and they probably knew how many we had here.

It would be a case of our being under a state of siege for a while, but that was my opinion with respect to an attack for the purpose of capturing it. We always emphasized the danger of a raid. That might come at any time. I have always had in mind that there might be one. I might say that I have given very little thought to that since the presence of the fleet here.

I have been asked numerous times by people who were a little anxious, about whether they should go back to the mainland and what were the prospects of an attack here, and I said that it was inconceivable to me that the Japanese or any other nation could pull off even a raid here while our whole American [1313] fleet is in these waters. That, of course, was on the presumption that they were not only in the waters but that they were on guard.

I think that was the general impression.

The Chairman. You thought that it was inconceivable that such a raid would take place in Pearl Harbor here?

General Wells. Yes, and that was the opinion of most informed people.

The Chairman. Do you have any knowledge of the habits of the soldiers and sailors on leave or liberty on Saturday nights when a
great number of leaves were granted? Did you have occasion to be in the city and to observe them?

General Wells. Well, I was chairman of what you might call the Mayor's entertainment committee for the enlisted men of the services. That was a committee of five citizens, and we had a great many subcommittees. We had one committee on church work and Mr. Wilke of the YMCA, and he coordinated his work with the churches with respect to the men on leave.

We had another one for visiting the homes. Many people opened their homes; then we had another one on dancing. Mrs. Pfleuger was in charge of arranging dances for the men, and there were a couple of other various committees that I will not mention, which covered the whole situation.

These committees preceded the activities of the U.S.O. which have taken them over and which have charge of them.

There was a great deal of activity and many people tried to be of some help to so many soldiers and sailors coming ashore on weekends and Wednesday afternoons and more or less, after they had once seen the city, there was very little for them to see, and we wanted to get them out around the island and had trips and have them visit the homes and be hospitable. This community is more or less very hospitable.

I used to attend some of the dances and look them over and [1314] I got the impression that the morale was high and that they were having a good time. They appreciated all that was being done for them. As an old Army man I thought a lot of it was a lot of fol-de-rol. They do not need so much petting as they are getting, and they had some books sent out to the camps and some of the National Guard people have established some libraries.

The Chairman. How about the behavior on Saturday night with respect to drunkenness?

General Wells. Well, I can't say I was downtown very often late Saturday night, but I will say I have never seen a better behaved bunch of soldiers and sailors. They are a clean bunch of boys. That was noticeable.

That was remarked upon. The Chief of Police has told me that they are getting in very little trouble. During my administration here the behavior of the soldiers and sailors as far as I observed it was excellent.

The Chairman. Have you heard rumors that one reason for the severity of the losses of the United States on the morning of the 7th of December was that both officers and men had been drinking to such an extent the night before that they were not fit for full service on the morning in question? Have you heard such rumors?

General Wells. No, I have not.

The Chairman. You have not?

General Wells. No.

The Chairman. There have been such rumors which have come to us. Do you credit them from your knowledge of conditions here?

General Wells. No, I do not.

The Chairman. What do you have to say as to the condition of the officers of the Army and Navy so far as they came under your observation with respect to night drinking parties around the island?
General Wells. I guess I go to as many tea parties as anybody does, as the average citizen, and I would say I have never seen a naval officer drunk since the fleet has been here. I can say that with very rare exceptions I haven't seen a sailor on the street except once in a while you would see them wobble along under the supervision of the military police or the shore patrol who had been under tow and were taking them home, but nothing like I have seen in other times.

The Chairman. You would say that the conditions have been better here in recent times than they were in earlier days?

General Wells. I think that considering the number of people here that they are far better than they were in my 44½ years of military service.

The Chairman. General, did you have any apprehensions of espionage or sabotage from those of Japanese blood on the island, whether alien or citizens, before December 7th?

General Wells. Did I have any apprehension?

The Chairman. Yes, of sabotage or espionage.

General Wells. No. I would say in that connection that I have had occasion to talk to people of that ancestry, both people who are and who are not citizens, particularly the new Americans, and I have always had the attitude that we never would know concerning certain individuals.

We could not expect unanimity of loyalty. We do not find that anywhere, even among the Anglo-Saxon citizens. But to credit sabotage, I don't think so here. I did not have any credit as to the sabotage stories.

There have been dire predictions made for 40 years, and since I have been here, which is 11 years now, about what was going to happen in case we had war with Japan. You may be familiar with the old story of the naval woman who was supposed to have asked her maid about what was going to happen and what was she going to do in time of war, and her reply was, "I am going next door and kill the woman over there, and the maid over there will come over here and kill you." That is an old story. It has been repeated many times. We have been told about dire predictions that the docks would be burned and that the guns would be taken from the rear, and that many things would be destroyed, and the waterworks would be blown up, and all kinds of dire predictions that would happen.

Even before, when I was in command, there was a report that 50,000 Japanese were armed and they had their organization and would rise up overnight.

I never believed these things. I took the precaution to find out about them and none of these things ever happened. I have always said that in time of peace you may never know and we never are sure of anyone, but whenever it comes down to an emergency you can tell and it would not take more than a week to know where people stood.

I have always believed that when the Japanese are citizens of Japanese ancestry that it is not possible to wipe out citizenship. Our whole country is made up of people from all races and one citizen is just as good as another citizen as far as rights are concerned. By
rounding them up and putting them in a corner you can make them disloyal just as by pushing them in the face and showing that you suspect them.

That is not my idea.

Then, as an example, we have the commissioners who investigate this island with respect to statehood and they have about 25 congressmen sent over and they have hearings for a three weeks' period and they go around to the other islands and talk to a number of people, and some of them are outstanding citizens and some are crack-pots. They hear both sides; then they wind up by saying that you have a great population here, a great area, and this is a matter of concern, and then the question of education and that you are entitled to statehood but you have got a lot of people down here that we don't know about and therefore we are not prepared—or words [1317] to that effect—to recommend statehood at this time. That is what Hawaii has suffered under for years.

We never do know, and while I see that these predictions have been made, they have not happened so far, and maybe they won't. I do not say they won't happen, but it has not happened yet.

Then one of the cabinet officers came down here to report and when he was asked if there were any fifth columnists here he said that it was the greatest efficiency in that line that has come out of the war since Norway.

I think that is slanderous; it is not true.

The Chairman. Were you conscious of the fact that there was a vast corps of so-called Japanese consular agents at work here? That is, under the consulates prior to December 7?

General Wells. Yes. I might say in that connection that for times back even into my command my G-2 officer said that there were these consular agents up and down in the islands, but I was never able to find to what extent they were consular agents.

I made an investigation and I concluded they were just Japanese desiring to keep in touch with their people and they would have communications with various people but I did not see any way to counter it than to find out about who they were, and on many occasions I found that they were working, reliable people.

They had a certain natural attachment, perhaps, for their own country and they would write letters to the consul once in a while and they were giving us information—some of them, and it was quite common that while we knew the consul when he came, he would come by and make a trip around the islands and get in touch with these people, but that they were agents in the sense of being spies I never have believed that they were.

The Chairman. Did you have any notion prior to December 7 [1318] that Japan had critical and accurate information of everything that there was on these islands and that was going on on these islands?

General Wells. Well, if you had lived here as long as I have and seen the place fill up and the roads and other improvements made and were familiar with the type of workmen that we get coming through here, Japanese, Portuguese, and many others, and these trips and so forth, it is inconceivable that anybody who wants to know anything could not find it out without having a lot of spies. That has always been my view.
Then we have the prohibition against taking photographs of various installations, guns, ammunition, and storage. They take precautions, and I think they are necessary, but you have ships coming in and out all the time and the Japanese training ships coming in here and receiving the courtesies of the port and being turned loose, anywhere from 75 to 100 cadets in training, and they associate with their friends in town and get taxis, automobiles, and ride around. So, as far as information is concerned, I do not see how it can be helped, because when anybody wanted the information he could get it. Insofar as getting information is concerned, I do not think it could be helped.

The Chairman. Do you think it was a wise thing to declare martial law when the emergency occurred on December 7?

General Wells. I don’t know. I don’t know if my opinion is worth anything, particularly in answer to a question from a Justice of the Supreme Court, but I always did feel this way; than even when the people were talking about the so-called M-day that martial law would be required anyhow. That is, some kind of authority should be given to the commanding general, and they should work in connection with the civil government insofar as it is necessary for the execution of the plan of defense. I never had any idea that they should interfere with it. I do not believe in that. I certainly would not think that.

By that I mean there is a certain plan of defense here that the commanding general is responsible for and he is to be given sufficient from Washington to make that plan effective and Washington is responsible for giving him all the means to carry on his plan.

Now, if the commanding general wanted to say that the Kamehameha Road will be closed for traffic on that road between such and such a time and for such and such a day, that he should have the authority to do so, but without asking, say, the Mayor or anyone else.

Then if he wants to do certain work on a water system or take over the communications or the docks and the shipping and things of that kind, it should be necessary for him to do that without any difficulty in order to move his troops wherever he wants to. In other words, to carry out his plan he should have that authority, and I do not know anything short of martial law which will do that.

The Chairman. Do you think that the situation today requires that that still be the case?

General Wells. Yes, I think the commanding general should have the authority in every particular to carry out his plan of defense, and I think that he should utilize the civilian setup.

The Chairman. Yes, certainly.

General Wells. To utilize it to the limit, and I know people here are yearning to do it, and I do not think you could ever find a community that is more cooperative than they are here because they have lived with the Army and Navy here longer than any other community that I know of. They are a nationally-minded people. They want to help.

I think if I may be permitted without criticism to say that they feel sometimes as if they are not being used to the extent that they would like to be used, and they have been somewhat patient under the conflicting orders, which is more or less natural,
particularly in view of the fact that General Short comes in and gets these things started and then there is a new man coming in and there is still some confusion until it is worked out.

General McNarney. General, you were in command of the Hawaiian Department for a while. You said you had talked with General Short and you had met him. You must have formed your personal opinion as to his competency to hold his command here and to carry out the defense of this place. I would like to know what your personal opinion of General Short is.

The Chairman. Of course, this is absolutely confidential. Nothing said goes out of this room.

General Wells. Well, I have known General Short for a number of years. I have never served in the same outfit with him but have known his reputation and have seen him a good deal since he has been here.

I would say that General Short is as good as the average officer who would be assigned to this command.

Of course, it is an unfortunate thing when anything like this happens. I do not know that I should go any further in answering that, but I do not feel that when any disaster as great as the one which happened here comes, that it is the responsibility of the case that no man can be relieved of. Excuses do not excuse.

I feel that way toward the General. I would hate to have his career ended because there is a lot left in him for something else. If I were in command myself I would expect to be relieved under conditions of this kind. However, I would not expect to have my whole career blasted, but I would expect to have that under the circumstances. A captain losing a ship often goes down with it.

General McNarney. Do you know Admiral Kimmel at all intimately?

General Wells. Only since he has been here. I have met him quite a number of times.

General McNarney. What opinion have you formed as to his capabilities?

General Wells. I think he is a man of very high character. As to his efficiency I know nothing except what I have been told. He was rated as very high. I would not have any way of judging his efficiency.

General McNarney. So far as you know, was the civilian community satisfied with the two chief commanders?

General Wells. I do not think the civilian community knew anything, very much about his ability. I think they were a little peeved at one time by the talk he made before the Chamber of Commerce where he criticized the place quite harshly for the lack of preparation in connection with the whole thing and that, I think, made them feel not so cordial toward him as toward General Short, but that is only the impression of the things that I have heard. I do not know that it is of any value, but I have heard that they did have that feeling that his criticism was not called for.

General McNarney. What is your feeling toward the relaxation of the liquor restrictions?

General Wells. You mean my opinion about doing it now?

General McNarney. Yes.

General Wells. Well, I do not think it would hurt anything. I would relax them if I were in command. I do not know for what
time. I never thought of it before, but it might be for certain hours in the afternoon, maybe, or something of that kind.

I did not believe in prohibition. I think our people have taken the personal restrictions splendid and fine. I do not know that there is any discontent on the island, but if it is going to continue indefinitely, you will begin to see the usual bootleggers coming in, and I would hate to see that come about.

General McNary. What is your feeling about the curfew?

General Wells. Well, I think this: that if the time comes—and I hope it is here now—when patrolling and scouting are sufficiently efficient to give a reasonable time of alarm warning that then they could relax the blackout. Say up until nine o'clock or maybe ten. That would help the morale of the people. They could get an alarm system going so that they can quickly give the alarm for the blackout and have everybody in, but I do not approve of what has happened up to date.

I think the people would appreciate it very much if it could be relaxed a little in that respect because of this gloom most of the time and everybody cannot fix the blackout material that the people who are better fixed can do. However, I think the scheme of keeping the people off the streets during the blackout is good.

Admiral Reeves. General, it is obvious that the success of the raid on December 7 was partially and perhaps entirely due to the information in the hands of the Japanese. What steps do you think would be effective to prevent such information reaching Japan in the future?

General Wells. You mean reaching them from now on?

Admiral Reeves. Yes, from now on.

General Wells. Well, I certainly would censor everything. I suppose it is being done. I suppose I would see that no radiograms or cablegrams or anything of that kind were transmitted there. I suppose those steps have already been taken. If they are taken I do not know of anything or any way that the information about here can reach there.

The Chairman. Suppose we let the fishing fleet start out in full force again?

General Wells. What is that?

[1322] The Chairman. Suppose we let the Japanese fishing fleet out again in full force.

General Wells. I have always considered the Japanese fishing fleet as an asset.

The Chairman. Well, it is an asset in the sense that it is a great provider of food.

General Wells. Well, there has been a great deal of talk and people would say, "Just think of all these sampans around here, not knowing who was loyal and so forth." For a great many people you never can tell.

I said, "What is to prevent us from taking the boats and using them for ourselves if the Government wanted to?"

They are a means of getting food. I certainly would see that they were out fishing under the supervision of the Navy or put our own crews on them or at least put a guard on the alien crews. I think they are a big asset. I certainly think they perform a considerable function in supplying and serving food to the people.
Admiral Reeves. Would you take any measures restricting the Japanese on the island other than censorship?

General Wells I do not know what steps have been taken, but I always had in mind that they would take the leaders in tow. I think they have been taken in tow. There may be some out, but it is my understanding that the F. B. I. got about 300 in the immigration station and conducted an investigation.

I may say that I have been rather intimate with Mr. Shivers who is in charge of the F. B. I. He has a large F. B. I. outfit here, and I have assisted him whenever I could.

There are 35 plantations throughout these islands in our Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association with which I am associated.

I have taken up with the managers of these 35 plantations the question of furnishing Mr. Shivers a list of the Japanese, aliens as well as citizens born, on these plantations.

I also wanted their estimate of the character of every—[1324] body and some indication of those that he thought might be disloyal in case of what happened now, and those he felt he could absolutely bank on in an alarming situation and those leaders that he could not.

I think Mr. Shivers has a lot of these reports but he was astounded about it, although it was not much of a surprise to me, about the very few people that these managers were willing to put down as being suspicious characters. However, from now on I see no reason why the situation should not be controlled through the F. B. I. and the Army and the Navy Intelligence agency. People have had very trying times, of course.

General McCoy. Would you be in favor of rounding up all the Japanese on one island under a guard?

General Wells. That is a fantastic idea which I discounted years ago. That was the idea that some people had when I first came over here and I think it is the most foolish situation that I could think of.

General McCoy. You do not think it would be practical?

General Wells. No, sir, I do not think it would be practical to start with. It may be advisable for a certain number when you investigate them as the federal agencies are and to have a concentration camp; I don’t know, but they can’t get a better place than they are now taking care of them and keeping them. If it is necessary to establish some other camp on one of these islands somewhere, there is no place to put them and it would only be a nuisance and a bother. Kahoolawe has nothing on it and Niihau might be a pleasant place. Very few people ever get a chance to see it.

General McCoy. In the case of a future Japanese major attack on these islands—assuming that the fleet would be unable to prevent the Japanese attack—do you think that the people of Japanese blood would go in with the Japanese landing parties or undertake sabotage, the sabotage which has been[1325] envisaged by certain responsible officials from time to time?

General Wells. I never have thought so. I think the recent experience has indicated that they would not. I cannot imagine a more favorable opportunity for sabotage then that which was here on December 7th and nothing happened. If there had been any concerted information going back and forth on that occasion, the people here looking for such a thing to happen, they certainly had every oppor-
tunity for it when it occurred and they could have done anything they
wanted to because even the emergency guards were not out.

The Chairman. Do you know that General Short had ordered his
Alert No. 1 which was an alert against sabotage and therefore there
was a doubled guard? Do you know that?

General Wells. I did not see any on the streets. I have seen the
alert on the bridges. I suppose No. 1 Alert, if that is sabotage, would
be on all the time.

The Chairman. No, it has not been.

General Wells. To answer your question, General McCoy, with re-
spect to the people of Japanese blood, second generation and some
third generation, and there are a number of them who don't even
speak Japanese or understand it and they have graduated from our
schools, and it has been the policy of the War Department to have
the R. O. T. C. in these schools and they are eligible for commissions
in the Reserve Corps, and when they started the draft they drafted
them, and I think in the last draft there were 75% of the people of
Japanese blood. They are being trained now at Schofield Barracks.

I must assume that they will be loyal. If a man is in the United
States service he is under the orders of his officers, and if he is disloyal
there is a way to take care of that and you and I know what it is
and that is the best way to handle that thing. I do not think we should
refuse to give a man a gun or let him handle a bayonet for fear that
he will stick our [1526] own troops in the back.

As far as the alien population is concerned, we do not always ex-
pect that they will be loyal, but I think a great many of them would
be. The story that they will get on the beaches when there is a force
attacking here and they do not have anything but clubs and they might
club our men and assisting the forces landing on the beach—that is
just inconceivable to me. If some group started they would be
promptly be taken care of if we have any efficiency.

General McCoy. This group you think would be loyal to the uniform
of the United States?

General Wells. Yes, the Hawaiian Division is.

General McCoy. I mean this 75% of those of Japanese blood?

General Wells. Yes, I think there are indications that they would
be.

General McCoy. Do you think they should be left here or taken to
some other field of operations?

General Wells. I think they should be treated like any other of our
citizens until they commit some overt act which justifies handling them
different.

I think that is the question with respect to loyalty just as we had
in the other war. You and I remember the situation when we had
people coming into the camp and some of them could not speak Eng-
lish and we had some trouble in training them but they turned out
to be loyal Americans, and so far as I know we had very little diffi-
culty with them.

Of course you could take the whole outfit under surveillance if you
wanted to, but I think these suspicions have gone on long enough and
have been disproved, it appears to me. I am willing to wait and see
what if anything they will do.

If I were in command of the beach patrol and the beach defense, I
would not hesitate to use the National Guard and to put those in it,
these drafted men, just like I would use the other troops. We have plenty of people observing what is going on and we could give them very good notice of what is going to happen before anything does happen as far as it concerns the island here. Our danger comes from not knowing what is going on overseas.

Admiral Standley. You spoke of your relations with the head of the F. B. I., Mr. Shivers?

General Wells. Mr. Shivers, yes.

Admiral Standley. And also as commanding general here for four years you must have had quite a lot of experience with the question of cooperation between G-2, the Naval Intelligence, and the F. B. I. What is your estimate of that cooperation or lack of cooperation and coordination?

General Wells. In my time we did not have any F. B. I. to amount to anything. As far as the Navy and Army were concerned the cooperation was cordial and sufficient and I would say as perfect as it could be. We didn't have the agencies in town like now. They were out on the post, but my G-2 was all the time cooperating with the Naval Intelligence.

There was an F. B. I. man here for a while by the name of Mac-Intosh, I think. He was here all alone. He did not have anyone else with him. I used to see him once in a while. He used to investigate the various activities, violations against the federal law. Sometimes he would ask for your opinion about somebody who was going to be appointed a judge, or something like that.

Eventually it was ruled in Washington that there was not enough work for an F. B. I. man here and he was taken away. Then there was something that happened in connection with opium and he came back here again and then was gone again and was sent to Buffalo.

When President Roosevelt was here I was in command and I mentioned that to him. I said, "It is not my job particularly [1328] but I think this is a place that is sufficiently important to place here an F. B. I. agency and they should have someone here all the time and not have the case of someone here for a while and then being taken away when the Director of the Budget cuts the appropriation and then sends the man somewhere."

He told me to make a note of that among other things that he wanted, and I did, and then this resulted, and it has been growing ever since.

General McCoy. What was the reason for having the F. B. I. agency here in addition to your own G-2 or the O. N. I.?

General Wells. You are asking for an opinion about peace times. The Army and the Navy officials are not supposed to be digging into the private affairs of other people. The Congress is very jealous of that and whenever they find out that our G-2 has done anything they are likely to cut the appropriation, because they said, "You military people are spying on the civilians."

It was not a case of spying on them and if you wanted to send a military intelligence man to a labor union meeting and they found it out, there was trouble.

We needed a federal agency here at all times to investigate these things, because the military is supposed to be subordinate to the
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civilian life in time of peace, and the only way to get it was to have those people here who could get the information.

General McCoy. If you had found your G-2 prying into private business during peace times, you would have stopped it?

General Wells. Not unless I thought somebody was going to catch me.

General McCoy. If we did not have martial law these same peacetime conditions would govern and the Army and Navy intelligence would not be able to do the job efficiently?

General Wells. That is right.

[1329] There has been a lot of fine cooperation between them since Shivers came to establish this rather large agency here, because he has been able to get things done and he was always working in cooperation with the Army and the Navy.

The Chairman. Anything further?

Admiral Standley. No.

The Chairman. The nature of our inquiry is such that we are compelled to ask the witnesses not to discuss their testimony, or to mention to anyone on the outside anything that has happened in this room.

General Wells. Yes.

The Chairman. We will ask you to observe that.

General Wells. I will be glad to do that.

The Chairman. Thank you, General.

Colonel Brown. Mr. Judd.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

Mr. Judd. Yes, sir.

TESTIMONY OF HENRY PRATT JUDD, PROFESSOR OF HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE AND HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you state your full name for us, please?

Mr. Judd. Henry Pratt Judd.

The Chairman. What is your profession, sir?

Mr. Judd. I am professor of the Hawaiian language and history at the University of Hawaii.

The Chairman. I think you are also an ordained minister?

Mr. Judd. Yes.

The Chairman. Do you have a church here as minister?

Mr. Judd. Yes, I run a Hawaiian church.

The Chairman. I believe you have lived here all your life?

Mr. Judd. Sixty-one and a half years, sir.

The Chairman. Rumors have come to us, Mr. Judd, to the effect that the morale of the Army and Navy officers and men on this island prior to December 7, 1941, was bad in connection with the amount of excessive drinking, and that the men were not, by reason of that fact, up to their duties on the morning of December 7th. Now, we would like to know what you know from your personal observations which would tend to confirm or to contradict those rumors.

Mr. Judd. Yes, sir. My observation both on the streets of Honolulu as well as at Schofield Barracks where I go every summer because I am in the National Guard and have been for 20 years, is that the morale of the men was excellent. As I see them on the streets of
Honolulu the men seem well behaved and it would be an exception to see an intoxicated soldier or sailor. I would say that the morale of the men was excellent and the men were well behaved and a credit to the United States Government and to the representatives of the American people.

The Chairman. From your observations you would not expect that the Saturday night indulgences would result in any important diminution of the efficiency of the Army and the Navy on the morning of December 7th; is that right?

Mr. Judd. Sir, I heard afterward that there was something, but so far as I know I saw nothing in the way of general intoxication or general letting down.

The Chairman. You say you heard afterward?

Mr. Judd. Yes.

The Chairman. I take it you have heard the same rumors that we have, that officers were unfit for duty and many men were unfit for duty?

Mr. Judd. Yes, I heard that the higher-ups were having a party in this hotel.

The Chairman. In this hotel?

[1331]  Mr. Judd. That is the rumor that has been going around.

The Chairman. What higher-ups? Army or Navy?

Mr. Judd. Well, they said the admirals. I suppose that is the Navy.

The Chairman. Yes.

Do you get around to social affairs?

Mr. Judd. Yes.

The Chairman. Do you meet both Army and Navy officers?

Mr. Judd. Mostly Army officers.

The Chairman. What have you to say about the decorum in the matter of intoxication and drinking at parties?

Mr. Judd. Well, I would say it is comparable to the civilian life; no more drinking than among the civilian population, general speaking.

The Chairman. Honolulu is a very generous place in the matter of entertainment, isn't it?

Mr. Judd. Yes.

The Chairman. People are social-minded here?

Mr. Judd. Yes.

The Chairman. And I suppose the Army and Navy personnel, the officers particularly, are invited to parties very frequently?

Mr. Judd. Very much so, sir. I think the civilian population appreciates the Army and the Navy very much.

The Chairman. You have observed the work of the military law since it was put into effect on December 7th?

Mr. Judd. Yes.

The Chairman. Do you think it was a wise thing to put into effect after the attack?

Mr. Judd. I do, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Do you think it is working well?

Mr. Judd. Yes, sir, excellent.

[1332]  The Chairman. Would you be in favor under the present state of affairs to relax it and to turn the thing over to the civilian authorities in toto?
Mr. Judd. No, sir, not until the Japanese menace is cleaned out of the eastern part of the Pacific. We have got to get the submarines out of this section. Then it may be a time to relax it.

The Chairman. What is your view with respect to those of Japanese blood? Would you expect that in case of attack on this island that they would adhere to the United States?

Mr. Judd. I would expect that a large majority of them, yes, a large proportion of them.

The Chairman. You are conscious that there is a minority that would probably not?

Mr. Judd. Yes, just like probably on the mainland, where you have many people of German extraction.

The Chairman. Are you conscious of the fact that the Japanese espionage with respect to the affairs among the Army and Navy on this island was practically perfect?

Mr. Judd. It must have been just about perfect.

The Chairman. Do you think that the maintaining of the military law here will have some deterrent effect on the reduction of that in respect to any future attack here?

Mr. Judd. Yes. If Japan knows that our men are scattered all over the island, I think there is little danger of any repeated attack or a second attack.

The Chairman. Do you think that if Japan were conscious of the fact that civilian authority was entirely restored and that persons of Japanese blood had the same liberty that they had in peacetime, that there might be another one?

Mr. Judd. I think that as long as we have the splendid and efficient Army and Navy establishment here that I think that Japan would not try to go after us in spite of the fact that there may be 10% of the population who are potential saboteurs.

The Chairman. You would wish to retain the military control of things for the time being?

Mr. Judd. Yes, as long as there is any menace at all, it should be retained.

The Chairman. Any questions, General?

General McNarney. No questions.

The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Mr. Judd, you have been here for 61 years?

Mr. Judd. Yes.

Admiral Standley. There have been many occasions when the fleet, not being based here, has visited here on problems, say, in 1925, I think in 1927, and 1932.

Do you have any knowledge of the entertainments having been given by the various Governors of the Islands to the officers of the fleet and there being large parties at this hotel or some other hotel involving practically all the higher officials of the fleet? Have you attended any of those parties?

Mr. Judd. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

The Chairman. General McCoy, any questions?

General McCoy. No.
The Chairman. The nature of our inquiry is such, Mr. Judd, that we will ask you not to discuss with anyone on the outside anything that has taken place in this room.

Mr. Judd. That is the understanding.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, sir.

We will adjourn at this time until 2 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 12:30 o'clock p.m., a recess was taken until 2 o'clock p.m. of the same day.)

[1334] afternoon session

The proceedings were resumed at 2 o'clock p.m., at the expiration of the recess.

Colonel Brown. Mr. Wilke, Mr. Justice.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn, sir?

TESTIMONY OF WESLIE THEODORE WILKE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, ARMY AND NAVY YMCA, HONOLULU, T. H.

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name to the reporter?

Mr. Wilke. Yes, sir. Weslie Theodore Wilke. Not the man who ran for President.

The Chairman. How long have you been on the island, Mr. Wilke?

Mr. Wilke. Since '32. 1932.

The Chairman. And in what capacity have you been here?

Mr. Wilke. I have been the executive secretary of the Army and Navy YMCA all during that period, coming here from Panama, where I was in a similar capacity.

The Chairman. How long had you served in the same capacity in Panama?

Mr. Wilke. Three years in Panama.

The Chairman. Had you been in Army-Navy YMCA service anywhere else before that?

Mr. Wilke. Oh, yes. In California.

The Chairman. Where?

Mr. Wilke. Vallejo, opposite Mare Island.

The Chairman. Opposite Mare Island?

Mr. Wilke. Yes.

The Chairman. Where else?

Mr. Wilke. That's all.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Wilke. Well, I served with the YMCA during the war overseas, and then was out and came back in.

[1335] The Chairman. Yes. Mr. Wilke, you have had a great deal of opportunity to observe these Army and Navy boys on leave, haven't you, on liberty?

Mr. Wilke. That's all I have been doing.

The Chairman. We have heard numerous rumors that on Saturday nights here in Honolulu there has been a great deal of drinking and bad conduct amongst the troops. Now, first of all, has there been much of that?
Mr. Wilke. There is a certain amount of drinking. My considered opinion is that it isn't as great as it would be among the same number of civilians.

The Chairman. Are you conscious of the attempts of the Army and Navy police and patrol to control that situation?

Mr. Wilke. Absolutely; work right with them all the time on that very thing.

The Chairman. Are they pretty efficient?

Mr. Wilke. They are very efficient.

The Chairman. And you are, of course, conscious that when a large fleet comes ashore and a great many men are turned loose in a city like Honolulu where liquor is obtainable it is impossible to prevent some drinking?

Mr. Wilke. Certainly.

The Chairman. Certainly.

Mr. Wilke. We take care of many intoxicated men in our place. By that I mean, if a man is intoxicated somewhat we put him to bed, send him back to his station when he is sober. That is simply a condition that results from a little too much liquor. But the great mass of the men certainly are not afflicted that way.

The Chairman. Now, Mr. Wilke, I gathered that you thought conditions here were better than in other places where you had served; Panama, for example?

Mr. Wilke. No, I don't believe they are any better or any worse. Conditions are different in each place, and certain elements in the local conditions affect it.

The Chairman. Certainly.

Mr. Wilke. But I don't believe the men are any different here than they are in San Diego.

The Chairman. There have been rumors that there was so much drinking amongst the personnel on the night of Saturday, December 6, that a large proportion of of the force was unfit for duty that morning. What have you to say as to your personal observation on that evening?

Mr. Wilke. I wouldn't believe that to be true.

The Chairman. Was Saturday evening, December 6, any worse than any other Saturday evening, to your observation, where there is a similar crowd ashore?

Mr. Wilke. I don't think so. It probably was worse than it would be now with the saloons closed.

The Chairman. Oh, I quite understand.

Mr. Wilke. But I think it was a normal Saturday evening.

The Chairman. You would have not much opportunity to observe the habit of the officers of either arm of the service with respect to liquor, would you?

Mr. Wilke. Well, not to a great extent. I know a great many officers, of course, but we cater largely to the enlisted personnel.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Wilke. Yes. And the officers, our contact with the officers, comes through the fact that most of them get their transportation back to the station from our place there, you see, the bus station.

The Chairman. The officers?

Mr. Wilke. Yes, officers.
The Chairman. Have you seen intoxicated officers going back and forth, to report?
Mr. Wilke. Occasionally.
The Chairman. Occasionally?
Mr. Wilke. Occasionally, yes, sir.

[1337] The Chairman. Mr. Wilke, how in your judgment has the martial law operated here? Well?
Mr. Wilke. I think it has operated well. It is inconvenient, perhaps, but it is operating well.
The Chairman. I suppose your stay on this island has acquainted you with the amount and character of those of Japanese blood, whether aliens or citizens, hasn't it?
Mr. Wilke. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Do you think that the continuance of martial law, if there is an emergency and a danger of possibly another attack from Japan, will have any effect in keeping that element of the population in line?
Mr. Wilke. I think so.
The Chairman. Would you abrogate it and go back to civil life now? Would you want that done, as a citizen here, if you thought the emergency were not over?
Mr. Wilke. As a citizen I would not do it.
General McCoy. I think I have one or two little points that I should like to have Mr. Wilke consider.
Since the draft act went into effect quite a large proportion of the soldiers drafted from the Hawaiian Islands would naturally be of Japanese blood, wouldn't they?
Mr. Wilke. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Would you have a feeling that they would be loyal soldiers to the American flag?
Mr. Wilke. My feeling has always been that they would be loyal. So far, from what little observation I have had of them, because they have been stationed away from us to a considerable extent, I have no reason to change my mind.
General McCoy. Do the Japanese parents seem to resent the fact that their sons are serving under the American flag?
Mr. Wilke. I can't answer that question. I know no parents that I have talked with.
General McCoy. It would have been better for us to have asked that question of the general secretary.
Mr. Wilke. Yes. He has contact with the civilians. You understand, here our YMCA setup is quite different than elsewhere; the Army and Navy YMCA is totally and entirely separate from the civilian organization. We are part of a national organization that serves military and naval personnel. We do not, except that we work together in many ways, but we——
General McCoy. I am on your board.
Mr. Wilke. Yes.
General McCoy. Your national board.
Mr. Wilke. Yes, sir. I am glad to hear that, sir.
General McCoy. Do many of the soldiers and the sailors spend the night in the club?
Mr. Wilke. Before the blitz we had to set up cots in our place two or three times a week. Every bed would be occupied every night. We have 400 beds. We set up 375 cots, and we had the men sleeping on the floor in many of the public rooms. So that that partially answers your question. It was not possible to give all-night liberty to a great number of men who might want it because there were not suitable accommodations ashore to take care of them. Of course, that is all changed, because there is no all-night liberty now except to a very few.

General McCoy. Do you know what the regulations of the Army and Navy were about all-night liberty prior to the attack?

Mr. Wilke. As to which men secured all-night liberty? My feeling is that it was rather liberal, that a man whose record was good could get all-night liberty if he requested it.

General McCoy. Was there a large number of such liberty men on the night of December 6?

Mr. Wilke. Yes, there was. Of course I don't know that it was proportionately any greater than it would be any other Saturday night. I don't suppose it was, but our building was crowded that night, and we had—I can't tell you exactly, but we probably had 700 people sleeping in the place that night.

[1339] General McCoy. Did you have any disorder or trouble with them?

Mr. Wilke. No, sir.

General McCoy. What time did they go back to their stations? Do you know?

Mr. Wilke. They went back instantly when they heard the announcement. Our dining room was completely filled with men. Every table, every stool, every chair was filled, and when the radio announcement came that all men were to go back they dropped their knives and forks and left. In two minutes they were gone. That was their response to that. The reaction was instantaneous. Every man jack left for his post, even though hardly any of them believed at that moment that it was anything but an alert.

General McCoy. There were no officers there to herd them out?

Mr. Wilke. There were no officers.

General McCoy. All on their own initiative?

Mr. Wilke. Yes. The announcement was made by one of our staff over the loudspeaker, who got the announcement over the radio. The morale of the men was high, and I saw no one that morning, and I was right there, who was in the least under the influence of liquor. Not a man.

Admiral Reeves. The men who stayed overnight with you would have been the men most likely to have been under the influence of liquor, would they not?

Mr. Wilke. A great many of them would.

Admiral Reeves. The men who were sober went home during the night?

Mr. Wilke. Those——

Admiral Reeves. I mean, the probability is that any intoxicated man would have stayed ashore rather than gone back earlier in the night?

Mr. Wilke. Well, on Saturday night, Admiral, the men usually have a forty-eight, and they don't have to go back [1340] un-
til the next day, so most of those men are perfectly all right. Now, men who are intoxicated that we handle are usually men who get too much to drink in some place and they bring them up in taxicabs and unload them at our place. Now, there are some of those—that's bound to happen—but the percentage is so small that it really isn't worth remarking about.

General McCoy. How many would you say, just offhand, on a big night like Saturday night, would be turned in that way to you?

Mr. Wilke. Fifteen, perhaps. Twelve, fifteen, in there. And out of a thousand men you wouldn't consider that a proportion for a jar- boree such as Saturday night would naturally be when they go ashore.

General McCoy. I have no further questions.

The CHAIRMAN. We have asked all the witnesses not to communi-
cate what goes on in this room to anyone outside.

Mr. Wilke. That's right. Certainly,

The CHAIRMAN. We are very much indebt to you for your com-
ment and giving us the benefit of your testimony.

Mr. Wilke. I think you recognize the fact that I am a strong ad-
erent of the enlisted personnel of the Army and the Navy; nobody can tell me anything wrong about them.

Thank you, gentlemen.

Colonel Brown. Governor Poindexter.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn, Governor?

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH B. POINDEXTER, GOVERNOR OF THE TERRITORY OF HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give the reporter your full name, Gov-
ernor?


The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been governor of the Hawaiian Islands?

Governor Poindexter. Since the 1st of March, '34.

[1341] The CHAIRMAN. Have you heard anything that led you to believe that there might on or about December 7 be an air raid?

Governor Poindexter. Not a word. I was as much astonished as any person could possibly be over an unexpected happening.

The CHAIRMAN. Would it be fair to say that the general feeling here was one of security against such a thing, Governor?

Governor Poindexter. Well, I believe that at that time it was. Of course, there has been a general feeling here that when anything did happen it would happen to Hawaii because we were here at the outfront, the outpost.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. But I am sure it was my feeling, and I think it was the feeling of most of the public here, that while this conference was going along in Washington, and while we feared the result of that conference wouldn't be what we hoped for, yet that under those circumstances there wasn't a possibility, I might say, or a probability of anything occurring like did happen on the 7th of December.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, was it at your initiation that martial law was declared in the emergency? At your request?
Governor Poindexter. No. It was at the request of the Army.
The Chairman. At the request of the Army?
Governor Poindexter. General Short.
The Chairman. Do you think it was a good thing to do in that emergency?
Governor Poindexter. Well, this was the way it was represented. Of course, being a civilian, I was not very keen about having martial law, you will understand, but a disturbance that we had here and the large Japanese population that we have in Hawaii was the reason that was advanced why that could be better handled through martial law than by civil authorities. In other words, there was an uncertainty of what attitude they would take.

[1342] The Chairman. And I suppose that uncertainty persists as to at least a minority of them today, does it not?
Governor Poindexter. Well, I think that—
The Chairman. Of course you understand that this testimony is wholly confidential.
Governor Poindexter. What?
The Chairman. I mean this testimony is wholly confidential; this is not to be published.
Governor Poindexter. Oh, yes.
I feel this way about it, and perhaps I am more cautious than the average citizen: that there is some danger here yet in the situation with reference to some of these aliens. I am inclined to think, from the attitude taken by a great many of these young Japanese, that their desire is to be loyal, and of course many of them are in the public service, and many are draftees out at Schofield and in the Army, but that there are saboteurs here I am quite convinced.

There has not been much evidence of sabotage, but that may be due to two things: one, the fear of the effect of martial law, the fear that it puts in their hearts; and the other thing, most of these aliens are old people. I mean Japanese aliens; they are old people, and they are too old to be active themselves, and they have lived here so long that while they are Japanese at heart I feel that they just are not physically able to get out and do much.

There are some here—some priests in the Buddhist church and some of these language-school teachers—that in times past have been reported to me as being reserve officers in the Japanese Army. There has been no evidence of any attempt at sabotage on the part of any of those two classes, but undoubtedly somebody is doing spy work here, and they are the people that I have in mind that are responsible for this spy work.

The Chairman. It is perfectly evident from our investigation, Governor, that the Japanese were advised in the most [1343] meticulous detail as to all topographical facts respecting Pearl Harbor.
Governor Poindexter. Yes.
The Chairman. And as to all the tactical dispositions they had evidently perfect information. That must have been obtained by some spy system on this island; isn't that your view?
Governor Poindexter. Well, of course, topographical facts, they are here and open and have been always open.
The Chairman. Very difficult to conceal them.
Governor Poindexter. Their ships would come in here, and in the past we had reason to believe that—I am speaking of their training ships.

The Chairman. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. —reason to believe that they left people here and took on others in place of them, so when they sailed they had a full crew.

The Chairman. But somebody had been left here?

Governor Poindexter. Somebody had been left and others had been taken on.

The Chairman. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. And it is from them, of course, that—this is just my own surmise.

The Chairman. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. It was from such class of people that they got the topographical situation. I know when they would come in town they would make trips around the island, be taken to this place and be taken to that place. So I feel that they have known the conditions in the island so far as the harbors and the ports and the forts and the public buildings and all that—they have known this for years.

Of course, as to what they knew as to the berthing of those ships out there or the condition that existed on Sunday, I don’t know.

[1344] The Chairman. Were you conscious, Governor, that there were an inordinately large number of consular agents attached to the Japanese Consulate here for the past months?

Governor Poindexter. No, I didn’t.

The Chairman. Or wouldn’t that come to your attention?

Governor Poindexter. That wouldn’t come to my attention, no. I didn’t know that. We immediately took charge, of course, of the Japanese Consul.

The Chairman. I know that. I know it was seized the minute war was declared.

Governor Poindexter. And of course I presume it has been reported to you the amount of money we found on them, which we thought was unusually large.

The Chairman. No, I didn’t know that.

Governor Poindexter. Well, we can get those figures for you, but it was—

The Chairman. Would Mr. Shivers of the F. B. I. have them?

Governor Poindexter. Mr. Tree has them, and I think—yes, Shivers would have them. He has them, yes. It was somewhat over $20,000. Some of that, however, was in the safe. Some was on their persons. But we felt it was an unusual amount of money to have around in a place like Honolulu where there are banks, you know, and we don’t like—I don’t like to carry money.

The Chairman. Governor, I want to ask you a question.

Governor Poindexter. There was another thing, a point there on this possible notice that they might have had. We made a survey of our food here. We closed all stores one day and made them take an inventory of everything they had. We found the supply of rice was unusually short, very much below what it should have been, and naturally that aroused some suspicion as to why that should exist; and our investigation showed that these Japanese merchants, or some of
them, when customers would come in to buy a sack of rice, would tell them, "You better buy two sacks."

Now, that may have been due to either one of two reasons: one, of course, that they had advance notice of what was coming; the other was the rising price of rice. Rice of course has been going up, like all other articles, and it is their primary food. It is their bread.

The Chairman. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. And it may be that they were being advised from an economic standpoint. But, anyhow, we know that the most of them did; they accepted that advice and instead of buying one they bought two, and I presume—we found one fellow with a whole truckload of rice. So that it aroused my suspicion, anyhow, that perhaps it was something more than just the economic side of it.

The Chairman. Governor, what has been your observation as to the conduct of personnel of the forces when they are ashore here? Has there been anything out of the ordinary in the way of drinking and disorder?

Governor Poindexter. No, indeed. I have observed that the last few years rather closely, and I feel that there was nothing whatever that would subject them to criticism. Once in a while some fellow would get a little too much booze, of course, and maybe he would reel a little bit; but the conduct of the enlisted men—or of the officers, as far as that goes—I thought was very much improved in the last few years over what it used to be here when the boys would come ashore. They were a little bit rowdy. But not this time at all. It was unusual to me, the exemplary conduct that they exhibited. Quite pleased with it. I know we often spoke about it, what a high type class of young fellows they had in the Navy. I think there has been a great improvement in the enlisted men in the Navy, and in the Army too, over when I first came in contact with them. Young fellows, you know, that are high-school boys and some of them college boys, well behaved. We [1346] have had them in our home, groups of them.

The Chairman. Chosen at random? Groups chosen at random?

Governor Poindexter. Just say, "We will take so many today." You know, we did that for a while here.

The Chairman. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. We were trying to entertain them all.

The Chairman. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. And perfectly behaved. Gentlemen. Just put it that way: they were perfect gentlemen.

The Chairman. General McNarney?

General McNarney. Governor, we had a statement made before us today that the Japs ran the Immigration Service here.

Governor Poindexter. Ran it?

General McNarney. Ran the Immigration Service, and that any Japanese who wanted to come in was always taken care of. Can you give us any light on that subject?

Governor Poindexter. Well, I will say that is news to me, General. I never even have heard a rumor of it, and I would say, putting it very mildly, I doubt it.

The Chairman. The story was, Governor, that an association called the Japanese Hotel Association had a great pull down at the Im-
migration Bureau, and they were always able to wangle through any Jap that they wanted to get in. That is about the story, isn't it, General?

General McNARNEY. That is about the story, yes.

Governor POINDEXTER. Well, of course there is this Japanese Hotel Association, and most of the Japanese, at least when they want to leave, make all the arrangements through one of these hotel managers, but you are getting them in—well, I just say that is news to me. I really have no information on it at all.

General McCox. Under whom does that Immigration Service function? The Treasury?

[1347] Governor POINDEXTER. It is under the Department of Justice now, you know.

The CHAIRMAN. It was moved to the Department of Justice from the Department of Labor.

Governor POINDEXTER. Yes, it was. It was Labor, but about a year ago—was it?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Governor POINDEXTER. In the recent past it was transferred to the Department of Justice, and of course the same personnel remained; but I have found Mr. Strench, so far as I have had any dealings with him, to be upright and straightforward, and I am really astonished that there is any such charge, I will be frank with you.

General McCox. Were you conscious of their being a large number of Japanese agents and spies, we will call them, here prior to the 7th?

Governor POINDEXTER. No; I would have no means of knowing.

General McCox. Was that brought to your attention?

Governor POINDEXTER. I would have no means except, as I have told you, that I suspected these priests and these school teachers. Of course, not so many of the school teachers; there haven't been so many of them brought in. But I am inclined to believe that a very good percentage of these Buddhist priests are actually reserve officers that are in the Army over there or that are sent in here for a purpose other than what it was presumed to have been.

General McCox. Was there any attempt ever made to prosecute them, so far as you know, by the federal authorities?

Governor POINDEXTER. No. You see, under the law they could come in as priests or teachers. The law permitted that, and I don't know under what act they would prosecute them, General.

Another time here years ago there was a very corrupt [1348] Immigration Service here, but that had peculiar reference to Chinese, and they were bringing back a great many Chinese in here that shouldn't be here. But that ended in the early 20's, 1920, '21. That thing was discovered, and some were prosecuted, and one or two killed themselves, and the whole thing was changed as far as personnel was concerned, but I really haven't heard any charges against the present personnel down there.

The CHAIRMAN. Governor, how many of the young children of Japanese blood of school age go to these Japanese-language schools? Could you give us an idea of the proportion of them?

Governor POINDEXTER. No, I couldn't, but I could say this: that the number attending has been decreasing.

The CHAIRMAN. Has it?
Governor Poindexter. Yes. I would think probably practically all of the first generation from the immigrant attended Japanese schools, but as you get farther away from the immigrant they get further away from the Japanese culture and the attachment to the Japanese costumes; and I think, as I think most of us think here, that in the course of time these schools will just pass out of existence for lack of support.

The Chairman. You do?

Governor Poindexter. Of course, it won't be in a few years, but it will eventually come. A great many of the younger people are complaining, you know, about this burden on them, sending their children to school; and when the old people die who are really the urge to educate them in Japanese, that influence is gone, and they just quit. That's all.

The Chairman. Governor, what has been your observation of the conduct and efficiency of General Short in connection with integrating civilian defense and military defense here?

Governor Poindexter. Well, I had great confidence in General Short.

The Chairman. You had great confidence in him?


The Chairman. Quite so.

Governor Poindexter. But I will say this, I will say that General Short was constantly urging for a long time this preparedness on behalf of the civilian population, and he spoke in season, and once or twice I thought maybe out of season, on that. One time he delivered an address on food, and I felt rather alarmed at it because I thought he was alarming the people unnecessarily, don't you see? That was quite some time ago.

The Chairman. Yes.

Governor Poindexter. When I say "out of season," that is what I had reference to. But I think, after all, his attitude in that respect was right. He seemed very much concerned about the situation here with reference to the civilian population, and he urged us constantly and I think was largely responsible for the original start of all this organization. You see, we organized, and I doubt if there is any other community anywhere that was really better organized from the civilian standpoint than we were when this thing came. There was some confusion, of course. There was confusion everywhere, but they did a good job. The medical was particularly well organized. We had wardens appointed, and they had their various groups. It has probably been explained to you how they worked out, and on the whole I have only the highest words of commendation for the civilian population on that day.

The Chairman. How about your civilian evacuation committee? Is that functioning well now? Is it ready to move if it is called upon?

Governor Poindexter. Well, yes. It functioned that day.

The Chairman. It did?

Governor Poindexter. Of course we had no refuges then. Since what they call J-Day, Jap Day, the President has allotted $2,800,000 for the purpose of building shelters and places of
refuge, and under the instructions that was to be done in connection with the Army. Well, the engineers took that over. They have completed a camp out at Wahiawa, another at Kalili—that is up in this end of the town (indicating—and they are working now or should be working and I assume they started—I think they expect to start Sunday—on Palolo, which is just up here toward the mountains (indicating). Those would be the three which I think that the plan called for, the main evacuation camps. And then they have been constructing shelters around public places along the waterfront, and things of that kind. It is only quite recently we got the money, but I think the thing is in very good shape.

The Chairman. You ought to have sufficient money to do the job now?

Governor Poindexter. Yes, I think so. I think we have.

General McCoy. And that is being done through the District Engineers?

Governor Poindexter. He is doing the actual construction. You see, he had all the material in this town, building material.

The Chairman. They commandeered all that?

Governor Poindexter. They just commandeered it, and he has the labor and the organization, so we made an arrangement with him by which he was to go into this valley and construct this refuge, the buildings and whatever was necessary, furnish the material, furnish the labor, and as we directed the spot he went in and built it.

General McCoy. Does he work with your evacuation committee?

Governor Poindexter. Oh, yes. Yes, yes, he is. That is, to that extent. He asked us to say where they shall go, and he wants some advice as to the type and the equipment that will go in, but he just goes ahead and from there on it is just like a contractor entering into a contract: he does the work, [1351] furnishes the material, and I think that is in as good shape as it could be expected.

General McCoy. Does the evacuation committee also concern itself with the evacuating to the mainland?

General Poindexter. Well, the Iwilei district, for instance. Of course, that is done under the Army orders. That is the industrial district out here where the tanks are, oil tanks and the storage. They evacuated everybody, men, women, and children.

Of course, now, you take these danger zones like around here. On account of this fort over here, Fort De Russy, they expect to evacuate the women and children in case of emergency. Of course the men, they are supposed to be having something to do; we don’t want to put them out where they can’t be of assistance. Those plans have been pretty well worked out, General, and I think that they will function all right. Here is the danger zone around Fort De Russy, say. They propose to do this: they will go to these people and warn them that they are in the danger zone and that they had better evacuate. Some of them of course will say, “No, I don’t want to.” Well, we are going to leave them there at their own risk except that, when the time comes that they are actually in danger, then they will be moved out. And the whole city has been plotted on that basis.

Admiral Standley. I want to ask a question of the Governor. If it has been covered, tell me. Then he can answer it.

Governor, the belief has been expressed here that because we had no evidences of sabotage during this raid on the 7th that was an in-
dication that there are no plans for sabotage in the future. Is that
your view?

Governor Poindexter. No. No, I wouldn't go that far, Admiral, 
at all, because we are taking precautions against possible sabotage.

[2552] Admiral Standley. In other words, this raid the other 
day was just the conditions under which there would be no sabotage 
if they had the desire to come in later and take the place, capture it?

Governor Poindexter. Yes.

Admiral Standley. In other words, they would be particular not 
to commit any acts of sabotage in this raid if they had any idea of 
coming here later and trying to capture the place; is that your view?

Governor Poindexter. Well, I don't know that I look at it exactly 
that way. As to sabotage, of course, I take it that the saboteurs would 
be in small groups. One man would go down here and probably try 
to plant a charge of dynamite under any public utility, for instance, 
or a public building, and I doubt if there are any widespread plans 
among the Japanese people to commit sabotage, but I don't doubt that 
there are individuals among them who would if they could get the op-
portunity and could do it without fear of the consequences.

Admiral Standley. But the people's suspicions are not allayed or 
the belief that there may be sabotage is not allayed, then, by the fact 
that you didn't have any in the last raid? You are still on the lookout 
for it?

Governor Poindexter. Oh, yes. We are guarding all these what 
we consider vulnerable points, every one of them. Oh, no; I think 
that would be unfortunate if we took that view.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

Governor Poindexter. You see, we have a great population of 
Japanese that have never been put to the test. We don't know how 
they are going to react. One man's opinion is just as good as another's 
as to what is going to happen so far as they are concerned. My opinion 
is that most of these young Japanese want to be loyal to the United 
States. I am not certain of all of them, and I am very certain that the 
old people still cling to Japan. And did you have figures on [1353] 
the population?

The Chairman. No, we did not, and if you have them we would like 
to have them.

Governor Poindexter. I put some down that I took from my annual 
report this year.

The Chairman. Thank you. That will be helpful.

Governor Poindexter. It shows the population by counties and 
cities and shows the total population broken down by races.

The Chairman. May we put that in our record?

Governor Poindexter. Yes, indeed. That is why I brought it.

The Chairman. With the consent of the Commission we shall put 
this in our record as part of the Governor's testimony.

General McCoy. Let us have the summary of it, will you, please?

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

The Chairman. If you will summarize it for us. You need not take 
it, Mr. Reporter.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

(The tabulation of population estimates referred to is as follows:)

### Population Estimates As Of July 1, 1940 and July 1, 1941

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>July 1, 1940</th>
<th>July 1, 1941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City of Honolulu</td>
<td>180,986</td>
<td>200,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City and County of Honolulu (exclusive of Honolulu City)</td>
<td>79,899</td>
<td>110,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Hilo</td>
<td>24,341</td>
<td>22,667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County of Hawaii (exclusive of Hilo City)</td>
<td>49,222</td>
<td>45,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County of Kalawao</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County of Kauai</td>
<td>35,956</td>
<td>33,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County of Maui</td>
<td>55,785</td>
<td>52,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>426,654</td>
<td>465,339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>July 1, 1940</th>
<th>July 1, 1941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens</td>
<td>Noncitizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>14,359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-Hawaiian</td>
<td>50,470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rican</td>
<td>8,222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>103,700</td>
<td>2,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>24,245</td>
<td>4,589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>121,312</td>
<td>36,678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>4,017</td>
<td>2,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>17,109</td>
<td>35,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 1, 1940, Census, T. of H</td>
<td>344,841</td>
<td>81,813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Figures under "Total" and last entry (April 1, 1940 Census figure) appear in pencil on copy of tabulation submitted to the Commission.

[1335] The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions of the Governor?

Governor POINDEXTER. Returning to General Short, I want to impress, gentlemen, that my opinion is that General Short was very much responsible for what we did accomplish in the way of organization here. I think his whole heart was in the situation. Of course, it is connected with the military situation, undoubtedly.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Governor POINDEXTER. And I feel, in justice to him, that I ought to say that I do believe that without the push and the effort that he made the civilians wouldn't have realized what possible danger they were in. And they were well organized, and they functioned splendidly. I really am proud of the civilian population, the way they came through in this crisis.

The CHAIRMAN. I think their attitude now is excellent.

Governor POINDEXTER. There has never been any panic. Of course a great many of them are a little bit jittery, but there has never been any panic, and they have kept their heads well; and I feel that if we have to go through it again we will go through it of course even better. We learn from experience. They are accepting this blackout, which isn't very agreeable to any of us, in good spirits. Of course there is grumbling; of course they naturally have to let loose a little bit and grumble.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the privilege of an American citizen, to grumble.

Governor POINDEXTER. Well, as I said, I do not think any community could have done better. I feel that everybody has cooperated throughout.
The Chairman. Well, if there are no other questions we shall thank you very much, Governor, for attending our session.

Governor Poindexter. Well, sir, I am glad. I hope if there is anything further you will call on me.

The Chairman. I shall ask you, as we have other witnesses, not to disclose anything that has occurred in here.

Governor Poindexter. Oh, no, no.

The Chairman. Our testimony is confidential.

Governor Poindexter. Thank you.

(Governor Poindexter, having been excused, was recalled, and testified further as follows:)

Governor Poindexter. The first part here (referring to document. Population Estimates) is broken down by counties, covers the whole islands; the second part, the racial groups. It is just the whole island, and it is not broken down before this.

The Chairman. By counties, but it is the entire islands?

Governor Poindexter. Yes.

The Chairman. It covers every island?

Governor Poindexter. Yes, and this figure in pencil is what it indicates, the Census of 1940 (indicating).

The Chairman. 1940.

Governor Poindexter. It shows the increase.

The Chairman. Thank you.

Governor Poindexter. We had no way of breaking this down, or I hadn't.

The Chairman. Well, that is sufficient for our purposes.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn, sir?

Mayor Petrie. Yes, sir.

(THE OATH WAS ADMINISTERED IN DUE FORM BY THE CHAIRMAN.)

The Chairman. Will you give the reporter your full name, sir?

Mayor Petrie. Lester Petrie.

The Chairman. You are Mayor of the City of Honolulu?

Mayor Petrie. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. For how long have you held that office?

Mayor Petrie. Since the first of the year.

The Chairman. First of '41?

Mayor Petrie. Of '41, I should say.

The Chairman. The City is now under military law, under martial law, is it not?

Mayor Petrie. To a certain extent, I would say, yes, as I understand it.

The Chairman. Do you think that it was necessary at the outbreak of this emergency to put the city under special martial control?

Mayor Petrie. Well, I didn't see any objection to it under the conditions that it was put under; I thought it was for the best for the city.
The Chairman. If there is an emergency and a danger of further aggression by the Japanese, do you think that the present status is a good one for the protection of the community, or would you lift the military control?

Mayor Petrie. Well, you mean to lift military control and put it back into the city?

The Chairman. Yes, wholly on a peace-time basis.

Mayor Petrie. If we had further trouble?

The Chairman. If there is an emergency. If you thought there was a danger of another attack now within the near future, do you think it would be safe?

Mayor Petrie. Would we be better off under civil government?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mayor Petrie. I think we would be better off as we are.

The Chairman. You do?

Mayor Petrie. I think so.

The Chairman. Yes. Was the attack on Pearl Harbor a complete surprise to you, sir?

Mayor Petrie. It was, sir. I watched it for a half an hour from my house—I live up on the hill, and I have a perfect bird's eye view of the whole situation down there—and I couldn't believe it. It looked to me very much like a practice smoke screen. The smoke was right on the ground, going right over the entrance to the harbor, and I thought that was a perfect demonstration. I got my glasses out and saw the fire burning on the ground, didn't see any fire coming from the hangars, and they seemed to be intact, and I could see the shells exploding in the air; the clouds, black clouds that they make. And then I saw the detonation possibly of bombs which I thought at the time were mines that we might have been setting off outside the entrance.

Then I got a little suspicious, and then Mr. Walker rang up, and he says he just got word from one of the plantations that the harbor was being attacked. Well, I says, "It can't be, Tommy. I have been looking at it for a half an hour, and it looked like a pretty good demonstration of what might be a war."

"Well," he says, "I will go down and find out." And he went down, and in about five minutes he called me up. In the meantime along came a couple of projectiles right in front of me. I didn't see them, but I could hear them going by. And he says, "I think it's real."

No; I was really surprised, gentleman.

The Chairman. What was your observation, Mr. Mayor, as to the conduct of the personnel of the troops in the City of Honolulu on Saturday nights? Bad, good, indifferent, or what?

Mayor Petrie. Of the citizenry?

The Chairman. No; of the troops, of the boys on leave, shore leave here.

Mayor Petrie. I saw nothing that would cause me to have an opinion other than normal.

The Chairman. There has been some talk—you may have heard it—to the effect that officers and men due to excessive drinking were not in shape to do their duty. Did you see anything of that?

Mayor Petrie. No, I did not. No.
The Chairman. And has anything come to your attention, as an official of the City, that would lead you to believe that those rumors were true?

Mayor Petrie. No, there has not.

The Chairman. Has the morale of the troops and their behavior when they were on leave been generally good?

Mayor Petrie. They have, to my observation.

The Chairman. I suppose men will get drunk when they are on leave, and you have had that experience?

Mayor Petrie. I haven’t seen much of it.

The Chairman. You have not?

Mayor Petrie. To be honest about it. I have seen some of the boys, yes. We had them out entertaining them one night, and a few of them possibly got a little too much, and it was nothing out of the ordinary. Out of 50 there might have been a couple of the fellows—

The Chairman. Drank too much.

Mayor Petrie. —in uniform, that had, because it was easy to get, and the citizens had them, as hosts, and were putting it in their hands.

The Chairman. General McNarney?

General McNarney. No.

Mayor Petrie. On the streets I think their condition has been unreproachable; no complaint at all.

The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

The Chairman. Admiral?

Admiral Standley. I haven’t anything.

General McCoy. I think that I would like to ask a few questions about the Hawaiian population. We are conscious, of course, of the problem you have of so many aliens and such a large population of Japanese blood. Have you been fearful of that Japanese population, as a responsible official here of the government?

Mayor Petrie. I have never worried much about it myself. I have noticed every time I have been on the mainland the feeling that there seems to be, a little fearful of the Japanese down here, and I have been asked if we are not afraid of them. My answer has always been in the negative, that I did not fear, particularly when we had so many of our own troops here; I didn’t think that there would be any opportunity for them to do anything if they did feel that way.

It has often been discussed about some of our younger generation coming up. I have no right to say that the American locally born men are antagonistic to our form of government. The question has been asked me, once, if I thought they would be loyal in time of trouble. Well, my answer was that I had no right to say otherwise. I have grown up with them here. I have been here for 62 years. I was born in San Francisco and brought here as a babe and am now going on to 64 years old. I was about 2 years old or a year and a half when I came here.

I have practically grown up with them.

I was on the railroad here, took up my first employment after leaving school and was there 46 years up to the time of my taking over a full-time government position; and during that time on the railroad we had nothing but Japanese section men, principally the older age, aliens, and I had a whole lot [1361] to do with them.
There were a few of them possibly that you might suspicion sometimes, but now those old fellows—they are all in the older age, and I don’t think that they are interested. I think they are looking for peace. That is my personal opinion of these older fellows, and I know a great many of them. Some of them are still on the railroad.

Then the younger element comes along, and among the younger I think that they are pretty well Americanized, I would say, the ones that are just getting out of school and possibly have been out of school for four years.

Then you may have another group in there, I would say around about 40 or somewhere, that have grown up and possibly did not have the opportunities or see the conditions particularly, the—well, what would I use there? The national conditions exemplified here possibly through the military forces here. They have been increasing considerably lately.

Then you might think sometime if they did happen to get in here, a question might arise in your minds whether some of them wouldn’t be up in the front line with them, the little older ones there.

The Chairman. You would not feel too sure?

Mayor Petrie. I wouldn’t swear to that.

The Chairman. You would not feel too sure?

Mayor Petrie. Some of that particular group up along in there that have been educated, have a good education, you might be a little kanalua, as we would say. I wouldn’t use the word “suspicious,” but doubtful, you might say. Or it might be possible that you might find some of them, as I say, who would pick up with them and fall right in line with them. But as a whole I think the younger generation is not that way.

The Chairman. I suppose they go to foreign-language school largely because the old ones insist that they shall?

Mayor Petrie. That is it, I think, yes.

The Chairman. If they had their choice they probably wouldn’t go to foreign-language school?

Mayor Petrie. They wouldn’t bother with it, no. They start right in as soon as they are old enough to walk, almost, and go to our schools and get into their schools.

Admiral Standley. Does the Jap younger generation attend the movies to any extent?

Mayor Petrie. Sir?

Admiral Standley. Does the younger generation go to the movies to any extent?

Mayor Petrie. Oh, yes, quite a little.

Admiral Standley. What kind of movies? Do they have Japanese films here, or do they go to see the American movies?

Mayor Petrie. They have two theatres, I believe, that show Japanese films. I couldn’t say really, now, how they are patronized. I have never been to them. They have two large theatres here. One is one of our local concerns and one a theatre of their own, just put up recently, opened up two or three months ago. I couldn’t say what their reactions are, what pictures they do show. I have never been to one of them.

General McCoy. You think that most of these that have been interned on Sand Island should be kept interned?
Mayor Petrie. Well, it would depend a whole lot on who they are—and what you know of them or whoever has them there knows of them. I don't know of any that's over there. In fact, I don't know of any Japanese that are over there, except I have heard offhand that some of these older financial men here are there.

General McCoy. Were you conscious of any large number of Japanese aliens coming into the islands or into the city prior to December 7 that you had a suspicion of?

Mayor Petrie. No.

General McCoy. Or reported to you as being suspicious characters?

Mayor Petrie. No. You mean coming in from away from [1363] away from the islands? No. I did not know of it. Never brought to my attention, and never heard it mentioned.

General McCoy. What would you think of the loyalty of these selectees that are now in the service?

Mayor Petrie. They are the younger group. My honest opinion, as I say, is that I have no right to say that they could otherwise than loyal. There might be——

General McCoy. In other words, you think they should be treated as American citizens until there is some evidence of their disloyalty?

Mayor Petrie. I don't know whether you could say that one of them would be maybe as loyal as my boy or your boy, but as a group that way I think you have no right to say that they are not, and perhaps nothing else other than that language school that they went to. Now, what they have had imbued into them there——

General McCoy. In case of a Japanese landing on this island in force do you think that they would remain loyal?

Mayor Petrie. I think the younger ones would.

General McCoy. But you would watch the rest?

Mayor Petrie. I think they are wise enough to know where their interests are, where their best interests are.

General McCoy. If the Japanese army landed on this island they might think their interests lay the other way?

Mayor Petrie. Well, that would be hard to say. If they were possibly approached in a certain way, saw certain temptations or certain temptation were put before them, I don't know whether you could consider them on the same status as myself or any other American citizen. It might be a question there.

General McCoy. That would be another reason for continuing martial law, would it not?

Mayor Petrie. I think that martial law right now is not too much of a hardship. It possibly has affected much [1364] business here. It no doubt has affected many of the Japanese businesses, I guess, and many more of our own, I think.

General McCoy. That would indirectly affect the American business, wouldn't it?

Mayor Petrie. Yes, it affects quite a little business here, and it may be you have heard expressions made that possibly it could be released a little bit and let normal conditions have a little more leeway as far as business is concerned.

General McCoy. Wouldn't that put the Japanese—that is, American citizens of Japanese blood—exactly in the same status as you and other Americans?
Mayor Petrie. Well, they are right now, aren't they, under the present martial law, many of them?

General McCoy. No.

Mayor Petrie. These younger ones are.

General McCoy. They are not.

Mayor Petrie. Unless there are restrictions against them that I am not aware of, as a race.

General McCoy. Restrictions can be put under martial law that could not be put under normal conditions.

Mayor Petrie. Oh, yes. I think you could—at least, we should—have control of it. The military governor or our civilian governor should retain control.

General McCoy. Under the martial law?

Mayor Petrie. Under the martial law. But possibly business could be eased up a little bit, restrictions against business. There is quite a little alarm. It has caused quite a little unemployment now, although there are quite a few requests for labor.

[1365] The Chairman. You mean defense workers?

Mayor Petrie. But there is still a lot of unemployment here that is not employable as labor. That is, requests, you see, around town among the business people.

General McCoy. What has been your responsibility so far with respect to tying up the whole fishing fleet? Does it affect the community particularly?

Mayor Petrie. Tying up the fishing fleet?

General McCoy. Yes, the Japanese fishing fleet.

Mayor Petrie. I have never given that very much thought. I do not see why we can't bring in the fish, but I think you would pay more for local fish than you would for imported fish. That is, if we had a period of time to bring the fish in.

General McCoy. You would not expect any danger?

Mayor Petrie. I think they suffer themselves. They are more of a fish eating nation, particularly the older ones. They are the principal sufferers.

With regard to myself it has not affected me at all.

General McCoy. Have you been conscious of the danger from the Japanese having control of the fishing fleet?

Mayor Petrie. Yes, I think there is a danger here.

General McCoy. What would you think if martial law were removed here?

Mayor Petrie. If you would remove it altogether? I do not think it should be removed altogether. I would feel safer if you would still have charge of it. I do not think right now would be the best time to put us back to normalcy again.

General McCoy. In this catastrophe of December 7, how did your local doctors come to the front and center? Are you conscious of their work?

Mayor Petrie. Yes, it was wonderful. We prepared ourselves a way back. I think it was along in—I just made a note of that (referring to a paper). It was back in April that we organized the Disaster Council and erected a major disaster [1366] council to prepare ourselves. That was back in April. We passed it on April
26 and had a major disaster council. That major disaster council was composed of our citizens here.

On June 16, we gave General Short authority to close all roads leading to or from places that he desired to close for military purposes.

Then on December 2nd we introduced this rent control bill and passed it on December 13. That is the official activity we took.

Then in the meantime we were organizing different divisions of this council. We organized medical units and the training of them and the hospital units and the transportation facilities were all pooled, ready to act. We organized all the information we had.

We had not started on the bomb shelters but we got the information on them from an engineering standpoint. We had our fire wardens. We had about 3,000 of them listed over the different districts set out in blocks.

We had all plantations organized. We set up facilities and trained 150 civilian police who were all prominent citizens around town.

The people responded 100% and I am very proud of the response of the people of this city on that occasion and the way they turned out on that morning.

The Chairman. That is fine.

Mayor Petrie. We purchased between $30,000 and $40,000 of medical supplies and we had them all here, stored in the basement of the City Hall, and we had them distributed on that day between the Army and the Navy and our own groups.

We had ordered $50,000 or $60,000 worth of fire equipment. We received most of the hose but unfortunately the pump units we have not here yet. I believe they are in San Francisco. We have not gotten them here yet, but we had three units out at [1367] Hickam Field and two of them were damaged.

The Chairman. And you lost three firemen?

Mayor Petrie. Yes, three firemen and several were injured from shrapnel and machine-gunning. I think the city has responded in a wonderful way. The citizens have responded wonderfully and we have great respect for our leaders on these disaster councils.

General Short's representative and a representative of the Navy sat in on all our meetings in an advisory capacity. Much of our information was gathered from them and we received their advice.

Admiral Standley. Have you had any union labor trouble here?

Mayor Petrie. Nothing like what they had on the mainland. We have had some, but compared to the mainland we have had nothing like it.

Admiral Standley. They cooperated fully with you in your efforts?

Mayor Petrie. Yes. Oh, yes, they have.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

The Chairman. Any further questions?

General McCoy. No.

The Chairman. Thank you very much for coming here. We will ask you not to discuss anything that has gone on in this room.


The Chairman. Will you be sworn, Bishop?

Bishop Sweeney. Yes, sir.
[1368] TESTIMONY OF THE RIGHT REVEREND JAMES JOSEPH
Sweeney, Bishop, Roman Catholic Diocese of Honolulu

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name to the reporter, Bishop?

Bishop Sweeney. James Joseph Sweeney.

The Chairman. You are the Catholic Bishop of Honolulu?

Bishop Sweeney. Yes.

The Chairman. How long have you held that office?

Bishop Sweeney. I was appointed on the 20th of May, 1941. I took office here on the 10th of September, 1941.

The Chairman. Had you been in Oahu before that time?

Bishop Sweeney. No.

The Chairman. Had you had opportunity to observe the conduct and morale of the enlisted personnel of the Army and the Navy during their leave on shore, particularly on Saturday nights?

Bishop Sweeney. No, I have not; not directly. I get that from the chaplains.

The Chairman. There have been rumors which have come to this Commission which we feel it our obligation to investigate, that there was a great deal of drinking and drunkenness on that Saturday night which may have affected the effectiveness of the personnel on the morning of Sunday, December 7th. You may have heard such rumors?

Bishop Sweeney. No, I have not. You see what happened—I was away at the time.

The Chairman. You were away?

Bishop Sweeney. Yes, I was away. I left here on the 24th of October to report to Washington and did not get back until it had happened, and I was fortunate to get back.

The Chairman. Have you had any reports from those under your charge?

[1369] Bishop Sweeney. No, I have not, not in regard to that point at all.

The Chairman. Do you have any views, sir, that you would care to state as to whether you think the martial law declared here has been a good thing in the emergency?

Bishop Sweeney. I have some notes here regarding the present situation that I would like to present.

The Chairman. We would like to have them, sir.

Bishop Sweeney. I do not mean anything to be in the way of a criticism or anything like that. I am merely stating some opinions that I have formed.

My first feeling was that we are living a very abnormal life here at the present time. I have felt that it was necessary to return to normal life as much as possible. I thought that the first thing was in connection with our schools. The children are around the streets and they are at the movies and playgrounds, but particularly on the streets, and I am afraid that we will have trouble with the children and especially those of high school age unless there is some sort of supervision.

I have thought that if they were under the protection of mature men and women teachers that they would be as safe in school and
perhaps safer than they would be on the streets. I thought that the engineering department of the United States Army could inspect every school building, both public and private, and make some provisions for possible air raid shelters so that the children could go down there, and the teachers would be drilled and then they could bring them immediately to that place.

I am merely commenting upon what I have seen and heard on the mainland before I left.

The second thought that has come to me was that after all that has happened here, these Hawaiian Islands have been developed [1370] by American enterprise and I have wondered whether it is wise in view of that fact to evacuate so many of our American men and women. Now, I do not think they are evacuating the men, but many of the women are going, and perhaps some men, and taking with them their families. I have had three or four instances in the past week.

I am afraid that if a great number of these do that you are going to have a predominantly Oriental population here. I am not saying anything against their people or the different races or the citizens here, even those who are patriotic, but this is America and if we have merely an Oriental population, the Islands go down, and there is going to be the moral problem so far as the personnel of the Army and Navy are concerned. We can’t hope to keep the men away. They want the comforts of American life even though they are at war, and if there are no Americans here, it is going to be very bad.

We must also face the fact that the majority of the inhabitants of these Islands have what you might say is not a high mental development, and it is really necessary to increase the education of these people as to what should be done in case of emergency. The mere announcement on the radio or even in the newspapers is not sufficient. Many of them do not even read the papers and many of them do not listen to the radios.

We have got to get a more complete education to the people as to what should be done, and I might say almost a drilling in case of emergency and in air raids.

The fourth point that I would like to present is that because of the closeness of the buildings here and the fragile material of which the majority of them are made, I think it would be a good idea if we had fire wardens at almost every block particularly in the thickly populated sections of the city. You cannot depend on the home owner, particularly [1371] when you are dealing with the class of people in the closely congested regions, particularly the Oriental type. You cannot depend on them to act in an emergency. An incendiary bomb can do a great deal of damage.

The Chairman. Has the system of fire wardens been established here?

Bishop Sweeney. I have not heard of it.

The Chairman. I think the authorities here have been working and organizing such a block distribution of wardens.

Bishop Sweeney. The only thing I noticed here is that on occasions when I go out and I have a permit to go out when it is necessary, and I come back many times at night and I see lights showing. Of course we know it is a blackout, but it could be an incendiary bomb, and how long it would take to find out may be another matter.
Another point I have, and that is that I realize that it is perfectly natural for rumors to start up at a time like this and for such rumors to spread, but I think certain measures should be taken not only to scotch those rumors but possibly that the truth concerning the situations, which would not be useful to the enemy in any way, should be brought to the people's attention. That is particularly true in respect to communications which should be established particularly between the mainland and here.

I do not mean without censorship, but I mean to increase the censorship so that it can be done more quickly. Now, I think it is three weeks for air mail.

Many people on the mainland, when I left, had the impression that Hawaii just did not exist. Many of them told me, "Bishop, it is no use to go back; there is nothing to go back to."

They had the first reports which came out telling of the trouble and the losses here; then they suddenly stopped; then there was no word at all; then the rumors started. I mean, [1372] that they should be quieted in some way without aiding the enemy. I realize that many of these things are difficult to accomplish.

The Chairman. You are the third person who suggested opening up the communication lines more quickly between here and the mainland.

Bishop Sweeney. Yes. And because of the abnormal life we will have to take greater measures to protect the health of our people.

The Chairman. Yes, both for health and for morale.

Bishop Sweeney. Because of the abnormal life it may go on for three or four weeks and then it is going to wear them down.

In connection with that, I think that the evacuation system is something which should be taken into consideration. I think it is going to have a bad effect on the natives here. I have gotten this from various sources. If people are going out, then they are saying that it is going to happen, and they are doomed.

The Chairman. That is a very interesting story.

Bishop Sweeney. It has a bad effect on them. Of course, we know differently, but it is hard to get them to believe these things.

The Chairman. Any questions?

General McNarny. No.

Admiral Reeves. No.

The Chairman. Bishop, we thank you very much for coming before us.

Colonel Brown. Reverend Paul Waterhouse.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

[1373] TESTIMONY OF REVEREND PAUL B. WATERHOUSE, PRESIDENT OF TEMPERANCE LEAGUE OF HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give us your full name?

Mr. Waterhouse. Paul B. Waterhouse.

The Chairman. Mr. Waterhouse, you are president of the Temperance League of Hawaii?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

The Chairman. How long have you lived on the Island, sir?
Mr. Waterhouse. My parents were born here and I have been here ever since 1885 off and on, and for the last seven years I have been here continuously.

General McCoy. As a clergyman?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

General McCoy. With what church?

Mr. Waterhouse. Well, it is the Congregational Church and the Hawaiian Board of Missions. I am superintendemt of the Bible Training School.

General McCoy. It is supported by the American Board of Missions?

Mr. Waterhouse. No. We help them rather than they help us. The Hawaiian people here have contributed to the American Board of Missions rather than their contributing to us. We are self-supporting.

The Chairman. Your organization has communicated with the Commission, and so far as we can observe the only question in which we both are interested in jointly is the question of how far the indulgence in liquor by the enlisted men or the officers might have contributed to the lack of morale when we were under attack on that Sunday morning. We would be glad if you would tell us what you have observed about the morale of the enlisted men in connection with this question of liquor when they are on liberty or leave in Honolulu.

[1374] Mr. Waterhouse. Anyone who lives in Honolulu cannot fail to see especially a few days after payday the great amount of looseness in the morale that there is here, and the 104 liquor places which are located in a central place between where they have to come into town from Fort Shafter or Schofield into this place and they have to go through that little bottleneck and it is just full.

The Chairman. Of course you realize that the officers of the Army and the Navy have to deal with a situation and not a theory?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

The Chairman. And when the men have worked on a hard post or when the men have returned from a long and arduous cruise, it is necessary to give them leave for recreation or else the men will wear out. The officers have to give the men leave where they are stationed. If liquor is sold it is inevitable that the men who want it will by it when there is no violation of the law. You realize that?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

The Chairman. Do you think that the officers have taken the best steps that they can, under existing conditions, with the open-licensed saloons, to police their men?

Mr. Waterhouse. I think there is a definite effort upon the part of the officers to try to keep their men out of trouble.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Waterhouse. And if you get drunk, we will have somebody to take care of you and get you back safely home. I think that has been the attitude, to try to keep them out of trouble and I think that is so.

That, to my mind, is aside from the question as to whether these men will be in the proper morale in case of attack if a person is drunk or partly drunk, and that is the question, it seems to me, that we are facing today.

The Chairman. Are you acquainted with the statistics of the cases of drunkenness in the civilian population here as against the
military population on Saturday nights over the last six or eight months?

Mr. Waterhouse. No, sir.

The Chairman. We have the police records before us, and we have the records of the military police, who make a record of every man who is picked up or who is arrested. They are taken over by the military police or the shore patrol, and I presume that those are the most accurate statistics that we can get.

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

The Chairman. You would not know how the civilian behavior compares with the behavior of these boys on leave, would you, so far as drunkenness is concerned?

Mr. Waterhouse. No, sir, I have no accurate figures, but it goes without question that down there in that bottleneck district where the service men are at, it is from five to one.

The Chairman. As compared with the civilians?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, in that district.

The Chairman. I gather from your communication to us that your view was that in the emergency that liquor should be prohibited to sailors and soldiers and to all the personnel of the Army and the Navy?

Mr. Waterhouse. We do feel that the order that closed the liquor places at this time was the wisest thing that could possibly be done at this time under the attack, and it seems to me, as I sense the situation in Honolulu and on these Islands, particularly so here, that the wisdom in closing these saloons was right in line with the best strategy that could possibly be made, and I am sure that these people, the civilians of Honolulu, feel that way, and if anything was due to the lack of morale of [1976] the soldiers because of drunkenness and things of that sort, we feel that this strategy in closing up was the best thing at this time, when we do not know when the next attack will come.

It is strategy to keep up the morale of our men to the highest pitch. We do not allow aviators to drink if they are going to fly. Why should we let our men or individual civilians as well as anybody else do it? Let us shut them all off during this emergency.

Now, I am not talking about the question of people who like liquor. We recognize that. That is not what I am talking about. I am not fighting against it. I am thinking about the strategy at the present time. It seems to me that there should not be a letting down or the people will say that the military forces do not think it is so bad.

The Chairman. You believe that the present military regimen should be maintained?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, that is exactly what my thought was in coming here, that that should be maintained during this emergency.

I am not talking about the general thing as to whether you or I wish to drink, but in this emergency it is necessary to keep our civil morale up and the military morale up to the highest pitch in order to get the greatest efficiency.

We have a lot of defense workers here and there is a so-called hotel that used to be the boys' Kamehameha School, which has been turned into a defense workers' hotel. The morale there so far as
drunkenness is concerned is very low. Isn’t it the thing for our defense workers to be at the highest pitch if we are at war and we do not know when the next attack will come? Isn’t that the best strategy? Isn’t it? We have to carry on until such time as the blackout is over and we have to carry on with these things and then go back.

[1877] The Chairman. What made you fear it would be changed? What made you fear the liquor regulations would be changed?

Mr. Waterhouse. Well, there are two things that made me think so. First was the statement in the paper by Colonel Green with respect to the liquor business and the restrictions, and the meeting of the liquor dealers, retail as well as wholesale, and the night clubs and such, as to how liquor should be handled, but I do not care a bit about their ideas of how it should be handled. I think this is a case for the military to decide, as to how it is to be handled, rather than the liquor dealers.

General McCoy. Who are these liquor dealers?

Mr. Waterhouse. They are people in town, civilians, just like anywhere else.

General McCoy. Are they Americans?

Mr. Waterhouse. I think Mr. Benny will have better figures on that than I. A large number of the liquor licenses are issued to aliens.

General McCoy. To aliens?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, aliens have liquor licenses.

General McCoy. What aliens are they?

Mr. Waterhouse. Japanese, to a considerable extent.

General McCoy. Who are the big men, the wholesalers?

Mr. Waterhouse. They are American citizens.

General McCoy. Now, would they come under this heading that we have heard talked about here, known as the Big Five?

Mr. Waterhouse. I do not think so. It is the Liquor Dealers’ Association. The Big Five, of course, are interested in liquor to a certain extent like this hotel here which dispenses liquor, and that is under the Big Five, but not primarily so, not primarily so.

The Chairman. It is more scattered than that?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, it is more scattered than that.

[1878] General McCoy. Has it always been the case that it has been wide open here with respect to liquor?

Mr. Waterhouse. Just like the rest of the country: about the same. Of course, it has been a great increase with the increase in personnel.

General McCoy. Was prohibition in effect here?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes. We were just like any other part of the United States.

General McCoy. What happened at that time?

Mr. Waterhouse. During prohibition.

General McCoy. Yes.

Mr. Waterhouse. Just about the same, whether you were in Indianapolis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, or New York. It was about the same. There was bootlegging and there is bootlegging now. It was just about the same. I do not think it was any different.

General McCoy. Have you made any protest against this softening of military rule to anyone?
Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

General McCoy. To the responsible military authority?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes, I have sent one communication to Colonel Green. We would like to present the question from this angle: in other words, to protect America. That is what I am talking about.

General McCoy. Have you had an interview with Colonel Green?

Mr. Waterhouse. No, that has not been granted. We are hoping to have it.

We are in close touch with the Liquor Commission and I think the Commission has done its best under almost impossible conditions. The liquor situation here is rather out of hand, and they have but 12 inspectors and they can hardly cover the whole thing.

[1379] It is very hard to control, and I think that the Liquor Commission has done its best, but the liquor men do not like them, and in the last Legislature they put through several bills, railroaded them through, weakening the control of the Liquor Commission.

But, gentlemen, our appeal is in the face of the emergency, you understand.

The Chairman. We get your point, sir.

Mr. Waterhouse. That is it.

The Chairman. You are not pressing the general problem of prohibition?

Mr. Waterhouse. Not at all. We are very urgent in insisting upon the consideration of keeping our strength at its highest pitch, and I do not believe in loosening up that military order which came right in time, and I do not believe it should be relaxed at this time until the danger is over, and I do not think it is. Therefore, we are urging that you gentlemen consider the thing from that angle. That is our position.

The Chairman. Any questions?

General McNarney. Yes. I am referring to your letter of January 3rd, with respect to the time of the attack, in which you said, "It was based on the well known but grim and awful fact that we have only half a Navy, half an Army, on Saturday night and Sunday morning."

Is that a well known fact that we have only half an Army and Navy?

Mr. Waterhouse. I think that is overstated, half a Navy and half an Army. Half the Navy is not here. Half the Navy is off during week-ends, perhaps, in and out, but you can't afford to let them all off.

General McNarney. Do you have any statistics to show that half of the men on liberty were drunk?

[1380] Mr. Waterhouse. No.

General McNarney. Then it is quite a bad overstatement, isn't it? Mr. Waterhouse. I think to say that half the men were drunk or intoxicated is an overstatement.

General McNarney. Do you think it is an overstatement to say that half of the personnel of the Army and Navy were in here Saturday night?

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes. The fact is a civilian does not know how many men there are here.

The Chairman. We have the statistics.

Mr. Waterhouse. You know fully, but I do not pretend, but being a civilian, and when they are on the streets and it is a small town here
and the streets are narrow, and with this bottleneck filled with men, it looks like an awful lot of men. That is what gives us that impression.

General McNarney. May I ask if you think it is good for civilian morale in the Island of Oahu or for the Nation to put out that type of information which would tend to make the people believe that 50% of the Army and the Navy men were unfit for duty on Sunday mornings? Do you think this loose statement of yours in this letter is a good thing to put forward to the people?

Mr. Waterhouse. I think it is not good to put it forward to the people in that statement, no, and we do not have any figures to put it that high, and I think it is not good, but at the same time I had the feeling that—not expecting an attack, and we did not expect to be attacked or we would not have been caught, but I have thought, anticipated, as it were, that 50% of our personnel were not on the up to the minute and they did not expect an attack.

General McNarney. Do you have any basis other than just your own opinion that 50% of the personnel were not fit and ready for duty?

[1381] Mr. Waterhouse. I can't argue on the 50%.

General McNarney. Can you argue on 20%?

Mr. Waterhouse. Oh, yes, I think I could.

General McNarney. Can you show us any statistics?

Mr. Waterhouse. I cannot show you statistics. Statistics are hard to get unless you can go out and count them, and how are you going to count them?

However, Mr. Benny and Mr. Sanborne, Principal of Kalakaua Intermediate High School, and Mr. Castle, of Castle & Cooke, who went down into town on December 6—they went down about ten o'clock and on through until one o'clock, and made an investigation of what was going on in Honolulu on that Saturday night.

These three men, an educator, a businessman, and our secretary, can give you this information.

General McNarney. I would be glad to hear it.

Mr. Waterhouse. But when you come to the figures, it is hard to get them.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.

Mr. Waterhouse. I appreciate your courtesy and the opportunity to be here.

The Chairman. Of course, we have been glad to hear you, sir. I might say that the nature of our inquiry is such that we ask all witnesses not to discuss their testimony or what goes on in this room with anyone on the outside.

Mr. Waterhouse. Yes.

Colonel Brown. Mr. Benny.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn, sir?

Mr. Benny. Yes.

[1382] TESTIMONY OF CHRIS J. BENNY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, TEMPERANCE LEAGUE OF HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name to the reporter?

Mr. Benny. Chris J. Benny.
The Chairman. What is your occupation, Mr. Benny?
Mr. Benny. Executive Secretary of the Temperance League of Hawaii.

The Chairman. Is that a paid position?
Mr. Benny. It is a paid position, yes.

The Chairman. That is your only employment?
Mr. Benny. Yes.

The Chairman. That is your only gainful employment?
Mr. Benny. Yes, my full-time employment.

The Chairman. How long have you been such?
Mr. Benny. A year and two months.

The Chairman. How long have you been on the Islands?
Mr. Benny. Off and on for 35 years.

The Chairman. And continuously for how long back?
Mr. Benny. For the last 10 years.

The Chairman. Were you in the city of Honolulu on the evening of December 6, 1941?
Mr. Benny. Yes.

The Chairman. What observation did you make as to the condition of the enlisted personnel of the Army and Navy in the city on the night?

Mr. Benny. Myself and Mr. Paul Sanborne and Mr. Thomas Retogle decided that we would make a tour of the city. At nine o'clock we met at the Army and Navy YMCA. We walked down Hotel Street to River Street; up River Street to Beretania, and to Nuuanu, and down Nuuanu and back to Beretania to the Army and Navy YMCA where we stood for perhaps three-quarters of an hour.

The Chairman. What was the condition of the men as you observed them?

Mr. Benny. There were a great many men in the city that night, both Army and Navy.

The Chairman. I suppose they were rather congregated in that particular neighborhood that you have referred to?

Mr. Benny. Yes, in that neighborhood. They were crowding the streets as well as taverns and dispensaries, and of course doing some Christmas shopping.

We noticed a number of drunken Army and Navy men and a great many sitting at the tables in the taverns drinking beer and hard liquor. We loitered on the streets, standing outside some of these places, both the taverns and the liquor dispensary establishments, to observe whether the men were going up and down to the entrances to the houses of prostitution. Some of these places are located along Hotel Street, River Street, and Beretania.

The Chairman. Can you tell us approximately how many sailors or soldiers you saw in a condition where they were not able to take care of themselves?

Mr. Benny. We made no count.

The Chairman. You made no count?

Mr. Benny. No.

The Chairman. Were the military police on hand?

Mr. Benny. The military police, yes; and the shore patrol.

The Chairman. Were there any men in custody?
Mr. Benny. I did not notice any instances, no.
The Chairman. Have you looked at the police records to the number of civilians intoxicated and arrested on Saturday night?

The Chairman. On Saturday night, December 6?
Mr. Benny. No, I am sorry; I have not.
The Chairman. Of course, I suppose you would not have access to the military police records and the shore patrol records.
Mr. Benny. No. We have not asked for it.
The Chairman. Have you observed the conditions on other Saturday nights when there were a great many soldiers and sailors on leave?
Mr. Benny. I have made it a point to be on the streets on pay day nights and the nights following them, and I have made a general observation, yes.
The Chairman. Were the conditions, to your observation, on Saturday night, December 6, worse than on those other nights?
Mr. Benny. I believe there were more men in town.
The Chairman. More men?
Mr. Benny. Yes.
The Chairman. Was there more drunkenness?
Mr. Benny. I could not say more or less; I would not be able to say.
The Chairman. Would it be fair to say you saw 50 men intoxicated that night?
Mr. Benny. I would say more than that.
The Chairman. Would it be fair to say you saw a hundred men intoxicated?
Mr. Benny. I have no count. I made no check. The greatest number of drunks were observed at the Army and Navy YMCA as they came back from their visit in the city and were making themselves ready to go back to the ships or the camp.
The Chairman. The busses leave from there to take the men back to the Navy Yard?
Mr. Benny. Yes, and also Schofield Barracks.

[1385] The Chairman. So the men would congregate back there in order to get back to their posts?
Mr. Benny. Yes.
The Chairman. Mr. Benny, of course the sale of liquor is authorized here and was on December 7 in the city of Honolulu?
Mr. Benny. Yes.
The Chairman. I take it that you understand that after men have had a hard tour of duty in Army work or a hard cruise in Navy work that it is essential to grant them leave for recreation.
Mr. Benny. Yes.
The Chairman. And of course we necessarily meet the problem that liquor is sold where these men go. Now, do you think that the officers of the Army and Navy have attempted to police this thing, to do the best they can under the circumstances, or do you think the thing has been let to ride along?
Mr. Benny. I am inclined to say that it has been let ride although I do think it was necessary to let down here for a period of recreation or rest, following a tour of duty.
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Benny. I think I do know the desires of the Army and Navy men, and have for practically all my life. I have been employed at the Army and Navy YMCA as a religious director in that organization, and I have engaged in conversations with a great many service men. I feel I know their needs and what they desire most when they come ashore.

Would it be all right if I make a general statement at this time?

The Chairman. Yes.

General McCoy. Based on your experience?

Mr. Benny. Yes. I believe that the average service man wants social contacts with the civilian population, that he desires that more than anything else. I believe that has been [1386] largely not available to him in the city, perhaps due to the great number of men here and the limited civilian population.

I would like to say that I feel that the city should share a measure of the blame. We discussed recreation for many months, and something has been done, but not on a scale large enough to occupy the interests of the service men. There is nothing here left for them to do except to wander the streets and to enter the first place that provides entertainment, where perhaps light and warmth and society can be found, and I believe that perhaps is back of the frequenting of those places.

The Chairman. I think so. Of course, the difficulty is that these men are strangers to most of the civilian population. There is some reluctance on the part of the civilian population to open their doors to men whom they do not know. There is a natural reluctance on the part of them to do that and it is a very difficult problem to integrate such a large group of men into the community. I think you recognize that fact?

Mr. Benny. Yes.

The Chairman. There is an Army and Navy YMCA and there is a Navy Recreation Center, but neither of these things, the things you are speaking of, can be supplied that way. They do not take the place of being in the homes or in the ordinary civilian life?

Mr. Benny. Not to any considerable extent.

The Chairman. In other words, they are a poor substitute for them?

Mr. Benny. Yes. The average service man, as I know him—and I am a civilian only—has been a lonely individual in the city. He does not like it and he wants to get back to the coast. I know from personal knowledge of the service men that many of them have written to their Congressmen and their [1387] commanding officers for a leave of absence in order to get back home for a while, and I would like to say that I feel that the pressure there has been very great. That goes for both the Army and the Navy.

The Army man is, of course, a little differently situated in that he has his quarters and they are fixed more or less at home, while the Navy man has no home.

The Chairman. Any questions? General McNarney?

General McNarney. I am referring to the letter which was sent by your organization dated January 3rd, and speaking of the timing of the enemy attack, the letter states, “It was based on the well known
but grim and awful fact that we have only half a Navy, half an Army, on Saturday night and Sunday morning."

Do you consider that a correct statement?

Mr. Benny. I would like to say that this letter was written by a member of the executive committee of the League, Mr. William C. Furer. Mr. Furer is the secretary of the Engineering Association and is an architect of the city and has been for a long time.

I had written a letter to be addressed to this Commission, but accepted that letter as written by Mr. Furer as a better one.

So, in signing that letter I gave it my approval.

General McNarney. Do you believe it to be a fact?

Mr. Benny. The term "half an Army and half a Navy" might be an exaggeration.

The Chairman. Don't you believe it is an exaggeration?

General McNarney. Do you think it bears any semblance to the truth?

Mr. Benny. A great many Army and Navy men came to the city on Saturday nights.

I would like to quote a statement at this time. The night watchman at the Army and Navy Y said that 10,000 men were in the

General McNarney. And there were 5,000 of them drunk?

Mr. Benny. No.

General McNarney. Well, I am quoting from your letter. We want to know the truth or falsity of it.

Mr. Benny. I am not willing to say that, sir.

General McNarney. Well, you make allegations in an official document to the Commission. Are we to place credence in what you say or not?

Mr. Benny. Not half that many, no. It is impossible to know.

General McNarney. Were there a thousand drunk?

Mr. Benny. I could not say.

General McNarney. Were there a hundred drunk?

Mr. Benny. I do not know.

General McNarney. You possess no personal knowledge to state that there were one hundred, which would be only 1% of 10,000?

Mr. Benny. It is impossible to make any statement.

General McNarney. Then why is it necessary to make a statement like this? We are reasonable men. You do not have to make a statement like that in order to have us let you come before us for a hearing. What is the effect of things like that getting in the paper? What is the effect on the people, the civilians, on the morale of the fathers and mothers of everybody back home?

A statement like that here, to my mind, is so bad that it is worse than a thousand men getting drunk. That is my opinion.

Do you think that if my mother read that half of the men in the Army were drunk and not fit for duty that she would feel very good about it?

Mr. Benny. No, of course not. No.

General McNarney. No. When you know it is false and not the truth, why do you put out statements like that?

Mr. Benny. It would not be possible to make any statement, would it?
General McNarney. It is possible to make any truthful statement, yes, but not a false statement like that.

Mr. Benny. It would be difficult to determine.

General McNarney. Well, you certainly know that it is not true?

Mr. Benny. I could admit—I would be glad to—that it is an ex-ageration so far as my personal observation goes, yes.

General McNarney. So far as any facts or any evidence is concerned which can be gathered from any agency on the Island of Oahu, it is false, isn’t it?

Mr. Benny. I would not be willing to say yes or no to that. I can’t say yes or no. The service men are scattered over a wide area in this city; they are not all on Hotel Street or in the Y. They go to these places, the taverns out at Waikiki.

General McCoy. Do you know how many men spent the night in the Army and Navy YMCA?

Mr. Benny. I do not know, sir, but that could be easily checked.

General McCoy. Yes.

General McNarney. Mr. Benny, in your opinion, are the streets of Honolulu not safe for women?

Mr. Benny. Not safe?

General McNarney. Unsafe.

Mr. Benny. Because of service men? No, they are not unsafe, no. I think a great many of the civilian population do not come downtown, but not through any fear of personal safety.

[1390] General McNarney. Do you have any reason to think, from your observation, that the success of the Japanese attack was in any way due to what you saw on the streets on Saturday night?

Mr. Benny. I am not a strategist. That would be, again, out of my line. I can easily see that a man under the influence of liquor the night before and who has remained so until the next day would be unfit for military service.

General McNarney. You do not have any data which would lead you to believe that many men who did not return to the ship that night—and you know that the men have to be back at a certain time; you are conscious of that?

Mr. Benny. Yes.

General McCoy. I think it was twelve o’clock they said they had to be back, except those few outstanding men who were permitted to stay out overnight. I think there were some number reported in the Y that night.

Do you know how many were reported of those as having shown any signs of intoxication?

Mr. Benny. No, sir; I am sorry; I do not.

General McNarney. Have you interviewed the director of the Army and Navy Y as to the state of the men the next morning?

Mr. Benny. No, I have not.

General McNarney. I wish you would.

The Chairman. Do you know him?

Mr. Benny. Yes, I know him.

The Chairman. Is he a creditable and reliable person?

Mr. Benny. Yes, sir; decidedly so.

General McNarney. Would you please get his views as to the condition of the men the next morning?
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Mr. Benny. Yes.
The Chairman. Any other questions?
Admiral Standley. Do you know how many sailors are located in this harbor?
Admiral Standley. Did you know how many there were on December 7?
Mr. Benny. No.
Admiral Standley. You have no idea?
Mr. Benny. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. Would it surprise you if I told you that there were over 40,000 men based in this port that night?
(There was no answer.)
Admiral Standley. You are interested in the security of the country, are you not?
Mr. Benny. Yes, absolutely.
Admiral Standley. And you are interested in the welfare of the men?
Mr. Benny. Yes.
Admiral Standley. The men who bear the brunt of that security?
Mr. Benny. Yes.
Admiral Standley. Then what do you think the effect was if 100 men were drunk or even if a thousand men were drunk—what do you think the effect of that statement is on the rest of the 39,000 or 39,900 men?
What effect do you think a statement like that will have when it goes home to their mothers?
What do you think the effect on the national defense is, and the effect on the men who have to bear the brunt of that defense?
Have you ever given a thought to that?
Mr. Benny. I have taken the part of the service personnel for many years. I have a great sympathy for them and I think I have understood their problems.
Now, I believe it is something more than that. I believe that the taverns have become an excuse for the attitude of indifference on the part of the community in a big way. I think that they just have permitted the men to find their own entertainment, and the only entertainment open to them is the tavern.
Admiral Standley. I suppose to wake up the community to its responsibility you are willing to make a slanderous statement about 39,900 men?
Mr. Benny. I did not make a slanderous statement.
Admiral Standley. Don't you consider that slanderous? That statement was not true. Don't you consider that slanderous about half a Navy and half an Army? Don't you consider that slanderous?
Mr. Benny. I have not considered it such. I am sorry, gentlemen, if you think that. If you think it is slanderous, why, let me make the necessary apology.
Admiral Standley. That is what I do think. You have made a slanderous statement. You have not made it public but you have made it to us, and it seems to me that a statement like that should be corrected, because that statement is being whispered around on the mainland. We have had word from people in Tennessee that this thing has happened.
Don't you think there is more than an apology due to make this correction?

Mr. Benny. Yes, but how to make a suitable apology to correct the situation.

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Mr. Benny. That would be hard to do.

Admiral Standley. Well, any organization like your organization is supposed to have as its mission the welfare of the whole country. When such an organization makes such a loose statement like that, how in God's name can you expect to do that when you make statements like that which are not the truth and when you know it is not the truth and if you do not know, you should have. It seems to me that there is need for a greater correction than just a hearing before this Commission in order to correct this. There is something more necessary to correct this than just a hearing before this Commission.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions of Mr. Benny?

General McCoy. Yes. I would like to question Mr. Benny about his statement that nothing has been done for the soldiers in this community.

Is there any organization under the churches?

Mr. Benny. Yes.

General McCoy. Haven't a great many of the citizens thrown open their homes and received the soldiers and sailors?

Mr. Benny. Yes, sir; that is correct.

General McCoy. And haven't there been clubs organized for their entertainment?

Mr. Benny. Yes, that is also correct; yes.

General McCoy. And the Y is also a very successful organization?

Mr. Benny. The Army and Navy Y has done a very fine job here.

General McCoy. I am a member of that national board and I was conscious of the fact that they had a very successful center here and that the Y work has been doing well for many years.

Mr. Benny. Yes, sir; they have done a very fine job since the services have been increased. They have done a very creditable job, noticeably so.

General McCoy. Do you know of any organizations of women here who have tried to provide homes and dances where the men might meet nice girls?

Mr. Benny. Yes, sir there have been such organizations started.

General McCoy. I take it that due to the very large number of sailors, about 40,000, and probably 50,000 in the Army—

General McNarney. Yes, about 50,000.

General McCoy. —that it is quite a problem in a town of this sort.

Mr. Benny. Yes.

General McCoy. I take it that your organization is concerned with temperance and not with prohibition?

Mr. Benny. We are concerned mostly with temperance, education, yes, sir.
General McCoy. Have you taken up with the civilian authority or with the military and naval authorities and presented any protest here or any suggestions that would help to solve this problem?

Mr. Benny. As the opportunity presented itself, yes, occasionally we have.

General McCoy. These are Americans, are they not, who have these saloons and night clubs, and so forth?

Mr. Benny. A percentage of them are, I think, Japanese. I don't know how many of those Japanese are aliens.

General McCoy. Are you conscious of any change since martial law was declared with respect to improvements with regard to the sale of liquor?

Mr. Benny. Very much, very decidedly.

General McCoy. You think the conditions have been improved?

Mr. Benny. Very much so, yes.

General McCoy. Would you be in favor of continuing that embargo during the duration of the emergency?

[1395] Mr. Benny. Yes, sir, with certain qualifications, so long as other projects or enterprises are restricted and limited. I see no reason why we should especially select the liquor industry.

General McCoy. What qualifications do you mean? I am not clear on that.

Mr. Benny. Well, I mean there are certain commercial enterprises which have been limited to a large extent in the natural operation of the commercial business during this present emergency and prior to the emergency.

General McCoy. Do I understand that you would like to see the embargo on liquor continued but certain changes made in it?

Mr. Benny. No, but I would like to see all institutions, all commercial enterprises treated alike. I think to lift the embargo on liquor would be showing a little partiality.

General McCoy. Well, what reason do you have to think that it is going to be lifted?

Mr. Benny. There was an announcement in the paper that the restriction would be modified.

General McCoy. Did it say what restrictions?

Mr. Benny. The restriction on the liquor situation; that it would be modified for a time when a plan was devised.

General McCoy. It did not say when?

Mr. Benny. It did not say when; no, sir.

General McCoy. Was that announcement made by any responsible authority?

Mr. Benny. I believe so. It is in the paper today.

General McCoy. Who made it?

Mr. Benny. Mr. Coll, president of the Liquor Commission. Then Colonel Thomas Green, advisor to the Military Governor also made a statement, according to the papers.

General McCoy. To the effect that the liquor restrictions [1396] would be modified?

Mr. Benny. Yes.

General McNarney. Have you considered the discrimination against other businesses, if the liquor restrictions were lifted, due to the fact that there was no shortage in liquor?

Mr. Benny. I beg your pardon?
General McNarney. Well, say automobiles and tires are restricted because there is a shortage of automobiles and tires. Would you consider that a discrimination between the two types of business?

Mr. Benny. I believe it would be an unfair basis for a decision; yes, sir.

General McNarney. Don’t you think that the military control is based more on the amount of material available than anything else?

Mr. Benny. Well, to illustrate, perhaps the building of houses may be one, home building, at the present time.

General McNarney. Well, there is a great shortage of lumber and building materials which are needed for defense work. It is necessary so far as house building is concerned to impose certain restrictions on it for the time being.

Mr. Benny. Yes, and also possibly lumber.

General McNarney. That is in the same category.

Mr. Benny. Yes.

General McCoy. Mr. Benny, you have been talking about enlisted men. Do you have any comment to make upon the conduct of the officers of the Army and Navy with respect to drinking?

Mr. Benny. I have acquaintances with officers both in the Army and Navy and that comes about through my connection with the Army and Navy YMCA and particularly with the chaplains and others who come into the building, but I have no comment to make on that point.

[1397] General McCoy. Did you see any officer of the Army or Navy intoxicated that evening when you were downtown?

Mr. Benny. No, I did not.

I think the point can be made that not all of the Army and Navy personnel were in uniform.

General McCoy. Was the military police of the Army and the naval patrol functioning properly that night, so far as you could see.

Mr. Benny. Yes. They are always available and always have been available and patrolling the streets.

General McCoy. And so far as you know they take care of the soldiers and sailors?

Mr. Benny. The military personnel are turned over to the military police.

General McCoy. Was that done that night, if you know?

Mr. Benny. I would not know, but I presume that would be the case.

General McCoy. You do not know how many were arrested that night?

Mr. Benny. No, but I would like to make a statement. I have somewhere in the office a copy of the duties of the shore patrol, and I recall that one of them, Rule No. 5 of the shore patrol, states that it is the requirement to take care of the men and see that they do not get into trouble, and I would like to express that as an opinion and have it inserted that unless there is a violation there is no arrest made for drunkenness but rather something in the nature of a commitment.

The Chairman. Would you be surprised to know that on the night of December 6 between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., the total number of soldiers taken into custody was 43, and 38 for being drunk and 4 for being away without leave, and that out of these 43, 42 were returned to their organizations and one man was [1398] confined for being drunk.
Now, would you have thought that that would be a normal record? Mr. Benny, I do not know that; I am sorry.

General McCoy. Mr. Benny, don't you think that that is a very small proportion, considering the fact that there were about 100,000 Army and Navy men here?

Mr. Benny. The proportion is always small, but I think that is a fair statement. The condition in most intoxicated situations under any circumstances is that the proportion is small in the number of people drunk, and in fact the proportion of those who use liquor is small.

General McNarney. I agree with you.

General McCoy. Don't you think that that is a pretty good record, considering the fact that there were 100,000 soldiers and sailors on a Saturday night, the night after pay day? Isn't that a very small proportion of the men not able to go back to their places?

Mr. Benny. Shall I answer that?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Benny. There are many drunks who may not be observed or not taken into custody by the military police. The same would hold true among the civilians.

I assume that the percentage of men arrested for drunkenness does not represent the total number.

The Chairman. The recap sheet for the shore patrol indicates there were 38 arrests for serious offenses and 44 for minor offenses, which would include drunkenness, I suppose.

Does that seem to be the average?

Mr. Benny. I do not know what the average is.

The Chairman. Any other questions?

Admiral Standley. You said you had quite a lot of YMCA service?

[1399-] Mr. Benny. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Have you had service other than in Honolulu?

Mr. Benny. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Has your experience with the Naval personnel been here?

Mr. Benny. Yes.

Admiral Standley. At no other locations?

Mr. Benny. No.

Admiral Standley. At no other place where we have Navy bases?

Mr. Benny. No.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

The Chairman. Any other questions of Mr. Benny?

Admiral Reeves. No.

The Chairman. The nature of our inquiry is such that we will ask you not to discuss your testimony with anyone or to disclose what went on in this room.

Gentlemen, we will adjourn at this time until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(Thereupon, at 4:35 o'clock p. m., an adjournment was taken until tomorrow, Tuesday, January 6, 1942, at 9 o'clock a. m. at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.)
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COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE JAPANESE ATTACK OF DECEMBER 7, 1941, ON HAWAII

TUESDAY, JANUARY 6, 1942

Suite 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.

The Commission reconvened at 9:30 o'clock a.m., pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

PRESENT

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman; Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired; Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired; Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired; Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army; Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission; Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission; Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

PROCEEDINGS

The Chairman. Call Mr. Shivers.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT L. SHIVERS, SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE OF FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, TERRITORY OF HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give the reporter your full name, Mr. Shivers?

Mr. Shivers. Robert L. Shivers.

The Chairman. Mr. Shivers, you are an attorney at law?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir, I am not.

The Chairman. You are and have been for some time the local agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation?

Mr. Shivers. I am the special agent in charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Hawaii.

The Chairman. And how long have you held that position, sir?

Mr. Shivers. Since the office opened here in August, 1939; August 24th.

The Chairman. Mr. Shivers, was there at any time an arrangement or agreement made between you and the information or intelligence
services of the Army and Navy for a division of the work of those agencies and yourself?

Mr. Shivers. There was no such agreement made or entered into by us. There was an agreement that was entered into by the F. B. I. in Washington, O. N. I. in Washington, and G-2 in Washington.

The Chairman. How did that divide up the work of counterspy

Mr. Shivers. That originally divided it in this way: The Army Intelligence was to be responsible for all intelligence and all general intelligence investigations, including espionage, sabotage, and subversive activities, within the Army Establishment. The Naval Intelligence agency was to have exclusive jurisdiction over all naval installations and over all naval personnel. The F. B. I. was to have the civilian angle of it.

Now, that agreement was originally entered into in Washington. I received a notice of that, and the other agencies out here received such a notice. Subsequently that original agreement was modified to the extent that the Naval Intelligence would have jurisdiction over all espionage, sabotage, and subversive activities and general intelligence activities with respect to the Japanese populace.

The Chairman. The Naval Intelligence would?

Mr. Shivers. The Naval Intelligence, yes, sir. I understand that that was brought about by Mr. Hoover, the Director of the F. B. I., by Admiral Anderson, who was then in charge of O. N. I., and by General—no. Colonel. Who preceded General Miles at O. N. I.?

General McNarney. I can't think of his name right now.

Mr. Shivers. I know it as well as I know my own.

The Chairman. An Army colonel was in charge of general intelligence?

Mr. Shivers. An Army colonel was at that time in charge of general intelligence. It was my understanding that Mr. Hoover told the other agencies that the F. B. I. was not prepared to take over the general intelligence work pertaining to the Japanese.

The Chairman. Now, you mean by that the Japanese population?

Mr. Shivers. The Japanese population, both of Hawaii and on the Mainland United States, and that the Navy would carry on that work until the F. B. I. had gotten in a position where they could take it over. At the time we got into the general intelligence field we did not have any Japanese translators, we had not conducted any investigative activity into Japanese intelligence, and it was agreed between those three gentlemen that the Navy would continue—

Admiral Reeves. When was that, Mr. Shivers?

Mr. Shivers. That was early in 1940, sir. (Continuing:)—that the Navy would continue until such time as the F. B. I. was able to build up its sources of information, its translators, et cetera, and until such time as it was in a position to take over.

The Chairman. Now, up to December 7, 1941, had the F. B. I. had taken over that Japanese field?

Mr. Shivers. It had not; no, sir. The F. B. I. ever was working in collaboration with the Navy out here and with the Army Intelligence out here.

The Chairman. How large a staff did you have here up to December 7?
Mr. Shivers. On December 7 I had a staff of approximately 25, including clerical employees.

General McCoy. Were they all Americans?

Mr. Shivers. All Americans except one—all Americans, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Had you then been able to find a responsible person to do Japanese translating for you?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, yes, we have a Japanese translator.

The Chairman. You have one now?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, yes, and have had for several months.

General McCoy. When you speak of these as Americans, were any of them of Japanese ancestry?

Mr. Shivers. We had a Japanese translator of Japanese ancestry, yes, sir.

General McCoy. Only one?

Mr. Shivers. Only one.

General McCoy. The rest were all what you might call—

Mr. Shivers. All American.

General McCoy. Anglo-Saxon?

Mr. Shivers. Anglo-Saxon, yes, sir.

General McCoy. Not of alien blood?

Mr. Shivers. Not of alien blood.

The Chairman. Mr. Shivers, will you tell the Commission what your conception is of the difficulties of getting intelligence here as to Japanese activities on the Island and Japanese naval activities off the Island?

Mr. Shivers. I don’t quite understand the question, sir.

The Chairman. I say, state, if you will, to the Commission what difficulties you saw here in getting this information as to Japanese activities. Were there difficulties?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, there were very extreme difficulties.

The Chairman. Well, now, what were they, and why were they?

Mr. Shivers. Well, I can explain that in this way: by saying that when I came out here to open the office of the F. B. I. on August 24, 1939, I found that the Army and Navy had been here with intelligence offices over a number of years. I therefore was under their influence for a period of, I would say, several months. I found that they had accumulated a store of information, or rather, the names of various and sundry individuals in Hawaii, Japanese agencies and people of Japanese blood who were considered to be suspicious, people who in their judgment should be interned in the event of hostilities involving the United States and Japan.

I made a tour of all of the Islands in Hawaii, asking the so-called haole populace—the businessmen, the plantation managers, the plantation owners—about the Japanese conditions and the Japanese situation. I got just about as many different answers as the number of people that I talked to. So far as I could learn the haole populace in Hawaii was not in a position to give any accurate information about the Japanese populace because there had been very little intercourse between the two. They could only give you surmises, they could only tell you what they thought would happen, but for factual information it didn’t exist.

And that is one of the difficulties in conducting general intelligence investigations here, is that the Japanese community is
so closely woven together and there is such a circle within the Japanese community that it is very difficult for the haole mind to penetrate it. To a large extent the average haole does not know the Japanese psychology, he does not know the Japanese mind, and for that reason he did not know what was going on within the inner circles of the Japanese community.

General McCoy. What do you mean by “haole”?

Mr. Shivers. I mean, that is the Hawaiian term for white.

The Chairman. From such data as you could obtain you did get up a list of suspicious persons, or the Army and Navy had such a list?

Mr. Shivers. The Army and Navy had such a list. They had very little factual information to support such a list. We asked the Army and the Navy to turn over to us at that time a list of all of their suspects. We were trying to concern ourselves primarily with the internal security of the Island by learning the identity of those people who would be a menace to our security in the event of war. We therefore requested the Army and the Navy to turn over to us their lists of A and B suspects.

The Chairman. What do you mean by A and B?

Mr. Shivers. The A suspect was the individual who was to be interned in the event of hostilities with Japan. The B suspect was the individual kept under surveillance in the event of war with Japan.

The Army had some 700 individuals on their A list and some thousand on the B list. We then began to conduct investigations of those individuals to find out their background and their activities. We then saw that we did not have a sufficient background knowledge of the Japanese, so we then began what we call a Japanese survey of the entire Islands. That took into consideration all of the Japanese societies, the control of the Japanese consulate over the various societies, the control of the Japanese consulate over the alien Japanese.

We learned that there were some 234 Japanese consular agents who had been appointed by the Consul General of Japan here in Hawaii. Those men were scattered strategically throughout the Hawaiian Islands. We saw and the Army saw and the Navy saw that if used as an espionage ring they would be in a position to furnish the Japanese consulate with espionage information from every corner of the Hawaiian Islands.

The Chairman. Now, there is something in our record somewhere to the effect that there was a movement to arrest those people for failing to register.

Mr. Shivers. There was.

The Chairman. When was that?

Mr. Shivers. In April, 1940, I submitted a list of all of the consular agents in Hawaii to the F. B. I. in Washington and asked the F. B. I. in Washington to ascertain from the State Department if those individuals had registered in accordance with the Act requiring the registration of agents of foreign principals, also to ascertain whether or not they had been noticed to the State Department by the Japanese Government as diplomatic officials.

I received—I think I have that right here, if you don’t mind my referring to it.

The Chairman. No, certainly not.
Mr. Shivers. On September 3, 1940, I advised the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Washington to this effect:

There has been transmitted herewith a list of Japanese acting as consular agents within the Territory of Hawaii for the local Japanese Consul. It is observed in the Act governing the registration of agents of foreign principals and of foreign governments that there are [1408] exempted from its provision—

Then I go ahead and quote that provision.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Shivers. Then I say:

It is requested that it be ascertained of the Department of State whether or not the names, status, and character of duties of the aforementioned consular agents are of record in the Department of State. If so, it is desired to know whether such consular agents can be considered to fall within the scope of the Act. If it is determined that these consular agents are not subject to the provisions of the Registration Act, as such, would their status be changed in any respect so that they would come within the purview of this Act, provided they are engaged in disseminating propaganda for the Japanese Consul or the Japanese Government?

It has been learned from a confident source that one of the consular agents telephoned to the Japanese consulate in Honolulu and asked a representative of the consulate if he should register under the terms of the Alien Registration Act. The member of the consulate staff advised the consular agent that he was not subject to the terms of this Act and should not register because he was a diplomatic officer under the jurisdiction of the Japanese Foreign Office.

These four hundred consular agents—I said four hundred. There are really only 234.

—are scattered throughout the Hawaiian Islands and the Bureau can readily see that they constitute a source of information over wide areas, which if used for espionage purposes would be in a position [1409] to furnish the consulate invaluable information on fleet movements, Army posts, and all general information that would be of value to the Japanese Government.

In the event it is determined that any or all of these consular agents are subject to the provisions of the Registration Act, this office desires to conduct an immediate investigation for the purposes of ascertaining their activities looking toward a prosecution of those consular agents who have violated the terms of the Registration Act by not having registered as prescribed.

While this office is not aware of the full extent of the duties of the consular agents, it is believed that they are required to look after the interests of the Japanese populace in their respective communities, to keep alive the Japanese spirit, and to do the bidding of the Japanese consulate. They are undoubtedly looked upon by the Japanese populace as representatives of the Japanese consulate and the Japanese Government and the Emperor of Japan, and for that reason wield considerable influence in determining the actions and molding the thought of the Japanese populace in Hawaii, especially among the alien element.

Then subsequently I received a letter from the Bureau in Washington that said:

For your information with regard to the progress being made in the possible prosecution of Japanese consular agents there is enclosed a photostatic copy of a letter dated July 25, 1941, addressed to the Attorney General by the Secretary of War, together with a photostatic copy of the enclosure contained therein.

The Department has previously advised that the State Department has entered no objection to the prosecution of these consular agents, but in view of the objection entered by the Secretary of War, the Criminal Division is not prepared at this time to authorize prosecution of these agents, but still has the matter under investigation.

Now, prior to that communication I informed the Bureau on June 23, 1941, that—I made reference to a telegram from the Bureau of June 2nd stating that the Attorney General's office of the Department had requested an opinion from the United States Attorney of Hono-
lulu regarding prosecution under the Registration Act of the 234 Japanese consular agents in Hawaii.

As stated in the aforementioned wire, Mr. Angus Taylor, Jr., acting United States Attorney here, wired the Department recommending immediate prosecution but advised at the same time that Lieutenant General Walter Short, Department Commander of the United States Army in Hawaii, was opposed to such action at this time on the grounds that it might react unfavorably on the Japanese community, although such action would not interfere with any plans of the Hawaiian Department for the defense of the Islands.

The United States Attorney is in receipt of a further communication from the Department requesting to be advised if there has been any change in the opinion of General Short concerning this matter and requesting to be advised of the practical effect of his opposition.

Acting United States Attorney Angus Taylor has informed me that he has communicated with General Short [1411] through Lieutenant Colonel M. W. Marston who is in charge of the Military Intelligence Office for the Hawaiian Department, and has been informed that the General has not changed his opinion in this matter and will actively oppose the prosecution of these individuals by recommending to the War Department, if necessary, that the matter be taken up with the Attorney General with a view of preventing the arrest and prosecution of the Japanese consular agents at this time.

As I understand it, the primary objection of General Short is that since the Registration Act has been in effect since September, 1939, he does not believe it would be considered fair play if the Government should at this time arrest the 234 Japanese consular agents who have been acting as such since the enactment of the law, and he feels that it would be regarded by the Japanese community as a hostile act designed to harass the Japanese aliens and American citizens of Japanese ancestry in the Hawaiian Islands.

The Chairman. Now can you give us a little background on that, Mr. Shivers?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir, I can.

The Chairman. Were you in touch with the War and Navy Departments on this question and with Mr. Taylor?

Mr. Shivers. You will recall that in one of those letters there I said that the United States Attorney had been requested to give an opinion as to whether or not these people should be prosecuted.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Shivers. The United States Attorney consulted me on that. At that time the United States Attorney had not been furnished with copies of the reports that had been submitted by [11/12] our office for the simple reason that the Department of Justice itself, the Attorney General's office, decides the question of prosecution on violations of the Registration Act, bearing in mind that in prosecutions under that statute the venue lies in the District of Columbia. However, it was the thought of the Attorney General that these men would not have to be prosecuted under the amended act requiring the registration of agents of foreign principals but could be prosecuted under the original act, which requires notice to the State Department of all agents of any foreign power.

Mr. Taylor consulted me, and I then called a meeting of Captain Mayfield, who was the District intelligence officer, Naval District intelligence officer, Lieutenant Colonel M. W. Marston, who was then the G-2 officer, and his assistant, Lieutenant Colonel George W. Bicknell. I told them that I had received a request from the United States Attorney to furnish him with all of the information that had been developed on these consular agents and that he was going to report to the Attorney General his opinion as to whether or not they should
be prosecuted. I informed them that I thought that they should take the matter up themselves with their respective commands, who at that time were Admiral Bloch and General Short, and that since it was purely a criminal proceeding I did not suppose that they would have any objection to it, although I thought that they should be consulted on the matter.

The following day we met again, and Captain Mayfield, representing Admiral Bloch, stated that the Admiral was all for prosecuting these consular agents and that they should be, in his judgment, prosecuted. Colonel Marston, representing General Short, made substantially the same report that I have just read to you.

The CHAIRMAN. That the Army thought they ought not to be?

Mr. SHIVERS. The Army thought that they should not be.

[1413] Mr. Taylor, the United States Attorney, asked me what my opinion was. I told him that, as you know, this office cannot recommend to the United States Attorney either for or against prosecution in any criminal case. We merely submit the facts to you. I said, "I do feel, however, since the Army is responsible for the defense of these Islands, that we as an organization should not do anything that is going to embarrass the Army in the defense of these Islands, and that we should give consideration to General Short's position." Mr. Taylor thereafter did recommend to the Department of Justice that they should be prosecuted, and he quoted Admiral Bloch and General Short.

Then there came an opinion from the War Department. Thereafter there was an opinion from the War Department. Thereafter there was a request from the War Department which was transmitted to the Attorney General by the Secretary of War quoting a paraphrased telegram which had been sent to the War Department by General Short on July 22, 1941, which says:

We are at present engaged in a counter propaganda campaign whose object is to encourage loyalty of the Japanese population of Hawaii on promise of fair treatment. The present outlook of results of this campaign on entire population is very favorable. Success of the campaign would promote unity and greatly reduce proportions of our defense problem. Espionage Act of June 15, 1917 referred to in your radio of July 19, 1941, has been in effect here since August of 1930 with no attempt at local enforcement. As result of careful survey of situation, considering available facts and opinions F. B. I. and other federal agencies I believe not over ten percent of the unregistered consular agents in Hawaii are aware they have violated our laws. I believe further that prosecution at this time would unduly alarm entire population and jeopardize success our current campaign to secure loyalty Japanese population.

In my opinion fair play demands that warning be given to consular agents to register by a certain date on penalty of prosecution. I believe development of loyalty among Japanese population more important than punishment of a few individuals. It is impracticable to place total Japanese population of one hundred sixty thousand in concentration camps.

The CHAIRMAN. That is General Short's?

General McCoy. That letter is signed by the Secretary of War?

Mr. SHIVERS. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Personally signed by Mr. Stimson?

Mr. SHIVERS. Here is the Secretary of War's letter. Do you care for me to read that to you, sir?

General McCoy. Yes.

Mr. SHIVERS. "Washington,"—Admiral STANLEY. What is the letter he just read?
The Chairman. That is an excerpt from the Secretary of War's letter, isn't it?

Mr. Shivers. You will understand that when I read this letter here.

WAR DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON
July 25, 1941

The Honorable, The Attorney General.

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

Upon receipt of your letter of July 14, 1941, on the subject of the prosecution of certain unregistered Japanese consular agents in the Territory of Hawaii, I dispatched a secret radiogram to the Commanding General. [1415] Hawaiian Department, directing him to radio his recommendations stating clearly his reasons and objections if any to the proposed prosecution.

A paraphrased copy of his reply is attached hereto.

I concur in the statements and objections set forth by the Commanding General, Hawaiian Department, and strongly recommend that a warning be issued to these unregistered Japanese consular agents, through their accredited Consul General in Honolulu, to register by a certain date, say within a period of thirty days after promulgation of the warning, under penalty of prosecution for violation of our laws.

I believe that such a warning will effect the desired registration and contribute materially toward the Commanding Generals campaign to secure the loyalty of the Japanese population of the Territory.

Sincerely yours,

Henry L. Stimson,
Secretary of War.

The Chairman. Now, Mr. Shivers, was a warning issued then?

Mr. Shivers. There was no such warning issued.

The Chairman. Why not? You don't know?

Mr. Shivers. That I don't know, sir.

The Chairman. You think that was intended to be a warning by the War Department? Or by the Attorney General's office?

Mr. Shivers. I think it was a suggestion by the War Department that the Attorney General's office—

The Chairman. The Attorney General's office.

Mr. Shivers. —— should issue such a warning.

The Chairman. Well, we will find out from Mr. Taylor why [1416] it wasn't. He would know? At least, he would know whether he got any instructions?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, he would know that.

General McCoy. Do you know yourself?

Mr. Shivers. So far as I know, no warning was issued and no provisions for any warning were made.

The Chairman. And you don't know why?

Mr. Shivers. I do know this: that subsequent to this I received instructions from the Bureau in Washington to conduct very thorough, complete investigations of all of the Japanese consular agents for the purpose of ascertaining in detail what their activity was, whether or not they had engaged in any subversive activities or in the dissemination of any propaganda, and that upon the completion of these investigations the matter would again be referred to the Department for an opinion.

The Chairman. Now we have gotten along to the middle of 1941, haven't we?

Admiral Standley. What was the date of the—

The Chairman. We have passed midsummer.

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir, we have passed midsummer. July, 1941.

July 25, 1941.
The Chairman. Well, now, did you start on the investigation?

Mr. Shivers. Immediately, yes, sir.

The Chairman. What did you discover?

Mr. Shivers. Well, in the beginning we made about—we conducted investigations of about twenty of these consular agents back in April, 1940.

The Chairman. Yes?

Mr. Shivers. And probably before April, 1940. And sent those in to Washington, and those reports were referred to the Attorney General. We did that in order to give the Department the facts with respect to the operations of these consular agents here, and at that time it was pointed out that the acts of one [1417] are undoubtedly common to the acts of all and that determination of a violation can undoubtedly be made from the facts that have been submitted in these reports.

Then, after receiving the further instructions after this adjudication had been made, we then assigned five men to conduct thorough investigations of all the Japanese consular agents. We have quite a number on Hawaii, Kauai, Maui, and Honolulu, and those investigations have disclosed that they have been quite prominent in collecting comfort kits, moneys, and funds for transmittal to Japan and have been the leaders in the Japanese community, have filled out all of the papers necessary for the alien to fill out for transmission to the consulate. They also engage in filling out applications for deferment for military service, which they transmit to the Consul. They also handle expatriation matters, which they transmit to the Consul. And they also assist in the Japanese commercial census which is taken in Hawaii about every five years.

The Chairman. You mean taken under the Hawaiian Government?

Mr. Shivers. No.

The Chairman. Or taken under the Japanese Government?

Mr. Shivers. Taken under orders of the Japanese Government through either Consul. They also assist the dual citizen in filing his Army registration papers when he attains his majority. As you gentlemen know, all persons born in Hawaii of alien parents prior to 1924 are automatically dual citizens.

General McCoy. Dual citizens?

Mr. Shivers. Are automatically dual citizens.

The Chairman. They become citizens of the United States, but under the law of Japan they do not, unless they so elect, lose their Japanese citizenship?

Mr. Shivers. That is correct. In Japan they are Japanese citizens. In America they are American citizens.

The Chairman. Yes, sir.

[1418] Mr. Shivers. All those born subsequent to 1924 are not considered citizens of Japan unless they are registered with the Japanese Consul in Honolulu by their parents within fourteen days after birth.

The Chairman. Now, Mr. Shivers, were a number of these consular agents American citizens, or were they all aliens?

Mr. Shivers. I would say 99% of them were aliens.

The Chairman. Aliens?

Mr. Shivers. That is approximately correct.
The Chairman. Yes. Mostly aliens?
Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Now, what has become of them now?
Mr. Shivers. They are in mass in the detention camp.
The Chairman. They have been interned?
Mr. Shivers. They were picked up on December 7.
General McCoy. All of them?
Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. They never did register?
Mr. Shivers. They never did register.
The Chairman. And you only found them by ascertaining their status from their activities, I presume?
Mr. Shivers. No, sir. Prior to 1941 the Nippu Jiji—Nippu Jiji is a local Japanese paper—prior to 1941 the Nippu Jiji published in its Japanese directory the names and addresses of all Japanese consular agents. We were able to learn their identity through that directory.
The Chairman. Directory.
Mr. Shivers. But beginning with the directory that was published in 1941 their names were omitted, and they were omitted at the request of the Japanese Consul, because he had learned that an investigation was being made of them.
The Chairman. Of course. It strikes me that that was a very large staff of consular agents for this Territory. How did you feel about that?
Mr. Shivers. Well, it struck me this way: Of course, the United States would not have been permitted to have had such a setup in Japan or any other foreign country, and it struck me as constituting an espionage network which if we had had one like it, even in Hawaii, we would have known much more than we did know, because it was ideally set up.
If you have the time and are interested I can show you a chart here on the Japanese consulate setup here in Hawaii.
(The witness produced a chart.)
The Chairman. Nine on his staff. The advisory council noted here, is that of American citizens or Japanese?
Mr. Shivers. The advisory council, sir?
The Chairman. Dr. Mori and others.
Mr. Shivers. The advisory council is composed of leading alien Japanese businessmen and professional men in Honolulu.
The Chairman. I see they have got one Wade Warren Thayer here. He is probably an Anglo-Saxon, isn’t he?
Mr. Shivers. Wade Warren Thayer is an Anglo-Saxon. He is the registered attorney for the Japanese Consul in Honolulu. He resigned December 7.
The Chairman. Then, you have classified the agents by islands?
Mr. Shivers. According to islands, yes, sir.
General McCoy. And they number how many?
The Chairman. Two hundred and thirty-four, do they not?
Mr. Shivers. I think the final count was 219, sir; some had gone back to Japan.
General McCoy. And as far as you know they have all been interned since December 7?
Mr. Shivers. Every one of them, yes, sir.
General McCoy. None escaped?
Mr. Shivers. No, sir. I think we—in fact I know we have all of them.

[1420] The Chairman. The heading, "Registered Agents of Foreign Principals," refers to actually registered agents of Japanese business concerns, I presume?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir. Registered agents of the foreign principals, the foreign principals in that case being either Japan or some agency in Japan.

The Chairman. In Japan. Well, then there were some that did register? I see they are called "Registered Agents of Foreign Principals."

Mr. Shivers. Oh, yes. That's another story. Now, Wade Warren Thayer is the registered agent, because he is the attorney for the Japanese consulate. Theo. H. Davies & Company is registered as agent of the British Government or some British agency. Bowman, Deute, Cummings, Inc., is registered as, I believe, advertising agencies—relation agencies of Japanese Tourists' Bureau, I think. Nippon Yusen Kaisya is the NYK steamship line office here in Honolulu.

The Chairman. In other words, there is no violation of any law as respects those fellows?

Mr. Shivers. Well, let me; may I see that a second?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Shivers. The gentlemen listed here as Daizo Sumida, Dr. Iga Mori, Seizo Yamamoto, they registered as agents of a foreign principal after we had developed an offense against them. There were four Japanese men here who back in early 1940 got together and agreed with the Consul to contribute a sum of $2,500 to the Pan-Pacific Union here. That $2,500 was to go to the Pan-Pacific Union to defray the expenses of an individual connected with the Pan-Pacific Union by the name of Frank A. Von Heiland, who was suspected of being a Japanese and German espionage agent here in Hawaii.

The Japanese Consul General went to these four men and asked them if they would act, as it were, as a front for him [1421] in turning this money over to the Pan-Pacific Union, ostensibly to create a department of Pacific affairs in the Pan-Pacific Union but in reality to be given to Frank A. Von Heiland by the Pan-Pacific Union through arrangements that they had previously made. Well, there were Daizo Sumida, Seizo Yamamoto, Matsura Soga, the publisher of the Nippu Jiji, and one other individual. Now, Daizo Sumida, Dr. Iga Mori, Seizo Yamamoto, and Matsura Soga, they are the four individuals who took the money from the Japanese Consul. The check was given by the Japanese Consul to Sumida. Sumida deposited the check for $2,500 in his own account and then drew a check payable to the Pan-Pacific Union on his account in the sum of $2,500.

Well, during the course of the investigation it developed that they were just simply fronting for the consulate, and the manner in which they got the money into the Pan-Pacific Union was a ruse—the purpose of it was a ruse, and the actual fact was that the money was to go to Frank A. Von Heiland, who was going to use that in publication of the Pan-Pacific Union magazine, and that matter was of course reported and referred to the State Department. The State Department held that they were in violation of the act requiring the registration of agents of foreign principals. They registered and withdrew
at the same time, and by registering thereby confessing that they should have registered before, but coincident with filing they—

The Chairman. Quit.

Mr. Shivers. —quit, and no prosecution was instituted.

General McCoy. What is the Pan-Pacific Union?

Mr. Shivers. That is an organization that at one time was quite prominent here and on the Mainland. It was originally headed by Mr. Wallace Hume Ford. Perhaps you gentlemen may know him.

General McCoy. That has no connection—

Mr. Shivers. Has no connection with the Institute of Pacific Relations.

The Chairman. What was the man's name?

Mr. Shivers. Wallace Hume Ford.

For the past year and a half it has not been active at all except insofar as it was able to entertain some of the Japanese celebrities who came by here, and other Pacific figures, before the commercial relations with Japan were halted.

The Chairman. Mr. Shivers, I take it you have found it impossible to get a Japanese agent or agents here under the Bureau that you could trust; is that right?

Mr. Shivers. I wouldn't say that, Mr. Justice. I would say this: that it is next to impossible to get one whom you can trust who would be in a position to know what is going on.

The Chairman. The alien Japanese or the ill-affected Japanese are clams, are they? It is a tight ring?

Mr. Shivers. It is a very tight ring. You must remember that we have 41,387 alien Japanese in Hawaii. Now, we have 24,000 alien males and about 16,000 alien females, and it is almost next to impossible to get one on whom you could rely who is sufficiently well informed or close enough to the alien enemy to actually be in a position to know what is going on.

General McCoy. A number of these local Japanese of American citizenship are graduates of the University of Hawaii?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And have gone through the R. O. T. C. and are therefore reserve officers of the United States?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And are now on active service, are they not?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Would you have trust in them or any of them?

Mr. Shivers. I would, yes, sir.

[1423] General McCoy. They are now in the United States service?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. In an article published in the Reader's Digest on "Japanese Saboteurs in Our Midst" there is this statement with reference to the Japanese of like background in the United States:

Of the loyalty to the United States of thousands of our West Coast Japanese, particularly the Nisei, or American-born, there is and can be no question. In fact they have supplied much of the information our government has.

Now, that is with reference to those on the West Coast. Would you state whether that would apply here?
Mr. Shivers. I would say this, General, that the Nisei out here—that is, some of them—have supplied us with quite valuable information, and even since the outbreak of hostilities they have supplied us with names of alien Japanese who they say should be interned.

The Chairman. How are you conducting your investigation, Mr. Shivers, to determine which of these interned Japanese may be liberated? Are you making such investigation?

Mr. Shivers. We are not making such investigation, Mr. Justice. That is the responsibility of the hearing board.

The Chairman. Who is the hearing board?

Mr. Shivers. That was appointed by the Military Governor, consists of five individuals, I believe, who gives to each a proper hearing.

The Chairman. Are some of them being turned out, so far as you know?

Mr. Shivers. So far as I know none have been released by the board. Now, there were some released by the military authorities before they went before the board. The plan here, as you gentlemen may already know, was to apprehend every German and Italian alien in the Hawaiian Islands in the event of a declaration of war on the axis powers. That was done with the exception of the aged and infirm. Practically every German alien and every Italian alien in Hawaii was picked up on December 8, and some of those have since been released on the representations of some of the people here who were willing to vouch for them.

General McCoy. Without investigation on your part?

Mr. Shivers. At the direction of the Army authorities, yes, sir.

General McCoy. And without investigation on your part?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You did not pick up every alien Japanese? You couldn’t?

Mr. Shivers. We could not do that.

The Chairman. You picked up those that were suspected?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Did you form any opinion as to where the center of Japanese espionage was here?

Mr. Shivers. Very definitely, sir. I am satisfied that it was centered in the Japanese consulate.

The Chairman. Now, you were not able to break into the communications of the Japanese consulate with Japan on account of legal bars, as I understand it.

Mr. Shivers. That is correct.

The Chairman. Until war was declared?

Mr. Shivers. Until war was declared. We had attempted to get the cooperation of the commercial radio communication offices here in furnishing us with the information, but were unable to do so.

General McCoy. Do you know whether the Army and the Navy were able to do that?

[1425] Mr. Shivers. I know this, sir: I know that the Navy beginning about November 24 or 25 was able to effect an arrangement with one of the commercial communication companies here to obtain all of the traffic between Honolulu and the Japanese Government in Japan. I don’t believe, however, that any of that material was gotten together for the Navy until after December 7.
The Chairman. Some of it was, Mr. Shivers, we have learned. Amongst others that Kita dispatch was delivered either the 5th or 6th in a batch of stuff from that communication company, but no—
Mr. Shivers. No; that is the material that I obtained.
The Chairman. Well, I know you got it too, but we rather get the impression that it was turned over—you got it when you got to the consulate?
Mr. Shivers. No, sir; I got it from the radio company myself.
The Chairman. Oh, you did? Well, that was never translated until after the
Mr. Shivers. Until after the 7th.
The Chairman. Yes. It couldn’t be, could it?
Mr. Shivers. The Navy had its arrangement with one company here, and I think it went into effect about December 1st.
The Chairman. That is about right.
Mr. Shivers. But my impression is that if they got it they were not able to have it translated.
The Chairman. They were not.
Mr. Shivers. Until after December 7.
The Chairman. They were not able to make it out.
Mr. Shivers. If we had had an arrangement with the other companies whereby we could have gotten that information, we would have known what was going to happen before it did.
General McCoy. Did you see Colonel Sarnoff when he was here, the president of the Radio Corporation?
Mr. Shivers. I did not, no, sir.
General McCoy. When was he here? Do you know?
Mr. Shivers. The latter part of November. I knew that some arrangements were going to try to be made with him, and for that reason I kept out of the picture entirely.
The Chairman. Mr. Shivers, are you acquainted with a thing, the association called the Japanese Hotel Association?
Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Is it your notion that that association was active in getting men through the immigration bureau that perhaps ought not to have gotten in here? Have you ever heard such rumors?
Mr. Shivers. Oh, I am quite satisfied of that, sir, in this way: The Japanese Hotel Association interested itself primarily in keeping records of all Japanese who came into the Hawaiian Islands for any purpose whatsoever, and they now probably have the records that are much more complete even than our own immigration. They have furnished evidence for the immigration authorities on which certificates of birth could be granted and on which re-entry permits could be given. That is to say, they will find the midwife or somebody who knows the midwife who was present when this particular Japanese was born.
I would say offhand that the language newspapers, the Hotel Association, the Japanese-language schools have been the three worst subversive elements in Hawaii. Definitely the language school has prevented the assimilation of the American way of life on the part of the Japanese.
The Chairman. What is your view as to the Shinto priests here and the teachers in these Japanese-language schools?
Mr. Shivers. Fifty-one percent of the teachers in the Japanese-language schools are alien. Forty-nine percent are American. The Shinto priests are all very definitely dangerous. All of them, Shinto priests, are now in custodial detention. There are two sects, the church and state sects, of Shintoism.

The Chairman. The church and state sects?

Mr. Shivers. Church and state sects of Shintoism. All state Shinto priests some time ago, about a year ago, were raised by the Japanese Government to a position equal to military officers, and we felt that that of itself was sufficient justification for their internment in the event of hostilities. We tried to approach this—the Army and the Navy and I have tried to approach the situation out here by endeavoring to first find out what the possibilities were and make provisions for eliminating those. We know that the consular agents were definitely a source of potential danger. We know that the Shinto priests were. We know that the Japanese-language schoolteachers were. By eliminating those in the event of war we had other things then that we would have to deal with, and those would be out of the way, believing and feeling that the leadership would be taken if and when those individuals were interned.

General McCoy. Were you able to get all of them?

Mr. Shivers. Sir?

General McCoy. Were you able to get all of them?

Mr. Shivers. Not all of the Japanese-language school-teachers have yet been picked up.

General McCoy. Were you able to get all the priests?

Mr. Shivers. All of the Shinto priests, yes, sir. We also are daily getting a number of young people, both aliens and citizens, who have recently served in the Japanese Army and who have returned to Hawaii as late as June, 1941.

The Chairman. People who have actually served in the Japanese Army?

Mr. Shivers. People who have actually served in the Japanese Army.

The Chairman. They would be, of course, aliens?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, yes; some aliens and some citizens.

The Chairman. Some citizens?

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

General McCoy. Army and Navy, I suppose?

Mr. Shivers. Army and Navy. We had some in the air corps, some in the infantry, some in the navy.

The Chairman. I suppose that a great source of danger here was the uncensored short-wave radio sets, Mr. Shivers?

Mr. Shivers. That certainly is a definite threat and is now being used—is still being used to——

The Chairman. You think it is still being used?

Mr. Shivers. I think it is undoubtedly still being used for dissemination of information to the army as to the territory.

The Chairman. Now, how much monitoring are you able to do, or are any of these agencies able to do, of these radio sets?

Mr. Shivers. That is the problem of the signal corps of the Army and the Navy and the F. C. C. We do not monitor those.

The Chairman. You do not monitor them?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir.
The Chairman. I have heard it said somewhere here that there are but four monitoring sets in use on the Island now. Do you know anything about that?

Mr. Shivers. I think, sir, the F. C. C. may have four monitoring sets; I mean by that, mobile.

The Chairman. Mobile sets?

[1249] Mr. Shivers. Mobile sets, yes, sir.

The Chairman. In order to pick up a station that is sending from the Island?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Get bearings on it?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And locate it?

Mr. Shivers. But I am satisfied that there are considerably more than four actually doing the monitoring.

The Chairman. Actually doing the monitoring?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. As a result of that do you have knowledge whether sets have been picked up?

Mr. Shivers. Sets have been picked up; whether as a result of that, I don't know. I rather doubt that it has been as a result of their location, but sets have been picked up in the general localities where the direction finder indicated.

The Chairman. Of course it is very easy to construct a small sending set, isn't it?

Mr. Shivers. Very simple to one who knows how.

The Chairman. Yes. Is there any Japanese-language propaganda being put out by the American authorities on Oahu now?

Mr. Shivers. There is not.

The Chairman. Is there much Japanese propaganda coming over short wave from Tokyo?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. There is?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. In Japanese?

Mr. Shivers. In Japanese and in English, which is having its effect on the Japanese populace here.

The Chairman. Well, now, is there any way to reach that?

[1430] Mr. Shivers. There is no way to reach that, sir, except by counterpropaganda and trying to jam the stations.

The Chairman. Has there been any success in jamming them?

Mr. Shivers. Not wholly, no, sir. They have been jammed at times, and other times they could not be jammed. I think the most effective way to combat that would be to have our own counterpropaganda system, which I understand is now in the process of being set up.

The Chairman. It is in process of being set up?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Mr. Shivers, do you happen to know whether the Army and the Navy were cognizant of your radio communication with your home office in Washington?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, I know that the Army was.

The Chairman. You do know that the Army was?
Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir. And, oh, I know that the Navy was, too. Now, when I say Army and Navy I am referring to their intelligence agency. I know that Army intelligence knew that we did it, and I know that Navy intelligence knew that we did it.

The Chairman. You don't know whether the operating staffs knew about it?

Mr. Shivers. I don't know about that.

General McCoy. Have they ever used it?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir.

General McCoy. They could have used it, of course, if they had asked you?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Do you happen to know whether your radio was receiving satisfactorily on the morning of December 7?

Mr. Shivers. It was, yes, sir. We received several messages on the morning of December 7.

The Chairman. On that morning?

[1431] Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Around the time of the attack?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir; it was subsequent to the attack.

The Chairman. Subsequent to the attack?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We have been deeply impressed with the fact that the Japanese had perfect intelligence as to everything on this Island—topography troop movements, vessel movements, and everything else—and that the United States had practically no intelligence as to Japanese movements. Do you think that it was possible to have overcome that defect in our own information, from your experience here?

Mr. Shivers. From my experience here I think it could have been overcome. I don't think it could have been overcome here. I think there were but very few people, if any, not over one, perhaps two, who knew exactly what the Japanese contemplated. I think it could have been offset in Japan or somewhere in the East.

The Chairman. Do you happen to know whether we have any espionage system in the East?

Mr. Shivers. I do not, sir.

The Chairman. And you don't happen to know whether we have any Army or Navy intelligence spies in Japan?

Mr. Shivers. I do not, sir.

The Chairman. You think that would have been the only source, really, and not a source here on this Island?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, I don't see how we could have possibly gotten it here unless we would have had access to all of the diplomatic channels that exist here.

The Chairman. In other words, if you had had access to the messages that they were sending over the commercial radio you might very well have spilled out a warning of action against this Island from those?

[1432] Mr. Shivers. I think very definitely we would have known that, sir.

Do you gentlemen—I don't know whether you want me to volunteer anything or not.
The Chairman. Certainly we do. We want to hear everything that is on your mind.

Mr. Shivers. You asked me a moment ago if I thought I knew where the center of the Japanese espionage system was. I said the Japanese consulate.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Shivers. I have reason for saying that, if you want those reasons.

The Chairman. Well, do we want to go into the reasons? I think your judgment is what we want on that.

Mr. Shivers. I mean I can more or less give you documentary proof of that.

General McCoy. I think your statement is sufficient.

[1433] The Chairman. I think your statement is enough.

Do you have anything, General?

General McNarney. No.

The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. No.

Admiral Standley. I would like to ask a question or two. I am rather at a loss to understand your statement about the division of the duties. You said the Navy had been assigned to the Japanese General Intelligence, as I understood you; is that correct?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir.

Let me go over that again, sir. Originally the Army was responsible for their own personnel and installations; the Navy was responsible for their personnel and installations, and the F. B. I. was responsible for the civilian program. That was modified so that the Navy had jurisdiction over all this general intelligence pertaining to the Japanese by reason of the fact that the F. B. I. was not prepared to take over the investigating of the civilian Japanese in connection with the general intelligence because they did not have the language facilities and did not have the translators and, as I say, they did not know anything about it up to the time we took over back in 1939.

Admiral Standley. The Navy was responsible for general intelligence relating to and concerning Japanese?

Mr. Shivers. That was their prime responsibility, yes.

Admiral Standley. And when the question of these consulates came up, the Navy recommended that they be prosecuted?

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And the Army recommended to the contrary?

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And the Army opinion prevailed?

[1434] Mr. Shivers. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Does that make sense to you? Here is the Navy, responsible for it and the Navy recommends that these people be prosecuted, and the Army opinion prevails. It does not make sense to me. Does it make sense to you?

Mr. Shivers. Well, sir, that was the matter that was decided back in Washington. I have my own personal opinions about it.

Admiral Standley. I would like to ask you this question: We know that in this attack on the 7th of December, or at least we have been informed by the people here, that there have been no acts of sabotage, no acts whatever during this raid.
Mr. Shivers. That is correct, sir, so far as I know, and I think I would know if there had been any.

Admiral Standley. Is that, in your opinion, conclusive evidence that if another attack should take place that there would be no sabotage?

Mr. Shivers. Absolutely not.

Admiral Standley. Does that convey to you the possibility that that was deliberate so as not to alarm the people about sabotage so that when the real test came that sabotage would be effective?

Mr. Shivers. It certainly could be so construed.

Admiral Standley. I have heard the statement made here that because of the fact that there was none that there would not be any. Do you think that the people may be lulled into a false sense of security because of the lack of sabotage?

Mr. Shivers. I think undoubtedly there are some proponents here who would be lulled or want to be lulled into that train of thought and who would probably try to lull other people into that train of thought.

Admiral Standley. You do not think that opinion is generally accepted?

Mr. Shivers. No, I do not by any manner of means.

[1435] Admiral Standley. In your efforts here to obtain information, you did not make an effort to go into the messages sent out by the private cable company, did you?

Mr. Shivers. I made an effort to try to get them.

Admiral Standley. But it was not successful?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Have the F. B. I.—and do not answer this if you do not want to—been successful in accomplishing that in other places?

Mr. Shivers. That, sir, I would not be able to say because I have not been on the mainland in about two years. I could only say this: that you are dealing with different individuals and you may be able to talk one man out of something and you may not be able to talk the other man out of it.

Admiral Standley. You were not able to talk any of these people out of it?

Mr. Shivers. Well, we all tried it.

The Chairman. Mr. Shivers, did you discover any cash funds in the consulate when you raided it?

Mr. Shivers. We did not raid it, sir.

The Chairman. Well, who did?

Mr. Shivers. I will tell you exactly what happened there. On the morning of December 7 before noon, about 10 or 11 o'clock, I found out that the Japanese Consulate was not guarded.

The Chairman. It was not guarded?

Mr. Shivers. It was not guarded. They still had telephone communications going in and out. I tried to find out who could properly take over that duty there and I could not find anybody who would do it, so I instructed the Chief of Police to place a guard around the consulate for the protection of the consul general and the members of his staff and the consular property. That was done about noon.

When they arrived, the consul was burning his documents, [1436] which he had been doing for several days previously. He
was just walking out to play a game of golf, and he had a document strapped to his leg which they found, but that document was of no importance.

The Chairman. Was there a considerable amount of cash in the consulate?

Mr. Shivers. I understand there was around $20,000 there.

The Chairman. In cash?

Mr. Shivers. In cash, yes, and that was taken by the consul to the bank. I understand it was deposited there under the freeze order regulations.

The Chairman. Where is the consul now?

Mr. Shivers. He is at the consulate.

The Chairman. He is in the consulate?

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

The Chairman. Is he telephoning much?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir. I think his lines have gone dead or something.

The Chairman. Let me ask you this question, Mr. Shivers: You have been here quite a number of years. I gather from what you said that you think there are a number of young Japanese who would be loyal to the United States of America?

Mr. Shivers. That is correct, sir. I think there are some Japanese citizens of Japanese blood who are loyal, yes.

The Chairman. What would you think would be the attitude of a considerable number of Japanese if an apparent successful invasion of this island by Japan was in progress?

Mr. Shivers. You might modify that by saying this, that in my judgment the alien Japanese and on through some of the second-generation Japanese, that just as soon as Japan achieves some temporary decisive victory, the old spirit will begin to bubble forth, and at that time we are going to have some very serious trouble because of the cockiness of some of the alien Japanese, which is going to offend the white Americans. The Chinese, or the Filipinos.

Such clashes can, as you gentlemen know, probably and possibly lead to a general riot.

Now, if there should be an out-and-out attack on this island by the Japanese Navy, reinforced by their air arm, I think you could expect 95% of the alien Japanese to glory in that attack and to do anything they could to further the efforts of the Japanese forces.

You would find some second- and third-generation Japanese, who are American citizens but who hold dual citizenship, and you would find some of those who would join forces with the Japanese attackers for this and other reasons. Some of them may think they have suffered discrimination, economic, social, and otherwise, and there would probably be a few of them who would do it.

The Chairman. What is your judgment as to the necessity for the future for maintaining such a strict military control as now exists?

Mr. Shivers. I would say my best judgment, sir, is that the longer martial law is in effect the better off we will be here, and the opportunities for that type of work will be kept to a minimum.

The Chairman. I gather from what has been said that the Japanese around here are pretty well cowed and afraid?
Mr. Shivers. They are well afraid, pretty well afraid by this show of military force. I think that according to the Japanese psychology we can expect them to be subservient as long as America is on top. When we begin to suffer defeats, which we probably will, and they achieve some temporary decisive victory they will bubble forth and they will not show such subservience as they do now. As long as we are on top they will, but some of them will probably do anything they can.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.

General McCoy. I would like to ask some questions.

Mr. Shivers. I would like to ask if you gentlemen are familiar with the signal system that was set up here on the island.

The Chairman. You are referring to the message?

Mr. Shivers. Yes. Are you familiar with the other messages, the contents of the messages?

The Chairman. Yes. You mean those messages setting up the signal lights?

Mr. Shivers. Those that preceded; anything in regard to the movement of ships.

The Chairman. Is that the Kita message?

Mr. Shivers. I do not know whether I should volunteer any evidence.

General McCoy. Yes, decidedly so. Let us have it.

The Chairman. This is after you discovered the evidence?

Mr. Shivers. The Dr. Mori message.

The Chairman. Yes, we have the Dr. Mori telephone message, yes.

Apparently the Army and the Navy were not able to interpret the meaning of that message as a warning of the attack?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir.

These are the messages. On December 6, 1941, from Tojo, Foreign Minister, to Consul, Honolulu:

Please inform us immediately of any rumors of movements of warships after 4th.

December 5, 1941, from Kita to Foreign Minister, Tokyo:

One, three battleships mentioned in your X239 of Friday morning, the 5th, entered port. They expect to depart port on the 8th. Two, on the same day LEXINGTON and five heavy cruisers departed. Three, the following warships were anchored on the afternoon of the 5th: eight battleships, three light cruisers, sixteen destroyers. Came in four cruisers of HONOLULU type and two destroyers.

December 4, 1941, from Kita to Foreign Minister:

[1439] On the afternoon of the 3rd British man-of-war entered Honolulu and departed early on the 4th; about 1100 tons; one stack and had four-inch guns fore and aft. Immediately after entering port, crew went ashore and were receiving mail at the British Consulate."

December 4, 1941, from Kita to Foreign Minister, Tokyo.

At 1300 on the 4th a light cruiser, HONOLULU class, hastily departed.

December 3, 1941, from Foreign Minister to Kita, Consul, Honolulu:

Strictly secret. Would like you to hold your list of code words (also those used in connection with radio broadcast) right up until last minute. When break comes burn immediately and wire us to that effect.

Are you familiar with the system of signals?

The Chairman. Yes.
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Mr. Shivers. And who prepared them?
The Chairman. Who did prepare them?
Mr. Shivers. A man by the name of Otto Kuehn.
The Chairman. A German alien?
Mr. Shivers. Yes. The Chairman. He prepared the offshore signals?
Mr. Shivers. Yes. He prepared the light on Lanakai that was to be prepared in the beach house, and the light in the Kalamah house through the dormer window at his home.
He was also to furnish signals to be given by an automobile, and if you remember, one light meant 1, 2, 3, 4, and two lights meant 5, 6, 7, 8.
Of course, we do not have a full story out of Mr. Kuehn. He admits, however, that he has been more or less working with the Japanese Government since about 1935 or 1936. He does not exactly admit that, but from what he has told us we know that he has been.
He has received some $40,000 from Japan.
[1440] In the latter part of October or the first part of November the vice consul and another employee of the consulate who came here in June, 1940, Mori Morea, and a boy who drove for the consulate, went over to Kuehn’s home and at that time there was delivered to Kuehn the sum of $14,000.
That Kuehn said he got from a Japanese whom he had never seen before and he can’t explain why he got it.
He said he went to the consul around the latter part of November trying to get the consul to send some money to his son, who is in Goebbels’ department in Germany.
The Chairman. In Goebbels’ department?
Mr. Shivers. Yes. The consul agreed to send $500 to the boy through Japanese channels.
He then thought he should return the favor and asked the consul if he could fix up a set of signal devices for Japanese submarines off the Oahu coast.
I have been working on that now and we will undoubtedly be able to clear up that situation soon.
The Chairman. Haven’t there been some indications that there was a signal light burning on Maui on the night in question?
Mr. Shivers. I do not think so, sir. We had an indication that there was a fire at Haleakula either Sunday or Monday night, and somebody went up there to the fire and when they got there two men scurried away.
Now, the point given for the system of lights in Maui is the home of Carl Bassele. He bought a home about three months ago there.
Carl Bassele claims to be of Swiss extraction, but I think he was trained in Germany. He is now a naturalized citizen but one of the most rabid and pro-Hitlerite individuals around here.
So, it is quite possible that this money that Kuehn got from the consul was used to help Bassele buy this place on Maui for that particular purpose, although he claims the signals were not given and he had no intention about giving them.
The Chairman. These messages that you have read to us between Kita and Tokyo were sent as commercial messages?
Mr. Shivers. Yes.
The Chairman. And you were not able to get those since you were not able to have access to the files?

Mr. Shivers. Yes. That was over the Mackay system.

The Chairman. Which was not open to you before?

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

The Chairman. Any other questions?

General McCoy. Yes.

Do you have a recollection of a German, a member of the Foreign Office, by the name of von Trott, who came over here any time since the war began?

Mr. Shivers. Not that I know of, no, sir.

General McCoy. He is a member of the German Foreign Office and he was in the United States.

Mr. Shivers. You mean since 1939?

General McCoy. Yes. He attended the Institute of Pacific Relations in Virginia Beach.

Mr. Shivers. Yes; yes, I do remember that definitely now. Yes, he did come through here.

General McCoy. He has quite a world-round background. He came to the United States ostensibly to represent Germany at that conference. He left in December or January. That was 1939 and 1940. He was coming here to Honolulu and to Japan. Does that recall him to your mind?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, very definitely.

General McCoy. He associated with Mr. Charles F. Loomis, secretary of the Institute of Pacific Relations and other members of that organization.

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

General McCoy. Did you have occasion to follow him?

[1442] Mr. Shivers. He left, sir. He was here just one day; then he left for Japan. We didn't follow him since that time, although I think on the mainland he was checked up and investigated while he was on the mainland.

As a matter of fact, I received a wire from the mainland that he was coming here and would contact certain individuals. I thought that was interesting.

General McCoy. You do not know whether he has been in association or communication with people on the island since that time?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir, I do not.

General McCoy. He happens to be in Brazil just now. He is a friend of mine and I have had occasion to watch him through my associations and through the State Department, and I knew he was coming through here after the conference.

Mr. Shivers. I handled that personally, myself. I made that investigation here and my recollection now is that he came out on the boat and probably went out on the Clipper.

General McCoy. Have you read this article in the Reader's Digest on Japanese sabotage?

Mr. Shivers. No, sir, I have not read it.

General McCoy. It is titled, "Japanese Saboteurs in Our Midst," and is by Stanley High and is in the Reader's Digest for January 1942.

It is mostly in connection with Japanese subversive action on the mainland. However, I would like to ask certain questions about it.
It states:

Last winter two retired Japanese officers—one for the Army and one for the Navy—took up our West Coast states to stir Japan’s agents to renewed activity. They carried with them a secret booklet entitled The Triple Alliance and the Japanese-American War. One copy got into American hands.

[1443] Do you know of any such document?
Mr. Shivers. No, sir.
General McCoy. It states also:

This textbook has much to say about Japan’s “surprise fleet,” with its “mine layers capable of carrying a heavy load of mines for distribution in American sea routes of merchantmen and battleships.” “We can then,” the booklet continues, “strike the enemy fleet at a most opportune time and cut off communication lines as well as merchantmen.”

Have you had any information to that effect about such a surprise fleet?
Mr. Shivers. Nothing about such a surprise fleet. We have had information that there were probably submarines off the coast of Lanai and Molokai. That was long before the hostilities. I would say that was about several months ago.

General McCoy. Was that information given to the Navy?
Mr. Shivers. That information came from the Navy to us, direct to us.

General McCoy. Another document captured “is a map, likewise printed in Japan—an overall key to our Pacific naval defenses including Hawaii.” Have you heard of any such map?
Mr. Shivers. No, sir.
General McCoy. Have you seen any map of that sort?
Mr. Shivers. Nothing except the map since the raid, sir.
General McCoy. That was taken from the Japanese submarine?
Mr. Shivers. I have seen that map, sir, and I have also seen maps apparently taken from some of the planes.

General McCoy. From the Japanese planes?
Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir, from the aviators killed.

General McCoy. It also states that more than 60% of California’s American-born Japanese hold dual citizenship. [1444] What percentage would you think would be the case here of those who hold dual citizenship?

Mr. Shivers. I would say it would be quite higher.

General McCoy. Higher?

Mr. Shivers. Yes. We have not been able to get any accurate information on that because for a period of years the Japanese Consulate has refused to divulge that information, although they did give it up until several years ago.

I would hazard a guess. I do not think over 15,000 expatriated citizens are in Honolulu.

The Chairman. You mean not over 15,000 who have relinquished their Japanese citizenship?

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

General McCoy. Are there any Japanese Buddhist temples in Hawaii?

Mr. Shivers. Oh, yes, yes, quite a number, sir.

General McCoy. Are there any Shinto shrines here?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, and if you gentlemen are interested I will leave this with you, because this gives the setup in Honolulu and also some
of the other sections, and it does give a graphic picture of the Japanese activities here. Would you like to have it?

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.

General McCoy. May we have it for our files?

Mr. Shivers. I can give you a copy for your files, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be very valuable to us, sir. If you would like to have a photostatic copy made, you can do that.

Mr. Shivers. Well, there are also others, but I can leave this here. There are in these charts the Communists and Germans and Italians as well as Japanese.

The CHAIRMAN. It is perfectly proper for you to give us this information, I take it?

Mr. Shivers. I would consider that so, yes, sir.

[1445] General McCoy. There is also this statement:

Almost every Japanese family in the U. S. is a member of a "Ken", or clan. Headquarters for each Ken is Japan—in the prefecture from which the family originated. The Ken's aim is to maintain the family tie with Japan. There are 57 Kens in Los Angeles alone. They are linked in an association; its hidden control is in the hands of one of Japan's top-flight spies.

Would that correspond with your information here as to the organization?

Mr. Shivers. That exactly corresponds to the organization here, but where they have hundreds we have thousands.

General McCoy. It also states:

Most potent of all organizations among the Japanese is the Japanese Association. Wherever so much as a handful of Japanese are gathered, an association is forthwith formed. It serves the community in numerous worthy ways. Control of these Associations—according to the testimony of Japanese—is almost wholly in the hands of aliens. Behind the scenes the strings are pulled by the Japanese consul. The Associations enable the consuls to keep a record of comings and goings of every Japanese, to transmit messages, launch propaganda and, when pressure is required, put on the screws.

Would that be in accordance with your experience that there is such an organization here?

Mr. Shivers. Yes. The leading Japanese organization is the United Japanese Society, and many hundreds of societies radiate from that, and the flow is from the bottom to the top and back and forth.

General McCoy. It also states:

Thus the Japanese community—more than any other in the United States—is a fertile field for the purposeful machinations of a foreign power. With the generous [1446] support of the government of the United States the field is being cultivated.

Is that correct?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, that is correct in theory. The possibility is there. They have a setup and they can use it if they want to.

General McCoy. And it is protected by the laws of the United States in peace time?

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

General McCoy. But under martial law, it would not be?

Mr. Shivers. No, no, sir; it is not under martial law.

General McCoy. Reading further:

It is doubtful whether Japan's spies and saboteurs inside the United States were in need of any such sales talk. Driven by their own well-nurtured patriot-
ism and apparently unmolested by the government they are plotting against, their part in the anticipated triumph appears to be well prepared.

Would you say that is correct?

Mr. Shivers. No, I would be inclined to doubt that except that it may apply to individuals, but not to the group entirely.

General McCoy. You feel that the apparent freedom of the Japanese agents here has been due to the action of the War Department and its representative here, the Commanding General?

Mr. Shivers. I do not get that question, sir. Would you read it to me?

(The last question of General McCoy was read by the reporter.)

Mr. Shivers. No, sir. I do not.

General McCoy. Well, your evidence would show that the failure to prosecute and to stop this type of work here was due to the recommendation of General Short that it would interfere with the efforts to keep intact or to play up to the loyalty of the Japanese community?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, sir, but my statement there should be construed this way, that it was because of the position taken by General Short that the Japanese consular agents were not prosecuted criminally for having violated the provisions of the registration act, and in presenting the question of prosecution to the representatives of the Army and the Navy Intelligence. I felt that they should be consulted and they should give the opinions of their representative commands because I did not believe that the civil government should without their knowledge commit either the Army or the Navy to any lines of action that they would have to approve, or which would interfere with their actions and operations.

General McCoy. You would consider that an error of judgment on the part of the Commanding General here, in the light of the subsequent events?

Mr. Shivers. Yes, I would consider it so, yes.

General McCoy. I have no further questions.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr. Shivers. We are asking all witnesses not to discuss their testimony or to disclose outside what has gone on in this room.

Mr. Shivers. Yes.

Colonel Brown. Mr. Taylor.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

Mr. Taylor. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF ANGUS M. TAYLOR, JR., UNITED STATES ATTORNEY, DISTRICT OF HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name to the reporter and official position?

Mr. Taylor. Angus M. Taylor, Jr., United States Attorney, District of Hawaii.

The Chairman. How long have you been District Attorney, Mr. Taylor?

[1448] Mr. Taylor. I have been District Attorney since November 16, 1940.

The Chairman. Before that what position did you hold?
Mr. Taylor. I was first Assistant United States Attorney in this
district.
The Chairman. From what time?
Mr. Taylor. From January, 1940, up until that time.
The Chairman. Did you come to the island in January, 1940?
Mr. Taylor. I did, sir.
The Chairman. Before that you were an agent of the F. B. I.?
Mr. Taylor. That is correct, sir.
The Chairman. How long had you been an agent for the F. B. I.?
Mr. Taylor. Since 1934.
The Chairman. You had been working on the mainland?
Mr. Taylor. Yes.
The Chairman. Where have you been stationed, Mr. Taylor?
Mr. Taylor. I have been stationed in various places. Customarily
we go to Washington for a period of training, and then I worked in
San Francisco, Washington, D. C., Minneapolis, Minnesota, and in
the South, Memphis, Tennessee, Nashville, and Knoxville, the Far
West, and practically all over the United States except the New Eng-
land States, where I never have been. That is the only part I did not
cover.
The Chairman. We have some evidence, Mr. Taylor, that in 1940
or 1941 the question arose as to the prosecution of certain consular
agents of Japan. Are you familiar with that situation?
Mr. Taylor. I am familiar with the whole situation, yes, sir.
The Chairman. When, according to your judgment, did the ques-
tion of that prosecution first arise?
Mr. Taylor. During the early part of 1941. I think it [1449]
was in March that it came to my attention officially.
The Chairman. Were you present at any conferences with respect
to the proposed prosecution or suggested prosecution?
Mr. Taylor. I was, sir. Would you like me to qualify my state-
ment?
The Chairman. Yes, tell us your story as you have it.
Mr. Taylor. I would be glad to, and just so the members of the
Commission will know the facts and to get the background, I will give
it.
As United States Attorney it is my duty to decide whether or not
certain criminal prosecutions are instituted within my district. For
that reason I have close contact with all federal agencies and also the
agents of the Army and the Navy who carry on investigative work.
During 1940 and the latter part of 1939 the F. B. I. came here. I
had been an agent, and I came out here originally for the F. B. I. in
1935 for a short period. Getting back to the subconsular agents, they
had been investigated by the F. B. I. and the reports were submitted
directly to the Attorney General through their investigative units.
For reasons of their own, certain facts would not come to the atten-
tion of the district attorney here until the thing had reached its ma-
turity; and there was then the question whether the prosecution should
be instituted.
During 1941, May, I think it was, I had a communication from the
Attorney General of the United States in connection with the work
which had been done by the F. B. I. I was familiar with that because
I was familiar with the work that they were doing and with the
agents, and had daily contact with them.
In that connection he asked me: if I would give my opinion as to whether the prosecution should be instituted against these several sub-consular agents.

I having been here off and on since 1935 had a very definite attitude toward the Japanese, and at the request of [1450] the Attorney General I contacted General Short and Admiral Bloch and asked them to send their representative to my office for a conference, which they did. They were Captain Mayfield of the Navy O. N. I. and Colonel Marston, G-2, representing General Short. Mr. Shivers of the F. B. I. was also present.

We discussed the thing back and forth. It had been discussed for many years about what to do with the 130,000 alien Japanese here.

We had the discussion, and the conclusion was this: I recommended to the Attorney General that these men be prosecuted. That was as early as June of 1941. I stated in my letter to him—which I have no objection of producing for you gentlemen, although I did not bring it here—that I felt that if we were ever going to divorce the influence of Tokyo from the Japanese in the island we had better begin now, because force was the only thing that they understood.

In that same letter I outlined my opinions to the General, which was referred to his staff officer, Colonel Marston, and they turned thumbs down on it due to the fact that they had their propaganda program, which to my mind was an appeasement program, saying, "If you be nice, good boys, we won't bother you."

Captain Mayfield representing the ideas of Admiral Block recommended that we institute prosecution in the routine manner. My idea was to just proceed along, because we did not want to cause any flare, and my recommendations were forwarded, and that's all there was to it.

Now, Mr. Justice Roberts, would you like me to give you my opinion as to my attitude with respect to this?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to make this statement and it is based on my experience from observations from time to time, and that is that the Intelligence officers of both the Army and the Navy and other agencies that I have become acquainted [1451] with are fine men but they are not trained in basic investigative work. They do not have the same kind of basic training that the civilian agencies do have.

As early as 1935 I was in close touch with both the Army and the Navy Intelligence officers. There were certain problems during that time that were referred to, and they worked with my assistance.

In 1939 Mr. Shivers came here with a small force and then it grew to a large force. Colonel Marston became closely associated with them. He had trained investigators working here, and at that time the Japanese problem specifically was being handled by the Navy Intelligence due to the fact that they had the interpreters, the translators, and certain facilities which the F. B. I. did not have. As time went on the F. B. I. assumed certain responsibilities, and I do want to say, in my opinion, due to the experience that the F. B. I. could exercise a good deal of influence over the Army Intelligence officers. Now, it has been the opinion that a majority of the Japanese will be loyal, absolutely loyal. I feel that that is an opinion which has been arrived at due to certain economic causes. The Japanese block here is a very
powerful one, and they have been careful enough in keeping it toned down.

If this territory were a state they would immediately step forward, and they could then control the local legislature or they could elect the governor, either a puppet or one of their own kind, or they could send to Congress Japanese or else men whom they could control.

Now, I think the statistics will show that they have held back on the suffrage in this territory.

Now, another point that affects the economic life of this territory is the tremendous control in that there is no room for a competitor, and they must conform or they will be ruined and have the whole thing smashed, and they could even establish their own insurance company. They own factor houses something like the Big Five, and they have the association, and they control many things; they control distribution. You see the problem of these 130,000 people influenced by their race and their economic life.

Well, those things would cause any person that Mr. Shivers would have contacted six months ago to say, "We have worked with these people, the Japanese, for days, day in and day out, and we consider them absolutely loyal."

I am not surprised that having this get into the investigative hands and into the chief and then up to the intelligence officers all the way to the top, to the General in the Army and to the Admiral. If they do not get the proper information they cannot work on it intelligently.

Now, even as late as November 11, 1941, we had a public statement made by Mr. Shivers in which he was quoted in the "Advertiser" in which he stated in substance that the Japanese have nothing to fear and that we are not going to jail them, but that only the people who violate the law will be jailed. Now, of course that is fundamental. We do not jail anybody unless he violates the law.

Well, now, during that time and prior to that time a speech like that made on the islands was in my opinion probably the biggest joke the Japanese have ever heard, to have anything like this coming from the investigative officers, but my opinion was formed on the Japanese prior to the 7th of December and it is based on information which I have received in this territory.

Now, is was my idea, as I told the Attorney General, that it was necessary to go ahead with this prosecution. I said the Japanese system, to a large extent, worked through the contact of these sub-consular agents and that when they took the census of the Japanese population that was for military purposes or for other purposes but that it was a technical violation of the law and was the only means by which we could get at them to dig into their espionage system.

Some people will tell you, and I think if you go into the files of the investigative agencies you will find, that we have little or nothing in our hands with respect to the Japanese espionage system. Some people will say that they knew all about it before the 7th, but I was very familiar with the work of their organization and I was generally familiar with the subject and worked with all their investigative agents, and I had no idea, but these things happened, and there is nothing to give us any information about it.

Well, I do not know how far you gentlemen want me to go. I do not want to go into too much of a detailed background, but this is a
thing that is directly affected by the economic problems and has affected the economic life of this territory for years, and it will affect it as long as the control is concentrated in the hands of a few men who have their own selfish interests and they are used to doing business as they want to do business and in no other way, and they will brook interference from no one.

I do not know how much you want me to say.

The Chairman. This is just following it up.

With regard to the Army's belief that it would be better not to have this and the advice received at that conference, what instructions did you receive from then on?

Mr. Taylor. After recommending that these prosecutions be instituted—I think it was June 21, 1941—and at the same time the General through his staff officer gave me his opinion on it and began working through the Secretary of War. Then my next communication was to the effect that whether I should proceed with the prosecution unless I could give some more reasons to the Secretary of War and there was a cablegram from General Short in which he stated that he had been advised by the F. B. I. men and many other investigative agencies—to the War Department—that such propaganda program would be successful and [1454] they had nothing to fear.

There were other communications and the thing was terminated, but I had already communicated with Washington, with the Department of Justice, as to whether I should come to Washington and lay the facts before them, and they were still considering whether I would be authorized to travel when this thing happened on that Sunday.

This has been going on for years. With respect to this particular problem they had a technical violation and that is just where it stood.

Then on that Sunday they picked these people up. They are now in custody but they could have prosecuted them before. That is the status of the subconsular agents at the present time. They are in custody, but they were known for years and nothing was done about it until hostilities began.

The Chairman. What is your attitude as to the Japanese here, should there be any Japanese victories or should there be a threat of a real invasion here by the Japanese, on this island?

Mr. Taylor. I think, Mr. Justice, that there is no doubt that a majority of the younger Japanese of the third generation or American citizens will immediately turn over to their own race. There is no question in my mind about that.

I appreciate the fact that many of them would like to lead a peaceful, normal life here, and maybe that is why they came here, and many would like to be loyal, but no matter whether they would like to live a peaceful life—and the Japanese as a rule are a law-abiding group—but it is the system they have. The head of the group is the martyr of the family, and his word is law. No one can question his opinion in any way. If he orders it they must do it. Then he is answerable to the district leader or the subconsular agents, in some instances, and that man is answerable to the consul himself or to the military agent and then right back to Tokyo.

[1455] Their Emperor is not just like our President; he is a god, and of course, as we all know, to defy him in any way would make the individual have to live a life of purgatory. So, in my opin-
ion, whether they would like to lead as peaceful a life as possible, there is no question about it, because if he receives his order from the higher-up, whether from his agent or someone in the district or from the consul or the military agent, it will be carried out, in my opinion, no matter whether he personally wants to do it or not.

The incident at Niilhau should have convinced anyone if they needed convincing, because they went right over to help that aviator. Mr. Robinson said to me that he was quite sure that those Japanese there would have been loyal to us, but the minute that aviator landed they gave him assistance, and the one that probably doubted what he was doing killed himself, which is a custom of theirs.

Based on my experiences of the Japanese in this territory and on my information I think that if there were an invasion or something of that sort that they would go over to the other side.

Now, an interesting point on that is that prior to joining the Axis the Japanese we had in the country—and I checked on this and I have it from sources, an uncle who investigated it, and there was comment as to whether the Axis were right, whether the Germans were right or whether the British were right, but immediately upon joining the Axis there was no discussion about the war. They just stopped talking about it and they would not talk about it, and there was always the hope for peace between Japan and the United States and never any talk about war, and that was also in the local press. I could go on like this. Do you want me to?

The Chairman. I gather from what you say that you think it essential that the military control here should remain?

Mr. Taylor. That I do, most emphatically. I still have my civilian title, but I have acted as legal advisor to the executive officer of the Military Governor, Colonel Green, and I have been working with Colonel Green, but I still maintain my own office, but I do feel that you should know that I have studied this situation. I came in this territory with the Antitrust Division to look into these corporations and the structure of these corporations and so on and I learned the bad side of this territory, not both sides as you see here, as commissions do—of course there has never been a commission like this—but the usual commission sees only the beauty, and they make an investigation, and they are wined and dined and they see some hula-hula girls, and they go out and they see the Japanese children saluting our flag one time and do not see them thumbing it the next.

Now, I feel very strongly on this problem, and I have sent my reports back to Washington and they have been filed away, and I think it is important that you gentlemen realize the strength of this thing. You should realize the lobby that they maintain in Washington and the strength that they have. I can show you that by an example.

The United States Government had ordered our office to file a suit for a certain piece of property, and this property was owned by the Hawaiian Dredging Company, which is a firm which is controlled and owned entirely by Walter Dillingham, a very powerful figure in this community.

As assistant I was instructed to file this condemnation suit. I did, included a certain area, and also in that area it included all of the main buildings there were, and where a pier was to be constructed they already had piers there. Well, he has numerous con-
tracts with the Army and Navy. Well, they were aghast when the Army had requested that we take over the facilities down there. I said, "Well, I am sorry. I have had instructions from the Attorney General, and the certificate of necessity was signed by the Secretary of War."

Of course, we went right ahead with it, condemned it. The title was vested in the United States, or rather, immediate possession, and we proceeded under 171 of Title 50 in that particular case and went right ahead.

Well, they could exert such power that about, oh, sometime afterwards their attorney, Mr. Rand, came to me—he represents some of the Dillingham interests—and said, "Mr. Taylor, you will receive a wire from the Attorney General in a few days instructing you to dismiss parcels 1 and 2," that area at which their facilities were located. And I did receive that wire, and we dismissed those parcels 1 and 2, at the suggestion of the Secretary of War, right on down the line, and that was contrary to the wish of the Commanding General of this area here now—if you can figure that one out.

And it is a stupid proposition from a business standpoint. Here we give back to them an area within a danger area which will be a government reservation, which we will have to give them some right of way to go over to get to their property there, which in itself is dangerous; and if we ever need that area now we will pay through the nose for it, a dollar or so a square foot. It is very valuable industrial property now.

But that is just one of the instances there, and it has always been an old Hawaiian custom. "Well, here is Taylor out here in 1935. He is digging into this anti-trust business." And it is off the subject, but it is on the subject, as far as concerns the powers that they could exert back there. Here we had an open and shut violation of the anti-trust laws. I followed my report in, and pretty soon all gone, nothing done. Nothing ever done. They did cancel those contracts, which were absurd, in violation of many laws, but no action was ever taken. And the next year, I found, now the same situation exists, and this sort of thing is rampant. Not only myself. I think you should ask other people that have had difficulties of that sort.

Here we commenced an action here by the normal means of communication, such as naval radio or commercial radio. What do they do? They are on the long distance telephone. They have the mattress all set to receive the bomb when it gets to Washington, and it hits lightly and is covered over, and that's all there is to it. And those things are not idle fancies of mine but all can be borne out by records. And that is a thing, that force and that selfish feeling, that has formed the opinions of these men which were transmitted to our officers here and on up to our higher officers up to the commanders which shaped the policy of this Territory in reference to the Japanese.

Admiral Standley. Mr. Taylor, confining your answer to the martial law, do you think that, for instance, it should be modified in connection with the school children going to school? Do you think it should be modified to some extent there?

Mr. Taylor. May I say this; that right now, for instance, I think there should be certain relaxations and modifications when we get a
general alarm system in. We don't have one now. There is no way to put out a general alarm in this territory at the present time, and I personally advocate opening the schools, because I think it would help the morale of the people in general, when we had a general alarm system that would alarm every one and when we had adequate bomb shelters to take care of them in the event of a raid. Those two things. When you can answer those two questions, I would say yes. It helps out the mothers with crowded homes. They have the children hanging around there getting into trouble, stumbling over everybody. It would help morale of everybody to have the schools open. But right now it is a safety factor, and that alone, and I think that that is the idea of the Military Governor, and as soon as those two safety factors can be provided for he will relax that order in reference to the schools and any other type of public meeting that is necessary.

Admiral STANLEY. I noticed in this morning's paper that there was a notice of a meeting of the liquor board on Friday to discuss the relaxation of the martial law in regard to liquor. What is your idea in regard to that?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I think that would come back—you see, under the present setup, going on my theory, and which a few people are coming over to now—I had very few in my camp up here until a few weeks ago, but I have a few more followers now. But it is an excellent thing from a law enforcement standpoint to have every citizen in his home. Then with the potential saboteurs that might be roaming around, if we caught any man on the street: "Why are you there?" he has got to explain why he was there, in no uncertain terms, or he is subject to prosecution.

Well, now, that can't go on forever, but we have problems here that don't exist, say, in places like England where they have almost a unified population and a general alarm system and numerous bomb shelters, and the saboteur is the exception there rather than the usual thing that you might run into.

The liquor is a problem. Now, I think if you will investigate other countries you will find that most of them have light wines and beers that can be sold, and that is the normal drink [1469] consumed by the average person, and they have allowed the pubs to be open until about nine p. m., from twelve to about nine p. m., and it is a means of recreation for the enlisted men and other personnel of that type and I think has a good effect.

But then, on the other hand, you have got to consider the problem of transportation. We have our bases located a good way from the city here, and there is the question of law enforcement with these men half swacked after being in these pubs here. Yet, on the other hand, it is really a need for fighting men to have some recreation and relaxation. But then you have got to consider, when you consider liquor, the safety angle, the curfew law that is now in existence, the transportation problem; and if you relax anything I think that a very limited relaxation as far as public places are concerned would be, after these other safety factors have been taken care of, all right, and I think I would advocate it. I don't think that for any extended period of time we can be as rigid as we are now, and it will have a direct effect on the morale of the fighting men and the citizens here.
But I think, as far as whiskey and hard liquors are concerned, they probably could be sold by the package to the individual, to be consumed in homes and not in public places. Then that would keep them at home, and it would keep down the general bellyaching that you might hear; and then with the combination of a later curfew, which you might establish at any hour you wanted—seven, nine, or ten—it would probably regulate the whole problem, help morale in general, and we would be able to operate from the standpoint of law enforcement. I have the personal belief right off the bat that no liquor, blackouts forever—this, that, and the other—that hurts morale in the long run. You can’t go forever like this. The people have reacted splendidly, and with very few exceptions from the very morning of the invasion right on up they turned to, the high and the low, the man in the street and the boys shouldering arms. And they gave their houses, [1467] they gave their automobiles, everything. All blacked out. Only a mistake where it wasn’t completely blacked out. And that can be worked out, I think, sir.

Admiral Standley. Is it your idea to make no changes about the relaxation until these safety measures are put into effect?

Mr. Taylor. Absolutely. And I think that for myself and for you gentlemen while in Honolulu, of course, we have to sacrifice something now on our setup, but it is worth it to our general safety; and I think, from the standpoint of any relaxation, there has been a little private indignation of the bar to try to further relaxation of the general orders suspending the activities of the general courts and circuit courts, the Territorial circuit courts here, because some of the lawyers were not making as much money as usual. Well, I think a lot of us are not going to make as much money as usual before this thing is over, and I think it is entirely selfish and would weaken the whole structure of martial law in this territory to relax in any way the court orders now in existence, because due to the weight of authority—there is very little authority as far as martial law is concerned and no situation exactly comparable to this. But I feel that if we should allow the civil courts to operate even in a limited manner without juries, without subpenaing witnesses—that is, members of the Army and Navy personnel—we would so weaken our position on the other side that our military commission functioning here, its right to function in the jurisdiction, might be seriously impaired. But if in six months from now or one month from now things do clear up in such a way those things can be changed, but right now I think we should hold everything steadfast—if it is—and dig in, and then we can relax as we see fit later on. We can’t do it at one time, or you can’t satisfy everyone in this town, or any town, as to [1462] what they want. It is impossible.

Admiral Standley. I have no further questions.

Admiral Reeves. I have nothing.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Mr. District Attorney.

Mr. Taylor. All right, sir. Nothing else?

The Chairman. No.

Mr. Taylor. Could I make a statement independent of questions, Mr. Justice Roberts?

The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Taylor. I would like to make this one statement: I feel that there has been in existence prior to the invasion, and, as the evidence has come to me, since the invasion, a lack of coordination between the federal investigative agencies of this Territory. Now, I am referring specifically to the F. B. I., to the Office of Naval Intelligence, and to G-2. Those three. And I think it so important that it should be brought to your attention; and it is a thing that, due to the relation with these organizations, a statement of which I made to you in the first instance, I have a chance to closely observe.

Now, from an ideal standpoint one of those agencies should be designated as a clearing house, and any information that came to any of the three should be carefully cleared through the other two. It would eliminate the great deal of loss of time. They would be able to intelligently do the work of the offices.

Now, I know that it will be denied probably, and probably has been denied. You get the picture of a very rosy existence, friendship, arm in arm going together, but that is not the case, and I think it is time now for us to throw aside those little petty jealousies.

The F. B. I., of course, is a fine organization, an organization that I was attached to for a long time. I have great faith in their ability, but there are other good investigative agencies, too. The Army has a good man here, the Navy has [1463] a good man here, and they should get together, throw off their personal feelings, and all three work in harmony; and I think possibly if that had been done we might have scratched the Japanese espionage system, rather than each agency hoping to break the big spy case first. And that is not idle talk. I know that. I worked with those men. Naturally, from a personal standpoint each agency wants to break the first big spy case. It didn’t make any difference to me; I would have prosecuted whether the Navy broke it, the Army broke it, or the F. B. I. broke it; and unless you have an intelligence clearing house and harmony among those organizations we won’t get that information that is so vital to us now, we’ve got to have, and the officers in command of these units here, and it will directly affect tactical problems and internal problems and the whole picture.

Unless we have intelligent information no officer can operate his fleet or operate his army or any part of it or command his district intelligently, and that is one of the paramount difficulties as far as I see it, besides this other thing that has happened. I would like to see—and I think the men here probably can work that out, but it has not been worked out up to this time, and even after the invasion there was still evidence in existence—and that is the thing that should have ended all feeling—of personal feeling right here. Even if there had been any in the past, it should have been stopped right there.

Admiral Standley. May I ask one question?
Mr. Taylor. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. About the Adjutant General here. General Smoot, is it?
Mr. Taylor. Yes. General—Colonel Smoot.
Admiral Standley. Does he command the Hawaiian troops that are drafted?
[1464] Mr. Taylor. Colonel Smoot was the officer in charge of the Hawaiian National Guard prior to the institution of the selec-
tive service system. At that time he was made director of the selective service system. Now, since the invasion there was some talk of his being in command of a home guard, but by order of the Commanding General the home guard was put under the Provost Marshal and is at the present time. I noticed in the press this morning there was some statement about his going to command some other outfit probably equivalent to a home guard, of men up from I believe 18 to 44 or 40. I don’t remember the age limit, but anyway Smoot appears again this morning as being the officer in charge of some new home guard outfit, but I know definitely that he was first in charge of the home guard of Hawaii, and then that was transferred by the General’s orders to the Provost Marshal and is now under the Provost Marshal.

Admiral Standley. In your suspicion of the loyalty of the Hawaiians of Japanese blood, does that extend also to those who have been drafted into the service and are now being trained in the Army?

Mr. Taylor. I think so, sir. I think there is no limit; that is, as far as my statements go I think that one of the biggest mistakes we could ever make is to have men out there in a position where they could do harm to us, and you see these vital projects being guarded and you wonder whether we have been invaded when you look at them: it is strictly Japanese around the installations around here, guarding those posts. I personally am bitterly opposed to that, and would put them in a work battalion and put them out somewhere, out where they could do no damage, except dig a little bit if you want them to dig. Admiral Standley. I have no further questions.

(There was colloquy off the record.) Admiral Standley. I would like to follow your statement there in regard to these various investigative agencies. I understand that these agencies have responsibilities which are independent of each other: the Navy, Pearl Harbor, the Army, the Army installations, the F. B. I., with the civilians. Is that your understanding?

Mr. Taylor. That is correct, sir. And prior — Admiral Standley. Wait a minute.

Mr. Taylor. Oh. Pardon me.

Admiral Standley. I want your answer to that. Now, then, there is necessarily, where these people are working as they are here, an overlapping of duties?

Mr. Taylor. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Functions. Well, now, with the setup as it is, that is, the state, the fact that there are separate agencies, they have separate responsibilities; they have overlapping responsibilities. Just how would you get that central agency? Put them all under one head?

Mr. Taylor. Yes, I think it would be very well theoretically to be under one head. They could be divided up. Prior to the invasion, for instance, if the F. B. I. had got a certain set of facts that led them to Pearl Harbor they couldn’t go through and go on and call on them. That in my opinion is absurd. They should carry on through. They would turn them over to O. N. I. then, and probably they would give them all the information or possibly just say they have a possible suspect in the yard there and go and look and find out who he is, and then you lose the very basis of the investigation, and you can’t carry it through.
I think at this time what should happen is that there would be a general clearing house there. The minute Captain Mayfield would know about it Colonel Feilder would know about it or Shivers would know about it, and if necessary assign one man from each office, and there would be no feeling whatsoever; [1466] carry right on through, going into any district they wanted to go into. They would all be informed of what happened; while in the past what actually happened was: In certain cases there when they got outside of this plan, that jurisdictional plan which you just mentioned, well, they would very definitely refer it to the other one, and that was all there was to it. If they were able to break the case, fine.

And that is manifested in the Coquelle case. You are strangers here. That was the case there involving a civilian employee down at Midway. Mr. Shivers had the name first. He just turned it over, and they checked it, and you probably read about it in the press. This was a man who secreted certain maps of an area, Midway Island, and when they found out and he was apprehended by the Navy here the Navy carried through on the case entirely. Well, then when the case actually broke Shivers wanted to know from me what it was all about. I said, "See Captain Mayfield. He can tell you. I am not going to give you his confidential files."

"Oh, that's all right. We will just let it go."

Well, that is right on the line. That is no condition to exist as far as our work is concerned here. We will never get anywhere that way.

And these Japanese are the most difficult people to deal with in the world from the investigative standpoint. With any other race you would be able to deal through informers; Hell, you can buy them off for anything. But not Japanese. Money means nothing to them. You can't put the fear of God into them. They don't care about any threats of any sort of bodily harm that can be done to them.

Admiral Standley. Then I gather that your criticism is not of individuals but of a system; is that correct?

Mr. Taylor. Well, I think the system is bad, but I think the individuals that are carrying out the system in some [1467] instances must broaden their vision, must be able to take advice from not only their superiors but from men working under them, and I refer to Mr. Robert L. Shivers specifically, or he will never get anywhere, never be able to comprehend the situation.

Admiral Standley. Your criticism, then, is of Mr. Shivers?

Mr. Taylor. On that line, on that one thing, yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. As to the Army and Navy officials have you criticism of them in the same line?

Mr. Taylor. I think from that standpoint that each of the agencies have in the past held out things on the others, and when and if they petered out to nothing, sure, they gladly sent G-2 or O. N. I. or F. B. I. a complete report of what fizzled out.

We had a most amazing case here—I would like to tell you about it if you would like to hear about it—that brings out my one point on the one thing:

O. N. I. was dealing with the Mitosi case we refer to here, the phoney spy case. Someone from one of the other federal agencies
there, the tax unit, came in and said, "I have got a real man here that can turn over the spies to you." That was the thing we would all grab at. That was the best news anybody ever had.

Well, O. N. I. didn't say a word to anybody about it. "We have got a spy catcher here now, and we are going to keep him."

Well, what happened, he was a phoney. He was going out and he got cards, and he had these old alien Japanese filling them out: name, address, religion, and so forth. Where are you from? And then after they signed it he would put on there the oath of loyalty to the Japanese Government. It states, in substance, "I will protect any spy that comes into the Territory of Hawaii and assist him in any way that I can."

That was red hot. Then he had the old alien where he [1468] wanted him. So he would take that card in and come back to the victim and say, "The Naval Intelligence—" or the Army Intelligence—"has gotten that card out of my possession, but I have a Japanese clerk in that office, and if you will give me $2,000 I can recover that card for you." And it was an excellent shakedown racket practiced over here, and here the Navy main informer was the shakedown artist, and at the same time he was giving this information to the Navy, when if they had checked with the F. B. I., they had a long record there. He had been in Kaneohe, the bughouse over here.

The police, to show how little they knew what they were doing, picked up the Navy's prize informer. Now, they took and incarcerated him, turned him over to the F. B. I., and the F. B. I. wouldn't even let the Navy see him. Figure that one out.

Admiral Reeves. I think somebody had better get busy on these things.

The Chairman. I think so too.

Mr. Taylor. And the case is pending in my court now, the whole record, the whole report. And then of course, certainly, there was a conference there. So the main informer of the Navy was picked up here, and the F. B. I. had him and they wouldn't let them see him, and they got together, and they were at loggerheads. The Navy still thought they had a good informer in this man because he was giving them very thorough information in reference to spies, and they had nothing but a big shakedown scheme. And still that was the whole mess there, and the one was holding the other. And there are other instances.

But there is no time now for a man's personal vanity to be satisfied. It is the old feeling that "I want to control everything." I have not said for a minute that the F. B. I. is not an outstanding investigative organization. Mr. Hoover is a fine man; he has got fine men under him. But when his men get too little to be able to cooperate a hundred percent with the [1469] other investigative agencies or to take advice, it is time for them to resign.

Admiral Standley. I haven't anything further.

The Chairman. Very much obliged to you, sir. We have asked all the witnesses to observe the caution not to discuss anything that has occurred in the room.

Mr. Taylor. All right, sir.

The Chairman. Now, you have some Army and Navy men out there. Mr. Taylor, I don't think Mr. Kimball could cover anything on this background that you haven't covered.
Mr. Taylor. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Could he?
Mr. Taylor. Well, I know that you gentlemen are in a hurry, Mr. Justice Roberts, but I would suggest, sir, rather than take one man's opinion for this vicious setup that is in existence, that you hear from men born and raised here.
The Chairman. Well, we have got ample evidence, I think, along the lines of your view about martial law here and about not relaxing the military control. There have been various citizens who have testified along that line, and I think that is the thing that he is particularly interested in.
Mr. Taylor. Well, he is.
(There was colloquy off the record.)

TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL HUSBAND E. KIMMEL, UNITED STATES NAVY—Recalled

The Chairman. Admiral Kimmel, we have received your statement of the corrections and additions that you desire made to your evidence as given.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. We are going to include in the record your complete statement of your desire as to corrections; and then, in order that we shall have the story complete, for the use of the Commission we are going to have a retranscript of your evidence made with these insertions and corrections.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. We feel that we ought not to alter the record as it was made the other day, but in order to have this a sensible running statement that we can follow, we are going to have the whole transcript, this part, revised with your corrections, so that our eye will catch the corrections and we shall have a running statement and a connected story instead of the broken story that the record shows.

(Statement of Admiral Kimmel as to recommendation for revision of transcript is as follows:)

Honolulu, T. H., January 5, 1942.

From: Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel, U. S. Navy.
To: President's Commission to Investigate the Attack on the Fleet at Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941.
Subject: Recommendation for Revision of the transcript of Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel's testimony before the Commission on December 27 and 29.

1. On page 530 of the transcript to the record there appears a statement "Admiral Kimmel read from a statement." It is requested that this statement be included in toto at this point, to face page 530. The statement that was read follows:

"In submitting the report of operations undertaken on 7 December it is pertinent to state that only incomplete and rather hurriedly made reports have been received from Patrol Wing TWO and the Task Forces which were operating at sea. The Staff of the Commander-in-Chief has been continuously engaged in planning for and directing operations which have been undertaken since the attack. If discrepancies exist, as they probably do, in these reports, it is due to a lack of full information and it will probably be some time before complete reports can be assembled.

"It has been our endeavor to get ahead with the war operations and to attend to the multitudinous details of reorganization and reconstruction which arose as a result of the attack rather than to concentrate on the preparation of reports of what had occurred."
"The reports are still coming in from individual ships and I understand the Staff of the Commander-in-Chief is devoting as much time as they can to compiling these reports which will be submitted in due course and from them as much more effective reconstruction of events can be made."

On page 531 there appears a statement "Admiral Kimmel read from a report". It is requested that this should be amplified to include the statement that "Admiral Kimmel read from a report from Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel, U. S. Navy to the Secretary of the Navy, dated December 21, 1941 number A16-3/(02088). The subject: "Report of the Action of 7 December 1941" Copy of this report appended marked "Kimmel exhibit number ——".

On pages 533, 534, and 535, it is stated that "Admiral Kimmel read from a report entitled 'Narrative of Events Occurring During Japanese Air Raid, December 7, 1941. ' The following additions should be made:

"This narrative of events occurring during Japanese Air Raid on December 7, 1941 is submitted as enclosure (A) to the report of the action of 7 December 1941, [1472] submitted by Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel on December 21, 1941, letter number A16-3/(02088), and is appended to the record as enclosure (A) to Kimmel exhibit number ——."

On page 537, the statement appears that "Admiral Kimmel read from a report entitled 'Disposition of Task Forces on December 7.' There should be added at this point the statement that this report was enclosure (D) to the report of the action of 7 December 1941, submitted by Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel to the Secretary of the Navy, dated December 21, 1941, letter number A16-3/(02088) and it is appended to the record as enclosure (D) to Kimmel exhibit number ——.

My written statement of 17 pages which I read at the hearing on 27 December, together with such interpolations as may have been made in the reading thereof has been omitted from the transcript. It is requested that this statement, together with all interpolations which may have been made be included, beginning on page 538 of the transcript. The insertion of this statement is considered absolutely essential for the completeness of my recorded testimony.

On page 546 and page 547 I request that it be made clear that the letter referred to was prepared in the Navy Department after the attack at Taranto and that all the quoted matter on these pages were a part of the same letter.

On page 548, 7th line from the bottom—the word "investigation" should be changed to "recommendation."

On page 549—It is requested that the following be eliminated beginning with line 2, "In the letter of the Bureau of Ordnance which modified this, I particularly stated that I did not take it in, and [1473] after this the thing was thoroughly gone over. That was what remained in my mind. We will look it up, sir," and the following inserted in its place "I have some recollection of such a letter but its contents left me with the conviction that we were safe from torpedo plane attacks in Pearl Harbor. That was what remained in my mind. We will look it up, sir."

14th line from the bottom, add—This is my exhibit 15 and should be appended as part of the record as Kimmel exhibit number —— and so referred to at this point.

On page 550, line 10 from the bottom—It is requested that this security order, my exhibit number 16, be appended to the record as Kimmel exhibit number —— and that a note to that effect be made at this point.

On page 551—The order of October 14, 1941, "Kimmel exhibit number 2," should be inserted at this point in its entirety as Kimmel Exhibit. This is numbered Exhibit 16 in Admiral Kimmel's folder.

On page 552, line 1—The words "exhibit 15" should be deleted as they are not germane at this point.

On page 553, line 7—Delete the words "Exhibit 19" which are not germane at this point.

On page 556 it is noted that following paragraph 4 of the joint air agreement the authentication is omitted. This authentication is: "Approved 21 March 1941, signed C. C. BLOCK, Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy, Commandant 14th Naval District and W. C. SHORE, Lieutenant General, U. S. Army, Commanding Hawaiian Department."

[1474] On page 556-0, line 2 from the bottom—before the word "Pearl" insert the words "the defense of".

On page 558, line 1—there should be put a period after "practically" and the remainder of the sentence deleted.

On page 561, line 18—change to read "We had not sufficient air force to maintain this patrol and if the patrol had been sent out we had no air striking force left to go after the enemy when we found him."
On page 562 reference is made to Kimmel exhibit 3, to be included in the testimony. This has already been quoted in extenso in the transcript beginning on page 556 and extending to page 556-0 through pages 556-A-556-N, and concludes on page 556-0.

On page 567 at the bottom of the page add: "This is included as my exhibit number 9", which I request be appended as Kimmel exhibit number —-, and be so referred to at this point.

On page 571, line 9—delete the words "I think" and substitute the word "for".

On page 571, lines 12 and 13—delete the words "which were" and the words "and they". On line 16 substitute "80%" for "99%" and in line 18 substitute "90%" for "99%". Line 21—change to read: "It appears that almost all the ships were firing with one or more guns within two minutes of the first alarm". Line 11 from the bottom—change to read: "We had all guns fully manned, in full operation and inflicting damage within five minutes of the first alarm". The remainder of the paragraph to stand as it is.

On page 572, line 18—change to read: "Some of them didn’t even think about reporting the time they opened fire". "This is a special report in answer to a specific questionnaire".

[1473] On page 573, line 7—delete the words "no matter whether we had the same man or not". Line 12 adds: "Except that two .50 caliber guns were completely manned".

On page 575, line 7—change "Unav" to "Bunav".

On page 577, line 10 from the bottom—delete the words "they also made another". Line 9 from the bottom should read: "They were to make the daily search until further orders". Line 8 from the bottom—delete the words "and because we only had that one patrol squadron there". Begin a new sentence with "We".

On page 578, line 8—change the word "They" to "We".

On page 602, line 13 from the bottom—change to read : "It is the same subject", etc.

On page 604, line 14—change "landed" to "launched".

On page 607, line 8—change to read "To cover that circuit around Oahu continuously we had to have two or three hundred planes to insure against a surprise air attack". Line 14, change to read: "We would have to run a patrol", etc. Line 18—following "but" eliminate "to do anything but and substitute "doing anything other than what".

On page 611, line 5—change "decks" to "docks"; eliminate "the bridges" and substitute "board".

On page 612, line 1, add: "We delayed the sortie of heavy ships due to the report that mines had been dropped in the channel". Line 2—eliminate the word "them" and substitute "the cruisers". Line 3—change to read: "By that time the mine report was discounted and she went out".

On page 612, line 8—change to read: "Batdiv-1, consisting of three ships, came in on the third: Batdiv-2 [1476] and 4, consisting of five ships, came in some days before that".

On page 614, line 13 from the bottom—change the word "agreement" to "schedule". Line 11 from the bottom—change to read: "and they were due to come in, Task Force One on 28 November and Task Force Two on 5 December. Task Force Three was due to depart Pearl on 5 December and to return on 13 December". Line 4 from the bottom—after the word "had" insert the words "more than".

On page 615, line 8—change to read "I think that Task Force Three was out in its entirety" and eliminate the words "I think the Task Force was out at Midway in its entirety". Line 16—Change to read: "Yes, any immediate danger, yes. As I look back, with the information service that we now know the Japanese had, they would not have attacked until our ships came into port. If our ships had been at sea the Japanese would have held off for another chance and tried another time".

On page 616, line 2—after the word "embarked" add "American passengers". Line 2 after the word "we" change the word "have" to "had". Line 3 after believe change "it" to "American passengers". Line 4 after the word "sea" put a period.

On page 618, line 2 from the bottom—change "have 4" to "had 12".

On page 619, line 10 from the bottom, add: "From Pearl Harbor".

One page 622, line 2—put a period after "this". Remainder of paragraph 1 to read "We discovered a chart on one of these submarines. On this chart a track
was laid down. This track, where it passed the net, was later investigated and under the net in wake of this track was sufficient water for this submarine to have [1477] passed without disturbing the net. The statement I have made was reported to me but I have not checked it'.

On page 623, line 5 from the bottom—eliminate the words "it is in this report" and substitute therefor "there was an intelligence report some time ago, as I remember it", etc.

On page 624, line 4 from the bottom—place a period after "report" and substitute "then the air raid started" for "that an air raid started".

On page 625, line 3—eliminate the paragraph and substitute therefor: "No sir" "I had no report that an airplane had attacked a submarine. All that was reported to me was that a destroyer had depth bombed a submarine".

On page 626, line 11—eliminate the words "and of the board" and substitute therefor the words "that bore". Line 13—eliminate "twenty-ninth" and substitute "twenty-seventh".

On page 627, line 10 from the bottom—after "175" insert the word "patrol".

On page 628, line 7, eliminate the words "planes for defense" and substitute therefor the words "plans for advance".

On page 631, line 2 from the bottom—change "no" to "yes".

One page 633, line 6 from the bottom—eliminate the word "difficult" and substitute the word "duty".

On page 636, line 3 from the bottom—after the word "very" insert the word "good".

On page 639, line 10 from the bottom, add: "When I received the air raid warning at about 7:50 a.m. and immediately after saw the planes attacking the Fleet in Pearl Harbor".

[1478] On page 664, in order to clarify the record it is suggested that the latter from the Chief of Naval Operations to the Commandants of the various Naval Districts, dated February 17, 1941, number OP-30 C 1—AJ (SC) N20-12 serial 010230 be inserted in the record at this point.

On page 665, line 17—eliminate the word "Whitehead" and substitute the word "wide".

On page 666, line 7—eliminate the words "there was one torpedo by the RAEGH and I got that and examined it, but the one up here blew the head off and I do not think they recovered the head".

Reason. This statement does not make sense and is not essential testimony.

On page 672, line 5 from the bottom—eliminate the words "leave that out".

On page 692, line 2—eliminate the word "first". After "out" in the 3rd line delete "nothing whatever stayed at this end" and substitute therefore: "About every second time the ships went out they stayed at sea about five extra days and we had five days of combined tactics and minor strategy by the forces out".

On page 692, line 15 from the bottom—eliminate the sentence "A whole lot of the stuff is we lack experience".

Also "General McCoy in questioning the Army Commander the other day Admiral Kimmel will you cut that out, that's all right, I don't—I'd rather not say."

In connection with the discussion which appears on page 694 I did not bring out a fact which was well known to me and that is that my headquarters furnished the headquarters of the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department with a copy of our operating schedule which [1479] showed the ships which would be in port during any given period and also the ships which were at sea and the general areas in which these ships were operating.

On page 697, line 13—change the word "motored" to "motive". Line 12 from the bottom—change to read "over and above the extended overhaul period which occurs at intervals of between 20 and 24 months".

On page 700, line 4—change "battle" to "battleship". Line 11 from the bottom—change to read "only by having double crews for each plane and by having new planes coming in very rapidly".

On page 701, last line—change "personally" to "permanently".

On page 705, 6th line from the bottom—change to read "I think there were five battleship captains—I can get you a list of them for the record".

On page 707, line 4 from the bottom—change the word "deck" to "board".

On page 709, line 12 from the bottom—after the word "would" put in the word "not".

On page 710, line 10—after the word "that" put in the word "way".

On page 712, lines 9 and 10 from the bottom—change the word "Koonce" to "Coontz".

On page 713, line 11—eliminate the words "Chief of Staff" and substitute the words "Commander-in-Chief and his Staff".

On page 715, line 4 from the bottom—change second "director" to "chief".

On page 716, line 5—eliminate "that" and the comma following.

On page 718, line 8—eliminate the word "familiar" and substitute therefor "friendly".

On page 727, line 14 from the bottom—delete the word "and" before "catch".

On page 728, line 8—change the word "release" to "relief". Line 10 from the bottom—eliminate the words "of known weight" and substitute "and supplies".

On page 731, line 7—change "twenty-fourth" to "twenty-seventh".

On page 732—Admiral Theobald's answer at bottom of page—strike out entire answer and substitute therefor: "You asked for this paper this morning. It shows the Admirals at sea who were senior to Admiral Kimmel and who were jumped by him when he became Commander-in-Chief".

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I would like to say that I have submitted to the Commission this letter of January 5 requesting that the transcript of my testimony which you permitted me to examine be revised.

I found on examining the transcript of testimony that many essential features of my testimony had not been recorded in the transcript.

The CHAIRMAN. That is right.

Admiral Kimmel. I feel that unless these are included, in order in which I presented them to the Commission, that the testimony will not present an accurate picture of my position and my actions prior to and doing the attack.

In addition to this, the transcript contains a large number of clerical inaccuracies which either distorted or clouded the meaning or produced passages which were unintelligible. I spent the better part of two days, assisted by Rear Admiral Theobald and a stenographer, in my endeavor to reconstruct an accurate version of the testimony which I [1487] presented before this Commission. In view of the extensive changes necessary in the transcript, I request that I be given another opportunity to examine the transcript after the corrections have been made.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be a pretty big job for us to get this rewrite of the transcript, but I suspect we can arrange that to the Admiral's satisfaction. How about that?

General McCoy. I should think so.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, sir, I can be available to examine it as fast as they finish it.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. And I should be able to finish my examination as soon as they finish the culmination of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will get in touch with you and advise you how we can arrange that.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. That was just a suggestion, I mean.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we want to meet your views about that, and I think we can.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, I understand that you wish to add to your testimony something that you omitted on page 694, and I want to see that we have this:

In connection with the discussion which appears on page 694 I did not bring out a fact which was well known to me, and that is that my headquarters furnished the headquarters of the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department with a copy of our operating schedule which showed the ships which would be in port during any given period and also the ships which were at sea, and the general areas in which these ships were operating.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. That is the fact?
Admiral Kimmel. That's a fact.
The Chairman. And you wish that added to your testimony?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. And in amplification I had written out practically the same thing in other words here. But, in addition to that, the Commanding General requested me to supply his headquarters with only one copy of such schedules, for security reasons. This practice of supplying the Commanding General with a copy of our operating schedules was initiated several months before the attack, and continued.

That was something that of course I knew perfectly well, but I can't recall everything.
The Chairman. Certainly.
Admiral Kimmel. There is one additional thing sir, that I would like to call to the attention of the Commission. In my testimony I indicated that we believed we could not keep up a continuous search and patrol with the long-range planes available, except for a very short time. I wish to invite your attention to the joint air operating plan and estimate in effect at the time of the attack. This operating plan had been in effect for several months. You will note that this same conclusion was arrived at by the two senior air commanders in the Hawaiian area, Rear Admiral Bellinger, commanding Patrol Wing Two, and Major General Martin, commanding the Hawaiian Air Force. I cite this merely to demonstrate clearly that this matter had been thoroughly considered months prior to the attack.

Now, I haven't the papers here, but an examination of that joint air operating plan, which was gotten up by Major General Martin and Rear Admiral Bellinger and approved by General Short—
The Chairman. And Admiral Bloch.
Admiral Kimmel. —and Admiral Bloch, contained that very

statement.
The Chairman. We have the paper before us.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I knew you did. I just want to call attention to that.
Admiral Theobald. It is in evidence in one of the other exhibits.
Admiral Kimmel. It is in evidence, yes, sir.
The Chairman. Yes, sir.
Admiral Kimmel. I just want to call attention to that last thing.
The Chairman. Now, there is a matter that in your interest we would like to ask you about for a moment.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. We find on examining the transcript that, while you state that you learned of the attack, it is not clear where you were on the morning of December 7 when you first learned of it.
Admiral Kimmel. I was in my quarters in the Navy Yard area. They telephoned to me the air raid warning, which came almost immediately after I got the word of the submarine attack, and I went out of my quarters, saw the attack, the first attack made by the planes.
The Chairman. Yes, sir?
Admiral Kimmel. Got into the car and went directly to my headquarters—
The Chairman. And your headquarters are where with reference to Pearl Harbor?
Admiral Kimmel. At the Submarine Base.

The CHAIRMAN. At the Submarine Base?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And from the Submarine Base you directed and issued your commands?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. That is correct, sir.

[1484] The CHAIRMAN. To meet the emergency?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. That is correct, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You remained on duty there throughout the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. We wanted just to clear that up. I think that clears it up, doesn’t it?

General McCoy. Not entirely.

Admiral Kimmel. Off the record, sir. And I mean off the record, because they have put in a lot of these things here.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General McCoy. I would like to get that on the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I want it on the record.

Admiral Kimmel. It happens that after I had reached my headquarters and was watching the attack out of the window a .50 caliber machine gun bullet struck me on the chest a glancing blow. I picked it up; I have the bullet now.

Admiral Theobald. Spent bullet.

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

Admiral Theobald. It was a spent bullet.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. General, you have some questions?

General McCoy. Yes. I am just thinking a moment.

Have you presented in evidence in your first appearance before the Commission or in this corrected report a sequence of orders that you issued that morning during and after the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. That was contained in the—wait just a moment. The substance of it was contained in the—


Admiral Kimmel. No. I was trying to get the thing the way I designated it. “The disposition of task forces.”

The CHAIRMAN. Which is to go in here now?

[1485] Admiral Kimmel. Which is a part of the record. In addition to that, we presented to the Commission, as I recall it, the dispatch orders that we sent out. That, I think, is a part of the enclosures which Mr. Howe has.

Mr. Howe. Yes, I have those right here, sir.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

[1486] General McNarney. Admiral, were you cognizant of the incident which happened on the night of December 7 with regard to losing some of our carrier planes?

Admiral Kimmel. Did I know about it?

General McNarney. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, I did.

General McNarney. Did you direct any investigation to be made of it?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McNarney. Have any corrective measures been taken?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
General McNarney. That is all I wanted to know.

Admiral Kimmel. I might say this, as long as this has been brought up, that about 10 o'clock in the morning Admiral Halsey asked me if the fields in here were available, whether Ford Island was available for his planes in case of necessity. I answered yes because they were.

I did not think any more about it. He notified us that six fighters were coming in. The Commandant of the District knew that six fighters were coming in and my headquarters knew the six fighters were coming in, and the Army knew the six fighters were coming in, and we informed all the ships in the fleet that the six fighters were coming in.

They came in with lights on.

The Chairman. Running lights?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, with running lights on. Unfortunately, instead of going right down and landing at Ford Island, the smoke from the burning oil overshadowed the whole place and they were blinded and tried to get in there and they came right up over the ships.

Now, you must remember that these people on the ships had undergone a terrific experience. One ship opened fire, and the trigger fingers were very itchy, and when that one ship opened fire the whole bunch opened in a fusillade.

[1487] The minute the first one opened fire I sent out the signal, "Cease fire. Cease fire," and the commandant of the District sent out the signal to cease fire.

You can well understand the feelings of these people on the ships when they saw those planes coming over them after having had their first baptism of fire. I cannot find it in my heart to be too harsh on the people who opened fire.

Much as I regret the incident, I know of nothing that we could have done other than what we did do that night to prevent it.

With the steps that have been taken, I feel certain that nothing like that will ever occur again, and if we have the warning that we had given them, it will not happen.

General McNarney. I had a report that our planes were fired on again on the morning of the 8th. Have you heard that?

Admiral Kimmel. On the morning of the 8th?

General McNarney. Do you have any information on that?

Admiral Kimmel. I have not heard of it.

Admiral Theobald. Late on the evening of the 7th 18 BSP's came in from the ENTERPRISE and they were shot at.

General McNarney. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. If there is anything else that you wish to explain with respect to your testimony, do not hesitate to communicate with us, and we will give you the opportunity to do so.

Admiral Kimmel. Thank you very much, sir. I have not anything.

The Chairman. Well, there may be something which may occur to you, and if it does call it to our attention.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Theobald. General, do you want the signals that we sent out on the morning of the 8th?

General McCoy. I think I would like to have in the record [1488] the report that went out that day showing what action was taken by the Navy to meet the situation, beyond what is in the testimony.
Admiral Kimmel. General, you must realize that a great many of these orders were issued by telephone and no record whatsoever was kept of them. Things were happening fast and we were trying to get things done.

General McCoy. Well, I just wanted to make sure that we covered the whole point of the aggressive action, so to speak, the comeback of the naval units.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. We will adjourn at this time until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning, in order that the Commission may visit certain of the defense installations on this island.

(Thereupon, at 12:50 o'clock p. m., the hearing was adjourned until Wednesday, January 7, 1942, at 9 o’clock a. m., at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.)
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The Commission reconvened at 9 o'clock a.m., pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

PRESENT

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman;
Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired;
Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired;
Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
 Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission;
Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

PROCEEDINGS

The Chairman. Mr. Reporter, in answer to the Commission's call for all complaints and reports received by the Police Department of the City of Honolulu on the night of December 6, Mr. Gabrielson, the Chief of Police, has furnished a complete report which should be copied into the record at this point.

(The document above referred to is as follows:)

[1491] DRUNKS TURNED OVER TO M- AND S-

To Military Police:

Co. M. 19th Inf. Sch. Brks. Arrested at the Service Cafe at 9:30 P. M. 12-6-41 by Officer T. Sato for being drunk, staggering.
Schofield Barracks. Arrested at Maunakea & Beretania Sts. at 12:35 a.m. 12-7-41 by Officer A. Lee for being drunk.

To Shore Patrol:

S. S. Dobbin. Arrested at Nuuanu & Hotel Streets at 11:45 p.m. 12-6-41 by Officer A. Lee for being drunk.
Pearl Harbor. Arrested at Aala Park by Officer J. C. Lee at 12:30 a.m. 12-7-41.

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING SERVICE PERSONNEL

1. Lt., Naval Air Station PH was involved in a minor accident with 3450 Maunaalei Ave. at about 8:30 p.m. 12-6-41 somewhere on Ala Wai Blvd. Both cars going straight ahead, no violation indicated.
2. ——— of 251st. C. A. Camp Malakole was involved in a minor accident with ——— of Hawaiian Village at 2:30 p. m. 12-6-41 on Kam Highway near new Pearl Harbor Gate. ——— had been drinking and was trying to overtake ——— car. ——— took off after accident and information broadcasted. No disposition available.

3. ——— of Co. D. 298th. Inf. Scho. Bks. was involved in a 8275. accident with ——— of House 834, Waipahu at 9: 50 p. m. 12-6-41 on Kam [1492] Highway Honolulu side of Waipahu-Schofield junction and ——— was injured, receiving an abrasion to left ear, left elbow and back; taken to Waipahu Hospital and later discharged. ——— had been drinking, was trying to make a left turn and was on the wrong side of the road. Charged with Sec. 601 TC. Report No. B-44182.

4. ——— of Co. E 19th Inf. Scho. Bks. drove his car off the Kaukonahua Road cut off at Haleiwa at 12: 00 noon 12-6-41. Damages $15. and none injured. ——— had been drinking and was charged with Sec. 6281 SL '41. Report No. B-44001.

5. ———, Sgt. of Batt. C. 98th. C. A. Scho. Bks. drove off the road on Red Hill road about 4:30 a. m. 12-6-41 when his car skidded: $125. damages, none injured. No disposition noted. No report number.
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2. ——— of USS Cassin reported being struck by ——— of Hon. Rapid Transit Co. at Alapai and King St. at 1: 02 a. m. when he attempted to stop a fight between Mrs. ——— his companion and ——— Desired no prosecution. Report No. B-43867.

3. ——— of USS Rigel, PH was arrested at 9: 40 p. m. at Kalakaua & Kuhio Ave. for trying to start auto belonging to Detective ———. Referred to Shore [1493] Patrol for disposition. Report No. B-43976.

4. ——— 18th Air Base, Hickam Field was found lying in the toilet in the rear of lobby of Army and Navy YMCA about 8:00 p. m. with cut on head. Treated by Dr. Raymond YAP for lacerated wound right post parietal scalp. Strong alcoholic breath. Subject did not know what happened to himself. Turned over to Military Police for disposition. Report No. B-43868.

5. An unknown sailor was apprehended by the Emergency Hospital attendants for tampering with Emergency Hospital ambulance in front of Star Grill, 255 N. King St. 12-7-41 at 12:30 a. m. Turned over to Shore Patrol for disposition before arrival of police officer, therefore, name unavailable. Report No. B-43884.

6. ——— of Naval Air Base was treated at Emergency Hospital for two inch wound on right side of face. He claimed to have been injured 12-7-41 about 2:26 a. m. when glass from windshield of auto he was riding flew back and cut his face when car sideswiped a City and County street sweeper. Report B-44033.

7. ——— 21st Signal Co. Scho. Bks. claimed to have been short changed by taxi driver from the Shamrock Taxi, 12-7-41 at 1: 45 a. m. Gave taxi driver $5, and didn't receive any change. Instructed to swear out a warrant but failed to do so. Report No. B-44035.

Colonel Brown. Mr. Kimball.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be sworn.

[1494] TESTIMONY OF RICHARD K. KIMBALL, MANAGER OF HALEKULANI HOTEL, HONOLULU, HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name to the reporter, Mr. Kimball?

Mr. Kimball. Richard K. Kimball, manager of Halekulani Hotel, owned by my family.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kimball, you were born in Hawaii, were you not?
Mr. Kimball. I was, sir.

The Chairman. And your family has been here for many years?

Mr. Kimball. My father came here in 1901 from Boston, and my grandmother was born in Tahiti and came here and was married on Kauai.

The Chairman. How long have you been manager of the Halekulani Hotel?

Mr. Kimball. Actively for three or four years. My father has been retired. He died a few months ago. I have been with him since 1933.

The Chairman. You have been a member of the Territorial Legislature, have you not?

Mr. Kimball. That is correct, a member of the House of Representatives.

The Chairman. For how many sessions?

Mr. Kimball. Two sessions, 1937 and 1939.

The Chairman. First of all we would like to know from your observation what has been the conduct of the officers of the Army and Navy who have been guests or visitors at the Halekulani Hotel, with respect to temperance and intemperance?

Mr. Kimball. I would say the guests who have been registered guests, that their conduct has been excellent. [1495] I would say the senior officers who had dinner parties, as Admiral Kimmel, who was there on that Saturday night as well as having been there for other parties—but the senior officers' conduct has been very fine indeed. Some of the junior officers of the Army and Navy have used our house without a key, the lanai, for cocktail parties, and that has been almost notorious and it is difficult in stopping those cocktail parties, but that is the way with the younger men and they are out for having a good time, but that was long before the war started.

The Chairman. Since the emergency started have you had occasion to observe both the junior and senior officers with respect to temperance?

Mr. Kimball. Not so much so the junior officers, no.

The Chairman. What about the conduct of the enlisted personnel if they are on leave in Honolulu, from your observation?

Mr. Kimball. I would say it is very good, very good as a whole.

The Chairman. Of course you understand that when officers of the fleet or Army give leave to a large number of men and liquor is sold lawfully, that you cannot keep these men out of the saloons.

Mr. Kimball. I understand that, and I am a special police reserve officer and I have been on active duty for the last four or five months with the police, and I would say it has been exceedingly good so far as the enlisted personnel are concerned.

The Chairman. Martial law was declared on December 7 and has been in effect since. I want to know your view as a citizen interested in the City of Honolulu as to whether you think that should be abrogated.

Mr. Kimball. No, not in the least, no.

The Chairman. Having that in mind, that the emergency [1496] exists and that another attack might well be planned on Hawaii, do you think that the martial law should be held firmly?
Mr. Kimball. Firmly, and also that no one should be allowed on the streets any more than they are now, without a real reason and without a proper pass to identify themselves. I have been on police duty night after night, and it is wonderful to see how the streets are, and that is as it should be.

The Chairman. What is your view as to the possible disloyalty of Japanese aliens and first and second generation Japanese if there should be an attack on this Island or if the Japanese should make a threat here?

Mr. Kimball. I feel as in the case when the aviator landed on Niihau, and I brought this along (referring to a newspaper) but the two Japanese over there went with the aviator against the Hawaiians of the Island. Mr. Robinson, the man who owns that Island loved those two Japanese and felt they were very loyal and true and would never turn against him, but they did. They captured the Island of Niihau and had it as a Japanese prize for a short time.

That is an example of their loyalty to us when they have a chance to be loyal to their Emperor.

I would say that the vast majority of Japanese are—and I am going to be a candidate for election again in this Territory and the Japanese almost dominate the vote, but I have said it openly before and I will do it again—that the vast majority of Japanese would be loyal to us just so long as we were on top, but they would turn just as soon as the tide began to turn, and I think that very few of them would remain loyal long enough to go down fighting for the American flag—very few.

The Chairman. Mr. Taylor yesterday thought that there might be certain business interests in the community that would bring strong pressure to have the civilian rule restored so [1497] that business could function more freely, and he thought that to yield to that business motive would be a mistake under the present conditions. How do you feel about that?

Mr. Kimball. I agree with him absolutely. Shall I elaborate?

The Chairman. He fully went into his reasons. I simply was interested in know whether you concurred in his statement.

Mr. Kimball. Yes, I do.

The Chairman. Any questions?

General McCoy. It just occurs to me in your mentioning of this incident on Niihau that we have not a record of that in our testimony, and it seems to me to be an outstanding incident that certain indications can be drawn from both as to the Japanese and the Hawaiians.

Do you happen to know whether this account in the newspaper is a full and accurate account?

Mr. Kimball. I do not say that it is a full account, but the facts have never been repudiated. I think that the gist of it is there.

General McCoy. I wondered if that case had been investigated officially. Do you know?

Mr. Kimball. I could not say.

The Chairman. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. In connection with Mr. Kimball’s testimony he has filed a copy of the Honolulu “Advertiser” of Tuesday, December 16, 1941.
Admiral Standley. Mr. Kimball, you said you had been serving with the police as a reserve officer.

Mr. Kimball. That is right, without pay.

Admiral Standley. Without pay. That has been for several months?

[1498] Mr. Kimball. We were trained and started back last summer. The chief asked for 150 young businessmen in town to volunteer for police training. It was a movement particularly to get the business people of Honolulu interested in his problem, and he went before the session of the Legislature and asked for 100 more men and tried to convince them, and he did convince us, and a group of us got together and went to the press to get favorable editorial comment and went to the Legislature, and we were able to get him the appropriation for 100 additional officers.

Admiral Standley. What was the nature of the training?

Mr. Kimball. We were trained first at night classes once a week for three hours, at the Central Grammar School Auditorium. That was just lecturing. And then demonstration in jiu-jitsu, but not real jiu-jitsu classes for six weeks, but we saw how the police officers are trained.

Then we went out on prowl duty in the radio cars one night a week, and we are doing that now as a regular thing. We did that to see how they worked and learned the general technique.

The chief had in mind that if there was a major riot on the waterfront that he could put his real police officers down there and leave the reserve officers to patrol the rest of the community, and I wish to commend the chief of police on his whole conduct throughout this.

Admiral Standley. Did this duty take you into the congested districts of the city?

Mr. Kimball. No, my area was out in the residential area, not in the slums, if that is what you mean.

Admiral Standley. You did not get down in those areas?

Mr. Kimball. No.

Admiral Standley. You do not know anything about the men on liberty there from the Army or Navy on Saturday nights?

[1499] Mr. Kimball. No, I would not know.

Admiral Standley. Do not take this.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

[1500] Admiral Standley. I understand that there has been some effort toward providing rest centers for crews of vessels which have come back from long cruises, naval vessels. Have you any information in regard to such efforts?

Mr. Kimball. Yes, I have. I was asked by—this is off the record again. Shall I give the names of the officers who have contacted me on the subject?

Admiral Standley. Put it on the record, yes; I want the story.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Kimball. Commander O'Leary asked me, as manager of the Halekulani Hotel, if we could provide for a group of 60 or so men coming in from sea duty a place where they could come and relax and get away from the Navy Yard for a few days. He got the idea, I believe, because we had just had a group of New Zealand and Australian troops at the Halekulani Hotel who were brought down
from the Coast, had been here for a week or so and then taken back again because they couldn't get them back to New Zealand. He had seen how nicely they fitted in there among the guests. It seemed to be a lift to their morale to be there, and he felt it would be fine if these men that he knew of, apparently, that were coming in could come in and do likewise, have a good bed and get away from the environment and get a little sunshine, as he put it. And he made arrangements for them, and the men did come, conducted themselves very nicely.

I sent Admiral Bloch a letter suggesting if he had any other groups of that sort coming that we would be glad to take care of them on a moderate basis. I didn't mention the price we would charge. Admiral Bloch called me on the phone shortly afterwards and asked me to quote him right over the telephone what we would charge for also food, not only give them a room. I said that we would not be interested in feeding them. It would be too much of a problem. Much of our staff were gone, [1501] taking waiters' jobs out in these camps and various places, so that our staff is materially reduced, having no more tourists coming in; and he asked me to let him know immediately what we would charge per man.

I wrote him a letter—and I will submit you a copy of that letter if you would like—stating that we would not be able to feed them but we could house them, and if necessary we would give them the cash each day for their food, so that they wouldn't be out of cash any day, and we would make them a price of say, $2.50, and we would give them a bed a night for a dollar and give them a dollar and a half out of cash, which we would charge the Navy $2.50 a man for. That is, they would be feeding themselves; that was a little too much of a job. He wanted us to take up to 200. I said we could only take 60, 75 at the most, at the present time, because at the present time we have about 50, 60 tourists at the hotel.

Admiral Standley. And the conduct of those men was exemplary?

Mr. Kimball. Oh, I should say so. Fine.

General McCoy. Are you through, Admiral?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

General McCoy. Are you acquainted with the efforts of certain ladies of the community, headed by Mrs. Wayne Pflueger and Mrs. Edward Carpenter, to provide such environment for sailors and soldiers when they are ashore in Honolulu?

Mr. Kimball. Yes, through the papers I have seen about it. I haven't followed it very closely.

General McCoy. I understand they have taken over a club known as the Outrigger Club.

Mr. Kimball. In the Advertiser I notice an advertisement that hostesses would welcome fleet personnel; "service personnel." I believe it says, and states the prices for sandwiches and coffee and things.

General McCoy. And there has been an effort on the part [1502] of the community to meet the situation of soldiers and sailors in the city of Honolulu on liberty?

Mr. Kimball. You mean before the war started?

General McCoy. Yes.

Mr. Kimball. Or after? Before the war?

General McCoy. At any time.
Mr. Kimball. The whole time I would say that the community's interest in the welfare of the men has been most noticeable. I mean they were very anxious to help, and they have done a lot, and people have had them into their homes on numerous occasions. My wife has gone down and been a taxi-dance girl at the sailors' dances and things, and lots of girls here have done it. Anything to help the men have a good time for an evening. I would say it is very commendable the way the community has conducted itself in that way.

The Chairman. Have you any questions, General?

General McNarney. No.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Kimball.

Mr. Kimball. All right.

The Chairman. Please observe the caution: we have asked all witnesses not to discuss what has gone on in here.

Mr. Kimball. May I leave something with you here that I feel is of interest to the Commission?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Kimball. We had recently a special session of the legislature, and previously a regular session. At that time there was a very, very bitter fight between the Dillingham interests and the Castle & Cooke interests which are the controlling interests of the Big Five, as it is known, over a Pier 15 for the harbor, which could make it possible to stop doing business with the Dillinghams, both their railroad and their wharves; and I went to great effort after I found out how [1503] unfair the Dillinghams were being taken in this thing by the Governor, the Board of Harbor Commissioners, the controlling group in the legislature, and the agents for the Matson Steamship Company. But I went to Mr. Dillingham. The whole story is too long for the record, but I got interested in his fight, on an honest and fair crusade, and made every effort I could to expose the scandal of the way he was being beaten.

I had pictures taken of the harbor front, which the press was saying was congested because of lack of wharf space. I showed empty wharves. At the time of the congestion Castle & Cooke purposely created a congestion on the harbor frontage here in order to make it seem to the public necessary to build a huge public wharf with public funds, which would give them the opportunity to have a complete monopoly here.

They talked the Governor into agreeing with them, and the Board of Harbor Commissioners, three of the members of which were bitterly opposed to Mr. Dillingham for previous personal reasons, and they wanted to destroy this old wharf and build a big new one there.

I contended that the old wharf was still handling cargo—ships at that date were there discharging cargo—and that the present time wasn't a time to destroy a wharf and build with new materials and lots of men at this time a new wharf.

And this is a matter of great importance in the Territory here, and it shows how far these groups, particularly the Castle & Cooke group, would go to use the press for propaganda purposes. They had every merchant in the Territory afraid to come out and help Mr. Dillingham, because the merchant has to get his cargo in here by Castle & Cooke, Matson, the public carrier. The ships were overbooked, and a merchant wouldn't be able to get his freight in if he opposed in any
way. A member of the senate who was interested in getting his merchandise in was able to get more than anyone else in his particular line of business all during this time, and he was a very vigorous crusader for the Castle & Cooke cause. The press criticized him at this time, criticized Castle & Cooke on that particular issue. But I bring this to your attention to show how far these interests, particularly the Castle & Cooke interests, will go to achieve their economic ends.

I have two wires, one sent by Governor Poindexter to Mr. Warner in Washington, and I want to leave these for your record, if I may, these two wires.

The Chairman. All right, sir.

Mr. Kimball. A man in the Maritime Commission, on receiving word from the Governor, went to Matson to find out the other side of the story, and if you read those wires they are very significant; the one from the Governor first. That is that one (indicating).

The Chairman. What bearing, in your judgment, has this matter you just talked to us about, on the present situation?

Mr. Kimball. Well, I feel that the conduct of both the Army and the Navy here—their plans, whatever they have done—has been influenced by both the Dillingham interests and the other interests when what the Army or Navy planned to do in any way conflicted with the plans of either the Dillingham interests or the Big Five; and I contend that they are so influential in Washington that they are able to have their way one way or another, and I am convinced of that, and this is my personal experience with it. I have many, many instances I can cite.

The Chairman. You think the Army and the Navy ought to have their way in an emergency like this?

Mr. Kimball. I believe if we are going to be an outpost of national defense for this side of the hemisphere then the Army and Navy should at least be able to do it as they want to do it, and not have private interests here dictate what shall be done or what shall not be done. Difference of opinion of interests in the Territory. This wire (indicating) makes it questionable whether the Maritime Commission ought to take it up. Admiral Bloch, General Short, and Governor Poindexter recommend priorities for essential foodstuffs, recommend it unequivocally. I mean they were urging me. Admiral Bloch got after me and he just gave me the devil in no uncertain terms for not going harder after these things in Washington. In Washington somehow pressure is put on so that the people there say, "The interests in Hawaii are differing in their opinion. The sugar interests don't agree with the Admiral and the General and the Governor. Therefore we had better not do anything about it." That is just as definite as anything can be, and that has been the case here for many years, that no one has been able to rise up and question these interests here economically. They have been broken financially, and their prestige socially is broken. So that the individual who tries to question them either ends up by taking to liquor or leaving the Territory here.

Fortunately my family has a business that does not depend on the Big Five or Castle & Cooke or Matson or any other group for their existence. Tourists out here, men coming from the mainland with
their families, have had in the past to make fake bookings out of this hotel in order to get passage on a Matson steamship. After they arrive here they are cancelled, and they already have bookings with us. That is a matter of record; many many letters I have on file. I can get you reputable people in Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and anywhere that can substitute that, and the letters talk for themselves. But we have been able to get them anyhow, because they insisted on coming to our hotel. Therefore I have been able to be independent politically in our legislature. They have tried to discredit me in every way.

General McCoy. Who is Mr. Warner?

Mr. Kimball. Mr. Warner is the head of the agriculture extension division at the University of Hawaii. The Governor [1506] appointed Mr. Warner and myself a committee of two to go into the food storage problem here. The Big Five did not want a big supply of food brought in here, and they have effectively blocked it up until war was declared, and I have a great deal of information, enough that I can substantiate that statement with. The food storage plan, which you may have heard about in Washington—three and a half million dollars that was turned down by the Budget Bureau about four months ago—was blocked, I am convinced, by people in Honolulu here who used their influence in Washington to discredit our proposal, the proposal of General Short, Admiral Bloch, the Governor, and his committee; and Admiral Bloch I think will testify the same way. Incidentally, I want to commend Admiral Bloch on his vigorous attitude towards the food problem; he has been very keen to see it here.

The Chairman. Anything further, General?

General McNarney. No.

The Chairman. Admiral?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Kimball.

Mr. Kimball. All right, sir.

The Chairman. Do you want to leave these with us (indicating telegrams), or do you want to take them?

Mr. Kimball. I would like to leave them with you.

The Chairman. All right. We would be glad to have them.

Mr. Kimball. I don’t like to leave the impression that Governor Poindexter is dishonest. I believe that Governor Poindexter was misled in his judgment of this Pier 15, of the necessity for a Pier 15, and he is a very stubborn person, and he didn’t like to change his stand. I believe he was just mistaken.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

[1507] TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT GEORGE P. KIMBALL, UNITED STATES NAVAL RESERVE

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name and rank to the reporter?

Lieutenant Kimball. George P. Kimball, Lieutenant Junior Grade, United States Naval Reserve.

The Chairman. In what capacity are you serving in the Navy, now, Lieutenant?
Lieutenant Kimball. In the District Intelligence Office.
The Chairman. Who is your chief there?
Lieutenant Kimball. Captain Mayfield.
The Chairman. We have been impressed, Lieutenant, by the fact that the intelligence services seem to have gotten very little in the way of espionage information on this island prior to December 7, I believe. How long were you in that service, sir, prior to December 7?

Lieutenant Kimball. I reported for active duty on April 15, 1941.
The Chairman. So you had had a matter of eight months' service there?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. What particular branch of intelligence work were you doing during this period?

Lieutenant Kimball. I was doing office work, sir, evaluation and dissemination, and so on.
The Chairman. Would you be in a position to know whether there was cordial cooperation with your service by the services of the Army and the F. B. I.?

Lieutenant Kimball. I would be in such a position, sir.
The Chairman. What judgment did you form as to that, as to whether there was a central clearing of valuable information here?

Lieutenant Kimball. Well, the chiefs of the three [1508] branches met weekly every Tuesday, Mr. Shivers and Colonel Bicknell of the Army contact office, and Captain Mayfield, and the personnel of the three offices would constantly visit back and forth getting information from the files of the other two offices. I know as far as we were concerned, because I had more or less charge of it, all pertinent information that we obtained, either from local sources or that we received from ONI, the Office of Naval Intelligence in Washington, we would send copies of to G-2 and to F. B. I.
The Chairman. And did they reciprocate by sending you anything they picked up?

Lieutenant Kimball. They would send us more or less their completed work.
The Chairman. Completed work?

Lieutenant Kimball. Their reports as completed. We would try to send them as much as we could that was of general information, other than matters of purely naval interest.
The Chairman. Do you feel that at this time the system of three divisions of information or intelligence here locally on the island can be bettered?

Lieutenant Kimball. I believe that the coordination can be improved. In other words, I believe there has been full cooperation but perhaps not full coordination.
The Chairman. What is your diagnosis of why it seems to be impossible to break into the Japanese community here and get what is going on in the way of espionage and subversive activities?

Lieutenant Kimball. Well, one reason, we have all tried it. That is, the F. B. I. and our office, which have, as you may realize, under a tripartite agreement executed some time ago—the Office of Naval Intelligence and the F. B. I. have concurrent jurisdiction, as they refer to it—it is really responsibility—for the Japanese subversive activities; and we have both tried to develop informants and contacts
amongst the Japanese themselves, among the second-generation Japanese, but those young men are no closer, really, to the Japanese that we are really after than we are ourselves personally. And they have tried to help us as much as they could, but—

The CHAIRMAN. They don't know much?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. They don't know much, either.

The CHAIRMAN. Who does know? Who are the head devils in the Japanese intelligence here?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. The Japanese Consulate.

The CHAIRMAN. And alien Japanese aiding him?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Aliens.

General McCoy. Consular agents?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. The consulate heading it up and using perhaps some but by no means all of their consular agents. The consular agents are used mostly by the consulate for administrative purposes: that is, reporting deaths, births, marriages, and other such matters in the Japanese community.

General McCoy. Having to do with dual citizenship?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. Yes, sir. One of the phases.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the fact is that you haven't been able to break into the ring very successfully, have you, Lieutenant?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. Not yet. We feel that we are getting a little bit of information now that may lead somewhere.

The CHAIRMAN. You do?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. That is, that in connecting it up with the consulate the difficult thing is to connect individuals with the consulate in other than purely legitimate activities. In other words, the heads of the two Japanese banks have had for a long time frequent intercourse with the consulate, which is easily explainable by them. The head of the local Japanese steamship line, the NYK, people like that; so it has been difficult to find people who haven't had an absolutely legitimate explanation for their intercourse with the consulate.

General McCoy. Who has succeeded the consul in the heading up of Japanese information since the 7th of December?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. We absolutely don't know, sir. We know it must be someone, because we believe that the consul felt for some time that he might be closed up any time after the Italian and German consulates were closed throughout the country; and there is no question that they made plans, had an alternative plan, and have one that they are operating under today, and we absolutely don't know where that is.

The CHAIRMAN. Has any other government taken over the consulate here for the duration, any neutral government?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. Sweden was supposed to, but the Swedish consul here is a very busy American doctor of Swedish ancestry, Dr. Larsen, and I don't think he has been able to do anything in that direction, so I think everything is in status quo.

General McCoy. Has there been any continued suspicion of the former legal advisor of the Japanese Consulate, Mr. Thayer?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. No, no suspicion attaches to Mr. Thayer so far as I know.
General McCoy. How long had he been the legal counsel or counsel-
lor of the consulate?
Lieutenant Kimball. A number of years, General; oh, I would say
15 or 20 years, I believe.
General McCoy. Is he an American in good standing here other-
wise?
Lieutenant Kimball. Oh, yes. Yes, very much so. He is a mem-
ber of the bar, has been for some 40 years, and has been head of the
Boy Scouts here for many years, and all of my contacts with Mr.
Thayer professionally as a lawyer before going on active duty led
me to believe that he was a very loyal American.
[1511] The Chairman. Have you any questions, General?
General McNarney. Do you believe that information on the situa-
tion here is going out to Japan now?
Lieutenant Kimball. The only indication we have of that is their
broadcasts from Tokyo. I haven’t had much time to listen to them,
but their overseas broadcasts probably do contain some information
that is more than just guesswork and more than they were able to
obtain in their one raid. That is probably going by short-wave.
The Chairman. You think there are some short-wave sets working
here still?
Lieutenant Kimball. I am not a technical man on radio.
The Chairman. No.
Lieutenant Kimball. But that is my understanding, that is my
belief, but I have no information at all, because all the licensed short-
wave operators were put out of business immediately.
The Chairman. Yes. It has to be a bootlegger if it is anybody?
Lieutenant Kimball. Yes.
General McNarney. Have you any personal knowledge of the ac-
tivities which took place on the island of, I think, Niihau? A Jap-
anese airplane landed there and took over the island.
Lieutenant Kimball. No. There is a report. I have read a report
by an Army officer who went over as soon as they got word on Kauai,
and a second-hand report that the representative of the District Intel-
ligence Office on Kauai wrote. He didn’t go over to the island, but
he interviewed and questioned people who had been over, and re-
constructed it to the best of his ability; and then this Army officer—
incidentally, a second-generation Japanese lieutenant; I can’t remem-
ber his name—who went over with this expedition on the lighthouse
tender, about a dozen men, and brought back the Hawaiian who
actually killed the pilot, and his wife, and brought them back for
[1512] hospitalization. And so those reports are available.
The Chairman. What do they indicate? Outline the incident as
those reports indicate it.
Lieutenant Kimball. The incident is quite hazy; it is quite jumbled.
The facts are not clear, but the plane came down, and these Hawaiians
had no idea of what it was or why, because they have no radio at all
over on the island, and the people didn’t know the war had started.
The pilot got out and was unarmed, and he started to attempt to dis-
pose of his confidential papers and documents and codebooks, and so
on, in his plane, and they became a little suspicious, and they wouldn’t
let him do that, and took him to the house of one of the natives and
kept him there. And then they thought he was a pretty good sort, and
they allowed him a certain amount of leeway and latitude, and finally he got back to his plane and got his service pistol, I believe, and took control of the situation, and locked up the native who was his host, who was keeping him and then joined with this—first, before that happened, the two Japanese on the island, one Hawaiian-born and one alien, came into the picture while the Japanese pilot was still being kept as a prisoner, so to speak; and the citizen Japanese joined with him apparently quite willing. The alien was more reluctant, and the citizen got a shotgun. That is, acting in concert the pilot and the citizen Japanese did the holding up of the rest of the people, and then several of the natives became alarmed and walked to a distant part of the island where there was a whaleboat, in which they put out for the island of Kauai, and the Japanese knew that. Then he tried to destroy—then he finally got back and burned his plane, but the natives were holding his codebooks—codebook and charts and so on—and he couldn't get them, and that was what he really was after. And finally the shooting broke out, and the citizen committed suicide; and the Hawaiian—Kanahele I think his name was—who was shot at and wounded by the pilot, kind of grabbed him and killed him, with the aid of the Hawaiian's wife. In the meantime the pilot had set fire to his plane, and whether he got all of it, whether he destroyed all of his material or not I don't know, but at least his charts I think were recovered by the Army expedition that went over there. But the illuminating thing about it is the citizen who so readily joined with him when he thought the Japanese had the upper hand.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that your general impression?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. The general impression—the report by the officer, Army officer who went over there, probably gives the—I have just read it once hurriedly.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Lieutenant KIMBALL. And the newspapers have it but not in much detail.

The CHAIRMAN. Lieutenant, is that your impression of the attitude that is likely to be taken by these citizen Japanese if Japan appears to be getting the upper hand?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. Not all of them by any means, but by a great many who are today perfectly law-abiding citizens, if they felt—in other words, some would go down with us if it came to that point, and others wouldn't care to, but they want to appear to be with us today, and they are perfectly law-abiding and probably won't do anything as long as they—

The CHAIRMAN. Remain as they are.

Lieutenant KIMBALL. —remain as they are, under control.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?

General McCoy. How would we be able to get a copy of that report? Would you be able to furnish us a copy of the Army officer's report, or would you prefer to have us get it through the Army?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. I could have one of our stenographers copy it very easily, General, and send it out to you.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you do that?

Lieutenant KIMBALL. Yes, Mr. Justice.

The Chairman. Five copies. You can just carbon it, can't you?  
Lieutenant Kimball. Five copies, yes, sir.  
Admiral Standley. Lieutenant, where is your home?  
Lieutenant Kimball. At the Halekulani Hotel, Admiral.  
Admiral Standley. Were you appointed to the Reserve Corps from Hawaii?  
Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir.  
Admiral Standley. This has been your home?  
Lieutenant Kimball. It has always been my home, yes, sir.  
Admiral Standley. Always been your home?  
Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir.  
Admiral Standley. You lived here?  
Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir.  
Admiral Standley. In connection with your statement to the effect that information is still going out of Oahu, and in connection with the resignation of Mr. Thayer on the 8th of December after the attack, had it ever occurred to you that that might be the very logical way that Mr. Thayer would retain a continuous contact with the Japanese consul: get out immediately and give the impression that he was through, and then continue that contact in another way?  
Lieutenant Kimball. It could be. It is possible, sir.  
Admiral Standley. I just wanted to suggest that to your mind.  
Lieutenant Kimball. Possible. I will bear that in mind, sir.  
General McCoy. Has he been questioned at all by the Naval Intelligence, as far as you know?  
Lieutenant Kimball. No, sir, he hasn't. He was hurt quite badly fighting a fire in his neighborhood and has been at home, and I think he has only just recently returned to his office downtown.  
[1515] General McCoy. Have you, as a neighbor and possibly a friend, had any suspicion of him at any time as being involved in any Japanese subversive activities or cognizant of them?  
Lieutenant Kimball. No, I haven't. I haven't, General. I haven't had any such suspicion. If Mr. Thayer were apprised of what little even we know of the espionage activities that the consulate, his former clients, have been engaged in, I think that he would probably be quite shocked. I mean he would probably have—he has no conception of what those people have been doing.  
The Chairman. He has been representing them in their business affairs, I take it. The consul has, I suppose, a lot of business, legal business?  
Lieutenant Kimball. Giving them opinions on the application of local law to one situation or another, but there were various matters that we know they didn't consult him on: they consulted Japanese lawyers on.  
The Chairman. There are Japanese lawyers on the island, are there?  
Lieutenant Kimball. Oh, yes, Mr. Justice.  
The Chairman. A number of them?  
Lieutenant Kimball. There are about, oh, eight or nine, perhaps ten, here in Honolulu now.  
General McCoy. Members of the bar?  
Lieutenant Kimball. Members of the bar, yes, sir.
General McCoy. Were they by such membership obliged to be American citizens?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir, under the rules of the Supreme Court here.

Admiral Standley. Lieutenant, in the espionage work upon which you are engaged secrecy is one of the great necessities or requirements, isn't it?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. In order to get information you can't [1516] let the world know what you are doing; isn't that true?

Lieutenant Kimball. Surely.

Admiral Standley. It has been suggested here that one of the faults of the system here—the three systems—is the fact that they don't immediately communicate these suspicions of something going on; or, if they feel that they have a source of information, that they should give it to the other two services at once. Wouldn't that rather jeopardize in many cases, or hasn't it been felt that that would jeopardize, the success of such an agency?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, that is one of the things that we are up against. It is desirable often to let the other two agencies know immediately, so that if they have any information that fits in with the information in the possession of the originator or the original recipient of the immediate report, it is advantageous. On the other hand, one or the other of the two other agencies might conceivably take some other action in the case that would be a tip-off. It is awfully hard to—you can't lay down any fixed rule of procedure.

The Chairman. Is it a fact that the F. B. I. are not allowed to conduct investigation on Navy premises and that if they have a case they have got to run it as far as the Navy Yard and then turn it over to you?

Lieutenant Kimball. Under what they call the—under this agreement all reports of subversive activities on naval reservation affecting Navy personnel or civilian employees or contractors' employees—Navy contractors' employees—are the responsibility of the Office of Naval Intelligence for investigation, but we have always tried to work in close cooperation with them, and they give us information, and they obtain as quickly as they can give it to us—for instance, they are investigating a certain individual in town and they find that he associates with some yard employees, and they give that to us immediately.

[1517] The Chairman. You run the yard end of it down?

Lieutenant Kimball. That's right.

The Chairman. So you think the thing is working out pretty well, do you, this division of responsibility?

Lieutenant Kimball. Not as well as it could, perhaps. There probably isn't as close coordination as there should be.

Admiral Standley. Lieutenant, have you knowledge of any cases where the Navy Department had even gone so far as to enlist in the naval service F. B. I. representatives and taken them on board ship in order to help solve situations?

Lieutenant Kimball. I have never heard of such a case, Admiral.

Admiral Standley. Well, I do know that is a fact.

The Chairman. Here, you mean?
Admiral Standley. I don’t know that it is here.

The Chairman. Somewhere.

Admiral Standley. But I know that it has been done.

General McCoy. What is the representation on the part of Naval Intelligence as to responsibility on the part of Naval Intelligence for subversive activities among the natives?

Lieutenant Kimball. Reservations, you say? You mean among the Japanese?

General McCoy. Yes.

Lieutenant Kimball. Well, now, the Japanese field, the Japanese problem, under this agreement was left the joint responsibility of the Office of Naval Intelligence and F. B. I.; and we have fallen down in that in the past; prior to the outbreak of war our attempts at joint investigations there were not successful. Joint investigations of a particular Japanese or a Japanese commercial establishment or a hotel or barber shop or something like that, or an individual—group of individual Japanese, would be left to an agent from the F. B. I. and to an agent from the Office of Naval Intelligence, two agents to work on the same case. That wasn’t successful.\[1518\] It was too much “Let George do it. After you.” That sort of thing. That wasn’t successful. It is a matter of who is in charge. Well, nobody is in charge. Well, all right, nobody is in charge, and the thing drifts. That was not successful.

General McCoy. Were you cognizant of the fact that there were, prior to December 7, several hundred consular agents here who were not registered under the law?

Lieutenant Kimball. I was cognizant of that fact, General.

General McCoy. Do you know why they were not prosecuted or warned to register?

Lieutenant Kimball. Only by hearsay.

General McCoy. Did you feel that that was a great danger yourself, to have them loose without any supervision?

Lieutenant Kimball. I thought that they clearly came within the provisions of the Registration Act and should have been required to register, and, if they failed and refused, then prosecuted. That was merely my personal opinion.

[1519] General McCoy. How long has the Navy had a counterespionage organization on the Islands?

Lieutenant Kimball. Well, we have had the District intelligence for a number of years, but it was very small and very inadequate.

General McCoy. Inadequate?

Lieutenant Kimball. Very inadequate in size and personnel up until the end of 1940, and then they began to gradually add to it.

General McCoy. What was the size of the counter-espionage organization as to the number of field operators you had on December 6?

Lieutenant Kimball. We had a dozen in the main office, over at Pearl Harbor, and in the individual branch offices. There was one man at the Kanehe Naval Air Station and a man at the Naval Munition Depot at Lualualei, and one on each of the main islands.

General McCoy. Is there any shortage of funds at this time for this purpose?

Lieutenant Kimball. I am not familiar with that, General. I could not say. I have had nothing to do with the administrative end of the office and I could not tell you that.
The Chairman. Was your office cognizant of the fact that some of these islands had sheriffs and some peace officers who were Japanese?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes.

General McCoy. Were any of those agents whom you mentioned of Japanese blood?

Lieutenant Kimball. No, we had no agents in the office of Japanese blood. We have one Hawaiian and one Chinese-Hawaiian.

Admiral Standley. Do you have any translators of Japanese blood?

Lieutenant Kimball. We have a Japanese translator, yes.

[1520] Admiral Standley. But so far as you know, there were no Japanese agents?

Lieutenant Kimball. We have undercover informants who volunteer. They are nonpaid informants. They are the people I mentioned before, citizens of Japanese ancestry. We placed a good deal of confidence in them, but I think they were as much in the dark, I am convinced, as some of the rest of us.

Admiral Standley. Do you have any check on the Japanese translator?

Lieutenant Kimball. He had been in the office for quite a long time, Admiral; before I came on active duty. He did not have access to or work with the confidential files. His work has largely been translating newspapers up to the war, and of recordings of overseas broadcasts from Tokyo, and that sort of thing.

Admiral Standley. You accepted them without question?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir. His work was always subject to check by his immediate superior, Lieutenant Carr, who is head of the translation section and who is a very gifted linguist.

Admiral Standley. Does he speak Japanese?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, very well. He speaks that along with 26 other languages.

We have several other language officers.

Admiral Reeves. Am I correct in my understanding of what you say that the intelligence work among the Japanese populace is the joint responsibility of the Navy Intelligence and the F. B. I.?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, that is correct.

Admiral Reeves. I understood from the testimony of Mr. Shivers that it was the Naval Intelligence responsibility alone under this distribution of the work by the agreement that you had entered into.

[1521] The Chairman. I did not so understand his testimony. I understood his testimony was that the F. B. I. was originally to take it all but that it was not equipped to take it all and asked the Navy to come in until they could be so equipped, and since that time there has been a division of it.

Lieutenant Kimball. That is correct, Mr. Justice.

Admiral Reeves. Who has the responsibility now?

Lieutenant Kimball. It is still joint, Admiral; it is still a joint responsibility. We have no limit. We have no lines of demarcation or division.

Admiral Reeves. The F. B. I. has never taken that over entirely?

Lieutenant Kimball. No, they have not.

Admiral Reeves. But that was the original plan, that the F. B. I. would take that over when they were equipped to do so?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, and then they found particularly here and I believe on the West Coast also that the Navy had been working
along that line to such an extent that they had a lot of background information, and that was one of them, one of the observations that the Navy continue in the field of Japanese activities, Japanese espionage and propaganda.

Admiral Reeves. How has this joint responsibility of the Navy and the F. B. I. worked out with respect to the Japanese populace? How has it worked out?

Lieutenant Kimball. It has caused somewhat of a hiatus. It has caused a few holes in the fish net unfortunately, but through no one's fault in particular. That is the case when two organizations try to cover an entire field without any demarcation or delimitation, and you do not always know where the other fellow is going to put his neck and he does not know where you are going to put your neck.

Admiral Reeves. Then there is no clear understanding [1522] between the Navy and the F. B. I. as to the character of work that each shall undertake?

Lieutenant Kimball. No, it is case by case. We will not investigate a case they are actively investigating because of the duplication.

Admiral Reeves. Is it possible, then, that both the Navy and the F. B. I. may concentrate on subversive activities among the Japanese populace and both have overlooked the espionage activity?

Lieutenant Kimball. I think there has been that tendency. The F. B. I. called that internal security, to go after people who have what they call definitely nationalistic tendencies. That is, they referred to to those who were strongly pro-Tokyo who perhaps would be dangerous in the event of war, and those are the people who are at present on Sand Island.

Of course, a good Japanese agent is not going to be actively pro-Japanese and offensively so. So, I think perhaps they may have overlooked some of the most important ones for those who have been most offensive by their statements.

General McCoy. I understand those now interned on Sand Island are being investigated by a board before which they can appear and state their case. Are you familiar with that board?

Lieutenant Kimball. That is the internment procedure. They were taken over originally for temporary custodial detention, and their cases are now being heard by two boards functioning in the same manner. They are two three-man boards.

The board or boards determine whether they should be interned for the duration of the war.

General McCoy. Are they civilian boards?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir, General.

General FcCoy. Completely?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, on the boards are only civilians [1523] and they are advisory only.

General McCoy. They cannot turn a man loose just on his own statement?

Lieutenant Kimball. No. That is subject to the approval of the Military Governor.

General McCoy. Are steps taken to investigate the background of these people before the military authorities act on them? Do you know whether they do that, or simply review the proceedings of the board?
Lieutenant Kimball. All the people on Sand Island were previously investigated, and they were put there as a result of the investigation which was completed prior to the outbreak of the war.

The Chairman. They were placed on a list after the investigation?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes, sir, Mr. Justice. The F. B. I. has got a list, of course, and some of them were names that our office had contributed—a great many—and others that they had discovered themselves, and others that the Army had contributed.

The Chairman. Would it be difficult for you to get us a copy of that working agreement between the three agencies? Is it in the form of a letter?

Lieutenant Kimball. No.

General McCoy. I think if possible that it would be better for us to get that.

The Chairman. I think the Army Intelligence offered to give us a copy.

Lieutenant Kimball. I can get it easily enough.

The Chairman. There would not be any difficulty on your part in producing it?

Lieutenant Kimball. No, I could go right to Captain Mayfield.

[1524] The Chairman. You can say to him that either he or Colonel Bicknell offered it to us and we passed it by. I would like to look at it.

Lieutenant Kimball. I can get five copies made of that agreement.

Admiral Reeves. Do you think that the intelligence work now conducted by these three agencies would be more efficient and conducted in a better manner if there were only one controlling head in charge of the three agencies?

Lieutenant Kimball. That would be possible, Admiral, only insofar as the work did not apply purely to one service or the other. The Office of Naval Intelligence should properly have the exclusive responsibility for the workmen at Pearl Harbor and to investigate the background of those of foreign ancestry or people working at the yard about whom there may be reports that they are acting suspiciously.

Admiral Reeves. Do you understand that my question is applied to the local situation?

Lieutenant Kimball. Locally, as applied to the Japanese, I think it would be more advantageous to have it in one head, yes, without losing any of the advantages of having the different ideas coming from the Army on one hand, the Navy on the other, and the F. B. I. on the third. I think the power and the control should be in one person's hand as far as the Japanese are concerned.

Admiral Reeves. That is what I mean. That is all.

The Chairman. Will you please observe the caution not to discuss with anyone what has gone on in this room?

Lieutenant Kimball. Yes.

[1525] TESTIMONY OF YEE KAM YORK, FIELD EXAMINER AND AUDITOR, TERRITORIAL TAX OFFICE, HONOLULU, HAWAII

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name to the reporter?

Mr. York. Yee Kam York. This is my American passport (handing paper to the chairman).
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I originally had this passport from the Philippines. Are you General McCoy?

General McCoy. Yes.

The Chairman. How long have you been in Hawaii?

Mr. York. Well, I was born here and I left here at an early age—I think I was about ten—and returned the latter part of 1937 after the second attack by Japan on Shanghai.

The Chairman. You are employed here, are you not?

Mr. York. Yes.

The Chairman. In what capacity?

Mr. York. I am employed as field examiner and auditor at the Territorial Tax Office, in the Bureau of Examiners.

The Chairman. You have had occasion, then, to talk to many Japanese who are also American citizens?

Mr. York. Yes, sir, and aliens.

The Chairman. And aliens too?

Mr. York. Yes.

The Chairman. Will you give the Commission the benefit of your judgment as to the attitude of the Japanese population on these Islands in an emergency or in case of a Japanese threat or attack upon Hawaii?

Mr. York. My very mature judgment as very reluctantly given is that in case of the acid test that a good part of them cannot be depended upon.

The Chairman. That comes from observing their conduct and talking with them?

Mr. York. Yes.

The Chairman. And from knowing something about their psychology?

Mr. York. Yes, and I know their mental setup and I draw a parallel from my experience in China and throughout China and I knew the Japanese there.

I was for ten years the submanager of the Chungking Industrial Bank and I came in contact with Japanese bankers, financiers, merchant men, consular officials, and army and navy officers.

My bank used to finance the war materials and munitions before the war and I had personal contact with them.

General McCoy. I understand that you have also lived and had business affairs in Manila?

Mr. York. I lived in the Philippines for ten years. In fact I am an honor graduate of the Sebu High School, the Sebu Provincial High School.

I will show you evidence of that (handing a paper to General McCoy). This goes back to 1917, when I graduated from the Sebu Provincial High School.

General McCoy. You have always been an American citizen?

Mr. York. Yes, sir. I have a letter from the Consul General Goss. I believe he is now Minister to Australia.

The Chairman. Any further questions?

General McNarney. Do you have any personal knowledge of any individual who was or is engaged in subversive activities in the Territory?
Mr. York. I know of one, but I think he has left here. I associated with him in my tax work, and he looked to me like he was a naval commander. He was down around Haleiwa.

General McNarney. Where?

Mr. York. That is on the other side of Oahu. This was [1527] back in August or September—I don't exactly remember the date—of 1940, and he was leaving evidently on the pretext that his father and mother were sick in Japan.

General McNarney. What action led you to believe that he was an agent?

Mr. York. My association with the Japanese Army and the navy officers is such that his manner, his conduct, is one hundred percent naval conduct.

He had a son in the University of Hawaii and he had a son in high school at the time, and he was leaving in a very broken up shape. He had two fishing boats, powerful-motored boats.

General McNarney. Did you ever get in any one of those boats?

Mr. York. No. I saw them right next to the place.

General McCoy. Is that near the Naval Station?

Mr. York. No, nothing. I believe the Army was just trying to fix up some kind of—they were just planning to build up in that Haleiwa district. That is near the Haleiwa hotel.

General McCoy. There is a flying field there now?

Mr. York. I think they knew what was coming before. Certain soldiers in this place were guarding that little bridge which crosses that place.

General McCoy. Were you familiar with the fact that a large number of Japanese consular agents were on the Islands prior to December 7?

Mr. York. Well, you see, my own observation is this and it is my judgment that was arrived at and I have no malice toward anyone, you see, but there was the parallel, and I could only draw a parallel, but they make the most efficient use of the organizations as an instrument of the Army and the Navy. [1528] As to the consulate, I have good reason to believe that the consulate, the churches, and even certain Japanese merchants, prominent ones, work very closely.

You may not believe it, but I have had occasion to call at the consulate. You ask about any Japanese and they go and open a book and know the name of that person and his wife's name and how many children, and the age and what the occupation is. They go to that extent, a very detailed extent.

General McCoy. That is, the dual citizens?


I was surprised myself because I did not expect them to have that system.

General McCoy. Would you have confidence in any Japanese?

Mr. York. I think there are some, but that "some" is the minority. That is, the Japanese. That is the biggest problem we have in Hawaii, how to segregate or how to maintain our security without making the few loyal ones suffer for any potential danger from the rest.
General McCoy. Have you been at any time in touch with the Army or Navy Intelligence here?

Mr. York. Here?

General McCoy. Yes.

Mr. York. In fact, I drafted a letter and I said to my wife several times, you see—as far back in July, 1941, I drafted a long letter but unfortunately I addressed it to Admiral Bloch and I failed to complete that letter, as I changed my mind at the last minute, because I was afraid how—you see I live out in the country and my family is surrounded by Japanese and I was afraid I would be identified and my family might be harmed, so I was afraid.

I leave home early in the morning and return after business hours and my family is there all alone. I have no public road of access except a trail. That is a footpath.

General McCoy. Where does your family live?

Mr. York. I own my home under a mortgage. After I returned here I bought the land and built the house with the mortgage, you see, in Kaliihi Valley. That is near Fort Shafter.

In fact, just before eight o'clock on that Sunday morning I was still in bed, reading a magazine. I was late, as usual, on Sunday morning, and I heard a bomb explosion. My ear—having heard so many bomb explosions in China—caught it and I told my wife, I said, "I heard this funny explosion. Why don't you go out and see what it is?"

So I jumped out of bed. My wife said, "It is only some target practice."

So I got out of bed. I took my field glasses. I have a very powerful German glass. I looked toward Pearl Harbor and there I saw it was already burning, about eight o'clock. I could hardly believe my eyes for one hour until I looked at the place. I told my wife, I said, "These Americans, when they have maneuvers, they certainly make it realistic."

General McCoy. You could not believe your own eyes?

Mr. York. No, I could not believe my eyes.

I saw two or three planes flying high and there was anti-aircraft, and no plane shot down, and I said, "That confirms my belief. Nothing was shot down, so it must be a maneuver."

Along, I think, about half-past eight or nine, three flying fortresses came low, right almost over my house, and I think I could see the men inside in the flying fortress. There were four motors. The three of them circled low.

At that time I thought it was still a maneuver, until a hand grenade or either a small bomb exploded from about here (indicating) to about over to that tree (indicating).

As I was carrying my little boy, instinctively I jumped back and I told my wife, I said, "This looks too serious to be a maneuver." I ordered my family back in the house. I said it looked real because of the explosion and after, the three flying fortresses.

Subsequently I thought that the hand grenade, if it was a hand grenade, must have been dropped by the Japanese plane when flying over.

These three flying fortresses had no armor or at least they had no ammunition. They were flying low in order to protect themselves, to give themselves a chance for protection of the anti-aircraft that was firing around Fort Shafter.
Subsequently I thought these three flying fortresses came from the coast, although I had no information. I just state this to the General.

General McCoy. Do your Chinese friends have any concerted association to protect themselves against the Japanese here?

Mr. York. Here? No. I think the Japanese are just—they just have not got that unity of action. The Chamber of Commerce is supposed to be their strongest organ, but I was surprised to see that they are very individualistic; they stand alone. They do not have organized effort, you see. They are very poor in that respect.

The Japanese are very strong in that respect. What the organ say, everybody follows.

The Hawaiian Islands is an economic—in fact absolutely under Japanese economic control.

If you allow me, I mention the incident of the fishing boat. They control all these fishing boats and construction work. In fact, if you don't use Japanese labor you can't hire anybody to go on the building. All construction work is by them, and the restaurants and all saloons and bars and dispensaries, flower shops, hogs—the pig industry.

[1537] General McCoy. Do you consider that a great danger?

Mr. York. You see the Japanese always—I can only draw from the parallel—but these are sponsored by the Government. I left the Philippines in 1919 and at that time I was the only graduate or practically the only Oriental graduate in the Philippines Sebu Provincial High School; but in 1919 the Japanese began to come in by shiploads.

They always go, and again I am drawing from a parallel; from my experience in China. Here in the Hawaiian Islands, the American so-called democracy and freedom of religion and education, with all those practically assists them in this espionage. In China there is restriction against them, and still they find ways and means to establish schools and get a hold.

In French China in Siccawai they bring the Japanese boys in and make them go to school and make them travel extensively and intensively. They know every field and every section, and when the attack comes they know every corner of China, to the surprise of the Chinese, and then we found out that they had established their schools and they had their graduates and they made the honors and they made them travel, and they always bring a camera around to every place and picture things.

General McCoy. Do you think it is wise to enlist the Japanese boys here in our Army?

Mr. York. I think as long as the Japanese secret organs still have contact, it is dangerous. I would not approve of them being in any vital thing; I would not approve of them in any vital service; maybe something that is not vital.

Admiral Standley. How many planes do you estimate were in the air on that day?

Mr. York. From my observation?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Mr. York. I observed it through the attack.

[1538] Admiral Standley. What was your estimate?

Mr. York. I think it was around 30 or 40 planes.

The Chairman. That is over Pearl Harbor?
Mr. York. Yes. Of course, I could not see the other sections. My place has a good view of Pearl Harbor. I am on a hill about 300 feet high.

General McCoy. You could tell from your house how many ships were in the harbor?

Mr. York. No, I could not tell that, because the trees are in the way. Another impression I had was this, and I could not understand it, even to this day, and that is, why the American forces at Pearl Harbor allow the Japanese aliens and Japanese nonaliens to live all around that harbor. I cannot understand why the whole harbor should not be reserved for naval activity.

In fact, one Japanese doctor had one of the best residences in the best site and he could see all that was going on.

At different times the Navy prosecuted some Japanese who had some fishing boats around Pearl Harbor, and even one fishing boat was claimed to come from Hilo.

That is to me 100% agent activity and not ignorance. They claim they did not know anything about the naval regulations prohibiting any ship or fishing boat to come by or near Pearl Harbor.

Then the language schools and churches, especially the churches which tie up the so-called American-Japanese to the Japanese Mikado. Admiral Standley. Do you know what happened to these boats of this Japanese naval officer?

Mr. York. No.

Admiral Standley. Did he take his boys back to Japan?

Mr. York. He left his family behind at the time. I thought you were referring to the fishing boats.


Mr. York. Oh, pardon me. He left his wife and his children behind.

Admiral Standley. Do you know where these boats went?

Mr. York. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Where they are now?

Mr. York. No, I don’t know. I only knew at the time.

I questioned him, trying to establish indirectly some evidence, whether he was earning more than what he reported. So I questioned him, whether he had a fishing boat and he said—You know the answer. They try to tell you that they have nothing and they hesitate in the typical Japanese way, but I kid my patients a little and then question them two or three times, the same question in a different way, and then he said, “One.” And then he said “Two,” and then he tells you how much his catch is and how much he makes.

General McCoy. Do you speak Japanese?

Mr. York. No, I do not. Unfortunately, due to my duties, they did not allow me to learn it. I was so busy and I did not expect to make use of it.

General McCoy. You spoke to him in English?

Mr. York. Broken English, so-called pidgin or Japanese English. The Chairman. Thank you very much.

Mr. York. One statement I would like to make.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. York. I think the Army action succeeded in—I mean those in the Army or Navy or aircorps, but I feel the Army did something
through the alertness, taking certain positions in a certain way, that I think they succeeded in quelling any uprising that might have occurred if Japanese were able to land any forces.

To give you an illustration, there was the little Island [1534] of Niihau at which there are 180 Hawaiians and three or four Japanese and only one Japanese family.

You probably heard about that.

The Chairman. Yes, we know about that.

Mr. York. And that one Japanese, who is an American citizen, turned right over to them.

The Japanese in the Hawaiian Islands are such that if there is no Japanese here or landing force, everything is all right, but once the hostile enemy force lands here, you can't depend on the local population.

That is the parallel with China. They came into China as merchants, businessmen, and they were all right, but as soon as the Japanese Army is five or ten miles away from the place, they just string arm bands across them, and even with sticks, and they are military in civilian attire.

When they come in they guide the Army and the Navy to each road and tell them where the prominent people are and corral them and then tell them where the police station and the Chinese barracks are located. They know everything.

I believe from the fact that they attacked all vital point sin Oahu shows that it is long planned. That is from my observation.

I mention only a specific case in August or September, 1940. For instance, if they want to live here, they must have tax clearance. That is why I can make contact with them, and I can question where they have been employed, but some of them say, "No, I have not worked." One I asked said he worked at Fort Armstrong, and I asked him how long, and he said, "No, I have not worked there."

I said, "That was only a minute ago. Now you say that you have not worked there. How can you change that statement?" I said, "What job were you doing?" He hesitated. Then he told me where he worked and I asked him how long he had been working, [1535] and so on. Then one man said he had not worked for six months because he was discharged, but I see all these people, Japanese nurses, carpenters, fishing men, merchants, clerks, and all types of Japanese.

One statement I would like to say. I hope it will not turn out to be a fact, but I think it is potential. Ever since this Pearl Harbor attack a lot of Japanese are taking out tax clearance for taxi licenses, and they may be beginning to use them to spy on different things.

The Chairman. Did you say taxi licenses?

Mr. York. Yes. Because they have to come to us to get the tax clearance before they can get a taxi license. I think that should be checked into.

I have the official documents, but unfortunately they have never coordinated the activities in the District. The director of immigration—they think they have certain duties and that is all, with respect to immigration. But I have looked around at all these books and returns and you see how these prominent groups get in and they control things.
Here, though, there is no work in cooperation, no correlation of things. If they had correlation and coordination, Pearl Harbor would not have happened.

Another thing, they control the dispensaries on the Hawaiian Islands and all these saloons and dispensaries, and the people go in there, the defense workers, to have a good time and get talking, and anybody could hear what they say, and you could also see all the ships in Pearl Harbor.

Another point is this: on a certain day you have the sailors and soldiers off because of pay day and they know that. I wonder if the Army or Navy could not change their pay so that the whole force would not be paid on one day, so they do not have their leave of absence at that time and certain forces are always functioning.

[1536] Another thing, I have in my office, as my official duty, I go into Fort Kamehameha and I see Hickam Field and all those planes. They are just on the field like sardines, so close.

I think the Chinese are more efficient and give more efficient protection to their planes. They have fewer planes and therefore they are very valuable. They always put sand bags around and you can’t bomb all of them at the same time and in the enemy attack they can’t drop bombs at random.

Among other things I think about when I was called over to Fort Kamehameha on official duty, I look at these planes and they are a sure target.

Why should Pearl Harbor and Hickam Field be so close?

Another thing, why not put a tunnel through Kalihi? Then put some fighting planes and some bombs in there and have the space so that they can come through on both sides. There will be plenty of room there for the storage of planes and food. Why is that not done instead of having the planes out in the open? Now the Japanese could see those things. They practically know how many planes you have.

I am surprised myself at things. I am no military technical expert, but I have experience, and I guide myself by my experience. I lost everything in the second war. I was worth over a quarter of a million dollars and I lost everything by surprise. I came over here, and as President Roosevelt says in his speech, they could take it, and we took it, and I lived on something. I have a good position, so everybody says. I may earn very little, but I still go on.

I would like to contribute my services to the United States, the country of my adoption. I called on the different Government agencies and I am surprised. They say, “Well, you go see so-and-so.” In fact, I saw the F. B. I. once. I went to Fort Shafter to see General Martin. I didn’t see the [1537] General. The Captain said, “we are purely military agencies.” and to see Colonel Bicknell. However, I have heard of Colonel Bicknell, and I was supposed to interview him. I tried to see someone in authority to tell them what I have, to give them the benefit of my experience, and I went and told the F. B. I. that I saw certain lights, blinkers, from places, and they told me, “You go and check it and then come back to us.”

I felt, I was disappointed, and went back to my wife and said, “They expect me to be an active agent when I was not.”
I asked them to make a certain time for an appointment and I would come and take them, but they would not. They said they were too busy.

Now, I am not here to run down anything, but that shows you the situation. Of course they are busy; I know that, but that is lack of coordination and correlation of the services here.

The Chairman. Thank you very, sir. Please do not discuss what has happened in this room.

Mr. York. There is one other thing: that is, the Admiral or the Commander-in-Chief and the Commander of the Air Force, and I know you have things to consider, but it is within my province to bring out the Chinese historical adage, to practice the principle of redemption through a life of service so you will not play into the hands of the enemy.

That is, the chief officers responsible here, like Admiral Kimmel and General Short and this Chief of the Air Force, I think they should be given a chance to serve the country, to serve the United States instead of being so crippled under a demotion or under a transfer that they would be unable to serve the United States.

The Chinese are historical and they always consider a [1538] certain merit of the case and they give them a chance to serve their country again.

I do not write Chinese, but I spoke to my wife, and asked her to make this Chinese adage, and I would like to offer this to you (handing a paper to the chairman).

Any Chinese scholar can give a book in those four characters.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.

TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL HUSBAND E. KIMMEL, UNITED STATES NAVY—Recalled

TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN WALTER STANLEY DeLANY, UNITED STATES NAVY—Recalled

Admiral Standley. Captain DeLany, the question was asked here yesterday as to the operation of a search after the attack on December 7 for the purpose of locating enemy transports or surface ships. By the plan as drawn up and agreed to by General Short and Admiral Bellinger, the duty of search in a surprise attack was on the air force. Do you have any records to show what searches were made after the attack?

Captain DeLany. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Will you please present to the Commission any records which you have which will show that search?

Captain DeLany. These are tracings from the reports that were submitted by the respective task force commanders.

The first tracing here indicates the search that was carried on by the Enterprise planes when they left their ship at 6:15 in the morning. That was before hostilities were declared, and the Enterprise was returning to Pearl Harbor after her trip to Wake.

General McCoy. Does the legend on the chart explain that? [1539] Captain DeLany. Yes.
The search was made from 0140 to 0150, a distance of 150 miles, and then the pilots were directed to return and land at Ewa, and they were caught coming in.

General McCoy. We would like to have these charts as a part of the record.

Captain DeLany. Yes.

This is a second tracing which indicates the track of the planes south of Oahu after the attack, and the tracks of the different planes are marked in different colors. The lines of search of planes of Patwing 14 are indicated by these red lines here (indicating).

In that connection this document here shows the prearranged searching plan which existed in the event that a contact was made, showing that planes VP-14 would cover this sector (indicating) and 11 here (indicating) and 12 here (indicating) and this would be VOS covered by VO-VSO-VJ and Army as available.

Admiral Standley. These are the sectors?

Captain DeLany. These are the sectors, yes.

General McCoy. Are they specifically named?

Captain DeLany. Yes, the directive to Compatwing 14 indicated that in the event of contact he would search sector here (indicating) and that Patwing 24 would search this sector (indicating) and the planes available would go into this sector (indicating) on their search in the event of contact. That accounts for the fact, as noted, that when contact was made the planes of VP-14 covered in this particular sector here (indicating).

The Chairman. How do you mean when contact was made?

Captain DeLany. I mean when a submarine contact was made, and when a contact developed, they searched in that sector, as was shown here before they went off in the morning.

General McCoy. In other words, it was automatic?

[1540] Captain DeLany. Yes, they went in to that particular sector (indicating).

General McCoy. What could you say about the northern search resulting in any contact?

Captain DeLany. As the planes became available after the contact, the different colored lines indicate the sectors of the planes as they went in the sectors. For instance, this area down in here (indicating) is covered to 200 miles by six VO-VS and they were organized in that sector to search in this area (indicating).

This sector to 200 miles was covered by nine SBD's which landed here (indicating), re-armed and went out.

The remainder of the search was instituted by the direction of the Commander-in-Chief to Patwing 2 as planes became available, and in this particular case nine SBD's were available and they were armed and went out from the ENTERPRISE.

Admiral Standley. When was that?

Captain DeLany. Around 11:50.

General McCoy. Was that while the attack was on?

Captain DeLany. No, that was after the attack, because they were armed at Ewa or wherever they could get armed and get gasoline.

Two VJ's were armed and sent out in these two sectors northward, and at that time there was the report that one of them was attacked by an enemy plane at 1310 at the end of his 300-mile search.
Admiral Standley. When did you get that report?  
Captain DeLany. Not until it was over.  
The Chairman. You mean the following day?  
Admiral Kimmel. Not until he came back.  
Captain DeLany. I do not know whether his radio was out or not.  
General McCoy. In other words, you had no information that day of any contact?  

Captain DeLany. This sector (indicating) is heavily covered on account of the fact that there were reports of a carrier to the southwest of Oahu. There were radio bearings which indicated that the carrier was down in this sector (indicating) and an afternoon search from the carrier reported, as also developed erroneously, that they had seen the carrier down in that sector (indicating).  

As we had the information and the search was assigned and there were reports, erroneous reports from the pilots of the ENTERPRISE, that is why they are concentrated around here.  

While that search was going on around Oahu, this represents the tracks of planes VP-21 that had been based at Midway and at the direction of the Commander-in-Chief had been directed to search the sector 070 to 190.  
General McCoy. Was there any contact?  
Captain DeLany. No.  
General McCoy. When was Midway attacked?  
Captain DeLany. I cannot answer that without referring to the record.  
General McCoy. Was it attacked that day or the following day?  
Captain DeLany. My recollection is that it was the following day.  
The Chairman. That is what I think the testimony shows.  
Captain DeLany. The planes were directed to search that sector (indicating) and land at Johnston before sunset the 8th of December.  
The Chairman. Was this search from Midway made on the 7th?  
Captain DeLany. Yes.  
The Chairman. And ordered to be made after the attack?  
Captain DeLany. Yes. As a matter of fact, those planes were in the air at the time of the attack, and then this additional search was made. We had a squadron of VP's at Midway.  

[1542] This was a normal search they conducted.  
The Chairman. But this was an additional search ordered by the Commander-in-Chief on the 7th?  
Captain DeLany. Yes, and in addition to that there was the direction of the Commander-in-Chief that the planes take off the next morning on another search and were directed to go to Johnston and cover that large area here and land at Johnston before sunset.  
Admiral Standley. Are the times indicated?  
Captain DeLany. No, sir, I have no record of them. They will as they become available.  
(There was colloquy off the record.)  
General McNarney. Why was the order given that the planes at Midway go back on the 8th?  
Captain DeLany. They were brought back and landed at Johnston and then brought back to Oahu to strengthen the patrol of Oahu.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, they were brought back to Pearl Harbor to strengthen the patrol here and told to cover this area in here.

Captain DeLany. These planes were sent originally to cover this area here (indicating) and to cover the two carriers that might have been in this general direction (indicating) as both carriers were reported to have been in that general west direction. so from Midway westward was covered by the search of the VP's.

Admiral Standley. Off the record.
(There was colloquy off the record.)

Admiral Kimmel. Our directives to Patwing 2 were given by telephone and we made no record.

Admiral Standley. Would Patwing 2 have the time of take-off and return?

Admiral Kimmel. I doubt it very much.

Captain DeLany. This was drawn up after the people had a chance to sit down.

Admiral Kimmel. Under the circumstances with the planes taking off they did not have much chance for paper work.

Admiral Standley. Many of the pilots were in planes that they had never flown before?

Captain DeLany. Yes.

The next search conducted is one that was conducted by the ENTERPRISE fighter planes. This was in the afternoon.

General McCoy. The afternoon of the 7th?

Captain DeLany. Yes.

This is predicated on the fact that radio bearings and also intelligence information indicated that there were carriers southwest of Barbers Point. There was the report that these pilots had sighted a carrier. Then after that report was made this (indicating chart) represents the tracking of the planes sent out with torpedoes and bombs to locate that carrier. Then these planes did not get back until after sunset and landed on the deck with their torpedoes and bombs.

This next search is the one conducted by surface ships, again based on the fact that the carrier was supposed to be southwest of Oahu, and the destroyers ran a search curve in an attempt to locate the carrier by task force 8, represented by these charts here, and also task force 12, and these circles represent the speed and the track of the enemy carrier and the tracks of the destroyers during the night and back there again the next morning.

The Chairman. Just to tie this up, I would like to ask Admiral Kimmel if these searches and these operations were made by his order that day?

Admiral Kimmel. They were made by my general directive issued to the Commander Taskforce 8.

The Chairman. Who was Admiral Halsey?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, who was in the operation area, and the various forces to report to Admiral Halsey, and then we gave him the information and advice on which the order was issued.

The Chairman. That was my understanding of his testimony.

Admiral Kimmel. I think it would be well for me if I were permitted to read those messages which I sent.

The Chairman. Wouldn't it be a matter of accuracy if these were taken and copied into our record?
Admiral Kimmel. It will only take about ten minutes, and my yeoman is now making six copies for the record of the Commission.

The Chairman. I do not see any reason to take them down stenographically and put them in the record.

Admiral Kimmel. I just want to make sure that you know what I did. I do not insist on it.

Admiral Standley. If you are going to read it straight through, then there is no necessity for doing that, but if you are going to read it and interpolate, then it is necessary to have it.

Admiral Kimmel. In accordance with orders and doctrine issued in the Security Order of 14 October 1941, which provisions were in full effect on 7 December, it was not necessary for the Commander-in-Chief to issue numerous orders concerning the movements of the ships from the harbor to sea. Similarly the movements of the ships at sea were controlled by established doctrine. The orders which were issued on 7 December and which are set forth herein are, therefore, largely informative and amplifying in character. Charts submitted in evidence before this Commission indicate the movements of surface and air forces, with their efforts to locate enemy vessels and bring them to action on December 7, 1941.

0800—

This is local time—

Admiral Standley. When you are not quoting, I wish you would tell us.

[1545] Admiral Kimmel (reading):

0800: From the Commander in Chief to all ships and stations.
Air raid on Pearl Harbor. This is not a drill.

0816: From the Commander in Chief to all ships and stations.
Hostilities with Japan commenced with air raid on Pearl.

Note.—Transmitted to Commanding General.

0817: From CinC to Comptawing 2.
Locate enemy force.

0832: From CinC to all ships present Pearl.
Japanese submarine in harbor.

0901: From CinC to Midway.
Pearl Harbor bombed. No indication direction attack.
Take off attempt to locate and sink Japanese force.

0902: From CinC to Comtaskforce 3, 8, and 12 and all ships Pacific Fleet exec WPL 46 against Japan.

0903: From CinC to Wake.
Pearl bombed by Japanese. Be on alert.

0911: From CinC to all sector commanders Pearl.
Do not fire on our planes coming in.

0920: From CinC to Comtaskforce One.
Battleships remain in port until further orders. Send all destroyers to sea. Destroy enemy submarines. Follow them by own cruisers to Join Halsey.

Admiral Standley. Would you read that again?

Admiral Kimmel (reading):

0920: From CinC to Comtaskforce One.
Battleships remain in port until further orders. Send all destroyers to sea. Destroy enemy submarines. Follow them by own cruisers to Join Halsey.

[1546] Admiral Standley. To join what?

Admiral Kimmel. To join Halsey.

Follow them by own cruisers to Join Halsey.

0921: From CinC to Pacific Fleet.
Reported that enemy ship has red dot on bottom of fuselage.

0950: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight:
Two enemy carriers reported thirty miles southwest Barbers Point.

1002: From CinCPac to all ships present:
Battleships remain in port probable channel mined.

1013: From Commander in Chief to signal tower:
Report the names of all ships which have left the harbor.

1015: From CinC to Comtaskforce One.
Do not send any more cruisers to sea.
From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Nine Comtaskforce 2 to Patwing 21 search sector 000-030 Jap carrier.

The CHAIRMAN. What time was that?
Admiral KIMMEL. 1015. (Continuing reading:)

1018: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce 8, 12 and 3.
Search from Pearl very limited account maximum twelve VP searching from Pearl. Some indication enemy force northwest Oahu. Addressees operate as directed Comtaskforce Eight to intercept enemy. Composition enemy force unknown.

That was 1018.
Admiral STANDLEY. Off the record.
There was colloquy off the record.)
[1547] The CHAIRMAN. Now, I think that General McNarney wants a question in order to avoid reading all that the order relates and having you repeat it, and his question is to the effect: Why, Admiral, did you suggest there was a probability or a possibility of a carrier to the northward?
Admiral KIMMEL. Because I thought that was the most probable direction of an attack coming against this place.

The CHAIRMAN. But, as I understand it, you say you gave that direction to the commander of Task Force 8 not making it too strong—
Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. —so as to warn him to watch that area.
Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I think we have got that; is that right?
General McNARNEY. Yes. However, the charts submitted do not show that any search was made to the northward; is that correct?
Captain DELANY. No, sir. That is not correct.
General McNARNEY. I mean by the task force at sea.
Captain DELANY. By the task force at sea?
General McNARNEY. By the task force at sea.
Captain DELANY. No, sir; they were made from the island.
The CHAIRMAN. I suppose, Captain, you would say in effect that the search made from Midway, the northern sector of that search, was to the northward of Oahu?
Captain DELANY. Yes, sir; very definitely, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And to intercept any carrier to the northward?
Captain DELANY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You see what I mean, General?
General McNARNEY. They were too early in the afternoon to intercept a carrier—
Captain DELANY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. At what?
Admiral Kimmel. But, General, the search was made to the northward with planes from Oahu.

General McNarney. This is what I want to bring out. Take this off the record for a minute.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General McNarney. Let us get that on the record, then.

The Chairman. State your question again, General.

General McNarney. My understanding of your 1015 message is that you warned the task force at sea that there might be a carrier to the northward and directed him to undertake the necessary search. The charts submitted show that no such search was undertaken. Have you any explanation for this?

Admiral Kimmel. The task force at sea, before they could organize a search to the northward, and from information which they had obtained, decided that the most profitable area to search was to the southward.

The Chairman. Now resume your summary of your orders.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. Can you tell me where I left off?

The Chairman. 1013, wasn't it? It is that long one.

General McNarney. 1018.

The Chairman. That is the last one.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, that is right. 1018.

1030: From CinC——

The Chairman (interposing). Before going to that, I should like to have these things straight on the record. Now, that order that you sent out for search was directed to three task forces; is that correct? Task Force 8, Task Force 3, Task Force 14?

Captain DeLany. Three, Eight, and Twelve.

Admiral Standley. Three, Eight, and Twelve?

[1549] Admiral Kimmel. That message there was sent to Comtaskforce 8, 12, and 3.

Admiral Standley. Wait a minute now.

Admiral Kimmel. Is this on the record?

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Yes, it is on the record. That answers my question. General McNarney referred to a task force. I would like to have it shown that that should read “task forces.” Either of three task forces directed their search to the southward. That shows the whole picture.

Admiral Kimmel. I did not direct the task forces at sea to conduct any search. I directed the task forces at sea as follows:

Addressees operate as directed Comtaskforce 8 to intercept enemy.

Admiral Standley. That is right. I wanted to get the three.

The Chairman. In other words, you gave them what information or suspicion you had and left final disposition of the forces on sea to Admiral Halsey, the commander of Task Force 8; is that right?

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct, yes, sir.

The Chairman. All right. Go ahead. That clears it up.

Admiral Standley. That is what I wanted to get.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel (reading):

From CinC to Comtaskforce 3, 8, and 12.
General McNarney. At what time?
Admiral Kimmel. 1030.

Submarine reported ten miles south Barbers Point.
1040: From Commander in Chief to Commander Mine Squadron Two.
   Sweep south channel from West Loch to entrance for magnetic and
   moored mines.

[1550] 1042: From CinC to Commandant Navy Yard.
   CALIFORNIA is on fire inside probably two tugs with fire equipment
   could save her.

1046: From CinC to Comtaskforce Eight.
   DF bearings indicate enemy carrier bearing 178 from Barbers Point.
1105: From CinCPac to all ships.
   Enemy planes coming for Pearl Harbor from south.
1105: From CinCPac to all ships present info Comtaskforce Eight.
   All ships departing Pearl organize as Task Force One undivided
   Comdesbatfor assume command report to Comtaskforce Eight.

And at 1046:

From CinCPac to battleships present.
Send pilots to Ford Island.

1141: Verbal order.

From CinCPacific to Combatfor Batships.
   Prepare available BB planes for search and report to subbase when
   ready and number. 2 CALIFORNIA planes on Ford Island probably ready.
1155: From CinCPac to all ships present.
   All cruisers and destroyers depart Pearl as soon as practicable report
   to Comtaskforce One in DETROIT.

General McCoy. In what?
Admiral Kimmel. DETROIT.

Captain DeLany. DETROIT, the flagship of Rear Admiral
Draemel.

Admiral Kimmel. DETROIT is the flagship of the destroyers
battle force of Rear Admiral Draemel.

11: From CinCPac to MINNEAPOLIS.
   Use planes to search sectors 135 to 180 distance 150 miles from Pearl.

General McCoy. What direction would that be?

[1551] Admiral Kimmel. That is the southward.
Admiral Reeves. Southeast.

Admiral Kimmel (reading):

1158: From Commander in Chief to Comtaskforce 12, 3, 8.
   Cancel Midway Marine flight.
1208: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight.
   No confirmation position enemy carrier. Have searched are two forty
   to three six zero but not thoroughly. Planes available Pearl can not
   conduct thorough search must depend on you. Nine ENTERPRISE planes
   landed four now being used search to northeast.
1232: From CinCPac to all ships present Hawaiian area.
   Enemy transports reported four miles off Barbers Point attack.
1300: From CinCPac to MINNEAPOLIS.
   What sector are your planes searching and to what distance.
1324: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight.
   DETROIT PHOENIX ST. LOUIS NEW ORLEANS fourteen destroyers
   and four minelayers have sorted and are proceeding to join you also
   MINNEAPOLIS and four mine layers from operating areas send ships
   in to fuel as necessary.
1328: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight.
   Your 2206 only nine arrived.
1329: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight.
   No air attack here since about 0630.
1334: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight information

Comtaskforce One and Three.

Radio bearing indicates AKAGI bearing 180 from Pearl and another unit bearing 167.

This is one on which there is no time:
From CinCPac to all ships present Hawaiian area.

[1553] Enemy radio has been heard on 6581 kilocycles and 458 kilocycles.

1430: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight.

Your 2345 and 2239 approved probably enemy submarines off entrance.

1435: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce Eight.

No definite information yet available but indications are that enemy carriers may be both north and south of Oahu.

1530: From CinCPac to Comtaskforce 15.1

War declared by Japan on Britain and United States Task Force 15.1 proceed direct San Francisco Task Force 15.5 proceed to Sydney.

1700: (Verbal) From Cincpac to Compatwing Two.

Direct Midway planes—

Commander DeLany (interposing). That’s the Midway planes.

Admiral Kimmel (continuing reading):

—Midway planes search Sector 070-190 to maximum distance possible and still land Johnston by sunset. Objective Jap carrier.

1845: CinCPac Compatwing Two information Taskforce 8 and 12.

LEXINGTON group Taskforce 12 proceeding to intercept enemy carrier on assumption it departed for Jaluit from point 200 miles south Pearl at 1200 local today at 27 knots. Desire guard against repetition today’s raid. ENTERPRISE Taskforce 8 latitude 20-45 longitude 150-15. Daylight tomorrow conduct air searches as follows: 6 PBY median 220 to 700 miles to search outer limit 0900. Spacing 50 miles. Patron 21 transfer from Midway to Johnston searching maximum area enroute. Maintain PBY now Johnston in [1553] readiness to take over tracking. Direct VB planes Join ENTERPRISE sunrise. Employ other aircraft Oahu including Army to search 300 degrees from Oahu distance 200 miles taking off 1 hour prior sunrise. Hold other aircraft as striking group.

From Cincpac to Comtaskforce One—

The CHAIRMAN. Any hour?
Admiral Kimmel. 1902. I beg your pardon, sir. 1902.

The CHAIRMAN. 1902.

Admiral Kimmel (continuing reading):

—Eight, Three and Twelve.

Recent radio intelligence indicated formation Japanese major units into two task groups. First group concentrated Indo China area. Second group plus three Kongos unaccounted for. OpNav opinion latter force or part attacked Pearl. Composition second group follows three or four CA two or four CV two desrons of two CL twenty eight DD one subron of nine dash twelve subs and fast transport force containing twenty odd AP’s. First fleet less seaplane tenders and one desron may be in support according OpNav.

1917: From CinCPac to all ships present.

Reference paragraph G Pacific Fleet Letter 2CL-41 Condition Two effective. Use maximum dispersal planes being serviced during night.

2000: From CinCPac to Taskforce 8, 12, 3.

Do not attempt entrance heavy ships to Pearl during darkness.

2225: From CinCPac to Combasefor.

Place two battle rafts outboard of each drydock caisson one to be alongside and one about one hundred feet out. To be in place by 0530.

Charts were offered in evidence before this Commis- [1554] sion showing the air scouting operations instituted on 7 December in an attempt to locate enemy forces. These scouting operations were under the direct command of Commander Patrol Wing Two, Rear Admiral Bellinger. They were instituted by order of the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet, some in accordance with prearranged doctrine and others in accordance with 70716—46—Ex. 143, vol. 2—23
orders telephoned from the headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief to Commander Patrol Wing Two. Throughout the forenoon of 7 December information received by Commander Patrol Wing Two was telephoned to headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief, and information received at the headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief was promulgated to the Fleet and at the same time telephoned to Commander Patrol Wing Two. The telephonic exchanges between the headquarters of the Commander-in-Chief and Commander Patrol Wing Two were numerous, but in the exigency which existed they were not recorded. The Air Officer on the Staff of the Commander-in-Chief, Captain A. C. Davis, states that he himself did most of the telephoning to Commander Patrol Wing Two and that all orders to that officer issued by telephone were in accordance with verbal instructions which Captain Davis received from the Commander-in-Chief.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, it will help the reporter if those sheets that you used can be turned over to him.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The CHAIRMAN. Note, Mr. Reporter, that the plats discussed by Admiral Kimmel and Captain DeLany are marked in the order that they were discussed: Exhibit A of this date. What is the date?

Captain DeLany. 7th, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Exhibit B of this date, Exhibit C of this date, and Exhibit D of this date.

[1555] (Plats discussed by Admiral Kimmel and Captain Delany were marked Exhibits A, B, C, and D of January 7, 1942, for identification.)

The CHAIRMAN. I suspect none of these existed on the date of the crisis?

Captain DeLany. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Made from records?

Captain DeLany. These were all made from reports.

Admiral Kimmel. Do you want more copies of them?

The CHAIRMAN. No; I think we shall keep them in our archives, and any member can examine them or we can discuss them together.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, then we won’t need to make them.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you will not need to make them.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The CHAIRMAN. Admiral Kimmel produces certain excerpts from the correspondence between himself and CNO beginning 13 January and ending 2 December, 1941.

In producing these excerpts Admiral Kimmel states that they are, of course, excerpts from longer letters, that they do not purport to be excerpts from all of the correspondence, that they have been hurriedly prepared from the total correspondence, and that he desires no inference to be drawn that he has either attempted to draw correspondence only favorable to himself or the reverse in selecting these excerpts. He submits them only for such assistance as they may be to the Commission, and with the statement that so far as he is concerned the Commission is at liberty to examine in Washington the complete file of correspondence between himself and CNO if it wishes further information as to the same.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, gentlemen, in Washington or right here now.

Admiral Reeves. Either here or in Washington.

The CHAIRMAN. And also states that the complete file of [1556] correspondence is in his possession and that if before the Commission
is in his possession and that if before the Commission leaves it desires further to examine it it will be at the disposition of the Commission. That ought to state your position accurately, I think.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. It is ordered that the excerpts produced by Admiral Kimmel be copied in the record immediately following this statement.

(Extracts from correspondence between Admiral Kimmel and Chief of Naval Operations are as follows:)

United States Pacific Fleet
U. S. S. Pennsylvania, Flagship

Cincpac File No.
SECRET
S-E-O-R-E-T

EXTRACTS FROM SECRET LETTERS EXCHANGED BETWEEN THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF AND THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

13 January:

Chief of Naval Operations writes Admiral Kimmel concerning his appointment as Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Fleet and presents his estimate of the international situation. He expresses the opinion that we are heading straight for war and he does not see how we can avoid it. It may be a matter of weeks or days. He is terribly impatient at the slowness with which things move in the Navy Department in preparing the Navy for war. He does not want to become involved in the Pacific if it is possible to avoid it but realizes that we may become involved in the Atlantic and the Pacific at the same time.

27 January:

Three days before taking command of the Fleet Admiral Kimmel writes the Chief of Naval Operations that he has made a hurried survey of the situation and is particularly impressed with the lack of Army equipment [1557] "as to defending this base". He thinks the supply of an adequate number of Army planes and guns for the defense of Pearl Harbor should be given the highest priority. A secure base is of paramount importance. He has given Commander McCrae complete notes on his ideas, with the request that McCrae present them to the Chief of Naval Operations on his arrival in Washington. The prospective Commander-In-Chief stresses the importance of filling all ships to capacity with personnel, not only because of the shortage of personnel but in order to train men for new construction. He mentions a Fleet Personnel Board now in session to make a study of the required complement to man the guns of each ship of the Fleet.

29 January:

Chief of Naval Operations informs Admiral Kimmel that he is still fighting for personnel. With the Army building up to 1½ millions he can not understand why he has to fight so hard for almost every additional man for the Navy. In this and in subsequent correspondence he infers that the President is averse to increasing the enlisted complement of the Navy.

10 February:

CNO informs Cincpac that he continues in every way possible to fight commitments or dispositions that would involve us on two fronts. He mentions a conference in the White House. He states that he continues to impress General Marshall to reinforce Oahu and elsewhere and that General Marshall is going to send out 81 fighters. He hopes also to get Marines to Midway, Johnston and Palmyra. He states that every time he gets in the White House which is rather frequently, he struggles for additional men. The President simply has his own ideas about men. He feels that he could go to Capitol Hill and get all the men he wanted if he could just get the green light from [1558] the White House.

18 February:

Cincpac protests the recent action of the Bureau of Navigation in taking from this Fleet 40 officers who have had post graduate ordnance instruction. Many of
these officers are occupying important positions in the Fleet and it seems unwise when war is imminent to send on shore our best officers. He reports that he landed a full complement of Marines at Midway. He states he will be ready to send a detachment of cruisers, destroyers, and a carrier to make a cruise to Manila or elsewhere as proposed but advances the opinion that we should be prepared for war when we make this move. He complains of the lack of local defense forces for the Fourteenth Naval District which can be defended only by draining small craft from the Fleet. He speaks of Admiral Halsey's futile attempts to obtain from the Bureau of Ordnance the number of bombs needed and recommends that bombs be forwarded even though the magazines to stow them are not ready. He states "I feel that a surprise attack (submarine, air or combined) on Pearl Harbor is a possibility. I feel that immediate practicable steps should be taken to minimize the danger of damage inflicted and to insure that the attacking force will pay. We need anti-submarine forces—destroyers and patrol craft. Patrol plane squadrons will help when they arrive." He mentions having sent a despatch outlining the minimum complements prescribed for ships by the Fleet Personnel Board for each type. He wants lockers and bunks built into ships to permit increasing the size of crews. He asked that drastic steps be taken to stop the continual turnover of personnel, particularly qualified personnel. He demands the supply of modern type planes throughout the Fleet and forwards a copy of his letter to the Bureau of Aeronautics. [1559] He states "I have gathered the distinct impression that the Bureau of Aeronautics is primarily concerned with the expansion program and that the supply of planes and personnel to man the Fleet takes a secondary place."

22 March:

CNO replies that he regrets he is forced to transfer from the Fleet so many officers with ordnance training but states that the procurement situation in the Bureau of Ordnance is critical. He adds: "You may expect a similar effort to get legally trained officers in legal jobs ashore." He states that: "Need for the destroyers in the Atlantic Fleet right now is such that we will not be able to help you with additional destroyers for some months, in fact we may have to take some away from you soon." He agrees that it is desirable to acquire the NEW JERSEY and the MANHATTAN sea train vessels but says the President cut out the MANHATTAN'S and funds had not been made available for the NEW JERSEY's. He states that the SecNav approved recommendations for three additional store ships but the President cut it to two, and the status of legislation appropriating money for these two is indeterminate at the present.

22 April:

Cincpac to CNO. He recommends the establishment of a nucleus of trained officers and trained men in each type in the Fleet. He asks that legislation be obtained to prevent the discharge of qualified men and to permit them to remain in their present billets.

4 April:

CNO writes Cincpac that the Japanese situation looks a trifle easier but the Department cannot be sure what the Oriental plans really are. He believes that Nomura earnestly desires to avert a crisis with the United States. He considers the situation obviously critical [1560] in the Atlantic and is hopeless unless we take strong measures to save it.

19 April:

CNO quotes the President as saying that as soon as the Australian expedition returns he wants to send out more such expeditions. He wants our ships to keep popping up her and there just to keep the Japs guessing. "This of course is right down the State Department's alley". "To my mind a lot of the State Department action and recommendations are no less than child's play and I have practically said so in many words (sic) in the presence of all concerned. I acquiesced in the Australian cruise with far more grace the (sic) I would have otherwise." He speaks of the necessity to remove to the Atlantic from the Pacific Fleet 3 BB's, 1 CV, 4 CE's and 2 squadrons of Destroyers. This is to be the first echelon for the battle of the Atlantic. It was agreed to, authorized by, and directed in its detail by he Presiden.

5 May:

Cincpac protests to CNO on the loss of so many experienced men upon the expiration of their enlistment to take positions in civil life because of the
high wages prevailing. He asks congressional legislation to freeze enlistments. He asks the CNO to indicate to the material bureaus the shortage of shipping in order that they might go out of their way to meet our demands for cargo such as bombs and ammunition.

16 May:
Cincpac writes the CNO that he is greatly concerned about the ammunition situation. He is unable to get sufficient target practice ammunition to complete training. He complains of the shortage of machine gun ammunition, particularly .50 caliber, which places us in a serious position. He stresses the need for gunnery school target practice ammunition and states that the situation in regard to reserve service ammunition is entirely unsatisfactory.

15 May:
CNO writes Cincpac that the Navy Department is aware of the Fleet's difficulties in connection with the loss of experienced men. The proposal to automatically extend enlistments during war and national emergency was introduced in the Senate but has not been introduced in the House as Mr. Vinson is apparently opposed to it. He indicates that there are no additional patrol craft that can be furnished the Fourteenth Naval District. "I must confess that our preliminary survey in this matter does not appear to be promising. I am keenly aware of your desire to save wear and tear on your destroyers. We are bending every effort to be prepared for war when and if it comes."

27 July:
Cincpac writes CNO a long letter covering the needs of the Fleet. Among the items mentioned are:

The importance of keeping the Commander-in-Chief advised of Department policies and decisions and changes in policies and decisions to meet changes in the international situation.

What will be the U. S. attitude toward Russian intervention in the war? Present plans do not include Russia and do not provide for coordinated action, etc.

Will England declare war on Japan if they attack Maritime Provinces and if the answer is in the affirmative will we actively assist as tentatively provided in the case of Singapore and N. E. I.

Are plans being prepared for joint action, mutual support, etc.?

If England declares war on Japan and we do not, what is the attitude in regard to Japanese shipping, commerce, raiders, etc.? Need for transports and light destroyer transports.

Need for Marine equipment, particularly antiaircraft guns and .50 caliber machine guns.

The need for ammunition handling and stowage facilities ashore.

The importance of building up Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor to the point contemplated by the Greenslade Board.

Need for additional personnel.

Need for a hospital ship in the Pacific Fleet and for completion of a new hospital at Pearl Harbor.

Urgency for small craft in the Fourteenth Naval District.

Need for acquiring and assembling advanced base material at Mare Island.

Urging that all available light craft in the Pacific be fitted with depth charges and listening gear.

Communications. The inability to obtain RADAR's and "IFF" equipment. Aviation requirements and need for new torpedo planes.

Conversion of merchant vessels for carrier landing training.

Need for development of air fields authorized in the Islands.

25 July:
CNO states that Cincpac may be called upon to furnish a carrier for the purpose of transporting airplanes to an Asiatic Russian port. The President has told him to be prepared for it.

24 July:
CNO writes that the President has finally approved a figure of 553,000 enlisted men and 105,000 Marines but what a struggle it has been. If we could only have gone full speed ahead two years ago, but that is water over the dam.
30 July:
Cincpac protest supplying aircraft to the Russians when our own deficiencies are so great. He does not want to divert a carrier from its proper duties to act as an aircraft transport. He asks why these planes cannot be flown out by Alaska and Eastern Siberia fields. He states that a carrier sent on such a mission to the Westward of the Japan-Kurile line must be protected and that its minimum escort and protecting force should be the entire Pacific Fleet. To deliver aircraft to Asiatic Russian ports in one of our carriers is to invite war. "If we have decided upon war it would be far better to take direct offensive action. If for reasons of political interest it has been determined to force Japan to fire the first shot, let us choose a method that will be more advantageous to ourselves".

31 July:
CNO states that the converted LONG ISLAND is promising for her size and better than he had hoped for. "We have six more converting which will be much longer than this and may be superior in every way. They will, in all probability go to the British. In fact, we are doing the work on Lend-Lease." He states:—"Policy seems to be something never fixed, always fluid and changing. There is no use kicking on what you can't get [1564] definite answers for." He thinks that the Jap reason for holding off in Siberia until the Russo-Japan situation clarifies is that one of the reasons is Indo-China and pressure on Thailand puts Japan in a better position for an all-out cleanup in China. "I believe the proportion of our population which feels we should enter the war is relatively small."

12 August:
Cincpac asks that highest priority be given the manufacture and supply and installation of RADAR. He again asks for patrol vessels for the Fourteenth Naval District. He stresses the need for ships of all types and states:—"This is a vast ocean". The Marines have been sent to Wake. Some of the defense battalions are shy in equipment. The anti-aircraft guns for Wake are not equipped with directors. The battalions are short in .30 and .50 caliber machine guns and ammunition. He begs that some attention be given to the permanency of detail of captains and executive officers of heavy ships and mentions having recommended to the Bureau of Navigation the detail of younger officers to command destroyers and asks that squadron commanders be detailed only from experienced destroyer officers. He stresses the need for 20,000 additional men in the Fleet as soon as possible.

21 August:
CNO replies on the personnel situation but states that the Atlantic is much more in need of men than is the Pacific Fleet.

26 August:
Cincpac protests the transfer of 222 rated and experienced men from the Pacific Fleet to fit out the U. S. S. HORNET air squadrons on the Atlantic Coast.

28 August:
CNO to Cincpac:—"With regard to the general [1565] situation in the Pacific about all I can say is that Japan seems to have arrived at another one of their indecisive periods. Some very strong messages have been sent to them but just what they are going to do I do not know."

19 August:
CNO in a long letter to Cincpac replies to Cincpac letter of 26 July on the needs of the Pacific Fleet. In this letter it is stated why the different Bureaus cannot provide the equipment demanded for the Pacific Fleet. Some is under experimental stage and others cannot be obtained.

12 September:
Cincpac writes to CNO. Noted that the Southeast Pacific Force has shooting orders for surface raiders east of 100° West. He asks what orders to shoot should be issued in various areas of the Pacific. He asks what to do about submarine contacts suspected to be Japanese, off Pearl Harbor and vicinity. Our present orders are not to bomb unless they are in the defensive sea area. He states "A strong Pacific Fleet is unquestionably a detriment to Japan. A weaker one may be an invitation." He complains of our shortage of carriers, cruisers
and destroyers. He asks that the NORTH CAROLINA and WASHINGTON be sent to reinforce the Pacific Fleet.

23 September:

CNO replies that at the present time the President has issued shooting orders only for the Atlantic and the Southeast Pacific area. If Japan should attack Siberia the policy of the United States and that of the United Kingdom has not yet been clarified. He quotes article 723 U. S. Navy Regulations on the subject of using force and the legality of using force against a foreign and friendly State. He adds:—"The existing orders not to bomb suspected submarines except in the defensive sea [1566] areas are appropriate". "If conclusive evidence is obtained that Japanese submarines are actually in or near U. S. territory then a strong warning and a threat of hostile action against such submarines would appear to be our next step". Also, "We have no intention of further reducing the Pacific Fleet except that prescribed in Rainbow FIVE; that is the withdrawal of four cruisers about one month after Japan and the United States are at war". "The existing force in the Pacific is all that can be spared for the tasks assigned your Fleet".

22 October:

Cincpac informed CNO that on receipt of despatch concerning the change in the Japanese cabinet he made the following dispositions:

- Continued maintaining the patrol of two submarines at Midway;
- Despatched twelve patrol planes to Midway;
- Started two submarines for the patrol of Wake;
- Despatched the CASTOR and two destroyers to Johnston and Wake with additional Marines and stores;
- The CURTISS arrived at Wake with gasoline, lubricating oil and bombs;
- Prepared six patrol planes at Midway for Wake, replacing these six by others from Pearl Harbor;
- Sent additional Marines to Palmyra;
- Placed on 12 hours notice the Task Force under Admiral Pye, then on the West Coast for a recreation cruise;
- Prepared six submarines to depart for Japanese waters;
- Placed additional security measures in effect in the operating areas outside Pearl Harbor;
- Delayed the sailing of the WEST VIRGINIA for the West Coast until time when she was actually [1567] required at Puget Sound.

Informed CNO that every exercise plan finds us short of destroyers and stated that in order to get anything like the capabilities of the heavy ships made effective we required at least two more squadrons of destroyers. Again asked that the NORTH CAROLINE and WASHINGTON or some other battleships be sent here to strengthen the Pacific Fleet. Asked for all long range submarines that can be sent here. Asked for more cruisers to take care of the Japanese raider activities after the outbreak of war. Asked for another carrier. Asked for sea train vessels to transport aircraft. Asked for RADAR and states that the first ones received for the HONOLULU class are of practically no value, being of the wrong type.

29 October:

Having been informed by Mr. Hallet Abend that the British Consul had informed Australia and New Zealand that England would declare war on Japan if the latter attacked Russia, Cincpac asks in that event what the United States would do.

6 November:

Cincpac forwards to CNO his estimate of the Japanese bases and forces in the Mandates. He again calls attention to the anti-submarine effort that will be required in this area and at sea if our operations are to be carried on with a reasonable security. In this letter he lists all types which are lacking sound equipment and asks that something be done about it. There are in this area 29 ships which can be fitted with sound gear and which are not so fitted.

7 November:

CNO approves the dispositions made by Cincpac after change in the Japanese cabinet. He notes the desirability of many things for the Pacific Fleet, particularly [1568] destroyers and cruisers but states that he just has not any
to give us. He states that King in the Atlantic is really up against it for destroyers for escort. He states the NORTH CAROLINA and WASHINGTON will not be available before March and that he is assigning them to the Atlantic for training. “Due to the urgency for providing destroyers of the Atlantic Fleet with high speed anti-submarine searching equipment, 27 of the 29 Model ‘QC’ retractable domes and projectors have been diverted from Pacific Fleet craft and will be sent to the Atlantic”. He mentions two sea train vessels recently acquired and undergoing conversion. One of these will be sent to the Atlantic and one to the Pacific, but “if we have to send planes to the Near East we may have to use these ships for that purpose”. He speaks of merchant ships to be converted to aircraft carriers but states that right now these ships are engaged in important duties and cannot be converted. Conversion will take from 12 to 15 months. At the same time he states that things seem to be moving steadily toward a crisis in the Pacific. “Just when it will break no one can tell”.

15 November:

Cinpac asks for an additional 19,000 men and complains that material and personnel are being diverted to the Atlantic. He states:—“If this Fleet is to reach and maintain a satisfactory degree of readiness for offensive action the foregoing requirements must be met; and it must not be considered a training fleet for support of the Atlantic Fleet and the shore establishment”.

14 November:

CNO states that just what we will do in the Far East remains to be seen. He attaches an estimate submitted by General Marshall and himself to the President, Far [1569] Eastern situation. In this estimate the President is informed that the U. S. Fleet in the Pacific is inferior to the Japanese Fleet and cannot undertake an unlimited strategic offensive in the Pacific. It discusses in detail the situation in the Far East and makes certain recommendations, one of which is that the despatch of United States’ armed forces for intervention against Japan be disapproved.

In this same letter CNO states that the flight deck merchant ship LONG ISLAND is far from satisfactory so far as speed is concerned, and adds:—“Incidentally, five of these type are being converted in our yards for the British, under Lend-Lease”. He encloses a study made by the General Board on the subject of the fortification of Guam.

25 November:

CNO to Cinpac. “It might interest you to know that King strongly recommended his taking the destroyers which we now have on our West Coast ports and the Secretary was sold on it”. (From this statement it does not appear that the Secretary of the Navy expected hostilities to open in the Hawaiian Area). Again the task of the Atlantic and the need for ships and transports are stressed. CNO has at last succeeded in getting the President to authorize draftees for the Navy.

In an undated postscript to this letter the CNO states:—

“I held this up pending a meeting with the President and Mr. Hull today. I have been in constant touch with Mr. Hull and it was only after a long talk with him that I sent the message to you a day or two ago showing the gravity of the situation. He confirmed it all in today’s meeting, as did the President. Neither would be surprised over a Japanese surprise attack. From many angles an [1570] attack on the Philippines would be the most embarrassing thing that could happen to us. There are some here who think it likely to occur. I do not give it the weight others do, but I included it because of the strong feeling among some people. You know I have generally held that it was not time for the Japanese to proceed against Russia. I still do. Also I still rather look for an advance into Thailand, Indo-China, Burma Road area as the most likely.

“I won’t go into the pros or cons of what the United States may do. I will be damned if I know. I wish I did. The only thing I do know is that we may do most anything and that’s the only thing I know to be prepared for; or we may do nothing—I think it is more likely to be ‘anything’.”

2 December:

Cinpac to CNO. This letter is almost entirely on the defenses of the outlying islands and the recommendations from Navy and War Departments in the past few days that soldiers be used to replace Marines. Cinpac quotes to CNO the statement of the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Air Detachment that
Army pursuit planes cannot operate farther than 15 miles from land. He states that if this be the case Army pursuit planes will be of very little use in an outlying island. He calls the CNO's attention to the fact that he has issued orders to the Pacific Fleet to bomb all submarine contacts in the operating areas around Oahu.

—End—

[1571] Admiral Kimmel. May I get that back when they are finished with it? I would like to have it.

The Chairman. All right. We will have it sent back to you to complete your file.

Admiral Kimmel. Will that be all, sir?

The Chairman. Yes. If there is anything that occurs to you, sir, let us know, and we shall be glad to have you appear before us.

Admiral Kimmel. I will if it does, but just at present I have nothing further to say.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

**TESTIMONY OF FIRST LIEUTENANT H. H. HENDERSON, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, UNITED STATES ARMY**

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Give your full name and rank to the reporter, please.


The Chairman. How long have you been in the Army Intelligence in the Hawaiian Department, Lieutenant?

Lieutenant Henderson. Since September, 1938.

The Chairman. During that time has the liaison between F. B. I., Army, and Navy, to your observation, been an intimate one?

Lieutenant Henderson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you found any evidence of one or the other of those agencies attempting to investigate things and not advising the other until the investigation was complete?

Lieutenant Henderson. No, sir, I never noticed that.

The Chairman. Why do you think it has been that the intelligence services have not been able to break through the Japanese ring of silence here?

[1572] Lieutenant Henderson. Well, I really don't know, sir.

The Chairman. Have you been detailed to do some work on the Japanese end?

Lieutenant Henderson. No, sir, I haven't.

The Chairman. As I understand it, under the agreement you look after military matters, Army matters, exclusively?

Lieutenant Henderson. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Whereas the Navy and F. B. I. have Japanese matters under their particular care?

Lieutenant Henderson. Yes, sir, that is correct.

The Chairman. Do you think that the espionage against the Japanese could be better conducted if there were a single agency through which everything cleared and which had direction of all activities?

Lieutenant Henderson. Well, it might possibly be, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you any other questions?
General McCoy. Are you a Reserve Officer?
Lieutenant Henderson. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Are you a native of Hawaii?
Lieutenant Henderson. No, sir. I came over here from Fort Sam Houston, sir.
General McCoy. For what particular reason were you detailed for this duty? Do you know?
Lieutenant Henderson. Well, I was transferred into the Intelligence Service in 1927 after being on a probationary duty for a couple of years. I was in the Intelligence Police Corps, and I came up to this from that.
General McCoy. You had no special qualifications for intelligence service here in Hawaii?
Lieutenant Henderson. No, sir. I was just a replacement.
General McCoy. Due to special knowledge of languages or anything of that sort?
Lieutenant Henderson. No, sir.
General McCoy. What has been your particular assignment?
[1573] Lieutenant Henderson. Well, sir, now as an officer I am an administration officer for the contact office downtown.
General McCoy. Does the administrative work go smoothly and satisfactorily in connection with the liaison with the Navy and the F. B. I.?
Lieutenant Henderson. Yes, sir. Our cooperation is especially good with the F. B. I. Of course they are right on the same floor with us, practically in the same office, although we have had no difficulty with the Navy at all. They have been very cooperative. I think all three of the services are working very closely together. They have been so far as I can see.
General McCoy. I have no further questions.
The Chairman. Any questions?
General McNarney. Have you any intelligence police under your control?
Lieutenant Henderson. Yes, sir. Not exactly under my control but within the office.
General McNarney. I mean in your organization.
Lieutenant Henderson. Yes, sir.
General McNarney. Where are they stationed?
Lieutenant Henderson. Right down in the Dillingham Building right in town.
General McNarney. Where do they usually do their business? Where do they operate?
Lieutenant Henderson. Well they are circulating around town and also on the various posts whenever there is a necessity for it.
General McNarney. Have they turned up any subversive action or acts of sabotage?
Lieutenant Henderson. So far they have—well, there's lots of subversive activity been turned up, but no concrete acts of sabotage have been uncovered; lots of reports of it, but it never developed into anything concrete.
[1574] General McNarney. You say there is lots of subversive action turned up?
Lieutenant Henderson. Well, it is more reports of subversive activities than there were actual cases.

General McNarney. Did you ever get any concrete evidence on any particular person?

Lieutenant Henderson. No, we haven't developed anything where it could develop into a trial.

General McNarney. I have no further questions.

Admiral Reeves. I have nothing.

The Chairman. Thank you. Do not discuss what has gone on in this room with anyone.

Lieutenant Henderson. No, sir.

Colonel Brown. Lieutenant Meurlott.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn, Lieutenant?

TESTIMONY OF FIRST LIEUTENANT BYRON M. MEURLOTT, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, UNITED STATES ARMY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name and rank to the reporter?

Lieutenant Meurlott. Byron M. Meurlott, First Lieutenant, Military Intelligence.

The Chairman. How long have you been with the Military Intelligence on the island?

Lieutenant Meurlott. Sixteen years, sir.

The Chairman. You have been here all the whole 16 years?

Lieutenant Meurlott. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And have been devoting yourself to intelligence work?

Lieutenant Meurlott. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Are you a native of the islands?

Lieutenant Meurlott. No, sir.

The Chairman. Has your intelligence department in the Army had any particular mission with respect to the Japanese civilian population here?

Lieutenant Meurlott. To some extent, yes, sir.

The Chairman. We have understood that that was the particular care of the F. B. I. and the Navy and that you confine yourselves more particularly to Army matters. How about that?

Lieutenant Meurlott. Well, until comparatively recent years neither the F. B. I. nor O. N. I. was active here, and we more or less——

The Chairman. You took it on?

Lieutenant Meurlott. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you been able to discover any overt acts of sabotage on the island?

Lieutenant Meurlott. No, sir.

The Chairman. I suppose that if you had any information of espionage on the part of Japanese you turned it over to one of the other agencies for investigation, or did you run it out yourselves?

Lieutenant Meurlott. In the earlier years, I say, before the O. N. I. and the F. B. I. entered the field, we referred, of course, any suspicions of espionage or sabotage directly to the War Department, and
our department has attempted in the past to carry out certain investigations.

The CHAIRMAN. Now what is your practice?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. At the present time and since the President issued his order of instructions concerning the delineation of duties—that was about 18 months ago, I believe.

The CHAIRMAN. Just a little louder.

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. That was about approximately 18 months ago. (Continuing:) —we have confined our activities to Army personnel and civilians under military jurisdiction.

The CHAIRMAN. And have referred questions of Japanese sabotage or espionage in the civil population to the other agencies?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. To the F. B. I., yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you report that promptly to those agencies if anything comes to your notice?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you think the system has been working here, of three agencies? Have they cooperated?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. I believe so, yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You do. And you think the work is pretty well coordinated?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. I believe it is, yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?

General McNARNEY. How long have you been on active duty?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. As a Reserve Officer?

General McNARNEY. As a Reserve Officer.

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. Since April 5, 1941.

General McNARNEY. What was your status prior to that time?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. I was the senior corps of intelligence police member in the Army.

General McNARNEY. How many other police were there besides yourself?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. I believe there were 15 throughout the Army at that time. That was before the expansion occurred.

General McNARNEY. What is your force here now?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. We have a present authorized strength of 35.

General McNARNEY. What is your actual strength?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. Well, we got in eight new ones yesterday, plus the 19 we previously had, would make us 27 at the present time.

General McNARNEY. You have served here for 16 years, you say?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. Yes, sir.

General McNARNEY. What is your opinion, from your experience over here, as to the loyalty of the average Japanese?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. It is just purely my opinion, sir?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

General McNARNEY. Well, based on your experience, 16 years as a military policeman.

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. I would say that there would be a very small percentage that would be loyal to the United States: less than ten.

General McNARNEY. How about the R. O. T. C. men at the University and the high school? Is there a higher percentage loyal?

Lieutenant MEURLOTT. Possible. I wouldn't answer or guess on that.
General McNarney. You wouldn’t like to draft them, though?
Lieutenant Meurlott. No, sir.
General McNarney. Approximately how many names has the Army turned in of characters who should be interned in time of war?
Lieutenant Meurlott. I should estimate it at approximately a thousand.
General McNarney. Who determines the ones actually to be taken up and interned?
Lieutenant Meurlott. That was more or less decided jointly between our office and the F. B. I.
General McNarney. In other words, a large number of names that were turned in were thrown out on further investigation?
Lieutenant Meurlott. I believe that to be true, yes, sir.
General McCoy. Do you speak Japanese?
Lieutenant Meurlott. No, sir.
General McCoy. Hawaiian?
Lieutenant Meurlott. Well, I can understand certain Hawaiian and also certain Japanese, but I have never made a study of it.
General McCoy. I have no further questions.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.

[1578'] Admiral Standley. Wait a minute. I want to ask a question.
The Chairman. Oh.
Admiral Standley. Just what is the limitation of the Army’s G-2 functions or intelligence functions? Is it by location or is it by races of people, or what? Just what are the Army responsible for now under the new setup?
Lieutenant Meurlott. Well, as a matter of fact, I’d like to have an answer to that myself, sir.
Admiral Standley. That is the reason I asked the question.
General McCoy. Are you familiar with the agreement between the three services?
Lieutenant Meurlott. In a general way, yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. I haven’t anything further.
General McCoy. Who was your particular superior, your chief?
Lieutenant Meurlott. Colonel Bicknell is head of my particular department.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Lieutenant. Please don’t discuss what has gone on in this room with anyone.
(Thereupon, at 12:35 o’clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2 o’clock p. m. of the same day.)

[1579'] AFTERNOON SESSION

(The Commission reconvened at 2 o’clock p. m., upon the expiration of the recess.)
Colonel Brown. Mr. Settle.
The Chairman. Mr. Settle, will you be sworn?

TESTIMONY OF FRANK EDWARD SETTLE, DRAFTSMAN

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The Chairman. Will you give your name and address to the reporter?
Mr. Settle. Frank Edward Settle. My present address or my home address on the mainland?

The Chairman. Your home address.

Mr. Settle. My home address on the mainland?

The Chairman. Your home address here.

Mr. Settle. Red Hill, Honolulu.

The Chairman. Where is your home on the mainland?

Mr. Settle. Salt Lake City, Utah.

The Chairman. You came out here and have been doing some work at Midway, have you not?

Mr. Settle. Yes.

The Chairman. What is your profession, sir?

Mr. Settle. Draftsman, civil engineering draftsman.

The Chairman. Were you employed by the government or by a contractor?

Mr. Settle. By the contractors.

The Chairman. When did you arrive at Midway?

Mr. Settle. On October 10.

The Chairman. When did you leave Midway?

Mr. Settle. On December 27.

The Chairman. I understand from our Recorder that you have some knowledge and information with respect to the attack on Midway and the situation there. Will you in your own way please tell us what you have?

[1580] Mr. Settle. Yes. I have a way of timing; I time things subconsciously.

I was in the harbor on the morning coming back to land at 11:30 when we were notified there was trouble.

The Chairman. When was that?

Mr. Settle. That was on Sunday, December 7.

Then that evening at supper Mr. Sheik, who was the contractor or superintendent at Midway, warned us in a very positive manner that we would be shelled or bombed that night.

The Chairman. That would be the night of the 7th?

Mr. Settle. Yes, at supper on the evening of the 7th, yes, and that we should hunt a ditch or hole and crawl in it and lay down and stay there. So naturally there was quite a bit of excitement around there and we were talking about it. My barracks is 18-B, which is the closest barracks to the high point of the island, and that is only 32 feet high on the high point.

I was sitting back on the steps talking, and about half past nine I went to my home, barracks. Of course, it was blacked out.

I was sitting on the edge of the bed taking off my shoes when the first shot came. I went to look and it was about 9:32.

The Chairman. Was that shot from a cruiser or a bomb from an airplane?

Mr. Settle. I didn’t know at the time; so I took off across the 200 yards to the high point of the island from my barracks and I went to the high point to get out of the line of fire which would be on an angle, because I knew they would be after the hangar and the electric works.

So I stayed on the high point and viewed the entire proceeding. There were several shots fired before I reached the top: whether our batteries or the ships fired the shots I do not know.
[1581] I was trying to see my watch and to time the flashes and the explosion but I could not see.

I do not know just how long the bombing lasted, but about 17 minutes after the first shelling it ceased and the first plane started warming up. I am a fairly good judge of time and that was about when the first plane started warming up. That was about 10:15.

It took off at 10:25. That was the only plane that took off.

The Chairman. How many planes were there?

Mr. Settle. I believe there were 16 Navy planes and 2 Dutch planes. One Navy plane was in the hangar. That is what caused the fire and burned the roof of the hangar and also some valuable merchandise that was stored in there.

Of course they had a good water system, but no water. The water system was a failure because there was no water.

The Dutch ship was riddled with about 200 shrapnel holes, and the Pan-American crew came over to help.

There were several of us on this high point, and this plane just circled the island. I do not think it was out of our sight for 15 minutes for the next half hour.

The Chairman. You mean the American plane?

Mr. Settle. Yes. Our Navy plane did take off. There were three or four men getting off the planes into the water. We figured about 35 knots as the speed, and that would be 160 miles off Midway at dusk. The plane that took off came in at 4 o'clock.

The Chairman. How many planes were there in the patrol?

Mr. Settle. Different planes at different times. Sometimes it was many and sometimes fewer. They were going and coming. We kept no count of them.

The Chairman. You kept no count?

Mr. Settle. No, we kept no count, but there were always from seven to twenty planes, Navy planes, on the apron.

[1582] The Chairman. You say this Dutch plane was riddled?

Mr. Settle. Yes.

The Chairman. How many other planes were destroyed or damaged?

Mr. Settle. One Navy plane was burned completely.

The Chairman. In the hangar?

Mr. Settle. Yes. That is what set the merchandise afire, and the Dutch plane was riddled and the other Dutch plane and the five Navy planes were out on the apron.

The Chairman. They were not seriously damaged?

Mr. Settle. No.

The Chairman. You do not know how many bombs or shots the Japanese planes delivered?

Mr. Settle. No planes.

The Chairman. Were they cruisers?

Mr. Settle. All shells, all shelling. They were two cruisers.

I saw the flashes and got out the next morning and laid a stick to compare it right at this point so I could locate the exact position as to the reef, because the reef on the west side is out away from the island. I laid this stick down so I could locate it the next morning to see where it was in regard to the reef, to estimate the distance from Midway.
Mr. Settle. It was five and a half miles.

The Chairman. You could not make out what the Japanese ships were?

Mr. Settle. No, but they were shooting four- and eight-inch shells.

The Chairman. What is that?

Mr. Settle. Eight- and four-inch shells, because we had the butts of some shells.

The Chairman. Was Midway attacked again?

Mr. Settle. No.

The Chairman. That was the only one?

Mr. Settle. Yes.

The Chairman. When did you say you got off?

Mr. Settle. On December 27.

On Monday night, just south of Midway, I was on guard, having had some military experience, and I was on guard duty, and I heard a faint boom just over the horizon. That is, I was on guard and I noticed the flashes south of Midway and I heard the faint boom just over the horizon.

The Chairman. You do not know what that was?

Mr. Settle. No, I do not.

The Chairman. Did any naval vessels of the United States land at Midway in the week before December 7?

Mr. Settle. The Coast Guard patrol.

The Chairman. Only?

Mr. Settle. Yes, only.

The Chairman. No carrier or large ship came in?

Mr. Settle. No. That channel is only 26 feet.

The Chairman. Yes, we know that, but they usually anchor offshore.

Mr. Settle. They might have done that at night, but I did not see them. I heard nothing about it, any reports to that effect.

The Chairman. You do not know where the airplane crew was prior to the attack or what they were doing?

Mr. Settle. Not from personal knowledge, no.

The Chairman. Any questions?

Admiral Reeves. No.

The Chairman. Will you please observe the caution not to discuss on the outside what has gone on in this room?

Mr. Settle. No fish ever got caught by keeping its mouth shut.

The Chairman. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

Colonel Brown. Colonel Pickett.

TESTIMONY OF COLONEL HARRY K. PICKETT, UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your name, sir, to the reporter, and your title?

Colonel Pickett. Harry K. Pickett, Colonel, United States Marine Corps.

The Chairman. Were you in command of the Marine force that was dispatched to Midway?
Colonel Pickett. I will explain that, sir. My duties before December 7 were that I was commanding officer of the Marine barracks, Navy Yard, and District Marine Officer of the 14th Naval District. As District Marine Officer it was my duty, as specified by the Commandant, to coordinate the activities of all Marine defense battalions assigned to this district. In that capacity I was in charge, under the supervision of the Commandant, of the Midway garrison as well as the other islands before and after the outbreak of war.

The Chairman. What force did you have on Midway prior to December 7, 1941?

Colonel Pickett. The Sixth Marine Defense Battalion.

The Chairman. Which consisted of what?

Colonel Pickett. It consisted of 30 officers and 795 enlisted men of the Marine Corps, and three officers and sixteen men of the Medical Corps of the Navy.

The Chairman. How many of them were on Midway prior to December 7?

Colonel Pickett. All of them.

The Chairman. All of them?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

The Chairman. The force that you have just described was on Midway?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

General McCoy. Was there any naval personnel besides the medical unit?

Colonel Pickett. The force I have just referred to was the entire defense force, which is apart from the Naval Station personnel, which comes under the station commander. I do not have the figures on that.

The Chairman. Were there naval personnel on Midway?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

The Chairman. You do not know how many there were?

Colonel Pickett. No, I do not.

General McCoy. Who was in command of Midway?

Colonel Pickett. Of the Naval Station was Station Commander Simard. I do not recall his first name, and of the Sixth Defense Battalion was Lieutenant Colonel H. D. Shannon.

The Chairman. Where is Colonel Shannon now?

Colonel Pickett. He is at Midway.

General McCoy. There are two separate commands, then?

Colonel Pickett. Not exactly separate. The Defense Force Commander is under the orders of the Station Commander, but there is more or less a separation, a recognized distinction between the purely Station personnel and the Defense Force.

General McCoy. There is one man on the island responsible for the defense, in the last analysis?

Colonel Pickett. I think that is correct. That is the Station Commander.

The Chairman. What equipment in the way of anti-aircraft artillery or planes was at Midway just prior to December 7?

Colonel Pickett. You said anti-aircraft?

The Chairman. Anti-aircraft, artillery, and planes.
Colonel Pickett. There were three batteries of four guns each of the three-inch anti-aircraft mobile guns of the Army. There were thirty .50 caliber anti-aircraft machine guns. There were thirty .30 caliber ground machine guns. There were six [1586] anti-aircraft searchlights, and 29 automatic rifles; and there were three batteries of two guns each of the five-inch .51 caliber guns, naval guns.

In the line of their equipment there were three radars of the type SCR268.

In addition to that there were four 7-inch, .45 caliber guns and four 3-inch, .50 caliber guns which had been shipped to Midway and were in the process of being mounted.

The Chairman. What about the airplanes?

Colonel Pickett. I am not familiar with the situation with reference to aircraft there.

The Chairman. Was that under a command separate from yours?

Colonel Pickett. Yes, entirely so.

The Chairman. Would that be the Naval Commander?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

The Chairman. Under the post commander?

Colonel Pickett. Under the post commander, yes.

The Chairman. What do you know from the reports as to the attack on Midway? When did it occur and what was its nature and so forth?

Colonel Pickett. I read Commander Simard’s report but did not bring a copy with me. As I recall it, the attack came on the night of the 9th or 10th of December.

The Chairman. We have evidence here that it occurred on the night of the 7th. Is that wrong?

Colonel Pickett. I am not sure, but it seems that thinking back over the circumstances at the time that I made a mental note that the force that attacked there might have been the same one that attacked here, and I am speaking of an aircraft raid, which, I think, came there on one of the nights.

The Chairman. Would there be any impropriety in your letting us have either the report or a paraphrase of the report or reports?

[1587] Colonel Pickett. My operations officer is on the phone now getting it. I am sorry about that. I would have prepared an answer to it if I had known.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions?

General McCoy. There were two reports, one from the Station Commander and one from your command?

Colonel Pickett. General, these things happened so fast that I cannot say as to the dates and how many reports I read of it, but I think it is well to wait until we get the report. That will speak for itself.

Colonel Brown. Major Pefley is here.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

Major Pefley. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF MAJOR ALFRED R. PEFLY, UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Colonel Pickett has suggested, sir, that he did not
bring the report of the action at Midway, Major. Do you have the benefit of that report?

Major Pefley. I called on the telephone. It was at 2155, five minutes to 10 p.m. on December 7.

The Chairman. Does the report indicate what the attacking force consisted of?

Major Pefley. It consisted of a small cruiser and a heavy cruiser, so far as we could determine.

The Chairman. It was not an airplane attack?

Major Pefley. No, sir, it was not.

The Chairman. And this firing was from a considerable distance offshore, I take it?

Major Pefley. This firing was first about 10 miles offshore, as I recall it, and then they later came in closer. When they came in closer the searchlights from Midway picked them up and one of our batteries opened fire, at which time [1588] they turned away. General McCoy. Is there any report of the damage done to them?

Major Pefley. The people at Midway report that her ships made considerable smoke when they turned away and appeared to have suffered two hits.

The Chairman. The Japanese, so far as you know, have not returned to Midway?

Major Pefley. They have not returned to Midway, no, sir.

The Chairman. Any further questions?

Admiral Standley. Is there any damage report on the station itself?

Major Pefley. Yes, the roof of the hangar was set afire and some matériel in the hangar was damaged from dropping fire brands from the roof.

Admiral Standley. That was caused by shellfire?

Major Pefley. That was caused by shellfire.

Colonel Pickett. May I answer that?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Colonel Pickett. I have some information on that. As I recall, that first dispatch said there were 18 or 20 direct hits on the island at that time and described the damage just mentioned by the other witness; and stated that several hits were observed on the enemy ships and that they went away from shore, and the radars indicated that there was some movement on the boats in a small area, which might have indicated that they were engaged in some rescue work.

Just about a week ago the Japanese reported the killing of a general and a colonel in the attack on Midway; so it is quite well established that considerable damage was done to them.

Admiral Standley. Would you tell us what islands constitute the 14th Naval District? I mean what outlying islands. [1589] We know the Hawaiian group.

Colonel Pickett. Midway, Johnston, Palmyra, and while Wake, I believe, lies outside the geographical limits of the District, it was more or less so considered as being in the District.

Admiral Standley. As being in the District?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Samoa is not in this District?

Colonel Pickett. No.

General McCoy. I would like to have the reports furnished of the commanding officers. Will you please furnish copies of them?
Major Pefley. Yes, we can give them to you.

Colonel Pickett. That report was from the station commander.

The Chairman. And will you request the District Commander to furnish us such a report?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

General McCoy. I think it might be well for us to have furnished reports for all these islands. We may not have use for them, and then again we may.

The Chairman. Will you speak to Admiral Bloch about it, as to the reports of anything from the other islands?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

The Chairman. That is, the reports of the attack or observations of hostile fleet or anything on these islands at that time, December 7, and the next few days. You have that in mind?

Major Pefley. Yes.

The Chairman. Just make that request.

Anything further?

General McCoy. If they are making copies, they might make five copies for us.

The Chairman. Yes, if it is convenient.


The Chairman. Do you have anything in mind, Colonel, or you, Major, any other fact that might be pertinent to the subject of our investigation as to the circumstances of the attack on Pearl Harbor?

Colonel Pickett. Nothing more than perhaps you might be interested in knowing that at the barracks and the Navy Yard we had 13 machine guns in action in about 20 minutes after the attack started, and we either shot down or took part in shooting down three raiding planes. I said “took part in” because one plane was claimed by about a dozen people.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.

Admiral Standley. I would like to ask a question or two.

What was the status of your anti-aircraft guns at the time?

Colonel Pickett. They were machine guns.

Admiral Standley. What was the status of those guns when the attack started?

Colonel Pickett. They were in the gun shed.

Admiral Standley. It took 20 minutes to get them out and get them in operation?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

The Chairman. They were not out on location at the time of the attack?

Colonel Pickett. They were not set up, no, sir.

Admiral Standley. Was that a special disposition or was that the usual storage for the guns?

Colonel Pickett. That was the usual storage for the guns.

Admiral Standley. No unusual precautions were taken as a result of instructions received immediately preceding the attack?

Colonel Pickett. No, sir, but I might say that in the War Plans or in the plans for defense or this area that we [1591] contribute what anti-aircraft troops we have available to the Army for tactical assignment. That is their mission, and we merely augment their forces by whatever we might have available. That is not our mission, but
we merely have that matériél and ammunition on hand and put that
into action quickly without waiting for an assignment.

Admiral Standley. Would that state of readiness be only as ob-
tained in the Army forces or the fleet forces?

Colonel Pickett. As regards the Army entirely.

Admiral Standley. The Army entirely?

Colonel Pickett. Because it was their mission to provide the anti-
aircraft protection for the Pearl Harbor area.

The Chairman. You had a number of exercises and drills in simu-
lation to repulse aircraft attack?

Colonel Pickett. Yes, that is a part of the routine training.

The Chairman. When you had such problems or exercises, who was
in command of your guns?

Colonel Pickett. They belonged to the various defense battalions
which I believe were stationed at Pearl Harbor.

The Chairman. Who had command of them? Who told you when
to fire or had command over the disposition? The Navy or the Army?

Colonel Pickett. The Army.

The Chairman. Who was the Commander from whom you got your
instructions in such a drill? Were you under the command of the
Army? Was it General Davidson or General Martin?

Colonel Pickett. I have not made myself clear. The drills are
routine training matters.

The Chairman. Yes, I know that.

Colonel Pickett. The alerts and arming the battle stations would
be an entirely different matter, and when the Marines went to the
Army groupment, they were assigned to their tactical positions, but
in the routine defenses the final [1592–1593] direction was
under the anti-aircraft group commander.

The Chairman. Of the Army?

Colonel Pickett. The Army, yes.

General McCoy. Did you get any orders from him that day?

Colonel Pickett. We put out two anti-aircraft gun batteries and,
to the best of my recollection, thirty-seven .50 caliber anti-aircraft
machine guns and fifty-one .30 caliber machine guns without waiting
for instructions from the anti-aircraft brigade commander.

As the situation developed we reported our dispositions and they
were approved and were continued and we occupied thereafter them
for a matter of several days before any readjustment was made.

The Chairman. I think that answers it.

Admiral Standley. Your anti-aircraft guns were a part of the
Army fire group?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And to be controlled by the group com-
mmander of the fire group, the fire sector?

Colonel Pickett. Yes, sir. The Army calls that a groupment of
the anti-aircraft machine-gun group and the anti-aircraft gun group.

Admiral Standley. You are a part of the group?

Colonel Pickett. Yes.

Admiral Standley. As a result of the drills and exercises do you
take up a fire sector without any instructions if there is something
in that sector, or is there an automatic designation in the sector without any instructions from the fire group control?

Colonel Pickett. No. That is because the presence of the Marine anti-aircraft is merely an accident, and the Army would not make a disposition of the Marines in that particular. It is purely a supplementary proposition rather than an integral part.

[1594] The Chairman. Is there anything further?

Admiral Standley. No.
The Chairman. Thank you very much. Do not discuss with anyone what has gone on in this room.

Colonel Pickett. Yes.
The Chairman. Major, we will ask you to get us those reports.

Major Pefley. Yes, I will do that.
The Chairman. We will adjourn now until tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 4:10 o'clock p.m., an adjournment was taken until tomorrow, Thursday, January 8, 1942, at 9 o'clock a.m.)

[1595] Examination of Witnesses Appearing Voluntarily in Response to Invitation of the Commission Published January 5th, 6th, and 7th

On January 7, 1942, the following witnesses were all examined apart by the Recorder, assisted by the Secretary, in some cases.

During the morning the following witnesses appeared:

Mr. Frank Elbert Midkiff, Trustee of the Bernice P. Bishop Estate; Treasurer of the J. B. Atherton Estate; in charge of the work of the Juliet M. Atherton Trust; Chairman of Civilian Evacuation Committee.

Mr. Midkiff was sworn by the Recorder and made a statement which was recorded in condensed form and read to and approved by him. In connection with his statement Mr. Midkiff submitted certain reports which have been placed in the files of the Commission. Mr. Midkiff's statement is attached hereto.

Ray C. Flock
Not sworn.

Civil service draftsman at Pearl Harbor. Was at Navy Yard overlooking Hickam Field between 8:45 and 9:00 P.M. Sunday, December 7th. Saw the incident of firing on our own planes. He suggested equipping our planes with flood lights on lower side of wings, to be flashed in predetermined code for identification. Will submit plans to Commission through Recorder by evening of January 8th.

Yee Kam York

Appeared before the Commission.

Field examiner and auditor, Territorial tax office. An American citizen by birth; Chinese ancestry; exhibited American passport. Was sub-manager of British-owned bank in Shanghai, and exchange broker. Was at Shanghai during 1931-1932 and 1937 attacks by Japanese. Employment as tax collector has brought him in contact with Japanese in countryside. Seemed to have promise of availability for intelligence work.
[1596]  

Bud K. Rich  
Not sworn.  
Civil service laborer. Present at Pearl Harbor during attack; manned fire hose; knocked out by hose. Complained of negligent treatment at hospital and of general treatment of civilian employees.

Mrs. Youmans  
Not sworn.  
Housewife. Stated fleet left Pearl Harbor at night, ten days before attack, with all lights lit.

Mrs. Maude Irwin  
Not sworn.  
Teacher, Helemano School. Was not examined. Left statement tending to show time of arrival of Japanese planes and number thereof. The statement is in the files of the Commission.

Edward R. Dathe  
Made sworn statement.  
Civil service, Pearl Harbor; outside machinist first class. U. S. Navy 1914–1918; discharged machinist first class. Reported two other civil service employees by name as having Japanese wives, and spoke of others unnamed. Recommended organization and drill of civilian employees, especially fire drill.

Mrs. Janet Morgan  
Not sworn.  
Housewife. Husband works at Pearl Harbor. Was in Honolulu evening of December 6th; saw large crowds of sailors, some of them drunk. Was concerned at this, but is not member of any temperance society. Was reassured by small number of arrests that night and large number present for duty next morning. Inquired whether suspension of liquor sales would be modified, and expressed relief on being informed there would probably be no serious modification during the existence of danger.

[1597]  

Mrs. Irene Ford  
Not sworn.  
Two days after attack was insulted by a Japanese; next day was bitten by a dog. Complained to police, who took no action. Her son was arrested today by the police.

Alipio B. Yangson  
Not sworn.  
Carpenter employed at Naval Hospital, Pearl Harbor. Philippine born. For some time after August 1941 worked at Officers' Club. Not there December 6. Had no first-hand knowledge.

John H. Midkiff  
Not sworn.  
Manager Waialua Company plantations.Outlined steadily increasing emplacement of guns in pill boxes throughout large area at his plantation throughout General Short's tenure; consolidation of several private railroads with North Shore Railroad; laying of communication cables, etc.
Frank E. Settle  
Appeared before Commission.  
Civil service draftsman employed by contractor in construction work at Midway Island.  

Lt. Commdr. Paul M. Bates U. S. N.  
Made sworn statement.  
Was senior department watch officer October 21, 1941, to December 7, 1941. Reported having made criticism of facilities of communication system at the operations office, which was in charge of watch officers under him from 4.00 P. M. to 8.00 A. M. each night during that period. He left written statements and supporting documents. He recommended calling Lieutenant Commander Harold Kaiminski, on duty at the operations office on the morning of the attack, who reported attack on destroyer by submarine and attack on submarine by destroyer. Statement taken by Mr. Maxson.

Edwin Pereira  
Not sworn.  
Employed at Navy Yard power plant. Present during attack. Among his duties were care and repair of pipes and valves and maintenance of water control. First drove in truck to No. 1010 dock. Closed broken steam pipe below 1010 dock. Stood by telephone for orders. Attended fire at dry dock. Picked up part of Japanese uniform with name, and part of plane with characters, which he turned in to authorities at Governor's office.

During the afternoon the following witnesses appeared:

Mr. Heberly  
Not sworn.  
Acting Collector U. S. Customs, Honolulu. Left report of two inspectors, eye witnesses of attack. The report is in the files of the Commission.

L. M. Ezera  
Not sworn.  
Painter, Honolulu electric power plant. Had instructions from on high as far back as June, 1941. Explained international conflicts on theory of sex. Wishes personal interview with President of the United States.

Romania H. Woolley.  
Not sworn.  
Reported at second-hand statements made by Commander Dreller U. S. N. advising his family to take precautions against possible enemy attack, and of defending Germany against her criticisms.

Mrs. Ralph Fishbourne  
Not sworn.  
Made substantially the same report as Mrs. Woolley.

Mrs Jenny H. Dorr  
Not sworn.  
Interpreted advertisements of Japanese store according to code she herself discovered.
Miss Mary Monte Cairies

Not sworn.

On morning of December 7, had premonition of something wrong; noticed large plane hovering slowly over important business houses in Honolulu 6:03 a.m. to 6:18 a.m. December [1599] 7th. Apparently saw some of the Japanese attacking planes arrive at 7:55.

Mr. James F. Donovan

Made sworn statement.

Miner employed by contractor at Red Hill. Felt danger exists in large concrete tunnel leading from fuel storage tanks underground at Red Hill. Reported loose methods in issuance and use of identification badges.

Mr. C. W. Cordin

Not sworn.

79-year old veteran of three wars. Had difficulties with his landlord and was evicted. Informed this beyond the scope of the Commission.

[1600] STATEMENT UNDER OATH, JANUARY 7, 1942, MADE TO THE RECORDER, W. B. HOWE

Lieutenant Commander Paul M. Bates, U. S. N., stationed at Headquarters 14th Naval District, Senior District Watch Officer, October 21 to December 7, 1941

Among the duties of Commander Bates and his watch was to make decisions in emergency and to report to the chief of staff before action taken, if possible. At the time Commander Bates was senior watch officer the equipment of the operations room consisted of three teletype machines and one field telephone connecting with lookout posts and the Army G-2. This telephone was manned by a reserve blue-jacket on a four-hour watch from 4 p.m. until 8 o'clock a.m. each night. District watch not instructed how to operate the teletype machines. One voice radio connected with the inshore patrol and the Naval Air Station and various other posts listening in. The telephone was a regular dial telephone.

In case of emergency it was the duty of the watch officer to call at least ten persons over the dial telephone, and it was also necessary to watch the teletype machines and send out the warning over the voice telephone and over the field telephone.

On or about the 25th of October, 1941, the morning after his first watch, Commander Bates made recommendations for changes in the standing instructions. These recommendations were made to Lieutenant Commander Harrison, who was the assistant to Commander Momsen. Commander Bates desired that Commander Momsen should get the suggestions. These suggestions were made in the form of notes, which were on a separate piece of paper attached to the log book.

After repeated criticisms of the system, Commander Bates requested a conference of officers of his watch to receive a lecture from the officer in charge of communications. This lecture was held in order to inform the officers of the watch [1602] how to run the various machines and exactly whom they were connected up with.
On Thursday afternoon, either the 24th of November or the 4th of December, but probably November 24, in view of the many questions that were asked by the watch officers, Commander Bates requested Commander Harrison and Commander Momsen to sit in on the lecture, to listen and explain what they knew about the matters in question; and that is when Commander Momsen stated, in substance, “I don't consider that you have anything to worry about,” and that in due course of time he would complete his communication installations and man them with the proper personnel.

Commander Bates recommends that Lieutenant Commander Harold Kaminski be called by the Commission. He was duty officer at the moment of the attack and reported the attack on one of our destroyers by a Japanese submarine and reported the attack of the destroyer on the submarine.

Commander Bates submitted as part of his testimony a written statement with enclosures, which is attached hereto. It is a statement of facts and of recommendations.

Commander Bates recommends that the district watch officer's log book and instruction file be called for.

[1602] STATEMENT UNDER OATH, JANUARY 7, 1942, MADE TO THE RECORDER, W. B. HOWE

Mr. Edward R. Dathe

Mr. Dathe stated that he is a machinist, first class, at Pearl Harbor, that he started to work July 27, 1940, at Pearl Harbor, and that his badge number is 31893.

Mr. Dathe was in the United States Navy 1914-1918, and was honorably discharged “Excellent” as Machinist, first class. He served on the George Washington in 1917, and on destroyer Fairfax from January 1918 on. He is married, and lives at Kaneohe.

He reports that a chief quarterman outside machinist named Hoosier is married to a Japanese wife. Hoosier has to do with installation of secret mechanical equipment, among other things, and has access to the blueprints and also to the scheduled dockings and completions.

Mr. Dathe makes no charges of improper action against Mr. Hoosier, but emphasizes the danger of a man with that information being married to a Japanese. On inquiry he has learned that the Japanese wife is now about 35 or 40 years old, was formerly hostess at the Valencia Roof, a hangout for sailors, that in 1927 she married Mickey O'Connell of the United States Navy, and later Hoosier married her and adopted her child. It is not known whether she is of alien or American birth, but it is believed that her parents are not living on the Island.

Mr. Dathe also reports that Charles Gerlach, machinist, civil service, Pearl Harbor, is married to a Japanese wife. He does not know Gerlach well, and makes no charges against him. Mr. Dathe believes, however, that Gerlach is hostile to sailors. He knows nothing about his political opinions.

Mr. Dathe believes there are five other men in key positions who are also married to Japanese wives, but he has no particulars.

Mr. Dathe reported at the Navy Yard from home about five minutes past nine on the morning of the attack, and on his own initiative took part in fighting the fire aboard the U. S. S. Helena under the direction
of William Maher, a quartermaster at the Yard, a World War veteran from the Navy. They continued until around eleven o'clock A.M. fighting the fire and removing the wounded and the dead, and suffered some strafing from the Japanese planes around eleven o'clock.

Some months ago Mr. Dathe recommended that a fire-fighting force amongst the experienced civilian employees be organized at the machine shop in the Yard. He points out that on the morning of the attack the reservation filled up with about six thousand civilian workmen, many of whom performed no services and were in the way. He recommends that hereafter all civilian workmen be instructed and to some extent drilled in their detail in case of emergency—if in the Yard at the time, what to do; if away from the Yard, who are to return to the Yard and who are not to return. So far as he knows no steps have been taken along these lines, except that day before yesterday they did in the machine shop post a notice concerning certain groups of men to take care of buckets of sand. Outside machinists, however, are not organized. There is a large number of them. He believes that especially ex-service men could perform valuable duties in an emergency, if previously assigned.

Mr. Dathe has listened attentively to the dictation of this statement, correcting it from time to time, and states that it is a brief fair statement of his knowledge and of his recommendations.

[1603] STATEMENT UNDER OATH, JANUARY 7, 1942, MADE TO THE RECORDER, W. B. HOWE

Mr. Frank Elbert Midkiff

Mr. Midkiff gave his occupation as trustee of the Bernice P. Bishop Estate, Treasurer of the J. B. Atherton Estate, and in charge of the work of the Juliet M. Atherton Trust.

Mr. Midkiff stated that he has lived in Honolulu since 1913. He presented excerpts from a talk given by Lieutenant General Walter C. Short at the Chamber of Commerce Army Day dinner on April 7, 1942; also an outline of plan for protective measures for civilian population of Oahu in case of bombardment, prepared at the direction of General Short by his staff and submitted March 25, 1941. It was submitted to a group of civilian defense personnel with whom he had been in conference on this same subject. Mr. Midkiff also submitted a memorandum of undertakings of General Short in cooperation with the Civilian Defense Committee of Hawaii. The excerpts, outline of plan, and memorandum are in the files of the Commission.

Mr. Midkiff stated that in all of the subjects General Short was the leader—he furnished the leadership. The matters, or series of matters, were taken up by General Short with the Defense Committee. Mr. Midkiff stated that in his opinion, if it had not been for the leadership of General Short and the fact that he made the specialists on his staff available to deal with civilians on the several topics—production and storage of food; organization of doctors and nurses for care of injured and wounded; organization of an auxiliary police force to guard utilities and prevent sabotage; evacuation of women and children; air raid shelters; harmonious relations between the races in Hawaii; and the place of the civilian flier in national defense, or in the event of war—there would have been no considerable progress.
made by the civilian defense committee—it would have slowed down and would not have gotten under way. This cooperation resulted very beneficially when the attack came. These organizations which he encouraged all did effective work. In the Waialua District, within an hour after news of the attack, the various people assigned to tasks there were at their posts and the utilities were being protected by armed citizens in accordance with prearranged plan.

Mr. Midkiff stated that he was aware that there was no extensive local sabotage, although there is ample opportunity for it amongst maids, house boys and servants, Japanese mechanics, etc. Mr. Midkiff further stated that so far as concerned the attitude of the intelligent population in general with respect to the policies of our Government, with relation to he Japanese, he had heard that some people criticized us for arming Guam. They were persons connected with military and naval establishments. In general the attitude was that it was an unnecessary expense, and that worse than that, it would goad the Japanese to take note of it, and we had better go easy on all that. In other words, there was a lot of sympathy with the attitude of Congress in doing nothing about it.

[1604] STATEMENT UNDER OATH, JANUARY 7, 1942, MADE TO THE RECORDER, W. B. HOWE

Mr. James F. Donovan

Mr. Donovan was sworn by the Recorder of the Commission at 3.20 P.M.

Mr. Donovan has worked at Red Hill as a hard-rock miner for the last nine months. He described the following physical condition there as a possible menace:

Work is now progressing on the erection of four underground fuel storage tanks, each 100 feet in diameter and 285 feet in height. It is his understanding that as soon as completed these tanks are to be filled with fuel. Whether it is oil, gasoline, or other type fuel, he does not know. The tank bottoms are approximately 100 feet above the surface of Pearl Harbor. Approximately 20 feet below the bottoms of the tanks is one end of a tunnel twelve feet in diameter leading from Red Hill to Pearl Harbor, and opening there at water level. The purpose of the tunnel is to hold pipes from Pearl Harbor to the place of storage to permit fuel to be pumped from a ship or tanker at Pearl Harbor up into the tanks, and also pipes from the tanks to Pearl Harbor for the flow of fuel to Pearl Harbor for use there. The tanks are connected with the Red Hill end of the tunnel by branch tanks of the same diameter as the main tunnel, and through these branch tunnels run the connecting pipes. Mr. Donovan points out that if the bottom or lower parts of one or more of these tanks were to be ruptured, fuel from the tank would run into the tunnel and thence through the tunnel to Pearl Harbor, 100 feet below, and thence necessarily spread over the surface of the harbor. The present project calls for the installation of a total of fifteen fuel storage tanks, the connecting pipes for which will all run through the same main tunnel and similar connecting tunnels. Once on the surface of Pearl Harbor the inflammable fuel would be a great fire hazard. He recalls the burning of crude oil flowing on the lake of Maracaibo in
Venezuela several years ago, resulting in the destruction of 2,000 lives among settlements built there on piles amid the surface of the lake. The floor of the tunnel now holds a railroad for the hauling of pipes and other materials. It is improbable that this service can be interrupted until the final installation is made, and therefore it would be impossible before that time to place bulkheads in the tunnel to stop any such flow of oil as would be possible after a break in the tanks. In addition there is another tunnel, previously constructed, leading from a point below the level of the bottom of the tanks, nearly horizontally, and opening into a ravine, the flow from which would drain into Pearl Harbor.

Mr. Donovan showed two identification passes for himself. They are in the form of circular metal objects each containing a photograph of himself, with a legend around the outer edge of the photograph, reading in one case “Contractors NOY 4173 Red Hill”, and inside this printing Mr. Donovan’s number 14162. The printing around the edge of the other badge is “Contractors NOY 3550—NOY 4173 (P. N. A. B.) Employee”, with the same number 14162 in the middle. The type of the first mentioned badge was abandoned approximately four months ago and Mr. Donovan was required to have a new badge, which is the second above mentioned. When the use of the first mentioned badge was discontinued he was permitted to keep it and was not asked to surrender it. The photograph in both badges is covered by celluloid or some transparent material. No other mark of identification of Mr. Donovan appears on either object, nor is there any stamp or other sign of identification on either object which would authenticate it as one officially authorized. The photographic work for each object was done at the commissary at Red Hill by operators apparently under the authority of the contractor and apparently not under the authority of the Navy. Mr. Donovan expressed the opinion that no one should be allowed to have more than one badge at the same time, and that consequently when a badge is retired it should be surrendered. He suggests that if this subject is investigated it be ascertained how many badges have been surrendered and whether or not there are any regulations requiring such surrender. He also recommends that when one type of badge is called in it be succeeded by a recognizably different type of badge, for example, instead of a circle, a square or an octagon.

Mr. Donovan has visited in Honolulu a photographic establishment where in a circular frame large enough to admit the head and shoulders of a sitter for the photographer, the circle is surrounded in large lettering by the text similar to that on the objects above mentioned. This arrangement permits a sitter to show his head and shoulders through the circle inside the large lettering and be photographed, thus reproducing an unauthorized photograph sufficiently like the authorized photograph as to make detection difficult. Mr. Donovan was informed by some of his fellow workmen that they, having omitted to have their photographs taken for badges out at Red Hill, had them taken for the objects above mentioned in Honolulu at a photograph studio of the same people who made the photographs at Red Hill. He does not recollect the address of the establishment.
He has also heard on what he regards as reliable statements to him by fellow workmen at Red Hill, that they have successfully used their Red Hill badges to obtain admission to the Pearl Harbor reservation. He has also heard on what he regards as reliable authority that the wives of workmen in Pearl Harbor are permitted to use their husbands' badges to gain access to the commissary at Pearl Harbor.

The above statement was dictated in the presence of Mr. Donovan after he had first related the circumstances and after he had been sworn, and he consents that this statement shall be taken as the one made by him under oath. The Recorder administered the oath under authority given to him by resolution of the Commission January 6, 1942.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 8, 1942

Suite 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.

The Commission reconvened at 9 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

PRESENT

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman;
Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired;
Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired;
Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission;
Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

PROCEEDINGS

The Chairman. Mr. Reporter, will you note that Lieutenant Commander Layton, Intelligence Officer of the Pacific Fleet, has produced a memorandum of the procedure in obtaining intelligence of the Japanese Fleet and a summary of the times when information as to particular elements of the Japanese Fleet was lacking to the intelligence here in the United States Navy. That will be copied in at the beginning of today's proceedings.

(The above-mentioned document is as follows:)

[1608] United States Pacific Fleet

U. S. S. Pennsylvania, Flagship

Cincpac File No.

SECRET

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMISSION

In accordance with the Commission's verbal directive, the following Summary is respectfully submitted:

In summarizing the frequency of occurrence of the periods when information was lacking in regard to the location or activity of a group, type or unit of the
Japanese Fleet during the last six months of 1941, necessitates a general review of the procedures and methods followed:

1. Due to the distances involved, it is seldom possible to intercept the original direct transmissions from Japanese Fleet units at sea, consequently interception depends on those naval communications handled by the more powerful shore stations on broadcast schedules. Approximately 90% of the intercepted traffic is of this latter nature. A unit may be addressed by other units via direct communication or the ship-shore channels (rebroadcast) whether in port or at sea. During tactical exercises ORANGE utilizes medium and low frequencies which are inaudible here. During such periods it is necessary to rely on the intercept activities at Guam and Cavite to observe and report on these activities. When in port, a unit almost invariably shifts to the low-frequency, low-power, limited range, “harbor frequency” depriving all intercept stations of originated traffic. Thus occurs periods when little definite information is available relative to a unit’s activities except that inferred from the traffic addressed it either by the routing or association with other units addressed or associations with the originator [1609].

2. Changes of call signs, addresses, use of alternate, secret, tactical, and special calls, greatly complicates the identification of units and the reconstruction of the naval organization afloat and ashore. The Japanese Navy shifted its call signs on 1 May, 1 November and 1 December, 1941. Shortly after the 1 November change the Japanese began using a “blanket broadcast” system in which no originator or addressee appeared, these being presumably buried in the cipher text.

3. It has been a general rule that when a unit was not heard originating traffic or using tactical circuits it was presumed to be in port or in a navy yard in a relatively inactive status.

4. It is to be noted that for the above reasons the simultaneous location of each Division of Battleships, cruisers, destroyers, carriers, or submarines is not possible. Therefore, the locations of Fleet Flagships and some subordinate units of the above types must be relied upon to establish the presumed locations or activity of the remainder of the related lower echelons.

5. During the past six months, Fleet Intelligence records show that the occasions when uncertainty existed as to the exact location of certain types were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total days uncertain</th>
<th>Number of Periods</th>
<th>Range of Periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battleships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruisers (1st Fleet)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Seven</td>
<td>8-14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruisers (2nd Fleet, less CRUDIV 7)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Eight</td>
<td>10-20 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUDIV 7 (very active on detached duty)</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Six</td>
<td>8-16 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyers</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Very indefinite</td>
<td>8-22 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(If Cardiv 2, formerly very active on detached duty, be excepted from this analysis the following result is more typical)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carriers (less Cardiv 2)</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Twelve</td>
<td>9-22 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[1610] (In both cases the longest period, 22 days, was in July 1941)
Respectfully submitted.

(Signed) Edwin Thomas Layton,
Lieutenant Commander, U. S. Navy.
Intelligence Officer, U. S. Pacific Fleet.

5 January 1942.

[1611] The CHAIRMAN. In answer to a request made yesterday on the Naval Intelligence there are produced excerpts from certain letters forming a delimitation agreement of the work of Japanese espionage between the various intelligence services. This is ordered copied in the record at the head of the notes of today’s proceedings.

(The excerpts from correspondence are as follows:)

...
Confidential

Subject: Investigation of Japanese Espionage, Counter-Espionage, Sabotage and Subversive Activities.

1. The delimitation agreement of June 5, 1940, transmitted with reference (a), was modified at a conference on July 29, 1940, between the Directors of the Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice, the Military Intelligence Division of the War Department and the Office of Naval Intelligence of the Navy Department, so far as subject-named investigations are concerned.

2. The following is a transcript of the notes of the conference on the subject matter:

"Mr. Hoover opened a discussion concerning the handling and coverage of Japanese activities. He stated that the Office of Naval Intelligence has done far more in this field than has any other agency heretofore. Admiral Anderson stated that the Navy has made some check on Japanese activities and has gone into some things which could only be done upon their aggrandized interpretation of Naval interest. [1612] He stated that the Navy Department does not want the full responsibility for the checking of the Japanese because of a lack of personnel, etc. Admiral Anderson furnished the conference with the background of Commander McCollom and pointed out that the Commander had resided in Japan, knows the Japanese language and has excellent Japanese contacts. Admiral Anderson agreed to make Commander McCollom and the Far Eastern Division of the Navy Department available for consultation and advise to the FBI at any time it was necessary or desirable. It was agreed that the Navy would continue to check Japanese activities in the same manner as in the past and that the FBI would take all possible steps to assimilate information concerning Japanese activities and to expand its own operations in this field."

3. The investigations of Japanese by the Naval Intelligence Service will be coordinated with those undertaken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

COORDINATION OF FBI, ONI AND MID

5 JUNE 1940.

I. It is agreed that in conformity with the directive contained in the President's memorandum of June 26, 1939, as augmented by his directive of September 6, 1939, responsibility for investigation of all espionage, counterespionage, sabotage and subversive activities will be delimited as indicated hereafter. Responsibility assumed by one organization in a given field carries with it the obligation to provide a pool of all information received in that field but it does not imply the responsible agency alone is interested in or will work alone in that field. Close cooperation between the three agencies in all fields is a mutually recognized necessity.

II. FBI will assume responsibility for all investigations of cases in those categories involving civilians in the United States and in its territories with the exception of the Panama Canal Zone, Guam, Samoa and the Philippine Islands. FBI will keep MID and ONI informed of important developments such as—

(a) Developments affecting plants engaged on Army or Navy contracts.
(b) Developments affecting vital utilities.
(c) Developments affecting critical points of transportation of communication systems.
(d) Cases of actual or strongly presumptive espionage or sabotage, including the names of individuals definitely known to be connected with subversive activities.

FBI will act as the coordinating head of all civilian organizations furnishing information relating to subversive movements.

III. FBI will assume responsibility for investigation of all cases in these categories directed from foreign countries on those occasions and in those situations in which the State, War or Navy Departments specifically request investigation of a designated group or set of circumstances.

FBI to keep MID and ONI informed of important developments.
IV. MID will assume responsibility for investigation and disposal of all cases in these categories in the Military Establishment, including civilians employed on Military reservations or under military control. It will also assume responsibility for the investigation of cases in these categories involving civilians in the Canal Zone, the Republic of Panama, and the Philippine Islands.

MID will inform FBI and ONI of important developments.

[1614] V. ONI will assume responsibility for investigation and disposal of all cases in these categories in the Naval Establishment, including civilians under naval employ or control and all civilians in Guam and American Samoa. ONI to inform FBI and MID of important developments.

VI. FBI will assume responsibility for ascertaining the location, leadership, strength and organization of all civilian groups designed to combat "Fifth Column" activities (overt acts of all sorts in cooperation with the armed forces of an enemy). FBI will transmit to MID, ONI and the State Department information concerning these organizations and any information received concerning their possession of arms.

Confidential

DECEMBER 12, 1940.


1. The Assistant Chief of Staff in charge of the Military Intelligence Division of the Army, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the Director of Naval Intelligence, with a view to promoting the closest possible cooperation and coordination between the Field Services of these agencies, recommend as follows:

(a) Special Agents in Charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation Divisional Offices, Corps Area Military Intelligence Officers, and Naval District Intelligence Officers will maintain close personal liaison between those offices and their representatives, including a meeting of representatives of the three agencies, preferably the officers in charge, at least once per week, for the purpose of discussing pending and contemplated investigative activities, and any other subjects necessary to insure that there is proper coordination of their investigative work.

(b) The close personal liaison to be maintained between representatives of the three agencies at all times should insure that there is no duplication of effort in any field, and that a proper coverage of the whole investigative field is maintained. Particular attention should be paid to avoiding any duplication in connection with the use of informers.

(c) A distinction should be recognized between the investigative interest of individual agencies and the coverage interest. It is believed that all three agencies should study, from time to time, the coverage of the investigative field in order to insure that all channels of interest and avenues of information are adequately covered by at least one of the participating agencies.

(d) Where there is doubt as to whether or not one of the other agencies is interested in information collected, it should be transmitted to the other agency.

(e) Consideration should be given to the fact that certain classes of information are of general interest to the Military and Naval Intelligence Services in connection with background and a knowledge of espionage and sabotage organizations, even though the Military and Naval Intelligence Services may have no apparent direct investigative interest.

(f) Should differences of opinion of a minor nature occur, the Directors of the three intelligence agencies feel that with proper personal liaison, such differences can be satisfactorily adjusted locally by the officials in charge of the various divisional organizations.

2. The above instructions should not in any way be construed as abrogating the delimitation agreement previously promulgated, but as amplifying and clarifying this agreement.

[1615] The Chairman. There are also produced certain reports with reference to the incident on the Island of Niuhau. These will be
filed as part of the records at the disposal of the Commission but will not be copied in the record.

Mr. Howe. Mr. Chairman, the witnesses were examined yesterday. I wish to make a statement for the record on that.

Yesterday, in response to the invitation published in the papers by the Commission, witnesses appeared and were examined by the Recorder, assisted by the Secretary, with the result that two of the witnesses who volunteered appeared before the Commission, sworn statements were taken from four of them, and sixteen were after examination excused without either appearing before the Commission or making a recorded statement; and the Recorder invites a decision as to whether or not the brief summary of what these witnesses had to say should or should not be part of the record.

The Chairman. It seems to me, subject to the judgment of the Commission, that statements taken from these witnesses who gave statements should be made a part of the record, and the fact of the examination, whether taking of a statement or the rejection of the witness' testimony for irrelevancy, should be noted, together with the names of the witnesses, in the journal of the Commission's proceedings as of yesterday.

I guess you have done that, haven't you? Listed them?

Mr. Schneider. Oh, what I did, I made enough copies to go in each transcript of the record, giving a brief outline of the statements of those who were not sworn, and then I thought we would write out in full the statements of those who were sworn, such as Midkiff.

The Chairman. Five copies, and put them in the record.

Mr. Schneider. Five copies. And I spoke to Mr. Harkins and Mr. Howe, and we thought perhaps it would just follow at the end of yesterday's transcript as a sort of an addendum or something of that sort. [1617] The Chairman. Unless there is objection to that, that will be done. I think we want to make a record of the fact that they were examined, and so on, and the effects of their testimony where taken.

Mr. Schneider. Mr. Howe and I discussed last night whether we should put it in extenso in the minutes, and we thought it would lengthen them too much.

The Chairman. All right.

Mr. Howe. What, then, is the decision on that, sir?

Mr. Schneider. Make five copies of our notes and append them to the transcript.

The Chairman. Of yesterday.

Mr. Schneider. Of yesterday's proceedings, as a sort of addendum.

The Chairman. All right.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Now let us call in General Short.

TESTIMONY OF MAJOR GENERAL WALTER C. SHORT, UNITED STATES ARMY—Recalled

The Chairman. General Short, in the consideration of the testimony that we have taken there are some questions that have arisen
in our minds that we should like to clear up, and we have asked you to come so that we could put some questions to you and see if they would clear the situation.

General Short. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You remember a message that was not translated for you until after the attack?

General Short. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You had better look at it (handing a document to the witness). It is a message that has to do with the putting out of certain offshore signals indicating the whereabouts of the fleet on, I think it is, the 4th, 5th, 6th of December.

General Short. I don't remember that that ever did come to me, Mr. Justice. I don't think that I ever saw that particular one. It was probably handled by someone who is——

The Chairman. Well, of course it was only ascertained what its contents were a couple of days after the attack.

General Short. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Just look at it. It starts there and goes over the page.

General Short. Oh, right here.

The Chairman. It is just that message.

General Short. I had never seen this message until now.

The Chairman. Yes. You will observe that it calls for certain code signals of the movements of the ships on these particular dates.

General Short. Yes, sir. I see that.

The Chairman. 4th, 5th, and 6th.

Now, if that message had come to your knowledge before the 7th, would it have changed the dispositions that you made or changed your attitude with respect to an airplane raid on Pearl Harbor?

General Short. Well, I think that I would have been very suspicious that a raid might take place, because it would undoubtedly indicate some intention on the part of Japanese that they were interested in the movement of the ships.

The Chairman. Either to guide a submarine force or an air force?

General Short. An air force; one of the two, yes, sir.

The Chairman. General, we have been informed that there was some movement in the year 1941 to arrest certain consular agents of the Japanese Consulate here. Do you remember that instance?

General Short. Yes, sir. There were some over 300, as I remember. The question came up whether they should go out and arrest all agents who had not registered as agents. Mr. Shivers, the head of the F. B. I., and I talked it over very fully. We were both of the opinion, since this law had been on the statute books for I believe something like two years and there had been no attempt to enforce it, that as an element of fairness there should be an announcement made. We were afraid that it would have an adverse effect on people that were thoroughly loyal, if they just went out and grabbed them all, when they had paid no attention to the law before, and Mr. Shivers at the time told me that he thought probably 90% of them did not know that they were expected to register. And when the War Department asked me about it I wired recommending that if they were going to arrest them there should be some advance notice for registration,
and I thought it was more important to cultivate loyalty among the Japanese-American population than it was to punish a few people. We had a list; we knew who the people were.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, General, have you in mind the contents of General Marshall's message of the morning of December 7? You have in mind its content, have you?

General Short. You mean the one——

The CHAIRMAN. That never reached you.

General Short. —that didn't come until 2:58; yes, sir. I know exactly what it was.

The CHAIRMAN. If that message had reached you, let us say, three hours before the attack, would that have changed your dispositions?

General Short. Yes. Oh, yes. I would have gone immediately to either—to at least an alert against an air attack, and I probably would have gone against a complete attack, because it looked so significant.

[1620] The CHAIRMAN. Well, can you tell me what was in that message that would have stirred you up?

General Short. The thing that would have affected me more than the other matter was the fact that they had ordered their code machines destroyed, because to us that means just one thing: that they are going into an entirely new phase and that they want to be perfectly sure that the code will not be broken for a minimum time, say of three or four days. That would have been extremely significant to me, the code machine, much more significant than just the ultimatum.

General McCoy. Didn't you have on the night of the 6th a bit of information from your intelligence officer that they were burning the consular records?

General Short. No, sir, I did not know anything about that until probably the afternoon of the 7th, that they had. I think that he did get some information that they had burned something.

General Short. It was not given to you?

General Short. It was not given to me. As a matter of fact, I didn't know that they had really burned anything until the time that the F. B. I. arrested them on the 7th; they interrupted the burning. I wasn't cognizant of the fact that they had burned the previous day.

General McCoy. And you would consider that a serious slip on the part of your intelligence officer, then?

General Short. Well, that is a little questionable, General, because we burn every day. Any secret stuff that we are destroying we burn to be sure that there is no chance of it helping somebody break the code, and I wouldn't have been surprised if the Japanese Consul's office was burning every day. It wouldn't have surprised me at all to learn that they habitually burned everything in their wastebaskets every day. [1621] I don't know that I would have gotten terribly excited about just the burning of the stuff in the wastebasket; I would expect it.

General McCoy. But the fact is that that did not come to you?

General Short. That did not come to me, no, sir. I learned the next day that when they arrested the Consul and the assistant Consul they interrupted the burning of a file.

Admiral Standley. General, are you aware that Navy secret measures require that replaced secret documents be destroyed by burning?
General Short. I think that I—I believe that, anyway. I don't know that they ever told me, but we did it, and I just assumed—

Admiral Standley. You have that arrangement?

General Short. We have, yes, sir. We just normally do. And I would have expected the Japanese Consul to do the same thing, so I don't know that I would have thought that it had any special significance.

The Chairman. Now, General Short, so far as I can ascertain, the only thing you added on November 27 or therabout to Alert No. 1, which you then ordered into effect, was the order to operate the radar stations from four to seven each morning?

General Short. Yes, sir. That is correct.

The Chairman. That was the only addition?

General Short. That was the only addition to Alert No. 1, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Yes. Now, I gather from your testimony that your motive in ordering that was double: that you wanted the training to go a little faster—

General Short. Yes, sir. It was an entirely new service. We hadn't had it over five or six weeks.

[1622] The Chairman. You wanted the training to go faster, and you also thought that that dawn would be some measure of protection.

General Short. That was, I considered, the most serious time of the day.

General McCoy. And, as I remember it, you had in mind, however, not any fear of an attack at that time, and that you were trying to get warning of that, but that you were trying to get the personnel accustomed to the worst time, the most dangerous time?

General Short. Frankly, that is more nearly correct, that I was more serious about the training, rather than expecting something to happen at that time.

The Chairman. General? Admiral?

Admiral Standley. Yes. I have some questions, but I just want to find something here.

General Short. May I correct one statement that I made in here?

The Chairman. Certainly.

General Short. I thought it was correct at that time. My G-3 report stated that when the bombers went out at 11:40 they had gone under naval control. I found with a later check that they did not go out under naval control until later in the afternoon. The statement about their being put in the air was correct, but they were under our own orders.

Admiral Standley. In one of the affidavits made by your officers, the affidavit by Grover C. White, the Second Lieutenant, Signal Corps, he says:

On Saturday, December 6, 1941, I contacted the control officer to request authority to have all stations operate from four a. m. to seven a. m. only on Sunday, December 7, 1941.

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. “This was agreed to by the control [1623] officer.” Have you any information as to why that request was made that way on that Saturday?
General Short. I haven't any information, except I had ordered these stations to work only from four until seven, and then they were supposed to carry on routine training for the rest of the day. In agreement they had gotten together and decided that if they carried on until eleven o'clock in the morning as a body they would get more out of it than they would if they went on their own after seven o'clock, and they had agreed among themselves that they would carry on the training three teams at a time until eleven o'clock, and then from there on to four they would be on their own and making repairs and things of that kind. So that, since I had not ordered that and they were doing it by agreement, they apparently thought that they could eliminate it on Sunday by agreement. That's the only way I can account for it.

The Chairman. In other words, they were not going to do the training after seven o'clock on Sunday?

General Short. On Sunday. They had agreed that just on Sunday alone, in place of working right straight through, they would stop at seven o'clock on Sunday.

Admiral Standley. We have a great many coincidences in this incident here on the 7th.

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And this is one of them. I was trying to see if there was any reason why that request was made on that Saturday not to work after seven o'clock in the morning on Sunday.

General Short. I think it was only because it was Sunday, and they were working every day practically from four o'clock in the morning until four o'clock in the afternoon, making a good long training day, and then they decided that on Sunday they would chop off Sunday hours; the only way I can figure it. They [1624] were working twelve hours a day the other days.

Admiral Standley. General, under the date of 5 November, 1941, you issued a Standing Operating Procedure. That was signed by Adjutant General Colonel Robert H. Dunlop, and you stated that copies of this were furnished the Navy.

General Short. I don't know whether I stated they were furnished the copy, but I think probably they were.

Admiral Standley. It came out that the Navy were furnished with nine copies of it.

General Short. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And on page 7 of this you give details of the operations of the interceptor command.

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And you said that it will "Coordinate and control the operations of pursuit aircraft, antiaircraft artillery (including available Naval and Marine Corps Antiaircraft Artillery), the Aircraft Warning Service, and attached units, and will provide for the coordination of antiaircraft measures of units not under military control, to include:"

Now, that was issued on 5 November as an accomplished procedure.

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. But as a matter of fact that interceptor command was not functioning on that day?
General Short. The interceptor command had been in the process of development for probably two months, and we were getting this out for future use, and we had made up our mind—General Davidson and two other officers had been sent on to a school. We had heard from him that they were going to use this kind of a command on the Mainland, and we had definitely made up our mind to put it into effect, so we wrote our Standing [1625] Operating Procedure in that way. The air corps had gone over it very carefully, and the antiaircraft, and it had been talked over with the Navy.

Admiral Standley. In other words, this was an ideal plan and would go into effect and as a matter of fact it did go—

General Short (interposing). As soon as—

Admiral Standley. —into effect—

General Short. When the interceptor command started to go—when the interceptor command went into effect.

Admiral Standley. This didn't go into effect, then, until 18 December?

General Short. It did for everything but the interceptor command, but the interceptor command did not go into effect until General Davidson returned from the Mainland.

Admiral Standley. Well, then these plans were based on what you expected to have when those are in operation, and not what you had?

General Short. That is true of that particular phase, of that particular phase only, because we were waiting until General Davidson finished that school there before we put out the details of the interceptor command. We wanted to be in step with what they were starting on the Mainland, because they had brought out no orders in the War Department. We were guessing a great deal until he got back.

Admiral Standley. In other words, you were anticipating?

General Short. We were anticipating.

Admiral Standley. So that your plans would be ready when the equipment was available, instead of waiting for it and then making plans?

General Short. Yes, sir. We didn't want to have to rewrite our Standing Operating Procedure.

Admiral Standley. That is all I have.

[1626] General McCoy. The order activating the interceptor command as outlined here I believe was not published until the 17th of December. There was a special order activating it.

General Short. We had been using it. We had been using it for some time. I don't know whether you are correct or not on the date, but we had actually been using it. We were using it all during this period from November 27 on.

General McCoy. As far as it was installed and able to function?

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Now, General, in your annexes here you have a number of orders, and so forth, but I notice you haven't—

General McCoy. Pardon me. Are you going to another subject?

Admiral Standley. No; I am just going to continue this same thing.

General McCoy. Yes, because I have some more questions about the interceptor command.

Admiral Standley. Well, go ahead on that. Excuse me. Finish that, and then I will go ahead with this.
General McCoy. As I remember in your testimony or that of your staff officers the radar instruments—that is, the permanent installation sets and the mobile sets—actually arrived here sometime in June or July, did they not?

General Short. Not all of the parts. Some of the things did not come.

General McCoy. I just wanted you to tell me why, when it arrived say in June or July, it was not functioning until December.

General Short. Now, as I remember, enough of the mobile [1627] sets to make it function got in probably five or six weeks ahead of December 7. Most of the stuff did come along in June, but there were certain parts—the signal officer would know what they were; I do not know; and when it came to the fixed stations the difficulty was there, we were having to build roads up as high as 10,000 feet before we could install those. So that was the reason the fixed stations were not in place when the mobile were, but I do not know the exact parts that were missing. But we started—we were very anxious to put that into operation, and just the minute that we had enough mobile stations that we could make it work we started training with it.

General McCoy. And that long delay, then, was due to physical difficulties?

General Short. All parts not arriving. Things of that kind.

General McCoy. And the building of roads to mountain tops, and so forth?

General Short. And, well, a cable up at Mt. Kaala; we still can't go ahead with that station because we have to have a steel cable to pull the things up there, and we have been trying to get it for months.

General McCoy. I think that is all.

Admiral Standley. Just to continue that, General: You just stated that this plan was in advance of operations.

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Your radar was not operating, but this plan was what would cover it when it operated.

General Short. At that time I think our mobile stations were when that was put out our mobile stations were really training, were operating all the time.

Admiral Standley. But your interceptor command was not working?

[1628] General Short. I hadn't definitely—we hadn't given it a definite organization. It was working, but we waited to bring out the orders until General Davidson got back from the Mainland, so we would not have to revise that. We were working informally.

Admiral Standley. But it was still working under the Signal Corps at that time?

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. All right.

General Short. But they understood—the air corps and the anti-air people understood definitely that the whole thing was going in.

Admiral Standley. Well, now, did the Navy understand? How did you—

General Short. I am sure that we talked over where we state in there. We wouldn't have thought of putting that in our operating
procedure without talking it over with the Navy. I am quite sure that we talked it over with Naval Operations.

Admiral Standley. At any rate, the officers who were working on this were perfectly familiar with the setup?

General Short. Oh, yes. This was gotten up with a dozen people working on details, don't you know. We had out a tentative order before and got the reactions of all the staff when they tried it out before we brought this out. We had been working on this since the first of June on this Standing Operating Procedure.

General McCoy. Do you know the naval officer who was mostly concerned with cooperation in the technical sense?

General Short. I do not know. It may have been Captain DeLany, but I think it was more likely the officer doing corresponding work under Admiral Bloch. Now, I do not know.

Admiral Standley. Now, General, in your statement you referred, as Exhibit E, to a Joint Coastal Frontier Defense Plan [1629] which concerns the assignment of aircraft between the two services when the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department and the Naval Base officer, the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District, agree that the threat of a hostile raid or attack is sufficiently imminent.

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. That is a part of the exhibit. But I notice you haven't this (indicating) as a part of your exhibit. Do you recognize that?

General Short. I did not put this in. I just took extracts to show the particular application.

Admiral Standley. But you were familiar with that?

General Short. Yes, sir, I am familiar with that record.

The Chairman. Wait a minute. The Admiral refers to an "Addendum I to Naval Base Defense Air Force Operation Plan."

Admiral Standley. Wait a minute. No. This is the operating.

The Chairman. It is Addendum I.

Admiral Standley. Yes, but wait a minute. The plan itself.

The Chairman. This will identify the paper which you read. It is March 31. That is it, isn't it? Addendum I, dated March 31, 1941.

General Short. May I add, Admiral, that from that time along in March we had been carrying out an average of about one exercise a week with the Navy under this plan where we had actually been turning our planes over to them. An average of about one a week. And then they had also turned their planes over to us to put on dive bomber attack against ground troops.

Admiral Standley. Well, then there is an "Addendum II" to that same paper (indicating).

General Short. Yes, sir.

[1630] Admiral Standley. You would be familiar with that?

General Short. Yes.

Admiral Standley. I mean you would know that that had been issued?

General Short. Oh, yes.

Admiral Standley. Now, that states, as paragraph 3, "Readiness Reports," that

A despatch readiness report, as of 1500 each day shall be made by each unit assigned to a task group by this plan as follows:
and one of the task groups was the task group under General Marshall, or General Martin?

General Short. General Martin.

Admiral Standley. And then it says:

These reports shall state: . . . (2) The number of each type in material readiness for flight and their degree of operational readiness as defined above.

General Short. Yes.

Admiral Standley. In other words, this provides that automatically each service will know and will be informed each day—

General Short. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. —of the planes that will be available to the other service the next day or from that time on in the event of an air raid or an attack?

General Short. Now, I believe that was carried out for some time, and then that General Martin and Admiral Bellinger came to the conclusion that some other arrangement, in place of that daily report, was better. Now, the details of that I don't know. General Martin could probably—General Martin can probably give it to you.

Admiral Standley. You would not recall whether that agreement was changing—the original order here on your exhibit—

General Short. It just changed—

Admiral Standley. —and went to this or whether it went from this to that (indicating), would you?

General Short. No, I do not.

General McNarney. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General Short. Sometime along the line they changed the form of the reports that they were making, made them a little less elaborate. And I don't know; General Martin would probably be able to tell you. I would not. I remember the incident.

General McNarney. They were actually given—they were in the hands of the Army and the Navy on December 7?

Admiral Standley. This exhibit was issued dated the 27th.

The Chairman. I think Admiral Bellinger testified that those reports were exchanged.

General Short. They were exchanged. It was just a question of changing the form. We always had the information, but they did sometime along there; they changed the form to make it a little less elaborate than it had been, and I don't know the details. They were called to my attention at the time, but I do not remember.

Admiral Reeves. Then this procedure of exchange reports of available planes was still in effect?

General Short. Oh, it was in effect, yes, sir, but it was just a question of the form, the way in which they were doing it.

Admiral Standley. General, what we were trying to arrive at is: You stated that inasmuch as the Navy had not requested any planes to supplement their long-distance patrol you supposed of course that they were able to do it effectively?

General Short. That is correct.

Admiral Standley. That is the statement you made, isn't it?

General Short. Yes, sir, because the responsibility under the agreement was theirs.
Admiral Standley. By this Addendum No. 1 were you aware of the fact that the decisions in here—or rather, the decision as a result of that estimate was that

This force will locate and attack forces initiating hostile actions against Oahu or fleet units in order to prevent or minimize damage to our forces from a surprise attack and to obtain information upon which to base coordinated retaliatory measures?

Then again, in paragraph IV. (e) this same estimate says,

None of the above actions can be initiated by our forces until an attack is known to be imminent or has occurred.

Is that your information in regard to those operations?

General Short. In view of the directions that they had had not to disclose their intent and to be sure that the Japanese took the first overt act, I think that that would be a logical statement in connection with it, when you consider those two things.

Admiral Standley. In other words, then, the plans in effect were not to become operative, and the—

General Short. Well, they were, but not—they were operative as a training measure. Now, I may say that—I will say at least once a week, and the usual procedure that had been carried out, the Navy planes, if we were going to—if we were given a mission of locating certain ships out here and then attacking them, ordinarily the Navy patrol planes made the reconnaissance and determined the location and gave an order to our B-17's our flying fortresses, to go out and make the attack. We carried out a considerable number that way, out as much as three or four hundred—as three hundred miles probably, at sea, and we were really very successful in the combination, but the usual thing was that they had located the ships and we made the attack.

Admiral Standley. Then am I correct in assuming that both you and Admiral Bloch, the Naval Defense Force Commander, and Admiral Kimmel, were all cognizant of the fact that these plans, just as I drew out about the interceptor command, were plans that were to be operative automatically upon an attack being made or war being declared?

General Short. Well, I would go a little further than that on the reconnaissance: that I think that as far as any location went, if they had had any suspicion of Japanese planes operating in this water, they would have attempted to get definite information. They probably wouldn't have taken any action against those ships, maybe, but they would have gotten the information.

Admiral Standley. But it wouldn't have gone into effect until you had something definite to indicate that either—

General Short. We would not have made an attack. We would have turned in the information, but we would not have made an attack.

Admiral Standley. Well, as a matter of fact, this shows that your search was not being made, and these orders indicate that they were not to be made in peacetime, and they were only to be made in case of initiation of a hostile attack.

General Short. Frankly, I do not know how much search the Navy made, as that whole business of search was tied in between the ships and the planes, and it was their responsibility, and I do not know
when their task forces—as I say, they have two task forces out at the time. I don’t know what instructions their task forces had as to search. I assumed that whenever their task force went out if it located Japanese ships it would report them.

Admiral Standley. But as for the search from Oahu itself, which in wartime was to be an all-around search, did you know that that was not being carried out daily?

General Short. I didn’t know just what the Navy were doing, frankly. I knew they had task forces out, and I assumed any searching they did was tied in with the task forces.

Admiral Standley. I think I have just two more questions [1634] here.

The Chairman. Now, if I get the method of air cooperation, General, it was this: that under the reports that were reciprocally rendered by Admiral Bellinger and General Martin each commander knew what was available for his task.

General Short. That is correct, sir.

The Chairman. And he needed to make no request? The moment he needed your planes he simply ordered them off the ground?

General Short. Automatically, those under his control, the minute any emergency arose.

The Chairman. And the minute you needed Bellinger’s planes for your mission, under this arrangement your man ordered them off the ground?

General Short. That is correct. It didn’t require any——

The Chairman. Request.

General Short. —request at all.

Admiral Reeves. It seems to me, General, that the reconnaissance search and the radar search are absolutely parallel in locating possible ships at sea. One was a longer range affair than the other, but otherwise there was no difference whatever.

General Short. Oh, there should be—they would be tied in.

Admiral Reeves. It seems to me that prior to any hostile or air—
or declaration of war that neither of these procedures was being operated regularly day after day.

General Short. They were being operated as a training matter, Admiral, rather than as a real intelligence service just combing the ocean.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

General Short. Now, I say I do not know just exactly what the naval instructions were, but I know that was true from our point of view, that we were operating as a training proposition.

[1635] Admiral Reeves. Your failure to operate the radar after seven a.m., was that in any way dependent on the fact that you thought the Navy reconnaissance planes were operating?

General Short. It frankly was that we didn’t think—from all the information that we had we did not think the situation demanded it.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

General Short. We would have been working 24 hours a day if we had anything to indicate that the situation demanded it.

Admiral Standley. I have just one more question there, General, and that is this: Under this same order the task assigned to the air combat group, which was under the Commander Air Force of the
Hawaiian Department—Commander Air Force, Major General Martin—one of the tasks is, or the task for the air combat group was to intercept and destroy hostile aircraft, and then this task I particularly come to:

Trail attacking carrier type planes to carrier and report location to commander search and attack group. As a secondary mission support search and attack group upon request.

I just wanted to ask you if there was any report made to you after December 7 of any results of the planes with that task.

General Short. They did not succeed. They went out.

Admiral Standley. Did they make a search?

General Short. They made a search. Under General Martin's own orders, without Navy request, they made a search, I think starting—if I may refer to some notes. (The witness examined notes.) At 1127 they sent—first at 1140, at 1300, and at 1330, and then the first search they made under Navy control was at 1520, I think. Now, General Martin could probably give you more [1636] details as to the exact—I don't know the exact mission that those—

Admiral Standley. I just wanted to know if he had made report to you.

General Short. But he did make—yes, sir, there was a report made that day, and it was in error by saying it was under Navy control in these morning searches, because later it developed that it was 1520 before they made the first search under naval control. The four searches sent out previous to that time were under General Martin's instructions, and I do not know the mission that he gave them.

The Chairman. Or the force?

General Short. No, sir.

The Chairman. Or the exact force?

General Short. The exact force I do not know.

Admiral Reeves. Then they made searches, but they did not succeed in tracking the attacking aircraft?

General Short. They did not succeed in tracking them, no, sir.

General McCoy. Did any information come to you that day from your own sources of information or from the Navy that indicated the carriers were to the north of Oahu?

General Short. The only thing that indicated that to me was the fact that they picked up this group of planes at 7:20 132 miles 3 degrees east of north. That would indicate one carrier was in there, was in that direction.

General McCoy. But then that was not reported to you on the 7th?

General Short. I did not learn that until the next day. That was just one of the things there that was available to the officers working with it. If I—I could have had that information—I was putting more of my time, frankly, in being sure that my troops were all getting to their positions, getting the [1637] ammunition, and everything of that kind, and I did not inquire about that particular thing until the next day.

Admiral Standley. I would like to ask one more question, Mr. Justice, to bring this out.

General, is the organization here between the Army and the Navy under the principle of cooperation?

General Short. It was at that time.
Admiral Standley. Yes. And it has been changed. And was that organization such that each commanding officer had in his organization all the information that the other organization had?

General Short. I think that he would have gotten all that the other organization considered important to him. Now, undoubtedly there was lots of little details of information that would not come to me. I am sure that Admiral Kimmel and Admiral Bloch would have given me anything that they thought was of importance.

Admiral Standley. But as a result of the liaison between the two the information was such——

General Short. Now, our G–2’s worked constantly together. Just where that the details of that information—where they stopped transmitting that, I frankly do not know.

Admiral Standley. But it was your understanding that that situation existed?

General Short. Oh, I believe that anything that was of any importance that I would get right away, I would transmit it immediately——

Admiral Standley. Immediately to Admiral Bloch?

General Short. Absolutely, anything that I had of importance. There was no difference in regard to things of that kind; we were cooperating fully.

General McNarney. In that connection, General, did you see any of the Navy’s daily summaries of intelligence between, say, November 27 and December 6?

[1638] General Short. I probably did. I don’t remember. There is no one thing that struck me so outstandingly that I remember it in detail.

The Chairman. Do you remember any routine practice whereby the Navy operations advised your staff of their views as to where the Japanese fleet was from time to time, or didn’t they send you that?

General Short. I think my G–2 got that summary regularly and that he brought it to my attention whenever he thought there was anything specially of interest.

The Chairman. Anything important?

General Short. Yes, sir. And there were very few days went by that I didn’t see Admiral Kimmel or Admiral Bloch or someone.

The Chairman. You thing that either Admiral Kimmel or Admiral Bloch, if there were a significant movement of Japanese vessels, would have freely told you so?

General Short. Oh, undoubtedly they would.

The Chairman. Is there anything further?

General McCoy. I would like to ask a few questions.

In view of what happened, and looking back on it, are you satisfied with the adequateness of the system in operation?

General Short. I thing the system is all right. I think that we made a very serious mistake when we didn’t go to an alert against an all out attack. I think that our system was perfectly all right. Our estimate of the situation was not.

General McCoy. Do you think there would have been any change in your attitude possibly, or a more complete meeting of the situation, if there had been unity of command?
General Short. I don't believe it would have had any particular effect without the commander in that instance had decided that there was the danger of an air attack. You could have had the same degree of alertness under unity of command [1639] that you had under cooperation.

General McCoy. Did you discuss, by chance, with the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy that subject at any time?

General Short. On the 28th of November and again on the 1st and 2nd we had a lot of discussion, because the question of the relief of the garrisons at Wake and Midway was up. The War Department had called upon me to submit recommendations for garrisons to relieve them, and the Navy had had instructions along similar lines. As a result of that we had long conferences, and at the conferences the danger in the relief at Wake from submarines was discussed at very great length, because Admiral Kimmel didn't want his—we had the question of sending Army planes in there in place of Navy planes, and he didn't want his carriers to go closer than 200 miles of Wake on account of the danger of submarines. He was willing to have them go in close, so that our land planes would have to be flown the 200 miles; but, as I remember, in the whole discussion the fear was submarines, because Wake is close to some of the Japanese bases, and not a question of air, although they would be close enough that land-based planes could have operated against them when they were executing the relief at Wake. I don't think that that was given very serious consideration. But there was a lot of discussion at that time owing to the fact that we were going so far out to make this relief, going practically into the Mandate Islands.

General McCoy. And in view of your warning orders you did think there might be danger to Wake?

General Short. At Wake, yes.

General McCoy. At Wake.

General Short. Because we were right in the—but I think the feeling was, on the part of the Navy, that it was more likely to be a submarine proposition even there, although they [2630] were in reach of land aviation as well as carriers. It was fully recognized that there was considerable danger in executing a relief at Wake, but that was some distance out.

General McCoy. And that brought up the subject of unity of command, did it, due to a difference of opinion on your part from any—

General Short. No, sir. There was one thing that brought up the question of command during that period. If we replaced the Navy garrisons at Wake and Midway I felt that the question of command should be just the same as on the Island of Oahu. The Navy felt that they should take over the command of the Army garrisons at Wake and Midway owing to the fact that they were advanced. That was the only difference of opinion that there was. I transmitted to the War Department my opinion that the command should be by mutual cooperation, with exactly similar relations that we have here on the Island of Oahu, and Admiral Kimmel sent to the Navy Department that he felt that the Navy should definitely assume command of the Army forces, and that was the only difference of opinion in the whole discussion, and we still had that difference of opinion at the end, the same as we did before we discussed it, and we frankly sent it on to Washington just as we felt about it, and each one of us said that the other disagreed with that part of his recommendation.
General McCoy. Did the War Department at any time while you were in command here call upon you for an opinion as to the subject of unity of command?

General Short. It never did, no, sir. I gave one in that case without being called upon.

The Chairman. In that particular instance?

General McCoy. In that particular instance, yes sir.

General McCoy. The joint defense plans that we have had in question show the thing intended to become operative in the case of an emergency or in case of a declaration of war?

General Short. Yes, sir, and operating for training purposes naturally, before, because we couldn't expect to fight that way without we trained that way.

General McCoy. You did anticipate that there might be hostilities begin without declaration of war, however?

General Short. Yes, sir, we had that in our plan. You will notice in our Standing Operating Procedure we have a provision there where if it starts without declaration of war certain things go into effect at once.

General McCoy. In view of what happened do you feel that the joint defense plan was adequate?

General Short. I think it was. If we are going to—if you are going to conduct your operations by mutual cooperation, I think our plans were pretty sufficient. We had been working on them for months and making minor changes as we found necessary.

The Chairman. Subject, of course, to the fact that you were short of materiel to carry out all these missions that were assigned to the two of you?

General Short. Oh, yes. Yes, sir, but as far as plans go I think the plans were sound.

General McCoy. If you had been furnished with all of the things that you felt necessary, would that have made any difference in this particular action?

General Short. I do not believe it would.

Admiral Standley. Right there: In case the patrol planes that were necessary to make the effective offshore patrol were here in sufficient number, do you still think that no change would have been made in the plans?

General Short. None whatever, because you couldn't tell when some of them might have been ordered away. If they had been left they just simply would not have called upon us. As a matter of fact, as I said, in most of our exercises the assumption was that they had enough to make the patrol, so they made the patrols and called upon us to execute the bombing mission, because they considered that our B-17s were more effective as bombers than their own planes.

Admiral Standley. Yes, but in this estimate they stated definitely that there were not sufficient forces to make a continuous air patrol as required in war.

General Short. Yes, sir. Well, there wouldn't be——

Admiral Standley. Now, if you had had that force here do you think under the circumstances you would have been making that patrol every morning? Not you, I mean, but the Navy.
General Short. But the Navy.

Admiral Standley. The combined effort, yes.

General Short. Well, I think that would be a fair question to ask the Navy. I don't hardly think under the conditions that they would; I think that they would have been doing it as an exercise now and then in connection with us. I do not believe that they would have been doing it habitually if they had had them, but I don't know. It would be a fair question to ask them.

General McCoy. I would like to read this statement to you and have you comment on it, General.

Admiral Reeves. Before you go to that, General, let me ask General Short this:

On the other hand, if you had had material and fully equipped radar stations, would you have been operating them throughout the day or would you have operated them as you did on the morning of the 7th?

General Short. I probably would have operated them just as I did.

Admiral Reeves. All right. That was all, General.

General McCoy. I will read this to you, and I would like to have you comment on it as to its correctness:

October 16, 1941, the Commanding General Hawaiian Department and the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet were advised by the War and Navy Departments of the changes in the Japanese cabinet and of the high possibility of hostilities between Japan and Russia and of the possibility of an attack by Japan on Great Britain and the United States. Both commanders were warned to take precautions and make preparatory dispositions which would not disclose their strategic intentions or constitute provocation as against Japan. Apparently both commanders felt that the existing procedure need not be altered in the circumstances. At that time various task forces of the Navy were engaged in training operations and maneuvers which were deemed to be highly important to the training of the Fleet personnel, and the Army was also conducting intensive training, particularly of its air arm. To have undertaken intensive defensive measures respecting Pearl Harbor and the Hawaiian area would have necessitated curtailment of the training if not its virtual suspension, and the situation was not thought to require this.

Do you think that is correct?

General Short. I think that is a correct statement, yes, sir.

General McCoy. Now, it follows:

The commanders in Hawaii knew that negotiations had been apparently continued through October and November and were awaiting further developments.

November 27, 1941, the Chief of Staff of the Army radioed the Commander of the Hawaiian Department that the pending negotiations with Japan seemed to be ended, with little likelihood of their resumption; that hostilities on the part of Japan were momentarily [1644] possible; that while the United States did not desire to commit the first overt act the Department Commander was not to be restricted to any course which would jeopardize his defense. The message directed the Commander to undertake reconnaissance and other measures thought necessary but to carry them out in such a way as not to alarm the civilian population or disclose his intent. He was directed to restrict the information contained in the message to the minimum of essential officers and to report to the Chief of Staff the measures taken. The purport of this message was communicated by the Department Commander to the Admiral of the Fleet.

Now, on the same date, November 27, the Chief of Naval Operations sent a message by radio to the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet, which was furnished you.
General Short. Yes.
General McCoy. And which you are familiar with.

(Reading:)

The Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet communicated the purport of this message to the General Commanding the Hawaiian Department of the Army. November 28, 1941, the Commander of the Hawaiian Department, as directed by the Chief of Staff's message of November 27, radioed the Chief of Staff that he had alerted his command against sabotage and that he was maintaining liaison with the Navy. On that day he received from the Adjutant General of the Army a radio message stating the critical situation and directing that immediate precautions be had against subversive activities which might threaten military establishments in Hawaii and their property and equipment, without unnecessarily alarming the civil population.

To this the Commander of the Hawaiian Department replied by radio on November 29 outlining at length and in detail the measures taken to prevent sabotage of military establishments and property and essential industrial and public utility establishments. No reply to this message was sent by the War Department in Washington or received by the Commander here.

General Short. That is correct, sir.
General McCoy. You have no comment to make on that statement?
General Short. No, sir.

General McCoy. You consider it adequate?

General Short. The only comment that I would make was that I drew the inference that the War Department approved of the action I had taken, because they knew very definitely what the action was. I gave them great detail.

General McCoy. You have always considered, I take it, that Pearl Harbor and the Hawaiian Command were in a particularly dangerous position as an advanced post of the United States?

General Short. Yes, sir, and a particularly important position.

General McCoy. And in general you felt confident that you could counter anything that was directed against this Territory?

General Short. Yes, sir, with certain limitations. We realized that our forces on the outlying islands were extremely small. The War Department plan didn't provide for anything, and I had of my own volition sent one regiment out so as to prevent any local disorder or sabotage. I had done that on my own initiative without any change in the plan of the War Department. Up to the time I came here there had never been any troops maintained on the outlying islands.

General McCoy. I have no further questions.

Admiral Standley. I just have one.

[1647] Admiral Standley. I just want to ask one question.
You spoke in your statement about the Joint Action of the Army and the Navy.

General Short. Yes.

Admiral Standley. You are familiar with this pamphlet (handing a document to General Short).

General Short. Yes.

Admiral Standley. In connection with the relief of the garrisons at Wake and Midway, is it not a principle enunciated in those plans that the Marines operate as an advance force, an expeditionary force, to go with the fleet wherever it may go, and after the Marines and the fleet seized a base and established it, that the Army will come in if the
fleets wants to move off with the Marine expeditionary force, and the Army takes over?

General Short. That is the generally accepted plan, but I do not remember that our Frontier Coastal Plan made any definite provision of that kind.

The outlying islands were considered to be entirely under the Navy Department. As I remember, Midway, Wake, Johnston, and Palmyra were under the 14th District, and Guam was under the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy, and we had nothing to do with them until this matter was brought up about our stepping into the picture. I do not know that there was a provision for that in our plan.

Admiral Standley. This phase was not discussed?

General Short. No. I do not believe it was discussed in the plan.

The Chairman. Are there any further questions?

Admiral Reeves. No.

The Chairman. Thank you.

Colonel Brown. General Martin.

[1648] TESTIMONY OF MAJOR GENERAL FREDERICK L. MARTIN,
APP RE, UNITED STATES ARM—Recalled

The Chairman. There are one or two things I want to clear up in my mind, General Martin.

General Martin. Yes.

The Chairman. First, up to December 7, as I read this record, there was no inshore patrol maintained by the Army Air Force, a daily inshore patrol?

General Martin. No, sir, not as such.

The Chairman. That is just the difficulty. What does "not as such" mean?

General Martin. Nothing more than missions going out for bombing and for gunnery, which is conducted in selected areas in the vicinity of these islands.

The Chairman. In other words, a state of war or emergency not having existed in your mind, you were training?

General Martin. Yes, sir, and we were training furiously.

The Chairman. And you were not conducting an inshore patrol to detect a possible enemy?

General Martin. No, sir.

The Chairman. That is what I wanted to get clear.

General McNarney, you have some questions?

General McNarney. General, will you describe the standing orders or procedure for the interior guard of the air force stations?

General Martin. May I have that question again?

General McNarney. Will you describe the system in effect for interior guarding of the air force stations?

General Martin. Here?

General McNarney. Yes.

General Martin. The men were selected from the Air Corps men at the station for this particular duty. Practically all of them had special training as infantry, and we were required to train two battalions of a thousand men at Hickam Field for that particular kind of duty, and 500 men at Wheeler Field.
These men were placed on guard in the usual manner and in the usual relief. They had established defenses for certain positions which had been approved as the inner defenses for these airfields; that is, making for bands of fire for machine guns from certain established positions and certain strong points about the air field which they occupied when we were on the alert.

General McNarney. Were those men detailed only for guard duty, or did they have a dual mission?

General Martin. Or else what?

General McNarney. Or did they have a dual mission?

General Martin. Well, it was changed. At first Hickam Field was required to have 500 men available for the Provost Marshal for police duty in the City of Honolulu and 500 available for guard duty as defense at Hickam Field. Wheeler Field was to have 500, to be an anti-sabotage guard, in addition to the regular guard at Wheeler Field.

General McNarney. Those were the anti-sabotage guard for the utilities and things not connected with the air field itself?

General Martin. Yes, sir, but at Wheeler Field they were to perform the anti-sabotage guard for Wheeler Field and the Schofield area, and 500 from downtown at the request of the Provost Marshal. The other 500 were to perform anti-sabotage duty at the field only.

General McNarney. Those men performing the anti-sabotage duty, were they mechanics and people having duties in connection with airplanes?

General Martin. We tried at first to take those who had just received and gone through a course of training which we gave them, largely in the school of soldiery, but that could not last for any period of time as those men had to be sent through the school to give them the proper specialized training. So when the alerts came those men were taken from the specialized training, as they had been here for several months. This was causing some trouble, because when we had alerts, as these men would be called, they would be taken from supplies and technical positions.

General McNarney. That is, this anti-sabotage guard would interfere with the actual operation of the aircraft assignments.

General Martin. Yes, and it was so reported.

General McNarney. Did you make any objection about this to higher authority?

General Martin. Yes. A letter was prepared in the latter part of August and taken to the Department Commander. I took it in person. I tried to explain the difficulties I was having in the way of conforming to the orders with reference to providing these men for alert and anti-sabotage duty and also having them in their proper position for the primary mission to which they were assigned.

General McNarney. Was any relief given?

General Martin. No, sir. The fact of the matter was that when the surprise attack came on Sunday morning we had to take the additional men that we had before and prior to the time when the alert for sabotage was established and to take all the men at Hickam Field and in our tactical school—possibly between four and five hundred.

General McNarney. Who devised the system for parking the airplanes under Alert No. 1 for anti-sabotage purposes?
General Martin. It was no particular device; they were just instructed to have them in a particular area so they could be guarded easily and protected from sabotage.

General McNarney. Were those orders issued by you or by the individual field commanders?


General McNarney. During the period from November 27 to December 6, which was more or less the period of the emergency, did you, as a matter of routine, keep a situation map or have such daily summaries of intelligence furnished to you which would give you an indication of the most probable enemy force?

General Martin. What is that?

The Chairman. Read that to him.

(The last question was read by the reporter.)

General Martin. I did not receive such information, no.

General McNarney. In other words, your headquarters was not really on a war basis between November 27 and December 6?

General Martin. No, sir.

General McNarney. You did not keep the normal intelligence and operations data at that time?

General Martin. I will explain there. The intelligence here, so far as local conditions were concerned, was selected and evaluated by G-2. The only intelligence that I was required to keep, as a matter of record, was pertaining to the operations of aircraft in this vicinity and in the area that we were capable of patrolling.

General McNarney. Did G-2 or the Department furnish to you that daily summary?

General Martin. I do not believe it was daily, but they furnished a summary of information, such information as he had obtained largely from the newspapers and an analysis of his estimate of the situation itself.

General McNarney. Did you ever see the daily summary of intelligence gotten up by the Navy?

General Martin. No, sir.

General McNarney. It was not furnished to you?

General Martin. No, it was not furnished to me. It might have been furnished to the Department, but it was not furnished to me.

[1652] General McNarney. I have nothing further.

The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. I have a few questions.

In connection with the Joint Coastal Frontier Defense Plan, the principle of mutual cooperation was the method of coordinating the efforts in this area?

General Martin. Yes. That was specifically defined as to what mutual cooperation meant, mutual coordination.

Admiral Standley. And that applied to the efforts right down the line?

General Martin. Down the line?

Admiral Standley. The infantry, artillery, air force, and so on.

General Martin. I cannot answer that. Admiral. I was only interested in it so far as it applied to the air force.
Admiral Standley. What applied to your contact with the Navy air?

General Martin. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And your contact with Admiral Bellinger?

General Martin. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Do you remember this pamphlet here (handing a document to General Martin)?

General Martin. I do not remember that I have seen this.

Admiral Standley. Is that addendum one or two?

General Martin. This is March, 1941.

Admiral Standley. The 31st?

General Martin. Yes.

I do not believe I have seen this, Admiral.

Admiral Standley. Will you look at the signature?

General Martin. I see nothing here to indicate I have ever seen this before.

Admiral Standley. I think you signed it, didn't you?

[1653] General Martin. Yes, sir. That is my signature. I don't know whether I signed this or not. It is made from my signature, but I will have to admit frankly that I do not remember the signature.

Admiral Standley. Your operations and your plans arrived at as a result of the agreement between you and Admiral Bellinger amounted to this: that you had a certain task force and the Navy had another task group?

General Martin. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Look at that task group in there and see if I am correct.

You had command of the air group, the air combat group?

General Martin. Yes.

Admiral Standley. The Hawaiian Air Force?

General Martin. Yes. It was developed this way: at such time as the Navy required the help of the bombardment division, those available at that time would be turned over to the Navy for the mission and would remain in their control until that commission was finished. The combat fighting units and such of the Marine and Navy as might be ashore were to go over to the control of the Army. That was the joint agreement.

Admiral Standley. That joint agreement so provided that each day automatically the Navy made planes available to you and you made them available to the Navy?

General Martin. Those in a state of readiness.

Admiral Standley. And they became available to you immediately without any further order?

General Martin. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And your planes became available to the Navy without further order?

General Martin. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Then the duties assigned under this agreement for the air combat group were as follows:

Intercept and destroy hostile aircraft. Identify [1654] and report type of attacking aircraft. Trail attacking carrier type planes to carrier and report location to commander search and attack group. As a secondary mission support search and attack group upon request.
Was there any search made by the forces under your command on the morning of the 7th?

General Martin. Not on the morning of the 7th, no, sir. Trailing was to be conducted by the Navy scouting VOS type, because our pursuits can't go very far from shore. There were no Navy planes available to us on the morning of the 7th.

Admiral Standley. Was this changed?

General Martin. No, it was not changed, no, sir.

The type of ship that was to go trailing the enemy carrier was the naval scouting plane as they had the range. We did not have the range in the pursuit planes to intercept them.

Admiral Standley. On the morning of the 7th you made no effort to trail carrier type planes?

General Martin. No, we did not have the type for the range, no, sir. We tried to load the bombers as fast as we could. The bombers were the only ones we had available for that purpose.

The Chairman. You did send off some of the bombers during the morning?

General Martin. Yes, we sent some out at 11:27 and 11:52, as I remember.

Admiral Standley. How many did you have available?

General Martin. We had six, as I remember, A-20's, and we had three of the B-17's, which is the long-range bomber, and three of the B-18's, which is the medium bomber.

The Chairman. Those were gotten ready and sent out?

General Martin. Yes. The A-20A's were the first ones ready, because they were not subjected to the attack; none of them were destroyed except those in the hangars and they were the first ones sent out, and they were the ones that were sent south of Barbers Point because of the report that there was a carrier some distance from the point.

General McCoy. Who gave you that information?

General Martin. That came from the interceptor command, control officer.

Admiral Standley. General, do you have any reports of the cooperation with respect to that agreement between you and Admiral Bellinger that would give us what your understanding of that agreement was? Apparently this is what has been presented to us by the Commander-in-Chief or the Naval Base Defense Officer and it is apparently signed by you.

General Martin. That is absolutely correct. I do not dispute that, because Admiral Bellinger and I worked on the agreement most of the time that I have been here and we discussed all these phases. As regards the addendum, I might have signed such but I do not remember, but we have discussed all these things, but I do not remember whether that was placed as a part of our joint agreement.

Admiral Standley. Do you recall if you discussed the question whether the operations that would be necessary in war time or when an attack was initiated could not be carried on in peace time because of the lack of facilities and planes? Do you recall that?

General Martin. At all times in discussing these problems we raised the point that to properly search the area required more planes than we had, but we did ask for equipment, and our plans were based on the utilization of the equipment available to us.
Admiral Standley. Did you know that on the morning of the 7th and prior to that, that off-shore reconnaissance by patrol planes was not being made by Patwing 2?

General Martin. No, sir, I did not know that.

Admiral Standley. You know the area that should be covered was not being covered?

General Martin. Yes. It could not be covered.

Admiral Standley. It could not be covered?

General Martin. No, sir, it could not be covered.

Admiral Standley. As I understand this agreement, this was based on hostilities and the beginning of war?

General Martin. Yes. In other words, the plans were based on the theory that we would operate in peace time as we knew we would operate in time of war. In order to be familiar with this we had frequent drills, and in fact we were having drills once a week where they would report a carrier or some target represented by some of these ships within a certain sector. As we could not search the entire sector, the Navy would search the sector, thus locating it, and then we would give the instructions for the bombers to attack, and they would tow the target so that we could have the actual practice in bombing.

That was very beneficial because we got very splendid practice of going to sea, locate the target, and actually bomb it when it was moving, and the maneuvers were conducted in accordance with the information.

Admiral Standley. That was strictly a training procedure?

General Martin. Yes.

Admiral Standley. But the actual operation of this agreement was to go into effect automatically at the beginning of hostilities in case of war?

General Martin. That is correct.

The Chairman. Anything further?

Admiral Standley. No.

General McCoy. I would like to ask whether all stations under your command were bombed or attacked by the Japanese on the morning of the 7th?

General Martin. All permanent stations were attacked, yes, but the less important station at Bellows Field was only machine gunned; it was not bombed. Hickam and Wheeler were both machine gunned and bomber.

General McCoy. Is there any other field on the island that was occupied by your command?

General Martin. Yes, there is a little training station at Haleiwa where there were some airplanes, and there were a few of those which escaped and got into the air.

General McCoy. They were not attacked?

General Martin. No, they were not attacked. Those at Bellows Field on that day were attacked, and one of the men was killed as he was getting in his plane, and another one was destroyed as it left the runway.

General McCoy. That field north of the island was not attacked?

General Martin. No, sir. Haleiwa is northwest of here. That was not attacked.
General McCoy. As I remember, the pilots from there took off as quickly as they could?
General Martin. Yes.
General McCoy. How many of them were there, do you remember?
General Martin. That I do not remember, but two of those who succeeded in getting six of the airplanes left from that field.
General McCoy. Do you know whether they were the only two who took off?
General Martin. Two? More than two took off, but I cannot recall the exact number of those who took off.

General McCoy. As I understand, under Alert No. 1 you concentrated your planes for better protection against sabotage?
General Martin. Yes. Unfortunately I did. Yes.

General McCoy. Well, now, as I understand it, the Navy dispersed their planes. Were you conscious of that?
General Martin. I can't answer that, no, sir.

[1678] General McCoy. The testimony shows that whether the planes were concentrated, as you did, or whether dispersed, as the Navy did, that the same result obtained, the successful and effective result of the Japanese attack. Those planes that were anchored around in the water around the Navy Base and the planes that were more or less scattered on runways and ramps were just as effectively destroyed as those that were concentrated.

General Martin. I did not know that they dispersed them, but I know the losses were quite heavy.

General McCoy. In other words, the surprise was so complete and the protection against enemy aircraft was so lacking on all fields that the Japanese were able to take their time and to destroy the planes whether they were concentrated or dispersed.

General Martin. I will say this: it is my opinion that dispersion would have made it such that our losses would not be so great, or it would have taken them a longer time to destroy them.

General McCoy. With respect to these precautions on the field, the considerable number of troops at fixed stations. and so forth, that was entirely against sabotage?
General Martin. Yes.

General McCoy. There were no machine guns on any of these fields in position and ready to operate immediately?
General Martin. I can't answer that directly because it was some time before they went into action: it might have been 30 minutes or an hour. I can't answer that question because there was much firing around Hickam Field at the time. I cannot say when they went into action.

General McCoy. Your disposition for the protection of the field did not involve setting up a state of readiness to use machine guns?
General Martin. No, no, sir.

[1669] General McCoy. That is all.
The Chairman. Any other questions?
Admiral Standley. No questions.
The Chairman. Thank you, General.
Colonel Brown. General Davidson.
The Chairman. General Davidson, can you tell me whether on the morning of the 7th the interceptor command directed any Army planes to trace the attacking Japanese planes?

General Davidson. No, they did not. I got them all together and asked them why they did not and nobody knew. They saw the planes out in the air but they did not make any effort to trace them.

The Chairman. Would the direction to trace them come from your interceptor command? As I understand it, your interceptor command was not fully activated at that time?

General Davidson. No, sir. That scheme was we would probably have some Navy planes that were just for that purpose, but we did not have them assigned to us. They were on the carriers, and I do not believe that there was any scheme for the pursuit planes to do that kind of work.

The Chairman. The pursuit planes did not have a range long enough for that kind of work?

General Davidson. No, sir, they did not have much of a range, although you think they would have followed that out, but they did not do that.

The Chairman. Under whose command were those planes, even those of short range?

General Davidson. They were under me.

The Chairman. Did you give orders to trace?

General Davidson. No, sir, I did not given any orders to trace.

The Chairman. It has been stated that there was no Navy liaison officer or naval officer detailed at the information center of the Aircraft Warning Service on the morning of December 7. Is it not a fact that negotiations had been had with the Navy to assign officers for that purpose but that the arrangements had not been completed by December 7?

General Davidson. I believe that is true. The board was not fully in operation on December 7. The board was in a state of training at that time.

The Chairman. Now, General Davidson, you were familiar with the reciprocal arrangement for the use of Navy planes by you and for the use of Army planes by the Navy, depending upon the mission that was to be performed?

General Davidson. No, sir, it is not exactly that way, sir. The fighters, Marine and Navy fighters that were ashore, and this one squadron of long-range, single-engine tracking planes, bombers were supposed to go to the interceptor command and the bombers to go with Patrol Wing 2. There is no arrangement necessary, and then they report to the interceptor command.

The Chairman. Therefore, the plan was that if you needed Navy planes that were to be used for a certain purpose, they were always assigned to you under the defense plan, and you simply ordered them into the air?

General Davidson. Yes, if we had them.
The Chairman. And you were advised by the Navy how many would be ready for your command, and you advised the Navy how many there were for their mission?

General Davidson. It is not exactly that way. They reported how many they had each morning.

The Chairman. Each morning?

General Davidson. Yes, and if they are ashore, they report in to us so many available for missions that morning.

The Chairman. Then you order those into the air without further reference to anybody?

General Davidson. No further reference to anybody. We have a telephone line to that squadron and tell them, "Scramble." [1661]

That is the order.

Admiral Reeves. Do you know each morning how many Navy planes are available to you?

General Davidson. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. And the Navy knows each morning how many planes are available to them?

General Davidson. Yes.

General McCoy. That is since the interceptor command has been activated on December 7?

General Davidson. No, no, sir. That was the agreement entered into in March.

The Chairman. March 31.

General Davidson. Yes.

General McCoy. It was in operation on December 7?

General Davidson. Yes.

General McCoy. But it was not working?

General Davidson. No, we did not have them there. The Navy has very few fighters and tracking bombers that are ashore.

The Chairman. Most of them go on the carriers?

General Davidson. Yes. We do not have them very often with us, but when we do have them we have them change their frequency to our frequency, and they operate just exactly as if they were an Army squadron.

The Chairman. Have you conducted with the Navy joint drills?

General Davidson. Yes.

The Chairman. Whereby these available Navy planes were under your command and whereby your available Army planes were under the naval command in the joint exercises?

General Davidson. Yes, there were a number of those, and they were quite successful. The Navy planes seemed to have a much better radio than was on our planes, and we could control them much easier when they got in the air.

The Chairman. Then the purpose of this joint training was [1662] that upon the information of an enemy force being present that this thing would automatically jump into operation?

General Davidson. Yes, and no further orders were necessary.

The Chairman. So that if there came word that there was a carrier 500 miles to the eastward, every man in your command and every man in the naval command would have known exactly how this system was to operate?
General Davidson. Yes, we would not have to assign any further orders. All our orders would have been made with respect to the alerts.

General McCoy. How would you know which would give the definite order? You or the Navy man?

General Davidson. The Navy does not give any orders to the fighters and we do not give any orders to the bombers. We have the fighters under our control and they have the bombers under them. They have the mission for the bombers.

The Chairman. Any other questions?

General McCoy. No.

Admiral Standley. I have a few questions.

I just want to know if you are familiar with that estimate of the situation, addenda No. 1.

The Chairman. Dated March 31, 1941.

(Admiral Standley handed a document to the witness.)

General Davidson. I do not think I have seen that, no, sir.

General McCoy. Are you sure you have not seen it?

Show him the signature.

General Davidson. I do not remember ever having seen this. The decisions that are arrived at in there are familiar to me.

Admiral Standley. You have given us a very clear picture of the interceptor command and its responsibilities under you. How did you know about that agreement between you and the Navy without having seen some agreement of that type?

[1663] General Davidson. That came down from the Air Force. We got the instructions that was the way the two forces would be organized.

The Chairman. And all that is written in here is quite in accordance with your understanding of your obligations?

General Davidson. Yes. I am familiar with that, but I do not think I have ever seen it.

Admiral Standley. Has there been any plot made of the search of Army planes made after the attack of December 7? Has there been any plot made tracking these planes in the search?

General Davidson. I would not know. I do not know that because I have nothing but pursuits. The bombers on the patrol wing would know that.

Admiral Standley. That would be under Patrol Wing 2?

General Davidson. Yes. I have the fighters.

Admiral Standley. You have no plot of any search by your planes?

General Davidson. No, sir, nothing except the plot that was on the radar sheets.

Admiral Standley. That is all.

The Chairman. Anything further?

Admiral Reeves. No.

General McNarney. No.

The Chairman. Thank you, sir.

Colonel Brown. Colonel Hoppough.

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

Colonel Hoppough. Yes.
The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Will you state your name and rank?
Colonel Horrough. Lieutenant Colonel Clay I. Hoppough, Signal
Corps Officer, Hawaiian Air Force.
The CHAIRMAN. General McNarney.
General McNarney. It has been stated that in the transmission of
airplane bearings to planes at sea, that the Army equipment is of
use only for a distance of approximately ten miles. Is that correct?
Colonel Horrough. No, sir, that is not correct. I am a telephone
radio operator myself, and I have heard bearings transmitted. I should
say, at least 200 miles, or in that vicinity. That depends on the power
of the station, and we have quite a lot of power.
General McNarney. There is a statement here also that between
December 10 and December 30, 1941, that the Federal Communications
Commission was requested on 18 or 19 occasions to advise planes at
sea of their exact location.
Were you in the habit of using the Federal Communications equip-
ment for this purpose?
Colonel Horrough. Yes. The Federal Communications Commis-
sion was very helpful to us. Between that time we had tried to
organize here out of what we could get together a small direction
finder net. Do you know what I mean?
General McNarney. Yes.
Colonel Horrough. My men were on the net. We had a meeting
of all hands, the Navy representatives, the F. C. C., two or three Army
officers, the military intelligence, two or three signal officers, and my-
self, and we decided that we would put this net in and everybody would
help. So when this was put in, this would be very helpful for planes
which would be lost. So when planes get lost and they can't make
a station selection and they say, "Please help us," we
made it so the F. C. C. could head this thing up; so, with as much
assistance as we got, we had a line run from the new station, the
direction finder station at Wahiawa, and then there was a station at
Punch Bowl, where this station was, and a small station I put in at
Barbers Point, and another station I put in at Kaena Point, and a
third station at Aiea; so there were these stations all coming into one
central point, and the F. C. C. were a little better off than we were;
so they headed the thing up. Then you could ask them for bearings
and get them.
General McCoy. Was this system in operation on December 7?
General Horrough. No, sir. The F. C. C. was, but we did not have
the equipment on December 7.
General McNarney. I have a statement here also that "The Army
Signal Corps advised the Federal Communications Commission that
upon returning to their carriers, these planes followed a frequency of
1500 kilocycles which was transmitted to them from the Japanese car-
rriers." Do you have any knowledge of that?
Colonel Horrough. That is the first time I ever heard of it.
General McNarney. Would you know about it if it actually hap-
pened?
Colonel Hoppough. Well, the chances are that I would know about it, but I would not like to say that I have known about it. If we have men watching this frequency, they might skip it, but that would be a strong affair. That would be a carrier frequency to the airplane. I do not believe that frequency was on myself. I would have to hear it to believe it.

General McNarney. There is a statement also here with reference to the Navy facilities for advising airplanes of that exact location and that the Navy equipment is also very [1666] limited insofar as its effective distances are concerned.

Do you know anything about that?
Colonel Hoppough. Well, I can only tell you what I know, and that is the Navy equipment which was loaned to me gave bearings of signals coming from Tokyo more than five times, and also at one time gave bearings of signals more than 200 miles away.

The Navy equipment is all right. It is good. They do not have much of it. It is excellent.

General McNarney. Will you describe the means of communication available for communications between the ground and airplanes, and airplanes and the ground?
Colonel Hoppough. Yes. In our bombers we have what is known as a liaison set. That is a 75-watt transmitter. It is good for thousands of miles at times and hundreds of miles at others, depending upon the vagaries of short-wave transmission, which we cannot control.

In addition to that the bombers have a radio compass set. That set has a loop on top of the airplane, and the loop ends on the radio receiver inside of the compass rose.

The operator hearing the signal can turn that compass until he gets nothing, which we call null, and determine the direction of the signal from the airplane. Also by hooking or fixing the loop solid by a connection we have, a screw, to a predetermined position of the airplane in reference to its field on the ground, as the south position on the ground, when it is on the ground, the pilot may see the needle move like this back and forth as the plane moves away from the station or toward it. For instance, if the Admiral is the station and Mr. Justice Roberts is the pilot, he could move this until he gets the needle straight and he could home on that.

General McNarney. That is the bilateral?
Colonel Hoppough. Yes, that is the bilateral. You may [1667] not be able to tell very much, but there is a certain sense. The operator has to be good at it.

Now, there is another set, which is the pilot's own set, called the command set. That is a voice transmitter which he controls when he wants to use it, and that is up in front of the pilot. These are the sets only in the bomber.

In the pursuit plane there is just one transmitter. On certain types of observation planes there is a compass and combination set which is liaison and command together in one transmitter; so the pilot may use it or the operator may use it as he sees fit.

General McNarney. Well, there is no reason why an airplane finding his radio 200 miles away from Oahu and picking up the information, it should be transmitted?
Colonel Hoppough. I do not understand that question.
General McNarney. There is no reason why it should not be transmitted immediately?

Colonel Hoppough. Well, do you mean information as to where he was?

General McNarney. Where he was and where the enemy was so that anybody might pick it up. In other words, the actual facilities were present in the plane and those on the ground could then receive it?

Colonel Hoppough. Yes. The facilities are there, yes.

The reason I hesitate to make that statement is that there are so many frequencies in use at the present time around here. This is not a criticism.

I will explain that. If the operator is not a good operator he can get away off from the frequency and never get back into it.

To show you what we have done in other cases, our ferry planes going back and forth from San Francisco to the Far East—I was responsible for putting in the communications service in them. We put the receiver five kilocycles this side [1668] of the frequency. That is, the receiver this side of the frequency and put one in the middle. Then if this man opens up in the plane, we will hear him.

Now, in the airplane, it is on a different proposition. The operator in the airplane has not those facilities, although the airplane receiver is normally a good receiver. It is sensitive. However, the antenna is moving this way and that. That affects the quality of the signal. It affects the stability of the signal, and I could not state to you, as a 40- or 35-year operator, that I can take any airplane in the world today and start out of here and guarantee that I will hear any signal that comes from the mainland. So, I do not know that I can answer your question.

General McNarney. Is it the normal procedure in the Hawaiian Air Force that he has to be able to guard his frequency?

Colonel Hoppough. Yes, they do, and it is guarded also by the wing station according to the mission. I could not tell you that unless I know the mission the man is on.

General McNarney. So any signal transmitted from a plane should be received?

Colonel Hoppough. Yes, without a doubt, unless—I hate to say this, because it looks like hedging.

An airplane can get offshore and he might send until his heart broke and they might hear it in Tokyo and we might not hear it at all. That is what you have to deal with in this short-wave stuff.

The Chairman. That is due to atmospheric and electrical conditions?

Colonel Hoppough. Yes. That is on account of the heavy side layer moving up and down, and as that happens, it hits this heavy side layer and that heavy side layer moves out of position there, and you can't ever determine just exactly where your signal is going.


Colonel Hoppough. A very good automatic telephone system at Hickam Field backed up by a manual system which the operator on the board guarded. I would like to make myself plain.
Of course, the automatic system you dial. Now, in order to forestall any block of the automatic system—that is, you and I may be talking and block it and they may not be able to get through. So, in order to forestall that 18th Wing built into their switchboard a manual system by which they could reach Patwing 2 through the Navy switchboard.

In addition to that—I am not sure because I was not there at the time, but it was reported to me; when the first attack occurred I called up my people, Signal Officer 18th Wing and Signal Officer 14th Wing and said, "What have you got?"

They said, "Everything is O.K."

At that time if everything was O.K. there should have been a radio circuit across there between the two organizations. I am not certain about that radio circuit. I don't know.

There also was a telegraphic print circuit that was O.K. It was O.K.; it worked, because I worked it myself 25 minutes after the first attack took place, and the operator told me it was in commission, and the telegraphic printer is a circuit which takes in quite a lot of naval stations, Army stations in the various headquarters, the 18th Bombardment Wing, the 14th Pursuit Wing, Headquarters Hawaiian Air Force, Naval Air Station, Ewa Marine Group, fighters, and one or two additional stations that I am not sure of. Whether it was placed in the headquarters building at Pearl Harbor or whether it was at that time at Kuheohe, I don't know, but it was one of the places.

General McNarney. I have no further questions.

[10670] The Chairman. Thank you very much. Please observe the caution not to discuss anything that has gone on in this room. Do not discuss it with anyone.

Colonel Hoppough. Yes, sir.

Colonel Brown. Colonel Fielder.

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL KENDALL J. FIELDER,
GENERAL STAFF, UNITED STATES ARMY—Recalled

The Chairman. General McNarney.

General McNarney. Colonel Fielder, at one time recommendations were made for the prosecution of Japanese consular agents for failing to register under the laws of the United States. Do you know whether recommendations were made by General Short recommending against this, and if so what reasons were assigned for this recommendation?

Colonel Fielder. I am not familiar with that. That probably took place before I joined the Department staff. When was this?

The Chairman. This was in the summer of 1941.

Colonel Fielder. Yes. That was before my time. I came about the 1st of August.

General McNarney. Does the Navy furnish you with a daily summary of combat, Naval Intelligence?

Colonel Fielder. They do now, yes.

General McNarney. Did they prior to December 6?

Colonel Fielder. No.

General McNarney. Did you know that they were getting one out?

Colonel Fielder. That I did not know, no, sir. We were not.
The Chairman. Did you get any summary of information from the Navy from day to day or from week to week, as it developed, of the location of the Japanese Fleet in force?

[1671] Colonel Fielder. No, sir. We never had anything from them prior to December 7.

General McNarney. At any time between November 27 and December 6 did General Short caution you to bring to his attention any information of the enemy or information of importance which might come to your attention?

Colonel Fielder. Only insofar as the local situation was concerned. We had no means whatever of assembling information concerning the location of the Japanese forces.

General McNarney. Did you go down to visit the Naval Intelligence officers of the fleet and of the base?

Colonel Fielder. Not of the fleet. I had no connection with them; with the base, yes, once a week.

General McNarney. Did you have contact with Commander Rochefort?

Colonel Fielder. No, sir, my contact was with the Office of Naval Intelligence, the 14th Naval District.

[1672] General McNarney. Well, you at that time were not interested in combat intelligence, then?

Colonel Fielder. I was interested, naturally interested, but I was not involved in it in any way, because there was combat intelligence to do it, as far as I know.

The Chairman. Did you from time to time get from Army Intelligence in Washington statements of the situation with respect to the Japanese moves?

Colonel Fielder. No, sir.

The Chairman. And intentions?

Colonel Fielder. No, sir.

The Chairman. You did not?

Colonel Fielder. None whatever.

General McCoy. You were not furnished with the usual information sheets of the MID in Washington?

Colonel Fielder. I got those, but they usually pertained to subversive activities and things of that nature, not to the location of the Japanese battle force.

The Chairman. Any information that might come on that subject would come in the nature of special telegrams?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. On a particular occasion?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir, it would.

The Chairman. There was no routine service?

Colonel Fielder. No routine service at all. That would have come by secret radio.

The Chairman. Do you happen to know whether the Navy had any telephone lines such as you had to Washington, to the headquarters in Washington?

Colonel Fielder. No, sir, I don’t know.

General McCoy. Did you ever use that scrambled telephone set in talking to your Chief in Washington?

[1672] Colonel Fielder. Not prior to December 7. I have used it since then.
General McCoy. Do you know whether it was used at all prior to December 7 by anybody?
Colonel Fielder. I don't know positively. I know that conversations were had with Washington prior to that, but whether they used the scrambler I don't know. I presume they did.
General McNarney. Since December 7 are you concerned with combat intelligence?
Colonel Fielder. Very much so.
General McNarney. Have you made any estimate of the enemy situation?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, I have.
General McNarney. How often do you bring that up to date?
Colonel Fielder. That is brought up to date daily.
General McNarney. Is it presented to General Emmons daily?
Colonel Fielder. Oh, yes. Yes.
General McNarney. I have no further questions.
Colonel Fielder. Not only that. We get the daily intelligence summary from the Navy, and of course we still have absolutely no means of obtaining enemy information except through the local Navy agencies, the War Department, or the Navy Department, and our information depends entirely on what we get from them, but we do get it daily.
General McNarney. Are you keeping a situation map now?
Colonel Fielder. Oh, yes.
The Chairman. Were you before December 7?
Colonel Fielder. Oh, yes; so far as the foreign wars were concerned; we keep the Russo-German front.
The Chairman. Yes.
[1674] Colonel Fielder. And the Thailand front and the China front. We keep all of those, have been doing that.
General McNarney. I have nothing further.
General McCoy. Wait a moment, please, Colonel.
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Were you conscious from the time you took over this responsibility of the fact that there were several hundred Japanese consular agents here that were not registered?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Did they concern you at all prior to December 7?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir, they concerned me. They did, but I had no authority to investigate them whatsoever. That was a function of other investigative agencies.
The Chairman. You are referring now to the agreement between the three investigating agencies?
Colonel Fielder. There was an agreement, yes, sir. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Which relieved you of any Japanese civilian espionage?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, it forbid me to do it. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Is that the case now?
Colonel Fielder. That is not the case now, no, sir. All investigative agencies are centered under my office now.
The Chairman. They are all centered under your office now?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So you are a clearing house now for the three agencies?

Colonel Fielder. That is right, yes, sir. That is because of the military governorship, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think that is a much better setup?

Colonel Fielder. It is a much better setup, and we naturally get more done.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not so likely to have one agency hide a case until it gets a break on it?

Colonel Fielder. That's right, yes.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a natural tendency where you have two or three agencies, isn't it?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir, it is. It is. But it is working very smoothly now; we are getting a lot of information.

The CHAIRMAN. Good. Glad to hear it.

General McCoy. Are you able to use with confidence Japanese of American citizenship in your work now?

Colonel Fielder. We have a few that we trust implicitly.

The CHAIRMAN. They are in the nature of informers, I suppose?

Colonel Fielder. Well, not—even more than that; we have commissioned officers that we use in our—

The CHAIRMAN. You have?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Graduates of the R. O. T. C., University of Hawaii?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir. Some of our informers are graduates of Mainland universities as well.

The CHAIRMAN. You have every reason to believe that they are loyal to you?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. In any intelligence work you have to use people often that you don't have full confidence in, or course?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir. In that case their information has to be carefully evaluated, naturally.

General McCoy. Is there close cooperation between the G-2 here and that in General De Witt's command in San Francisco?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir, there is a very close relationship.

General McCoy. Are you still keeping up service with the Philippines?

Colonel Fielder. We are out of contact with them now. Up until they lost communications we were in contact with them, and all military information that they had came through here.

General McCoy. Is there any information from any other place in the Far East that comes to you?

Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir. We got some from Thailand; we have gotten some from Java.

General McCoy. Is there an American setup of yours operating which has a G-2 in the Far East other than in the Philippines?

Colonel Fielder. No, sir.

General McCoy. It hasn't been set up yet?

Colonel Fielder. No, sir.

General McCoy. Are you in any way in touch with the Coordinator of Information in Washington or any agents of his in any other parts of the world?
Colonel FIELDER. Only through the G–2 section of the War Department General Staff.

General McCoy. As far as you know he has no setup yet in the Far East?

Colonel FIELDER. That's right, sir.

General McCoy. Do you have any association or connection with the G–2 people in General Buckner's command, Alaska?

Colonel FIELDER. No, sir. I have had contacts with them.

General McCoy. Do you happen to know whether the Navy has intelligence liaison with the naval bases in Unalaska and Kodiak Island?

Colonel FIELDER. I don't know that, sir.

General McCoy. That is part of the outpost?

Colonel FIELDER. Yes, sir. I know where it is, but I don't know whether they have liaison with the intelligence agencies there.

General McCoy. Do you happen to know under whose command those Alaskan naval stations are?

Colonel FIELDER. No, sir.

General McCoy. Do you, Admiral? Are they under the Commander here?

Admiral STANDLEY. No, they are not here.

General McCoy. They go to San Francisco?

Admiral STANDLEY. Thirteenth District.

Colonel FIELDER. I presume that would be, yes, sir. It's Seattle, I presume.

Admiral STANDLEY. Seattle, Thirteenth District.

General McCoy. General De Witt's command, however, as I understand it, takes in the Alaska Army's Intelligence.

Colonel FIELDER. That's right. General Buckner has local command of that. Simon Bolivar Buckner.

General McCoy. What is your opinion of the loyalty of the large Japanese population here?

Colonel FIELDER. I believe that a great majority of them would be loyal to our country, but there is naturally an element that would swing toward Japan if it appeared that Japan was likely to win the war. I think undoubtedly even the aliens here would remain at least neutral until they determined in their own minds who would win.

General McCoy. There is an ultimate danger, then, that you would have to face here in case—

Colonel FIELDER. Yes, sir, there is a very definite danger, because about a third of the population are of Japanese extraction. There is a very definite danger.

General McCoy. Are studies being made of how that will be handled in the future?

Colonel FIELDER. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Does it involve segregation?

Colonel FIELDER. It involves segregation, and it involves a propaganda campaign, morale building campaign: resumption of the Japanese press, for instance, and many other angles being considered at all times, you might say.

General McCoy. Have you any officers on your staff that have served in Japan as language officers or on duty with Japanese commands?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir.
General McCoy. You do not?
Colonel Fielder. I had one officer on the way over here, and he never arrived. He got marooned in Manila. He was on duty in Tokyo at the time of the outbreak. No. He had gotten as far as Manila, but he didn't get any farther.
General McCoy. There have been, as I understand, from '21 on, a large number of officers on duty with Japanese commands.
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir. Quite a few of those have passed through here recently enroute to Burma or Thailand or with the lend-lease mission down in the Dutch East Indies, and I have met and talked with several of them.
General McCoy. Do you know what has happened to our military and naval attaches in Tokyo?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir; I do not.
General McCoy. Do you know what has happened to the American command that was captured on Wake Island?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir. The only—Well, I don't know anything except what has appeared in the press. It appeared in the press that they had been taken to Japan.
General McCoy. What are the conditions on Wake Island now as far as you know?
[16779] Colonel Fielder. It is occupied—that's the only thing we know—by Japanese.
General McCoy. Was an air mission of photography to Wake Island reported to you?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir. I have the pictures.
General McCoy. What does that show?
Colonel Fielder. It showed activities, about all. Practically no damage to the habitable part, and mostly the military installations that were destroyed; you see a plane or two in the shallow water, and you see movements: automobiles, for instance. I have studied the pictures carefully. They were taken in sequence. There is an automobile approaching a bridge, for instance, and the next picture shows that it has crossed the bridge, so—
General McCoy. So it would indicate that they are occupied?
Colonel Fielder. It indicates that they are occupied.
General McCoy. No ships?
Colonel Fielder. No ships.
General McCoy. Or enemy planes?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir. There is one large flying boat that is easily identified in the water, submerged. Whether it is ours or theirs I don't know.
General McCoy. Were any Japanese warships noted there that have been destroyed?
Colonel Fielder. There are several small ships visible in the water there. I don't believe that the enemy destroyers which were sunk there are visible from these photographs.
General McCoy. Have you any responsibility for any of the other outposts such as Midway, Johnston, Palmyra, and those?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir, none whatever.
General McCoy. Have no agents there of your own?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir.
General McCoy. Have you been in touch with the military attache in Australia at all?
Colonel Fielder. Not with the attache, but we have been getting dispatches regularly. They are relayed through here to Washington. Any information they send to Washington is intercepted here and utilized.
General McCoy. Is there any Army personnel on any of these outlying islands now?
Colonel Fielder. Not in the Hawaiian group.
General McCoy. Any on Johnston or——
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. What is there?
Colonel Fielder. Canton, I believe.
General McCoy. What?
Colonel Fielder. Canton Island, I believe, Christmas Island, some of the islands to the south.
General McCoy. Artillery or——
Colonel Fielder. Engineers principally.
General McCoy. Having to do with construction work?
Colonel Fielder. Construction, yes, sir.
General McCoy. Is that work going forward? Do you know?
Colonel Fielder. Going forward very rapidly. I have no direct supervision of that, but I know the status of it.
General McCoy. The same way at Midway?
Colonel Fielder. Well, we are not so much concerned with Midway now from the Army viewpoint.
General McCoy. Did we have any detachments there of the Army?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir.
General McCoy. Do you know anything of the attack on Midway on the night of December 7?
Colonel Fielder. Nothing more than that it was supposed to have been shelled. I think there was no attempt to land.

General McCoy. Was there no Army formation on the island at that time?
Colonel Fielder. I don't believe so. There was a clipper there, I think. I am not sure about that. There were no Army personnel there.

General McCoy. I have no further questions.
Admiral Standley. I would like to ask you a question or two.
Colonel, in General Short's testimony there is a message No. 472 of the 27th of November. Have you seen that message (handing a message to the witness)?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. That message was signed "Marshall." Then again General Short has referred to a message, or has in his testimony a copy of a message No. 482 of the 28th of November signed "Adams." Are you familiar with that message (handing a document to the witness)?
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir, I am familiar with that.
Admiral Standley. The Adams message practically duplicates the Marshall message to a certain extent.
Colonel Fielder. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. Can you tell me why the Adams message—
from whom that came?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir; I don't know why that was duplicated
unless there were signatures, the original one, direct from the Chief
of Staff, General Marshall. Usually nothing comes in signed "Mar-
shall" unless he personally has dispatched that message. Now, any-
thing coming from the War Department other than that is signed
"Adams?"
General McCoy. He is the Adjutant General.
Colonel Fielder. He is the Adjutant General.
Admiral Standley. Yes.
Colonel Fielder. I get many messages, for instance, from
the G-2 in Washington; it will say, "For G-2 Hawaii," and it is
signed—it is always signed "Adams," but it might be signed before
that—at the end of the message it will be signed "Lee," for instance,
and then under that "Adams." That indicates to me that Colonel
Lee sent the—initiated the message; but so far as transmission, the
Adjutant General dispatches it.
Admiral Standley. Would there be any significance, in your mind,
in the fact that a message of the 28th, the Adams message, is more
explicitly concerned with sabotage than the message of Marshall of
the 27th?
Colonel Fielder. No, sir. I thought they were both directed against
sabotage.
Admiral Standley. Would there be any significance in the fact that
the Adams message states that no illegal messages—or let me see it a
moment. "No illegal?—
Colonel Fielder. "No illegal measures are authorized."
General McCoy. Are authorized. Would that have any particular
significance?
Colonel Fielder. It had quite a significance to me. It meant that
I couldn't go in the Embassy or I couldn't pick up a Japanese on the
street and question him.
Admiral Standley. In other words, the War Department directed
you to limit your investigation—
Colonel Fielder. To our agreement.
Admiral Standley. —to legal measures?
Colonel Fielder. That's right, yes, sir.
The Chairman. Is there anything further, gentlemen?
Admiral Standley. I have nothing further.
The Chairman. Thank you, Colonel.
Our next witness is at two o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 11:50 o'clock a.m., a recess was taken until 2 o'clock
p.m. of the same day.)
[1683] Afternoon session
(The Commission reconvened at 2 o'clock p.m., upon the expiration
of the recess.)
Colonel Brown. Captain Zacharias.
The Chairman. Will you be sworn, Captain?
Captain Zacharias. Yes.
TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN ELLIS M. ZACHARIAS, COMMANDING OFFICER U. S. S. SALT LAKE CITY, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in form by the Chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name to the reporter?
Captain Zacharias. Ellis M. Zacharias.
The CHAIRMAN. And your rank?
Captain Zacharias. Captain, United States Navy.
The CHAIRMAN. Admiral.
Admiral Standley. Will you give to the Commission a statement of your duties which have been in connection with intelligence work in the Navy in connection with working in the Japanese field? Give the duties and the time you were engaged in those duties.

Captain Zacharias. I first became connected with Naval Intelligence in October, 1920, at which time I was sent to Japan for the purpose of acquiring a knowledge of the Japanese language and its people. I completed that course with the Japanese earthquake on the 1st of September, 1923, and remained there for two months rendering such assistance as I could, before returning home.

Is that what you want?
Admiral Standley. Yes.

Captain Zacharias. After this return I went to general sea duty until June, 1926, at which time I was ordered to the Asiatic Fleet in connection with special work to be done in that area, but at the same time performing the usual sea duty in command of a destroyer and later on duty on the fleet flagship.

[1648] In July, 1928, I was ordered to return to Washington via Tokyo, at which time I spent six months there refreshing my knowledge, and part of the time taking over the duties as naval attaché because of the severe illness of the accredited attaché.

Upon returning from Tokyo in December, 1928, I went to the office of Naval Intelligence in charge of the Far Eastern section of Naval Intelligence, of which I was the head until May, 1931, at which time I was detailed to escort Prince Takamatsu, a brother of the Japanese Emperor, on a tour of the United States which ended in San Francisco. In May, 1931, I completed that duty and went back to the command of a destroyer for two years.

In 1933 I went to the Navy War College for a senior course, and upon completion of that in 1934 I returned to the Office of Naval Intelligence, again in charge of the Far Eastern section.

During this tour there developed certain Japanese espionage cases into which I was drawn for active work. I assisted in the prosecution.

Upon completion of this tour, in May of 1936, I was again sent to sea duty as executive officer of a cruiser, which office I held until May, 1938. At that time I was ordered to the 11th Naval District.

Admiral Standley. San Diego?
Captain Zacharias. Yes, San Diego, as District Intelligence Officer, which office I held until 8 November 1940.

It might be mentioned that during this period there were also espionage cases in which I took active part. Also during this period I had occasion to advise the Fisheries Committee of the California State Legislature regarding the Navy Department's attitude toward the prevalence of fishing boats off the coast of the United States.
On 8 November 1940 I departed for Honolulu to take my present command as commanding officer of the heavy cruiser SALT LAKE CITY.

Admiral Standley. Captain, it has developed here that the Japanese intelligence service was most efficient and most effective, and on the contrary that the Naval Intelligence of the United States in connection with Japanese affairs is most defective and most inefficient. Can you throw any light on that situation, based on your experience?

Captain Zacharias. Off the record for a moment.

Admiral Standley. Yes, off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

Captain Zacharias. It is not generally understood that both the Naval Intelligence and the Military Intelligence have worked under a tremendous handicap occasioned by the normal attitude of the American people toward such work. This attitude unfortunately has been carried into the military services themselves, which has made it difficult for those interested to develop this type of work and to make the headway which they desired to make and which they knew to be necessary.

I know, as a matter of fact, that in order to get appropriations for this work, it was necessary to give evidence of espionage before the congressional committee, but I must say that in those cases that committee has responded quite readily. However, that should not be necessary, because we should realize that in the world situation we are confronting highly trained intelligence organizations on whom great sums of money have been spent.

As an example, where our appropriations would run $250,000 a year, the Japanese would use $5,000,000 and the Germans $20,000,000.

In addition to that Military Intelligence has been handicapped by Department orders. In the last two years in San Diego I endeavored to have the Military Intelligence implemented by providing the intelligence officer of the 9th Corps Area, Colonel Oldfield, with certain facts which he could send to Washington in order to get them to allow him to proceed with these activities.

General McCoy. Were they in the nature of counterespionage?

Captain Zacharias. Yes, in order to implement that and to enable him to do the same things which we were doing. In other words, this was to give him help.

No results were accomplished. Why I do not know. I believe it was because of a general clamping down upon all intelligence services after the publication of a book by Mr. Yardley, "The American Black Chamber," which publication, of course, did infinite harm to the United States.

It is my belief that if the intelligence service had been properly implemented at that time the book would have been prohibited and the publication prevented before the harm was done.

The Naval Intelligence, for some reasons, has not been under these same handicaps. We have had modest appropriations and have been allowed to do a certain amount of work. However, these appropriations which were given to the Naval Intelligence were primarily for the purpose of obtaining information in foreign fields and were not to be applied locally in what we call domestic intelligence. Anything devoted to domestic intelligence had to be taken away from that in foreign fields.
However, we have made considerable progress; and particularly in the areas where the Japanese were most active we were able to keep track fairly well of those activities and to identify, to a considerable extent, their agents.

Of course, it must be realized that the objective of counterespionage is not the prosecution of cases; the objective is the location of enemy agents so that their efforts can be nullified at the proper moment. However, because of the attitude of not only the public but also of certain high-ranking officers in the Army and the Navy, there were occasions on which we found that prosecution of certain cases must be done in order to bring home the realization that espionage on a large scale was going on in the United States.

The first of these cases was originated and developed under the direction of Admiral Reeves in 1935. However, at that time after I had taken charge, so to speak, we had great difficulty in persuading the Department of Justice to prosecute the case. It took several conferences and reselling to convince them of the necessity for the prosecution, which was finally done, and after they had requested certain further information from the Navy Department in order to go ahead with the prosecution.

Our intelligence services in the foreign fields, for the same reasons given above, have met with serious obstructions because of the naivete of the curiosity of our own people, and in one case, which I shall cite, the lack of knowledge, the lack of general knowledge of intelligence and counterespionage on the part of both the naval and military offices. Both of these bear directly on the recent occurrences.

I had undertaken myself to establish information services out of Japan. Such establishment is something that cannot be done in a day. Preferably it requires at least ten years. In the process of establishing these or attempting to establish them, we sent one man to China, ostensibly on leave. The curiosity of his friends and other officials was so great that they continually wrote back to Washington endeavoring to find out what this man was doing. Finally the ambassador told the naval attache that if he was not informed what this man was doing in China that he was going to ask the State Department to have him taken out immediately. We had to bring the man home without further ado. His usefulness was finished.

On another phase—and I am afraid that I will have to be a little critical in the process, because this is something which should go into the record so it would not occur again—we undertook in connection with this service which we sought to establish to use a lieutenant colonel in the Military Intelligence Reserve of the Army, a man whom I consider to be No. 1 in intelligence after General Van Deman.

This man came into the Army from the National Guard of Arizona in 1916, at which time he worked with General Funston in Mexico. He was very efficient. During the last war he was at Governor's Island as a captain in the Army and was very active in rounding up agents in that area. In 1920 he went to Japan as a language officer. In 1922 after having acquired an excellent knowledge of the Japanese language, he having been prevailed upon by one of the larger companies there, a company of importers and exporters, to come with them, as he had previous extensive experience as a civil engineer, he
resigned from the Army and went with that company—to my knowledge having in mind the completion of an espionage service in Japan. This necessarily was held from everyone except a very few people.

His ability along that line was demonstrated a year previously when the naval attache, Captain Watson, requested this man to draw up an outline for him, an outline of the espionage service in Japan, which he did, and very well, and copies of which now repose in the Navy Department and the Military Intelligence, they having been sent in by Colonel Burnett, who was then the military attache.

A year later the earthquake happened. The company with which this man was associated was destroyed and his contract was liquidated. He returned to the United States and then endeavored to go back to the Army. His case was taken as high as the President, but at that time there were so many officers endeavoring to get back into the Army that a single exception could not be made regardless of the merits.

This fact was given to me by General Pershing when we [1689] were down in Arica, Chile, in 1925. I asked him about this specific case. He remembered it, and he said it was impossible regardless of the merits to bring this man back into the Army.

Because of his ability he soon established himself in a very high position in the commercial field. He is now independently wealthy.

Because of our previous association in Japan we worked together continuously on intelligence problems. His interest and knowledge has been and still is of the highest order.

In pursuance of our efforts, in 1938 he made a trip to Japan at his own expense for the purpose of setting up, at his own expense, a business organization to further this project. In this he was successful.

After about six months he returned to the United States. Upon arrival in Hawaii he was met on the boat by one of the members of the Military Intelligence Division for the usual interviews, it being known that he was a lieutenant colonel in the Military Intelligence Reserve.

In his interview with this individual he could not, of course, impart any of the secret work on which he had been engaged, but he did try to impress him with the intense interest that he still held in intelligence, and the connections which he held in Japan in the highest places beginning with Prince Takamatsu and with the leading military and naval men in Japan and those in commercial activities. He knew who this man was because he was very familiar with the setup in Honolulu, but after he had gone, a report was sent to Washington that this man was very dangerous, and it proceeded to outline many of the things which he had said and many which were quoted incorrectly. At the close of this report it stated that great care must be taken to see that should he come to active duty in the Military Intelligence, that this report not come to his observation.

In that report my name was mentioned, to the effect that [1690] on his return to the West Coast he was going to contact Commander Zacharias; which he did.

As a result of my name being mentioned, a copy of the report was sent to me by the Office of Naval Intelligence.
I immediately took it up with Colonel Oldfield, the intelligence head of the 9th Corps Area, San Francisco. He checked my statements with Major Martin and Major Martin confirmed my thorough belief in this person. That information was sent to Washington.

Almost simultaneously I heard that this person had been disenrolled from the Military Intelligence because of the failure to submit either a change of address or the report of a physical examination. I forget which it was. However, it was obvious that this pretext was being used as a follow-up on this report.

In July, 1940, I was sent to Washington for temporary duty, and at that time I wrote out in detail all that had occurred and took the original, of which there was only one and which was to repose in the files of Naval Intelligence, over to General Miles, then recently arrived as Director of Military Intelligence. I advised General Miles to seek the reputation of this party from certain colonels to whom he was known. I added that I knew of three who would probably have something to say about him, but that because of the petty jealousies which I knew to exist, those three would damn him with faint praise. With that I left the matter rest, except that I did see glowing reports that came from other directions.

This party later took up the question with the Inspector General's office, endeavoring to get back on the military intelligence rolls. To this date nothing has been done except what I consider a grave injustice to a very able man who was endeavoring to serve his country.

Those are two instances of the difficulties that we have encountered in endeavoring to establish a competent intelligence organization. On the advice and encouragement of General Van Deman I have been able to keep heart because he said, "You are running into exactly the same thing that I have encountered at the beginning of the last war. Don't be discouraged. You will make some progress." That is the only thing that has kept me going.

Now, I am giving you these details because I hope that we can do something for the future. It can be done and it should be done and it must be done if we are going to survive. In this world we have to fight fire with fire regardless of our ideals. In my work over the 20 years because of the lack of authority I have had to risk my commission and my career many times. However, that is one of the fundamental requirements of an intelligence officer. It should not be so, but it has been so in the past.

What I am hoping for is a clearer conception of the necessity and the function of intelligence throughout the United States at least among the public if possible, so that we will not have to be engaged in a continuous selling job when we could be devoting our efforts to much more useful projects.

Admiral Standley. From your experience can you say that we have any intelligence coming out of Japan except through the naval attaché? If you do not want to answer that question, do not answer it.

Captain Zacharias. I understand that, sir.

Admiral Standley. Answer any way you see fit.

Captain Zacharias. Of course, every individual going to Japan who we think has ability to observe, we endeavor to contact them before they go there and after they return for the purpose of getting as much
information as possible. That also includes the members of visiting ships, naval, and the merchant marine. But as for underground sources of information, I must admit that it is very limited.

[1692] Admiral Standley. Does that apply also to China?

Captain Zacharias. In China we are slightly better off, but of course, because of the fact that our efforts were nullified by the two cases which I cited, which upset all our plans.

Admiral Standley. Were you connected with the establishment of this network of detectors established here in Honolulu?

Captain Zacharias. Yes.

Admiral Standley. You worked in connection with that?

Captain Zacharias. Yes.

Admiral Standley. I have no other questions.

The Chairman. You are cognizant of the local situation in Hawaii?

Captain Zacharias. Yes.

The Chairman. And the large Japanese-blood population?

Captain Zacharias. Yes, I am familiar with that, sir.

The Chairman. And you know the Japanese character and type pretty well?

Captain Zacharias. Yes.

The Chairman. With a well-organized system here during the last eight or ten years, ought it not to have been possible to find sources of information of Japan and either take them or tap them? Was that an insoluble problem?

Captain Zacharias. It is soluble.

The Chairman. It has not been solved, sir, to any extent worth mentioning.

Captain Zacharias. I might state there the part that I played in the establishment of the present intelligence, Naval Intelligence organization here and the necessities for it.

In 1935 Captain Kilpatrick, United States Navy, then District Intelligence Officer, made a complete survey of the needs of the island for an effective intelligence service. It was a comprehensive and excellent report. It carried with it [1963] great demands. That went into the Navy Department.

As a result of that he was immediately provided with an Assistant Intelligence Officer, and they initiated the work which was to be carried on later on. Subsequently both officers were detached and another officer with no experience whatever was made District Intelligence Officer.

On my arrival here in November, 1940, I was sought by Captain Kilpatrick, who was then on sea duty afloat here, to assist him in a survey of the intelligence needs of the office for the purpose of making recommendations.

At that time our office here had two rooms, one yeoman, and one investigator, whom I had sent out from San Diego.

We immediately recommended tremendous expansion in the office space, personnel, and equipment. I consulted with Admiral Bloch and told him what great strides we had accomplished in the 11th Naval District, and asked him, because of the recent arrival of the fleet and the fact that Honolulu was now our most vital spot, if he desired help in the direction of intelligence.

He agreed fully with that, and I told him that the following day I was going back to the Coast and I would make arrangements to send
out some personnel from my former office in San Diego to accomplish
the job in the shortest possible time. This was done.
Within six weeks this office was on a good working basis. The naval
personnel were headed out from the Coast, some trained and some un-
trained. Under the direction of one of the few experienced men that
we have in the intelligence organization, intensive training was insti-
tuted. As a result of that I consider that on the 1st of December,
1941, we had an excellent and efficient intelligence organization working
in Hawaii. Unfortunately and for reasons unknown to me, the
Army was not able to take the same steps that we have taken.
I have already mentioned that we realized the necessity for the
Army to proceed with this work, and during the two [1694] years at San Diego I did my utmost to assist in bringing pressure on
Washington to allow the Army to go ahead.
It is a fact that they could not ask an intelligence reserve officer to
bring in a single bit of information. If he brought it in himself they
could accept it, but they were prohibited from approaching an intelli-
gence reserve officer to go out and get information for them. For-
tunately, we were not so handicapped, and I have never been able to
understand why the Army was so handicapped that way.
The CHAIRMAN. Captain Zacharias, apparently the net result of
the combined efforts of the intelligences of the Army and the Navy
and the F. B. I. here up to December 6, 1941, was the conviction that
the conversations to Tokyo and the Japanese spy system were centered
in the Japanese Consulate. It seems to me not a very difficult mat-
ner to detect that.
Captain Zacharias. That was detected, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And secondly that the consulate had a large num-
ber of consular aides here who had not registered under our law and
whose activities were variously enumerated. You knew that?
Captain Zacharias. That was also because of certain things. With
regard to the consulates we have been prohibited and the F. B. I. has
been prohibited from taking any action whatever against the consular
officers. We have had several cases in which we should have pro-
ceeded against them, but we were not allowed to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that due to the attitude of the State Depart-
ment?
Captain Zacharias. Yes.
As far as the abilities of the M. I. D. and as far as the abilities of
the F. B. I. are concerned, I know what they are capable of doing and
what their experience has been because I have been so closely con-
ected with them. I believe that I have cooperated to the greatest
extent and put them in a posi-
[1695] tion where they would
have thorough information.
I might tell you that Mr. Hoover, the head of the F. B. I., referred
to my district as an example of cooperation and coordination and expe-
rience in counterespionage matters. It is a fact that when theFed-
eral Bureau of Investigation was on detail to assist the Army and the
Navy in investigative work extending to counterespionage and coun-
tersabotage activities, we were in a position to turn over to them tre-
mendous amounts of material that we had in our files, in order to
make a start; otherwise it would not have been possible for them to
get under way in any direction. We have continually done so, and
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I think they will admit that the Naval Intelligence has given them the fullest cooperation and aid in every respect.

I know the M. I. D. started out from scratch, and when they were finally allowed to proceed in this work we gave them the same help and the benefit of our files.

Things have not gone just the way I would like to have them go because I feel that there should have been and should be now a coordinating head of all intelligence activities.

The Chairman. Under the military governor now established here, Colonel Fielder, M. I. D. senior officer, is the clearing house and directing head of the three agencies?

Captain Zacharias. Yes.

The Chairman. Do you favor that?

Captain Zacharias. To do any counterespionage and countersabotage a coordinating head cannot be effective unless he has experience. Counterespionage is a profession in itself. In Europe counterspionage personnel attend four intensive years at school. They then concentrate on one country for another long period of time. After that they begin to know something about counterespionage and countersabotage.

I have always maintained that I do not care who runs the job as long as he can do it well and thoroughly. However, I do not think that we should have at the head of any organization [1696] as a coordinator a man without experience. That condition obtains at the present time.

Admiral Standley. Do you attribute the absence of information with regard to messages that were going out from the Japanese Consul here to Tokyo, do you attribute this entirely to the restrictions put on you by departmental orders?

Captain Zacharias. That is correct, sir; yes, and to be specific we should not be called upon to endanger ourselves through surreptitious wire tapping in serving the country. That is a condition that has existed.

Admiral Standley. That is all I have.

General McCoy. What is your duty now?

Captain Zacharias. I am in command of the heavy cruiser Salt Lake City.

The Chairman. I gather from your statement that in view of the orders that you would have been violating both the orders and the law if you had attempted to read the messages off the commercial radio?

Captain Zacharias. Off the commercial radio?

The Chairman. Yes.

Captain Zacharias. Technically we would have been violating the law .yes. However, there are no orders, departmental orders prohibiting it.

The Chairman. It strikes me, however, that as the radio went through the air and could be read by anyone, the messages could be taken off and if the code could be broken, it could be known what the consul was sending to Tokyo.

Captain Zacharias. That is still a violation of the law, to intercept and read any message.
The Chairman. That is a violation of the Communications Act as our court has so construed it. I wrote the opinion myself. We may as well have a frank statement.

Captain Zacharias. May I add one more observation about inexperience at the top. This also applies to a large extent—almost invariably—to the directors of Naval and Military Intelligence and among the intelligence officers in the field. I have endeavored for a long time to establish necessary training schools for intelligence work, but because of the lack of personnel, funds, et cetera, we have never been able to get it; but I hope that the present and past events will be sufficiently impressive to remove for all time the difficulties that we have encountered.

[1698] The Chairman. It has been the fact both in the Army and the Navy, hasn’t it, Captain, that men might get to fairly high rank, having had other assignments or duties than intelligence, and then be moved into the Intelligence Department in a superior position?

Captain Zacharias. That is correct.

Admiral Standley. May I ask this question there, Captain: Have there been any Navy departmental orders or policy which interfered with officers of the Navy following any particular line of duty or investigation or bent?

Captain Zacharias. No, sir, there have not been any such orders.

Admiral Standley. Have there been orders to the effect that officers should not repeat in the Navy Department unless there was an absolute demand, that no other officers could be obtained to take their place? Is that not true?

Captain Zacharias. That is correct.

Admiral Standley. Did not that prevent officers coming back in those various offices where they would get the experience? Has that not prevented that?

Captain Zacharias. It worked against it.

General McCoy. Is there any Navy training in G-2 work at all?

Captain Zacharias. What was that, General?

General McCoy. Is there any Navy school or training specifically in G-2 work?

Captain Zacharias. Do you refer to negative intelligence or positive intelligence?

General McCoy: No. In general training for intelligence work.

Captain Zacharias. Oh, going—in referring—

General McCoy. For instance, you have a school for air officers, aviators; you have a school, a War College; and you have training—naval officers go to the industrial college, and so forth. Is there any school for training intelligence officers?

Captain Zacharias. No, sir; but I feel there should be. We have been endeavoring to conduct our training through written lectures, courses—written lecture courses—and frequent meetings of intelligence reserve officers and regular officers.

General McCoy. However, officers such as yourself who have specialized in intelligence work are usually kept on that job, are they not, in the Navy?

Captain Zacharias. Not necessarily. Because of the handicaps in promotion which might accrue to an officer who spends too much of his
time on that work, it is necessary for those who are interested in it to
get in their proper amount of time as seagoing officers in order to be
eligible for promotion. You are required to perform two years at sea
in the grade in order to be eligible for promotion, but there are some
who have indicated that if and when the necessity arises they are will-
ing to sacrifice even those considerations to perform that work. I so
indicated that to the Director of Naval Intelligence a year ago, and
three months ago to Admiral Stark, the Chief of Naval Operations.

General McCoy. Do you know whether Colonel Fielder had had
training in G-2 work prior to this assignment?

Captain Zacharias. He has had some assignment to G-2, but their
work has been of such a limited scope that I may safely say that I do
not consider him a qualified counter-espionage officer.

General McCoy. Well, I was speaking in prior terms of intelligence,
Is it not a fact that he took the general staff training in G-2 at staff
college?

Captain Zacharias. Oh, that is true, yes.

[1700] General McCoy. What do you know about Captain May-
field’s qualifications? Not in a personal sense, but has he had any
training or experience, as far as you know, in intelligence work?

Captain Zacharias. None whatever, but he is a very capable officer,
forceful, intelligent, and a fighter, and I want to add that I do not want
to be critical of Colonel Fielder. Any such education which he has not
obtained is no fault of his. It is a fault of the system.

The Chairman. Now, as I interpreted one of your statements here,
Captain, the impression it made upon me was that if in the exigencies
of the service you felt it necessary to intercept a message you might
very well be exposed to a Congressional inquiry and might very well
be broken as an officer for having violated the law in your supposed
pursuit of your duty.

Captain Zacharias. That is correct, sir.

The Chairman. I have no further questions. Have you any, Ad-
miral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. Have you performed duty here at Honolulu in the
past?

Captain Zacharias. No, sir. I have not.

Admiral Reeves. You never have been stationed here?

Captain Zacharias. Not stationed on shore.

Admiral Reeves. Or on shore?

Captain Zacharias. I have had several duties aboard ship in Hon-
olulu, at which time my interest in the Japanese intelligence activities
have caused me to keep in constant touch with the District intelligence
office not only here but at every port along the coast.

Admiral Reeves. You have, then, a general knowledge of intelli-
gence work here at Honolulu, and you have a very extensive knowl-
dge of Japanese and Japanese people in Japan. [1701] I
wanted to ask your opinion about the loyalty of the Japanese populace
of the Hawaiian Islands.

Captain Zacharias. From our information we know that all first-
generation Japanese—that is, alien Japanese now resident—either
here or in the United States, are probable enemy agents. We have
information which indicates that they are visited periodically by repre-
sentatives from Japan to obtain information which they might have

and to give them orders, these orders extending to details of sabotage which they are or were to perform when they received the word.

Among the second-generation—that is, American citizens of Japanese extraction born of Japanese parents—there is one element called the Kihei, K-i-b-e-i, which means returned to United States, which comprises those American citizens of Japanese extraction who returned to Japan at an early age and have lived there over a considerable period of years. Those citizens have come in contact with the younger military elements in Japan who we know are the motivating forces behind the present occurrences. We know that the younger generation of the military and naval personnel in Japan are the ones upon whom the Nazis have been concentrating their efforts, and I firmly believe that the present situation was really precipitated by the younger element.

Now, my reason for this belief, and you can confirm it, is indicated by the action taken in 1932 when the younger element, feeling that the governmental policy was not going in the right direction, took things into their own hands and inaugurated the assassinations and general disorder which required the Emperor himself to put down before it could be successfully stopped. Those younger people are used to further the interests of the chauvinistic group, such as Black Dragon Society.

The Chairman. Are there any of them here?

[7602] Captain Zacharias. Many of them, sir. That group is, I consider, even more dangerous than the first generation or the alien Japanese whom I have already described as having regular details as agents.

The third group, American citizens of Japanese extraction who have never been to Japan, are in a somewhat different category, but many of those through their associations with visiting dignitaries, naval officers, et cetera, have been subverted, and they comprise another dangerous group.

The remainder are an insignificant number who are on the fence and can be swayed one way or the other comparatively easily.

Now, as regards loyalty, as regards the loyalty of this last group whom we might consider as possibly receptive to being good loyal American citizens, during my last two years in San Diego, visualizing this approaching storm and having observed in their language papers, which are partially English and partially Japanese, that they expressed themselves as being concerned over the fact that in case of war between Japan and the United States all of them would be thrown into concentration camps until further disposition could be made, I decided to meet with some of those people and find out their attitudes, intentions, and other matters.

My last meeting with them about July—August, 1940, was an occasion when they were having all the officers of the Japanese-American Citizens League, their association, of Southern California, New Mexico, and Arizona, meeting just outside of Los Angeles. I arranged to have myself invited to talk to them, and I talked to them for about two hours and a half, covering every possible contingency.

My objective there was to find some informants. They took my talk in a very fine manner, and as I completed they gathered around
me and said, "You must come up to our national convention in Portland."

[1703] I said, "No. It's impossible for me to do that. I have given you all the answers now, and you must bring this forward and take the necessary steps if you are going to throw off the implications now clouding your loyalty as American citizens."

I emphasized in that talk that in order for them to be looked upon as good loyal American citizens they must do the things which good loyal American citizens do, which is: whenever they encounter any information regarding subversive activities or espionage activities prejudicial to the United States they should bring it immediately to the attention of proper authorities. I told them that I knew that they as American citizens were being subjected to pressure from the Japanese consulate, Japanese officials, their parents, to make them work for Japan. I gave them the name of one man that I knew as a result of such pressure was forced to go back to Japan and serve in the Army of Japan.

I said, "Why haven't you come forward as American citizens and made this known?" They didn't know why they hadn't. I said, "I'll tell you why. It's because as individuals you can't bring yourselves to do this, and none has taken the initiative to form a group to do it, and the reason is that you have not only been subjected to pressure but also threats from the narcotic and gambling rings which you know are working with the Japanese agents in this country, and you have just allowed it to ride. Now, if you are sincere in your desires you will change that situation."

I allowed a short period to elapse. Nothing was done. I then called three of those that looked most promising and told them again they're still doing nothing; they are still in danger as a result of that if trouble comes. But it was impossible for me to get any of them to come forward and go to work, after I had fully acquainted them with every situation.

General McCoy. You haven't much faith in the loyalty of any of them?

[1704] Captain Zacharias. Therefore I can say that we cannot— We have no reason whatever to count upon them for any active loyalty.

General McNarney. If that was true on the Mainland it would probably be even more true here in Hawaii, would it not?

Captain Zacharias. It was going to give you that. Has that question just gone in?

The Chairman. Yes.

Captain Zacharias. If so, I will answer it. That is correct, because in Hawaii the Japanese have been subjected to a real racial discrimination, which is nonexistent on the Pacific Coast. I happen to know that the Japanese consulate, Japanese Consul here—Consul General endeavored to be admitted into one of the country clubs. He was blackballed. On the Coast they may belong to all the clubs; they may play golf. Therefore, that active discrimination to which they are so sensitive is more existent here than along the Coast, and it presents an even more dangerous situation.

The Chairman. Well, now, sir, in the light of this statement that you have just made, what is your cure for the situation that the ma-
ajority of the draftees here are American citizens of Japanese extraction and that the home guard now guarding bridges, terminals, public works of various sorts, is almost entirely Japanese?

Captain Zacharias. I consider that a most dangerous situation which should be corrected immediately. If they must be employed let's employ them in labor battalions but take away those what I understand are three thousand rifles and ammunition which they have in their hands.

The Chairman. Of if they must have rifles and ammunition, why not let them use them in other platoons and brigades of American troops on the Mainland?

Captain Zacharias. It is possible that on the Mainland they would not be subjected to the same pressure.

The Chairman. As here?

Captain Zacharias. As would obtain here. Therefore that might be feasible.

Admiral Reeves. But I take it you are not in favor of arming the Japanese citizens anywhere?

Captain Zacharias. I am not, because of what I recognize as an indecision on their part which might throw them one way or the other with the slightest provocation.

Admiral Reeves. That they are subject and that they react to this pressure from Japan is indicated by the attitude of these Japanese citizens of the Pacific Coast that you addressed?

Captain Zacharias. Would you read that to me again?

The Chairman. Will you please read the question, Mr. Reporter?

(The pending question, as above recorded, was read by the reporter.)

Captain Zacharias. That is correct. And the same situation obtains even more strongly here.

Admiral Reeves. Yes. You appealed to those Japanese citizens on the Pacific Coast and had no response whatever.

Captain Zacharias. I did, sir. They are—I don't know whether this should go on the record or not.

The Chairman. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Captain, we are deeply obliged to you, and to one of your experience I hardly need to say that we have cautioned every witness not to discuss outside anything that has been said or discussed in here, with anyone.

Captain Zacharias. And of course my objective is the future.

The Chairman. Yes, sir. Thank you very much.

[1706] (There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Let General Tinker be called.

Will you be sworn, sir?

TESTIMONY OF BRIGADIER GENERAL CLARENCE L. TINKER, UNITED STATES ARMY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you be seated and will you give the reporter your full name and rank?

General Tinker. Clarence L. Tinker, Brigadier General, United States Army.
The Chairman. General McNarney, will you examine him? Perhaps you had better sit here; will you?

General McNarney. General, will you tell the Commission if there were any outstanding deficiencies in the Hawaiian Air Force when you took command, and if so what they were?

General Tinker. I will say outside of the lack of sufficient equipment which was caused by destruction of equipment there was a lack of sufficient dispersed bases from which to operate.

General McNarney. In your opinion the main outstanding deficiency not due to enemy action was the lack of dispersed bases?

General Tinker. Yes.

General McNarney. What action has been taken since December 7 to correct this?

General Tinker. Upon my arrival the action had already been started to disperse to a certain extent. If I may refer to some things here (referring to documents), I started immediately to get greater dispersion. The dispersion of aircraft on the fields that they were using was not sufficient, and I readjusted units, shifted units from one place to another [1707] to get greater dispersion on what operating bases I had. Since that time I have brought into operation two additional landing fields for operation, and I have others that are coming in as fast as the engineers can get them prepared for us.

General McNarney. How many have you under construction now?

General Tinker. We have three or four where construction is actually in progress and others that are surveyed and construction will follow as fast as equipment can be made available.

General McCoy. Are these all on Oahu?

General Tinker. Yes. There are other fields that are being constructed on other islands, that I am not counting, because they are not available to me at present on account of lack of sufficient ground protection for the operating of my aircraft from those islands.

General McNarney. Have you made any agreement with the Navy as to the emergency use of their fields?

General Tinker. I am using some of the Navy fields at present. I have been using the field at Ewa and using the field at Kaneohe and also plan to use their field on Maui when the Department Commander thinks we have sufficient ground force there to warrant putting our air troops in there.

General McNarney. Has a system of anti-aircraft defense been installed at all airdromes now?

General Tinker. You mean——?

General McNarney. Ground anti-aircraft defense.

General Tinker. You mean anti-aircraft artillery or just anti-aircraft defense?

General McNarney. Anti-aircraft artillery.

General Tinker. Anti-aircraft defense.

General McNarney. Automatic weapons, and so forth.

General Tinker. Anti-aircraft artillery has at the recommendation of the air command been more or less concentrated in the Pearl Harbor-Honolulu Harbor area in order to give us more freedom of action for our pursuit aviation over the rest of Oahu.

General McNarney. How about automatic-weapon defense?

General Tinker. Automatic-weapon defense is throughout all of the stations; we have that all over.
General McNarney. Is it manned for 24 hours a day?
General Tinker. It's manned for 24 hours a day.
The Chairman. Is it adequate in amount?
General Tinker. I don't feel qualified as yet to answer that; I haven't had a chance to get around to all these places and make detailed inspections.
General McNarney. Have there been any changes in the existing agreement between the Army and Navy for the operation of the fighters and the bombers since you arrived?
General Tinker. There has not as yet.
General McNarney. It is still operating under the same agreement that existed on December 6?
General Tinker. They are. There have been minor adjustments of that agreement between the Naval Air Commander and myself only. but no formal readjustment of that agreement.
General McNarney. Is there at present any lack of channels of communication between the Hawaiian Air Force and its subordinate units and the naval air command?
General Tinker. There is no lack of communication, but there is a danger of a lack of communication if lines are cut, where we depend on telephone lines, if those lines could be cut. We are constructing here in our own depots high-frequency radio to give positive communication with important points outlying from the islands, and there is a considerable amount of high-frequency radio enroute here which I had ordered before [1709] I left the United States, for that purpose.
General McNarney. How many B-17's have you got available now?
General Tinker. You mean actually in commission today or available to me?
General McNarney. Available to you.
General Tinker. Forty-two.
General McNarney. What percentage are you keeping in commission?
General Tinker. I had thirty available today for—in actual commission.
General McNarney. Are they used every day on the distance patrol?
General Tinker. No. Eighteen of those are held as a striking force. There was at one time a time when the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet ordered that striking force reduced for a day because he considered the patrol more important, but I have said and recommended that eighteen is the smallest number that I should ever hold as a striking force, and I have been able to. I hold that now.
General McNarney. In what state of readiness do you hold them?
General Tinker. I hold them in 30-minute readiness; I tested them yesterday.
General McNarney. Did they get off in 30 minutes?
General Tinker. They got off—part of them got off sooner. They would have been about 35 minutes getting off. I didn't let them off. I tested them to their positions and then checked the time it took them.
General McNarney. What bomb loads do they carry?
General Tinker. They each had four 600-pound bombs.
General McNarney. Would it be possible for you to support an operation against Wake with B-17's?
General McNarney. Would it be possible to support an operation against Midway?
General Tinker. No.
General McCoy. Why not?
General Tinker. The reach is not enough. The B-17 aeroplane can be flown long distances if you take the bomb load out of it and put in the additional gasoline tanks; but if we are going to use it as a weapon you reduce its distance that it can cover, and you have to consider also if you are using it as a weapon that you may have to fly full-throttle operation for a portion of that time, which takes up considerably more gas. We have been figuring logistics ever since I have been here on every possible offensive action that we could take from any possible base that might be available to us, and we find that there is very little that we can do from here except operate against a carrier or against a landing made in these islands.

We had at one time a plan here, and we worked logistics on it, to operate from Wake against the Mandate Islands, against that naval base, seaplane base down there from which they were bombing Wake, but the Japanese got to Wake too soon for us to put into effect.

The Chairman. General, is the distance patrol being taken every morning now?
General Tinker. Yes, sir. That is every day.
The Chairman. To what distance?
General Tinker. It goes to 700 nautical miles.
The Chairman. How many of your bombers are being used for that?
General Tinker. Well, that varies in accordance with the number of patrol boats the Navy puts out and the number of—and the condition of the surrounding area. If they have naval [1711] task forces out in a certain area we don’t cover that area that the task forces can cover.

The Chairman. Have you sufficient personnel and matériel now to keep that up indefinitely?
General Tinker. No, no.
The Chairman. Or are you going to wear out?
General Tinker. No. We will wear out. We must have a great many more of this type of airplane if we are going to continue to do this work with it.

The Chairman. Is it becoming a serious problem to keep it going day by day now?
General Tinker. It is getting more and more serious, and if we should lose certain spares that we are expecting in very shortly it would become critical very soon.

General McNarney. How much time are those pilots on your B-17’s averaging?
General Tinker. I haven’t checked their average, but they get around between 10 and 12 hours on a patrol, and they hit a patrol about once every third day, I think. Something like that. That’s about the average.
General McCoy. That is, the human element would hold up better than the plane?
General Tinker. No. No, sir. My aeroplanes will wear out about three crews. The large aeroplane, the B–17 aeroplane, will keep about three combat crews busy.

General McNarney. Have you any excess crews over the airplanes?

General Tinker. Well, I have about practically two crews to my B–17's now, two available crews.

The Chairman. And to keep them going regularly you ought to have three at least?

General Tinker. Three crews, about what I figure on a four-engine bomber, and two crews on a two-engine bomber.

[17/12] General McNarney. At the present rate your crews will then get about 120 hours a month. How many months do you feel that they could continue that?

General Tinker. I don't think to exceed four months, probably less. I haven't had any experience with our modern aviator and modern equipment and this particular type of—

The Chairman. —work.

General McNarney. Who is furnishing the interior guard and close-in protection of the airdromes at the moment?

General Tinker. Ground troops. There are some air corps troops still on guard duty, but I think it is unnecessary. I think the base commander hadn't gotten the proper idea of the guard, and I think that we will have all of our bases in the next three or four days completely guarded by ground troops.

General McNarney. And you have been furnished sufficient ground troops to undertake this mission?

General Tinker. Yes. The Department Commander is making definite and organized plans for the gua—rd of all those bases with ground troops.

The Chairman. Have you had occasion to ascertain what available planes and personnel there were in the combined forces for the defense of the coastal area on December 6?

General Tinker. No, I haven't.

The Chairman. You haven't?

General Tinker. I haven't gone into that.

The Chairman. I understand you are looking to the future rather than to the past.

General McNarney. I presume that in your headquarters you maintain a situation up to date at all times?

General Tinker. I do, yes.

General McNarney. Have you made an estimate of the situation recently?

General Tinker. Yes.

[17/13] General McNarney. What is your considered opinion as to the possibility of further enemy action against Hawaii?

General Tinker. Well, my personal opinion is that the next action coming will not be against Hawaii, that it will be to cut our route between here and Australia. My G–2, a man who gets all this information and analyzes it and brings it to me so I can look it over, watches that and makes deductions on it, and there doesn't seem to be—of course you can never tell what they are going to do, but the logical thing seems to be, from the way they are operating now, that they are going to cut our route between here and Australia.
General McNarney. Is there anything that you can do with the forces under your control to obviate that situation?

General Tinker. No. I have been trying to figure out how I can bomb the bases they are using, and I can't quite reach them. I am fixing up a bomber now I can reach them with if it works, and they are flying it today, and I haven't received a report on it. I don't know whether I can reach it or not.

The Chairman. Where would their bases be for that purpose? In the Marshalls?

General Tinker. In the Gilbert Islands.

The Chairman. Gilberts.

General Tinker. And I can reach it from Canton. I can't reach it with my present gas load, but I am putting in some gas in a big bomber and seeing if the weight distribution is right, and everything, and if it is I think I can reach it from Canton, and the bombs are already in Canton, I think, or on their way there. We sent them some days ago.

General McNarney. How heavy are you going to load your B-17's?

General Tinker. You mean in weight?

General McNarney. Yes.

[1714] General Tinker. It will load it around fifty, fifty-three thousand some pounds gross.

General McNarney. Can you get them off any airdrome except Hickam?

General Tinker. Well, I got a 5,000-foot runway at Canton, and I think we will get them off.

The Chairman. That is finished, is it?

General Tinker. We can't do this thing tomorrow or next day until we have tested this airplane and see whether or not—how we can get it off and what we can do with it.

General McNarney. What are your existing relations with the Navy?

General Tinker. My existing relations are that they have a call for me on all my bomber aircraft for search and for attack. As I say, except for one occasion I have been able to hold my 18 heavy bombers for a striking force, and while certain orders indicate that they intend to order the stuff out I have definite orders to my men what to do on certain occasions, and I have planned that they will do that. I'll get them in the air, and then the orders will be given to them, and I presume that I'm going to have some influence in the orders when they are given.

General McNarney. Now, you say you presume you are going to have some influence. Well, what channels of communication or what liaison between yourself and the Navy has been set up so that you will have this influence that you expect to have?

General Tinker. Well, I have direct line to patwing 2, is the naval air commander, supposed to run that. The bomber command has a liaison officer in that office, and the navy air command have a liaison officer in the bomber command, and they have direct telephone communication.

General McNarney. Under this system of command the commander of patwing 2 designates the objective, does he not?

[1715] General Tinker. That is right.

General McNarney. And the force to attack the objective?
General Tinker. That is in accordance with the written joint agreement.

General McNarney. Is the commander of patwing 2 cognizant of the capabilities of the B-17?

General Tinker. I don't know how much he knows about it. I don't anticipate that the present commander of patwing 2 is going to interfere with my saying how the B-17's should be operated, unless that situation is forced on him by some higher authority, but another commander might. The written agreement states differently.

General McCoy. Wouldn't that be the case with any commander?

General Tinker. What?

General McCoy. Wouldn't that be the case with any commander that is over you, whether Army or Navy?

General Tinker. You mean whether or not he would interfere with it?

General McCoy. Yes, or whether he would understand the powers and limitations of your bombers.

General Tinker. Well, yes. He is not—I don't suppose they could be expected to understand our equipment like we understand it. Therefore, as I say, I have made representations to the higher authority already that that thing should be controlled by my headquarters because my personnel know more about its use.

General McNarney. Well, you don't anticipate that any orders that we will say are impossible or on the borderline of attainment will be given to you?

General Tinker. Well, I don't at the moment. So far I have—I had an understanding with the Admiral who commands patwing 2 about how these things are going to be operated, and [1716] I have issued my own orders about what happens in the case of a surprise attack, and so forth, to all this bombardment aviation.

General McCoy. Isn't it a fact that orders may be given you that may seem very outrageous to you, as an expert, in wartime when you don't know the larger problem? Isn't it your duty, even if your command can't do what you are ordered to do, to obey orders?

General Tinker. Yes, it is my duty to obey orders if I get them, but it is also my duty to keep myself informed of what the picture is.

General McCoy. Well, you are very apt to get some orders in wartime that you don't think you can carry out, from whoever may be in command of you, and you will not be the judge.

General Tinker. That is very true, and if I get those orders I will carry them out.

General McCoy. You understand what the unity of command is for, then, don't you?

General Tinker. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. You don't understand always what affects a naval commander, do you?

General Tinker. No.

General McCoy. No. And it happens that the naval commander is your commanding officer and your commanding general at present.

General Tinker. That is right, yes, sir.

General McNarney. As far as the interceptor command goes, you still have tactical control over the Navy fighters ashore, do you not?

General Tinker. When they are ashore, that's right. It is usually
only a portion of them, because they come ashore for various work and stuff like that, and they report to us, the percentage of them that are available for use, and they come [1717] under the interceptor command control, those that are available for use.

General McNarney. They are under your complete control?

General Tinker. Yes.

The Chairman. They go into the air when you order them into the air.

General McNarney. And you would expect them to carry out your orders in the same way that the Admiral commanding patwing 2 expects bombers to carry out his?

General Tinker. When we send them out to sea for him, when we turn them over to him, why, he controls them.

General McNarney. That agreement is fully understood? There is no misunderstanding about it?

General Tinker. No, there is no misunderstanding about that, excepting that we don’t count on that fighter aviation, that carrier-borne fighter aviation, to be of any particular value to us in a fight except just momentarily, because we suppose that in case of a fight the carrier is going to get in motion and it is going to want its airplanes back on it. In other words, I don’t count any strength—I don’t predicate any plans that I make on any strength that I would get out of that carrier-borne fighter aviation.

General McNarney. How is the aircraft warning system working at the moment?

General Tinker. It is working pretty good, not as good as it will when we get our personnel better trained, and everything. This was only put in here very recently. It isn’t like the ones that have been established quite a while in the United States, but it is working surprising well for the time it has been in.

General McNarney. I notice in the evening that you have some patrols of pursuit up. Are they controlled by the interceptor command?

[1718] General Tinker. By the interceptor command.

General McNarney. Through the controller at the operations room?

General Tinker. Mostly those pursuit patrols that you see up at night, unless they are there for some special purpose, are there chacking lights or something like that, to see if there are lights in the wrong place or to see if certain lights will do certain things.

General McNarney. How is the communication between the controller and the people in the air? Is it O. K.?

General Tinker. Yes.

General McNarney. It is apparently working all right?

General Tinker. It is apparently working; I have no complaint from the interceptor command of the radio.

General McNarney. I believe I have no further questions.

Admiral Standley. Have you any questions?

Admiral Reeves. No, I don’t think so.

Admiral Standley. General, have you?

General McCoy. No.

Admiral Standley. General, it has been necessary—we have requested all witnesses before us not to converse about the testimony or
matters that have been discussed before this Commission. Will you please regard this request, and we thank you very much, General.

Colonel Brown. Commander Bates.

Admiral Standley. Commander Bates, will you take the oath? What is your name?


[1719] TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COMMANDER PAUL M. BATES, UNITED STATES NAVY

(The oath was administered in due form by Admiral Standley.)

Admiral Standley. Commander, I understand that you have appeared before this Commission as a result of the notice you saw in the newspapers; is that correct?

Commander Bates. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What duties were you performing on the night of December 6 and the morning of December 7?

Commander Bates. Well, I was not performing any duties at the Yard then, sir. My duty at the Yard is assistant materiel officer for aviation in connection with the Islands, but I was the senior watch officer, not on duty at the time. Do you understand, sir?

Admiral Standley. You had no duties at the time?

Commander Bates. No, sir, not at the time.

Admiral Standley. What information do you wish to impart to the Commission that you think would be pertinent to the inquiry here?

Commander Bates. Well, as the senior watch officer of the District, which duties I was appointed to on the 21st of October, I thought that my instructions were not adequate for the proper performance of that duty, and I protested several times to the District operations officer, trying to get the duties explained more fully so that not only I but the rest of the watch officers would be able to take action in case of any emergency.

Admiral Standley. Were those protests, or rather, was that communication in the form of a recommendation to improve the conditions?

Commander Bates. Yes, on several occasions I did recommend, but no one paid any attention to what I said. For instance, the instructions as given were not explicit as to what we were to do, and I tried to get more explicit instructions issued because some of the officers there were reserve officers standing this duty, and I noticed today that when I got these instructions back all of the instructions are not here. There is one in particular in regard to what you do in case of an attack, air raid, that is not in this book (indicating). I requested this today, but I got it just before I left, and so the thing that I wanted to show is not in there.

We were supposed to call up about ten different places on a dial telephone in case of an attack, and we had one assistant who was a territorial reserve down at the section base at a time. He stood watch on the field telephone. That’s the only assistant we had, and I tried to get more assistants, so that in case of an attack we could communicate faster.

Admiral Standley. Are you still on that duty?
Commander Bates. No, sir. That duty ceased at the morning of the 7th.

Admiral Standley. Then there is no necessity now for corrective measures for something that existed on the 7th?

Commander Bates. That is right, sir; no, the measures have been taken now that I was striving to get put into effect before the 7th.

General McNarney. Are there sufficient channels of communication now available so that everybody can be warned almost immediately?

Commander Bates. Yes. However, I think the location of the communication center is wrong in view of the fact that it is on the top deck instead of down below.

Admiral Standley. In what way, if any, or in your opinion did the conditions as they existed at that time in any way have a bearing upon the effect of the attack on the morning of the 7th, or could they in any way have avoided the attack?


General McNarney. Was there any information available in the operations office prior to the attack that might have given warning that some sort of an operation was in progress?

Commander Bates. No, sir. Now, I can't say that, because I wasn't on duty that morning. That's merely hearsay as far as I am concerned. I requested—I didn't particularly want to appear before this Commission, Admiral. I wanted the officer who was on watch that morning to appear before the Commission. He is here now.

Admiral Standley. He is here, you say?

Commander Bates. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What is his name?


Admiral Standley. Well, then you have nothing further that you personally want to impart to the Commission?

Commander Bates. No, sir, I don't. I thought I explained that.

Mr. Howe. Yes.

Commander Bates. That I recommended that this other officer be called because he was on duty at that time.

Admiral Standley. Have you anything further, gentlemen?

(There was no response.)

Admiral Standley. All right. Commander, we thank you very much, and we have warned other witnesses who have appeared, requested that they not discuss the testimony given here nor the matter discussed before this Commission.

Commander Bates. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Will you please observe that?

Commander Bates. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Thank you.

Colonel Brown. Lieutenant Commander Kaminski.


TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COMMANDER HAROLD KAMINSKI,
UNITED STATES NAVAL RESERVE

(The oath was administered in due form by Admiral Standley.)

Admiral Standley. Commander, will you give us a brief resume of your service in the Navy?
Commander Kaminski. Yes, sir. I went into the Navy in the World War when it first started, and I went through with the destroyer duty and sub-chaser duty, and then at the time of the Armistice I was at New London, Connecticut at the submarine hydrophone school; after that with the gunboats to Haiti and San Domingo. I then took inactive duty, and then about 1920 to 1921 I requested active duty on the OKLAHOMA and went to the combined fleet maneuvers.

Then I took an examination for a commission in the Navy and was tendered a commission, which I never accepted; I never took the oath of office.

I was active in the Naval Reserve, the Sixth District, until about two years ago. Then I got out and then volunteered my services to the Department, and I was called for active duty a little over a year ago. I have been out here a year. I came here and reported for duty the first week in January.

Admiral Standley. I understand that you appear before this Commission at the behest of Commander Bates?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. That is your understanding?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What duty were you performing on the night of December 6 and the morning of December 7?

Commander Kaminski. I was District Watch Officer.

Admiral Standley. From what time?

Commander Kaminski. I had the watch at 4 o’clock Saturday.

[1723] Admiral Standley. Four p. m. Saturday?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. 1600?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, 1600 Saturday night. I stayed on continuously for three days after that.

Admiral Standley. What was your tour of duty?

Commander Kaminski. My duty at that time was that I was the officer in charge of net and boom defenses.

Admiral Standley. I mean so far as your watch duty on that night was concerned. You went on watch at 1600?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. When would you be relieved, ordinarily?

Commander Kaminski. I would ordinarily be relieved at 1 o’clock the next morning, sir, Sunday morning.

Admiral Standley. Were you the only officer on watch at that time?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, I was the only officer on duty in the district. However, they had the yard watch and then the security watch, but at that time I was the only officer on watch.

Admiral Standley. What were your duties as watch officer?

Commander Kaminski. Well, my duties as watch officer were to take care of anything that turned up pertaining to the district—any district activities.

Admiral Standley. Had there been any calls made upon you as duty officer which could not be performed at any time prior to that time?

Commander Kaminski. I do not understand.

Admiral Standley. Had you been standing watch prior to December 6?
Commander Kaminski. Yes.
Admiral Standley. Had any occasions ever arisen when any
[1724] matters came up which could not be handled?
Commander Kaminski. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. When you went on watch you relieved the officer
who was on duty?
Commander Kaminski. Yes.
Admiral Standley. You understood what your duties were supposed
to be?
Commander Kaminski. Yes.
Admiral Standley. Did you have any idea that you could not per-
form them under any circumstances?
Commander Kaminski. I felt that the station could not function
efficiently with just myself. I felt that before. I had complained
about the man they had on the telephone watch, and they had Ha-
waiians there who were not able to speak plain English and they did
not receive the proper instructions at the telephone. In fact, the man
I had that morning was perfectly useless and had not been instructed,
and they did not understand the teletype there, and I felt there was
too much responsibility for one person, and I felt that the situation
should be corrected and we should have more personnel and the tele-
type should be manned and not just one officer with one enlisted man.
Admiral Standley. Did your instructions call for any increase of
help in case of emergency?
Commander Kaminski. No, my instructions in case of emergency
were to call the Commandant; to call his aide, as a matter of fact,
and second, if I could—no, that is wrong.
My first instructions were to call the chief of staff and the Com-
mandant’s aide. Those were the first to call; the chief of staff and
the Commandant’s aide.
Admiral Standley. Did you have other calls that you were required
to make?
Commander Kaminski. Constantly we had various routine calls.
For instance there might be a destroyer coming in or [1725] some-
thing with contagious diseases and there might be various inspec-
tions and dispatches coming in. It was a regular routine duty.
Admiral Standley. You received a call that morning of the sinking
of a submarine?
Commander Kaminski. Yes. I have the original dispatch and I
initialed it.
Admiral Standley. What was the time?
Commander Kaminski. The time I received it? I initialed it. I
saved a copy of it and I have it in this file.
Admiral Standley. What was the time?
Commander Kaminski. 0712. (Reading:)

From: WARD.
To: COM 14.
We have attacked fired upon and dropped charges upon submarine operating
in defensive sea area.

Admiral Standley. What did you do when you received that
message?
Commander Kaminski. When I received that message I endeavored
to get in touch with the Commandant’s aide. I could not reach him on
the telephone. I then got in touch with the Cincus's duty officer. I read the message to him. I then got in touch with the chief of staff.

I have it here in chronological order.

Admiral Standley. Just tell us what you did. How long did it take you to get in touch with the chief of staff?

Commander Kaminski. It took me quite a while to get him. I have some other message in here.

These are the reconstructed notes the next morning. During the morning of December 7 at 0712 I received that dispatch from the WARD, which I just read. Upon receiving that dispatch, I immediately endeavored to raise the Commandant's aide and could not contact him. I called and contacted Cincpac Duty Officer and read him the dispatch.

[1726] Admiral Standley. Do you have the time when that call was made?

Commander Kaminski. No, because it was practically the same time. I did not waste much time. It was right after I got it. I did that next.

General McCoy. It was all within a few minutes?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

I called and contacted the Cincpac Duty Officer and read him the dispatch. I sent the message to ready duty destroyer MAHAN.

I have in here the MAHAN, but it was the MONAGHAN and they got it.

It was, "Get under way immediately and contact U. S. S. WARD in defensive sea area."

Admiral Standley. Just a minute. Did you send that message on your own responsibility?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Do you have instructions that that is what you are to do?

Commander Kaminski. I had instructions, yes, to use my own judgment. I knew it was a ready duty destroyer, so I sent that message out. It was by visual.

I had the MAHAN, but the MONAGHAN went out. They knew it was meant for the ready duty destroyer. I told them to get under way and contact the U. S. S. WARD in defensive sea area. That is the message I sent.

I instructed the communication office to send a copy of the last message to the U. S. S. WARD for information. I wanted to let the WARD know that I had that information.

I then called the chief of staff, Captain Earle, notifying him of the WARD's message. All this occurred prior to calling the chief of staff.

He requested confirmation from the WARD, which I relayed to the WARD and never received an answer; but I [1727] received a second dispatch in the interim about the time which I will give to you. It was between 0712 and 0720 that I received this dispatch. That dispatch is:

We have intercepted a sampan. We are escorting this sampan into Honolulu. Please inform Coast Guard to send cutter for relieve us of sampan.

That should be "to relieve us of sampan" instead of "for relieve us of sampan." That is garbled.
Admiral Standley. That came in from the WARD?
Commander Kaminski. Yes, the U. S. S. WARD.
Admiral Standley. Then what happened?
Commander Kaminski. I got in touch with the Coast Guard and found that they had received a communication practically simultaneous with mine; they had picked it up, so I dropped it.

Then I called the War Plans Officer, Commander Momsen, because after I called Captain Earle, he was quite astounded and he said he could not believe it. He asked for this confirmation. He asked to send him that confirmation, and he made several remarks at that time that he was astounded and that it was unbelievable, and made various other remarks.

He asked me to notify the Commandant. I asked him if he would please notify the Commandant because I had other messages to put through. He said he would. I had other messages to put through and asked him if he would do it. He notified the Commandant.

He suggested about calling Commander Momsen. I called the War Plans Officer, Commander Momsen, and was ordered to call Ensign Logan. He arrived at approximately 0725. Of course, these times are approximate and were reconstructed, and they are accurate to the best of my ability.

I called Commander Momsen around 0720, sir. I called Ensign Logan immediately after, in about five minutes.

It was 0725 that I received the message from the WARD. That is the sampan message. All these things were almost [1728] simultaneous.

A minute after, I got the Coast Guard; could not contact an officer but was informed by communications officer of the 14th Naval District that Coast Guard had received WARD's second message simultaneously. Commander Momsen arrived in the operations office a few minutes after Ensign Logan.

I then called my own commanding officer. After that, with the assistance of the lady at the switchboard I started to call all the department heads, after arranging with the telephone office to keep the lines open.

Her name is Miss Jones, and she was wonderful. She was right there when they were strafing and she kept right on the switchboard, and I do not know what I would have done without her.

Admiral Standley. Did your commanding officer come over?
Commander Kaminski. Yes.
Admiral Standley. Then you had other duty officers? You had other duty officers on that same duty?
Commander Kaminski. I will come to that.
At approximately 0755, but not later, I heard the first plane.
Admiral Standley. What was that?
Commander Kaminski. At approximately 0755 I heard a plane approaching. That was 0755 but not later that I heard a plane approaching from the south. I saw it from southerly lanai of administration building. I could discern the Rising Sun of Japan under the wings. The plane was joined shortly by others with the same insignia on it. This plane was flying very low and hedge-hopping, just going over the roof.

Admiral Standley. In what direction?
Commander Kaminski. He came from the southward going over to the battleship anchorage. He was flying directly for the powerhouse, and then I watched him and then he went down in the direction of the battleship anchorage.

This plane was joined shortly by others with the same insignia on it. They were the dive-bomber type. Bombs were dropped and the first attack was on.

I tried to reach the YNg 17 by telephone. That is the torpedo gate.

I was unable to get through. I continued calling YNg 17 without being able to make contact. I made a telephone contact with YNg 17 at approximately 0830 and ordered Ensign Eastman, the officer in charge at that time at the gate, to close the A/T and A/B immediately.

About this time there was a slight lull in the attack, followed by a much heavier and concentrated attack, and I believed that it was in this attack that the formation of torpedo planes came in over Pearl Harbor.

This goes to 0755. It was during this attack that our defensive firing was increasing perceptibly. The noise was deafening. This attack lasted much longer than the first.

Captain Earle, Chief of Staff, arrived during this second attack.

I endeavored to close Honolulu A/T and A/B. That is the gate. I had considerable difficulty in getting through. Finally, Lieutenant Ottley's home was called and was informed that he had departed for the Control Station of the Honolulu net and boom. I tried to reach him there without success. During this period the third attack began. Defensive firing was exceedingly heavy, bombing likewise.

The Commandant and his aide arrived during the third attack.

Fires from Hickam Field and 10-10 dock were raging. Everything was obscured by smoke. At first I thought it was Red Hill. Then I knew it was not.

It was impossible to use the phone during this time because of the noise. This attack appeared to be the heaviest and the longest. After the third attack subsided contact was made with the officer in charge, Honolulu net operating station, and he was ordered to close the Honolulu net and boom immediately.

I was later informed by Lieutenant Ottley that the mess hall at Sand Island had been bombed and one man injured, but that they were still able to operate.

In here it says that the man's name was Mr. Ottley, but it was Lieutenant Ottley.

Captain Finlay, Senior Coast Guard Officer, had assumed his duties as Captain of the Port, Honolulu, and was in direct administrative charge of the Honolulu net and boom.

The Commandant's aide for aviation arrived during the last attack.

Then there followed a lull, followed by what I considered a relatively light attack. Shortly thereafter the attacks ceased.

That is practically all.

Admiral Standley. What is the last time you have in your memorandum?
Commander Kaminski. I did not put that down. I think I have that in this log.

No, I find I have not. I thought I had that here. No, I did not put that down.

Admiral Standley. What is the last time you have in your margin? Commander Kaminski. The last time I have in the margin is 0755, but I think the last attack ceased, if I remember correctly, about 12 o'clock. I think that lasted about four hours.

Admiral Standley. What other duty officers stand the watch with you on this duty? Is there a regular watch list?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. How many are there?

Commander Kaminski. Paul Bates, Senior Watch Officer; then there was Rutledge, Commander Rutledge; Lieutenant Commander Waldron. I do not know whether Harrison was standing watch or not. Harrison may have been standing watch.

Admiral Standley. Was that a 24-hour watch or a watch during the night only?

Commander Kaminski. That was a watch during the night only except on week-ends. Then ordinarily it was a watch during the night.

Admiral Standley. It was just a watch when the yard was closed? Commander Kaminski. Yes. At 1600 we went on, and came off around 8 o'clock.

Admiral Standley. And at 8 o'clock in the morning the routine began when you came off watch?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

On week-ends we started at 12 o'clock on Saturday and did not get off until 10 o'clock Sunday.

Admiral Standley. In an emergency like you this you had other stations?

Commander Kaminski. What is that?

Admiral Standley. Did you have other stations in an emergency?

Commander Kaminski. No.

Admiral Standley. Did the other officers?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, we all had other duties, but we were all up in the administration building.

Admiral Standley. But when the yard was on full force you had other duties to perform?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. In an emergency, if the call came for general quarters, you then had other duties?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. This was an emergency watch?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

[1732] Admiral Standley. When the yard was not operating?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. In this period when you were performing these various duties required by your instructions, was there anything you omitted or failed to do?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, I did not give the airplane raid alarm as I think Commander Momsen gives that. I tried to get through, and I did not get it through; somebody got it through, but they were dropping bombs prior to that time.
Admiral Standley. You were able to perform the duties laid down for you?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, and I kept trying to get through to the gates. That was my primary duty. The operation of these gates was important. I tried to get them closed.

Admiral Standley. Was there any alarm of any kind prior to the bombing?

Commander Kaminski. No, sir. General McCoy. Except your report of this submarine?

Commander Kaminski. That is all. I reported this thing—as you notice—to the signal watch officer, and there is quite a lapse of time when I was called up again by the Cincpac’s watch officer for confirmation of this and asked for a repeat, and I gave the repeat.

Admiral Standley. Captain Earle asked you to confirm it?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, and I showed him the confirmation and I said, “That is all the confirmation you have.”

Admiral Standley. When you received the communication from the WARD to the effect that she had picked up a sampan at sea, did that raise any confusion in your mind as to whether that first message might have been connected with the sampan?

Commander Kaminski. No, sir. Admiral Standley. There was no question in your mind?

Commander Kaminski. No question in my mind when I got [1733]—that message, and I knew definitely we were in it.

As a matter of fact, I have here a copy of it—

Admiral Standley. What is that you are referring to?

Commander Kaminski. I have an order that I issued to my own forces somewhere about a month before this thing happened. I did not like the way things were going and I issued the order to the Net and Boom Defense.

No, there was no hesitancy. I knew we were in it immediately when I got that. I have been looking for it and I told my wife I was looking for it.

This is document No. 3:

November 10, 1941.

From: Officer in Charge, Net and Boom Defenses, Fourteenth Naval District. To: Net and Boom Defense Fourteenth Naval District.

Subject: State of Readiness, Wednesday, November 12, 1941.

1. All officers and men of the Net and Boom Defenses will be in a state of readiness and on station not later than 0700, Wednesday, November 12, 1941.

H. Kaminski.

Copy to:

OinC N&B Defenses Honolulu
OinC N&B Defenses Pearl Harbor
CO Net Depot
CO Ash
CO Cincpac
OinC Floating Equipment, N&B defenses.

Certified to be a true copy.

H. Kaminski.
Lt. Comdr. USNR
Officer in Charge Net & Boom Defenses, Fourteenth ND.

So it did not get me by surprise, I put in the alert on November 12. No, sir, I did not like the looks of things.
Admiral Standley. Commander, what is it you have in mind that might have been done to avert the air attack? What is it [1734] you have in mind that was not done?

Commander Kaminski. I have not anything in mind that could have averted the air attack except that I do think that we were caught without being on the alert; we were definitely not on the alert.

Admiral Standley. That is all. Any questions?

General McNarney. I understand from your testimony that the facilities for sending out calls in case of surprise attack were inadequate?

Commander Kaminski. No, sir, I did not say the facilities were inadequate, but I say that the facilities were present but that the personnel was inadequate. You do not have enough personnel to handle the station.

General McNarney. If it was necessary to give all that warning over a dial telephone, isn't that inadequate?

Commander Kaminski. No, because we have many machines but no one with the ability to operate them. They have the teletypes and we have a switchboard, but the operator did not know how to operate the switchboard.

General McNarney. Were the teletype printers available?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, the teletypes are there, and the switchboard, but the operator did not know how to operate the switchboard.

General McNarney. The facilities were available but the personnel to operate the facilities were not on watch on December 6?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

General McNarney. How about the air raid alarm? Is that the same?

Commander Kaminski. No. The air raid alarm was somewhat of a different thing. It was more of a simple thing. I think that was of minor importance, because when I was watching the plane hopping over the administration building the alarm had already been given by the bombs dropping.

[1735] General McNarney. If an air raid alarm had come 30 minutes before the actual attack, how many seconds would it take to get this signal in operation?

Commander Kaminski. The air raid alarm could have been put into operation immediately.

General McNarney. What type of alarm was that?

Commander Kaminski. A whistle in the power house.

General McNarney. Was everyone familiar with the signal?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

General McNarney. What was the signal to be given?

Commander Kaminski. It was one long blast and two short blasts.

General McNarney. That is all.

Admiral Standley. Any other questions.

Admiral Reeves. No.

Admiral Standley. We are asking all the witnesses not to discuss these matters on the outside.

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. We appreciate your coming here.

Commander Kaminski. I do not know whether this is out of place or not. This is not in a spirit of criticism, but we have all got a mission
to do to the best of our ability and I have felt that certain things may
be corrected. I was under-age in the last war and I did not have to
come into this one. I would like to take these up and I would feel much
better about it. Of course, some of them may be in the process of
correction; I do not know, sir.

Admiral Standley. What are your suggestions?

Commander Kaminski. I think the communications setup is exceed-
ingly dangerous in the 14th Naval District. It is vulnerable to attack.
These buildings are all too close to the battleships. As a matter of
fact, one of the Japanese planes shot two holes in the roof. Only the
cement stopped it from coming down to my floor. Another plane
started to strafe it [1736] as it came over.

I think these communications are essential and they should be so
constructed as to be bombproof or put in a bombproof. There is a
building under construction there for supplies. I think it would be
better to put it in that building, which is uncompleted, and camouflage
it.

Another thing that worries me is having all these officers trained
there in the operations on duty at one time. We have too great a need
for trained personnel. We haven't the time for training. I think the
officers, some of them, were relieved too soon. I think Captain Morris
was relieved too soon. I think some of them should have been here
longer. I do not think they have been here long enough.

Admiral Standley. In other words, the turnover is too rapid?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, the turnover is too rapid, yes. We
have not got the personnel out here, and I think it is a dangerous
situation. Today these officers on duty—

Admiral Standley. What is that?

Commander Kaminski. I think that also holds good for the officers
on watch on inshore patrol. I do not know about the other officers, but
the watch officers are special trained officers, and I think they should
not be there at one time. That is, some provision should be made for
it. I think the inshore patrol should have a separate watch to be
operated like the operations watch.

I am not trying to get out of a watch, Admiral. You understand
that.

Admiral Standley. Yes. What we are trying to get is what you
think should be done to correct this situation.

Commander Kaminski. I am not trying to get out of the watch.
Most anybody can be replaced, but I have been trained to do a certain
type of work, but there should be some provision for it.

Another thing is the lumber piles and the automobile
storage, which to my mind is exceedingly dangerous. I do not think
these automobiles, so inflammable, should be stored around that ad-
ministration building. They can walk. There is the danger of fire.
I do not think these lumber piles should be around that administration
building. They should be moved to some other area.

Another thing is the housing area. It reminds you of Tokyo or
Yokohama. I do not care to move into it. I am a little scared of it.
I am fighting against moving into that thing.

That area is right above the oil tanks, and I do not think that
officers of any importance, or anybody, as a matter of fact, should be
in those houses.
Admiral Standley. The trend of your recommendations is that the congestion is too great around Pearl Harbor?

Commander Kaminski. That is correct.

Admiral Standley. In every way?

Commander Kaminski. In every way.

Admiral Standley. Have you made the recommendations to your senior officer?

Commander Kaminski. I have made no recommendation to my senior officer except one. I made one recommendation that they take over this present hotel for the housing of the officers. That is the only recommendation I made in writing.

Admiral Standley. You realize that to accomplish these things the quickest way to get that done is to make your recommendations to your commanding officer?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, and my commanding officer and I have talked about the lumber piles. I have also made the recommendation concerning housing the officer personnel in this present hotel that we are in now.

Admiral Standley. That is all you had in mind?

Commander Kaminski. Yes, with respect to the communications.

[1738] Admiral Standley. Yes, you gave us that.

Commander Kaminski. And about relieving certain people on watches who are trained.

Admiral Standley. Yes, you gave us that.

Commander Kaminski. And too many officers there at that time.

Admiral Standley. Yes. Is that all you have?

Commander Kaminski. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Thank you very much.

Colonel Brown. Colonel Smoot.

Admiral Standley. Will you be sworn?

TESTIMONY OF COLONEL PERRY M. SMOOT, ADJUTANT GENERAL OF HAWAII, UNITED STATES ARMY

(The oath was administered in due form by Admiral Standley.)

Admiral Standley. Will you question him, General McCoy?

General McCoy. What are your present duties, Colonel?

Colonel Smoot. I have three duties at the present time. The first one is Adjutant General, Hawaii, appointed by the President some years ago; the second one is Director of the Selective Service for the Territory of Hawaii, and the third one is Commanding General Hawaiian Territorial Guard.

General McCoy. You have been Adjutant General of the District for how many years?

Colonel Smoot. Eighteen years.

General McCoy. You have in that period of time had considerable experience with soldiers of Japanese blood?

Colonel Smoot. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. The majority of your soldiers, I take it, are those of Japanese blood?

Colonel Smoot. No, sir, not the majority. We keep down to from 2% to 10%.

General McCoy. Are there any special investigations or examinations of such soldiers? I am speaking of the National Guard with re-
spect to your statement about keeping it down to [1739] a
certain percent. Do you look into their background and investigate
it to be sure of the persons?

Colonel Smoot. Yes, sir. In a community such as Hawaii where
the people do not migrate and emigrate very much, everyone is more
or less known. We take the younger Japanese when they are recom-
mended by their school mates and playmates from the time that they
were youngsters, and we get these recommendations from the other
racial groups of guardsmen. Each one is taken on the recommenda-
tion of some other type of guardsman.

General McCoy. Does it seem to be a desirable service to the natives
of Hawaii?

Colonel Smoot. The National Guard service?

General McCoy. Yes.

Colonel Smoot. Yes.

General McCoy. You have no trouble getting recruits for the Na-
tional Guard?

Colonel Smoot. No trouble getting recruits, no, sir.

General McCoy. You next duty is director of the Selective Service?

Colonel Smoot. Yes.

General McCoy. How has that worked out in regard to the person-
nel? What is your feeling of security about them?

Colonel Smoot. That is a dual question. First of all, 60% of those
we have inducted, or 2,483, have been Japanese, while only 30% of
our registrations are Japanese. So you see that we have inducted
almost twice as many as many as the registration showed.

The reason for that is that the Japanese are more available for in-
duction. Of course, you understand that the Selective Service allows
many exemptions and deferments for key men in industry and those
directly in the national defense, construction and operation, and so on.

So, ever since the Selective Service has been in opera-
tion in Hawaii, since October, 1940, there has been a tremendous
amount of national defense projects, construction work, and so on.
It goes down even to the small shops in town where subcontracts are
allotted to those places, with the result that the key men in all them,
all types of industry, are not Japanese. They are others, the Japanese
not being used to any extent in national defense projects. So that
leaves them available for induction because they do not have any reason
to be deferred.

General McCoy. To what organization have most of them been
assigned.

Colonel Smoot. To the Second National Guard regiment in the
federal service.

General McCoy. They are no longer under your command?

Colonel Smoot. No, sir.

General McCoy. Do they form a part of a regular division?

Colonel Smoot. Yes.

General McCoy. Which one is that?

Colonel Smoot. One of them is the 24th Division and the other was
called the 25th Division, but was recently released because it now
garrisons all outlying islands.

General McCoy. Is there a considerable number of Japanese re-
serve officers in this area?

Colonel Smoot. Yes.
General McCoy. Would you say the majority of the officers are Japanese?
Colonel Smoot. No, sir. I would say perhaps 30 to 40%.

General McCoy. Have you talked to their commanding generals at any time about them?
Colonel Smoot. Yes, frequently.

General McCoy. Have you given any warnings to them or have they consulted you about the loyalty of those people?
Colonel Smoot. It comes up constantly, and they seem to think those they have are loyal.

General McCoy. Do you think so?
Colonel Smoot. Only as long as the United States is in the ascendancy.

General McCoy. What is the nature of your home guard?
Colonel Smoot. It is a mixture of all races here, formed on one day, you might say, on the 7th of December. Thirty-eight percent are Japanese. They are mostly youngsters from the schools, being from 18 to 21; those in the high schools and the university.

General McCoy. Are the officers mixed about the same proportion?
Colonel Smoot. No, sir, we have two Japanese officers out of 89.

General McCoy. Is the home guard on duty in connection with safeguarding utilities?
Colonel Smoot. Yes, that is their main objective. Their mission is anti-sabotage.

General McCoy. In other words, you would be using a considerable number of Japanese soldiers in action against sabotage by other Japanese?
Colonel Smoot. Yes, that is so, except that we never place any guard of Japanese—if it is six men we never have more than two Japanese at any installation.

General McCoy. Do most of these soldiers speak English?
Colonel Smoot. Yes, all of them. They are people raised here and are American citizens, and are well known among the other schoolmates.

General McCoy. That is all.
Admiral Reeves. No questions.
General McNarney. No questions.

Admiral Standley. We appreciate your coming before us. We are cautioning all witnesses not to discuss their testimony or to discuss anything that has happened before this Commission.

Colonel Smoot. Yes.

Admiral Standley. We will adjourn now until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 5:15 o'clock p. m., an adjournment was taken until tomorrow, Friday, January 9, 1942, at 9 o'clock a.m., at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.)
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**COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE JAPANESE ATTACK OF DECEMBER 7, 1941, ON HAWAII**

**FRIDAY, JANUARY 9, 1942**

**Suite 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.**

The Commission reconvened at 10:40 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

**PRESENT**

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman;
Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired;
Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired;
Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission;
Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

**PROCEEDINGS**

The Chairman. Admiral Kimmel is recalled.

**TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL HUSBAND E. KIMMEL, UNITED STATES NAVY—Recalled**

The Chairman. Admiral, you have in mind the chief of staff's telegram of December 7 which did not reach you until a day or two after the action here?

Admiral Kimmel. The afternoon of the action, as I recall it now, yes.
The Chairman. The afternoon of the action. After.
Admiral Kimmel. After.
The Chairman. Too late to be of any use?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Now, having in mind the contents of that message, which General Short was ordered to bring to your attention immediately, would the information contained in that message have made any difference in your dispositions to meet a possible air raid? It is a pretty hard question to answer, I know.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I can answer that very readily. I scarcely read the message. I don't recall what was in it.
The Chairman. Well, now, briefly, what was in it was this: that it was believed that the Japanese would give an ultimatum at 1 o'clock Washington time, which would have been somewhere around 6:30 your time, and that the Japanese Embassy was destroying its code machines. That is the effect of it, I think.

Would that have spelled a probable air raid on the same morning, to your mind, if you had read it, with the background and with everything else that you had here?

Admiral Kimmel. I don't know that it would spell an air raid on this place, but I am sure that we would have taken steps to do all we could if we had received such a message as that.

The Chairman. You mean that there probably would have been an alert ordered?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Now, I am going to ask you about——

Admiral Kimmel. Well——

The Chairman. Go ahead.

Admiral Kimmel. I want to make clear that I have not studied the message.

The Chairman. No.

Admiral Kimmel. But I paid very little attention to it because it was of no use to me.

The Chairman. Certainly.

[1746] Admiral Kimmel. And your explanation of it is all that I remember of it.

The Chairman. All right. Now, the other question I want to ask you is: You have in mind this message that was sent by the Japanese Consul here on the 3d in which he advised the Japanese authorities in Japan that they were setting up a series of signals—offshore signals by lights, and what not—that would indicate which ships were in the harbor and out of the harbor on the 4th, 5th, and 6th of December?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Now, if that message had been brought to you the day it was sent, on the 3d, would that have spelled to you the necessity for a different disposition of your forces?

Admiral Kimmel. Unquestionably.

The Chairman. Those are the questions I wanted to ask you.

Admiral Kimmel. Unquestionably.

The Chairman. I am asking you after the fact what you would have mentally done if you had got those messages.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. But you see the reason for my inquiry.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You didn't get either of these messages.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And that is the thing we are worried about.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. If I had known that the Japanese Consul out here was sending such messages, if I had known the contents of the code messages which we afterwards translated, I would have—well, I would have immediately reported it to Washington and considered it almost equivalent to a declaration of war.
The Chairman. This, by the way, is the Chief of Staff's message that was to have been brought to your attention in time and was not (handing a document to the witness).

[1747] Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I think we would have acted on that. I think there is no question but what we would have acted on that.

The Chairman. That is all I wanted to ask you, sir.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Because I thought it fair to you to get your reaction if you had got the warnings which were intended for you.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Of which you might have gotten.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Has anyone any other questions?

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. I just wanted to clear up that point before we finished.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Admiral.

Admiral Kimmel. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN JOHN BAYLISS EARLE, UNITED STATES NAVY, CHIEF OF STAFF 14TH NAVAL DISTRICT

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name and rank and duty to the reporter?

Captain Earle. John Bayliss Earle, Captain U. S. N., Chief of Staff 14th Naval District.

The Chairman. Will you ask the questions, Admiral?

Admiral Standley. What duties were you performing on the night of December 6 and the morning of December 7, Captain?

Captain Earle. Chief of Staff 14th Naval District.

Admiral Standley. Did you receive a message concerning submarine activities off the entrance of Pearl Harbor on the morning of December 7? And if so, state what the message was and the circumstances attending it.

Captain Earle. About seven-ten or -twelve approximately—I don’t remember the definite time—I received a telephone message from the operations duty officer in the District Staff Headquarters that he had received a message from the U. S. S. WARD, which was on channel patrol, to the effect that he had fired on and attacked a submarine. I got the impression at the time that the submarine had fired at him. I immediately called up—I immediately—I told the duty officer to get in touch with the ready-duty destroyer and send her out at once and to get abord of the operations officer, and then I called up Admiral Bloch and notified him of the circumstances.

Admiral Standley. How long did it take you to get the message to Admiral Bloch?

Captain Earle. Not more than three or four minutes; two or three minutes.
Admiral Standley. Was there any doubt in your mind as to the validity of this report?

Captain Earle. Well, my first impression was that it was just another one of these false reports which had been coming in off and on for a period of some years—not—for a period of a year. We had been having many false reports of submarines in the outlying waters, but this seemed to be a little bit more serious. Apparently there had been an actual attack made. Up to this time our previous experiences had been with submarines that eventually failed. In other words, I don't recall of ever having fired either depth charges or anything else at a submarine prior to this episode.

Admiral Standley. Were you informed of a message also from the WARD saying that she had picked up a sampan and was towing her in?

Captain Earle. I was.

[1749] Admiral Standley. Did that have any bearing on the other message?

Captain Earle. Well, that cleared it up in my mind. In other words, I couldn't understand, if it had been a serious situation, why the WARD was proceeding now apparently to leave her post without any particular fear and escorting a sampan to Honolulu.

Admiral Standley. Were you informed at the time of— at the time you received this message were you told of the time of the attack?

Captain Earle. I didn't quite get it.

Admiral Standley. At the time you received this message were you also informed of the time of the attack? I understand the message was coded and had to be decoded. Were you informed at seven or twelve, when you received the message, that the attack had occurred at 6:30 or 6:33?

Captain Earle. No, sir; I was just told the message: attack.

Admiral Standley. That they had attacked a submarine. And that was received at 7:12?

Captain Earle. About somewhere around that time.

Admiral Standley. About 7:10 or 7:12.

Captain, as Chief of Staff of the 14th Naval District you would have been informed of any defects of facilities, and so forth, on the station, would you not?

Captain Earle. Not necessarily.

Admiral Standley. Communications. In the communications facilities, for example?

Captain Earle. Very probably. I wouldn't be able to say definitely, but that would be the idea. If it were a major failure I certainly should get some information about it.

Admiral Standley. Was the communication duty officer who made this report to you the 14th District duty officer?


Admiral Standley. And he would have been under you authority?

Captain Earle. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Under your command?

Captain Earle. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Had you received any reports from the officer in charge of that post of the lack of facilities to carry on the duties of that post?

Captain Earle. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. As far as you know, there had been no complaint that the facilities there and the personnel were not effective or sufficient?

Captain Earle. That's right. No report had been made.

Admiral Standley. Was any action taken on this submarine report, as to alerting the station or alerting or giving the information to the proper authorities to alert the station and the area, prior to the dropping of the bombs by the planes?

Captain Earle. Only that the duty officer was told, and he informed me that he had informed the duty officer and Commander-in-Chief Pacific staff of the circumstances and that my immediate superior had been informed. Outside of that, so far as I know—

Admiral Standley (interposing). But no action was taken?

Captain Earle. —there were no other steps taken except to send the—

Admiral Standley. But no action was taken.

Captain Earle. —to send the ready-duty destroyer out.

Admiral Standley. I have nothing further.

The Chairman. Anything further, gentlemen?

General McCoy. What was the alarm signal at the Navy Yard for an airplane attack?

Captain Earle. One long blast, about 25 seconds, I guess, and one short one of about five seconds.

[1751] General McCoy. Who was to give that alarm?

Captain Earle. Given through the duty officer in the Headquarters Staff to the power plant.

General McCoy. Did he give the alarm?

Captain Earle. I never heard it if that alarm was given.

General McCoy. You never heard the alarm itself?

Captain Earle. I never heard it.

Admiral Standley. That was an air alarm, was it?

Captain Earle. Air? No, it was the regular big whistle on the power plant.

Admiral Standley. Was that an alarm for air, or was it for submarine attack?

Captain Earle. That was an alarm for air.

Admiral Standley. Air.

Captain Earle. There was no submarine alarm.

General McCoy. You don't know whether that actually was given by the power plant?

Captain Earle. I do not.

General McCoy. Were you familiar with the setup in the duty officer's center as to giving quick notice to responsible officers?

Captain Earle. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. What was it? Do you remember?

Captain Earle. As I recall, they had a special switchboard there which could be reached—all the responsible officers. They had a man on telephone watch, and they had this officer on watch at the same time with an assistant.

General McCoy. Do you know who was with him that morning?

Captain Earle. I do not recall. Lieutenant Commander Kaminski was the duty officer, but I do not remember.
General McCoy. Was the enlisted man on duty there supposed to be a regular sailor of the Navy?
Captain Earle. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Would it have been possible that it was a Hawaiian?
Captain Earle. Well, we have Hawaiians in the Navy at this post. It might have been so; I couldn't say.
General McCoy. Do you know whether there were teletype machines there for the purpose of quick spreading of information?
Captain Earle. There are teletype machines there.
General McCoy. What was the purpose of that, of the teletype?
Captain Earle. To pass the word quickly to the Army and to the various—
General McCoy. To all concerned?
Captain Earle. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Do you know whether that was used?
Captain Earle. I do not know.
General McCoy. Had it ever been used?
Captain Earle. Been used? I am a little bit doubtful because there has so much taken place since this thing occurred that it's possible that my recollection may be colored by that, but my recollection is that they were available and had been used, and primarily for training purposes; in other words, to make sure that the operators were being trained on these things all the time. There was a considerable communication going on on these teletype machines all the time, to such an extent that we had even called attention at times to the fact that they were getting too conversational.
General McCoy. I have no further questions.
Admiral Standley. Captain, during drills and exercises and during working hours, and so forth, was this station fully manned?
Captain Earle. It was manned to the same extent, these two officers and the telephone operator at night, and during drills it was fully manned with all the officers available, including all the teletype operators.

Admiral Standley. Then, the situation was a situation for at night when the station was ordinarily closed and the other duty officers were not there?
Captain Earle. That is correct.
Admiral Standley. I haven't anything further.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Captain. Please observe the caution not to discuss what has been testified here with anyone.
Captain Earle. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Is there anybody else, Mr. Howe?
Mr. Howe. I believe there is a Mr. Butler out there.
(There was colloquy off the record.)
The Chairman. Bring in Mr. Butler.
Will you be sworn, sir?

TESTIMONY OF BERNARD J. BUTLER

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The Chairman. Give your full name and address to the reporter, please.
The Chairman. I think you attended the Naval Academy, did you not, Mr. Butler?

Mr. Butler. Yes. They found me physically deficient in my eyes, and I had to leave.

The Chairman. What is your business?

Mr. Butler. I am in the pineapple business on the island of Maui, and then my activity in the business is such that I put back and forth between Maui and Honolulu, and the mainland also. As a matter of fact, I should be in Washington now under normal course of events.

The Chairman. Were you on the island of Maui on the morning of December 7?

Mr. Butler. Yes.

The Chairman. Will you describe what occurred there according to your observation?

Mr. Butler. Well, I was at home working in the garden and talking with my youngsters, and so on, and about 11 o'clock the phone rang and said it was an emergency call. I happen to be a member of what they call the Major Disaster Council on Maui, and there was an emergency call for a meeting at 11 o'clock in Wailuku, and I asked the man why, and he said, "Have you listened on the radio?"

And I said, "No, I haven't."

And he said, "Well, you better do it, because there is an attack on Pearl Harbor," which I immediately attributed to a—I thought we had simply put the whole thing to a major trial spin, so to speak.

I turned the radio on, and about a few minutes later the phone rang again, and my boy is a Boy Scout, and they were getting all the Boy Scouts together. I listened to the radio for a while and heard what they had to say, and went down to this Disaster Council, and then Colonel Lyman, who was the Army commander there, reported that this had gone on, and we heard the Governor's address, and it all became apparent that it was a fact that this attack had taken place.

Of course the Council or the whole situation attempted to swing into action. The provisional police was called out to take their duties and guard posts that had been planned for them, which they had never been on before, incidentally; it was the first shot.

The Chairman. What military force was there on Maui before?

Mr. Butler. There was a battalion of what was the National Guard, the 298th or '99th—I forget which—in addition to the—there is a fleet detachment base there with a squadron of—a service squadron, VJ-3, on duty there.

The Chairman. How many Japanese were there in that home guard? What is the proportion?

Mr. Butler. In the provincial police; oh, I don't know. There was no effort—

General McCoy. With reference to the military organization.

The Chairman. This 298.

Mr. Butler. Oh, yes. I see. I think between 25 and 30%. Many of these men in the 298th I think were made up from draftees that had been in here, and they built up the thing when they moved it back.
The rest of the men were regular residents of Maui. I mean they just came home, so to speak.

The Chairman. Will you inquire?

Admiral Standley. Mr. Butler, how long have you been associated with the business in Maui?

Mr. Butler. Well, ever since I have lived there, for eight years.

Admiral Standley. Eight years?

Mr. Butler. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What is your estimate and opinion of the loyalty of the Japanese? First let me ask you this: How many Japanese are there in the island of Maui?

Mr. Butler. Well, the island of Maui has 47,000 people, and I should say that 35 to 37% of those were of Japanese extraction.

Admiral Standley. How many Filipinos have you there? Less Japanese?

Mr. Butler. Japanese predominate.

Admiral Standley. Predominate on Maui?

Mr. Butler. Yes. I wouldn't estimate the number of Filipinos. They are predominant in agriculture labor. There is very little Japanese agriculture labor there. There are some of these that are machinists and mechanics.

Admiral Standley. They are not in the truck—

Mr. Butler (interposing). There are a great many of them, but they are not doing basic agriculture work. That is, the men that are cutting the cane and hauling the cane, and so on, [1756] are predominant. I don't suppose throughout the territory that you could muster up a gang of men—cane cutters or what not—of Japanese extraction, to save your life. They just don't do that any more. They are nearly all Filipinos. However, the men who operate the caneloaders and mechanical devices, and so on, are usually Japanese, not Filipinos.

Admiral Standley. Well, what is your estimate of the loyalty of the Japanese; that is, the potential loyalty or future loyalty of the Japanese on the island of Maui?

Mr. Butler. Well, I have often recorded this opinion, on many occasions. First let me preface my remark with the fact that I was born in San Francisco and in an atmosphere of great intolerance toward the Japanese, and when I came down here I had no faith in them whatsoever. I had nothing to do with them; I didn't want to have anything to do with them. But my work was of such a nature that I was thrown into intimate contact with them, and I found myself, without intending to or without knowing I was doing it, subconsciously differentiating between them as to individuals. I found myself no longer generalizing, and I have found now that there are Japanese that I know whom I have implicit and utmost faith in, and there are ones I wouldn't trust around the corner, just as there are white men that I have faith in and others that I wouldn't trust around the corner. But I mean it's come—I have been so close with them, working with them, and my work has been in operation of canning factories in which predominantly we have Japanese, both men and women, and obviously you get to know individuals and you commence to differentiate on an individual basis.

I believe that of the—and I speak now of the Hawaiian-born, that is the citizen, Japanese—I am of the opinion that you can depend
upon a very great majority of them. I think that I wouldn't hesitate at all in my own thinking and operation or discriminate against them because they are Japanese, from the standpoint of loyalty.

On the other hand, the older men, the aliens, those who couldn't become citizens in any case, and came here from Japan, I would be chary about. I would expect that they wouldn't be loyal. I mean I would go on that as a premise.

The Chairman. Now, these American Japanese that you speak of are the children, largely, of the older Japanese who are still attached to the mother country, aren't they?

Mr. Butler. Yes, that is correct; that is, generally speaking.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Butler. Of course some of them, there has been a complete severance, but there is a great deal of that.

The Chairman. Quite. Now, what according to your understanding is the authority of the head of the family in the Japanese setup?

Mr. Butler. Fundamentally it is the parent. There is no question of the influence of the parent, both the mother and father, on the child. There is a filial loyalty that we don't understand and can't appreciate unless you see it operate. But I believe this: there is evidence, to my mind, that there has been a very steady buildup of conflict between the younger generation and the older generation Japanese here in the past ten years. You can—oh, you can see it in their social life; you can see it in the control of their various and sundry associations, the lack of participation on the part of the older people in younger people's—oh, social life, and so on, the resistance on the part of the younger or the American-born Japanese to sending their children to the language schools. Most of them don't want to send them to them, and they resist, but they permit the parents to force them to do it, and they are always resisting it more and more. Even 20 years ago that wasn't so true, but it is much more so now; there is a conflict.

Admiral Standley. What if there was a landing on the island of Maui of Japanese in force? Do you think that these citizen Japanese could be depended upon to defend the island against the Japanese?

Mr. Butler. I think a great majority of them could be depended upon to take arms against—I think would take arms against them, if their statements to me, the many of them that have talked to me, are any criteria.

Admiral Standley. Is there any disturbance among the Japanese and Filipinos in Maui?

Mr. Butler. Not now. There potentially is from the Filipino standpoint, not the Japanese standpoint. The Filipinos'.

Admiral Standley. You spoke a moment ago of the Japanese occupying the technical positions or positions above labor status. What is your estimate of the skill of the Japanese generally?

Mr. Butler. Well, there again I must differentiate on an individual basis. There are some—we have Japanese in our employ, machinists and so on, who are as highly skilled as any man you would find anywhere in the world: they have initiative; they have skill; they are inventors. And on the other hand we have some that are as dumb and thick-headed as anybody you would find in the world.

Admiral Standley. I don't think I have any more questions.
The Chairman. General McNarney?
General McNarney. No.
The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?
Admiral Reeves. Nothing.
The Chairman. General?
General McCoy. Have you any fear of invasion on the part of the Japanese?
Mr. Butler. I wouldn't use the word "fear," but I would use the word "apprehension." We have had two very cursory attacks from Japanese sources on Maui. Submarines have come [1759] in on two different occasions and without any resistance or retaliation have shelled the place; and obviously, with that occurring on two different occasions with no retaliation, why, it's quite natural that you would be somewhat apprehensive of the situation on account of lack of defense.

General McCoy. What do you suppose they shelled Maui for?
Mr. Butler. It seemed their—in each case the objective seemed to have been ships tied up in Kahului Harbor. It so happened on the first attack—it was about sundown of December 15—they laid five shells into our factory, knocked the stack down, put a hole in the roof. We were able to plot those shells and able to get off a course of flight on them and get the approximate position of the submarine from the sights that were taken on it, and we were simply in the line of fire of a ship that was tied up in the harbor, which was just preparing to put to sea, and his last shot hit the pier right at the—I mean the beam of the ship and didn't hit it, and the submarine then left.

The other night—the other was on a moonlight night about 2 in the morning, and there were two ships tied up, and this time they were out further, and he had a better peg at the ships; I mean the other way the pier was in the way, and this way he was more shooting at them, but his shooting wasn't very accurate in either case.

General McCoy. One attack was on the 15th, and the other when?
Mr. Butler. A week ago Tuesday, the 30th.
General McCoy. How quickly did American ships arrive as a result of that?
Mr. Butler. None arrived that I know of. The next morning there were some.

General McCoy. Any planes, bombing planes come over?
Mr. Butler. No.
[1760] General McCoy. Did you give the alarm—
Mr. Butler. Yes.
General McCoy. —to the military and naval authorities here?
Mr. Butler. Well, the first night the alarm was sounded immedi-
ately. I mean the thing was observed quickly from all these various and sundry lookouts that were reported. Colonel Lyman, command-
ing officer of that district, was on his way to make an address to the populace of the island over the police radio. Well, that interrupted that, and he made an effort to communicate to Honolulu the fact that the attack was on. The only means he had was the police radio, I mean he broadcast it to the world, you might say, over the police radio; that was the only means of communicating. And it was immediately transmitted also to the air base at Puunene where this VJ-3 was, and unfortunately the commanding officer—nobody could be found. They
were up on the mountain about 20 miles away, and it almost required the services of a search party to find them. Of course by that time the submarine was gone, and it would have been gone anyhow.

General McCoy. Who were these officers?
Mr. Butler. A man named South was in command.
General McCoy. Of the Army?
Mr. Butler. Navy. The Army is the lieutenant colonel—Lieutenant Lyman.

General McCoy. What does the Navy base there consist of?
Mr. Butler. It's a service squadron of ships as far as I know; I am not familiar with it. It is attached to the fleet and—

General McCoy. Are they hydroplanes?
Mr. Butler. There were none there then. There were only observation and reconnaissance planes as far as I know. Subsequently and before the next attack took place bombers were based there and are based there now. I saw them as I left [1761] Maui. But in the second attack—in the case of the second attack they didn’t get in the air, either.

Admiral Reeves. You mentioned that these planes were VJ planes?
Mr. Butler. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. That means service squadron?
Mr. Butler. Yes. It was a service squadron, as I understand; not combat planes.
Admiral Reeves. That is what I wanted to ask.
Mr. Butler. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. These planes were not armed? They had no guns or bombs?
Mr. Butler. On the first occasion. On the second occasion they were armed; there were armed planes there.

Another thing of interest to note indicating somewhat of the confusion that is existing here: in the case of this second attack, in an effort to communicate the fact to headquarters here in Honolulu, Colonel Lyman had to use the inter-island telephone—he had no other means of communication at the time—and the censor cut him off.

The Chairman. That is a radio telephone?
Mr. Butler. Yes, a public telephone. I mean as soon as he started talking about ships and firing the censor cut him off. So there we were without means of communication, and he was obviously very much put off, and he was desirous of having some means of communication here that he could depend on and that he wouldn’t be cut off on, but he couldn’t—

The Chairman. Have you any notion why the planes didn’t get into the air from Maui on the second attack?
Mr. Butler. Maybe they weren’t warm, or I don’t know, but the personnel was informed and there was an officer in charge. Whether he felt that he should take the initiative and do it or not I don’t know. It was 2 o’clock in the morning. It was a full moonlight night. I don’t know whether flying conditions would warrant it or not; I couldn’t

Admiral Standley. Whom did those bombers belong to?
tell; I don’t know. [1762] But I do know none got in the air.
Mr. Butler. Those, the Navy.
Admiral Standley. Those were Navy bombers?
Mr. Butler. Yes.

Admiral Standley. They belonged to the Navy?

Mr. Butler. Yes. As far as I know, there is no Army aircraft over there at all. The field was being expanded for that and is now in course of construction.

Admiral Standley. Have you made a report of these circumstances to the authorities here in Pearl Harbor?

Mr. Butler. I did that two weeks ago, yes. As a matter of fact, I came over here—not two weeks ago. I came over here the 28th of December. The people on Maui were, as I say, apprehensive after this first attack and particularly after the landing of the LAHAINA survivors. Those were those men who were in that torpedoed ship. They came along the coast one night sending up very lights and flares, and they were observed, and we had no means absolutely of investigating them, no craft, no boats or anything else, and they came up on the beach in the morning, and everybody was disturbed. So I came over here to see if some representations couldn't be made to build up the defense, realizing of course the stress and the circumstances and the difficulty of so doing. That's about all that has occurred so far as concerns military activities on that island, but another phase of it that is of interest—may I do this without being questioned?—is the degree of confusion that exists in all of our preparations and activities. It is confused there and has been for some time, and I came over here to sort of try to find out what might be done to straighten it out so we could get on a firm basis; but I found that condition over there is amateurish in comparison with the condition that is here. They are professionals here.

There doesn't seem to be any forthright, direct leadership [1763] in this whole thing somehow, and everyone there is fearsome of it and decrying it and hopeful that—and it doesn't apply—I mean that is civilian population as well as anybody else. I don't think there is any leadership at all. We are not getting it, and people are wanting to do things, and many people realize the seriousness of the situation; many don't, I don't believe. They don't appreciate it. But many do, and there seems to be no cooperation; there seems to be no getting together on the thing.

Admiral Standley. Will you please give an instance of what you have in mind of Honolulu? You spoke of it I believe this morning.

Mr. Butler. Oh, yes. For instance, the—yesterday? You have in mind something in connection with this labor?

Admiral Standley. I have in mind the question of the laborers unloading those transports.

Mr. Butler. Yes. Well, there has been a great deal of effort on the part of the Army to get labor ready to handle various things here, and representations were made to have men in from plantations here to unload transports yesterday. A great many men came in. They loaded them into trucks and piled them in here, and they got here in the morning and they waited all day long. I happened to see them leave at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. No ships had come; nobody knew anything about it. There seemed to be a lack of information. The Army people said they would be there and they needed the men, and lo and behold no ships turned up at all.

Well, that is perhaps understandable. On the other hand, a movement of ships of that size, it would seem that information would be
available to make a little more definite planning and not have that waste of time, effort, and men’s tempers, and so on.

There is another phase of it that perhaps has not occurred, but it indicates to the men that are being handled that way the amount of confusion that exists. And then we have every night coming from Tokyo a broadcaster who is throwing out a lot of lurid, wild propaganda; and his propaganda, fitting in with events like that, ties up and will take. There is going to be a shaking of confidence if one—one of two things has got to occur. The broadcast has got to be cut out. But better than that, we have got to get some plan and cooperation. It seems to me that many—and I am looking at it entirely from outside, but I have been running around here for a week trying to get something done—that there have been assigned men to work and to jobs that are round pegs in square holes. I mean here is a man and here is a job: put the two together, rather than saying, “Is this man qualified to fill this job? Can he do it?” It seems to me that maybe there is a lack of comprehension of the magnitude of the administrative job that is necessary.

The Chairman. Well, do you mean that the Army men and the Navy men who are assigned to these jobs don’t seem to know their jobs?

Mr. Butler. No, I don’t say all of them, but too many of them don’t. I mean rather than a man in an administrative job whose immediate detail before has been with combat troops—well, the type of administration, it strikes me, is a little bit different.

You find a man who—oh, maybe he is put in the job as a food administrator; and he is probably an old fussbudget that you can get nowhere with: he has no imagination, and he’s all tied up in red tape. You have just got them. It takes a week to try to get anything done at all.

Just as an example, one of the problems I came over here on was this question of food and supply of food to the outlying islands, quite a vital thing. What I had to do was quite simple. I got over here last Sunday. I haven’t got the answer yet, and I have been camping in that capitol ground pegging away at people all the time, and I still haven’t got the answer. We still don’t know what to expect or what we can do. I mean either do something—I mean it doesn’t make any difference, if we can just know one way or the other, but we can’t find out, and everybody says, “Well, somebody else knows, and somebody else knows,” and pretty soon you are right around in a circle and have gotten nowhere, and personally I am alarmed about the situation. I think something drastic ought to be done somehow or some way.

Admiral Standley. I have nothing further.

The Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Butler.

Mr. Butler. Thank you very much.

The Chairman. Don’t discuss outside what your testimony has been.

Mr. Butler. I won’t.

Colonel Brown. Admiral Pye will be here about 12:20. He is leaving the Navy Yard at 10 minutes to 12.

The Chairman. All right.

(Thereupon there was a brief, informal recess, at the conclusion of which the proceedings were resumed as follows:)
Admiral Standley. Admiral, when you were before the Commission here last week we asked you some questions in regard to the expedition for the relief of Wake, and you gave us an answer stating that you had received a message from the Department saying that the relief of Wake was not necessary—I have forgotten just what terms we used—but that in addition to that telegram there were other instructions that actuated you in calling that expedition off.

The Commission would like to hear what those reasons were, if you feel you could disclose them.

Admiral Pye. I think the best thing to do would be to read my estimate that I made on that day. This was written immediately after I made the decision, in order to put on record the thoughts I had.

Admiral Reeves. Before you do that, Admiral, I wonder if you could just rehearse the substance of the dispatch from the Department in Washington.

Admiral Pye. I have quoted in here the various dispatches, but the one to which Admiral Standley refers is:

Wake is considered a liability.
There were other words in there.
Admiral Standley. This is off the record.
(There was colloquy off the record.)
Admiral Pye (reading):

Discussion of decision to retire task forces 14 and 11.

Admiral Reeves. This is the estimate?
Admiral Pye. This I wrote within two hours after I gave the order in order to have my decision on record. Also, all [1767] these facts had been talked over with my Chief of Staff and also the members of my staff. The decision had to be hastily made because Wake that day had been landed upon and there was no possibility at that time to continue the relief of Wake. Therefore a decision was necessary.

(Continuing reading:)

General Situation:

Commanding General does not consider Hawaiian Islands safe from a major attack and consequently until it is adequately reinforced by the Army or by an increase in naval forces the maintenance of present naval strength in the form of task groups is of primary consideration.

At the time the operation against the Marshalls was projected the Army had expressed no concern for the defense of the Hawaiian Islands even in the absence of the Fleet. It was, however, natural to assume, before the loss of the battleships, that the Fleet would be operating in force to the Westward of these Islands and would afford adequate protection against operations in force by the enemy in this vicinity.

At the time the operation against the Marshalls was planned, of which I was the strongest advocate, the latest available information indicated the probability that the carriers which attacked Oahu were returning to the Japanese Mainland or rejoining the combined Fleet. Later information beginning about 10 December indicated one and possibly two carrier divisions were in the Marshalls or vicinity. Greatly augmented air activity and reinforcements were noted. The frequent bombing of Wake by heavy land-based bombers In-
Dedicated a land base at Enewitok or Rongelap. The total absence of the facts of
enemy [1768] developments in the Marshalls made it most difficult
to correctly estimate the capacity of the enemy. It may be assumed that the
bombers which have constantly bombed Wake can fly at least 900 miles if on
an attack mission if they do not return. It is apparent from their past ac-
tions that the enemy will take such action if by so doing they could sink a
carrier. An operation to bomb the Marshalls was one which the enemy would
anticipate and prepare for, if possible. Radar intelligence and intercepted
plain-language messages indicated such preparation. In view, therefore, of
the improbability of surprise, I on 20 December reluctantly abandoned the
proposed attack by Task Force Eleven on the Marshalls and ordered that task
force to proceed to the northward to support Task Force 14. Certain restric-
tions in operating areas were placed upon the Task Forces 14 and 8 in order
to prevent their interference with each other, as both were on radio silence.

The loss of battleship strength, the absence of bases and uncertainty of
fueling at sea, has made operation far to the westward a most difficult under-
taking. Ships at sea must not run low in fuel as at any time the channel
to Pearl Harbor was one which the enemy would be able to close. Because of this possibility it is
essential that one tanker with adequate fuel be maintained at sea. This
reduces the rate of transportation of fuel oil from the Coast.

It will be at least the 10th of February before seven battleships could be made
available in the vicinity of Pearl and probably the first of April before the two
new battleships on the West Coast [1769] can be made available to the
Fleet if so ordered.

The fall of Wake will relieve enemy forces operating there for further activity
against the islands of the southern route such as Canton, Samoa and Christmas
Islands, or against Midway.

Midway will be harder to take than Wake because it is better supplied and
armed, has a radar and bombing planes and is probably outside of the bombing
range of shore-based planes even from Wake; is at least as far from any enemy
base as it is from Pearl from which it can be supported by VP and Army bomber
planes, and by Fleet task groups.

Samoa at present cannot be held against a major effort of the enemy but it is
doubtful if such an effort can be made at present. The most probable action
against Samoa appears to be a move via the Gilberts and Canton. Canton is only
lightly held by a company of Army Engineers without AA guns of other artillery.
From Canton, supposing it to be completed by the enemy as a landing field, Samoa
can be bombed as was done at Wake. However, the operations of our task forces
in this vicinity are on a basis of near equality in distance from a base, with that
of the enemy task forces.

Restrictions were also imposed upon the carrier and cruisers of Task Force 8
after it was learned that Wake had been bombed by carrier planes.

I might explain here that that restriction was that they were not
to proceed closer than 200 miles to Wake.

Upon the return from Wake of the VP plane sent there [1770] with
information as to the attack at relief, the situation at Wake seemed to warrant
taking a great chance to effect its reinforcement even at the sacrifice of the
Tangier and possible damage to some major ships of the Task Force 14. The
restrictions on Task Force 14 operations were therefore removed and restrictions
on operating areas of Task Forces 11 and 8 modified to permit closer support.

Early on the 22nd information was received of ships in the vicinity of Wake
indicating probable landing operation. This was later confirmed. Troops ashore
and outcome doubtful. This evidence of a planned expedition indicated strongly
that the enemy had estimated closely the probable date of our proposed attempt
at relief, and that in such an operation it seems probable that plans would be
made to trap, if possible, any relief force which attempted to come to the relief
of Wake.

It immediately raised the question: With present enemy activity, can Wake be
relieved or evacuated? The answer was unquestionable—No. Assuming Task 14
about 500 miles away, could it conduct air attack on enemy forces in vicinity of
Wake which could save it? The answer again was, No. One such attack might
destroy enemy transports and light forces, but except for morale value would or
could do little to support Wake. The Wake relief expedition was a desperate
move to give reinforcements to the gallant defenders, and I was willing, if no
enemy activity other than bombing was in progress, to sacrifice the Tangier and
several destroyers in the attempt.
When, however, it was apparent that the appearance of carrier planes over Wake could not save it but would give the enemy the information that one of our carriers was in the vicinity, a different situation was presented.

The enemy expedition against Wake was a definitely planned expedition. Had we been planning a similar expedition, we unquestionably would have placed strong forces in position to locate and attack any relief expedition. It is reasonable to suppose that with available forces such dispositions had been made.

Navy Department's Attitude:

Although upon making the report of proposed activities to bomb the Marshalls and relieve Wake, the Navy Department stated that it heartily concurred, showing an approval of an offensive attitude, almost every idea expressed by the Department before and since has been purely defensive in character, namely:

1. Knox is not yet satisfied that Hawaiian Islands are safe from capture; 2. Seems questionable that Midway can be retained, but it is hoped that Johnson, Palmyra, and Samoa may be; 3. CNO considers it possible for Japanese carriers again to raid; 4. Japanese carrier strength such that you cannot guarantee that landings cannot be made on outlying islands; 5. Because of success of Japanese raid it is expected to be followed up promptly by additional raids; 6. Wake is a liability.

The question immediately arose: Should Task Force 14 be ordered to attack the enemy forces in the vicinity of Wake? If so, should other task forces be ordered to support, or should all task forces be withdrawn?

From the point of view of the local situation, everything pointed to the first chance to damage the enemy in naval action. Such action would comply with the spirit of the offensive and might conceivably result in considerable loss to the enemy. To fail to support the gallant defense of Wake seemed pusillanimous and could we spare the force that might conceivably be lost, it would have been.

From the broader point of view, the situation was different. To insure the defense of other points, even the Hawaiian Islands, it was necessary to conserve our forces. If there was a chance to surprise the enemy, quite a risk was justifiable provided it led to a reasonable hope of reinforcing Wake. Such reinforcement being impossible in view of the landing attack, the primary reason for the accepted risk had vanished.

There remained several factors favorable to an immediate attack: (1) It would show that there is some offensive spirit; (2) It might do considerable damage to the enemy in transports and light forces.

Against such attack there were the following factors:

1. The forces engaged in the attack on Wake were of types the loss of which would have little effect on the enemy's future operations; 2. The loss of ships of types constituting Task Force 14 would seriously decrease the effectiveness of our future operations; 3. If the damage done to each force resulted in the loss of a carrier it would be greatly to our disadvantage; 4. If Task Force 11 went to the support of Task Force 14, it might lead to a major action at nearly 2,000 miles from a single entrance base of limited industrial capacity.

While believing in the principle of the offensive and suffering with those at Wake, I could not but decide that the general situation overbalanced the special tactical situation, and that under the conditions the risk of even one task force to damage the enemy at Wake was unjustifiable. I therefore directed Task Forces 14 and 11 to retire and Task Force 8 to cover the Wright enroute to Midway.

Admiral Standley. Was the Department informed of that decision?
Admiral Pye. Not in such detail.

Admiral Standley. Were they informed of the decision?
Admiral Pye. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Has there been any reaction from the Department to that?

Admiral Pye. There was a dispatch asking me to state the considerations that led me to make that decision.

Admiral Standley. There has been no word from the Department?
Admiral Pye. I sent the dispatch, but there has been no word.
Admiral Standley. In the dispatch did you give, in general, the reasons for your action?

Admiral Pye. Yes, in general. I stated that they landed on Wake, and I stated in substance this same attitude of the Department. I also stated the difficulties that we would have [1774] had the task force become involved in the loss of ships, and that the general situation, in my mind, outweighed the tactical situation at that time.

I would say that Admiral Draemel, whom I had appointed as Chief of Staff as soon as I became temporary Commander-in-Chief, was fully in accord with my decision.

Admiral Standley. You had two staffs at that time, practically?

Admiral Pye. Well, we had to combine them, yes.

Admiral Standley. Was there any officer on that combined staff who opposed your decision?

Admiral Pye. I think Captain McMorris was in favor and I think Captain Smith. McMorris was War Plans Officer and Smith was the Operations Officer.

Admiral Reeves. Would you read that last answer?

(The last answer was read.)

Admiral Reeves. Were in favor of what?

Admiral Pye. Were in favor of directing Task Force 14 to attack the enemy forces near Wake.

Admiral Standley. Were their opinions asked for and expressed at that time?

Admiral Pye. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And they were given consideration by you in making your decision?

Admiral Pye. Yes.

Admiral Standley. That is all I have.

Admiral Reeves. Would you state the composition of the three task forces?

Admiral Pye. Task Force 11 was composed of the LEXINGTON, three heavy cruisers, and nine destroyers.

To be perfectly certain I would have to check these, but I am stating them as best I recall.

Task Force 14 was composed of the SARATOGA, two heavy [1775] cruisers, the TANGIER, and seven destroyers.

Each of those task forces also had a tanker, but I do not recall their names.

Task Force 8 was composed of the ENTERPRISE, two heavy cruisers, and six destroyers, as I recall.

Admiral Reeves. Task Force 14 was the one sent direct to Wake?

Admiral Pye. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. With respect to Task Force 8, where were they?

Admiral Pye. Task Force 8 had left here later than the others and was out in the direction of Midway. At the time that they might gone it, it would have been about 600 to 700 miles from Wake, and a little to the northward of the direct line.

Admiral Reeves. They were then 400 miles from the SARATOGA?

That is, Task 14.

Admiral Pye. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. How far away was Task Force 11 at that time?

Admiral Pye. About the same distance but to the southward of Task Force 8.
Admiral Reeves. You said you had combat information on December 22nd of ships in the vicinity of Wake.
Admiral Pye. Yes. There was a dispatch sent from there earlier in the morning saying there were ships there.
Admiral Reeves. A dispatch from Wake?
Admiral Pye. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. Did they indicate the character of the ships?
Admiral Pye. No.
Admiral Reeves. Did you get any information regarding enemy ships in the vicinity of Wake from the radio intercepts?

[1776] Admiral Pye. No, sir, I do not recall, no, sir. The dispatch from Wake came in the morning when they said the enemy had landed and indicated that there were two destroyers aground, and I think one cruiser.

Admiral Reeves. Then from Wake you knew that two destroyers were aground and there were several transports attempting to land troops?
Admiral Pye. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. And one cruiser perhaps?
Admiral Pye. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. That was all that was within sight of Wake?
Admiral Pye. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. You spoke of carrier planes at Wake. When did you get that information?
Admiral Pye. The carrier planes that bombed Wake the day before.
Admiral Reeves. They bombed Wake on the 21st of December?
Admiral Pye. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. Therefore you deducted that there was at least a carrier or perhaps two carriers within flying distance of Wake?
Admiral Pye. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. You had no indication of other enemy ships? I mean direct information or indications.
Admiral Pye. Nothing other than since about the 16th of December there had been general radio intelligence that there were two carrier groups and three battleships and two cruiser divisions in that area. The exact locations were not given, but they were assumed to be in that general area, in the Mandate area.

Admiral Reeves. That was on December 16th?
Admiral Pye. With respect to the general intelligence, [1777] the first indication of that, as I recall it, was about the 16th that these carrier groups had not gone back to the Mainland but were in the Mandate area.

Admiral Reeves. The Mandate area is not Wake, is it?
Admiral Pye. No, sir, it is not Wake, but there was no other way to tell us where they were. We had no definite bearings on them.
Admiral Reeves. So you felt that you had information leading you to believe that there was this force somewhere in the Mandate Islands?
Admiral Pye. I felt the enemy was definitely aware that there was only one point where we could go to offer any relief, and that was Wake, and that if they had prepared an expedition to take Wake, they would also give it adequate support, and if our planes went in to attack Wake, when the ships visited at Wake, there would be our carrier without planes, and if it was located by the enemy carrier, we would probably suffer severely.
Admiral Reeves. As I understand the situation, you had fairly complete information indicating the presence at Wake or in its near vicinity of certain forces.
Admiral Pye. Yes.
Admiral Reeves. And those forces consisted of one or two carriers, two destroyers which had grounded, and transports landing troops, and a cruiser?
The Chairman. A battleship?
Admiral Reeves. No, a cruiser at Wake.
Admiral Pye. There was no positive evidence that there was a battleship at Wake.
Admiral Reeves. The list I have given is the list you had of the vessels that you felt justified in believing to be in the vicinity of Wake. [1778] Admiral Pye. That is correct.
Admiral Reeves. And these battleships and other forces were somewhere in the Mandate but their location was not definitely known?
Admiral Pye. No, no information at all.
Admiral Reeves. You merely knew about the 16th of December that they were somewhere down in the Mandate Islands.
Admiral Pye. Yes, but we also had the radio intelligence that they had about the composition of the force that had been in the vicinity of Oahu area and that had been supported by battleships, and there were at least two cruiser groups; that is, heavy cruisers. Whether they were all together at this time, was unknown to me.
Admiral Reeves. This expedition was primarily for the relief of Wake. Did it occur to you to use this expedition in a surprise attack for the destruction of the enemy carriers that were known to be in the vicinity of Wake?
Admiral Pye. That was a possible use, but I felt that with the lack of intelligence that we had, there was an improbable chance of locating them.
Admiral Reeves. But you had definite information that a carrier was within flying distance of Wake on December 21st?
Admiral Pye. Yes, we had.
Admiral Reeves. Did you think that the carriers were still there, or that they had left there on the 22nd?
Admiral Pye. I believed they were in the vicinity some place, in the vicinity where they would be able to support the operations by the destroyers and the transports on Wake, and if the larger ships had left there it was probable that they would be able to get information of our carrier before we could get information on their carrier.
Admiral Reeves. They had no hint whatever of the presence [1779] of your carrier and the task force near Wake, had they?
Admiral Pye. But we can only assume their knowing that that was the only point in which we could hope to do anything, and that an attempt to reinforce Wake appeared to me to be a thing that the enemy would expect us to do.
Admiral Reeves. On the other hand you had fairly definite information that there were Japanese carriers in the vicinity of Wake?
Admiral Pye. Yes, within flying distance.
Admiral Reeves. Then do you think the element of surprise was in your favor or not?
Admiral Pye. No, personally, I do not think so, Admiral, because I think the enemy, as we discovered later, had anti-submarine vessels as far as 400 miles from Wake, and I believe that had I been in their place that I would have had submarines and destroyers at the same distance from Wake; but the probability of locating our carrier the next day would have been greater than the probability of our carrier locating them.

General McCoy. Had you any submarines in that vicinity at that time?

Admiral Pye. Yes. We had one.

General McCoy. Where was it?

Admiral Pye. It was to the northward; it was retiring to the southward.

Admiral Reeves. Did you not think that the destruction of the two enemy carriers would have been a very definite blow to the Japanese forces?

Admiral Pye. Unquestionably.

Admiral Reeves. You knew that in all probability there were two carriers there?

Admiral Pye. I did not know how many there were. I knew [1780] there was at least one carrier within flying range.

Admiral Reeves. Yes. But you felt that the risk of attack on this carrier under the circumstances was too great to take?

Admiral Pye. Because the intelligence that we had gave us the impression that there might be as many as four carriers. We were not certain of that.

Admiral Reeves. You said something in your estimate to the effect that the possible loss to the enemy would have been very trifling compared to the possible loss to our forces. Did you have in mind the carriers, or did you eliminate the possible danger to the carriers?

Admiral Pye. I think that is qualified by saying the attack on the vessels known to be in the vicinity of Wake.

Admiral Reeves. It would have been a trifling loss?

Admiral Pye. If we had got nothing except the ships that were in the immediate vicinity of Wake.

Admiral Reeves. If you had gotten the carriers that you had reason to believe were in the vicinity of Wake, don’t you think that would have been useful?

Admiral Pye. Yes, sir; unquestionably. There is no question about that. But another thing I don’t think you give any weight to is the fact that our carriers would have been within range of over 40 land bombers that we knew were available to them.

Admiral Reeves. Do you mean you think they had land bombers on Wake at that time?

Admiral Pye. No, but within flying range of where our carrier might have been.

Admiral Reeves. There would have been the problem of locating our carrier before they could bomb it.

Admiral Pye. That is perfectly true, and we would have the same problem in locating their carrier, except that if they got [1781] to us first, they would have 40 bombers.

Admiral Reeves. Did you direct the withdrawal of the expedition against Jaluit and the Gilbert Islands?

Admiral Pye. I did.
Admiral Reeves. I understand that was under the initiative of the Commander of Task Force 11?

Admiral Pye. No. He was allowed to initiate these orders which Admiral Kimmel gave him, but when this strengthening in the Mandates and the operations of the bombers, land-based bombers for six or seven hundred miles, became known, I felt that Admiral Fletcher, Task Force 14, could best be supported by having Admiral Brown in Task Force 11 move to the northward rather than to make an attack on the Southern Marshalls, and from there having to retire in a direction away from Task Force 14.

Admiral Reeves. Who was in command of Task Force 8?

Admiral Pye. Admiral Halsey.

Admiral Reeves. And Admiral Fletcher had command of Task Force 14?

Admiral Pye. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. Were they to report directly to you, or were all ships and task forces at sea under Vice Admiral Halsey?

Admiral Pye. Each task force was acting under the general instructions from the Commander-in-Chief, and they were all on radio silence; so when the orders had to be modified—I had placed restrictions on their operating areas because I did not want them to use the radio to communicate with each other; so I limited the area.

Admiral Reeves. Then the three task forces might be said to be under your command?

Admiral Pye. As far as the general areas were concerned, yes, but they were authorized by this order in which I removed [1782] the restriction for task force 14, and I also informed each of the commanders that the restrictions placed upon them were only to avoid their running into each other without knowing it, and that if the situation required it they were at liberty to take any action they so desired; but naturally, in that case, they would have to inform the other by radio as to what they were doing. In other words, the limiting of the areas was to keep them from running into the other, and once the situation was such that they wanted to change it, in that case they would have to communicate with each other.

Admiral Reeves. Your information was that there were battleships and other enemy forces somewhere in the Mandate Islands. Did they give you any definite indication as to where in the Mandate Islands they were?

Admiral Pye. No, sir.

Admiral Reeves. How far are the Mandate Islands from Wake?

Admiral Pye. Well, the nearest is about 600 miles, and then it goes to as far as 2,400 miles, I should say.

Admiral Reeves. Did you have any information indicating that there were battleships nearer to Wake than 600 miles?

Admiral Pye. Nothing except possibly the assumption that battleships and carriers which had previously been reported as having operated against Oahu were still within tactical support of each other and that one carrier, at least, was within flying radius of Wake.

Admiral Reeves. These three task forces are composed of vessels of high speed. Did you have any apprehension that these task forces were in danger from battleship attack?

Admiral Pye. Not unless the ship was damaged.
Admiral Reeves. Then, as I understand it, you were in control of their movements in general, and when they were within some hundreds of miles of Wake, you ordered the withdrawal of the entire expedition of three task forces?

Admiral Pye. I ordered the withdrawal of Task Forces 14 and 11, and Task Force S was ordered to cover the reinforcement of Midway, which was then in progress.

Admiral Reeves. To cover the reinforcement?

Admiral Pye. To cover the reinforcement. We had a small force going out to Midway.

Admiral Reeves. To Midway?

Admiral Pye. Yes.

Admiral Reeves. That is all I have.

The Chairman. Any other questions?

General McNarney. No questions.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Admiral.

(The witness left the room.)

General McCoy. I would like to have this newspaper story marked “Heroic Story of Wake Told by Navy Department,” included as a part of the record.

The Chairman. That will be copied into the record.

(The above-mentioned article from The Honolulu Advertiser of Friday morning, January 9, 1942, is as follows:)

**Heroic Story of Wake Told by Navy Department**

**DIARY OF OFFICERS AT ISLAND REVEALS U. S. FORCES SANK, DAMAGED SEVEN ENEMY WARSHIPS**

WASHINGTON, Jan. 8 (UP)—The navy department announced tonight that seven Japanese warships were either sunk or severely damaged and presumably destroyed during the attack against a heroic handful of defenders on tiny Wake Island.

Listed as victims of American gunnery were a cruiser, four destroyers, a submarine and a gunboat.

[1784] This news was based on information sent by Maj. W. Bayler, one of the Marine commanders on Wake.

A night Navy communiqué also announced that a submarine belonging to the Asiatic Fleet sank an enemy transport and three Japanese cargo ships totaling 30,000 tons.

Text of the Navy communiqué, based on reports up to mid-day Thursday, was as follows:

“Far east: The commanding officer of a U. S. submarine of the Asiatic Fleet has reported the sinking of an enemy transport. In addition, this vessel succeeded in sinking three enemy cargo vessels, each estimated at 10,000 tons displacement.

Central Pacific: The defense of Wake Island has been cited by the President of the United States as follows:


The courageous conduct of the officers and men of these units who defended Wake against overwhelming superiority of enemy air, sea and land attacks from Dec. 8 to 22 has been noted with admiration by their fellow countrymen and the civilized world and will not be forgotten as long as gallantry and heroism are respected and honored.

These units are commended for their devotion to duty and their splendid conduct at battle stations under the most adverse conditions. With limited defense means against attacks in great force they manned their shore
installation and flew their aircraft so well that seven enemy warships were either sunk or severely damaged and many hostile planes shot down, and an unknown number of land troops destroyed.

An increase of two Japanese warships—a destroyer and gunboat—over the originally reported cruiser, submarine and three destroyers that the Japanese lost in the Wake attack was indicated in two reports to Marine Corps headquarters received from the Pacific area.

These reports were received from Wake by a patrol plane. One is written on Dec. 20 by Major Paul Putnam, commanding aviation at Wake. The other is a day-by-day account of Marine aviation participation in the battle of Wake up to the 20th, written by Major W. Bayler.

The day-by-day record of the battle, though not an official report, is Bayler's account of what Marine aviation and Devereux's men did.

Bayler's report has but little reference to the Marines on the isle besides the aviation group, but one brief note: "Japanese closed in to 4,700 yards before five and three inchers opened at point-blank range," indicates cool courage on the part of Devereux's men that ranks with the classic "whites of their eyes" line at Bunker Hill in the opinion of ranking officers of Marine headquarters.

To two destroyers lost in the final phase of the battle on Dec. 22, new information received brings Japanese losses in taking Wake to a total of seven warships—one cruiser, four destroyers, one submarine and one gunboat.

Bayler was on temporary duty at Wake in connection with the establishment of a base of operations for the Marine Corps aviation unit. This unit was composed of 12 planes with pilot. Forty-nine ground personnel arrived shortly before the outbreak of hostilities.

Following is the copy of a penciled note Bayler made from records sent the Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Pacific Fleet. He was at Wake until the 20th.

Synopsis of events from Dec. 8th to 20th, Dec. 8th, 7 a.m., received word of the bombing of Oahu from general quarters station, 11:58 a.m. 24 Japanese bombers on a northern course in close column vision versus from 3,000 feet. Hundred pound fragmentation bombs and simultaneous strafing caused casualties of 25 dead and seven wounded. Seven airplanes were burned and destroyed. Dec. 9th, 11:45 a.m., 27 Japanese bombed hospital camp No. 2. Enemy killed several patients. Three dead. Got one Jap plane.

Dec. 10th, 10:40 a.m., 27 Jap bombers, no casualties.

Dec. 11th, 5 a.m., landing attempt by 12 Japanese ships, including light cruisers, destroyers, gunboats and two troop or supply ships. Jap casualties; One light cruiser, two destroyers, one gunboat, two bombers. (Note: Japs closed in to 4,700 yards before five and three inchers opened at point-blank range.)

Bayler's diary continued: Dec. 12th, 27 Jap planes bombed Peale and Wake from 22,000 feet. No casualties.

[1787] 13th, all quiet.

14th, 32 Jap airplanes hit the airfield. Two killed and one plane shot down (destroyed by our bombs).

15th, 11 a.m., dawn raid by three four-engined planes and 27 Japs bombers. Shot down two.

16th, 5:45 a.m., 41 Jap bombers hit Camp No. 1, Peale island Diesel oil supply, mess hall and pumps and evaporators at Camp 1.

18th, 11:40 a.m., one Japanese high reconnaissance plane.

19th, 10:30 a.m., Jap bombers hit airport and camp.

26th, all quiet, first day. Bad weather. Total casualties, 28 dead, six wounded as of 20th.

Bayler diary continued:

Notes: Firstly, Jap bombers Dornier type, two-engine, twin-tail, 160 knots; secondly, attack formation always in form line vision versus close formation. Excellent discipline; thirdly, sure Jap bombers shot down, three. More possible. One four-engine P-boat, one CL, one 2-DD gunboat.

Putnam's report on operations to the commanding officer of Pearl Harbor goes into more detail regarding the efforts of the tiny aviation complement to keep the planes that were left after the attack in the air against each new attack.

Of the original aviation force of 12 officers and 40 enlisted men, 19 enlisted men and eight officers were still on duty Dec. 20th. Of these, four enlisted men and two officers who were wounded were still on duty. One officer and six enlisted men were in the hospital and "doing nicely." The remainder, three officers and 24 men, were dead.

[1788] The letter relates that four planes were in the air against the Japanese at the time of the first raid. The other eight were aground in a build-
ing being serviced between flights and of these seven were destroyed and one slightly damaged.

One plane in the air later taxied into debris on the field—the first raid’s wreckage—and bent its propellers.

Marine fighters to the 20th contacted the enemy seven times and shot down five Jays in flames. Four more were claimed by pilots but were not verified and several were known damaged.

Of the four claimed, one was a four-engined seaplane.

Discussing the surface attack on the 11th, Putnam reported “four airplanes (marine planes) made a total of 10 attacks, operating in greatly overloaded condition and performing splendidly. We claim the sinking of one ship and serious damage to another.”

Devereux’s guns evidently accounted for the remainder of the ships destroyed. Bayler’s synopsis in the attack on the 11th said one plane was lost “in a washout on the rocky beach.”

After the attack on the 14th, which saw two Marine planes destroyed, one plane aground by enemy action and one crashed on take-off, Marine pilots, mechanics and ground crews evidently made an additional plane or even planes from the wreckage of the remainder.

Lauding the work of ground crews, Putnam wrote: “Since the first raids, parts and assemblies have been traded back and forth so that no airplane can be identified. Engines have been traded from plane to plane, junked, stripped and rebuilt and all but crated.”

[1789] Continuing his praise of the men under him, Putnam wrote: “All hands behaved splendidly and held up in a manner of which the Marine Corps may well be proud. I have no report regarding any officer or man being outstanding in bravery and fortitude—they all acquitted themselves with equal distinction.

On the other hand, I particularly wish to comment on the indefatigable labor, ingenuity, skill and technical knowledge of Lieutenant Keinney and Technical Sergeant Hamilton. It was solely due to their efforts that the squadron was still operating.”

Discussing living conditions at the airdrome as of the 20th, Putnam said: “The personnel is living in dugouts made by contractors’ men and equipment. It is not comfortable but it is adequate against all but direct bomb hits. Feeding is from the contractors’ galley truck, making the rounds with hot food twice daily. Sanitation is only fair but so far there has been only a mild flurry of diarrhea.

Fresh water is adequate for drinking but salt water is being used for all other purposes.”

The tone of the entire report indicates no particular anxiety on the part of the air group at Wake. They had orders to do a job, and with a job to do they were doing the job and would have continued to do it until circumstances beyond their control forced them to discontinue the effort. And they kept those circumstances under control for almost a fortnight.

At no time during the siege were there more than four Marine planes in operation, Putnam reported, but the varied total these planes took of the Japanese was one ship, one submarine and five Japanese planes.

There is nothing to report from other areas.”

[1790] The Chairman. We will adjourn subject to the call of the Chairman.

(Whereupon, at 12:58 o’clock p. m., an adjournment was taken subject to the call of the Chairman.)
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[1792] COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE JAPANESE ATTACK OF DECEMBER 7, 1941, ON HAWAII

MONDAY, JANUARY 19, 1942

BOARD ROOM, 2905 NAVY BUILDING,
Washington, D. C.

The Commission reconvened at 9:30 o'clock a.m., pursuant to Adjournment on Friday, January 9, 1942, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

PRESENT

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman; Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired; Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired; Major General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army; Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission; Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission; Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

[1793] PROCEEDINGS

Colonel Brown. General Marshall is here.

The CHAIRMAN. Have the General come in.

Will you be sworn, sir?

TESTIMONY OF GENERAL GEORGE C. MARSHALL, CHIEF OF STAFF, UNITED STATES ARMY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. General Marshall, we are particularly interested in ascertaining the exact facts with respect to the message you forwarded to the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department on the morning of December 7, 1941. You stated those informally to us when you were with us before, but we took down nothing about it at that time.

General Marshall. Yes, sir. Mr. Justice, Colonel Howe handed me the other day a draft of a statement—

The CHAIRMAN. Of a finding, yes.

General Marshall. —of a finding regarding that particular matter, and asked me, as I understand it, to correct that in terms as I understood them.
The Chairman. That is right.
General Marshall. And I have done that.
The Chairman. Yes, sir.
General Marshall. Unfortunately, I have not been able to go over it personally with Admiral Stark, who was concerned with me in the matter; and we are in agreement, I understand, in our main exchanges of information, and he questioned my wording, I believe, but as he is going to appear here a little later he can take that up. So if it is agreeable to you I will read a redraft finding, in the terms as I understand them, as to fact.
The Chairman. That will be splendid.
General Marshall (reading):

At about 11:25 a.m., Eastern Standard Time, [1794] Sunday, December 7, 1941, the Chief of Staff of the Army and the Chief of Naval Operations learned—

Now put this in parentheses, if you will, please, because I want to refer to it later.

(Certain matter read by General Marshall is omitted from the transcript at the direction of the Chairman.)

General Marshall (continuing reading):

—that what amounted to an ultimatum would be delivered to the United States Government by the Japanese Ambassador at 1:00 p.m. in Washington that day and that diplomatic relations between the two nations would probably be severed.
The Chief of Staff communicated with the Chief of Naval Operations by telephone at once, expressed his apprehension of possible attack without warning in any area, and recommended sending an immediate additional warning message to the Commander of the Hawaiian Department (and to the Commanding Generals of the forces in the Philippines, Panama, and on the Pacific Coast). He personally drafted such a message, and at 11:45 a.m., Eastern Standard Time, the Chief of Naval Operations requested that the various Army Commanders receive this message be instructed to communicate its contents to their naval opposite. The Chief of Staff added a sentence to that effect.

because the message had already been finished.
The Chairman. Yes.

General Marshall (continuing reading):

This message, in the longhand of the Chief of Staff, was personally delivered at 11:50 a.m. by a General Staff officer, Colonel Bratton, to the Communications Officer stationed in the War Department [1795] Message Center for immediate transmission by the most rapid means. The message in long-hand was then typed and entered in the War Department Message Center register at 12 noon. The Chief of Staff specifically inquired through a second General Staff officer (Colonel Bundy, now deceased), and also by Colonel Bratton, what would be the elapsed time necessary for the message to reach its destination. He was informed that it would require about thirty minutes for transmission and delivery.
The War Department Communications Officer was able to send the message to the other points of destination by Army radio. He discovered, however, and we find this to be the fact,—

That was your part of it.
The Chairman. Yes.

General Marshall (continuing reading):

—that due to physical and aerial conditions he could not raise the Army radio station at Oahu. He therefore delivered the coded message to the Western Union Telegraph Company by which it was transmitted on a through circuit to San Francisco and then relayed by the Radio Corporation of America to its office in Honolulu where it was received at 7:33 a.m., Hawaiian Time, one hour and three minutes after it was filed in the War Department Message center.
Admiral Standley. What was that time, General?
The Chairman. 7:33.
General Marshall. "7:33 a.m., Hawaiian Time, one hour and three minutes—"
The Chairman (interposing). One hour and three minutes after it was sent.

—after it was filed in the War Department Message Center. Thus the message which the Chief of Staff understood should arrive at Army Headquarters at about 7:00 a.m. actually arrived at the Radio Corporation of America’s office in Honolulu at 7:33 a.m. The message was dispatched by the Radio Corporation of America by messenger to Army Headquarters. Before it was delivered the attack started.

Now, I referred to a—I established a parenthesis up there around a certain statement which I ask you gentlemen to regard as completely secret because we are still using that.
Admiral Standley. Why don’t we delete it, Mr. Justice?
The Chairman. Oh, yes. I regretted that you specified the matter at all.
General Marshall. I had to put it in there because your message—your draft stated that this came to us from the Secretary of State.
The Chairman. Which was not correct, I find.
General Marshall. It was not correct. He had indicated his views in this matter a number of times, but this message was going to him at the same time it was coming to us.

I might clarify that a little bit by explaining that the—this ought to all be off the record.
The Chairman. Then take it off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)
General McNarney. I would like to get one question on the record here: General, the message of November 27 contained the words to the effect that the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department should institute such reconnaissance as he deemed necessary. What did you visualize that reconnaissance might or should have been?

[1797] General Marshall. My understanding of that particular matter was that an accord which we had in a written report here between the Fleet Commander and the Hawaiian Army Commander arranged that the offshore—the overseas reconnaissance would be directed by the Navy, and the Army to support it, that is, to carry out the missions assigned; that the immediate defense was the Army mission, in which the Navy would cooperate to the best of their facilities.

General McNarney. Well, then you would have expected that the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department would have taken the question up with the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet as to whether or not reconnaissance should be instituted?
The Chairman. Distant. Distant reconnaissance.
General Marshall. Overwater reconnaissance, whatever it was.
The Chairman. Yes.
General Marshall. Overwater. The overwater reconnaissance had been made the mission in a written agreement between the Fleet Commander and General Short. That was a new agreement after they got out there.
The Chairman. Yes, we know that.
General Marshall. And we had gotten into a similar discussion regarding that in the Philippines, where General MacArthur and Admiral Hart were settling their accord by which the affair was to be handled out there.

Admiral Standley. Now, General, unless you are going to get to it later I should like to ask you right there: Are you going to get to the reply to that message sent to you by General Short?


The Chairman. Is this on the record?

General Marshall. Yes, this is on the record.

[1798] On November 28, a radiogram from the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department to the Chief of Staff:

Report Department alerted to prevent sabotage. Liaison with the Navy. Re rad four seven two the twenty-seventh.

In other words, he made his liaison with the Navy in connection with that.

General McNarney. And you understood by the words, "Liaison with the Navy," that the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department and the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet were discussing this question or at least had gotten together on the message of the 27th?

General Marshall. That's our assumption. He made his liaison with the Navy, and they had their plans. They had the Rainbow Plan, and they also had their immediate agreement for reconnaissance, as to the basis on which that would be operated.

General McNarney. You assumed that the words, "Liaison with the Navy," meant that the two responsible commanders were actually in consultation as to what steps should be taken to beat the situation existing at the moment?


Admiral Standley. Well, General, were you satisfied, then, that Alert No. 1 for the Army was sufficient to meet any situation?

General Marshall. Alert No. 1 and alert—the alert of November 24 and the alert of November—

The Chairman. I think the Admiral is talking about something that you don't quite get.

General Marshall. He is talking about—

The Chairman. General Short had established three alerts in his Standing Operating Procedure.


The Chairman. Which was no part of the Navy's business except as it was informed of it; and his Alert No. 1, which was an alert against sabotage only, as you may now know, he put into effect on receipt of your message. He did not put into effect Alerts Nos. 2 and 3, which were war alerts, so to speak.

General Marshall. I see.

The Chairman. Alerts against hostile action.

General Marshall. I see.

The Chairman. Now, what I understood Admiral Standley to ask you was whether you understood from his reply whether he put 1, 2, or 3, or what he put into effect.

Admiral Standley. General, do you know what the provisions of Alert No. 1 are for the Army down there?

General Marshall. I am not familiar with the details of it, sir.
The Chairman. In other words, you understood from the reply that these two commanders had gotten together to determine what measures they ought to take in view of the warning you had sent them?

General Marshall. That was my assumption, yes.

Admiral Standley. And Alert No. 1 meant nothing to you as far as this—

The Chairman. (interposing). He didn't say that.

General McNarney. Alert No. 1 wasn't sent.

The Chairman. He didn't say Alert No. 1.

Admiral Standley. Alert for safety.

The Chairman. He said alert for safety. Alerted against sabotage. He said, "Liaison with the Navy."

Admiral Standley. That is the point he made.

The Chairman. Yes.


Admiral Standley. To prevent sabotage.

General Marshall. You see, my assumption in that was, as the Navy had the overwater patrolling, which is the first protection against an assault, that that was handled on that basis. That is what that meant to me.

Admiral Standley. It never occurred to you that the planes of the Army would be centralized and bunched up?


Admiral Standley. And put on a four-hour notice?


Admiral Standley. That never occurred to you?

General Marshall. I didn't know that.

Admiral Standley. It didn't occur to you at all that that was the situation?

General Marshall. No. I knew that they had this agreement, which was acceptable to Admiral Stark and myself, but it was the first time they had gotten it on a very specific terminology.

The Chairman. Yes.

General Marshall. And that when he established his liaison with the Navy, and in relation to this particular message on the 27th, that that included the reconnaissance phase of the matter.

If that is all right, I will go ahead with this other thing I was going to give you.

Admiral Standley. Yes.

The Chairman. Yes.

General Marshall. This is off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General McNarney. I would like to ask, on the record, if the message of November 25 referring to sabotage measures was in answer to the message from the Commanding General Hawaiian [1801] Department, relative to the measures he had undertaken in view of the message of the 27th of the Chief of Staff.

General Marshall. I couldn't answer that. General Miles drafted this thing, and I would have to get him to answer that particular question. I don't recall.

General McNarney. Well, you just stated—this is off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)
The Chairman. Now on the record, if you please: General, as I understand it from your present statement, the only information you had as to the probable delivery of your last warning message of the 7th was that it would arrive at Honolulu about seven o'clock in the morning, their time.


The Chairman. Your communications officer did not advise you that he could not raise Honolulu on the war radio?


The Chairman. Army radio?

General Marshall. He turned immediately to this other channel of communication.

The Chairman. He didn't advise you that he had turned to the other channel?

General Marshall. No; we didn't learn that until after the affair had started.

The Chairman. Were you familiar in your Department with the fact that the Navy had much more powerful radio to Honolulu which could break through when yours wouldn't?

General Marshall. I didn't know that detail, but I know—I knew they had a rapid means of communication.

The Chairman. Yes.

General Marshall. But when we obtained this information I went into the inquiry of why they hadn't turned to the other, and my understanding from the other office concerned was that the Western Union had this connection straight through that would give almost immediate delivery, and that as the air was difficult this other was the most rapid means of meeting the situation; and also I understood that he thought a teletype was working in Honolulu from the Radio Corporation of America's office to the office of the Commanding General. It was not working that morning; hence the delivery by bicycle. All of that, however, came out afterwards.

The Chairman. Afterwards. Were you or your communications officer familiar with the fact that the F. B. I. had a radio to Honolulu?

General Marshall. I didn't know that, sir.

The Chairman. You did not know it?

General Marshall. He may have known it. I didn't know it.

The Chairman. Yes.

General Marshall. In all of this, of course, he was moving—he only had minutes to turn this way and turn that, and he made his decision on the Western Union.

The Chairman. Yes.

General Marshall. They assured him they had a trunk straight through.

The Chairman. To San Francisco?

General Marshall. To San Francisco, with an immediate relay through to the other station.

The Chairman. In view of the information that you had been given as to probable delivery of the message, it did not occur to you, I suppose, to use the telephone?

General Marshall. It is very difficult to answer that, because you are indulging in a back sight—

The Chairman. I know that.
General Marshall. —in the light of what has happened. As nearly as I could give an answer that would be based on what [1803] might have been in my mind at the moment, it would be this: In the first place, the point at which we had the greatest fear of an instant action was the Philippines. We knew that Japanese movements were going on around there. That was quite evident. And if anything happened they were going to get it; there wasn’t any question about that. So, in point of priority, if we had turned to the telephone undoubtedly I think I would have telephoned the Philippines. However, in any transocean telephone it is quite a long time before you make your connection. You are able to talk once you get it, but you are quite a little while before you establish it, and a considerable period of time, if it is out as far as the Philippines.

Also, I think the probability is that I would have felt at the time that war had not been declared. We were trying to avoid war. Mr. Hull was trying to gain time. We didn’t know that “one o’clock” necessarily meant war; it may have meant a termination of diplomatic intercourse, relations; and because of their actions in China and Indo-China and Thailand, and there being no secrecy in transocean telephone messages, that might have been a hazardous thing to do, and it would have greatly complicated the Secretary of State’s negotiations.

But, as I say, it is very difficult to give a correct answer in the light of knowing what actually took place, but I certainly would have turned to the Philippines first.

The Chairman. That leads me to make another inquiry: Was the carrier attack on the Philippine Islands at the very moment of the breaking of relations a surprise to you?

Admiral Standley. Philippines or Honolulu?

The Chairman. Hawaii. —Hawaii, a surprise to you?

General Marshall. Yes, that was a surprise to me.

The Chairman. It was a totally unexpected move so far as [1804] prognostications with G–2 and yourself were concerned?

General Marshall. Not totally, because we had evidences of gathering strength in the Mandate Islands, air and naval vessels. We knew that, that they had increased their dispositions in the Mandate Islands. That was one reason that we assumed that Guam would be wiped out of the picture right at the start. That they would carry the matter right up to Hawaii I didn’t anticipate. I fully anticipated a terrific effort to cripple everything out there by sabotage. I think that was almost axiomatic, as a matter of fact: that was going to come, because we had struggled with that factor from the start. It was almost insoluble to set up a sufficient defense, and they had been allowed such complete liberty of their surveys over the various islands. We knew of the things they had done year in and year out, which we couldn’t under the law prevent, that it was a constant concern as to what we could do to prevent, against that immediate means of hostile effort.

The Chairman. Have you anything more?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

General, in connection with that, on the morning of the 7th at the time the attack took place the naval task forces were largely to the west and southwest and Midway, towards Wake, Johnston. Appropos of your statement of the assembly of forces in the Mandates, had you
discussed that, the question of the danger from that area, and the sending of those task forces out into that area, with Admiral Stark? Had your War Plans or you?

General Marshall. I had discussed it in the joint board with Admiral Stark and the other officers on the joint board. The exact naval dispositions we did not know.

Admiral Standley. Yes.

General Marshall. But we were very much concerned over [1806] this big flight of fortresses for the Philippines and had asked particularly that they make arrangements to cover that movement through Midway and Wake, because we felt that this gathering strength in the Mandates threatened that whole movement to the Philippines.

Admiral Standley. Then the assembly of those task forces there to the southwest was in the nature of furthering the War Department and the Navy Department efforts to send planes to the Far East?

General Marshall. As far—I don’t know the exact mission of those forces, but I do know that we were concerned that the Navy should endeavor to give some support to the movement through Midway and Wake.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Let us have Admiral Stark. Will you be sworn, Admiral?

Admiral Stark. Yes, sir.

TESTIMONY OF ADMIRAL HAROLD R. STARK, CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, UNITED STATES NAVY, WASHINGTON, D. C.

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. General Marshall has just given us the details of the circumstances which led up to his sending the message of December 7 which did not reach the commanders until after the attack. Will you tell us what connection you had with that message, Admiral?

Admiral Stark. My connection with that message was that on that Sunday morning I had just seen the message when shortly after General Marshall called, or at about the same time, and asked me what I thought of sending it out to Hawaii. My first reaction, which I gave him, was that we had sent them so much recently that it might be unnecessary.

The Chairman. Did you say that to him?


(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Put that in: “However,”—

Admiral Stark. However, in perhaps less than a minute I called him back and told him that we ought not to take a chance, and I thought it would be better to send it and get it out there as soon as possible. He was still writing the message at that time.

The Chairman. And at your request did he include anything in the message?

Admiral Stark. Yes. I asked him to put in the message that our people be informed. We had almost come to make this routine. That is, if I sent a message I read it to him and asked him if he would like to have me tell our people to give it to Army opposites.

The Chairman. Yes.
Admiral Stark. And this message was just the reverse. I might say, off the record—

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Were you informed at any time, Admiral, as to the probable time of receipt of the message in Hawaii, or did you leave that purely to the mechanics of the Army?

Admiral Stark. I left that to the mechanics, made a quick mental picture that it might get there just about in time.

The Chairman. You mean just about by one o'clock our time?

Admiral Stark. Yes, just—well, yes. Off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Did it occur to you to send a message over your Navy transmitter?

Admiral Stark. Duplication of messages had frequently occurred to us, but because of security we usually sent the one message over only one transmission system.

[1807] The Chairman. You were familiar with the phraseology of the earlier messages of November 24, 27, and 29 sent by the various high commands here, weren't you?

Admiral Stark. You say, sent by the various high commands here?

The Chairman. Yes. That is, either by Army or Navy on those dates.

Admiral Stark. Yes. Well, with the Navy, absolutely familiar—

The Chairman. You wrote it.

Admiral Stark. —to the last word.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Stark. With the Army, in general.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Stark. And frequently accurately.

The Chairman. Yes. Was it the purpose of those messages to put the two commanders in the joint command out there on the alert against any form of attack?

Admiral Stark. Yes, it was to put them on a war basis, and on the assumption that when they particularly got the message of the 27th, or the others, they would be completely on the alert.

The Chairman. Were you familiar with General Short's reply to the Army message of November 27, which I show you?

Admiral Stark. No.

The Chairman. You were not familiar with that?

Admiral Stark. No, sir. Did you ever see that (addressing Admiral Turner)?

I say no; maybe the answer would be: I don't recall it.

The Chairman. You will notice that in that he says, "Department altered to prevent sabotage. Liaison with Navy." Would you understand from that that the two commanders were in conference over the measures to be taken in answer to your warnings?

[1808] Admiral Stark (reading). Department altered—

The Chairman. "Department altered."

Admiral Stark. "Department altered to prevent sabotage."

The Chairman. "Liaison with Navy."

Admiral Stark. I would take it to mean that he had close liaison with the Navy.

The Chairman. In respect of the warning that had been sent him?
Admiral Stark. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, I say I don't recall that; I know I never saw it. I am sure.

The Chairman. I have no doubt a copy of it was sent to your Department for information, but it wouldn't necessarily come to your personal attention, as it was merely a reply to indicate he had their warning.

Admiral Stark. Not necessarily. And, off the record, did a copy come over to us?

Admiral Turner. Yes, we saw a copy of it, and there had been sent messages from time to time which had gone out from the intelligence organization—two intelligence organizations which were primarily concerned with that, so I say that I thought it was more or less—my reaction was, it was more or less some supplementary affair to the alterness of the guns, and so on.

The Chairman. To the alertness of what?

Admiral Turner. To the alertness of the troops.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Turner. In other words, that they were not only doing this, but that was my reaction.

General McNarney. Do you think we should swear the Admiral if he is going to give testimony?

The Chairman. Let me swear you.

Admiral Turner. Yes, sir.

[1809] TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL RICHMOND KELLY TURNER, UNITED STATES NAVY, DIRECTOR OF WAR PLANS DIVISION OF THE OFFICE OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Your full name, Admiral?


The Chairman. And you have already got his answer to the question.

Admiral Standley. Have you got his duty?

The Chairman. What is your duty at present, Admiral Turner?

Admiral Turner. Director of the War Plans Division of the Office of Naval Operations.

The Chairman. And you were performing that duty on December 7 and theretofore?

Admiral Turner. Yes, sir, for about thirteen and a half months previous to that date.

The Chairman. I do not know that I have any further questions. Have you, Admiral Standley?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Admiral Turner, when plans are made in accordance with the principles of command in Hawaii, cooperation, are those plans referred to the War Plans Division of the Navy Department, operations?

Admiral Turner. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. As far as the Navy is concerned, those plans are not put into effect until approved by War Plans; is that correct?
Admiral Turner. No. They are put into effect as soon as the emergency occurs, if not already approved. The method of handling fleet plans and Naval District plans is not the same. The fleet plans come to the War Plans Division for checking. [1810] The Naval District plans go first to the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet to see if they are satisfactory for matters under his cognizance. After that has been ironed out they come to the Department, are then referred to the Naval District Division, and by cooperation between the Naval District Division and the War Plans Division the examination is made and approval given.

Admiral Standley. Would you recall—just a minute.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

Admiral Standley. This is the joint plan entered into between Bellingham and Air.

The Chairman. And the Air.

Admiral Standley. At Honolulu. It is a part of the basic plan. Do you recall having seen that (indicating a document)?

Admiral Turner. I am looking for the date. Yes, sir, I saw that plan, considered a good plan.

The Chairman. Showing the witness. Just say what you have shown him. Showing the witness—

Admiral Standley. Addendum I.


Admiral Standley. In that plan the decision was reached giving certain-task forces and the duties of those task forces, and the decision stated that this plan was to become effective, or rather the decision was that,

This force will locate and attack forces initiating hostile actions against Oahu or Fleet units in order to prevent or minimize damage to our forces from a surprise attack and to obtain information upon which to base coordinated retaliatory measures;

and in this plan it was provided that the long-range reconnaissance was to be done by the Navy, but also of the decisions was that,

None of the [1811] above actions can be initiated by our forces until an attack is known to be imminent or has occurred.

Do you recall that?

Admiral Turner. I don’t recall that particular phraseology, but the answer, I think, to that question is to be found in the Fleet Security Plan of—revised October—

Admiral Standley. Thirteenth? Fourteenth? Where is it? Can’t find it?

Admiral Turner. October 14, 1941, and that was about the third revision, as I recall, of the—I have it here some place, Admiral.

The Chairman. Here is 2CL-41.

Admiral Turner. Yes, I have it right here: that the security of the Fleet at base and in operating areas was the guiding plan for the conditions which existed up to the moment of the attack.

Admiral Standley. You were aware, then, Admiral, that long-range reconnaissance was not being carried out as a regular procedure during this period?

Admiral Turner. I did not know that. As a matter of fact, when we heard the attack occurred, I assumed that they had a long-range
reconnaissance—had long-range reconnaissance planes out, but that since they take off about daylight they had not yet reached by seven o'clock the positions of the carriers, and I made that remark to several people that same day.

Admiral Standley. Was it your belief that 360-degree search was being made each morning at that time?

Admiral Turner. It was my belief that a long-range reconnaissance search was being made as best could be done with the planes at the disposal of the Commander-in-Chief.

Admiral Standley. In other words, you knew that the plan was not being carried out in its full effect because of lack of equipment; is that true?

[1812] Admiral Turner. I did not know that, no, sir. I did not know that there was not a 360-degree search.

The Chairman. Did you have any idea that there wasn't equipment enough to conduct such a search for a limited period?

Admiral Turner. I knew that there were an insufficient number of planes there to conduct a long-range reconnaissance search 360 degrees extending over a considerable period of time.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Well, Admiral, is it your information now in War Plans that an effective search is being conducted to the full extent that we think is required or you think is required and covering the full 360 degrees?

Admiral Turner. No, sir. I do not believe they have the forces there at the present time to conduct an effective search and at the same time to have available the necessary striking forces against a strong attack.

Admiral Standley. Admiral Stark. General Marshall has given us—take this off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General McNarney. May I ask Admiral Stark a question or two on the record?

The Chairman. Now, this goes on the record.

General McNarney. Admiral, on November 27 you sent a message to the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet which stated, in effect, that "This is to be considered a war warning," and you directed the execution of defensive employment—defensive——

The Chairman. Deployment.

General McNarney. Deployment. In that message you did not require any report as to the measures taken.

Admiral Stark. That's right.

General McNarney. But you did expect the Commander-in-


General McNarney. What is the type of action that you expected the Commander-in-Chief to take?

Admiral Stark. Well, it would be in accordance with his plan, and my thought, without checking up, would be that he would take dispositions to avoid surprise, so far as he could with what he had.

General McNarney. You would expect that that would include some air patrol?

Admiral Stark. Yes. It was my understanding that he was doing air patrol at that time.
General McNarney. In view of the fact that the method of co-
ordination in effect at that—

Admiral Stark (interposing). I may say that Admiral Turner
thinks, because of his familiarity right down to the details of that
plan, that he can give you those dispositions perhaps better than I
could, in detail as to what the plan held. Do you think you could,
Admiral Turner? My answer can stand all right.

The Chairman. Well, for General McNarney’s purposes, all he
wants to know is whether you expected him to carry out his part of
the Joint Coastal Defense Plan, whatever it was.

Admiral Stark. Well, significant as to the state of readiness to be
expected at Pearl Harbor were the steps that he took for other than
the Pearl Harbor defense plan. What we expected him to do was to
get more planes and personnel, and so on, out to Wake and Midway,
if possible, and to send his task forces—some task forces to sea in
readiness to catch any raiders, which he did. He did that. We knew
it. We knew these task forces were at sea. He informed us that one
was returning from having put people ashore at Wake, that certain
planes had been sent to Midway [1814] and were expected to
go on the 5th or 6th day down to Wake, and we knew the schedule of
the ships that were in port, and at that particular time out of the three
task forces there were two scheduled to be in port. Actually there
was less than one and a half in port.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Stark. He kept the others at sea. And because he had
taken those measures, which looked absolutely sound, it was a safe
assumption that other measures had been taken of a similar nature.

General McNarney. Well, you would expect, then, that some uses
would have been made of the facilities available in Patrol Wing 2?

Admiral Stark. Yes, I would.

General McNarney. Under the—

The Chairman. Wait a minute, Admiral Stark.

Admiral Stark. Well, the answer would be given: Decidedly, yes.

General McNarney. Under the system of coordination then in
effect, which was mutual cooperation, you would have also expected
the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet to get in touch with and
confer with the Commanding General Hawaiian Department, as to
the steps which should be taken to meet the situation then existing?

Admiral Stark. Oh, yes. I just would have assumed that that
message of the war warning, plus telling the Army opposites—and off
the record, I have forgotten whether I put in there that Marshall con-
curred or not. Sometimes I did; sometimes I didn’t. (Continu-
ing:) —that they would have said, “Well, here: here’s about the ex-
treme in the message,” and for their joint defense they would have
made their dispositions as best they could with what they had.

Is that—?

[1815] General McNarney. Yes, that is an answer. In other
words, you assumed that the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet would
have some information, at least, as to what the Army dispositions to
meet the situation were, and that the Army Commander would know
what the Fleet was doing?

Admiral Stark. Oh, yes, sir.
General McNarney. And that they would get together and consider as to whether or not the dispositions they were making, either jointly or separately, were sufficient to meet the existing situation?

Admiral Stark. Yes. And off the record.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General McNarney. Put that on the record.

Admiral Stark. Joint action requires mutual assistance, one with the other, best to meet any situation which confronts them. I thought you read that joint action.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, do you get the copies of the messages that the War Department receive usually from the outlying stations, having to do with the Navy and in liaison with the Navy? Do you ever see those messages?

Admiral Stark. We see messages—we see some of their messages, yes, and I think this is a correct statement; if it isn't, will you please correct me, Admiral Turner: War Plans, in particular, Army and Navy, are in close touch on incoming messages.

Admiral Turner. Yes, but a great many of the detail messages are not exchanged. Off the record. I may put it this way. Admiral: If Marshall gets something which—

The Chairman. —he thinks important.

Admiral Stark. —he thinks important, he makes sure that I see it; and I'll get one and assume that it will go over there as a normal course of events. Or I may see "Army" on it; I will make certain he gets it.

Admiral Standley. I have here a message that was sent by [1876] General Short on the 27th of November to the Chief of Staff of the War Department, in which the last sentence says, "Liaison with the Navy." Did you see that (handing a document to Admiral Stark)?

Admiral Stark. I do not recall it.

Admiral Standley. Admiral Turner, did you?

Admiral Turner. I saw that.

Admiral Standley. Did you see that message?

Admiral Turner. That was the one referred to previously—

Admiral Stark. The same one.

Admiral Turner. —where we thought it was—where my impression was that it was an M. I. D. dispatch concerning sabotage, because our O. N. I. had sent out various and sundry messages direct to their agents on that subject.

Admiral Standley. Would you then construe that statement, "Liaison with the Navy," to mean that that was only liaison with regard to sabotage, or would you consider that as meaning a total liaison with the Navy?

Admiral Turner. I assumed it was total liaison with the Navy. May I enlarge on that answer?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Admiral Turner. We had for some time previously—we had tried—set up joint command centers, joint harbor control posts, in the various coastal frontiers. The matter had been discussed of setting up a joint command post in Hawaii, in correspondence over a considerable period of time. Both the Commanding General Hawaiian Department and the Commandant Fourteenth Naval District had recommended, after considerable study, strongly against setting up these joint command
posts because—their statements were that the liaison was close and that their arrangements were satisfactory for war as they were, and putting a joint command post out there which would be suitable for both the Army and the Navy is unquestionably a difficult problem, because the commanders want to be in different places; and I can say reluctantly, because that didn’t seem to be a good solution and also because at that time we did not have funds available, the issue of the joint command center there was not forced from here.

Admiral Reeves. We are interested in your understanding of that dispatch. This dispatch from the Commanding General Hawaiian Department is in reply to specific warnings sent out by the Army and by the Navy, which he had seen, and in reply to those warnings he states, “Have alerted the Army against sabotage; am in liaison with the Navy”; but, as I understand your statement, you assumed that his liaison with the Navy meant that he was in direct conference with the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet upon this subject of war warning and mutual defense and security. Is that the way you understood the message?

Admiral Turner. Yes, sir, because that message had to be considered in connection with other concurrent events. For example, on November 28 the Commander-in-Chief forwarded a report of minor operations, drill, for exactly this kind of a situation, which had been held jointly, and those drills we knew had been carried out previously, and apparently they were reasonably satisfactory to the commanders there.

The Chairman. I notice, Admiral Stark, that in both your message of November 24 and your message of November 27, “This is a war warning,” you stated that your addressee should advise the Army command.

Admiral Stark. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Does that go to strengthen your view that you expected them to get together and confer about joint defense measures?

Admiral Stark. Yes. And I might add that I took both of those messages up to obtain General Marshall’s approval prior to sending them.

[1817] (There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Let me ask, Admiral Stark: You had been warned by the State Department that the situation was extremely tense and that Japan might strike anywhere any time?

Admiral Stark. We had been warned that the situation was extremely tense. I do not recall the State Department making any prediction of Japan striking at any time. That was our own thought.

The Chairman. In view of the past history of the Axis powers you had no illusions about their waiting for a declaration of war to launch an expedition, had you?

Admiral Stark. None. I may say, off the record——

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. Let me ask you this: As the responsible commander of the naval forces, did you expect an air raid on Hawaii at this time?

Admiral Stark. I knew it was a possibility and should be guarded against. Whether it would come or not I could not say.

Now may I say something completely off the record?

The Chairman. Do not take this.

(There was colloquy off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. Let us take this: In Admiral Kimmel’s order 2CL-41 of October 14—
Admiral Stark. That’s right. That is what it is.
The CHAIRMAN. —he said that a declaration of war may be preceded by, 1, a surprise attack on ships in Pearl Harbor; 2, a surprise submarine attack on ships in operating area; 3, a combination of these two. That does not seem to me to say anything specific about an air raid, but I suppose it envisages air as well as surface raids.
Admiral Stark. Well, when I read that order that was our thought. [1819] The CHAIRMAN. Our thought is that No. 1 means air (indicating).
Admiral Stark. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And you think that is right, do you?
Admiral Stark. That was my interpretation, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, it means an air raid: No. 1.
Admiral Stark. I mean, until you brought it up I never even questioned it.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, if you can find the letter in which Admiral Kimmel suggested that he had in mind No. 1, I should like to see it.
Admiral Turner. That is in a personal letter to you, Admiral, and you got those back.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if Admiral Turner could get it and bring it in to us later I should like to see it.
(There was colloquy off the record.)
Admiral Standley. There is a letter as a part of the record from the Chief of Naval Operations to the Commander-in-Chief concerning the establishment of anti-torpedo nets in the harbor of Honolulu, in which in the first letter it was stated that the conditions there were such that he didn’t believe that it was practicable to carry out a torpedo attack in shallow water and in limited areas of that kind; then, a second letter in which you speak of Taranto in Italy and in which you state that you must be careful of an attack there; that is, must have in mind, as you said a moment ago, that attack; but still no nets were established in the harbor, and there are none there now except your torpedo rafts.
Admiral Turner. I have two letters here.
Admiral Stark. That is true, and off the record, which can be put on the record—
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, what is this, off or on?
[1820] Admiral Standley. Well, wait a minute. Do you want to answer that, or do you want to state it off the record? If so, if you do, I will withdraw the question.
Admiral Stark. That is true. Now, it is the best, if you want to get anything further—will you leave this off your record? If you want to get something further on the record,—
Admiral Turner. I have the papers right here.
Admiral Stark. They conferred out there and decided they didn’t want nets. You know that, don’t you? Short and Kimmel.
(There was colloquy off the record.)
Admiral Stark. I will say that is true. And if you will elaborate there from the record (addressing Admiral Turner).
Admiral Standley. I think we have the first letter. Now, the second letter was the one I would like to have you read, the one that speaks of the attack.

Admiral Stark. You spoke of two of them, Admiral.

Admiral Standley. Yes. Well, we have a copy of them on the record in the files already.

Admiral Turner. I have three letters here on that subject, and there are others. One is a letter from the Chief of Naval Operations to the Commander-in-Chief of Pacific Fleet, dated February 15, 1941.

Admiral Standley. February 15.

Admiral Turner. Serial 09330. Have you that?

Admiral Standley. Yes. February, 1941.

The Chairman. Yes, we have it in full.

Admiral Turner. That was after a previous exchange of correspondence on that subject of providing anti-torpedo baﬄes in Pearl Harbor. On the 17th of February a letter was sent to the commandants of all naval districts on that subject. I have that, giving a policy, and it is in that letter that the statement was made that, "A minimum depth of water of 75 feet may be assumed necessary to successfully \[1821\] drop torpedoes from planes. About 200 yards of torpedo run is necessary before exploding device is armed, but this may be altered."

Now, later experience—

Admiral Stark (interposing). Corrected.

Admiral Turner. —led the Department to believe that that was incorrect, and there is another circular letter out, of June 13, 1941.

The Chairman. We have that.

Admiral Stark. You have that one?

The Chairman. Well, it is referred to; I don't know whether we have it copied.

Admiral Turner (continuing). —which draws back from that statement and makes this statement:

While no minimum depth of water in which naval vessels may be anchored may arbitrarily be assumed as providing safety from torpedo attack, it may be assumed that depth of water will be one of the factors considered by any attacking force, and an attack launched in relatively deep water, ten fathoms or more, is much more likely.

But there is a previous—this is the one I thought I was quoting:

Recent developments have shown that United States and British torpedoes may be dropped from planes at heights of as much as 300 feet and in some cases make additional dives of considerably less than 75 feet and make excellent runs. Hence it may be stated that it cannot be assumed that any capital ship or other valuable vessel is safe when at anchor from this type of attack if surrounded by water at a sufficient distance to permit an attack to be developed and a sufficient run to arm the torpedo.

Admiral Standley. Now, have you a third letter embodying a decision not to install any nets at this time?

Admiral Stark. It is here.

Admiral Turner. That is the one of February 15. 

[1822] The Chairman. Not subsequent; it is previous.

Admiral Stark. It is their recommendation. It came from out there.

Admiral Standley. Well, in a second letter there was a further consideration, after your second letter, and no nets were installed.
Admiral Turner. The thing was: as soon as they arrived at that decision in June they undertook a study here as to how that problem there could be solved.

Admiral Standley. Is that study completed at this time?

Admiral Turner. They never got a satisfactory answer, largely because the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District stated that until we could develop a light anti-torpedo net which could be moved with some facility he felt that it was better not to have the anti-torpedo baffles.

The Chairman. He has already testified that the anti-torpedo baffles at Pearl Harbor might very seriously interfere with the runs of his amphibian planes.

Admiral Turner. It is an extremely difficult problem, and I could say this: that all of us that were working on it were very anxious to get a better protection against torpedoes in Pearl Harbor, and we concurred with great regret in the decision not to put them in, because we could not find the answer, after a great deal of thought and study.

Admiral Stark. And that was because of interference, as you just mentioned, and also, if ships wanted to get under way in a hurry, because of the time consumed in moving the nets, and therefore we concurred with the people on the spot.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

The Chairman. I think we ought to put these two letters on our record. Mr. Secretary, will you say that the Chief of Naval Operations has produced a letter of January 24, 1941, from the Secretary of the Navy to the Secretary of War, and [1825] a reply of February 7, which are ordered to be copied in the record at this point.

Admiral Standley. Those are secret.

The Chairman. Well, shall we keep them in our files and not copy them?

General McNarney. No; it is all over the dam now.

Admiral Standley. That is what I think; they are over the dam, but they are marked, "Secret."

Admiral Turner. They were referred to previously. I invited attention to them in my previous testimony, and it was my intention at that time that they should go in the record. There is nothing there that isn’t—

General McNarney. We have a lot of secret things in the record.

Admiral Stark. Maybe not to remove their secret status in the files if they are going into the record; of course, this record is secret.

General McNarney. This record is secret itself.

Admiral Stark. Yes.

(Letters referred to, produced by Chief of Naval Operations, are as follows:)

Op-12B-9-Mcc  
(SC)A7-2(2)/FF1  
Serial 09112.  

SECRET  

January 24, 1941.

My Dear Mr. Secretary: The security of the U. S. Pacific Fleet while in Pearl Harbor, and of the Pearl Harbor Naval Base itself, has been under renewed study by the Navy Department and forces afloat for the past several weeks. This reexamination has been, in part, prompted by the increased gravity of the situation with respect to Japan, and by reports from abroad of successful bombing and torpedo plane attacks on ships while in bases. [1824] If war
eventuates with Japan, it is believed easily possible that hostilities would be initiated by a surprise attack upon the Fleet or the Naval Base at Pearl Harbor.

In my opinion, the inherent possibilities of a major disaster to the fleet or naval base warrant taking every step, as rapidly as can be done, that will increase the joint readiness of the Army and Navy to withstand a raid of the character mentioned above.

The dangers envisaged in their order of importance and probability are considered to be:

1. Air bombing attack.
2. Air torpedo plane attack.
3. Sabotage.
4. Submarine attack.
5. Mining.
6. Bombardment by gun fire.

Defense against all but the first two of these dangers appears to have been provided for satisfactorily. The following paragraphs are devoted principally to a discussion of the problems encompassed in (1) and (2) above, the solution of which I consider to be of primary importance.

Both types of air attack are possible. They may be carried out successively, simultaneously, or in combination with any of the other operations enumerated. The maximum probable enemy effort may be put at twelve aircraft squadrons, and the minimum at two. Attacks would be launched from a striking force of carriers and their supporting vessels.

[1825] The counter measures to be considered are:

a. Location and engagement of enemy carriers and supporting vessels before air attack can be launched;

b. Location and engagement of enemy aircraft before they reach their objectives;

c. Repulse of enemy aircraft by anti-aircraft fire;

d. Concealment of vital installations by artificial smoke;

e. Protection of vital installations by balloon barrages.

The operations set forth in (a) are largely functions of the Fleet but, quite possibly, might not be carried out in case of an air attack initiated without warning prior to a declaration of war.

Pursuit aircraft in large numbers and an effective warning net are required for the operations in (b). It is understood that only thirty-six Army pursuit aircraft are at present in Oahu, and that, while the organization and equipping of an Anti-Air Information Service supported by modern fire control equipment is in progress, the present system relies wholly on visual observation and sound locators which are only effective up to four miles.

Available Army anti-aircraft batteries appear inadequate if judged by the standards of the war in Europe. There are now in Oahu 26–3" fixed anti-aircraft guns (of which something over half are grouped about Pearl Harbor), 56 mobile 3" guns, and 109 .50 caliber machine guns. The anti-aircraft batteries are manned in part by personnel which is also required to man parts of the sea coast artillery. Should an attack on Oahu combine air attack with a gun bombardment, one or the other countering fires would suffer from lack of men. If the prevailing high ceiling is taken into account the caliber of the anti-aircraft guns might be inadequate against high altitude bombing attack.

By late summer the defenses will be considerably strengthened by additions in guns, planes, and radio locators. It is understood, sixteen additional 3" Mobile, twenty-four 90 mm., and one hundred twenty 37 mm. guns will be on hand; the pursuit aircraft strength is to be expanded to a total of 149; the new radio locators will have an effective range of 100 miles. Although the caliber of the guns will still be small for effective action against high altitude bombers, this augmentation will markedly improve the security of the Fleet. It does not, of course, affect the critical period immediately before us.

The supplementary measures noted in (d) and (e) might be of the greatest value in the defense of Pearl Harbor. Balloon barrages have demonstrated some usefulness in Europe. Smoke from fixed installations on the ground might prove most advantageous.

To meet the needs of the situation, I offer the following proposals:

1. That the Army assign the highest priority to the increase of pursuit aircraft and anti-aircraft artillery, and the establishment of an air warning net in Hawaii.
(2) That the Army give consideration to the questions of balloon barrages, the employment of smoke, and other special devices for improving the defenses of Pearl Harbor. [1827]

(3) That local joint plans be drawn for the effective coordination of naval and military aircraft operations, and ship and shore anti-aircraft gun fire, against surprise aircraft raids.

(4) That the Army and Navy forces in Oahu agree on appropriate degrees of joint readiness for immediate action in defense against surprise aircraft raids against Pearl Harbor.

(5) That joint exercises, designed to prepare Army and Navy forces in Oahu for defense against surprise aircraft raids, be held at least once weekly so long as the present uncertainty continues to exist.

Your concurrence in these proposals and the rapid implementing of the measures to be taken by the Army, which are of the highest importance to the security of the Fleet, will be met with the closest cooperation on the part of the Navy Department.

Sincerely yours,

FRANK KNOX.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, February 7, 1941.

SECRET
Subject: Air Defense of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.

To: The Secretary of the Navy.

1. In replying to your letter of January 24, regarding the possibility of surprise attacks upon the Fleet or the Naval Base at Pearl Harbor, I wish to express complete concurrence as to the importance of this matter and the urgency of our making every possible preparation to meet such a hostile effort. The Hawaiian Department is the best equipped of all our overseas departments, and continues to hold a high priority for the completion of its projected defenses because of the importance of giving full protection to the Fleet.

2. The Hawaiian Project provides for one hundred and forty-eight pursuit planes. There are now in Hawaii thirty-six pursuit planes; nineteen of these are P-36s and seventeen are of somewhat less efficiency. I am arranging to have thirty-one P-36 pursuit planes assembled at San Diego for shipment to Hawaii within the next ten days, as agreed to with the Navy Department. This will bring the Army pursuit group in Hawaii up to fifty of the P-36 type and seventeen of a somewhat less efficient type. In addition, fifteen of the new P-40-B pursuit planes, with their guns, leakproof tanks and modern armor will be assembled at San Diego about March 15 for shipment by carrier to Hawaii.

3. There are at present in the Hawaiian Islands eighty-two 3-inch AA guns, twenty 37 mm AA guns (en route), and one hundred and nine caliber .50 AA machine guns. The total project calls for ninety-eight 3-inch AA guns, one hundred and twenty 37 mm AA guns, and three hundred and eight caliber .50 AA machine guns.

4. With reference to the Aircraft Warning Service, the equipment therefor has been ordered and will be delivered in Hawaii in June. All arrangements for installation will have been made by the time the equipment is delivered. Inquiry develops the information that delivery of the necessary equipment cannot be made at an earlier date.

5. The Commanding General, Hawaiian Department, is being directed to give immediate consideration to the question of the employment of balloon barrages and the use of smoke in protecting the Fleet and base facilities. Barrage balloons are not available at the present time for installation and cannot be made available prior to the summer of 1941. At present there are three on hand and eighty-four being manufactured—forty for delivery by June 30, 1941, and the remainder by September. The Budget now has under consideration funds for two thousand nine hundred and fifty balloons. The value of smoke for screening vital areas on Oahu is a controversial subject. Qualified opinion is that atmospheric and geographic conditions in Oahu render the employment of smoke impracticable for large scale screening operations. However, the Commanding General will look into this matter again.
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6. With reference to your other proposals for joint defense, I am forwarding a copy of your letter and this reply to the Commanding General, Hawaiian Department, and am directing him to cooperate with the local naval authorities in making those measures effective.

(Signed) HENRY L. STIMSON,
Secretary of War.

(There was colloquy off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. Now, is there anything more from these gentle-
men? You are going to let us have that precis shortly, are you? 
Admiral TURNER. Yes. It is being typed, and it should be ready shortly, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We should like to have several copies.
(There was colloquy off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN. We shall adjourn to one-thirty.
[1830] (Thereupon, at 1 o'clock p.m. an adjournment was taken until 1:30 o'clock p.m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

(The Commission reconvened at 1:30 o'clock p.m., upon the expiration of the recess.)

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM J. WHALING, UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give your full name to the reporter, Colonel?
Colonel WHALING. William J. Whaling, Lieutenant Colonel, United States Marine Corps.
General McNARNEY. Will you swear him, Mr. Justice?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes. We might go through that formality.
(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The CHAIRMAN. Where were you on the morning of December 7, Colonel?
Colonel WHALING. On the morning of December 7 I was in Colonel Jackson's quarters in Pearl Harbor. I can indicate on that map (indicating).
The CHAIRMAN. Where were Colonel Jackson's quarters?
Colonel WHALING. Located just north of the Marine Barracks, about in that position (indicating on map), this being the Marine Barracks, this Pearl Harbor (indicating), this the dry dock (indicating), and the locality of the Administration Building of the Navy was about in there (indicating). This is where I was (indicating).
The CHAIRMAN. Now, where is the submarine base on this plan?
Colonel WHALING. The submarine base, right here (indicating).
The CHAIRMAN. I can see it now. All right, take a seat; [1831] the reporter will hear you better if you are over here.
(Colonel Whaling resumed the witness chair.)
The CHAIRMAN. Will you without my questioning you give us an account of the first thing you saw, about the hour that you saw it, and then continue on with an account of what you saw?
Colonel WHALING. Commencing from the first thing I saw?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Admiral STANLEY. What did you say? "Saw," or the first of the incident?
The Chairman. The first notice you had of an attack was at what hour?

Admiral Standley. The incident of the attack.

Colonel Whaling. Oh, it was about eight o'clock. That time can be up or down about five minutes.

The Chairman. Yes.

Colonel Whaling. But about eight o'clock I was awakened by what I thought was gunfire, anti-aircraft fire. I was asleep at the time that the first explosion took place, and of course that awakened me. I turned over, and it happened to be that a Major James Monaghan was sleeping with me in the same set of quarters, and I said, "Jerry, don't you think the Admiral is a little bit inconsiderate of guests?"

And Jerry woke up and said, "I'll go down and see about it." And with that I waited a little while, and the next salvo or volley took place, and then I noticed the windows rattling, and I thought to myself: I didn't notice any 5-inch pieces mounted as close to the quarters as this last night, so it must be a little something wrong with that. And some of the detonations actually sounded like the heavy guns.

So with that I got up and walked over to the window facing the Pearl Harbor entry, and I looked out, and then I noticed smoke rising from the Pearl Harbor area. I turned to Jerry then and said, "This thing is so real that I believe that's an oil tank burning right out in front there." And then we hurriedly dressed and went outside. Well, it would be just—if I step over here I can draw some action here.

The Chairman. All right.

(Colonel Whaling stepped to a map.)

Colonel Whaling. We stepped across the parade grounds, which is directly in front of the little square that I marked in black, and after we got over in front of the Marine Barracks, which is this little square (indicating), I met Colonel Elmer Hall. I said, "Elmer, this is a mighty fine show you are putting on. I have never seen anything quite like it."

He said, "It's so fine and real that, look at those Japs," and they were diving at that time into the—down and releasing their bombs in the vicinity of our ships which were anchored roughly in here (indicating). And we talked for a few more minutes in front of the barracks. At this same time that these planes were diving over here that we could plainly see, we could hear detonations over in the Hickam Field area, which was just south of our barracks—I have indicated it here (indicating)—and a few fragments, bricks and one thing another; it might have been concrete or it might have been shell fragments whistling over occasionally.

So, being an observer and unattached, I decided on looking around that the best place for me to be would be on top of that building. It's about a three-story concrete building. We went up on top of that building, and it happened we both had field glasses. We observed enemy formations, I would say—when I say a group I mean all the way from nine to twelve planes—coming in from the south, some of them releasing their bombs on Hickam, some of them passing over and releasing their bombs in the vicinity of our ships in the harbor. I can state that I don't believe those bombs were released any higher than two hundred yards, equal five or six hundred feet from the objective, from their targets, very low altitude.
Admiral Standley. Those were not glide bombs or dive bombs? They were just—

Colonel Whaling. No; they were diving down. They were coming at a slope, not as great a slope as our dive bombers do, but they were coming down at a slope, and we could plainly from here (indicating) see the bombs released; and at that time, of course, on arriving on the top of the building I could look over here and discover that the oil tank that I thought was an oil tank originally was the Oklahoma—or the Arizona.

The Chairman. Arizona.

Colonel Whaling. I could look directly across and see the Arizona, which was approximately in that position (indicating), so we discovered then that was the Oklahoma and not an oil tank.

The Chairman. The Arizona.

Colonel Whaling. The Arizona. That is right. I am getting the two mixed up. The Arizona was here (indicating), and the Oklahoma was forward.

So then, noticing that the planes were coming directly over the top of the barracks, I guess that barracks—well, that's about the right position (indicating). Hickam hangars were along about like that (indicating). Hickam Barracks was west of the hangars. From our position up here we saw several bombs light over in the Hickam area. We could see fragments. and we could see three huge holes left in barracks and hangars over there. Later on I discovered there were five hangars hit and three barracks with direct hits.

These planes, as I say, were coming in formation from the south, some of them stopping, dropping their load here (indicating), others dropping in over here (indicating). Well, they would dive down and turn out. They must have been very close to the superstructure of some of the ships, they were that low, in my estimation. The smoke that was coming from the Arizona was drifting across in a south-westerly direction. They would come down, drop their bombs, and were making their turn and their bank to take off, and they were taking off in this direction (indicating) toward the east or over toward Honolulu, the City of Honolulu, and they were disappearing momentarily through that smoke and swinging in this direction coming out (indicating). I could watch them, and one formation I watched from the time it arrived until the time it went out and departed. As I said before, there were about nine to twelve ships, planes, in this formation. They would swing in this direction, of course being very low, swing over in this direction, and about the time they would arrive over Honolulu they were back in a V formation again. They would go down approximately down the road. I don't know whether they were doing any machine-gunning individually on the way to the city or not. Presumably they were. And I did notice two fires started in the city itself, from where I could see the town. I imagine it was about seven or eight miles from Pearl Harbor to Honolulu. I could see two very prominent large fires started over town.

So they went over that way, swung to the south after passing the city, then toward the southwest, later on toward the west; and then almost to the limit of my visibility, and I think it must have been well beyond ten miles, they swung to the northwest.

The Chairman. Northwest?

The Chairman. No formation that you noticed came back the second time over Pearl Harbor?

Colonel Whaling. Now, I believe—I have divided it into two phases. The first phase from eight to nine-fifteen, the second phase from about ten—it might have been ten-fifteen—until about eleven-fifteen. There was a pause of about three [1835] quarters of an hour from nine-fifteen to ten or ten-fifteen that there was practically no bombing in this area (indicating). Then at ten-fifteen, well, they took up the bombing again. They concentrated on heavy bombings in both places.

The Chairman. Did the second attack come in from the southward?

Colonel Whaling. Yes.

The Chairman. Same as the first one?

Colonel Whaling. Yes. That is, I saw some more planes. Now I don't know; they were probably—might have been others coming in from other directions, but these particular formations were coming in, and I could plainly see them coming in, and I would say at an altitude of about three thousand feet.

Admiral Standley. Right there, Colonel, may I ask about the time you give, nine, nine-fifteen, and ten, ten-fifteen; were those estimates or did you have anything accurate about it?

Colonel Whaling. Just estimates. I can't say positively because I only glanced at my watch probably three or four or five times during the morning, but it is the approximate time, must be ten or fifteen minutes from the time that was.

Admiral Standley. The reason I ask that is that in the evidence here we have that the planes all disappeared from that area by ten a.m., and I was wondering.

Colonel Whaling. Oh, no. They turned—

Admiral Stanley. Well, we have it in the testimony that all planes had withdrawn by ten a.m.

The Chairman. Yes.

Colonel Whaling. I think not.

The Chairman. That is wrong, is it?

Admiral Stanley. That is the reason I asked that question.

Colonel Whaling. No, sir; there was bombing after that. I think it ran closer to eleven o'clock.

Admiral Stanley. Yes. Well, that is all right; I just [1836] wanted to know. You go right ahead.

(Colonel Whaling went to the blackboard.)

Colonel Whaling. During the lull—in the lull, I mean, from about nine-fifteen, between nine and ten, someplace in there, we could look over and see the people at Hickman Field loading or attempting to load the bombs into their bombers. They were trying to get some bombers loaded, apparently, to take the air. About ten o'clock we could see destroyers going out through the channel, several of them. I don't know how many, but several went out through the channel along about that time.

Now, although they started loading apparently as soon as they could over there I believe it was about eleven-twenty or eleven-thirty when finally six bombers did get off the ground over there. It might have been a little later than that, but somewhere around eleven-thirty, and I was over there just about the time they were taking off, and I believe it was around eleven-thirty. They took off two at a time, and six
of them taking off swung around and went over southwest or west. I don’t know just where they did go.

Well, that I think is the general picture up to the individual destruction that took place.

The CHAIRMAN. Colonel, you think there were perhaps twelve planes in the first formation that you saw come over when they were dive bombing, or—

Colonel WHALING. Well, there might have been more than that. I estimated about a hundred planes.

The CHAIRMAN. That you counted, about a hundred planes all told?

Colonel WHALING. Oh, in the entire morning?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Colonel WHALING. Well, let’s see now. There were twenty, two formations of—must have been twenty in two formations that I saw: that is, after the lull. Before that there must have [1837] been twenty or thirty more, maybe. No. Maybe—I figured there must be at least a hundred planes attacking at the different fields and this place. I think probably I would say seventy-five planes in there.

The CHAIRMAN. And then all told you saw seventy-five planes at various times throughout the whole period?

Colonel WHALING. Throughout the whole morning, I think so.

The CHAIRMAN. Were they of different types?

Colonel WHALING. The ones that were close to me and that were actually doing the bombing were all the same type.

The CHAIRMAN. Single-engine?

Colonel WHALING. Single engines, two-seaters: that is, a gunner in rear and pilot forward.

General McNARNEY. Did you see any torpedoes launched?

Colonel WHALING. The torpedo planes were coming in from a different angle apparently. I think they were coming in from the other direction and swinging in this way (indicating). I think most of them were swinging in this way.

The CHAIRMAN. Indicating coming around to the north and then swinging to the west.

Colonel WHALING. Came through the valley. I am not sure, but—I didn’t see any of those actually coming in in formation. As I say, the ones that I saw coming in would come up to a point almost directly over the barracks and then peel off one at a time and dive down and drop their bombs. The other planes, and I know—I know there were other planes there—were coming in, and many of them came in this way (indicating), and I didn’t get a good look at them. There was a lot of smoke. I believe many of the bombs—or torpedoes, rather, were released like this (indicating).

The CHAIRMAN. We have got some testimony that a number of those torpedo planes came across here almost directly over [1838] the submarine base (indicating).

Colonel WHALING. That is the direction I would say. That is the direction I would say.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you remember, the young lieutenant told us that, that was in command of that little boat.

Admiral STANLEY. Little boat, yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Said they came right over the submarine base there.
Colonel Whaling. Later on I walked over there, and I saw one of the torpedoes that had been released and went on to the beach there. It was facing like that (indicating).

Admiral Reeves. To the west.

The Chairman. Facing to the west.

Colonel Whaling. To the west, yes, sir.

The Chairman. And that was near one of the dry docks?

Colonel Whaling. Yes, the dry docks were right here (indicating).

The Chairman. Yes.

Colonel Whaling. That was over here in front of the officers’ club.

The Chairman. In front of the officers’ club.

Admiral Reeves. The bombing after the lull, in the second attack, of those planes that came in at about three thousand feet altitude, was that level bombing or did they dive down?

Colonel Whaling. No. They came in at about three thousand, dropped down in not a horizontal——

Admiral Reeves. Shallow glide?

Colonel Whaling. In not a horizontal but a dive and released their bombs not higher than five or six hundred feet from their targets.

Admiral Reeves. Did you see any bombs released at eight or ten thousand feet altitude?

Colonel Whaling. No, sir, none. All the bombs I saw released were released right down close to their objectives, the targets.

General McNarney. At the time you saw six bombers take off from Hickman Field were there any Japanese planes in sight at that time?

Colonel Whaling. I didn’t see any at that time, no, sir.

General McNarney. How long had they disappeared, in your estimation?

Colonel Whaling. Oh, maybe twenty minutes, might have been thirty minutes. Fifteen to thirty minutes, I would say, because I had time—there was a—between the bombing—after the last bombing, which I would say roughly might have been around eleven o’clock, I did see some other Jap planes over towards the city, in that direction (indicating), and there was quite a lot of firing going on, firing at those planes. Just about the time—not over this way, I mean, but they were passing here going in that direction (indicating). Now, as that firing sort of eased a little bit I noticed one of these planes coming across, and he came across in a direction like this at a long, long glide, and I thought he wanted to land here, but quite a number of our——

The Chairman. You thought he wanted to land at Hickam Field?

Colonel Whaling. I think he wanted to land at Hickam Field, the way he was coming in, low down and a long easy glide, but there was so many of our aircraft—anti-aircraft opened up on him that apparently he pulled off, and I think he went over and landed somewhere else. I know he didn’t land here.

General McNarney. What type plane was that?

Colonel Whaling. It looked to me as though it may have been one of the new twin-engine bombers. I am not sure.

General McNarney. Four-engine?

[1840] Colonel Whaling. Were they?

General McNarney. Two- or four-engine?

Colonel Whaling. Two.
General McNarney. Two.

Colonel Whaling. It wasn't big enough for a fortress.

The Chairman. And then you say after that ceased then those planes took off from Hickam?

Colonel Whaling. Yes, sir. So it might have been around eleven-thirty. I made a note of it at the time; about eleven-thirty they took off.

The Chairman. The Army records show eleven twenty-seven, so you are very close.

Colonel Whaling. Oh, is that so?

Admiral Standley. Well, that second wave, is that the one you are describing, the torpedo wave?

The Chairman. No.

Admiral Standley. The one where they dropped torpedoes?

Colonel Whaling. I think those torpedo planes came in in both waves. I think many of the torpedoes were dropped in the first phase. I know the ARIZONA and the OKLAHOMA were hit early in the—because, as I say, when I first looked out the window the ARIZONA was afire then. She was smoking then.

Admiral Reeves. You didn't see any torpedoes dropped yourself?

Colonel Whaling. Not torpedoes. no, sir.

The Chairman. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. I do not think of anything else.

Admiral Standley. Just one thing, Colonel. In regard to that first wave that came over there, could you see whether there was any anti-aircraft gunfire at that time meeting that attack?

Colonel Whaling. Oh, yes, there was anti-aircraft gunfire. I don't know just what it consisted of, but there was some.

Admiral Standley. You didn't know—couldn't tell whether it was on the ships or on shore, or what?

Colonel Whaling. No; I could just hear from—

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Colonel Whaling. I could hear the firing going on down from the ships, and the only guns I could see were those right around the Marine Barracks. We had .30 calibers and .50 calibers there only.

Admiral Standley. As I understood you to say, the thing that awakened you was gunfire at the very beginning.

Colonel Whaling. That was my first thought, Admiral. I thought it was a practice run, and it wasn't until I arrived over in front of the barracks and saw the first planes—then did I realize that we were at war with Japan.

Admiral Standley. But gunfire was going on?

Colonel Whaling. Yes.

Admiral Standley. There was gunfire at that time?

Colonel Whaling. Yes.

Admiral Standley. All right.

The Chairman. Thank you very much, Colonel.

(There was colloquy off the record.)

Colonel Brown. Did you make it clear what pattern those planes made when they went off, as to where the carrier might be?

I think Colonel Whaling failed to bring one thing out when he was telling the story, when I heard the story the first time: the definite pattern that those planes indicated where the carriers were. They
went out and assembled to the south, and then finally when they all disappeared they disappeared to the northwest.

The CHAIRMAN. He has told us that. He stated that.

Do not discuss your testimony here with anyone outside, Colonel, please.

Colonel Whaling. Sir?

The CHAIRMAN. Do not discuss your testimony here with anyone outside.

Colonel Whaling. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What goes on here is confidential.

Colonel Whaling. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Will you be sworn, Colonel?

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL EDWARD F. FRANCE, SIGNAL CORPS, UNITED STATES ARMY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)

The CHAIRMAN. Will you give you full name and rank and duty to the reporter?

Colonel France. Edward F. France, Lieutenant Colonel, Signal Corps, United States Army.

The CHAIRMAN. Colonel France, we desire to interrogate you about the message of December 7, 1941. Your records show at what time you received that from the office of the Chief of Staff?

Colonel France. We haven't the exact time that we received that message. It was somewhere between eleven-thirty and twelve noon. I would say, after the discussion with Colonel Bratton and refreshing our memories, that it was somewhere around ten minutes to twelve: eleven-fifty.

The CHAIRMAN. How long did it take to encode that, approximately?

Colonel France. The time involved was about twelve minutes. I would like to correct that: about ten minutes, because we filed it at 12:01.

The CHAIRMAN. You filed it at 12:01?

Colonel France. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And what do you mean by filing it?

Colonel France. We turned it over—called the Western Union at 12:01, and that was the time that we started to send that message, at 12:01.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you send it to Western Union?

Colonel France. On the teletype, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. There is a teletype connected between your office and the Western Union office?

Colonel France. Yes, sir, and that message was complete at 12:17. Here is the message, sir (handing a message to the Chairman).

The CHAIRMAN. That is, the Western Union had it complete at 12:17?

Colonel France. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, I understand that you had an open wire from the Western Union office in Washington to San Francisco; is that right?
Colonel France. Yes, sir. I left Colonel Bratton in my code room. The procedure being a little unusual, he came up there very much exercised and inquired to get into the code room immediately, so it alarmed me. I was sitting across from my office, and I went over immediately to open it, and Colonel Bratton told me the importance of this dispatch. I arranged for him to go inside immediately, and I put my code people to work, and then I left Colonel Bratton there and went directly to the operating room and checked my Honolulu circuit and found out that we had faded out, as we say. The signal strength diminished, and we were unable to work Honolulu direct. My next alternative was commercial wire. We had previously handled messages that way. I called the Western Union immediately and asked them to set up a wire direct to San Francisco. I was familiar with the fact that they had a tube running across the street to the R. C. A., and that was the quickest means at my disposal at that time. Had I accepted to send that message via the Postal Telegraph Company the message would have to go to New York. There facilities are [1844] not as—

The Chairman. Direct?

Colonel France. Well, their facilities are not as ample as the Western Union, and the message would have had to be relayed at New York and relayed through the mux machines or multiplex machines in Chicago and then to San Francisco, which would require a relay from there over to the-upstairs to the commercial cable, and it would have gone by cable. I cautioned my operators in setting this coded message up to be sure that there would be no errors in it. I told them that accuracy was the important thing and speed was the second, because I didn't want that message to get into Honolulu garbled, as we say. So I took the shortest route for me in relays, and that was via the Western Union.

The Chairman. Has it ever been your custom, when you were in a jam for sending, to ask the Navy radio to send?

Colonel France. Yes, indeed, sir. At times we do that. I didn't believe at this particular time that was the right thing to do.

The Chairman. Why not?

Colonel France. For the reason that I had faded out of Honolulu, and I could lose no minutes, and that was the next thing at my disposal, would require me to call the Navy to find out as to whether or not they were getting through all right. We don't have an hourly report, or so, that I am abreast of their operation, but I assumed in my quick judgment that this was the proper thing to do.

The Chairman. To your knowledge is the sending station at San Francisco of R. C. A. a powerful station that would break through when you could not?

Colonel France. Yes, sir. They have 40 kilowatts of power there, sir, and I have 10, 10 kilowatts of power, sir.

The Chairman. Now, normally how would you get a report of the receipt of this message in Honolulu?

[1845] Colonel France. Normally, sir, we send a pilot message ahead of any message that is of—

The Chairman. Of importance.

Colonel France. Of importance, and that is what I did in this particular case. I asked them—told the Western Union. In the
setup they automatically made the routine—the routine would suggest it in itself in setting that circuit up, but nevertheless we also told them we wanted immediate report on the delivery of that message, and I was very much concerned and General Marshall was very much concerned that we were not getting the delivery on that; and we followed it up with a service message to see. We wanted to know whose hands that message got into, and it went on late until the night, and two o'clock in the morning we hadn't as yet received the reply, and I personally talked to the signal officer over there about it on the radio.

The CHAIRMAN. Colonel Powell?
Colonel France. Colonel Powell's office, yes, sir. Colonel Powell had—

The CHAIRMAN. He was away?
Colonel France. He was out in the field. The operator—

The CHAIRMAN. March?
Colonel France. I don't recall who it was, but I talked to him on the wire there and told him it was imperative that I inform General Marshall as to who received that message; and finally we got a report the following day, sir. This is the work sheet here on that message, sir, that shows the verbiage that was used in it. Would you care to see that sir?

The CHAIRMAN. No; I think not.
Colonel France. We finally got this message back. It was signed by General Short (handing a document to the Chairman) stating that that message was received in Honolulu at 7:33 in the morning.

[18/46] The CHAIRMAN. And delivered to him at about 11:45?
Colonel France. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. It was delivered to the signal officer?
Colonel France. To the Fort Shafter signal office, yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. The same as we have seen.

The CHAIRMAN. The same as we have seen.
Admiral Standley. Colonel, where is the Western Union office? Do you have a Western Union office in the War Department?

Colonel France. I have a Western Union office—I am their agent, Admiral—in my office. I am their agent, and I have a machine connected right to their office in town in here, a teletype machine right in their office. In fact, I have six machines into their office, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Did you tell General Short the route the message was following?

Colonel France. No, sir. I didn't believe that concerned the General, Admiral. I thought he was going to be rather busy, tried not to disturb those people.

The CHAIRMAN. You said "General Short."

Admiral Reeves. I mean General Marshall. Did you tell General Marshall the route it was following?

Colonel France. No, sir; I did not. General Marshall was exceedingly busy that morning, and I tried not to disturb him any more than necessary.

Admiral Standley. How much urgency did General Marshall appear to indicate when he gave you this message? What was his attitude?

Colonel France. I can only say that, Admiral, by the attitude of Colonel Bratton.

Admiral Standley. You only saw Colonel Bratton?
Colonel France. I only saw Colonel Bratton, but he was very much exercised over it. I have never seen him more [1847] excited, and I have a great deal of contact with him, but he was very positive that this must get out immediately, and I personally took charge of it and left nothing undone to move that just as fast as I could move it. I personally came back in the office and took it when the message was encoded and took it out to the operator, and after that message was sent I personally called the Western Union and told them the importance of it.

The Chairman. I don't know that I understand what you mean by a "pilot message." You say you sent a pilot message ahead of this one?

Colonel France. Yes, sir. That is what you call a message that you tell—tell the next station that this message is coming, that there is an important message on its way, sir. That is the normal procedure in communications. I had a similar message going to Melbourne, Australia, last Sunday morning, and I sent a pilot message, so that in the relay stations the chief operator there is alert for that message, to see that it gets personal attention and sent on its way. That is what a pilot message does, sir. It clears the wires and puts everyone on their toes.

The Chairman. Is there anything else?
Admiral Reeves. No, sir.
Admiral Standley. Don't discuss the testimony.
The Chairman. Thank you very much, Colonel.
General McNarney. Do you want to give him a warning?
The Chairman. Oh, Colonel, don't discuss your testimony here with anyone outside.

Colonel France. Yes, sir. I have not, sir.
The Chairman. Don't do it.
I guess that is all we have got for today, Admiral.
Admiral Standley. Yes, sir.
Mr. Howe. We have General Gerow on standby warning. I don't know whether he will be necessary or not.

[1848] (There was colloquy off the record.)
Colonel Brown. General Gerow.
The Chairman. Will you be sworn, sir?

TESTIMONY OF BRIGADIER GENERAL LEONARD T. GEROW, ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, WAR PLANS DIVISION, UNITED STATES ARMY

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The Chairman. Will you give the reporter your full name and rank and your assignment to duty?
General Gerow. Leonard T. Gerow, Brigadier General, Assistant Chief of Staff, War Plans Division, Army.
The Chairman. Were you under the same assignment on December 7, 1941?
General Gerow. I was.
The Chairman. We are interested in the messages which went to General Short from the War Department on and after November 27, 1941. Who composed the message of November 27, if you know?
General Gerow. That message was prepared by Colonel Bundy and myself. It was presented, I think, on the morning of November 27 to a conference consisting of the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and Admiral Stark. After a draft of the message was presented to that conference the Secretary of War called up Mr. Hull with regard to the first sentence of the draft message that we had prepared. After the conversation between the Secretary of War and Mr. Hull the first sentence of the message was revised as is shown here in this message (indicating). I don't think I have a copy of the original draft. That was burned.

Admiral Standley. What was the trend of the general provision?

General Gerow. Well, it was purely a question of wording, Admiral. I think we stated in our first draft of the message that the negotiations had terminated, and Mr. Hull didn't [1849] want to make it that strong, and he said,

To all intents and purposes it has been terminated with only a slight possibility of them being resumed.

The Chairman. Was there any discussion at that conference, General, as to whether that message laid too much stress on sabotage and said too little about defensive measures?

General Gerow. Laid too much stress on sabotage?

The Chairman. Yes.

General Gerow. I don't think that message referred to sabotage at all, sir.

The Chairman. You are quite right; it doesn't mention sabotage. I was wrong in my recollection.

General Gerow. I would like to supplement that statement: In the original draft that we prepared there was a statement, which I have here, included in the message which said needed measures for protection against subversive activities should be taken immediately. That sentence was taken out late that evening, at the conference with the Deputy Chief of Staff and Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Colonel Bundy and myself. We felt that the caution as to subversive activities should go in a separate message, that it shouldn't be combined in this message, and it was decided to send it to G-2 of the Hawaiian Department to notify the Commanding General, rather than confuse the two issues in one message.

The Chairman. Now, General, there was a reply to that message from General Short, which I show you. Are you familiar with that reply?

General Gerow. Yes, sir, I am, sir.

The Chairman. What did you understand by the phrase, "Liaison with the Navy," in that message, or what did the staff understand by it, as you know the facts?

General Gerow. Well, I must confess that in reading that message I tied it in in my mind with a message that had been [1850] sent by G-2, and as a reply to their message and not a reply to this other message. It was not checked against the number, which should have been done either by myself or someone in my division.

The Chairman. You will see by the reply that it evidently was intended as a reply to the message we have just been talking about.

General Gerow. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Yes. On the same day that the message of November 27 was sent out another message was sent from G-2, General Miles, which mentioned subversive activities.

General Gerow. That is correct, sir.

The Chairman. And there was confusion here as to whether General Short’s reply was to General Miles’ message or to the long message which we discussed.

General Gerow. Well, the question wasn’t raised when it came through my division. It wasn’t noted, Mr. Justice.

The Chairman. Now, then, on the next day General Miles caused to be forwarded through the Adjutant General a rather long message which did deal with sabotage, which I show you.

Admiral Standley. Is that the 28th?

The Chairman. It was forwarded from here on the 28th.

Admiral Standley. Was that prior to the short message from General Short in which it says, “Liaison with the Navy”? Was that prior to that or after that?

The Chairman. They are both on the same day.

Admiral Standley. The same day.

The Chairman. Short wired on the 27th, and this went out on the 27th. Now, I don’t know whether this went out subsequent to the receipt of Short’s message or not. We could probably find that out.

Go ahead, General.

General Gerow. I knew this message was being—my message [1821] was being prepared by G-2 to dispatch on this subject, but I did not see the message before it went out. It was dispatched by the Assistant Chief of Staff G-2. That is the best of my recollection.

The Chairman. Yes.

General Gerow. It may have passed through—I haven’t refreshed—

Admiral Standley. Was that message resulting from your conference of the previous day in which you took out the question of sabotage in the previous message, and this was the resulting message?

General Gerow. I think, sir, the short one on the 27th that G-2 sent out was the resulting message. I imagine this was an elaboration the next day which G-2 undertook to prepare.

The Chairman. It is possible, then, that General Short might have understood that all these messages when taken together were a warning particularly against sabotage, General?

General Gerow. Well, that is a hard question for me to answer, Mr. Justice. I felt that we made our telegram, the one that War Plans sent out on the 27th, pretty strong, and no one knows what he would have done had he been in that position and not having perhaps all the information we had here, but we intended it to be a warning against not only subversive elements but against hostile action, as we stated hostile action might occur at any moment.

Admiral Reeves. Did the message from War Plans on the 27th contain any reference to sabotage?

General Gerow. No, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Then General Short couldn’t have obtained from the War Plans message any idea that you were talking about sabotage?

General Gerow. I don’t see how he could, sir, except this one sentence: it said,
Prior to hostile Japanese action you are directed to undertake such reconnaissance and other measures as you deem necessary, but these measures should be carried out so as not repeat not to alarm the civil population or disclose intent.

Admiral Reeves. Then the words "other measures" are the only possible reference to sabotage that that message could have been interpreted as containing?

General Gerow. I should say yes to you.

General McNarney. I would like to ask, General Gerow, what you had in mind when you put the word in, "reconnaissance."

General Gerow. We put that in with the idea of preventing surprise, the identification of the reconnaissance measures. The term "and other measures" we put in—we did not put it in originally in the telegram to apply to the prevention of sabotage, because in our original draft we did have a sentence that applied to that, but we had in mind with the necessary alerts the necessary precautions that a commander should take under a situation that we pictured.

General McNarney. Did you consider that a directive or a direct order to undertake some sort of reconnaissance, or was it left up to the Commander himself as to whether he thought reconnaissance was necessary? In other words, would you consider that a direct order, or do you think that the Commander still had some discretion?

General Gerow. The extent of that was left to his judgment, but the message distinctly stated,

You are directed to undertake such reconnaissance and other measures as you deem necessary.

General McNarney. Do you know what the unparaphrased actual message that went out said? Did it say that "You are directed to undertake reconnaissance"?

General Gerow. The unparaphrased message stated,

Prior to hostile Japanese action you are directed to undertake such reconnaissance and other measures as you deem necessary.

General McNarney. Well, would the words, "as you deem necessary," in your opinion, allow the Commanding General Hawaiian Department to not undertake reconnaissance if he thought it was unnecessary?

General Gerow. That is a rather difficult question to answer. We say, "as you deem necessary." We indicated that we felt increased reconnaissance was necessary.

Admiral Reeves. Did you intend the words, "as you deem necessary," to apply to reconnaissance or to apply only to other measures?

General Gerow. It was my understanding it would apply—it was our intention that it would apply both to reconnaissance and other measures. We looked on reconnaissance as something we wanted to emphasize among the various measures. We had had reports of Japanese concentrations in the Mandate Islands, and we felt that every effort should be made to identify any Japanese movements in that direction. As a matter of fact, we sent out those two B-24 bombers with an idea of trying to confirm the information that we received from other sources.
Admiral Reeves. Then it was your intention that reconnaissance should be conducted, but the character and nature of the reconnaissance was to be as he deemed necessary?

General Gerow. Yes, sir. We felt that reconnaissance was being conducted, but we felt that perhaps it wasn't—that the seriousness of the situation hadn't been brought sufficiently to their attention to increase the reconnaissance to the extent necessary.

[1854] General McNarney. Although the Commander may have had some discretion in the matter, would you say that if no reconnaissance was being ordered as a consequence of that message that constituted a direct disobedience of your directive?

General Gerow. I would not consider it a direct disobedience of that directive.

General McNarney. What would you consider it?

General Gerow. What?

General McNarney. I say what would you consider it, sir?

General Gerow. Well, in his opinion he probably had some reconnaissance.

General McNarney. Well, the question was if there were no reconnaissance ordered, and I will add: if there were no reconnaissance in effect at the moment. In other words, if no reconnaissance at all were being done, do you consider that that is a disobedience of orders, not to institute some reconnaissance?

General Gerow. I would consider it a failure to obey orders.

The Chairman. General, in the message of November 27, which is the message we are talking about, you provided, "Report measures taken."

Now, there was one report by General Short which I have shown you.

General Gerow. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. "Alert against sabotage. Liaison with Navy."

General Gerow. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. After the receipt of yours of the 28th General Short sent you another long telegram under date of November 29 in which he purports to answer the message prepared by G-2 and signed "Adams." (Indicating).

General Gerow. Yes.

The Chairman. In that he reports at great length, as I read it, the measures he has taken to prevent sabotage, [1855] counterespionage, propaganda, and so forth; is that right?

General Gerow. That is correct, sir.

The Chairman. To whom in the War Department would that telegram go?

General Gerow. I should say it would normally go for action to the Assistant Chief of Staff G-2.

The Chairman. General Miles?

General Gerow. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Do you know where it did go in fact?

General Gerow. I do not, sir.

The Chairman. Did it come under your eye?

General Gerow. I do not recall it, Mr. Justice. It may have come through my division in information copy.
The CHAIRMAN. There is nothing in that to report any action taken in the shape of reconnaissance or other measures to repel hostile attack that you can find, is there?

General GEROW. I haven't studied it quite carefully.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, read it carefully, will you?

(The document referred to was examined by General Gerow.)

General GEROW. That message applies only to anti-sabotage and subversive measures.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, did the Department prior to December 7 send General Short any further or other directive?

General GEROW. The only one that I know of, sir, is the one that was sent on December 7.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. You are familiar with the fact that several Navy messages were sent?

General GEROW. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Those of November 24 and November 29 with directions to show them to the Commanding General?

General GEROW. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Were copies of those shown to your staff before they went out from the Navy Department?

General GEROW. The one of November 24 was, yes, sir. I don't recall the other two that you refer to.

The CHAIRMAN. 29th, General.

General GEROW. The 29th?

Admiral REEVES. That is the one quoting.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes.

General GEROW. I may have seen that message, but we didn't have a copy furnished us, as I recall. We had a number of conversations.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, that was a message from the Navy quoting an Army message for the information of naval commandants.

General GEROW. Yes, sir. We have a copy. We received a copy of that from the Navy, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. You are quite right; that didn't say, "Inform Army commanders," because it was quoting a directive to Army commanders.

General GEROW. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Did your Department send any instructions to department commanders with respect to destruction of codes prior to the 7th?

General GEROW. No, sir, unless there were some messages that went out from G-2 which I didn't see.

The CHAIRMAN. I think there is nothing further. General, have you anything?

General McNARNEY. No, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Admiral Reeves?

Admiral Reeves. No.

The CHAIRMAN. Admiral Standley?

Admiral Standley. Yes, I have a question.

General Gerow. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. "Report measures taken."

Admiral Standley. "Report measures taken." Now, what was the reason for putting that directive in there: "Report measures taken"?
General Gerow. Well, because we had been unable in the past to get information of exactly what was being done from the various overseas possessions in messages of this kind, and in some cases we did not know that it had even been acknowledged. In this instance we wanted to know what measures he had taken. In other words, had he changed his dispositions? Had he altered his whole command?

Admiral Standley. Then who would have been interested in following up that message to see whether those instructions were obeyed or not?

General Gerow. The War Plans Division, sir, should have been—

Admiral Standley. War Plans Division.

General Gerow. Should have been responsible for following it up, sir.

Admiral Standley. That was not done then?

General Gerow. No, sir, it was not.

Admiral Standley. You considered the message about sabotage in which he said "Liaison with the Navy" as referring or as complying with your instructions?

General Gerow. No, sir. That message that went through, I assumed it to be the answer to the G-2 message in my reading of it, and not the answer to this message.

Admiral Standley. Not the answer to the "Report action taken"?

General Gerow. No, sir.

[1858] Admiral Standley. Then those instructions went by the board: nobody followed them up then?

General Gerow. That is correct, sir; that is, between the 27th and the 7th.

The Chairman. We asked you when you were here before whether you would prepare a little precis of the occurrences in the last month or so before the attack. Have you done so?

General Gerow. Yes, sir. I started back a little further than that: the general scheme of war planning, and then I outlined the messages as I saw them.

The Chairman. We may have that, may we?

General Gerow. Yes, sir. Here it is.

The Chairman. Thank you.

Admiral Standley. Just another question.

The Chairman. Yes, certainly.

Admiral Standley. General, doesn't that message from General Short, the short message, mention the reference?

The Chairman. Yes.

General Gerow. It does mention the reference, yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And that reference is the message we are discussing?

General Gerow. That was sent by War Plans Division, yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. So that was the answer to the message that you sent?

General Gerow. Yes, sir. It was not checked against the number of the message. We went on the assumption rather than a check of the number of the message.

The Chairman. General, was a copy of the Joint Coastal Frontier Defense Plan of the Hawaiian Department and the Fourteenth Naval District filed with you?

General Gerow. Yes, sir. We have a—you have a copy of it, haven't you, Colonel McKee?
The Chairman. Now, as we read that plan it was to become [1859] effective not in peacetime but in time of emergency or hostile attack; isn’t that right? It was a war plan?

General Gerow. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How was the Commanding General to know from your message of the 27th that he ought to put that war plan into effect or that he and the Naval Commander jointly ought to put it into effect?

General Gerow. It wasn’t intended that he should put it into effect.

Mr. Justice. He was told in this message, “Should hostilities occur you will carry out the tasks assigned in Rainbow Five so far as they pertain to Japan.”

The Chairman. Well, then did the Army, War Department, intend that he should sit on a peacetime basis until some attack developed against him?

General Gerow. No, sir. We pointed out in the message the possible danger of attack and directed reconnaissance and other necessary measures without fully carrying into effect the provisions of this plan, which would have required hostile action against Japan, and the President had definitely stated that he wanted Japan to commit the first overt act.

The Chairman. This was a defense plan, wasn’t it?

General Gerow. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That wouldn’t require any hostile action against Japan?

General Gerow. Yes, sir, that had missions in there requiring him to attack enemy vessels, and so forth, on approach, and he could have committed hostile overt acts under that if we put this plan into effect, and as you notice we did not put it into effect against Germany and Italy until subsequent to the attack by Japan, because we were not then at war with Germany and Italy.

The Chairman. Well, then if I understand you, he was to put into effect so much of that plan as consisted of reconnaissances and other means of guarding against a surprise [1860] attack. That was your purpose in instructing him; is that right?

General Gerow. Yes, sir. He had certain alert plans over there, certain preparations to meet an emergency, prior to the actual execution of a war plan. I think in their joint plan that was drawn up between the Navy and the Army, I think I quoted in this paper here, they said that when they agreed that danger of attack was imminent they would do certain things.

The Chairman. And you intended that they should do all those things that tended to the security of the naval base?

General Gerow. Absolutely, and the message stated, sir, that with regard to the overt act,

If hostilities cannot repeat cannot be avoided the United States desires that Japan commit the first overt act.

The Chairman. I think I have nothing more. Have you?

Admiral Reeves. No, sir.

The Chairman. Thank you, General.

The hearing is adjourned subject to the call of the Chairman.

(Thereupon, at 3:05 o’clock p.m., an adjournment was taken subject to the call of the Chairman.)
The Commission reconvened at 9:30 o'clock a.m. pursuant to adjournment on yesterday, Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding.

PRESENT

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman;
Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired;
Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired;
Major General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
Lieutenant Colonel Lee Brown, United States Marine Corps, Legal Advisor to the Commission;
Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

PROCEEDINGS

TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL RICHMOND KELLY TURNER,
UNITED STATES NAVY—Recalled

The Chairman. Admiral Turner, I understood you to say yesterday that Admiral Kimmel received from the Department copies of the correspondence between the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of War, of date January 24, and February 7, 1941. Copies of each letter you lodged with the Commission yesterday. Do I correctly understand you so to state?

Admiral Turner. The records of the secret file room of the Chief of Naval Operations show that copies of both letters were forwarded both to the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet and the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District.

The Chairman. If Admiral Kimmel did not take his command until after the first of these letters was written, I assume the letters would remain in the file of the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet, for his notice when he did take command.

Admiral Turner. Yes, sir, that is correct. I believe, however, from the time it usually takes for letters to go by ordinary mail from Wash-
ington to Honolulu that this letter arrived after Admiral Kimmel took command.

I will check into this and furnish the exact dates of delivery.

The Chairman. I would appreciate that.

Admiral Turner. I find that the letter of January 24, 1941, signed by the Secretary of the Navy, was received by the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet on February 5, 1941, and by the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District on the same date, February 5, 1941; and that the letter of February 7, 1941, signed by the Secretary of War, was received by the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet on February 26, 1941, and by the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District on the same date, February 26, 1941.

The Chairman. Thank you very much.

* * * * * * * * * *

(Thereupon the Commission went into executive session.)
ANNEX TO TRANSCRIPT AND NOT A PART THEREOF

A COPY OF THE TRANSCRIBED TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL HUSBAND E. KIMMEL GIVEN BEFORE THE COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE ATTACK ON THE TERRITORY OF HAWAII, AND REVISED BY AUTHORITY OF THE COMMISSION IN COMPLIANCE WITH REAR ADMIRAL KIMMEL'S REQUEST.

[8-41] United States Pacific Fleet
U. S. S. Pennsylvania, Flagship

Confidential

PACIFIC FLEET CONFIDENTIAL LETTER NO. 2CL-41 (Revised).

From: Commander-in-Chief, United States Pacific Fleet.
To: PACIFIC FLEET.
Subject: Security of Fleet at Base and in Operating Areas.
Reference:
(a) Pacific Fleet Confidential Letter No. 2CL-41.
(b) Cincpac conf. ltr. file A7-2(13) Serial 01221 of 8 August 1941.
(c) Pacific Fleet Conf. Memo. No. 1CM-41.
(d) Pacific Fleet Conf. Memo. No. 2CM-41.
(e) U. S. Fleet Letter No. 3L-40 (Revised).
(f) U. S. Fleet Letter No. 19L-40.
(g) Section 3, Chapter II, U. S. F. 10.
(h) Chapter IV, U. S. F. 10.

Enclosure:
(A) Pearl Harbor Mooring and Berthing Plan showing Air Defense Sectors
(B) Measures to be effective until further orders.

1. Reference (a) is revised herewith. References (b), (c) and (d), are cancelled and superseded by this letter.

2. The security of the Fleet, operating and based in the Hawaiian Area, is predicated, at present, on two assumptions:
(a) That no responsible foreign power will provoke war, under present existing conditions, by attack on the Fleet or Base, but that irresponsible and misguided nationals of such powers may attempt;
(1) sabotage, on ships based in Pearl Harbor, from small craft.
(2) to block the entrance to Pearl Harbor by sinking an obstruction in the Channel.
(3) to lay magnetic or other mines in the approaches to Pearl Harbor.
(b) That a declaration of war may be preceded by:
(1) a surprise attack on ships in Pearl Harbor,
(2) a surprise submarine attack on ships in operating area,
(3) a combination of these two.

3. The following security measures are prescribed herewith, effective in part in accordance with enclosure (B) or in their entirety as may later be directed by the Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Pacific Fleet, or the Senior Officer Present Afloat in the Hawaiian Area:
(A) Continuous Patrols:
(1) Inshore Patrol (administered and furnished by Commandant Fourteenth Naval District).
(2) Boom Patrols.
(3) Harbor Patrols.
(B) Intermittent Patrols:
(1) Destroyer Offshore Patrol.
[S-A2] (a) The limits of this patrol shall be the navigable portion to seaward of a circle ten miles in radius from Pearl Harbor entrance buoy number one which is not patrolled by the Inshore Patrol.
(b) Three destroyers to search twelve hours prior to the sortie or entry of the Fleet or of a Task Force containing heavy ships. The Fleet or Task Force Commandant concerned shall furnish this patrol and when a sortie and entry occur in succession the Commander entering shall furnish it.
(c) One destroyer (READY DUTY) to screen heavy ships departing or entering Pearl Harbor other than during a Fleet or Task Force sortie or entry. The Commandant Fourteenth Naval District will administer the Ready Duty Destroyer for this purpose and issue necessary orders when requested by forces afloat. Such Ready Duty destroyer shall be on one hour's notice.
(2) Air Patrols:
(a) Daily search of operating areas as directed, by Aircraft, Scouting Force.
(b) An air patrol to cover entry or sortie of a Fleet or Task Force. It will search that part of a circle of a radius of thirty miles from the entrance channel buoys which is south of latitude 21°20' N. The Fleet or Task Force Commandant concerned shall furnish this patrol, establishing it at least two hours prior to the sortie or entrance, and arranging for its discontinuance. When a sortie and entry occur in succession, the Commander entering shall supply this patrol.
(c) Air patrol during entry or departure of a heavy ship at times other than described in foregoing subparagraph. The ship concerned shall furnish the patrol mentioned therein.
(3) Daily sweep for magnetic and anchored mines by Fourteenth Naval District Forces. The swept channel for Fleet and Task Force sorties or entries is two thousand yards wide between Points "A" and "X" as defined in subparagraph (C) (3), below.
(C) Sortie and Entry:
(1) Reference (h) will not be in effect in the Pacific Fleet during the present emergency.
(2) The Commandant Fourteenth Naval District controls the movements of ships within Pearl Harbor, the Entrance Channel, and the swept channel.
(3) Point "A" is midway between Pearl Harbor entrance channel buoys Nos. ONE and TWO: Point "A-1" is midpoint on a line drawn 270° true from Buoy No. EIGHTEEN; Point "X" unless otherwise prescribed is three thousand yards bearing 153° true from Point "A".
(4) Zero hour is the time first ship passes Point "A-1" abeam for sortie, or Point "A" for entry, and will be set by despatch. Interval between ships will be as prescribed by Fleet or Task Force Commanders.
(5) Fleet and Task Force Commanders shall, for their respective forces:
(a) Arrange with Commandant Fourteenth Naval District for times of entry and departure, berthing and services.
(b) Prepare and issue sortie and entrance plans.
(c) Clear the Defensive Sea Area promptly after sortie.
(d) When a sortie and entry occur in succession, keep entry force well clear of Defensive Sea Area until sortie force is clear.
(e) Furnish own patrols except as modified by (B) (1) (b) and (B) (2) (b), above.
(6) Units departing or entering Pearl Harbor at times other than during a Fleet or Task Force sortie or entry, request authority and services as required, direct from Commandant Fourteenth Naval District.
(7) Heavy ships (including 7,500 ton light cruisers) maintain a minimum speed of 15 knots when within a radius of 15 miles from the entrance buoys to Pearl Harbor. During approach and entry, individual units govern movements to provide for minimum time in waters adjacent to the entrance.
[S-A3] (D) Operating Areas:
(1) The Naval Operating Areas in Hawaiian Waters (U.S.C. & G.S. Chart No. 4102) are considered submarine waters. Observe requirements of reference (g).
(2) Ships, except submarines, shall anchor only in protected anchorages. Pearl Harbor is a protected anchorage. Hilo and Kahului are considered as such if
boat patrols are maintained at the entrance and if ships are so moored as not to be subject to torpedo fire from outside the harbor.

(3) Submarines may anchor in the following places: in Pearl Harbor, off Lahaina, inside or outside Kahului, off Kauai, and at Hilo. No boat patrons need be maintained.

(4) Submarines shall not operate submerged in the vicinity of surface ships except in accordance with prearranged plans for tactical exercises, for gunnery exercises, or for services to other types.

(5) Submarine operations, except (4) above, shall be confined ordinarily to Areas C-5, C-7, U-1, M-20, M-21 and M-24. Under special circumstances submarine squadrons may request additional areas from the office responsible for assigning operating areas, who shall assign areas clear of the general area allocated to surface ships and shall notify all Fleet units in the Hawaiian area. When submarines are operating submerged in C-5 and C-7 they shall maintain a guard ship on the surface to warn approaching surface ships.

(6) Except as specifically directed for exercise purposes, all operations of submarines other than those covered in sub-paragraphs (4) and (5) above, shall be on the surface.

(7) Commander Submarines, Scouting Force, shall ensure that commanders of surface and air task forces are furnished with detailed submarine schedules and all changes thereto. The latter shall ensure that units concerned, including air patrols, operating under their command are properly notified thereof.

(8) Ships proceeding independently across the operating areas at night shall follow neutral zones and area boundaries where practicable. The Task Force Commander in the vicinity shall be informed of: (a) the route to be followed using point numbers on the Operating Chart, (b) time of starting route, (c) the speed of advance. The Task Force Commander shall notify vessels of his force that may be concerned.

(E) Ships at Sea:

(1) When ships operate at sea from Pearl Harbor they shall be organized as a Task Force to which will be assigned destroyers and aircraft as necessary for screening. Each task force shall be organized offensively and defensively. These organizations shall be promulgated prior to leaving port and shall provide for the following:

(a) A destroyer attack unit to locate and attack hostile submarines.

(b) Anti-submarine screens for heavy ships in accordance with the number of destroyers available, priority in assignments being governed by the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>(a) BBs</th>
<th>(b) CVSs</th>
<th>(c) CAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BBs</td>
<td>CVSs</td>
<td>CAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CVs</td>
<td>CAs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CAs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CIs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) A striking unit of cruisers, carrier (if operating) and destroyers, to cooperate with Patrol Wings and Army Air Units in destroying hostile carrier group.

(d) A concentration of own operating submarines preparatory to disposition as circumstances require.

(e) Inner air patrol for dispositions or formations, when in operating areas. Such screen shall be maintained by Task Groups, if the Task Force Commander so directs.

(f) Inner anti-submarine screens, insofar as practicable with assigned destroyers. Carriers operating alone utilize plane guards for screening when they are not employed in plane guarding.

(g) Maintenance of condition of readiness THREE on torpedo defense batteries and equivalent condition of readiness in destroyers. Supply ready ammunition and keep depth charges ready for use. Aircraft will not be armed unless especially directed.

[S-A14] (h) Maintenance of material condition XRAY, or equivalent in all ships.

(1) Steaming darkened at night in defensive disposition either as a Task Force or by Task Groups as practicable.

(2) Restricting use of radio to minimum required for carrying out operations.

(3) Maintenance of horizon and surface battle lookouts.

(4) Energizing degaussing coils whenever there is any possibility of the presence of magnetic mines. Water of less than sixty fathoms shall be avoided if operations permit.
(2) Ships towing targets in operating areas at night will show appropriate running and towing lights, except when engaged in exercises the nature of which requires them to be darkened.

(F) Ships in Port:
(1) Ships in port in the Hawaiian Area shall carry out applicable measures outlined in references (e) and (f).

(G) Defense Against Air Attack:
(1) The principal Army anti-aircraft gun defense of Pearl Harbor consists of several three-inch mobile batteries which are to be located on the circumference of a circle of an approximate radius of five thousand yards with center in the middle of Ford Island. The Army, assisted by such units of the Marine Defense Battalions as may be available, will man these stations. Machine guns are located both inside and outside the circle of three-inch gun positions.

(2) In the event of a hostile air attack, any part of the Fleet in Pearl Harbor plus all Fleet aviation shore-based on Oahu, will augment the local air defense.

(3) Enclosure (A) defines the air defense sectors in Pearl Harbor and is the basis for the distribution of ships within the harbor for anti-aircraft fire. Hostile planes attacking in a sector shall be considered as the primary targets for ships in that sector. However, ships in other sectors may augment fire of any other sector at the discretion of the Sector Commander.

(4) The Senior Officer Embarked in Pearl Harbor (exclusive of Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet) shall ensure that ships are disposed at berths so that they may develop the maximum anti-aircraft gunfire in each sector commensurate with the total number of ships of all types in port. He is authorized to depart from the normal berthing plan for this purpose. Battleships, carriers, and cruisers shall normally be moored singly insofar as available berths permit.

(5) The Senior Officer Present in each sector prescribed in sub-paragraph (G) (3) above, is the Sector Commander, and responsible for the fire in his own sector.

(6) The Commandant Fourteenth Naval District is the Naval Base Defense Officer (N.B.D.O.). As such he shall:
(a) Exercise with the Army joint supervisory control over the defense against air attack.
(b) Arrange with the Army to have their anti-aircraft guns emplaced.
(c) Exercise supervisory control over naval shore-based aircraft, arranging through Commander Patrol Wing TWO for coordination of the joint air effort between the Army and Navy.
(d) Coordinate Fleet anti-aircraft fire with the base defense by:
   (1) Advising the Senior Officer Embarked in Pearl Harbor (exclusive of the Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet) what condition of readiness to maintain.
   (2) Holding necessary drills.
   (3) Giving alarms for: attack, blackout signal, all clear signal.
   (4) Informing the Task Force Commander at sea of the attack and the type of attacking aircraft.
   (5) Arranging communication plan.
   (6) Notifying all naval agencies of the air alarm signal prescribed.

[S-45]
(7) The following naval base defense conditions of readiness are prescribed:

Condition I—General Quarters in all ships. Condition of aircraft as prescribed by Naval Base Defense Officer.
Condition II—One-half of anti-aircraft battery of all ships in each sector manned and ready. Condition of aircraft as prescribed by Naval Base Defense Officer.
Condition III—Anti-aircraft battery (guns which bear in assigned sector) of at least one ship in each sector manned and ready. (Minimum of four guns required for each sector). Condition of aircraft as prescribed by Naval Base Defense Officer.

(8) Searchlights of ships shall not be used in event of a night attack.

(9) In event of an air attack, the following procedure shall be followed by the task forces:
(a) Senior Officer Embarked in Pearl Harbor.
(1) Execute an emergency sortie order which will accomplish (2), (3) and (4) below. (This order must be prepared and issued in advance).
(2) Direct destroyers to depart as soon as possible and report to operating task force commander.
(3) Prepare carrier with one division of plane guards for earliest practicable sortie.

(4) Prepare heavy ships and submarines for sortie.

(5) Keep Commander-in-Chief, Naval Base Defense Officer and Task Force Commander operating at sea, advised.

(a) Task Force Commander operating at sea.

(1) Despatch striking unit. (See (E) (1) (c), above.)

(2) Make appropriate defensive disposition of heavy ships and remaining surface forces at sea.

(3) Despatch destroyer attack unit if circumstances require. (May utilize unit of (E) (1) (a) for this if not needed for A/S purposes.)

(4) Direct commander of operating submarines to carry out action desired of him.

(5) Keep Commander-in-Chief, Naval Base Defense Officer and Senior Officer Embarked in Pearl Harbor informed and advised of any attacks or hostile planes sighted in the operating area.

(c) Naval Base Defense Officer.

(1) Give the alarm indicating attack is in progress or imminent. If not already blacked out, each unit shall execute blackout when the alarm is given.

(2) Inform the Task Force Commander at sea of the attack and the type of attacking aircraft.

(3) Launch air search for enemy ships.

(4) Arm and prepare all bombing units available.

(H) Action to be taken if submarine attacks in operating area:

(1) In the event of a submarine attack in the operating area, the following general procedure will be followed:

Ship Attacked.

(a) Proceed in accordance with Article 509, F.T.P. 188. Originate a plain language despatch, urgent precedence, containing essential details addressed for action to the Task Force Commander in the operating area, and for information to Commander-in-Chief, Commandant Fourteenth Naval District and S.O.P.A., Pearl Harbor. If the ship attacked is damaged, it will clear the immediate submarine danger area, at best remaining speed, then proceed toward Pearl Harbor using zigzag appropriate for speed in use.

(b) Battleships. Zigzag at maximum speed. Launch aircraft armed for inner air patrol. Do not approach scene of attack closer than 50 miles during remainder of daylight period. Give own screening unit information to enable them to join quickly.

(c) Carriers. Same as for battleships, except place all aircraft in Condition ONE, armed. (At least one squadron with depth charges when they become available.) Aircraft for initial inner air patrol may be launched unarmed. Launch planes other than those for inner air patrol as ordered by Task Force Commander or as circumstances warrant.

(d) Cruisers. Same as for battleships, except, use one-half available aircraft (armed) for own inner air patrol. Send the second half to scene of attack (armed), to attack enemy submarine and to provide patrol for damaged ship if damaged ship has been unable to provide its own inner air patrol.

(e) Destroyers. Attack unit proceed at maximum speed to scene of attack. Take determined offensive action. Screening units join heavy ship units to which assigned. Destroyers in Pearl Harbor make immediate preparations for departure. Sortie on order of Senior Officer Present Afloat. Report to Task Force Commander when clear of Channel.

(f) Submarines. Surface if submerged. Remain in own assigned areas, zigzagging at best speed until directed otherwise.

(g) Minecraft. Augment screening units as directed by Task Force Commander.

(b) Base Force. If ship attacked is damaged, tugs in operating areas join her at best speed, prepared to tow, slipping targets as necessary. Report in code, positions of rafts abandoned. Tugs in Pearl Harbor prepare for departure. Sortie on order of Senior Officer Present Afloat. High speed towing vessels proceed at discretion, keeping 50 miles from scene of attack.

(i) Patrol Wings. Assume readiness for search and for offensive action. Carry out search as directed by Task Force Commander. Prepare to establish station patrol 220 mile radius from scene of attack at one hour before daylight of next succeeding daylight period.
(j) Shore-based Fleet Aircraft. Prepare to relieve planes in the air over the attack area, unless Pearl Harbor is also attacked, in which case the instructions issued by Naval Base Defense Officer have priority.

(k) Naval District. Clear Pearl Harbor Channel at once for either sortie or entry. Prepare to receive damaged ship(s) for repair.

(i) S.O.P.A., Pearl Harbor. Prepare destroyers in Pearl Harbor for sortie and direct the departure of units as requested by the Task Force Commander of units at sea. Control of departing units will pass to the Task Force Commander at sea as units clear the Pearl Harbor entrance buoys.

(m) Task Force Commander at Sea. Coordinate offensive and defensive measures. When immediate defensive measures have been accomplished, prescribe rendezvous and issue necessary instructions for concentrating and forming the Task Force.

(2) It must be remembered that a single attack may or may not indicate the presence of more submarines waiting to attack.

(3) It must be remembered too, that a single submarine attack may indicate the presence of a considerable surface force probably composed of fast ships accompanied by a carrier. The Task Force Commander must therefore assemble his Task Groups as quickly as the situation and daylight conditions warrant in order to be prepared to pursue or meet enemy ships that may be located by air search or other means.

[8-47] 4. Subordinate Commanders shall issue the necessary orders to make these measures effective.

H. E. KIMMEL

Distribution: (5CM-41)
List II, Case 1: A. X.
EN1, EN3, NA12, ND11AC, ND11-12-13-14, NY8-10,
P. C. CROSSLEY,
Flag Secretary.

[8-48] (At this point in the original transcript there appears a map reflecting the Pearl Harbor Mooring and Berthing Plan. This map will be found reproduced as Item No. 38, EXHIBITS-ILLUSTRATIONS, Roberts Commission.)

[8-49] CONFIDENTIAL

MEASURES TO BE EFFECTIVE UNDER PARAGRAPH 3
OF BASIC LETTER UNTIL FURTHER ORDERS

(A) (1)
(A) (2)
Boom—administered by Commandant Fourteenth Naval District with services furnished by Commander Battle Force from all ships present.

(A) (3)
Harbor—administered by Commander Base Force with services furnished by Commander Battle Force from all ships present.

(B) (1) (a) (b) (c)
Furnished by Destroyers, Battle Force; Minecraft, Battle Force; and Minecraft, Base Force, and coordinated by Commander Destroyers, Battle Force.

(B) (2) (a) (b) (c)
(B) (3)

(C) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (6) (7)
(D) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
(E) (1) (a) (b) (c) (d)

Assignments only shall be made. The Task Force Commander will hold one drill during each operating period, if employment permits, in the establishment of units prescribed.

(E) (1) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)
(F) (2)

(F) The provisions of reference (e).

(G)
Entire article, except sub-paragraph 6 (b), which will be as arranged by Naval Base Defense Officer with Commanding General, Hawaiian Department.
Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, having examined the transcript of his testimony given before this Commission on December 27, 1941, and December 29, 1941, and having on January 5, 1942, by letter to the Commission (See transcript page 1470 et seq.) recommended certain revisions of that transcript, the Commission approved each of those recommendations and incorporated each of them in the transcript by interleaving the text of each suggested revision on a page immediately following each page referred to in the said letter. The Commission directed that the transcript thus revised is the transcript of Rear Admiral Kimmel's testimony on the dates above mentioned. Nevertheless, in compliance with Rear Admiral Kimmel's further request, it directed that his testimony of December 27, 1941, and December 29, 1941, be copied with each of the revisions incorporated in the copied text to effect a clean copy without interleaved errata. That copy has been made in one volume, in duplicate, pages S-1 to S-226, inclusive, and on January 24, 1942, verified by the Recorder to the Commission as to the correctness of each revision, and it is annexed to each of the two sets of 16 volumes each of the transcript, to be deposited respectively in the secret archives of the Departments of War and Navy, but by direction of the Commission not made a part of said transcript. The said annexed volume accompanies the 16 volumes of the transcripts and is marked "Annex to transcript and not a part thereof: A copy of the transcribed testimony of Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel given before the Commission to Investigate the Attack on the Territory of Hawaii, and revised by authority of the Commission in compliance with Rear Admiral Kimmel's request.

Walter Bruce Howe,
Recorder to the Commission.
The Commission met at 9 o'clock a. m., Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman, presiding, pursuant to adjournment on yesterday.

Present

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman;
Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired;
Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired;
Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, United States Navy, Retired;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army;
Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army;
Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army;
Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder to the Commission;
Albert J. Schneider, Secretary to the Commission.

Proceedings

The Chairman. Good morning, Admiral.
Admiral Kimmel. Good morning.
The Chairman. Will you be sworn?

Testimony of Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, United States Navy

(The oath was administered in due form by the Chairman.)
The Chairman. Admiral Kimmel.
Admiral Kimmel. Would it be possible for me to have Admiral Theobald with me to assist me?

Admiral Kimmel. I have a statement here.
The Chairman. We would be very glad to hear that in the first instance, Admiral.
Admiral Kimmel. Shall I read it?
The Chairman. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. You might sit with me here (addressing Admiral Theobald).

In submitting the report of operations undertaken on 7 December it is pertinent to state that only incomplete and rather hurriedly made reports have been received from Patrol Wing TWO and the Task Forces which were operating at sea. The Staff of the Commander-in-Chief has been continuously engaged in planning for and directing operations which have been undertaken since the attack. If discrepancies exist, as they probably do, in these reports, it is due to a lack of full information and it will probably be some time before complete reports can be assembled.

It has been our endeavor to get ahead with the war operations and to attend to the multitudinous details of reorganization and reconstruction which arose as a result of the attack rather than to concentrate on the preparation of reports of what had occurred.

The reports are still coming in from individual ships and I understand the Staff of the Commander-in-Chief is devoting as much time as they can to compiling these reports which will be submitted in due course and from them a much more effective reconstruction of events can be made.

I think you have, gentlemen, a report of the action of 7 December which I signed on 21 December.

The Chairman. I think we do not have it yet, Admiral.


The Chairman. That is your report to the Secretary of the Navy?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We would be glad to have a copy of it. We have not a copy of it as yet.

Admiral Kimmel. I was informed that you had been given a copy of it.

General McCoy. We asked for a copy but have not received it.

The Chairman. No, sir; we have not received it, Mr. Recorder?

Mr. Howe. No.

Admiral Kimmel. I thought you had it.

The Chairman. No, sir. We have not had it. General Short's report was in Washington before we left, and we obtained a copy of it, and also here we got a copy of it.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, this report was made up on the 21st—I signed it on the 21st of December.

The Chairman. Well, we haven't had it yet.

Admiral Kimmel. And that was forwarded by the Commander-in-Chief, and I am sure that I was informed that you had a copy.

The Chairman. There has been some slip about it.

Admiral Standley. Forwarded to Washington from here, was it, Admiral?

Admiral Kimmel. Here is a report; it is a very short one.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. It gives a narrative of events which we have reconstructed from all sources.

The Chairman. Yes. Well, that would be helpful to us.

Admiral Standley. No, we haven't got it.

[S-4] The Chairman. We haven't got it.

Admiral Kimmel. You haven't seen that?

The Chairman. No.
General McCoy. My remembrance, Mr. Recorder, was that we asked on our arrival here for any reports that the Admiral had made to the Navy Department.

Mr. Howe. Yes.

General McCoy. But we have not received them yet.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, the report had not been made when you arrived?

The Chairman. When we got here, no.

Admiral Kimmel. And we got it up very hurriedly, the best we had, and I thought you had the report.

Admiral Theobald. I have sent for additional copies.

Mr. Howe. Will you look that up?

Admiral Kimmel. Perhaps I had better read the report.

The Chairman. I think perhaps you had. I think that would be a good preliminary.

(Admiral Kimmel read from a report from Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel, U. S. Navy, to the Secretary of the Navy, dated December 21, 1941, number A16-3/(02088). The subject:—“Report of the Action of 7 December 1941.” Copy of this report appended marked Kimmel Exhibit number —.)

Admiral Kimmel. That is all the report proper, but in addition to that we have four enclosures. One is a partial narrative of events occurring during Japanese air raid on Pearl Harbor of 7 December, second is the damage to ships, and the third is a supplementary partial report of damage to ships and the last one is disposition of all known forces, sortie from harbor, and conduct of the search.

Now, this narrative of events occurring during the Japanese raid on 7 December has been reconstructed from dispatches received and from the reports received from individual ships, [8-5] and this narrative does not represent the information that I had at the time. This is reconstructed afterwards.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. I might say that the first word I had personally of any untoward incident was about 7:30. I was telephoned at my quarters that an attack had been made on a submarine near Pearl Harbor. We have had many reports of submarines in this area. I was not at all certain that this was a real attack. I had issued orders about the 27th of November that all submarine sound contacts were to be considered hostile and they were to bomb them, and that was a distinct change from the policy we had been following before that time. We had prohibited ships from bombing hostile submarines except in the defensive sea area, which was about three miles from the shore line. That procedure was approved by the Navy Department. I reported last February that I would be delighted to give orders to bomb, to depth-charge any submerged submarine that we didn’t know about, and I was told that the former policy was the one that should be followed. The Navy Department never changed that. I changed it on my own responsibility and informed the Navy Department of all I had done, and that was the reason that these ships promptly made the attack on the submarine when it was discovered in the operating area. However, as I say, there were a great many false contacts, and I was not convinced at that time that there was an actual attack. You will see that is pertinent as his investigation goes on.
At 6:18—Shall I read this?
The Chairman. Yes, if you will, sir. Yes, please.
Admiral Kimmel. It is quite long.
The Chairman. Well, it will orient us, I think, in the whole situation. Don't you, Admiral?
Admiral Kimmel. I think it will assist, yes, sir.

[8-6] The Chairman. Yes.
(Admiral Kimmel read from document entitled "Narratives of Events Occurring During Japanese Air Raid on December 7, 1941." This narrative of events occurring during Japanese Air Raid on December 7, 1941, is submitted as enclosure (A) to the report of the action of 7 December, 1941, submitted by Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel on December 24, 1941, letter number A16-3/(02088), and is appended to the record as enclosure (A) by Kimmel Exhibit number ———.)

* * * * * * *

Admiral Kimmel (reading):

The Chairman. Now, Admiral, that means that at 7:45 your information station or your headquarters received that message from the steamer Avocet; is that it?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.
The Chairman. What does the "Avocet" mean?
Admiral Kimmel. Avocet is a mine sweeper converted for use of the aircraft, as an aircraft tender.
The Chairman. Ship moored?
Admiral Kimmel. Ship moored at Berth 1A, Naval Air Station Dock, Pearl Harbor.
The Chairman. And at 7:45 there was a bomb explosion on her?
Admiral Kimmel. No, no.
The Chairman. Oh.
Admiral Kimmel. She heard a bomb explosion, and she heard the planes and sighted them attacking Ford Island hangars.
The Chairman. And she reported that at 7:45?
Admiral Kimmel. No, no. No, sir. This report is taken from the report made by the Avocet.

Admiral Kimmel. After the fact, yes, sir.
The Chairman. And you have reconstructed it now?
Admiral Kimmel. We are reconstructing here.
The Chairman. In order of time?
Admiral Kimmel. In order of time.
The Chairman. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. That is what we are trying to do.
The Chairman. I understand it.
Admiral Kimmel. These reports were not prepared by me, sir.
The Chairman. I get it now.
Admiral Kimmel. At this time they had no time to make reports.
The Chairman. I understand.
Admiral Kimmel (reading):
The Tucker was nested alongside the Whitney. 5-inch gun No. 3 could not be fired. All other guns and .50 caliber machine guns fired at attacking planes.
This is the Tucker's claim, you understand.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I understand.

Admiral KIMMEL. This is what the Tucker claims.

Admiral STANDLEY. She is a destroyer?

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir, she is a destroyer.

(Admiral Kimmel read further from said Exhibit 2.)

Admiral KIMMEL. The Tracy is a destroyer, by the way.

Now, I might interject here that, while these items are the best they can get, they were taken under stress.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

[8–8] Admiral KIMMEL. And you have got to evaluate that, but this is the best that we have.

(Referring to item “0755, Raleigh,” report p. 11:)

He has covered a considerable period there, and he did not do all that at 7:55.

I might say that the Ramapo was loaded with five motor torpedo boats which were being sent out to the Asiatic station, and they were later on taken off.

(Referring to item “0759, Jarvis,” report p. 18:)

The CHAIRMAN. What are BB's, Admiral?

Admiral KIMMEL. Battleships.

The CHAIRMAN. And where is Merry Point? Off to the eastward?

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.

(Admiral Kimmel read further from said Exhibit 2.)

The CHAIRMAN. Since you started, Admiral, your aides have handed us a copy of this chronological statement.

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And I think that what you have read is sufficient to indicate the onset of the attack.

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, the balance of it is all here, and as I understand it each ship reports what it was doing at a given hour or a given minute.

Admiral KIMMEL. That is right, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. And I do not believe it would pay us to put the Admiral to the burden of reading all that, when we have it here for ourselves if it becomes material. I leave that to the members of the Commission, though. How do you feel about it?

[8–9] Admiral STANDLEY. It seems to me we could dispense with that and go to the task force report. He has another report there of damage, which is a summation of this, and I think we can dispense with that and go to the task forces.

The CHAIRMAN. Does that seem a good idea? We shall have all this before us to read, anyway.
Admiral Reeves. If there is any special portion of the narrative that he would like to call attention to, we might have that.

The Chairman. Yes. Admiral, if beyond what you have read there is any special portion of this narrative that you think it important to call to our attention, we should be glad to hear it.

Admiral Kimmel. I think there is no special portion of the narrative which I haven't—I have covered that in a separate way, and I would suggest that we take up the question now——

The Chairman. I think this chronological statement is very important for reference.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. That is right.

The Chairman. But it really does not give us as good a synopsis as perhaps you can give us yourself.

Admiral Kimmel. That is what I was coming to. I have now——

Admiral Standley. He has a prepared statement.

The Chairman. As I understand it, you have a synopsised statement of your own, Admiral, which you are going to give us.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. I do not know whether you have them or not, but at your convenience we would like to have five copies of this report.

Admiral Kimmel. The whole thing?

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. Entire?


Admiral Kimmel. Including everything?

The Chairman. The narrative.

Admiral Theobald. Damage and everything?

Admiral Kimmel. The narrative? I mean the report with all the enclosures?

The Chairman. Yes, exactly. Then we can use it at leisure, you see.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We have one copy, here, Admiral, now.

Admiral Theobald. You want four more, then?

The Chairman. We want four more.

Mr. Howe. Five more.

The Chairman. Five more, yes.

Admiral Kimmel. May I call your attention to one part of this, sir. I would suggest you take that up next. I have a copy of it here.

The Chairman. Let me ask you, Admiral: Have you a prior running statement covering your communications with the Department in Washington, and so forth, leading up to the 7th?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. You have?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, but I was trying to give you a picture of what had occurred, first.

The Chairman. Yes, sir. I quite understand that.

Admiral Kimmel. And the efforts just to——

The Chairman. To repel the attack.

Now, you were coming to the disposition of the attack forces on that morning.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

(Admiral Kimmel read from report entitled "Disposition of Task Forces on December 7". This report was enclosure (D) to the report
of the action [S–11] of 7 December 1941, submitted by Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel to the Secretary of the Navy, dated December 21, 1941, letter number A16–3/02088) and it is appended to the record as enclosure (D) to Kimmel Exhibit number 3.)

Admiral Kimmel. Incidentally, I might add at this point that in accordance with the security measures we had in effect it provided that patrolling 2 should start this search immediately without any orders from me, and he had already started to do what he could before he got this order.

(Reading further:)

In presenting this statement to the Board, I must emphasize that the picture presented is that of events and actions before the attack and must be considered in that light. It is a common tendency, emphasized in this case by the magnitude and effects of the later developments, to judge events in the past by the actualities of the future, thus discounting the assumptions upon which the past actions were based. I cannot overemphasize the point that this entire situation can only be reviewed fairly and intelligently, by divorcing from our minds, to the extent that this is possible, the facts as we now know them, and to concentrate upon the situation as it appeared to the Commander-in-Chief before the attack on Pearl Harbor on 7 December. In stating this, I would like it understood that I am not attempting to avoid any responsibility which is legitimately mine. I was the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet and that Fleet was seriously damaged, with a resultant effect which far transcends the fate or fortune of any individual. However, in justice to myself, to the Navy as a whole, and for the future welfare of our Country, it is vital that [S–12] events be dispassionately reviewed in their proper perspective. The statements which follow are based upon this premise, and will present as complete a picture as possible of our efforts to get the Pacific Fleet ready for war, to insure its security at its base, and to evaluate and meet by appropriate action, each situation as it was presented at the time.

Underlying all my actions were these basic considerations:—

First. Constantly changing regular personnel, both officers and enlisted, and the induction of new personnel, including a substantial portion of recruits and reserves, made it a vital necessity to maintain an intensified training program. This necessitated, if maximum results were to be achieved, confinement of our operations to areas close to Pearl Harbor where target and training services were available.

Second. It was essential to push a material improvement program covering installation, as soon as available, of short range anti-aircraft guns, radar equipment, lookout equipment, additional personnel accommodations, splinter protection and many other incidental alterations.

Third. Maintenance of reasonable security of Fleet units, both at sea and at an exposed base, poorly equipped for its own defense, was vital. Even aside from its defense, the deficiencies of Pearl Harbor as an operating base, presented a difficult problem which had to be met.

Fourth. Under approved War Plans, it was essential to initiate, promptly, offensive action in the Mid-Pacific and beyond, in order to contribute to the defense of the position of the Associated Powers in the Far East and Malaya by relieving the pressure in that theater, [S–13] which by all agencies, was conceived to be the locale of initial enemy operations. The Navy Department's plan that an early initial offensive be undertaken in that area had a vital influence on my thoughts and actions in each new situation.

In order to clarify the situation existing in the Hawaiian Area at the time of the surprise attack on December 7, it should be stated that:—

(a) Pearl Harbor is a Fleet base for upkeep, repair and recreation.

(b) The defense of Pearl Harbor rests with the Army, in accordance with Joint Army and Navy action. (Chapter 1, Paragraph 5 (a) (2)).

(c) The Navy had definite plans and was ready.

(d) We had an extensive training program to maintain the efficiency of all Fleet units.

My conception of a Fleet base is a haven for refit, supply, and for rest and recreation of personnel after arduous duties and strenuous operations at sea. I knew, as responsible officers have long known, that Pearl Harbor, with its
single channel and its congested moorings and industrial facilities is vulnerable as a base for heavy ships, particularly vulnerable to surprise air attack. Air attack at dawn can be guarded against only by a 360 degree search before dark to a radius of 800 miles, and this would require eighty-four planes daily, and three times that number to maintain continued daily flights. We have never had more than one third the latter number of naval patrol planes in the Hawaiian Area. We must depend upon pre-daylight search, radar warnings, and a base defense so effective that a raid can be repelled with certainty. We have not an adequate base defense today.

[8-14] Before assuming command of the Pacific Fleet on 1 February 1941, I made a survey of the defenses of Pearl Harbor and of security measures in effect in the Fleet. I had been informed by the Chief of Naval Operations that hostilities in the Atlantic might begin at any time and that a war on two fronts was possible. I was astounded at the existing weakness of the Pearl Harbor defenses, and, collaborated with my predecessor in the preparation of a letter dated 25 January 1941 to the Chief of Naval Operations. This letter pointed out:

(a) The critical inadequacy of anti-aircraft guns available to defend Pearl Harbor, necessitating during war the constant manning of ships' anti-aircraft guns while in port.

(b) The small number and obsolescent condition of land based aircraft, necessitating constant readiness of striking groups of Fleet planes and use of Fleet planes for local patrols.

(c) Lack of suitable local defense vessels for the Fourteenth Naval District—subchasers and patrol boats.

(d) Lack of aircraft detection devices ashore.

We recommended that measures to correct these deficiencies take priority over the needs of continental districts, the training program, and material aid to Great Britain. Some remedial progress was made. The War Department provided flying planes.

My next step, 15 February, was to organize security measures for ships at sea, to guard against surprise attack, submarine or air. The order promulgating these security measures was revised from time to time and reissued in latest form as Confidential Letter No. 2CL (revised) dated 14 October 1941. Measures prescribed in this order were rehearsed frequently and regularly by forces both at sea and in port. In Pearl Harbor ships were so moored that areas of fire were allocated by berths, and assurance was made that dispersal of ships permitted best possible anti-aircraft fire in all directions.

All during the period of my command of the Pacific Fleet I had to balance the requirements of training, material upkeep and military alterations of the Fleet against the security measures to be kept in effect. The availability of ships and planes for active war operations was one of my constant concerns. Obviously the maximum security could not be obtained unless we very drastically sacrificed the necessary training to bring and maintain the ships of the Fleet to a satisfactory battle condition. Constant personnel changes, both of officers and men, made this training mandatory. This applied to all types of ships and aircraft. My files are filled with the efforts we made and the steps we took to overcome difficulties. Our training program was thorough and I believe produced rapid and effective results. In accomplishing this training we had to accept continually throughout the past ten months a somewhat reduced security against a surprise attack. Had we not accepted this risk, Fleet training would have ceased. Immediately upon taking command I took steps to coordinate as well as my powers permitted, the efforts of the Army and Navy air forces stationed in the Islands.

The Fleet was divided into three Task Forces and the schedule of operations required at least one Task Force at sea at all times, available to strike in the event of a surprise. Often two Task Forces were at sea at the same time but never three. Training operations [8-16] were intensive, but it is necessary always to provide time in port for overhaul of machinery, against the day when all forces might be called upon for action against the enemy.

We worked out a comprehensive plan to utilize all the forces in Hawaii to the maximum in the event of a surprise attack. Frequent drills were held, deficiencies corrected in so far as possible, and every effort made to perfect the organization by trial and error. Day by day, over several months I had considered when we should establish the maximum security measures and I realized at all times that this would be a difficult decision to make. The despatches and other information we received were carefully evaluated and I kept my principal subordinate Admirals and the Commanding General informed of the situation as
it developed. The action I took was dictated by my own best judgment after such consultations and I think these subordinates were in substantial agreement with the action that I took from time to time.

War was threatened many times during the past year and I had to consider at all times the physical effect on the personnel of the Fleet of long periods of watch standing in port during peacetime and the result that the demands might not destroy the very vigilance that we were seeking to promote. The security measures in effect in the ships of the Fleet while at sea were of the highest order. We considered a massed submarine attack on the ships at sea in the operating areas as a probability and effective measures were taken to combat this menace. We considered an air attack on Pearl Harbor as a remote possibility, but one to be guarded against, and training and plans were made for this contingency to the limit of [S-17] forces available. Just when to place in effect to a maximum these measures was our problem. From the actions of the Navy Department I believe they shared the opinion that an air attack on Pearl Harbor was a remote possibility. Our correspondence bears this out. At the time the attack took place conversations were still being conducted in Washington. For an attack to be launched on this place the forces had to leave Japan at least two weeks prior to the conclusion of the conversations. Our radio and other intelligence gave no indication of such a move.

From 1 February to the date of the raid, both by official and personal correspondence, I continuously demanded of the Navy Department ammunition, modern planes, more destroyers, patrol craft for the Fourteenth Naval District, sea train vessels for transporting aircraft from the Coast, radar for all ships, IFF for planes, sound detection devices for small craft. My replies from the Department almost invariably were to the effect that the major effort would be in the Atlantic. This statement may be verified from the files of the Commander-in-Chief. Many of the most powerful and modern units of the Pacific Fleet were transferred to the Atlantic. Flight deck merchant vessels under conversion and small craft such as subchasers were diverted to the United Kingdom. I asked for more men, and was told that the Atlantic Fleet needs were even more pressing than those in the Pacific, the Atlantic Fleet was under complement also. Although shooting orders had been issued in the Atlantic and in the South East Pacific East of Longitude 100° W., as late as 23 September 1941 I was directed by the Chief of Naval Operations not to bomb suspected [S-18] hostile submarines except in the restricted area close to Pearl Harbor channel, and was informed that in the event of hostilities with Japan there was no intention to further reduce the Pacific Fleet except for the withdrawal of four cruisers about one month "after Japan and the United States are at war."

Failure to obtain men and materials demanded for the Pacific Fleet is not a defense against having been taken by surprise. I submit, however, that repeated rebuffs of my recommendations and constant insistence of the Navy Department that the major emphasis was to be placed upon operations in the Atlantic strongly contributed to my estimate that an air attack of the nature and force of that delivered on 7 December was not to be expected. Without warning from Washington, I had no reason to consider December 7th as different from other times of diplomatic tension with Japan. Throughout my tenure of office as Commander-in-Chief I have kept my Task Force and Type Commanders informed of the existing situation as presented to me by the Department. I believe all of these officers held views similar to mine. It must be evident today to anyone who studies my correspondence with that agency, that the Navy Department up to December 7th did not believe that Japan would make an air attack on Pearl Harbor nor that hostilities were unduly imminent. My frame of mind was necessarily influenced by the action of the Department and the letters and dispatches which I received therefrom.

If the President, the State Department, and the Navy Department at any time during the Washington negotiations with the Japanese emissaries gathered a more alarming viewpoint regarding possible Japanese military action against this Fleet, I was never so informed. The [S-19] absence of such a warning from Washington could not fail to affect most decisively every estimate of the situation which I made up to the time of the attack.

The Commander-in-Chief received but one war warning, dated 27 November. It read as follows:

"OpNav to Cinpac and Cincaf. Negotiations with Japan looking toward stabilization of the conditions in the Pacific have ceased and an aggressive move by Japan is expected within the next few days. This is a war warning. The
number and equipment of Japanese troops and the organization of Naval Task Forces indicates an amphibious expedition against either the Philippines, Tai, or Kra Peninsula or possibly Borneo. Execute appropriate deployment preparatory to carrying out defense tasks only assigned in WPL 46. Similar warning being sent by War Department. Guan and Samoa directed take appropriate measures against sabotage."

There was a warning sent to Commander Naval Coastal Frontiers info CinCPac on 29 November.

This despatch indicated confinement of original attack to Philippines, N. E. I., and Singapore. On 30 November the Chief of Naval Operations sent following despatch to CinCPac:

"OpNav to CinCPac, info CinCPac. It is indicated that Japan is about to attack points on the Kra Isthmus by overseas expeditions. In order to ascertain the destination of this expedition and for security, CinCPac is directed to cover by air the range from Manila to Camranh Bay for three days. Instruct planes to observe only. They must not approach so as to appear to be attacking but must defend themselves if attacked. If expedition is approaching Thailand inform MacArthur."

The Secretary of the Navy has stated that a special [S-20] warning was sent by the Department to CinCPac on the day preceding the surprise attack. The fact that such warning was not delivered to me indicates that the Administration did not expect an air attack on Oahu.

We did expect a surprise submarine attack upon our ships at sea. There have been several such suspected attacks in the past, but no real evidence that they were genuine. We have for ten months been fully prepared for submarine attack. On 28 November, without reference to the Department, I ordered all ships to depth bomb suspected submarine contacts in all of the Oahu operating areas and confined submerged operations of our own submarines to certain limited areas. This readiness to meet the submarine menace is evidenced by the fact that when a submarine was discovered near the entrance to Pearl Harbor early on 7 December, it was promptly attacked by the nearest destroyer. When during the aerial attack on Pearl Harbor a destroyer making emergency sortie sighted a submarine in the channel ahead, the destroyer passed over the submarine and destroyed it by prompt depth charge action.

In the light of what has happened it is easy to state that we should have placed in effect all security measures and should have utilized our patrol squadrons to the maximum of their capabilities. At the time of the attack we had one squadron of patrol planes based on Midway and five and one-half squadrons based on Oahu. Of these one squadron had just returned from seven weeks extensive operations based on Midway and four and one-half squadrons had recently been delivered by air from the factory at San Diego. While operable these four and one-half squadrons required considerable work to make them effective. Difficulties were being experienced with this new type [S-21] and the absence of spares made it highly desirable to economize on their operations in order to have them available in an emergency. The Army was having difficulties with their four-engine bombers and it had been reported within the week that they had only six in operating condition. A flight of Army bombers arrived during the raid, but they had come from the mainland without ammunition. About a month before the raid we had sent two squadrons of patrol planes to the Coast to be replaced. I accepted with reluctance this reduction of our patrol planes but took the risk in order to have the new patrol planes available before delays incident to expected bad winter weather. I cite this as one of the many decisions that had to be made.

At the time of the attack the anti-aircraft batteries of ships in harbor were partially manned and they opened fire promptly on the first attacking planes. Two torpedo planes of the first wave were shot down before they launched their torpedoes and a third plane immediately after launching torpedoes. Only the short range weapons could be used against the low flying enemy planes in the harbor crowded with our ships and this Fleet is woefully deficient in short range anti-aircraft weapons. The use of 5" guns on the low flying first attackers would have wrought great havoc on our ships and on the shops and residences of the Navy Yard and nearby settlements. Furthermore, the fuse settings cannot be set low enough to cause the shells to burst in front of these planes when they
came into view over the trees and houses almost right on our ships. In spite of that I think they used them.

The Japanese espionage and intelligence service in the Islands was and is excellent. We know now that the [S—22] Japanese Consul General at Honolulu cabled, over our cable, the daily movements of our ships during the days immediately preceding the attack. Charts taken from enemy planes and a submarine prove that the Japanese knew the berth number and names of every ship in the harbor. This intelligence service placed us under a terrible handicap, a handicap that has existed during all the time the Fleet has been based on Pearl Harbor. That Japan was maintaining an effective intelligence service in the Hawaiian Area difficult to apprehend with the peace time methods has been well known to us throughout our stay in these waters.

On the other hand, the intelligence service available to me was ineffective and inaccurate. I had never been able to obtain from my Government a definite statement of the action it would take in certain eventualities. Correspondence in the Commander-in-Chief's files can be introduced in evidence to confirm this. Letters and despatches received from the Chief of Naval Operations in the days immediately preceding hostilities indicated a Japanese movement to the Southward. My radio intelligence was misleading as was that promulgated by the Navy Department. On December 1, the Director of Naval Intelligence issued a bulletin stating that there were strong indications pointing to an early attack on Thailand and that "The major capital ship strength remains in home waters, as well as the greatest portion of the carriers." We have evidence now that four or more carriers took part in the attack on Oahu.

The heaviest damage suffered by the Fleet was that delivered by torpedo attack. The Navy Department was convinced that aerial torpedoes would be ineffective in Pearl Harbor and we had discounted that menace. The [S—23] anti-torpedo baffle had been considered, both by the Commander-in-Chief and by the Commandant, Fourteenth Naval District. In his letter of 15 February 1941 the Chief of Naval Operations had stated: "A minimum depth of water of 75 feet may be assumed necessary to successfully drop torpedoes from planes. 150 feet is desired." The depth of water in and around available berths in Pearl Harbor does not exceed 45 feet.

We knew the international situation was serious, but it had been serious for much more than the 10 months I served in command of this Fleet. Messages which I received from the Navy Department and our radio intelligence gave no indication that anyone considered an air attack on Oahu more than a remote possibility.

I went over each day all despatches and intelligence reports received. My staff were untiring in their efforts. On the Saturday preceding the attack we carefully evaluated the situation. It was appreciated that the situation was growing increasingly critical. Although I did not expect the United States to become involved immediately, a written memorandum, by my direction, was kept available as to the course of action to be taken if hostilities should come. The last revision was made on December 6.

It was felt that the most serious hazard would be from submarine attacks and that the most important considerations were to minimize the danger from them and to start offensive action by movement against the Marshalls at the earliest possible moment. This movement involved the advancement of patrol planes to Wake and Johnston and an increase of the number at Midway.

A careful evaluation of the factors involved, the information from the Navy Department, and the concept [S—24] of the war by the Department as indicated by the Departmental War Plans led very strongly to the conclusion that utilization of patrol planes for searching the Hawaiian Area for a possible but improbable enemy was of much less value than being prepared to immediately advance those planes to our distant island bases. To aid in their protection and to cover effectively the advancement of mobile surface units for offensive operations in the Marshall Area and to support these operations when commenced.

My operating plans, based on the Department's concepts of the war—in which I was in general accord—and its orders had been approved by the Department, I was prepared to commence war operations, and felt keenly that vigorous offensive action should be initiated as promptly as possible after hostilities commenced.

By our operating plans no more than two squadrons of patrol planes were to be retained in Oahu.
The purpose of such planes was primarily to cover the sea lanes toward the Coast and toward the South Seas against enemy auxiliary cruisers, submarines, etc., that might raid our communication lines. It was thoroughly realized that they were far too few in numbers to maintain any effective search around Oahu against enemy carriers. All other patrol planes were to be used in connection with offensive operations.

The Department with much more complete information than we had clearly indicated that they discounted the probability of an attack on Oahu. The attitude of our government was evidenced by acceptance of our war plan; by priority given to Europe and the Atlantic Fleet in assignment of aircraft, anti-aircraft weapons and other security installations; by transfer of the greater part ([S–25]) of long range bombers from Oahu to the Philippines and by the proposal (which incidentally I did not accept) to transfer fifty pursuit planes from Oahu to Midway and Wake.

Subsequent developments show that all of Washington as well as the Fleet were somewhat prepared for a treacherous initiation of war, if Japan should decide on such a course, but we were all in error as to the date, the direction and the character of that treacherous attack.

I have constantly given serious consideration to the question of the availability of patrol planes when hostilities broke out. As I have previously stated we had 69 patrol planes on Oahu on December 7. Of these 61 planes were in flying condition. Had I started the continuous patrols on November 27, the day the war warning was received, it is probable that this number would have been somewhat less by December 7. Fifty-four of these planes were of the PBY–5 type which had recently arrived from the mainland. There was a practical absence of spare parts for these new planes. Some material difficulties were being experienced and all of these new planes were due to be fitted with armor and leakproof gas tanks, before being entirely suitable for war service.

Maintaining continuous search using all planes in flying condition beginning on 27 November and continuing indefinitely had to be balanced against the probability of attack on Oahu and the desirability of having all our patrol planes in operating condition when war came.

Excluding the PBY–5 type an effective search could not be made with what remained. I therefore determined that our best course was to bend every effort towards getting the patrol planes ready for unlimited war operations than to expend their efforts in partial an ineffective peace-time searches. To insure against a surprise attack from fast carrier-based planes it is necessary to patrol the evening before to a distance of 800 miles in a 360 degree arc. This requires 84 planes on one flight of 16 hours. The pool for a protracted period of searches of this character would require 252 planes. In addition, a dawn patrol to a distance of 300 miles is a further necessity. One hundred patrol planes would be required for this dawn patrol. This would be required for assured security against an attack because any search of 800 miles radius is certain to encounter daily many areas of greatly reduced visibility. Needless to say, had I known of the imminence of an attack on Oahu on or about 7 December, I would have utilized all planes to the limit of their capability accepting the necessary risks of such operations with the new patrol squadrons.

I believe the Fleet was in as an effective state of readiness as it was humanly possible to place it under conditions that existed during the past ten months. I am sure that my files and the testimony of responsible officers in the Fleet will bear out the statement that I left no stone unturned and spared no effort to have this Fleet ready to fight.

I can at the present time present certain exhibits which we have here to show the steps taken in the fleet to obtain the state of readiness which, I think, may be germane to the investigation. Shall I go ahead with them, sir?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.

Admiral KIMMEL. Exhibit 10, paragraphs 7 and 9. Even before I assumed the duties of Commander-in-Chief, I had collaborated with my predecessor, Admiral Richardson, in preparing a letter to the Navy Department setting forth the inherent weakness of the fleet’s base in Hawaiian waters. This letter went forward to the
Department over the signature of Admiral Richardson. As it is very important, I shall read the entire letter:

PEARL HARBOR, T. I., January 25, 1941.

From: Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Fleet.
To: The Chief of Naval Operations.
Subject: Chief of Naval Operations' Plan DOC.

References:
(a) Opnav secret despatch 212155 of January, 1941.
(b) Opnav memorandum for Secnav OP-12-GTB of November 12, 1940.

1. Reference (a) was received by the Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Fleet, one day prior to the arrival of Commander McCrea at Pearl Harbor enroute to the Navy Department. It is considered desirable to take advantage of his return to inform the Chief of Naval Operations of the views of the Commander-in-Chief as to the new situation.

2. In view of reference (a) and some degree of urgency implied therein, it is considered that study of the new situation and the preparation of plans therefor should take priority over the preparation of plans for Rainbow No. 3. Unless advice to the contrary is received, this will be done.

3. The new situation, as visualized by the Commander-in-Chief, alters the assumptions and concepts of Rainbow No. 3, principally in that the major offensive effort of the United States it to be exerted in the Atlantic, rather than in the Pacific, and in that a "waiting attitude" will be taken in the Pacific, pending [8-28] a determination of Japan's intentions. If Japan enters the war or commits an overt act against United States' interests or territory, our attitude in the Pacific will be primarily defensive, but opportunities will be seized to damage Japan as situations present themselves or can be created.

4. Under the foregoing general conception, it is deemed desirable to outline as briefly as possible, certain tentative assumptions, upon which the actions of the U. S. Fleet in the Pacific will be predicated. These are:
(a) The United States is at war with Germany and Italy.
(b) War with Japan is imminent.
(c) Units of the Pacific Fleet may be detached to the Atlantic on short notice. The numbers and types of these units are at present unknown.
(d) At least three German raiders are in the Pacific.
(e) Japan may attack without warning, and these attacks may take any form—even to attacks by Japanese ships flying German or Italian flags or by submarines, under a doubtful presumption that they may be considered German or Italian.
(f) Japanese attacks may be expected against shipping, outlying possessions or naval units. Surprise raids on Pearl Harbor, or attempts to block the channel, are possible.
(g) Local sabotage is possible.

5. Under the foregoing assumptions, the U. S. Fleet in the Pacific will assume the tasks listed below. Where deemed appropriate, measures to be taken under the tasks will be included.

Waiting attitude

(1) Take full security measures for the protection of Fleet units, at sea and in port.

In the performance of this task, the Fleet is severely handicapped by the existence of certain marked deficiencies in the existing local defense forces and equipment both Army and Navy. These deficiencies will be set forth in detail later, but are mentioned here in order that certain measures listed below may be more clearly understood.

At present, the following measures, among others, will be required to accomplish the above task:
(a) Expand patrol plane search to the maximum, reinforcing Patrol Wing Two with units from Patrol Wing One.
(b) Establish inner air patrol over Pearl and Honolulu Harbor entrances and approaches, augmenting Army planes with naval and marine planes as necessary.
(c) Arrange for alertness of a striking force of Army bombers and pursuit planes; supplemented by available Navy or Marine planes.
(d) Augment Army A. A. defenses with A. A. batteries of Fleet units in Pearl Harbor.
(2) Keep vessels of all types in constant readiness for distant service.
(3) Assist in local defense of the Fourteenth Naval District.

[S-30] This task will require augmentation of District forces by the assignment of Fleet units until suitable vessels, including those of the Coast Guard, become available to the Commandant.

(4) Protect United States' shipping. This will require the following:
(a) Provide escort for important ships.
(b) Route allied and United States' shipping in the Fleet Control Zone.
(c) Base cruisers on Samoa to cover shipping in the South Seas.
(d) Dispatch the Southeastern Pacific Force.
(e) Establish escort and patrol group between Hawaii and the West Coast.
(f) Maintain striking group to operate against raiders (search for raiders might afford opportunity to reconnoiter the Marshall Islands without provoking Japan).

(5) Protection of outlying islands. This will require the following:
(a) Establish defense battalions at Midway and Samoa and smaller units at Johnston, Wake, Palmyra and Canton.
(b) Maintain submarine patrols at all the above-mentioned islands, except Samoa.
(c) Despatch two submarines, plus the ORTOLAN, for the defense of Unalaska.
(d) Adjust U. S. Fleet training to war conditions.
(7) Make initial sweep for Japanese merchantmen and raiders in the Northern Pacific.

(S) Establish submarine patrols in the Marshall Islands, withdrawing them from own outlying islands as necessary.

[S-31] (9) Make early reconnaissance in force of the Marshall Islands. Thereafter conduct a general surveillance of that area and make raids on forces, material installations, and communications therein.

(10) Make periodic sweeps toward the Marianas and Bonins.

6. It will, of course, be realized that the effectiveness with which the tasks set forth above can be prosecuted is dependent upon the forces available, especially after the withdrawal of the Atlantic reinforcements. If a carrier is to be included in the Atlantic reinforcement, one of the LEXINGTON class should be selected due to difficulties of handling in Pearl Harbor. There is, however, definite need for all four carriers under the tasks assigned this fleet.

7. In connection with the execution of the foregoing tasks, and with particular reference to the early initiation of offensive operations, it must be pointed out that the existing deficiencies in the defenses of Oahu and in the local defense forces of the Fourteenth Naval District impose a heavy burden on the Fleet for purely defensive purposes. Ideally, a Fleet Base should afford refuge and rest for personnel as well as opportunity for maintenance and upkeep of material installations. When Fleet planes, Fleet guns and Fleet personnel are required to be constantly ready for defense of its own Base, the wear and tear on both men and material can not but result in impaired readiness for active operations at sea. The most outstanding deficiencies affecting this readiness of the Fleet are:

(a) The critical inadequacy of A.A. guns available for the defense of Pearl Harbor, necessitating constant manning of ships' A.A. guns while in port.

[S-32] (b) The small number and obsolescent condition of land-based aircraft, necessitating constant readiness of striking groups of Fleet planes and use of Fleet planes for local patrols.

(c) Lack of suitable local defense vessels for the Fourteenth Naval District, necessitating detail of Fleet units to this city. The detail of Fleet units to this duty not only results in loss, to the Fleet, of the availability of important vessels, but also results in the forced employment of ships whose more valuable characteristics will be largely wasted due to the nature of their tasks. This is particularly true where destroyers must be diverted to local A/S patrol, off-shore patrol and local escort. These duties could better be performed by submarine chasers, converted gunboats and converted escort vessels.

(d) Lack of aircraft detection devices ashore.
8. It is considered imperative that immediate measures be undertaken to correct the critical deficiencies enumerated above. It is further believed that these measures should take priority over the needs of continental districts, the training program, and material aid to Great Britain.

9. It is recommended that the Alaskan and Hawaiian reinforcements referred to in paragraph 2103 (a) (5) of W.P.L. 44 (advance copy) be despatched as soon as possible in order that necessity for heavy escort may not embarrass the U. S. Pacific Fleet in its later operations.

10. This letter has been prepared in collaboration with the prospective Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Pacific Fleet, Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel, U. S. N. It represents his, as well as my own, views.

J. O. Richardson.

Exhibit 11. In view of the fact that by far the most important damage received by vessels of the Fleet in the attack of December 7, 1941, was inflicted by torpedo action, I desire to read into the record at this time a letter from the Chief of Naval Operations, the subject of which was: "Anti-torpedo baffles for Protection Against Torpedo Plane Attacks, Pearl Harbor", dated February 15, 1941.

I will read this letter in part:

From: The Chief of Naval Operations
To: The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet.
Subject: Anti-torpedo baffles for protection against torpedo plane attacks, Pearl Harbor.

1. Consideration has been given to the installation of A/T baffles within Pearl Harbor for protection against torpedo plane attacks.

Admiral Standley. Will you read that again?
Admiral Kimmel. I beg your pardon?
The Chairman. He did not get that. Read it again.
Admiral Kimmel (reading):

February 15, 1941.

1. Consideration has been given to the installation of A/T baffles within Pearl Harbor for protection against torpedo plane attacks. It is considered that the relatively shallow depth of water limits the need for anti-torpedo nets in Pearl Harbor. In addition the congestion [S−34] and the necessity for maneuvering room limit the practicability of the present type of baffles.

2. Certain limitations and considerations are advised to be borne in mind in planning the installation of anti-torpedo baffles within harbors, among which the following may be considered:

(a) A minimum depth of water of seventy-five feet may be assumed necessary to successfully drop torpedoes from planes. One hundred and fifty feet of water is desired. The maximum height planes at present experimentally drop torpedoes is 250 feet. Launching speeds are between 120 and 150 knots. Desirable height for dropping is sixty feet or less. About two hundred yards of torpedo run is necessary before the exploding device is armed, but this may be altered.

That is about all there is to it. That is the crux of it.
Admiral Theobald. Yes.
General McCoy. Was that since the British attack on Taranto?
Admiral Kimmel. I beg your pardon?
General McCoy. Was that prior to the attack on the Italian ship in Taranto?
Admiral Kimmel. I did not find it out.
Admiral Theobald. I think it is.
General McCoy. What is the date of that letter?
Admiral Kimmel. February 15th.
The Chairman. February 15, 1941?
Admiral Kimmel. February 15, 1941.
I think this was, yes, sir.  

[8-35]  (Reading:)

As a matter of interest the successful attacks at Taranto were made at very low launching heights at reported ranges by the individual aviators of 400 to 1300 yards from the battleships, but the depths of water in which the torpedoes were launched were between 14 and 15 fathoms.

The Chairman. That is 90 feet?  
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.  
(Continuing reading:)

The attacks were made in the face of intensive and apparently erratic anti-aircraft fire.

(The above letter was prepared in the Navy Department after the attack at Taranto and all the quoted matter was a part of the same letter.)  
I have Exhibit 12 here, which is a chart of Pearl Harbor showing that 45 feet is the maximum depth in the harbor. That is something that you can verify.

The Chairman. We have it here on the board.  
Admiral Kimmel. I think everybody knows it anyhow.  
I might say that the torpedo business was a complete surprise to me. Had it not been for the torpedoes I think the damage would have been enormously less.  
Admiral Standley. May I ask a question?  
The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, had there been any communications from the Chief of Naval Operations or from the Navy Department later than February 15 modifying the content of that letter about the depth of water?  
Admiral Kimmel. So far as I know, no, sir. I will search for it and make certain.

[8-36] Admiral Standley. Before I left Washington I saw a copy of a letter from the Bureau of Ordnance under date of July in which they referred to this letter stating that they found they could fire torpedoes at a lesser depth. I wish you would see if you have any such information from any source.  
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I asked them to do that for me.  
The Chairman. Let us take a recess now for about five minutes.  
(There was a brief recess. The following then occurred:)

Admiral Kimmel. I recall a letter from the Bureau of Ordnance on that subject, but it did not greatly modify this letter.  
Admiral Standley. I did not see the original letter, but I saw the second letter.  
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.  
Admiral Standley. Because I particularly asked about it, but I am not sure it modified that letter to any extent.  

Admiral Kimmel. As a result of these facts, under date of March 12, 1941, I wrote the Chief of Naval Operations a letter accepting the fact that torpedo battles not be installed in Pearl Harbor until a light efficient torpedo net could be developed and supplied to the area. It is an unfortunate fact that by December 7, 1941, the light efficient net had not been made available to Pearl Harbor for the protection of the vessels moored therein, and the endorsement on the
recommendation made by the Commandant, Fourteenth Naval District:

In view of the contents of reference (a), the Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Pacific Fleet, recommends that until a light efficient net, that can be laid temporarily and quickly is developed, no A/T nets be supplied this area.

[S-37] That was on the basis of that.

I have some recollection of such a letter but its contents left me with the conviction that we were safe from torpedo plane attacks in Pearl Harbor. That was what remained in my mind. We will look it up, sir.

Under date of 20 March 1941, Rear Admiral Bloch, Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District, wrote a letter to the Department on the subject: “Anti-torpedo Baffles for Protection Against Torpedo Plane Attacks.”

Paragraph 3 of that letter read as follows:

In view of the foregoing the Commandant does not recommend the use of baffles for Pearl Harbor or other harbors in the Fourteenth Naval District.

That is the essence of the letter.

From the day that I assumed command of the U. S. Fleet, February 1, 1941, the security of the Pacific Fleet in Hawaiian waters was a matter of earnest concern to me. I immediately initiated a study of this subject and under date of February 15, 1941, I issued an order to the Fleet entitled “Security of Fleet at Base and in Operating Areas.”

(This order was submitted as Exhibit 15 by Admiral Kimmel and is appended as part of the record herein as Kimmel Exhibit number 4.)

Admiral Theobald. I do not think you need to read “G”, as it is in the next one.

Admiral Kimmel. I put that in to show that we started on this immediately.

Exhibit 16. After eight months’ experience as Commander-in-Chief, I decided on certain revisions and elaborations of my original order on this subject, and under date of October 14, 1941, I issued another order on the subject of security of the Fleet at base and in operating areas. This order covered [S-38] the subjects of Continuous Patrols, Intermittent Patrols, Sortie and Entry, Security in Operating Areas, Security of Ships at Sea, and Defense Against Air Attack. Further subjects covered were: “Action to be Taken if Submarine Attacks in Operating Area.” That I was not unmindful of the possibility of a surprise attack upon the Fleet is evidenced by paragraph 2 (b) of both my security orders. In both these orders this paragraph 2 (b) read as follows:

That a declaration of war may be preceded by: (1) A surprise attack on ships in Pearl Harbor, (2) A surprise submarine attack on ships in the operating areas, (3) A combination of these two.

I think it may be well for me to read this security order in toto. I will read the whole thing:

From Commander-in-Chief, United States Pacific Fleet.
Subject: Security of Fleet at Base and in Operating Areas.
Reference: (a) to (h).
Enclosure: (A) Pearl Harbor Mooring and Berthing Plan showing Air Defense Sectors.
(B) Measures to be effective until further orders.
General McCoy. What is the date of that, Admiral?

Admiral Kimmel. That is dated October 14 and this supersedes the order covering the same ground issued on February 15, 1941. We issued an order and after eight months we gathered together the evidence that was in the original order and made a revision.

The Chairman. That security order will be placed in the record.

(This order was submitted as Exhibit 16 by Admiral Kimmel and is appended as part of the record herein as Kimmel Exhibit number—.)

(Admiral Kimmel read from the security order paragraph (G) on page 4 of the order and paragraph (3) found on page—.)

[S-39] Admiral Kimmel. There are various other provisions which I had, covering the actions to be taken by the various commanders at the time of the air attack.

The Chairman. Unless the Commission desires otherwise, I suggest that Admiral Kimmel’s report of December 21, 1941, be marked “Kimmel No. 1” and attached to each of the copies of the notes of this day so that it will be in the same copy as the Admiral’s testimony.

It is also suggested that this order of October 14, 1941, be attached to each page of the notes of this day as “Kimmel No. 2”, so that we will have it in the same testimony and under the same cover.

Is that all right, gentlemen?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

(The order of October 14, 1941, “Kimmel No. 2,” follows Page “551 Corrected A” of the original transcript which see opposite.)

Admiral Kimmel. The close cooperation required between the Army and the Navy in the Hawaiian Area has always been thoroughly recognized by both services. Coordination of effort between the two services throughout my tenure as Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet was obtained by cooperative effort between the Commanding General and myself. The weakness of this command setup was finally recognized by the authorities in Washington and this recognition led to the only thoroughly satisfactory type of command in the premises, namely: “Unity of Command.” Under date of December 17, 1941, Naval Operations addressed the following despatch to the Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Fleet. I quote herewith a paraphrase of that despatch: “Commanding General, Hawaiian Department informed OpNav and Chief of Staff that Army of Hawaiian Coastal Frontier is now under C–in–C in Pacific. Obtain an exact copy of the Chief of Staff’s despatch to the Commanding General.”

[S-46] General McCoy. What date is that?

The Chairman. December 17, 1941.

General McCoy. Did you make any recommendations as to the unity of command before the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir; I made no recommendations on the subject. I talked about it on various occasions. It was a subject that has long been before the two services. I think it was recognized by everyone that the unity of command is essential to any effective effort.

General McCoy. Had you served on the joint board?

Admiral Kimmel. I beg your pardon?
General McCoy. While in the Navy Department had you served on the joint board?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir; I never served on the joint board.

General McCoy. Did you know that that subject was up before the joint board before?

Admiral Kimmel. I had heard it was before the joint board on many occasions, and I had heard that in time of war they would probably appoint a man who would have absolute command of the forces in any one area, but I knew nothing had been done, and I knew that in time of peace the probability of getting any action was just about nil.

Throughout the time that I was acting as Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet the cooperation and coordination of the efforts of the Army and Navy in the Hawaiian Area were guided by “Joint Action, Army and Navy.” This publication was prepared by the Joint Board and promulgated to the two services by a joint order signed by the Secretaries of War and Navy. The most vital consideration in all efforts of cooperation was the coordination of the actions and operations of the air forces of the Army and the Navy.

I shall read paragraph d(3) on page 14 of “Joint Action of The Army and The Navy,” which reads as follows:

[8-41] A communication and intelligence system to include an aircraft warning service, among the elements of the land defense, with provision for the prompt exchange of information or instructions with the Navy.

That comes under the heading of, “The specific functions of the Army in coastal frontier defense,” and in carrying out these functions the Army will provide and operate or maintain:

A communication and intelligence system to include an aircraft warning service, among the elements of the land defense, with provision for the prompt exchange of information or instructions with the Navy.

Then on page 32 of the “Joint Action of The Army and The Navy,” paragraph z:

An aircraft warning service is a communication and intelligence service which forms part of the communication and intelligence service of the frontier defense. Its purpose is to warn centers of population, industrial plants, public utilities, and military and naval establishments of the approach of hostile aircraft, and to alert Air Corps units and antiaircraft artillery units. It consists essentially of observers, of information centers for plotting the courses and distributing information of approaching hostile planes, and of the necessary communications.

Through verbal agreement with the Commanding General, an agreement for joint air action by Army and Navy forces was drawn up under date of 20 March 1941, and signed by the Commanding General and the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District, who was designated as Naval Base Defense Officer in my Security Orders of 15 February 1941 and 14 October 1941.

I might add that before I took over command. I took steps [8-42] to talk to the Commanding General and the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District and to my own air people, and I told them that we must get some method of operating the Army and Navy in conjunction with the other, to get some coordinated effort.
As a result of their efforts and a great many other people, Admiral Bloch and General Short ordered a board to consider this method of coordination and efforts with the Army air force, and under date of the 20th of March they got an agreement, and the agreement is laid down here:

20 March 1941

When the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department and the Naval Base Defense Officer, (the Commandant of the 14th Naval District), agree that the threat of a hostile raid or attack is sufficiently imminent to warrant such action, each commander will take such preliminary steps as are necessary to make available without delay to the other commander such proportion of the air forces at his disposal as the circumstances warrant in order that joint operations may be conducted in accordance with the following plans:

1. Joint air attacks upon hostile surface vessels will be executed under the tactical command of the Navy. The Department Commander will determine the Army bombardment strength to participate in each mission. With due consideration to the tactical situation existing, the number of bombardment airplanes released to Navy control will be the maximum practicable. This force will remain available to the Navy, for repeated attacks, if required, until completion of the mission, when it will revert to Army control.

2. Defensive air operations over and in the immediate vicinity of Oahu will be executed under the tactical command of the Army. The Naval Base Defense Officer will determine the Navy fighter strength to participate in these missions. With due consideration to the tactical situation existing, the number of fighter aircraft released to Army control will be the maximum practicable. This force will remain available to the Army for repeated patrols or combat or for maintenance of the required alert status until, due to a change in the tactical situation, it is withdrawn by the Naval Base Defense Officer and reverts to Navy control.

3. When naval forces are insufficient for long distance patrol and search operations, and Army aircraft are made available, these aircraft will be under the tactical control of the naval commander directing the search operations.

4. In the special instance in which Army pursuit protection is requested for the protection of friendly surface ships, the force assigned for this mission will pass to the tactical control of the Navy until completion of the mission.

Approved 21 March 1941, signed G. C. BLOCH, Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy, Commandant 14th Naval District and W. C. SHORT, Lieutenant General, U. S. Army, Commanding Hawaiian Department.

MAILGRAM

From: Naval Base Defense Officer (Commandant Fourteenth Naval District)
Information:
Cincpac
Comdg., Gen. Hawaiian Dept.

CONFIDENTIAL

In accordance with paragraph (X) of naval base defense officer operation plan No. 1-41 of 27 February 1941, Revision of annex baker (Naval base defense air force operation plan No. A-1-41 dated 9 April 1941) is issued in replacement of annex baker dated 28 February 1941 and the latter will be destroyed.

C. C. BLOCH,
Rear Admiral, U. S. N.
Commander Naval Base Defense Force
(Commandant Fourteenth Naval Dist.).

Authenticated:
J. W. BAYS,
Lieutenant, U. S. Navy.

NAVAL BASE DEFENSE AIR FORCE OPERATION PLAN NO. A–1–41

TASK ORGANIZATION

(a) Search and Attack Group (Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force (Commander Patrol Wing Two))

The following units in accordance with current conditions of readiness:

Patrol Squadron.
Shore-based VO-VC units.
Shore-based carrier VB and VT squadrons.
Shore-based carrier VS planes not assigned to the air combat group.
Shore-based Marine VS and VB squadrons.
Army bombardment squadrons.
Army reconnaissance squadrons.
Navy Utility squadrons.

(b) Air Combat Group (Senior VF Squadron Commander)

The following units in accordance with current conditions of readiness:

Shore-based carrier VF squadrons.
Shore-based Marine VF squadrons.
One division of shore-based carrier type VS planes.

1. Information:

This plan is made in accordance with: The Joint Air Operations agreement approved and promulgated on 21 March 1941; Joint Estimate covering Joint Army and Navy air action, addendum I to this plan; and Pacific fleet confidential letter No. 2CL-41 dated 15 February 1941. An air combat group under the direction of the Commander Hawaiian Air Force will: Intercept and destroy hostile aircraft; Identify and report type of attacking aircraft; Trail attacking carrier type planes to carrier and report location to commander search and attack group; and as a secondary mission support search and attack group upon request.

Assumptions: As in Addendum I of this plan. Antiaircraft gun control in the Pearl Harbor area will be coordinated with operations under this plan. Air traffic lanes and recognition signals will be prescribed as found necessary.

2. This force will locate and destroy hostile forces raiding against Oahu or fleet units in the operating areas.

3. (a) Search and Attack Group. (a) Locate, report, and track all hostile surface units in position to take or threaten hostile action. Destroy hostile ships by air attack. Priority of targets; (1) carriers (2) large supporting ships. If choice of location is presented priority should be given to: (1) carrier [S–46] involved in attack (2) vessels beyond reach of our surface vessel interception.

(b) Air Combat Group. (b) Operate as directed by the Commanding General Hawaiian Air Force.

(x) This plan is effective upon receipt. It is operative without signal in the event of a surprise attack on Oahu. It might be made operative by dispatch. In the meanwhile conditions of readiness prescribed in Addendum II will be taken as directed by the Commanding General Hawaiian Department for Army units and by the Naval Base Defense Officer (Commandant Fourteenth Naval District) for Navy units. This plan supersedes and replaces Annex Baker of Naval Base Defense Force Operation Plan No. 1–41 of 27 February 1941. Units assigned to task groups of this plan shall make readiness reports in accordance with Addendum II of this plan.

4. The senior carrier commander based ashore at Fleet Air Detachment, Pearl Harbor, shall at all times see that one division of VS planes is detailed to the Air Combat Group. When all carrier planes are to embark the Group Commander shall so inform the Commander Second Marine Aircraft Group who will make the detail required by this paragraph.
5. Communications in accordance with Annex Easy to Naval Base Defense Force Operation Plan No. 1-40 of 27 February 1941. Use zone plus ten and one half time. Operation orders for the search and attack group will be separately distributed.

Addendum I—Joint Estimate.

Addendum II—Aircraft Readiness.

P. N. L. Bellinger,
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy,
Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force,
(Commander Patrol Wing Two.)

Approved:

C. C. Bloch,
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy,
Commander Naval Base Defense Force.

Authenticated:

J. W. Bays,
Lieutenant, U. S. Navy.

MARCH 31, 1941.

C-A16-3/A4-3(5)/ND14(0348)
(CONFIDENTIAL)
Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force, Commander Patrol Wing Two, Naval Air Station, Pearl Harbor, T. H.

Commanding General, Hawaiian Air Force, Fort Shafter, T. H.

Addendum I to Naval Base Defense Air Force Operation Plan No. A-1-41

Joint estimate covering Joint Army and Navy air action in the event of sudden hostile action against Oahu or Fleet Units in the Hawaiian area.

I. Summary of the Situation.

(a) Relations between the United States and Orange are strained, uncertain, and varying.

(b) In the past Orange has never preceded hostile actions by a declaration of war.

(c) A successful, sudden raid, against our ships and Naval installations on Oahu might prevent effective offensive action by our forces in the Western Pacific for a long period.

(d) A strong part of our fleet is now constantly at sea in the operating areas organized to take prompt offensive action against any surface or submarine force which initiates hostile action.

(e) It appears possible that Orange submarines and/or an Orange fast raiding force might arrive in Hawaiian waters with no prior warning from our intelligence service.

II. Survey of Opposing Strengths.

(a) Orange might send into this area one or more submarines and/or one or more fast raiding forces composed of carriers supported by fast cruisers. For such action she is known to have eight carriers, seven of which are reported to be capable of 25 knots or over and four of which are rated at 30 knots or better. Two of the carriers are converted capital ships, armored and armed with 10-8" guns each and reported to have heavy AA batteries. Two others are small (7000 treaty tons) and limited to 25 knots. Exact information on numbers and characteristics of the aircraft carried by these ships is not available. However, the best estimate at present available is that the small carriers can accommodate from 20 to 30 planes and the large ones about 60. Probably the best assumption is that carrier complements are normally about equally divided between fighter and bomber types. Lacking any information as to range and armament of planes we must assume that they are at least the equal of our similar types. There probably exist at least 12 eight inch gun and at least 12 six inch gun fast modern cruisers which would be suitable supports. Jane's Fighting Ships (1939) shows over forty submarines which are easily capable of projection into this area. An Orange surface raiding force would be far removed from their base and would almost surely be inferior in gun power to our surface forces operating at sea in the Hawaiian area.

(b) The most difficult situation for us to meet would be when several of the above elements were present and closely coordinated their actions. The
shore-based air force available to us is a constantly varying quantity which is being periodically augmented by reinforcements from the mainland and which also varies [8-49] as fleet units are shifted. Under existing conditions about one-half of the planes present can be maintained in a condition of material readiness for flight. The aircraft at present available in Hawaii are inadequate to maintain, for any extended period, from bases on Oahu, a patrol extensive enough to insure that an air attack from an Orange carrier cannot arrive over Oahu as a complete surprise. The projected outlying bases are not yet in condition to support sustained operations. Patrol planes are of particular value for long range scouting at sea and are the type now available in this area best suited for this work. If present planes are used to bomb well-defended ship objectives, the number available for future use will probably be seriously depleted. In view of the continuing need for long range overseas scouting in this area the missions of those planes for operations as contemplated in this estimate should be scouting. Certain aircraft of the Utility Wing, although not designed for combatant work, can be used to advantage in augmenting the scouting of patrol planes. Other types of aircraft, in general, can perform functions that accord with their type.

III. Possible Enemy Action.

(a) A declaration of war might be preceded by:
1. A surprise submarine attack on ships in the operating area.
2. A surprise attack on Oahu including ships and installations in Pearl Harbor.
3. A combination of these two.

(b) It appears that the most likely and dangerous form of attack on Oahu would be an air attack. It is believed that at present such an attack would most likely be launched from one or more carriers which would probably [8-50] approach inside of three hundred miles.

(c) A single attack might or might not indicate the presence of more submarines or more planes awaiting to attack after defending aircraft have been drawn away by the original thrust.

(d) Any single submarine attack might indicate the presence of a considerable undiscovered surface force probably composed of fast ships accompanied by a carrier.

(e) In a dawn air attack there is a high probability that it could be delivered as a complete surprise in spite of any patrols we might be using and that it might find us in a condition of readiness under which pursuit would be slow to start, also it might be successful as a diversion to draw attention away from a second attacking force. The major disadvantage would be that we could have all day to find and attack the carrier. A dusk attack would have the advantage that the carrier could use the night for escape and might not be located the next day near enough for us to make a successful air attack. The disadvantage would be that it would spend the day of the attack approaching the islands and might be observed. Under the existing conditions this might not be a serious disadvantage for until an overt act has been committed we probably will take no offensive action and the only thing that would be most would be complete surprise. Midday attacks have all the disadvantages and none of the advantages of the above. After hostilities have commenced, a night attack would offer certain advantages but as an initial crippling blow a dawn or dusk attack would probably be no more hazardous and would have a better chance for accomplishing a large success. Submarine attacks could be coordinated with any air attack.

(a) Run daily patrols as far as possible to seaward through 360 degrees to reduce the probabilities of surface or air surprise. This would be desirable but can only be effectively maintained with present personnel and material for a very short period and as a practicable measure cannot, therefore, be undertaken unless other intelligence indicates that a surface raid is probable within rather narrow time limits.

(b) In the event of any form of surprise attack either on ships in the operating areas or on the islands:
1. Immediate search of all sea areas within reach to determine the location of hostile surface craft and whether or not more than one group is present.
2. Immediate arming and preparation of the maximum possible bombing force and its despatch for attack when information is available.
(c) In the event of an air attack on Oahu, in addition to (b) above:

1. The immediate despatch of all aircraft suitable for aerial combat to intercept the attackers.
2. The prompt identification of the attackers as either carrier or long range shore based aircraft.
3. The prompt dispatch of fast aircraft to follow carrier type raiders back to their carrier.

(d) In the event of a submarine attack on ships in the operating area in addition to (b) above:

1. Hold pursuit and fighter aircraft in condition of immediate readiness to counter a possible air raid until search proves that none is imminent.
2. Dispatch armed shore based fleet aircraft to relieve planes in the air over the attack area.

\[8-52\]
3. Establish a station patrol by patrol planes two hundred twenty mile radius from scene of attack at one hour before daylight of next succeeding daylight period.
4. None of the above actions can be initiated by our forces until an attack is known to be imminent or has occurred. On the other hand, when an attack develops time will probably be vital and our actions must start with a minimum of delay. It therefore appears that task forces should be organized now, missions assigned, conditions of readiness defined and detailed plans prepared so that coordinated immediate action can be taken promptly by all elements when one of the visualized emergencies arises. To provide most effectively for the necessary immediate action, the following joint task units will be required.

1. Search Unit.
2. Attack Unit.
3. Air Combat Unit.

Carrier scouts, army reconnaissance and patrol planes can be employed with very widely varying effectiveness, either for search or attack. Under varying conditions some shifts of units between the search and attack groups may be desirable. Also, the accomplishment of these two tasks must be closely coordinated and therefore these two groups should be controlled by the same task group commander.

V. Decisions:

1. This force will locate and attack forces initiating hostile actions against Oahu or fleet units in order to prevent or minimize damage to our forces from a surprise attack and to obtain information upon which to base coordinated retaliatory measures.
2. Subsidiary decisions. In order to be in all \[8-53\] respects prepared to promptly execute the above decision:

(a) Establish a task organization as follows by the issue of a joint air operation plan:

1. Search and Attack Group (Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force (Commander Patrol Wing Two))

The following units in accordance with current conditions of readiness:

- Patrol squadrons.
- Shore-based VO- VS units.
- Shore-based carrier VB and VT squadrons.
- Shore-based carrier VS planes not assigned to the air combat group.
- Shore-based Marine VS and VB squadrons.
- Army bombardment squadrons.
- Army reconnaissance squadrons.
- Navy Utility squadrons.

2. Air Combat Group (Commander Hawaiian Air Force)

The following units in accordance with current conditions of readiness:

- Army pursuit squadrons.
- Shore-based carrier VF squadrons.
- Shore-based Marine VF squadrons.

One division of shore-based carrier VS planes.

(Primarily for trailing aircraft)
(b) Assign missions to the above groups as follows:

1. Search and Attack Group. Locate, report and track all hostile surface units in position to take or threaten hostile action. Destroy hostile ships by air attack. Priority of targets: (1) carriers (2) large supporting ships. If choice of location is presented priority should be given to: (1) carrier involved in attack (2) vessels beyond reach of surface vessel [8–54] interception.

2. Air Combat Group. Intercept and destroy hostile aircraft. Identify and report type of attacking aircraft. Trail attacking carrier type planes to carrier and report location to commander and attack group. As a secondary mission support search and attack group upon request.

(c) Provide a means for quickly starting all required action under this plan when:

(a) An air attack occurs on Oahu.

(b) Information is received from any source that indicates an attack is probable.

(c) Information is received that an attack has been made on fleet units.

(d) Define conditions of readiness for use with this plan as follows:

Conditions of readiness shall be prescribed by a combination of a letter and number from the tables below. The letter indicating the part of a unit in a condition of material readiness for its assigned task and the number indicating the degree of readiness prescribed for that part.

Material Readiness:
A. All assigned operating aircraft available and ready for a task.
B. One-half of all aircraft for each functional type available and ready for a task.
C. Approximately one-quarter of all aircraft of each functional type available and ready for a task.
D. Approximately one-eighth of all aircraft of each functional type available and ready for a task.
E. All aircraft conducting routine operations, none ready for the purposes of this plan.

[S–55] Degree of Readiness:

1. For pursuit and VF types—four minutes. Types other than fighters—fifteen minutes.

2. All types—30 minutes.

3. All types—one hour.

4. All types—two hours.

5. All types—four hours.

The armament and fuel load for each type under the above conditions of readiness are dependent upon the tasks assigned in contributory plans and orders and will be prescribed therein.

(e) Establish a procedure whereby the conditions of readiness to be maintained by each unit is at all times prescribed by the Senior Officers Present of the Army and Navy as a result of all information currently available to them. In using the above conditions it should be noted that: Condition A–1 requires a preparation period of reduced operations and can be maintained for only a short time as it is an all hands condition. Conditions B–1 and B–2 require watch and watch for all personnel and personnel fitness for air action will decrease rapidly if they are maintained too long. Any condition 1, 2, or 3 will curtail essential expansion training work. Conditions C, or D, 4 or 5 can be maintained without unduly curtailing normal training work.

(f) In order to perfect fundamental communications by use and to insure that prospective Task Group Commanders at all times know the forces immediately available to them for use, under the plan above, in case of a sudden emergency, provide for daily dispatch readiness reports as of the end of normal daily flying from all [S–56] units to their prospective task force commander. These reports to state:

(a) Number of planes in the unit by functional types such as bomber, fighter, etc.

(b) Number of each type in commission for flight and their degree of readiness as defined above.

(g) After the joint air operations plan under subsidiary decision (a) above has been issued, the task group commander designated therein will prepare detailed contributory plans for their groups to cover the various probable situations requiring quick action in order that the desired immediate action in an emergency can be initiated with no further written orders. To assist in this work the following temporary details will be made:
(a) By Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force (Commander Patrol Wing Two): an officer experienced in VF and VS operations and planning to assist the Commander of Air Combat Group.

(b) By the Commander Hawaiian Air Force: an officer experienced in Army bombardment and reconnaissance operations and planning to assist the Commander of the Search and Attack Group.

F. L. Martin,
Major General, U. S. Army,
Commanding Hawaiian Air Force.

P. N. L. Bellinger,
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy,
Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force
(Commander Patrol Wing Two).

Authenticated:

J. W. Bays,
Lieutenant, U. S. Navy.

BASE DEFENSE AIR FORCE,
PATROL WING TWO,
FLEET AIR DETACHMENT,
NAVAL AIR STATION,
PEARL HARBOR, T. H., APRIL 9, 1941.


Conditions of readiness and readiness reports:
1. Conditions of readiness will be prescribed by a combination of a letter and a number from the tables below. The letter indicating the part of a unit in a condition of material readiness for its assigned task and the number indicating the degree of operational readiness prescribed for that part.

   Material Readiness:
   A. All assigned operating aircraft available and ready for a task.
   B. One-half of all aircraft of each functional type available and ready for a task.
   C. Approximately one-quarter of all aircraft of each functional type available and ready for a task.
   D. Approximately one-eighth of all aircraft of each functional type available and ready for a task.
   E. All aircraft conducting routine operations, none ready for the purposes of this plan.

   Degree of operational readiness:
   All times listed in this table are the maximums allowed for the first plane of a unit to be in the air armed and proceeding with the assigned task.
   1. For pursuit and VF types—four minutes. Types other than fighters—fifteen minutes.
   2. All types—30 minutes.
   3. All types—one hour.
   4. All types—two hours.
   5. All types—four hours.
   [8–9]8

2. The armament and fuel load for each type under the above conditions of readiness are dependent upon the task assigned in contributory plans and orders and will be prescribed in these.

3. Readiness Reports:
   (a) A despatch readiness report, as of 1500 each day shall be made by each unit assigned to a task group by this plan as follows:
   (1) Units of “Search and Attack Group” to the Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force (Commander Patrol Wing Two.)
   (2) Units of the “Air Combat Group” to the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Air Force via Commander Naval Base Defense Air Force.
   (b) These reports shall state:
   (1) The number of operating planes in the unit by functional types as bomber, fighter, etc.
   (2) The number of each type in material readiness for flight and their degree of operational readiness as defined above.
   (c) The officer detailing VS planes to the Air Combat Unit (paragraph 4 of N. B. D. A. F. plan No. A-1-41) shall inform the Commander Naval Base Defense
Air Force and Commanding General Hawaiian Air Force by despatch of the detail and any changes therein.

Now, based on that the air officer commanding Patrol Wing 2, Commander Bellinger, and General Martin, Commander of the Hawaiian Air Force, got out an operating plan which was effective on the date that the attack took place.

General McCoy. Admiral, these agreements between Admiral Bloch and General Short, signed by each one of them, were they [8–59] approved by you as Commander-in-Chief of the fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. They were approved by me as Commander-in-Chief of the fleet, yes, sir. Whether I signed them—I don’t recall that I actually signed them, but I knew all about it and I did approve of it.

General McCoy. Admiral Bloch was the responsible officer for the defense of Pearl Harbor on that day?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. Admiral Bloch was not responsible for the defense of Pearl Harbor; he was responsible for certain elements of the defense.

General McCoy. He was?

Admiral Kimmel. He was.

General McCoy. He was responsible for the security of the Navy Yard. Doesn’t that also include Pearl Harbor? How is that exercised where you were present?

Admiral Kimmel. As you stated it, sir, you said Admiral Bloch was responsible for the defense of Pearl Harbor. Of course the defense of Pearl Harbor, by agreement and by joint action of the Army and the Navy, was the responsibility of the Army, and Admiral Bloch was responsible for the naval elements that could be made available for the defense of Pearl Harbor.

The Chairman. That is to say that in the event of an air raid the responsibility on Admiral Bloch was to turn over whatever was available to the Hawaiian Air Force to be used in connection with its own forces?

Admiral Kimmel. For destroying planes over Oahu, yes, sir.

General McCoy. The call to be made on you by him for the Army command?

Admiral Kimmel. Subsequently, that is in the operating plan, but we ran into some difficulty in the practical operation as to making this available. We got that all ironed out by the time of the attack, or long before the attack took place. That is, the different elements were automatically available [8–60] in case of an air raid. That was, I think, well understood by all elements.

General McCoy. Well, for instance, when an attack was over Oahu, my understanding would be that the Navy forces would go to the Army automatically, and by request vice versa, if you wanted them for patrolling over the seas, and they would go to you?

Admiral Kimmel. That is just the point. In the drills with them we found that it took entirely too long to get a communication through. That provision was subsequently taken care of in the operating plans, and those forces that were available became immediately available.

The Chairman. That is to say, Admiral Bloch would not wait for a telephone call from General Martin, since he knew what he had
available for the Army, for General Martin, and would put his com-
mand at the disposal of General Martin?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. And vice versa?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes. That was the way it worked out prac-
tically.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. But in a working agreement they had this right
to hold it back, but practically—I am now giving you what I believe
to be a fact, and you can determine that more thoroughly from Ad-
miral Bellinger and Admiral Bloch here.

Admiral Standley. Off the record.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

Admiral Kimmel. I have heard, and this is hearsay—I wish to make
that clear—that orders were issued by Admiral Bellinger and how
and where he wanted his bombers to go. He immediately asked which
bombers would be available, and when he was told he told them where
he wanted them to go.

Now, there is a discrepancy that never may be definitely located—I don't know—in all the testimony that is given here as to
the events of this particular day. You can realize that people were
laboring under a terrific stress and surprise which was so great that
this thing had occurred, and the damage done, which was quite sub-
stantial, and we are bound to run into discrepancies of this kind in
the testimony.

I believe that everyone is trying his best to tell the truth.

The Chairman. I am sure of it.

Admiral Standley. Let me ask a question there, if I may, Mr.
Chairman.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Following this policy or this understanding
that you said had been arrived at between the two force commanders,
that was the procedure that was to be effective in case of an attack or
an emergency; is that correct?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. But in the event or prior to the emergency
where, as you have previously stated, there was a lack of sufficient
force of whatever kind or nature to perform the tasks assigned, do
you know whether the Commander of Patrol Wing, Admiral Bell-
linger, had asked the Army to supplement his offshore patrol?

I understand it is the Navy function to provide the offshore air
patrol?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And there were not sufficient patrol planes to
accomplish that effectively with the forces at that time. Had Ad-
miral Bellinger made any request on the Army to supplement his
forces to take care of that situation? Do you know?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, so far as I know, he had not, but the only
real effective patrol planes that the Army had were big bombers, and these big bombers within a week—it was reported
to me that only six of them were in operating condition, and they had
some twelve available at that time. We had—and my figures may be
slightly in error—but we had approximately twelve of those bombers here, but all but twelve had been flown to Midway, Wake, and then by way of Australia to the Philippines.

We were daily expecting somewhere in the neighborhood of sixty additional long-range bombers to come through here, and they were scheduled to go on to the Philippines. Shortly after that there were to be a hundred, I think. The exact figures escape me, but it was a large number. The Department was much concerned about the situation of Wake Island, and I thought we would be able to get these bombers through from Wake all the way to the Philippines.

We had previously put the guns on Wake, and we sent two submarines out to assist the defense, and we had just sent out these twelve fighting planes at the time that the attack took place. We were attempting to secure Wake as well as we could.

The construction of these bases on the outlying islands has been under the most adverse conditions. We were faced with the necessity of building bases and of protecting them at the same time. We had a limited supply of water and water-making facilities, food, and refrigerator facilities, and the total number of men on each one of the islands could not be exceeded. You could take your choice as to whether they should be military personnel or construction personnel at all times.

When we sent guns and the Marines to Wake, we had to withdraw some of the working force. When the Department wanted to send out a much smaller number of guns than I did, I sent a despatch to the Department in which I suggested more guns be sent, and they approved of it. About two weeks later they told me they did not want all those guns out there and they wanted to send considerably fewer. I told them it was too late, that the guns were already there, and that I could not very well get them back.

Admiral Standley. Did all these preparations and plans interfere with the requests or with the planes carrying out patrolling between the Army and the Navy?

Admiral Kimmel. I beg your pardon?

Admiral Standley. My question was concerned with the fact if Admiral Bellinger did not make any requests upon the Army to supplement his offshore patrol?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. About the request of Admiral Bellinger on the Army or planes to carry on offshore patrol, that could have been made, but so far as I know, it was not made; but I desire to point out in that connection that we had maneuvers shortly before this in which all the ships of the fleet took part, and we wanted the Army to take part in that maneuver. We invited them to, but the Army could not do it because they were engaged in ferrying these planes to the Asiatics, and in getting their planes in a ferrying condition here. I realized that the chance of getting any assistance from the Army was very small inasmuch as they had only six of these bombers which could fight this week before. They had their problems too, you understand.

The Chairman. Yes.
Admiral Standley. However, if you had anticipated the emergency which developed, would you have had any hesitancy in asking the Army for its help?

Admiral Kimmel. Not the slightest.

Admiral Standley. The answer is that the emergency was not anticipated, and therefore the other work took precedence over the condition you did not anticipate?

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct, sir, but I would like [S-64] to point out one thing and that was that we really had more ships out than the operating plans called for, and we made some changes in it from what the operating plan originally called for. We had not sufficient air force to maintain this patrol and if the patrol had been sent out we had no air striking force left to go after the enemy when we found him.

General McNarney. At this point I would like to read into the record the following figures from the statement of General Short as to the planes in and out of commission on December 7, 1941:

Reconnaissance planes in commission.............................................. 6
Reconnaissance planes out of commission........................................ 7
Bomber planes in commission.......................................................... 39
Bomber planes out of commission.................................................... 33

Admiral Reeves. That agrees with the Admiral’s testimony.

The Chairman. You say that General Martin and Admiral Bellinger had worked out some cooperative plans pursuant to the mater plan?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, that is so. I will submit that as an exhibit.

The Chairman. All right. Submit it as “Kimmel 3” and we will include that with your testimony so that we will have it before us.

You could probably furnish us copies.

(The document referred to above is quoted in the original transcript on pages 556-A to 556-O inclusive; it is also quoted in this supplemental transcript on pages S-47 to S-58 inclusive.)

Admiral Kimmel. Exhibit 19. This is a fortnightly summary of current national situations, a bulletin issued by the Director of Naval Intelligence under date of 1 December 1941. I will read from “The Japanese Naval Situation” on page 9 of the fortnightly summary of the Office of Naval Intelligence, [S-65] dated 1 December, 1941:

Deployment of naval forces to the southward has indicated clearly that extensive preparations are under way for hostilities. At the same time troop transports and freighters are pouring continually down from Japan and northern China coast ports headed south, apparently for French Indo-China and Formosan ports. Present movements to the south appear to be carried out by small individual units, but the organization of an extensive task force, now definitely indicated, will probably take sharper form in the next few days. To date this task force, under the Command of the Commander in Chief Second Fleet, appears to be subdivided into two major task groups, one gradually concentrating off the Southeast Asiatic coast, the other in the Mandates. Each constitutes a strong striking force of heavy and light cruisers, units of the combined air force, destroyer and submarine squadrons. Although one division of battleships also may be assigned, the major capital ship strength remains in home waters, as well as the greatest portion of the carriers.
The equipment being carried south is a vast assortment, including landing boats in considerable numbers. Activity in the Mandates, under naval control, consists not only of large reinforcements of personnel, aircraft, munitions but also of construction material with yard workmen, engineers, etc.

Exhibit 22 contains communications between Tokyo and the Japanese Consul at Honolulu. The vital importance which Tokyo obviously attached to a knowledge of the ships in Pearl Harbor and the manner in which they guarded against the departure of[8–66] those ships without immediate warning of that departure appears conclusive evidence to the effect that Japan had no intention of attacking Pearl Harbor in the absence of a large number of our battleships and aircraft carriers. Elaborate arrangements were made to report to Japanese submarines and Japanese vessels at sea the departure of the aircraft carriers and battleships from Pearl Harbor by:

1. Broadcast advertisements over KGMB at 0945 daily.
2. A system of lights from a house on Lanakai and Kalama during the night and visual day signals at Lanakai from a star-boat during daylight.
3. Further visual warning of the absence of aircraft carriers and battleships was a bonfire to be shown on the Island of Mauri near the Kula Sanatarium.

The codes of the Japanese Consul were seized on 7 December and it was not until 9 December that by using these codes the messages were broken down and the translation available to me. Had the information contained in exhibit 22 been known to me on 6 December I would have ordered all units to sea, because the best dispositions against surprise air attack can be effected with the fleet at sea.

However, the initiative as to the time of attack prior to the declaration of war rested entirely with the Japanese and if the fleet did proceed to sea, it had eventually to return to port for fuel, provisions, minor repairs to machinery, etc. In that event, the Japanese would have awaited the time when a considerable portion of the fleet was again in Pearl Harbor.

The Chairman. Do you have knowledge of a message from the Consul here seized after the consular office was seized?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. And that was seized when? On the 7th or 8th?


The Chairman. You had no information of these secret codes before that day?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, which I got on the 9th.

The Chairman. It wasn’t broken down until sometime after?

Admiral Kimmel. It took a couple of days to break it down, yes.

I do not think it is necessary to read these messages.

The Chairman. This will be off the record.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

The Chairman. Do you want to read them now?

Admiral Standley. Yes, but off the record.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

Admiral Kimmel. Why the fleet is in Hawaiian waters: All the senior officers of the Navy have recognized the increased possibility
of surprise attack against the fleet when that fleet is operating and based in the Hawaiian waters. These facts were forcibly brought to the attention of the authorities in Washington by my predecessor, Admiral Richardson. In answer to a letter of his, the Chief of Naval Operations, under date of 27 May 1940 wrote Admiral Richardson as follows:

Yours of the 22nd just received. I shall endeavor to answer it paragraph by paragraph ———.

Why are you in the Hawaiian Area?

Answer: You are there because of the deterrent effect which it is thought your presence may have on the Japs going into the East Indies.

And further in the same letter:

I realize what you say about the advantage of returning to the West Coast for the purpose of preparation, but at this time that is out of the question. If you did return it might nullify the principal reason for your being in Hawaii.

Now, those same conditions obtained up to the time of the attack here on the 7th of December. I knew that the Navy De- [6-69] partment and the Administration in Washington insisted on keeping the fleet out here. I knew of the vulnerability of the fleet here. I thought it was appreciated in the Navy Department as well as by me, but it was one of the things I felt was beyond my power to change. I had the choice of saying I would not stay and to get another commander-in-chief, or to remain. Naturally, I wish I had taken the other course at the present time, but I did not. I did the best I could with what I had and under the conditions existing.

I have here Exhibits 1 to 8 which may be of interest. These are the steps which we took in the Pacific fleet to improve the efficiency of the fleet and to further the training program and to render the fleet as secure as possible.

I will read to you the titles which I think perhaps will give you all that is necessary, and you can go into them more thoroughly if the question arises in your minds as to the efforts that we made to bring this fleet up to a proper fighting efficient order.

The first one is on the question of anti-submarine screens, which was submitted on the 16th day of September, 1941. You can realize that all these represent the latest revisions we made of the orders which had been in effect prior to this time. It speaks of inner, intermediate, and outer antisubmarine screens. It speaks of general maneuvers, patrol stations, and a number of other questions that are germane to the subject, together with a number of diagrams.

Exhibit 2 is the tentative radar doctrine. The last revision was dated September 7, 1941. This is annex E to Pacific fleet operation order No, 31-41.

We had taken vigorous steps to learn how to use the radar. We had had a great many exercises in the radar, and we had developed a reasonably good doctrine for its use. We got out on October 28th instructions for escort commanders and com- [8-69] manding officers of escort vessels.

On 31 October we got out task force organizations and missions. These divided the fleet into three task forces, or rather I should say into a number of task forces, but three principal ones, and it was a revision of the organization previously issued, changing it in some respects and getting it more nearly on a war footing.
It provided for a support force, a covering force, a reconnaissance force, a force to train in landing operations. It divided and established the task force for the Fourteenth Naval District, for the submarines, patrol wings, and a number of other points. It is here in extenso.

Exhibit 5 is the aircraft depth bomb alert watch. We had depth bombs in the fleet, and it was necessary to maintain a watch to drop a depth bomb, and I had arrangements for a plane to stand by when the patrol was out and to launch it immediately, to send out a depth bomb into any suspected place.

Battle plan and submarine and patrol planes under bulletin revision U. S. F. 10, which is covering the tactical orders and doctrine in United States fleet, and that was in process of revision at the time of the attack, or rather I should say it had been revised and was in process of printing at the time of the attack. The provisions of that were in effect though.

When I went to Washington in June I presented to the Chief of Naval Operations this survey of conditions in the Pacific fleet, and I took a great many steps hoping to improve the condition of the fleet, and I think we did make some improvements.

(Survey referred to in preceding paragraph was submitted by Admiral Kimmel as his Exhibit number 9, and follows page “567 Corrected A” of the original transcript which see opposite—Kimmel Exhibit No. 6.)

[8-69a]

UNITED STATES FLEET

A16/(0828)

U. S. S. PENNSYLVANIA, Flagship

S-E-C-R-E-T

PEARL HARBOR, T. H.,

26 May 1941.

From: Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Pacific Fleet.
To: The Chief of Naval Operations.
Subject: Survey of Conditions in Pacific Fleet.

I. Personnel.

(a) Stability. A most important, perhaps the most important factor in the day by day readiness of the Pacific Fleet is the question of stabilizing personnel—both officers and men. The Fleet is doing all it can, and is making good progress, in absorbing new men and training new officers, but facts are facts and neither the Fleet nor the individual ships can be a coordinated war machine if the present rapid turnover of personnel is continued.

(b) Permanency of Officer Personnel. Regular and experienced officers have been detached at an alarming rate. Cooke, for example, who came to the PENNSYLVANIA the latter part of February, is fourth on the list of twelve battleship captains in time on present billet. Executive officers are going, if anything even more frequently. The situation is no better in cruisers. There appears to be a tendency to give priority in importance to shore duty over sea duty; witness, transfer of officers skilled in fire control and gunnery to production and inspection jobs ashore, and the all too frequent detachment of commanding and executive officers and heads of departments from ships of all types. Expansion of the Forces Afloat does call for sacrifice in permanency of assignment in the Fleet, but we cannot afford to replace our experienced officers with reserves, most of whom are untrained, if we are to be ready for serious business. It does seem that much can be done toward stabilizing the experienced personnel we now have. Ordering captains, executives and heads of departments of the various types, well knowing that they will be eligible for selection and promotion within six months is an example of a condition readily susceptible of correction.

(d) Permanency of Enlisted Personnel. The situation is well known to the Department, as indicated by a recent directive to take full advantage of the
law and retain men whose enlistments expire outside the continental limits of the United States. The drastic trend in reduction of reenlistments in the Navy as a whole in the month of April is of serious import to the Fleet. Even in the Pearl Harbor area the wages offered ashore are so attractive and the jobs are so many that skilled men whose enlistments expire are tempted not to reenlist. A recent survey of Battleship Division THREE indicates that of the men whose enlistments expire between 1 June and 31 August 1941, 68.5% do not intend to reenlist. This is in line with a recent report of the Bureau of Navigation showing a reduction in reenlistments for the month of April from 83.09% to 69.53%. The Commander-in-Chief has requested the Bureau of Navigation to initiate legislation to hold for the duration of the war all men now enlisted in the Navy. He [S-69] does not look with favor upon the directive mentioned in the first sentence of this subparagraph. It is discriminatory and does not apply equally to all Fleets or even to all ships of the Pacific Fleet, since some ships overhaul on the Coast while others overhaul at Pearl Harbor.

The Fleet must and gladly will train and provide men for new construction and outfitting stations to the limit of its capabilities, but it should be unnecessary to assign to shore duty so many experienced petty officers as we now find ashore. There is an urgent necessity that a continuous supply of recruits be furnished for training. It should be pointed out that since September, with new men started coming in in large numbers all vessels have had to absorb recruits in a large proportion. In the Fleet as a whole, complements are now made up of over 25% of men with the maximum of a year's service, and in some ships the figure approaches 50%. In the case of newly acquired transports, cargo ships, tankers and the like, the complements are almost 100% reserve, with little previous training. Present conditions are worse rather than better when new ships in large numbers are added to the Navy. The situation will be extremely acute if we are then at war. It is obvious that there are limitations on the capacity of active ships for supplying the large numbers of officers and men required to man the Navy now building, unless the immediate fighting capacity of the ships is seriously crippled.

Long range planning, with reasonable foresight as to future needs, is an imperative necessity. It would appear that training activities ashore must be greatly expanded, as the physical capacities of the ships limits the number that can be trained in the Fleet. The possibility that we may have to provide and quarter, ashore, a pool of trained men for new construction should be carefully examined, and provision now made for it, if found necessary.

A problem of immediate importance is brought about by a recent letter from the Bureau of Navigation which states that between now and September some 3,080 men, more than half of whom are rated, will be taken from the Fleet for new construction and for this purpose allocations are made in the ratio of 72% Pacific Fleet to 28% Atlantic Fleet. Unless a readjustment is made in these figures to correspond to the recent readjustment in the relative strengths of these Fleets, the Pacific Fleet will be seriously stripped of experienced men and may be unable to furnish some of the ratings demanded.

(d) Health and Morale. The desirability, if international conditions permit, of health and recreation trips to the Coast by Task Forces, each of which shall be no more than one-fourth the strength of the Pacific Fleet as now constituted must be given serious consideration.

(e) Assignment of Flag Officers. It is particularly desired that Vice Admiral Pye be retained as Commander of the Battle Force. Admiral Pye is able, vigorous, and loyal; and is an officer whom I would select, above all others, as Commander Battle Force.

[f] Uniform. There is too much change and experimentation at this time. It is not important whether rank is shown on the sleeve or on the shoulder of a khaki uniform, nor is it important whether the eagle of the cap device faces to left or to right. As for the khaki working uniform the Commander-in-Chief is convinced that it lessens the dignity and military point of view of the wearer and has a tendency to let down the efficiency of personnel. Reports from the aircraft squadrons are to the effect that from any considerable altitude they are unable to detect the color of the uniform on ships at sea.

II. Aviation.

(a) Aviation Training. The following requirements for aviation have been urged but favorable action has not yet been taken:
(1) Newly graduated pilots for carriers, battleships and cruisers should first be ordered to San Diego for indoctrination in Fleet squadron work and familiarization with latest types of planes.

(2) Replacement carrier groups should be built up at San Diego, for indoctrination of new graduates and for rotation with groups already in carriers.

(3) The rating of Aircraft Radioman should be established.

The following requirements are in process of correction but progress is too slow:

(1) The level of experience of pilots in the Fleet is very low and the total number is too low.

(2) The level of experience of aviation ratings in the Fleet is low and the allowances are not filled.

(3) The rating of Aircraft Bomber, though approved, has not yet been established.

(b) Aviation Material. The following items which apply to aviation are in process of correction but progress is too slow:

(1) Carrier torpedo planes are obsolescent and spare carrier torpedo planes are few.

(2) Replacement of other carrier planes with more modern types is not yet completed and the replacement planes are not yet fully modernized.

(3) There are not yet enough spare carrier planes of the new types and the stock of spare parts and engines is too low.

(4) Deliveries of ordnance and radio equipment for new planes have been too slow.

(5) Cruiser planes are obsolescent and deliveries of replacements have been too slow.

(6) Modernized patrol planes are not yet available in quantity. There are none in the Hawaiian area and there is no early prospect for replacement of those of the older type now in the Hawaiian area.

(7) There have been no deliveries of special radio equipment for patrol planes, corresponds to RADAR [8–69d] for ships, which will enormously increase the potentialities of these planes.

(8) There is a serious shortage of aircraft machine gun ammunition.

(9) No armor-piercing bombs, antiaircraft bombs or aerial depth bombs are yet available.

(10) There is a very serious shortage of aircraft torpedoes, and of equipment for their maintenance and overhaul.

(11) Completions of new carriers and new patrol plane tenders are too slow.

(12) Provision for bombs and for refueling planes at outlying bases is sketchy.

(13) There has been serious delay in deliveries of equipment under the cognizance of other Bureaus than Yards and Docks in connection with the construction of new air stations and bases.

In addition to the afore-mentioned items the following have been urged but favorable action has not yet been taken:

(1) Aircraft overhaul at N. A. S., Pearl Harbor, now limited to patrol planes, should be expanded to provide for all planes now based in this area. Transfer to and from West Coast for overhaul is impracticable.

(2) Additional barracks should be established at N. A. S. Pearl Harbor.

(d) Separate Air Force. This ever present question is again being brought to the fore, in view of Mr. Scruggian’s recent utterances. It is vital that the Navy’s air service remain as it is. Our naval aviation is generally recognized, throughout the world, as being the best equipped, best trained, and most advanced of any naval air service. This has been brought about by the mutual recognition of the intimate relationship between air and surface sea forces, particularly in far-flung operations distant from established bases. Effective cooperation, in naval operations, between air and surface craft requires the closest kind of coordination, predicated upon precise knowledge of each other’s capabilities, limitations, and tactics. This can only be attained by day-by-day operations, association, and exchange of ideas as an integral part of one organization. It is vital that this relationship continue, even at the expense (though this feature is greatly exag-
gerated) of some duplication of effort between the Army and the Navy. Mr. Scrugham's chief complaint, which deals chiefly with duplication of facilities at coastal air stations and the proximity of those stations to each other, is not a valid one. The services perform separate functions; the Army in extending the range of coastal batteries and the Navy in extending the mobility and coverage of ships in off shore search. The proximity of the fields to each other is largely a matter of the vagaries of Congress and the availability of land. The United States, due to its physical separation from its most probable enemies, has less need for a concentrated, offensive, air-striking force than other nations. [S-69e] The present GHQ air force, however, amply supplies this need. It may be noted, in passing, that, in spite of the fact that the Air Corps is a part of the Army, the strong tendency within that Corps for separation, has prevented the development of effective cooperation between ground and air forces. A separate air corps would make the situation much worse—for the Navy it would mean the death of naval aviation.

The British have found it necessary to place their coastal air command under the direct control of the Navy. Aside from discoordination of operations, this command was suffering from lack of proper types.

III. Material, General.

(a) Priorities.—The Navy is at present suffering from a shortage of material and is experiencing difficulty in having this shortage corrected. The principal items, and those that directly affect our early readiness, are (1) small arms and machine gun ammunition for airplanes and the Fleet Marine Force; (2) airplanes, especially those equipped with modern armor and armament; (3) close-range anti-aircraft guns, especially a 1.1", Bofors, and Oerlikon; (4) ammunition in general, particularly adequate reserves, and bombs of all kinds. Our ability to correct these deficiencies is limited by two factors: (1) aid to Great Britain, and (2) rapid expansion of the Army. Both of these limiting factors are admitted of great importance and are entitled to proper weight in any system of priorities, but, from the point of view of the Fleet, it appears that there is a tendency to overlook the time factor. A priority system based on relative quantities needed by the three competing agencies, Britain, Army and the Navy, will prove fatally defective, if the time of beginning active operations is overlooked. As the situation appears now, the Navy may be called on for active operations in contact with well equipped opposing forces, yet is prevented from obtaining vitally necessary needs by the magnitude of the needs of Britain and the Army. If we are going into action first, our needs must be filled ahead of the Army’s, and those sine qua non needs such as small arms and machine gun ammunition, modern airplanes, and modern close-range anti-aircraft guns, must be filled ahead of Britain’s. There is a minimum need for the Navy without which it can not fight at all. Irrespective of how small that need may be relative to the quantitative demands of others, it must be filled first.

It is important to bring out this point now, since it is understood that the Army is basing its procurement program on a 4,000,000 man Army. If allocation is based on relative quantities, under such a program, the Navy will get little consideration. The imminence of active operations should be the criterion. Of course, the Navy Department is in a better position to judge that than we are, but we’ve been led to believe we were pretty close to war on several occasions, but we still didn’t get the items we need.

(b) Radar equipment. Such excellent results are being obtained from the few RADAR’s furnished that we should install now the equipment which will work, and not wait for something better to be developed. Delivery of RADAR should be accelerated.

[V-69f] IV. Communications.

The need for establishment of confidential call sign is urgent. With the present system of calls the text of a message may sometimes be inferred from the radio calls used. The danger of the present system is that codes may be compromised, as well as information disclosed. The cryptographic aid section of OpNav should immediately get out confidential call signs and more cryptographic aids.

V. Operations.

(a) Fleet Operations. With the recent detachment of many of the most modern and effective units, the adequacy and suitability of the forces remaining to accomplish the tasks to which they may be assigned is very doubtful,
In the Pacific, our potential enemy is far away and hard to get at. He has no exposed vital interests within reach of Pearl Harbor, and has a system of defense in the Mandates, Marianas, and Bouins that requires landing operations, supported by sea forces, against organized land positions supported by land-based air. This is the hardest kind of opposition to overcome and requires detailed preparation and rehearsal. It also requires a preponderance of light force and carrier strength, in which we are woefully deficient in the Pacific. Our present strength is in battleships—which come into play only after we have reduced the intervening organized positions. They (battleships) will have to be used to "cover" the intervening operations and prevent interference therewith, but their real value cannot be realized until the intervening opposition has been overcome and a position obtained from which solid strength can be brought to bear.

The Japanese are not going to expose their main fleet until they are either forced to do so by our obtaining a position close enough to threaten their vital interests or it is advantageous for them to do so by our having "broken our backs", so to speak, by going up against their land positions and attrition operations.

The foregoing discussion is brought out to emphasize that the role of light forces, and particularly carriers, in the Pacific, is far more important than a casual evaluation of relative strength would suggest. Under RAINBOW 5, the Pacific Fleet (perhaps justifiably, in view of the Atlantic situation) is so reduced in light force and carrier strength that its capabilities for offensive operations of a decisive nature are severely crippled. Quick results may only be hoped for—common sense dictates that it is largely hope, based principally upon the idea that Japan will make a fundamental mistake, and that bold action may be able to take advantage of it.

In the Pacific, with enemy vital interests so far away, and no bases of our own within striking distance, the logistic problem is acute. We have not, at present, sufficient ammunition, provisions, cargo ships or tankers to support active operations in the Western Pacific—where the real battleground will be. We are having difficulty, even now, supporting the construction and defense activities of our own outlying bases. More auxiliary vessels are needed, now, for that purpose, and future needs must be anticipated to allow for acquisition and conversion of the ships. Our past experience, in this regard, has not been a happy one—the lag between acquisition and entrance into service being six months to a year. Repair and maintenance facilities at advanced bases can not be created overnight, nor can the Fleet remain long without them.

(b) Fourteenth Naval District. The defense of the Fleet base at Pearl Harbor is a matter of considerable concern. We should continue to bring pressure to bear on the Army to get more antiaircraft guns, airplanes, and RADAR equipment in Hawaii and to insure priority for this over Continental and expanded Army needs.

The naval forces available to Commandant are meager to the point of nonexistence. A Fleet base is a place of rest, recreation, and resuscitation and must afford protection of the Fleet at anchor and during entrance and egress independent of the units of the Fleet. If units of a fleet must be employed for its own defense, in its base, its freedom of action for offensive operations is seriously curtailed—possibly to the point where it is tied to the base by the necessities for defense of that base. The need for patrol boats and other small craft, especially those equipped with listening devices, is urgent. The Fleet must be relieved of those functions which properly belong to the District. The Fleet does not have the destroyers or other vessels to take over those duties. The situation has been brought to the Department’s attention by letter. It is now much more serious as many destroyers have been detached from this Fleet.

(c) Marine. The necessity for closely coordinated training of Marines and the ships which will support their landing operations is readily apparent. Operations of this character require detailed training and realistic rehearsal. At present, the Marines and their training ground (San Clemente) are in one location and the ships in another, 2,000 miles away. We need a training ground for landing operations and a camp for a substantial portion of the Fleet Marine Force in the Hawaiian area. This need will be worse, if we get in war in the Pacific, because we will not only need a training ground and large camp site for Marines, but also must train and rehearse, as the campaign progresses, Army forces as well.
Kahoolawe is practically undeveloped and can be used as an Hawaiian San Clemente. A camp site for 5,000 Marines has been selected and recommended for acquisition. This program should be pushed.

The Sixth Defense Battalion should be brought to Hawaii now in order to relieve the Seventh Defense Battalion at Midway where the latter has been stationed for some months. Equipment for this battalion should be provided as soon as possible. Other defense battalions now in the Hawaiian area are being used for other outlying bases.

(a) Logistic Support. Ships to transport men and materials to and from the Coast and to supply the outlying islands is urgent.

There is similar urgency in the need for ships to transport aircraft. Aircraft carriers should not be used for this purpose in peacetime and cannot be so employed in war. Action has repeatedly been requested.

VI. National Policy.

(a) Although largely uninformed as to day-by-day developments, one cannot escape the conclusion that our national policies and diplomatic and military moves to implement them, are not fully coordinated. No policy, today, is any better than the force available to support it. While this is well recognized in principle, it is, apparently, lost sight of in practice. We have, for example, made strong expressions of our intention to retain an effective voice in the Far East, yet have, so far, refused to develop Guam or to provide adequate defense for the Philippines. We retained the Fleet in Hawaii, last summer, as [S-69h] a diplomatic gesture, but almost simultaneously detached heavy cruisers to the Atlantic and retained new destroyers there, and almost demobilized the Fleet by wholesale changes in personnel.

We should decide on what we are going to do about the Philippines, now, and provide for their defense, if retained. It is easily conceivable that 50,000 troops and 400 airplanes, on Luzon, might prove a sufficient deterrent to Japan to prevent direct action. We should develop Guam and provide for its defense commensurate with its state of development. It is foolish to develop it for some one else to use.

The military branches of the government should be told, by the diplomatic branch, what effect it is desired to produce and their judgment as to the means available and the manner of its accomplishment should be accorded predominant weight.

Our Hemispheric Defense policy must comprehend the fullest cooperation between participating nations and our commitments limited by our available force. A strong component of that force is bases. No Hemispheric Defense policy that does not provide for our free use and development of South American bases (and local military and logistic support) can be effective.

VII. Information.

(a) The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet is in a very difficult position. He is far removed from the seat of government, in a complex and rapidly changing situation. He is, as a rule, not informed as to the policy, or change of policy, reflected in current events and naval movements and, as a result, is unable to evaluate the possible effect upon his own situation. He is not even sure of what force will he available to him and has little voice in matters radically affecting his ability to carry out his assigned tasks. This lack of information is disturbing and tends to create uncertainty, a condition which directly contravenes that singleness of purpose and confidence in one's own course of action so necessary to the conduct of military operations.

It is realized that, on occasion, the rapid developments in the international picture, both diplomatic and military, and, perhaps, even the lack of knowledge of the military authorities themselves, may militate against the furnishing of timely information, but certainly the present situation is susceptible to marked improvement. Full and authoritative knowledge of current policies and objectives, even though necessarily late at times, would enable the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet to modify, adapt, or even re-orient his possible courses of action to conform to current concepts. This is particularly applicable to the current Pacific situation, where the necessities for intensive training of a partially trained Fleet must be carefully balanced against the desirability of interruption of this training by strategic dispositions, or otherwise, to meet [S-69h] impending eventu-alities. Moreover, due to this same factor of distance and time, the Department itself is not too well informed as to the local situation, particularly with regard to the status of current outlying island development, thus making it even more
necessary that the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet be guided by broad policy and objectives rather than by categorical instructions.

It is suggested that it be made a cardinal principle that the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet be immediately informed of all important developments as they occur and by the quickest secure means available.

VIII. Public Opinion.

(a) As preparation for war, the current mental and moral preparation of our people, as reflected in the newspapers and magazines, is utterly wrong. To back into a war, unsupported or only half-heartedly supported by public opinion, is to court losing it. A left-handed, vacillating approach to a very serious decision is totally destructive of that determination and firmness of national character without which we cannot succeed. The situation demands that our people be fully informed of the issues involved, the means necessary and available, and the consequences of success or failure. When we go in, we must go with ships, planes, guns, men and material, to the full extent of our resources. To tell our people anything else is to perpetrate a base deception which can only be reflected in lackadaisical and half-hearted prosecution.

/s/ H. E. Kimmel.

[8-70] Those are the principal things there.

Now, there is another thing, and that is the question of radar information, and I think perhaps you heard something about that, but I think it is wise for me to give you what I think and what I know about it.

The Army in the Hawaiian Area have a radar network on the Island of Oahu. On December 7, 1941, no communication was received from the Army authorities by the Naval authorities informing the latter that the Army radar had unknown planes recorded on their receivers.

At about 10:45 Tuesday, December 9, 1941, Commander Kitts, Lieutenant Colonel Pfeiffer, USMC, two members of my Staff, and Commander Momsen on the Staff of the Commandant, Fourteenth Naval District were in conference with Army authorities regarding the placing of certain anti-aircraft batteries. At the conclusion of the conference on this subject, Brigadier General Davidson, USA, asked these three naval officers if they would be interested in examining a radar plot of the Japanese planes which was recorded at the Army radar reception center during the forenoon of December 7, 1941. These naval officers did examine this plot and discovered therefrom that the Army radar network had picked up many unknown planes at or about six a.m., December 7, 1941, about 132 miles north of the Island of Kauai and had tracked these planes to Oahu and back to the northward until they disappeared from the radar receiver about 1059 in the morning. When asked why this information was not transmitted to the Navy, these naval officers were informed that the Army radar network was manned solely for drill on the morning of December 7, 1941, and the officer in charge of the operations thought that the planes which were recorded on the receiver were Navy carrier planes and did not consider it necessary to investigate the subject further. It also developed in conversation that the officer conducting the drill on this Army [8-71] radar network had departed from the radar reception center at about seven o'clock in the morning and left the center in command of a non-commissioned officer. This was advanced as the probable reason that the information on that Army radar was not transmitted to naval authorities on the morning of 7 December 1941.
The Navy has made no serious effort since that time to investigate this matter. However, even if a non-commissioned officer was directing the radar from seven a. m. until after the attack on Oahu, between the hours of eight and nine a. m. on December 7, 1941, it must be apparent that when the Army alerted at the time of the attack, an experienced officer would take charge of the Army radar reception center. Thus, even if an inexperienced officer or non-commissioned officer on the morning of 7 December 1941 had been the cause of failure to report strange planes to naval authorities prior to eight a. m. required by Joint Action, Army and Navy, it is incomprehensible that immediately following the first attack the officer directing the Army radar reception should have failed to appreciate the importance of the information to the Navy. It should then have been realized that, while this information was too late to prevent surprise, the Navy still had vital interest in the further movements of the Japanese planes as the Navy surface units were proceeding to sea in the hope of intercepting and destroying Japanese forces.

It is an unfortunate fact that as a result of the failure of the Army radar network authorities to inform the Navy that the enemy planes after the attack had retired to the northward, the surface naval operation which ensued took a westerly direction with their aircraft scouting largely to the southwest. The available Navy planes first scouted in a sector between 280° and 300° true. A second plane scout was between 300° and 000° true to 300 miles. This late forenoon failure in communications between the Army and the Navy contributed somewhat in the escape of the Japanese surface vessels without any damage whatever.

I wish to clarify the status of Lieutenant Commander Taylor, USNR. This officer reported to Commander Aircraft Battle Force to give the fleet the benefit of his experience which included one year in the Royal Navy and one year in the Royal Air Force. He had had considerable experience in radar operations. As a matter of courtesy he delivered a series of lectures to the Army on the subject of radar. The Army was so impressed with Lieutenant Commander Taylor's knowledge of the operational aspects of the radar system that on about November 17, the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department in behalf of the Commanding General, Hawaiian Air Force, requested the service of Lieutenant Commander Taylor as technical advisor to the Army Air Forces in the Hawaiian area in connection with organization of the Army radar system. Without written orders Lieutenant Commander Taylor was loaned to the Army for this duty. It will thus be seen that his status was entirely one of a technician and in no sense was he a liaison officer.

The Army was responsible for a communicating radar information to the Navy both before and after eight a. m. December 7, 1941, and this should have been recognized as a matter of paramount importance. With the Navy fully alerted by five minutes past eight on that day, several channels of communication—telephone circuits, messenger, etc., were open for this purpose. The Navy's lack of this knowledge of the retirement courses of the Japanese destroyed the last possibility that existed on the forenoon of December 7, 1941, that the attacking Japanese forces could be brought to decisive action.

Now, in order to show the condition of readiness of the various ships of the fleet at the time of this attack, we have reports from a large
number of them, and it indicates that [S-73] watertight integrity report was what we call considerably better than XRAY provides for closure of all watertight compartments except those in the living compartments and for opening storerooms and such places as that in order that they may get some stores from the storeroom. However, a higher degree is when they close everything below the second deck, and the highest degree is when everything is closed up tight.

By my order and with the forces at hand we had ready ammunition on deck and in ammunition boxes for the 5-inch and for the 3-inch 50's, and for 1.1, and for the .50 caliber machine guns. On the battleships two of the 5-inch guns had ammunition laid out and the crew near the guns. Two of the .50 caliber guns were completely manned and ready. In all cases—and this is laid down in some detail here and is available for the inspection of the board—there were considerably more than 50% of the officers and well over 80% of the crew on board at the time of the attack. I should say it would run to 70% of the officers and 90% of the men. All ships went immediately to general headquarters. Fire was opened, and from the inspection of the reports from the various ships it appears that almost all the ships were firing with one or more guns within two minutes of the first alarm.

We had all guns fully manned, in full operation and inflicting damage within five minutes of the first alarm, as we know it is pretty well substantiated that in the first flight of the torpedo planes that three of the first flight were shot down; two before they launched their torpedoes and one afterward.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be than a total of how many?
Admiral KIMMEL. I beg your pardon?
The CHAIRMAN. Were there about a dozen in that first flight of torpedo planes?
Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, somewhere in that neighborhood.

[S-74] The CHAIRMAN. You got a report on it?
Admiral KIMMEL. It is difficult to say exactly what the number was. I think it is reasonable that it was somewhere between 12 and 20 in the first flight. I think we shot down three of them or maybe more.

All this is, as I say, in considerable detail in the report. I do not think you want to know where every ship was.

The CHAIRMAN. No. I see it is summarized in the appendix to your report to the Navy Department.
Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. This merely assembles it for each ship?
Admiral KIMMEL. It carries it along.
The CHAIRMAN. And what each ship did?
Admiral KIMMEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And then you developed it in order?
Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, but this is a little different from the other. The other is a report of the ship and the action. Some of them didn't even think about reporting the time they opened fire. This is a special report in answer to a specific questionnaire.

Admiral STANDELY. What is that?
Admiral KIMMEL. Some of them didn't even think about reporting this. They knew their guns were manned and shooting and they didn't even mention it.
Admiral Standley. Off the record.
(There was a discussion off the record.)
Admiral Standley. Is there a summary there?
Admiral Theobald. No, sir, but we can produce the summary, if the
Commission would like to have it.
The Chairman. These percentages are rough approximations?
Admiral Theobald. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, but it is laid out in considerable detail here
as to organization, training at sea, training in port, security for sortie
and entry, security for ships at sea, [S-75] security for ships in
port, duties of task force commander, naval base, air combat guard,
watertight integrity in port, condition of readiness, what station,
and so on.
I might say at this point something which just occurred to me, and
that is that the organization prescribed for all the ships in the fleet
provided that for the anti-aircraft battery that there should be a com-
plete crew for the anti-aircraft battery in each watch section on board,
that they should be capable of manning a complete anti-aircraft
battery.
The Chairman. I understood that there were skeleton crews and
ammunition at the anti-aircraft guns on these battleships?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. That is correct, except that two .50
caliber guns were completely manned.
The Chairman. That was according to orders?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, I think they were. They could not have
begun firing as quickly as they did, if that wasn't so.
General McCoy. Is that all submitted in toto?
Admiral Kimmel. I am perfectly willing to, yes.
The Chairman. That will be very helpful to us if you do.
Admiral Kimmel. You can ask Admiral Pye if you want to.
The Chairman. That is really a report to him?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
Admiral Theobald. The Commission would only be concerned with
the matter that is pertinent to the happenings on the morning of the
7th of December.
The Chairman. Yes. Some of it is in regard to sea maneuvers?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. Before we forget it for the moment, will you find
out when the Navy Department ceased permitting families of officers
to come to Hawaii?
Admiral Kimmel. The exact day I cannot give, but it was after
the attack was completed. That is correct, isn't it?
I can answer that but I would prefer to get the despatch [S-76]
that was sent out when they stopped it.
The Chairman. All right. Do it.
Admiral Kimmel. I know it was subsequent to the attack.
Admiral Standley. Families come here in many instances where
they have home yards, but the Department will not furnish them
transportation unless their home yard is here, but families could come
anyway on their own expense.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I want to amend that, because I mis-
understood at first. The Department permitted families to come here
but they didn't furnish them transportation.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Admiral STANLEY. Off the record.
(There was a discussion off the record.)
Admiral KIMMEL. They didn't furnish transportation except to
families of officers with permanent stations here or whose home ports
were here.
The CHAIRMAN. We will have to recess now until two o'clock.
(Thereupon at 1 o'clock p.m. a recess was taken until 2 o'clock p.m.
of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

[S-77] The CHAIRMAN. Had you concluded your statement,
Admiral?
Admiral KIMMEL. There are one or two things, sir; that I would like
to add to what I already stated.
The CHAIRMAN. Quite right.
Admiral KIMMEL. I have here a memorandum from the fleet per-
sonnel officer:

To the best of my knowledge Bunav has never prohibited dependents of per-
sonnel attached to vessels whose home port is Pearl from coming out here on
Government transportation. Attached dispatch proves that such dependents
were still being authorized on 3 December. Subject to Opnav 98 if home port not
Pearl Government transportation is not authorized any time in accordance with
regulations except possible special cases about which I do not know.

The only thing that stopped dependents from coming out here was the
evacuation order which was issued on 15 December:

Evacuation Hawaii directed for dependents Navy and Marine Corps and Coast
Guard personnel on the 15th of December.

And on the 15th of December, also, Opnav sent a message 13 12 11 15
Commander in Chief Pacific Incom 14:

In order to reduce number individuals entering Hawaiian Islands to minimum
take appropriate action to permit passage only those definitely required that area
in interest of national defense. Maritime Commission, State, War, and Treasury
office informed and requested to operate.

Off the record, I was a little confused with that evacuation order
and the stopping of dependents coming out here. So, strictly speaking,
we have got no order to stop dependents there. We had an order
to evacuate.

On 22 October we received the—
Admiral THEOBALD. We will find it later.
[S-78] Admiral KIMMEL. At the time of the fall of the Japa-
nese Cabinet we received a message from the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions telling us to make appropriate dispositions, because he didn't
know whether we would be attacked or not. That was the essence of
the message. I haven't an exact copy of it here.
Admiral REEVES. What date was that, sir?
Admiral KIMMEL. That is November. This is October.
Admiral THEOBALD. October.
The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if that is the message of October 16.
Admiral KIMMEL. October 16. Was that the day, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. There is a message of October 16, I think, both to
the Department Commander and to you, sir.
Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir. Well, I have—
The CHAIRMAN. One from each department.
Admiral Kimmel. I have not that here with me, but the essence of the message was to be prepared for anything. And as a result of the message which we received to make appropriate dispositions, I informed the Department that we were continuing to maintain the patrol of two submarines at Midway. We dispatched 12 patrol planes to Midway. We started two submarines for the patrol of Wake. We dispatched the Castor and two destroyers to Johnston and Wake with additional Marines and stores. The Curtiss arrived at Wake with gasoline, lubricating oil, and bombs. We prepared six patrol planes at Midway for Wake, replacing these six by others from Pearl Harbor. We sent additional Marines to Palmyra. We placed on 12 hours' notice the task force under Admiral Pye, then on the West Coast for a recreation cruise. We prepared six submarines to depart for Japanese waters. We placed additional security measures in effect in the operating areas outside Pearl Harbor. We delayed the sailing of the West Virginia for the West Coast until time when she was actually required at Puget Sound. This [S-79] is back on the 22nd of October.

We informed CNO that every exercise plan finds us short of destroyers and stated that in order to get anything like the capabilities of the heavy ships made effective we required at least two more squadrons of destroyers. Again asked that the North Carolina and Washington or some other battleships be sent here to strengthen the Pacific Fleet. Asked for all long-range submarines that can be sent here. Asked for more cruisers to take care of the Japanese raider activities after the outbreak of war. We asked for another carrier, for sea train vessels to transport aircraft, and urged to hasten the supply of Radar and made some complaint about the ones that we had received for the Honolulu class being practically of no value, being of the wrong type.

We on 27 November—

Admiral Theobald. You have read that already, I think.

Admiral Kimmel. On 27 November when we received the war warning, we sent one Patron, then at Midway, ordered to Wake and proceeded on 1 December, conducting reconnaissance sweep en route.

Patron at Midway replaced by Patron from Pearl. Left Pearl 30 November via Johnston, conducting reconnaissance sweep en route Johnston and en route Johnston to Midway. This squadron made daily search of a hundred-mile radius from Midway on three, four, five, and six December. They were to make the daily search until further orders. We sent the Enterprise to Wake with VMF squadron, departing Pearl on 28 November, landed planes at Wake on 3 December. Enterprise conducted daily reconnaissance flights with own planes. Patron at Wake then withdrawn, conducted reconnaissance sweep en route Wake to Midway and a similar sweep from Midway to Pearl Harbor.

Lexington proceeded to Midway with VMF squadron, departing Pearl 5 December. Conducted daily reconnaissance flights with [S-80] own planes en route. She was 400 miles southeast of Midway when the war broke.

Burrows despatched to Wake with additional supplies, including Radar and forces, but was short of Wake when war broke. Burrows departed Pearl 29 November. She returned, incidentally, having
landed a barge down at Johnston Island, and she got in safety but did not go to Wake.

We conducted daily reconnaissance flights of VP planes based on Pearl Harbor, to cover fleet operating areas and approaches thereto.

The CHAIRMAN. What kind of planes?

Admiral KIMMEL. Patrol plane flights based on Pearl Harbor.

Each day, beginning the latter part of November, 30 November, we got up a memorandum to show what the initial steps would be when war would come, and the last one was made up on 5 December, gone over by me on the morning of 6 December, and this was ready when the war broke. These were steps to be taken in case of American-Japanese war, and I read:

Send dispatch to Pacific Fleet that hostilities have commenced.

Send dispatch to task force commanders:

(a) WPL 46 effective (Execute O-1A R5 except as indicated in (b) and (c) below). The submarine and VP plans will become effective without special reference to them.

(b) Commerce sweeping plan, including cruiser operations west of Nanpo Shoto, cancelled.

(c) Raiding and reconnaissance plan effective, modified as follows: Delay reconnaissance until Task Forces Two and Three are joined; Batdiv One join Task Force One; Commander Base Force send two tankers with utmost despatch to rendezvous to be designated.

[8 81] (d) Comairbattfor and units in company with him (Taskfor 8) return to Pearl at high speed, fuel and depart with remainder of Taskfor Two, less BBs, to join Task Force Three.

(e) Lexington land Marine aircraft at Midway as planned (p. m. 7 Dec) and proceed with ships now in Company (Taskfor 12) to vicinity of Wake.

(f) Comtaskfor Three proceed to join Lexington group. Return DMS to Pearl. 3 (a) Do not modify the movements of Regulus at Midway (departing 9th), nor ships bound to Christmas and Canton.

(b) Direct that William Ward Burrows continue to Wake but delay arrival until 10th. Direct that Lexington group send two destroyers to join Burrows prior to her arrival at Wake.

(c) Do not withdraw any civilian workmen from outlying islands.

(d) Provide two destroyers to escort Saratoga from longitude 150° west to Pearl Harbor.

(e) Do not change passage of shipping to and from Manila, nor send any added escorts, nor dispose any cruisers toward California or Samoa until further developments occur.

I merely cite that, not that there is any particular merit in what we had planned to do, but to show you that we were alive to the possibility of war. I must state again that I was by no means convinced that we were going to get into the war at this time and that we would become involved immediately. That was, of course, my mistake.

Now, I have here a number of messages which were received, and I don’t think it is necessary to read them all, but they can be inspected to show that from 20 January on we periodically received messages which indicated a grave situation. We did [8-82] not have any one prefaced by the term “war warning,” but they might very well have been.

I have also made some extracts from letters from the Chief of Naval Operations in which this state of tension was emphasized from time to time. I think it is hardly necessary to read all those, unless you want something more definite.

Admiral STANDLEY. I would like to ask a question there.

The CHAIRMAN. Admiral Standley wants to ask a question.
Admiral Standley. While you are on the messages you have referred to a message from Naval Operations saying, "This is a war warning."

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. What was the date of that message? Have you got that there?

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

Admiral Standley. What was the date of that message?

Admiral Kimmel. That message was 27 November.

Admiral Standley. 27th of November?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. Wait a minute now.

The Chairman. That is right.

Admiral Theobald. That is right. Here. I have got it right here.

Admiral Kimmel. What?

Admiral Theobald. There is the original. I mean.

Admiral Kimmel. That is right. Shall I read that for you, sir?

Admiral Standley. No. I have it. I just wanted to ask you: Is that estimate that you read there as brought up to the 6th of December, and the plans of things to do—is that in the light of this war warning?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, in the light of that war warning and general situation.

Admiral Standley. The last of that message says, "Carry out the task. Inform District and Army authorities."


Admiral Standley. Did you furnish the Army a copy of this message, or do you know?

Admiral Theobald. I can help you on that.

Admiral Kimmel. My recollection is that I sent a copy of the message to be read by the Commanding General and furnished him with a paraphrase of the message.

Admiral Theobald. I can amplify: during the recess——

The Chairman. Admiral, suppose I swear you now, and if you answer questions then you will be a witness.

(The oath was administered to Rear Admiral Robert Alfred Theobald in due form by the Chairman.)

The Chairman. Will you give your full name?

Admiral Theobald. Rear Admiral Robert Alfred Theobald.

General McCoy. I do not think that counsel ought to be asked questions.

The Chairman. I did not understand that you were here as counsel.

Admiral Theobald. No, sir.

The Chairman. I understood that you were here to assist the Admiral with information.

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct. Sir.

The Chairman. Yes. So it is understood you are not acting as counsel here?

Admiral Theobald. No, sir.

General McCoy. The Admiral is not on trial, of course.

The Chairman. No, this is not a trial of the Admiral, in any sense.

Admiral Theobald. I can help a little in this matter.

The Chairman. All right.

Admiral Theobald. Because during the noon hour Admiral Kimmel sent out to get this message, and we have got his intelligence officer and
his ex-intelligence officer and ex-communication officer outside, but I just interviewed them, and we can bring in his intelligence officer who did deliver [8-84] this message personally to an Army officer but not to the commanding general, and he doesn't know the name of the Army officer, but he is absolutely certain in his own mind that that officer that delivered it, naval officer, is Lieutenant Layton. He is outside now.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, do we want to break——

General McCoy. I think we had better finish with the Admiral.
The CHAIRMAN. I should think so. We will hold him in reserve for this message.

General McCoy. Yes.

Admiral Theobald. He did not receive a receipt for it. He said they were not receiving receipts at that time. He delivered the dispatch personally and remembers it of his own knowledge, but did not receive a receipt. That's what he said.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, then, Admiral, with your statement.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I haven't anything further sir, I think.

Do you know of anything further?

Admiral Theobald. No, I don't.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you any message from the Chief of Naval Operations on 7 December 1941?

Admiral Kimmel. 7 December?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir, the day of the attack. If your file is complete there I guess it ought to show it.

Admiral Theobald. I think this is just a—I had better go out and ask Curt to bring up the December.

The CHAIRMAN. Admiral, we would like to have any telegraphic messages that the Department sent to Admiral Kimmel between October 14 and December 7. We would like to have the complete file.

Admiral Theobald. All right, sir. We have here the November file. We haven't got the October file, or the [8-85] first seven days.

Admiral Kimmel. We have the November file here, yes; I was just looking up.

Admiral Theobald. We have the November file. Here is the original November file.

Admiral Kimmel. On 7 December, sir?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Apparently your file there ends with November; is that right?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir; it runs to the 7th of December.

The CHAIRMAN. That file (indicating)?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. Oh, I don't know about this one (indicating), but I have here a transcript of what we considered the messages that might be germane to this investigation, and I find no message from the Chief of Naval Operations dated 7 December.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the next one earlier than the 7th of December?

Admiral Kimmel. And I find nothing on 6 December.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes? What next?

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

The CHAIRMAN. What earlier than that? What earlier than the 6th?
Admiral Kimmel. On 3d December we have, “OpNav informs”—this is a paraphrase, you understand, sir.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. “Informs CinC Asiatic, CinPac, Combat 14–16 that highly reliable information has been received that instructions were sent Japanese diplomatic and consular posts at Hong Kong, Singapore, Batavia, Washington, and London to destroy most of their codes and ciphers at once and to burn secret documents.”

And on 2 December:

“OpNav informs CinC Pacific, Asiatic, and Com–14 and Guam that landing field will not be constructed on [S–86] Guam because of impracticability of providing effective defense for Guam.”

The Chairman. That was on 2 December?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I can produce my files, of course, sir, and you can examine them.

The Chairman. Quite all right for you to do it.

Admiral Kimmel. If I made a mistake here or if it hasn’t been put in I want it found.

The Chairman. Yes, quite right.

General McCoy. May I ask the Admiral if he—

Admiral Kimmel. Now may I interject? Excuse me, sir.

General McCoy. May I ask if you received on the 7th or at any time thereafter a dispatch that was sent to General Short by the Chief of Staff of the Army informing him of the danger of outbreak on December 7 and which arrived, as we know, in Honolulu on the morning of the 7th but didn’t get to General Short until after the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. In the dispatch General Short was directed to furnish you a copy.

Admiral Kimmel. General Short did furnish me a copy of that. I saw it. But the attack had already taken place, and it was of no use to me. I did not keep a copy of it. That was delivered immediately—some 24 hours after the enemy raid had ended. I think that’s wrong. It is a little bit earlier than that, but he did not receive it until after the enemy raid had ended. He sent it to me—he immediately sent it to me, and of course I have no interest in it.

General McCoy. You had not received that directly from the Navy Department, that particular dispatch?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. I had not. Now, I was informed by the Secretary when he was out here that a dispatch had been sent to the Commander-in-Chief of the Asiatic Fleet, the purport of which I judged from his conversations was a warning [S–87] that the Japanese Ambassador had been directed by his Government to deliver his answer exactly at 1 o’clock, I think it was, Washington time, and that indicated that the Japanese were going to make an attack at that time.

That dispatch was never received in my office, sir. We have no record of it, and I am sure that if it had been received I would have seen it. Immediately the Secretary told me that, of course I had a search made in an attempt to discover it. The Secretary asked me if we had intercepted a dispatch. Well, with the number of dispatches that we have to decode we just simply cannot decode everything that
goes through the air, and so far as I know the dispatch was never even intercepted.

The Chairman. Under the Navy routine would a copy of that dispatch have gone to you as Commander of the Fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. Under the Navy routine, no, sir, not unless it was addressed to me.

The Chairman. No, sir.

Admiral Kimmel. And generally when a dispatch such as that is sent there is a multiple address; it is addressed to the Commander-in-Chief of Asiatic, Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific, and any other interested parties. We have two degrees. One is that a dispatch is addressed for action and to other people for information. The information dispatches for general guidance and the action dispatches require something to be done about it.

The Chairman. So, as far as you know, that dispatch would have been sent directly to the Admiral of the Pacific Fleet and would not ordinarily have passed through your office at all?

General McCoy. Asiatic Fleet.

The Chairman. I mean the Asiatic Fleet.

Admiral Kimmel. The Department sent a great many dispatches and sends a great many dispatches direct to the various [8-88] commanders.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. Even in this fleet the Department may send a dispatch to a subordinate of mine on which he should take action, particularly in matters of materiel and personnel that I have no particular interest in. As Commander-in-Chief I could not cope with all those things, not even with the staff that I have.

General McCoy. Those were really administrative dispatches?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. There are numbers of dispatches that are sent.

The Chairman. So that, as far as you know, this dispatch saying that negotiations would be broken off probably at 1 o'clock Washington time, December 7, never came to you at all?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. Until after the attack.

The Chairman. No.

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

The Chairman. No.

Admiral Kimmel. I have never received that at all.

General McCoy. He got it from General Short after the attack.

The Chairman. Oh, yes, but I am talking about a Navy dispatch. I am not talking about an Army dispatch.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, you were talking about the Navy dispatch.

The Chairman. Yes. Now, as I understand you, the Secretary said that such a dispatch was sent to the Commander of the Asiatic Fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I have never seen that dispatch yet, and all I know about it is what the Secretary told [8-89] me.

General McCoy. Have you endeavored to find out through communications what happened to that dispatch?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. I made no attempt to find out. It would be very difficult to trace it with the meager information that I've got.

The Chairman. Communication with the Pacific Fleet might be direct from Washington? It wouldn't be relayed from here, would it?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. It might be relayed through this station and
still never broken down here.
The Chairman. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. May I ask a question?
The Chairman. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. Admiral, in the light of that plan that you made
on December 6 resulting from information that you had up to that
time, and suppose you had received that message from the Department
that you referred to, breaking off relations and delivery of the note at
1 o'clock; suppose you had received that at 7 o'clock in the morning of
the 7th of December; would you have made any other dispositions than
were then in existence?
Admiral Kimmel. Admiral, that is difficult to answer.
Admiral Standley. Well, I am just trying to get informally the—
Admiral Kimmel. It would depend very much on the wording of a
dispatch which I have never yet seen. I am unable to answer that I
would have done had that dispatch been received. If I had considered
that war with Japan was imminent, if I had believed that war with
Japan was imminent, I would have taken every step possible, but
what my reactions would have been to the dispatch—well, I hesitate
to make a statement like that.
Admiral Standley. I am trying to ascertain whether or [S-90]
not the information which you had up to the 6th of December had fixed
in your mind the dates which progressively meant decisive action or
possible decisive action: dates and hours and times. Had that impress-
ion been made in your mind, that various dispatches, and so forth,
mentioning dates, had certain significance?
Admiral Kimmel. I don't believe I understand you.
Admiral Standley. In other words, I understand from the Depart-
ment that they had referred in their various messages to certain dates:
27th of December. Oh, one, I think—
The Chairman. November.
Admiral Standley. November. I think there was one in October,
and the 29th of November was another, and then at 1 p.m. on the morn-
ing of the 7th of December was another, and the message which you
never got. Now, I am trying to find out if these messages created in
your mind a progressive move towards a date on which Japan was going
to take decisive action. In other words, the message which said 1 p.m.
on December 7 meant 1 p.m.—as far as concerns them over at that side,
meant that that had a certain significance, and I want to know if it
would have conveyed the same significance to you.
Admiral Kimmel. I think it probably would, sir.
Admiral Reeves. I think that is the only dispatch that mentioned
any date.
Admiral Standley. Well, they spoke about the 27th.
The Chairman. No.
Admiral Reeves. No, in no previous dispatch have they mentioned
the date.
Admiral Standley. Well, but Turner has told us that there were cer-
tain dates that had made impressions on them; I don't know whether
that was a radiogram or not.
Admiral Kimmel. I don't recall any specific dates, sir.
Admiral Reeves. There were no dates. The only dispatch [S-91]
which I recall which mentions a date is the one of the 7th of December.
Admiral Standley. That mentioned hours, yes.
Admiral Reeves. That mentioned date and hour.

The Chairman. I presume, Admiral, you are familiar with what
burning the codes and the papers in the consulates means?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, but burning the codes in the consulate—
after all, the codes are burned from time to time, and in a time of ten-
sion like this we receive a great many scary reports. To be sure, they
came from a great many sources. But again, the Department sent me a
message that these codes were being burned, and I feel, while that was
good information, that they might very well have enlarged somewhat
on what they believed it meant. I didn’t draw the proper answer, I
admit that. I admit that I was wrong. Nobody can gainsay the fact
that if I had drawn different conclusions from what I got we might have
changed things. Nevertheless, such a dispatch as that, with no amplifi-
cation, was not near as valuable as it would have been if they had am-
plified and drawn the conclusions.

General McCoy. Don’t you think it was of considerable moment,
having followed the one of November 27 which was given as a war
warning, “This is a war warning”; then the next dispatch you got——

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, but——

General McCoy. — stating that the consulates in London and various
other places were burning their codes, and so forth?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And don’t you suppose it was sent to you with that
in view, that is, in part?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. As an additional warning to the dispatch of the war
warning?

with the war warning, the war warning was sent with some intelli-
gence in it which very definitely indicated that in the mind of the
Department the attack was directed towards Kra Peninsula. Now
don’t mistake me, gentlemen; I am not trying to evade anything.
I am merely trying to let you know what influenced me, what was
in my mind.

General McCoy. Well, that is what we are trying to find out,
because it is pertinent both to our interview with General Short and
with you.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. We are not trying to put you on the spot at all.
We are just trying to——

Admiral Kimmel. No, but I don’t want to be misunderstood if I
can help it.

The Chairman. Admiral, you quoted from that order made up on
December 5 which you say you saw and approved on December 6.

Admiral Kimmel. That’s right.

The Chairman. Will you turn to that order again?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. That was not an order, sir, so much as
a memorandum or a reminder.

The Chairman. Of a memorandum of action to be taken?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, it was a reminder of action to be taken.

The Chairman. That’s right. Now, is there anything in that
memorandum that tightens up the defense against a possible air raid
on Pearl Harbor? And if there is will you point it out to us?
Admiral Reeves. Let us have the Admiral read the whole memorandum; it isn’t very long.

The Chairman. Didn’t he read it, Mr. Stenographer?
Admiral Reeves. Yes.
The Chairman. Yes, you might read it. You need not take it again, Mr. Stenographer. Read it again.

Admiral Reeves. Make a note.
Admiral Kimmel. Just one moment. I think I can answer you. I think the answer to your question is that in these particular reminders there isn’t anything that specifically tightens up on the patrol in Pearl Harbor, but that was in my mind and would have been done automatically.

Admiral Reeves. How long is that?
Admiral Kimmel. Automatically.
Admiral Reeves. I would like to hear it again.

The Chairman. Without taking it again on the record, will you read it through again?
Admiral Kimmel (reading):

Send despatch to Pacific Fleet that hostilities have commenced.
Send despatch to task force commanders:
   (a) WPL 46 effective. (Execute O-1A R5 except as indicated in (b) and (c) below). (The SS and VP plans will become effective without special reference to them).
Admiral Reeves. That is very definitely air action, isn’t it?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I was wrong about that.
Admiral Reeves. Yes, I thought there was definite air action in this memorandum.
Admiral Kimmel. I thought that—
Admiral Reeves. Your submarine and VP plans.
Admiral Kimmel (reading):
   —plans will become effective without special reference to them.
Admiral Reeves. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel (reading):
   (b) Commerce sweeping plan, including cruiser operations—
   Is that all you want, sir?
Admiral Reeves. No. I would like to hear it. It isn’t very long.
Admiral Kimmel. Commerce sweeping plan, including cruiser operations west of Nanpo Shoto, cancelled. That was because there wasn’t any commerce.
Raiding and Reconnaissance Plan effective, modified as follows:
Admiral Reeves. Yes; that is another item.
Admiral Kimmel. Sir?
Admiral Reeves. Another item of air, isn’t it?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
Admiral Reeves. Radio and reconnaissance?
Admiral Kimmel. Raiding and reconnaissance.
Admiral Reeves. Raiding?
Admiral Kimmel. Raiding and reconnaissance plan.

Delay reconnaissance until task forces 2 and 3 are joined; Batdiv One join Task Force One; Commander Base Force send two tankers with utmost despatch to rendezvous with Task Force Three to eastward of Wake at rendezvous to be designated.
Admiral Reeves. What was Task Force 3, again? That contained a carrier, didn’t it?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. So you were sending additional support to the carrier east of Wake?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, that is right.

Comairbattfor and units in company with him (Taskfor 8) return to Pearl at high speed, fuel and depart with remainder of Taskfor Two, less BBs, to join Task Force Three.

Admiral Reeves. Task Force 2 had a carrier in it?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. “LEXINGTON land Marine aircraft at Midway as planned (p. m. 7 Dec.) and proceed with ships now in company (Taskfor 12) to vicinity of Wake.”

[8–95] The LEXINGTON, you remember, was up there. (Admiral Kimmel read the remainder of the memorandum of steps to be taken in case of war.)

Admiral Reeves. As I have checked it, there are seven specific items referring to the movement of air force in this memorandum.

Admiral Kimmel. That is right, sir. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. That was to be put into effect in the case of war?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. That was the action you took on what date?

Admiral Kimmel. That was approved by me on the morning of 6 December.

Admiral Reeves. That was the direct result of the warning of November 27?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Reeves. You took these war preparation measures on that morning as a result of that warning?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir; as the result of that warning and the general situation I wanted to know—I was keeping a running record of what—

Admiral Reeves. Well, would you say that these measures that you have taken are anti-sabotage protection? Did you have anti-sabotage in your mind when you took these measures to despatch forces all along?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

Admiral Reeves. Then, you took the warning of November 27 to mean more than protect yourself against sabotage?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Did you discuss that with the Army commander?

Admiral Kimmel. What I was going to do here? I think I didn’t show him this. I discussed a great many things with [8–96] the Army commander.

General McCoy. Do you remember on what dates immediately prior to the attack you had conferences with General Short?

Admiral Kimmel. It would be difficult for me to say that, sir, but I think I can look at some of these dispatches and approximate the—

General McCoy. Now may I help you? General Short made a statement to us that he had conferences with you on certain days.
Could you have that looked up, the dates? Would that be here or at the hotel?

Mr. Schneider. It is probably at the hotel, General.

Admiral Kimmel. We had several conferences.

General McCoy. My remembrance is that he spoke of a prior conference with you.

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct, sir.

General McCoy. Immediately prior to the attack.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, that is correct.

General McCoy. And we asked him to give us some idea of what you talked about,—

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. —to see what effect these dispatches had on the two of you.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Talking it over together.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And the dispatch that we had particularly in mind, I think, at the time, was this one that was the war warning on the 27th.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, General, I not only sent that war warning to General Short, to the best of my knowledge and belief, but—

General McCoy. I understood from your records that you had sent him a paraphrase.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Would that paraphrase use the term “war warning,” do you think?

Admiral Kimmel. Oh, yes.

Admiral Reeves. Yes, sir; we had a paraphrase, or he read it, because they were not the same in literal wording, but “war warning” was in both dispatches, the paraphrase and the original.

General McCoy. It made no impression, as I remember, on General Short, however.

Admiral Reeves. No, I don’t think it did.

General McCoy. He said, however, that he felt you had shown everything you had received.

Admiral Kimmel. I was going to add, General, that I believe that in my own office I showed him these dispatches and discussed them with him.

General McCoy. Well, he was of that impression, but he didn’t remember that particular one.

Admiral Kimmel. I believe that with all my might. I mean I am convinced that I did, and in addition to it I am convinced that I sent him a paraphrase of this message.

General McCoy. You remember the nature of your discussions at those conferences as regards your anticipation of what the Japanese
would do in case war was suddenly declared or started without declaration?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I think that my idea was—I know that my idea was, and I think that I must have expressed it to the General—that I thought the war was getting pretty close. [S-98] I thought that they were going to go to the Kra Peninsula, and I thought they were going to go into Thailand. I agreed with that, but I believed that we might not get into it for a little while, but we never could tell what was going to happen.

Admiral Reeves. It might help you, Admiral: Do you recall General Short showing you a dispatch of the 27th of November which he received from the Chief of Staff, General Marshall, on this same subject?

Admiral Kimmel. Could I see it, sir, perhaps?

Admiral Reeves. Yes. (Handing a paper to Admiral Kimmel.)

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir; I have seen that before. Yes, sir, I have seen this dispatch before.

Admiral Reeves. Yes, you apparently had a copy of it from General Short on the 27th of November, and of course if you did you must have discussed this dispatch and also the one which you had received.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. Yes, I remember seeing—I have seen that dispatch.

General McCoy. Do you remember General Short at that particular conference asking you if you anticipated any attack by the Japanese from the air here in Hawaii at the outbreak of hostilities either by declaration of war or without declaration of war?

Admiral Kimmel. I don't recall that now, but we discussed a great many things. It's quite possible he did ask me such a question.

General McCoy. Was there an officer by the name of McMorris with you at that time?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. Was he your operations officer?

Admiral Kimmel. He is the War Plans Officer, yes, sir.

General McCoy. "War Plans." Well, we can ask—

[S-99] Admiral Standley. He was supposed to have answered the question.

General McCoy. Well, the Admiral, he said, turned to McMorris and—

Admiral Standley. Yes, I recall.

General McCoy. Do you remember—

Admiral Kimmel. McMorris is here and available, sir, whenever you want him.

General McCoy. I mean, do you remember referring, or do you remember that when General Short asked such a question you turned to McMorris and asked his opinion?

Admiral Kimmel. I very probably did, sir.

General McCoy. You don't remember it, however?

Admiral Kimmel. I don't remember that particular incident, no, sir.

The Chairman. Had you really any apprehension between November 27 and December 7 that there would be an airplane raid on Hawaii, on Honolulu?

Admiral Kimmel. I thought it was highly improbable, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that, so far as you know, the opinion of the well-instructed officers in your command?

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. They were all, as you were, surprised at the attack?

Admiral KIMMEL. I think so, sir. I might state that as nearly as I can recollect the Saturday preceding the attack I went over this situation in the forenoon, and I think Admiral Pye was in the office. I know I went over it with DeLany and McMorris and Smith. We left the office about 1 o'clock, came here to these quarters, where we have our meals, and I think after lunch we sat there and talked for some time about the possibilities of this and that in connection with the situation, and along two or three o'clock in the afternoon I went to my quarters and remained there until about a quarter [S-100] of six when I went downtown for dinner at the Halekulani Hotel. I left there about 9:30 and came home, turned in about 10 o'clock, and that was the way I spent the day before the attack.

General McCoy. What evaluation of the situation did your staff officers give you at that conference? What was the estimate of the situation at that time?

Admiral KIMMEL. The evaluation that they gave me is pretty well summarized in this memorandum of action to be taken. We discussed taking additional security measures and balanced the probabilities against the additional action to be taken, and made the decisions. I had no advice from any one of them—I think I am fair in stating that—to take any measures other than the ones that we had laid down.

The CHAIRMAN. When, if at all, Admiral, had you altered the command under you against sabotage?

Admiral KIMMEL. We had been alerted for two years against sabotage, sir, continuously.

The CHAIRMAN. You took no special means or measures after the message of November 27?

Admiral KIMMEL. No, sir. At all times, long before I became Commander-in-Chief, we were alerted against sabotage. We had patrols in the ships, and what I believe to be a very effective organization. I was in the cruisers of the battle force at the time that that was first started; I got a very comprehensive order which remained constantly in effect. I took no measures against sabotage at this particular time because we already had done everything that we could do.

General McCoy. Had there been any sabotage in that period?

Admiral KIMMEL. Sir?

General McCoy. Had there been any sabotage in that period?

Admiral KIMMEL. I can say that there had been no proved [S-101] cases of sabotage. We had had some things go wrong with some turbines and other gear in the ship, and each time such an incident occurred we made a very thorough investigation, and I don’t recall a single instance where it was determined that there was sabotage or even that there was a strong probability of sabotage.

Do you recall any?

Admiral THEOBALD. No; when I was chief of staff of the fleet the nearest we came to it was the ARIZONA incident, the fire in the ARIZONA, but the F. B. I. could never give us enough evidence to make the then Commander-in-Chief want to take any further action.
That was Admiral Bloch's regime. So it just dropped. That is the nearest.

General McCoy. Do you remember being furnished with General Short's Alert No. 1 that he put into effect as a result of that dispatch and conference with you of November 27?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

The Chairman. You do not have in your files his Standing Operating Procedure?

Admiral Kimmel. I may, sir, but if I did—I may have seen this (indicating a document), but if I did I never went into it very thoroughly, because that was the Army's mission. I thought General Short was a very competent officer, and so far as I remember I haven't seen this. It's possible that I have, but I don't recall it.

The Chairman. You will notice that in that telegram from the War Department to General Short of November 27 there is reference to precautions against sabotage.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. That is in the telegram to him.


The Chairman. Did he inform you what he had done or intended to do with respect to precautions against sabotage?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, so far as I know he didn't.

General McNarney. I think you are mistaken, Mr. Justice. That was on the 28th, sabotage.

The Chairman. Was it? Maybe I am wrong.

General McCoy. With reference to this Alert No. 1 that was furnished the Navy, according to the Army records, as the New Deal, as it were, as the result of the dispatch of the 27th, in this Alert No. 1 there is provision made on the Army air fields for, instead of the dispersion of the planes which had been in force before, a concentration of the planes, which caused their destruction in the attack. Now, was that order of the Army for protection against sabotage of their ships in any way put into effect in the Navy?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. As regards land planes of the Navy?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. They were dispersed on the——

Admiral Kimmel. I had no knowledge of the concentration of Army planes.

General McCoy. Well, it is provided for in this Alert No. 1 which was furnished the Navy on the day it was put in effect, according to the Army records.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, it may have been furnished the Navy and I would never have seen it, and I doubt if any member of my staff had time to fully read the whole setup there, and I certainly——

General McCoy. Do you know whether the Navy planes were [8-103] concentrated for protection at that time?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir; so far as I know the Navy planes were dispersed. I had invited attention to the necessity for keeping the planes dispersed, and I know that at Kaneohe, in particular, they had attempted to disperse the 77 planes to the extent of anchoring them out to get them away, so as they were widely separated, and after the attack I was informed that every single one of these that had been
anchored out in our attempt to disperse them had been completely destroyed, while those that were kept on the ramps and dispersed as well as they could there—that while some of them had been damaged, most of them they had been able to repair and to fly; and due to the fact that those that were dispersed—I am speaking now of patrol planes, which are our biggest problem—those that had been anchored out, they couldn't get at them to fight the fire, once it started, and they were destroyed and sunk at their moorings; while those that were on the beach, they had been able to get at them and fight the fires and had saved some of them, at least.

Now, the condition of the planes at Ewa, which is where the Marines had their planes, I know they had provision for dispersing their planes. Exactly what condition they were in on the morning of the attack I don't know. I haven't found it out. But there was no order given by any authority any higher than the commanding officer of the field to protect against sabotage. Issued no such order.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, in that memorandum of things to be done I note you referred to something that was to happen, as I recall, on the 7th of December. I think it was the [S-104] landing of planes at Midway or Wake.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, Midway.

Admiral Standley. Will you refer to just that memorandum there for a minute?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I know what you mean: "LEXINGTON land Marine aircraft at Midway as planned afternoon of 7 December."

Admiral Standley. That is, planned afternoon of 7 December?

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct.

Admiral Standley. Now, that memorandum, then, was prepared on the 6th of December?

The Chairman. No, it was prepared on the 5th and visaed by him on the 6th.

Admiral Standley. You approved it on the 6th?

Admiral Kimmel. That's right.

Admiral Standley. All right. Now, what would have happened to that memorandum on, we will say, the morning of the 8th if there hadn't been any untoward incident here? We would have revised it? You would have, would you?

Admiral Kimmel. I would have revised the memorandum.

Admiral Standley. In other words, that was a day-to-day—

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. There was a day-to-day plan?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Keeping it up to date?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I would have revised it. I did revise it. This is the last one; this is not the first one.

[S-105] Admiral Standley. That is what I want to bring out. It had to be done from day to day?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Theobald. You have another one underneath there.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I have another one underneath here. It is the same subject; a little bit different. Some days the situation wouldn't change any.
The **Chairman.** As I understand it, you did not discuss with General Short what shape his dispositions were in to meet an air attack here?

Admiral **Kimmel.** No, sir, I did not. That was the Army's responsibility, and I presumed he would carry out his responsibility.

The **Chairman.** But you did not discuss the possible air attack with him?

Admiral **Kimmel.** Oh, I think, sir, we discussed a possible air attack on many occasions. We held these drills. For a long time we held them weekly, and then there was some difficulty about getting all elements to take part in the air-raid drills. So we adopted the scheme of setting a date considerably ahead of time, so all of us, particularly the Army aircraft, could take part to the fullest extent, and that had been in effect for—the air-raid drills started, oh, I should say in March at the latest.

They were held as often as practicable thereafter, and we held these dress rehearsals, you might call them, along about once a week and then once every two weeks because we wanted to get the two elements into it without conflicting with the training and the various operations.

Now, about the possibility of an air raid, we did discuss it from time to time. I freely confess and so state that I considered an air raid on this place as a possibility, but by no means a probability.

General **McCoy.** Do you know yet where the Japanese carriers were at the time of the attack?

Admiral **Kimmel.** From the captured documents and from the planes that we got, all indications point to the fact that they were northward of the island, that they launched their planes some 200 miles from the island, and that they turned and ran north at as high a speed as they could immediately after launching the planes; and that they launched them around six o'clock in the morning.

I must say that this air raid was a beautifully planned and beautifully executed military maneuver. They knew exactly where every air field in this place was and they knew exactly where every ship in the harbor was supposed to be. They made their attack so that the air fields were attacked shortly before the ships in the harbor, Pearl Harbor, were attacked to insure that they could immobilize the planes on the ground, and they attacked—let us see. There are about nine or ten objectives, I believe, and they must have had a very considerable air force there to do it. I estimate that they must have had in the neighborhood of 250 planes in the attacking group. Now, that is hardly something that I can prove, but I think to carry those 250 planes they had at least four carriers, or probably six. We have documents which reasonably well establish the fact that there were four carriers here; there may have been two more, sir. We have some indications that they were accompanied by two battleships, that these carriers were accompanied by two battleships. I think they were probably back there as a supporting group, some distance away.

Well, that is about all.

General **McCoy.** Were there any patrols out on the morning of the 7th or the night before, in a northward direction?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir; not until after the attack. You mean before the attack?

General McCoy. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. That is what I thought you meant.

General McCoy. You spoke of things happening automatically. Were your patrols automatic and mechanical? That is, did you have some patrols day after day in the same region?

Admiral Kimmel. Not entirely so, sir. We were making patrol flights in that direction, but the patrol flights to Midway and to Wake were not normal patrols. We have a system of patrolling the operating areas daily to ascertain that there were no surface ships or submarines on the surface in the vicinity of the operating areas. That was the only patrol that was a day-by-day affair.

The Chairman. What do you call the operating area? Three miles offshore?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. The operating areas extend 150 to 200 miles to the south and southward.

The Chairman. To the southward?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. And no patrol would normally go to the northward?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

The Chairman. Well, suppose you were expecting a raiding force to come from the southward, what would you do?

Admiral Kimmel. The air raid force on this place would have a better chance, a much better chance to get in from the northward than they would from the southward, but no part could be disregarded.

There are two ways for an expedition to come to this vicinity. One is from the homeland by way of the northern route which would be much more direct and advantageous, to come in from the northward; and the other would be a much shorter route from the Marshall area where it is about 2,000 miles to the Marshall area as against 3,500 miles to the homeland.

Of course, coming up from the Marshall area that would be some 1,500 miles less, but again, coming from the Marshall area, they would have the difficulties of taking their supplies to the Marshall area and they would have to pass our outlying stations, which are Midway, Johnston, Palmyra, and in that area. So, I should say that the probabilities of attacking from the north were probably more than those from the south.

We felt that and our first inclination was to send carriers and other forces that we had at sea to the northward, but we were diverted from that by the, I assume, false reports that we received indicating that they went to the southward.

The Chairman. You are speaking of after the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. When you made the chase?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. That would indicate when you knew the dangerous point was to the north that you didn’t expect any air attack from that region?

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct, sir.
[S-109] General McCoy. Because you had no patrols out there. The normal patrols didn't cover the northward point.

Admiral Kimmel. We did not expect any air attack, and the only justification for the action that I took is that we considered an air attack here improbable at this time, and that the patrols to the northward were not justified with the then state of the planes and the necessity for conserving them, that I thought existed.

General McCoy. I take it from your testimony that you had nowhere nearby enough planes to cover the whole circle around Oahu?

Admiral Kimmel. That is right, not effective, not effective to cover the whole circuit around Oahu. To cover that circuit around Oahu continuously we had to have two or three hundred planes to insure against a surprise air attack.

The Chairman. You would have to go about five or eight hundred miles the evening before?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, to be sure. We would have to run a patrol eight hundred miles the evening before, and it takes in an awful lot of planes.

Now, there are many different ways to run a patrol, but doing anything other than what might be called a direct patrolling method leaves a great many hollows, blank spaces on your search, and while some of them looked very attractive on paper, when you sit down and analyze them they are by no means 100% effective.

However, if I had considered the probability of an air attack as if an air attack were anywhere near probable, I would have used everything we had, everything.

The Chairman. Including what ships the Army could have spared you?


General McCoy. You did not ask the Army to reinforce your patrols at that particular time?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

The Chairman. I am a layman on these matters, and your description of where your task forces were working does not register very accurately with me. Now, put it into a layman's language.

How many evening patrols were off here the evening of the 4th, 5th, and the 6th?

Admiral Kimmel. We did not send any evening patrols.

The Chairman. None?

Admiral Kimmel. None.

The Chairman. Therefore, there was no sector of the entire circumference that was searched every evening?

Admiral Kimmel. That is right.

The Chairman. I understand that would be the daily procedure at the several points of the circumference to see if an air raid was in the offing?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. Do you have radar on any of your ships?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. Do they work?

Admiral Kimmel. The radar on the ships in port is not effective, due to the presence of large land masses, and the only radar we had to depend on was the Army radar, so far as Oahu was concerned.
General McCoy. Did you have task forces for radar?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

[8-111] The Chairman. None of them picked up anything?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. Didn’t one of them?
Admiral Kimmel. One of them was within 400 miles of Midway and then out of range of anything, and they could not have picked up anything.

The other one was a little over 200 miles to the westward of Oahu, and it is highly improbable that they would have picked up anything.

Their planes coming, came into the combat, made contact, and they shot down some of the Japanese planes. This was in the midst of the fight, and my recollection is that about four of the planes from the Enterprise were shot down there during the time they were coming in here after they attacked.

General McCoy. Do any of your airplanes have radar?
Admiral Kimmel. We do not have any radar on any planes, no, sir.

The Chairman. You have not used radar planes for patrolling? Is that right?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, we have endeavored to get radar in the patrol planes, and I hope some day we will have them.

The Chairman. Was there any morning patrol on the morning of the 5th?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, the only morning patrol was over the operating area.

The Chairman. You mean up to 200 miles?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, to Honolulu.

The Chairman. Would that be complete?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

[8-112] The Chairman. It would not cover the whole circumference of the island?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

The Chairman. Where would they be? To the southward?
Admiral Kimmel. They were to the southward, yes, sir.

The Chairman. Nothing in the north?
Admiral Kimmel. Nothing to the north, no, sir.

The Chairman. If you had had the slightest inkling previously of an air raid you could have been working that point to the north as well?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. And you might have gotten news by six o’clock?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, that is quite possible.

General McCoy. Were you conscious after the war warning of the special dangers of a Sunday?

Admiral Kimmel. What?

General McCoy. Of a Sunday.

The Chairman. Of the special dangers of a Sunday?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, I did not think it was.

The Chairman. As you look at it now, the Japanese plans are perfect in that respect also, aren’t they?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. And Sunday morning was the best morning for them to come in here, wasn’t it?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. On account of the number of passes and leaves issued on Saturday?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, but so far as the Navy was concerned [S–113] that had very little effect, very little effect on it, because the ships had ample men on them and used everything that they had.

General McCoy. Were the commanding officers of the ships present?

Admiral Kimmel. The commanding officers of a great many ships were ashore.

General McCoy. That would be due to it being a week-end? To it being Sunday, would it not? That would be due to it being a Sunday?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, no, sir; not entirely.

Admiral Theobald. I might say that two battleship captains were killed on the bridges.

Admiral Kimmel. They may have been ashore on other days.

General McCoy. There are more absences both of officers and men on Sunday than on any other day?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, maybe so, but I don’t think appreciably more, certainly not at that time of the morning.

The Chairman. You mean the officers?

Admiral Kimmel. What is your opinion of that (referring to Admiral Theobald)?

Admiral Theobald. The attack started about 7:50, and most of them start back about twenty to eight in the morning, and I think if they attacked on Monday morning there would not have been probably a great many more officers on board. They would have been on the docks, but maybe not on board.

The Chairman. When your ships are in harbor, do the officers sleep ashore generally?

Admiral Kimmel. It depends.

The Chairman. It depends on what is being done to the boat, I suppose.

[S–114] Admiral Kimmel. It depends on whether the families are here, and there were a great many officers here who had no families, and they slept on board.

The Chairman. On board?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, a great many of them, and some of them got in this morning and they were in their quarters available immediately, and a great many others were in the same fix.

I have made no survey but I think it is safe to say that 50 to 70% of the commanding officers were on board at the time the attack took place.

The Chairman. Under the conditions of such an attack the officers of capital ships would have attempted to get their vessels out of the harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. We would have attempted to get them out, yes, sir.

The Chairman. You would?

Admiral Kimmel. As soon as we were able to arrange an adequate submarine patrol we would have gone out from the harbor.

Admiral Theobald. In fact, the Nevada actually started.

Admiral Kimmel. In fact, the order was given and the Nevada was on her way out, and we told her not to go out. We delayed it and then it was hit by a torpedo and it beached. We delayed the sortie
of heavy ships due to the report that mines had been dropped in the channel. One of the cruisers made a circle of the island, of Ford Island, and then by that time the mine report was discounted and she went out.

General McCoy. When did the two United States battleships \([S-115]\) come into the harbor?

The Chairman. We heard it said they came in on the 3rd or 4th or 5th. I do not know whether that is so or not.

Admiral Kimmel. Batdiv-1, consisting of three ships, came in on the third; Batdiv-2 and 4, consisting of five ships, came in some days before that. Wait a minute.

General McCoy. What caused them to come into the harbor?

Anything affecting this war warning or despatches you had from the Navy Department?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. They came in in accordance with the operating schedule which we had prepared and we hadn’t seen fit to depart from that up to this time.

General McCoy. Is it customary to bring two divisions into Pearl Harbor at the same time?

Admiral Kimmel. We had the fleet divided into three major task forces (referring to a document).

The fleet was divided into three main task forces:

Task Force 1 with Admiral Pye in command, which consisted of Battalions two and four, which was 6 battleships, one of which was in the Navy Yard for repairs, the Colorado, which is still there; Cardiv one less Lexington. 1 CV; Crudiv nine, 5 Cl, Deslot one less Desron five, 1 OCL, 2 DL, 10 DD, Oglala, Mindiv one, 1CM, 4 DM.

Their primary mission was to organize, train, and continue development of doctrine and tactics for operations of, and in the vicinity of, the Main Body; to keep up-to-date normal arrangements and current plans for such operations; and to accumulate and maintain in readiness for war all essential material required by the task force in order to provide an efficient covering force available for supporting operations \([S-116]\) of other forces; or for engagement, with or without support, in fleet action.

Task Force Two, (commander aircraft, battle force):

Batdiv one, 3 BB. Cardiv two, 1 CV; Crudiv Five. 4 CA, Deslot two. 1 OCL, 2 DL, 16 DD. Mindiv two, 4 DM.

Primary mission: To organize, train, and develop doctrine and tactics for reconnoitering and raiding, with air or surface units, enemy objectives, particularly those on land; to keep up-to-date normal arrangements and plans for such operations; to accumulate and maintain in readiness for war all essential material required by the task force in order to provide an efficient Reconnoitering and Raiding Force for testing the strength of enemy communication lines and positions and for making forays against the enemy, and for operations in conjunction with other forces.

Task Force Three, (commander scouting force):

Crudivs four, six. 8 CA; Lexington plus Marine Air Group 21. 1 CV; Desron five, 1 DL, 8 DD; Minron two, 13 DMS; Trainron four. 6 AP; 2nd Marine Division less Defense Battalions and Advance Detachment.
Primary Mission: To organize, train, and develop doctrine and tactics for capturing enemy land objectives, particularly fortified atolls; to keep up-to-date normal arrangements and plans for such operations; and to accumulate and maintain in readiness for war all essential material required by the task force in order to provide an efficient Amphibious Force for attack, with or without support of other forces, on outlying positions of the enemy.

Task Force Four, (commandant Fourteenth Naval District):
That part of Fourteenth Naval District Activities which involve [S-117] the Island Bases.

Primary Mission: To organize, train, and develop the Island Bases in order to insure their own defense and provide efficient services to Fleet units engaged in advanced operations.

Task Force seven, (commander submarines, scouting force):
Subron Four less Subdiv Forty-one, 1 SM, 8 SS, 1 AM, 1 ASR, 1 DD, Subron six, 12 SS, 1 AS; Subron eight, 6 SS, 1 AS, Subron ten, 4 SS, 1 AS.

Primary Missions: (1) To organize, train and, concurrently with execution of the expansion program, to continue development of doctrine and tactics in order to provide an efficient Submarine Observation and Attack Force for independent operations or operations coordinated with other forces. (2) To conduct patrols in areas and at times prescribed by the Commander-in-Chief, United States Fleet in order to improve security of fleet units and bases.

Now, of the three main task forces operating out of here, it was provided that one of them should be at sea at all times; but sometimes two of them were at sea at the same time.

We provided for tactics for as large a number of ships as there were in these two forces and then pitted one force against the other. At times there were two task forces that were in port, and this was one of the days and there was no reason at this particular time to change it.

Now, according to this schedule there may have been some change in it, but that was when they were supposed to come in, and they were due to come in, Task Force One on 28 November and Task Force Two on 5 December. Task Force Three was due to depart Pearl on 5 December and to return on 13 December.

[S-118] Admiral Theobald. That task force was the one scheduled to be at sea at the time of the attack, I think.

General McCoy. There was only one task force outside at the time of the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. I did change that to the extent that we had more than one task force out. That was Vice Admiral Brown’s task force, and that was the Lexington, 400 miles southeast of Midway, or the Indianapolis with Admiral Brown, but there was another task force out which had gone to Wake Island and was on the way back from Wake.

Admiral Standley. In other words, you had part of one task force out and part of it in?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. You had your cruisers and aircraft carrier out of one task force?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, and the battleships in, yes. I think that Task Force Three was out in its entirety.
The Chairman. If you had had any suspicion of an air raid on that Sunday morning your ships would have cleared the harbor before they could have gotten here, and you could have gotten them out?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes. We would have sent them to sea.
General McCoy. The fact that you had two in here together would indicate that you had no suspicion here of any air attack?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, any immediate danger, yes. As I look back, with the information service that we now know the Japanese had, they would not have attacked until our ships came into port. If our ships had been at sea the Japanese would have held off for another chance and tried another time.

General McCoy. It goes back, I take it, to the fact that the Japanese had perfect information and you had none?
Admiral Kimmel. That is right, sir.

General McCoy. It occurs to me that at that time or previous to that time and up to now that you were without any information about the Japanese; is that not so?
Admiral Kimmel. We have less now than we had before.
The Chairman. Why do you say that?
Admiral Kimmel. Well, perhaps we know more now than we did before.

Well, there is another thing in connection with this raid, and that is the Tatua Maru which was sent out from Yokohama for Los Angeles and Panama to evacuate Americans from Japan and to pick up Japanese in Los Angeles and Panama.

I believe from what I have seen that this Tatua Maru embarked American passengers and that she sailed. We had been watching that also. I believe American passengers actually embarked and she sailed, but I don't know where it went after it went to sea. But they got out, and I doubt very much whether the captain of the Tatua Maru knew anything except the fact that he was going to carry out his mission.

General McCoy. Your information service has failed you then?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I think so, sir.
General McCoy. You knew though that this place was naturally full of Japanese spies?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. Apparently neither the Army service nor the Navy service was able to get these spies?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. Do you attribute that to the fact that it was a poor service here or to the fact that the Japanese were particularly good?
Admiral Kimmel. I attribute it more to our laws, our freedom, than to any other factor.

I have been told that the F. B. I. and the Military Intelligence Department and the O. N. I. had their eyes on a considerable number of people here in Honolulu and around here who, when war broke, were promptly seized and they have crippled the Japanese intelligence service considerably.

I think there were a considerable number. I hesitate to make that statement as to the number, but you probably know more about it than I do. It is something that is very easily verified, but I heard the statement made that they had about 2,500 rounded up, I would say. Is that correct?
The Chairman. I think there are about 400 Japanese out at the immigration station, if that is what you mean. That is my understanding. I do not know that to be a fact.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I think perhaps the proper agencies would know that. I understood it was in the neighborhood of 2,500, but that I do not know. I had no responsible person to tell me.

General McCoy. Did you have any espionage service or counter-espionage service with anyone in Japan to inform you as to what was happening in the Japanese naval bases or rendezvous?

Admiral Kimmel. I would not know that, sir. That is under the Office of Naval Intelligence. I hope they have, but I have not anything definite about it.

General McCoy. You spoke of the O. N. I. Did your [S-121] O. N. I. here have any espionage agent in Japan?

Admiral Kimmel. So far as I know, no, sir.

General McCoy. Did they have any representatives in the Mandate Islands?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. Isn't it a very dangerous thing for us to sit here with no one in the Japanese areas and with 120,000 Japanese at our gates here?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And we will continue to be dangerous.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I think it is not as dangerous now as it was before, the time before the declaration of war. This is a thing that has been constantly in the minds of a great many naval officers here, a great many of us. Once war is declared and the intelligence service is smashed, we are much safer here than we were before war was declared.

General McCoy. I notice in your operations orders and in your statements that you were under orders to supply certain fortifications or certain detachments and certain defense measures to these outlying posts.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. Did you expect these outposts to defend themselves against Japanese attack in time of war?

Admiral Kimmel. We hoped that they would be able to defend themselves against a small expedition which could be sent there. We knew that Wake was vulnerable. We knew that, that Wake gave a great deal of concern to every one of us, and the steps to be taken at Wake were the subject of considerable correspondence between my office and the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District and the Navy Department. We felt [S-122] that if we could keep Wake reasonably well defended—and I think it was reasonably well defended—it would serve as bait to catch detachments of Japanese, the Japanese fleet coming down there, and we hoped to be able to meet them out there in sufficient force to handle them.

We also wanted to keep the investment. We had quite an investment at Wake, and the Navy Department had ordered it under way and there were extensive improvements established, and there was a flying field which, incidentally, has been used by the Army in ferrying planes to the Far East, and as an observation post.

The wisdom of ever putting anything on Wake is open to very serious question; by “anything” I mean anything more than just
enough to handle the commercial planes that could go by there. However, that was something in which the final decision was not with me, and they decided to do these various things at Wake.

Then we had the decision—as I tried to indicate here a little while ago in answer to a question where I got off the track a little bit—that we had to make a decision as to how such defense we were going to put there, if any. Rightly or wrongly, we eventually had there about 350 marines and 6 5-inch guns and 12 3-inch guns and a number of machine guns, and we had 12 fighting planes there.

General McCoy. Was that expected to hold out against Japanese attack indefinitely?

Admiral Kimmel. It did for some time, sir.

General McCoy. Was the Navy to play any part in its defense.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

[8-123] General McCoy. What happened to them?

Admiral Kimmel. The Navy were to play a part in its defense, but after this affair here the picture changed considerably from what we anticipated.

On the question of profit and loss with respect to Wake, we lost about 350 marines. They sank one cruiser, two destroyers, and a gunboat in one attack. They beached two destroyers up there when they landed, and presumably they were well destroyed before they got away, if they ever did get off. They knocked down and destroyed at least ten bombers which came over them and which attacked them. On the first attack they destroyed eight of the twelve fighting planes that were there with the other four ones that we could replace parts of that could be used.

General McCoy. Didn’t you have a task force in the vicinity of Wake at the time of the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, there was not.

General McCoy. I thought you said there was a task force there.

Admiral Kimmel. That task force was about 200 miles away from Pearl Harbor.

General McCoy. Wasn’t there one to the westward at the time of the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. Returning to Pearl Harbor.

General McCoy. And there was no help sent to Wake from the fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, that is something that was out of my hands.

The Chairman. How far was this from Wake Island?

Admiral Kimmel. It was 200 miles from Pearl Harbor.

[8-124] Admiral Reeves. How far is it from Wake?

Admiral Kimmel. About 1,800 miles.

General McCoy. Wasn’t that in your plan to relieve Wake, to attempt to relieve Wake?

Admiral Kimmel. In the original plan, yes, sir.

General McCoy. I am just leading up to some of the questions that we hope to put to the responsible commander since you have been relieved.

Admiral Kimmel. May I explain a little bit about this Wake business?

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. One of the principal difficulties at Wake was that of loading and unloading ships there. There is no way to get
in the lagoon, and we were working against time, hoping to get things so that when we sent a ship out they could run it in and unload it. Depending upon the weather, it took anywhere from two days to two or three weeks to unload a ship there, which made it very difficult to supply. We also had on that island a number of workmen that the Navy wanted us to keep there. I personally thought they were entitled to some protection, some chance for the white alley.

Now, with respect to operations that have taken place since I was relieved as commander-in-chief, I would prefer not to talk about it.

General McCoy. Yes.

The Secretary of the Navy made a public statement on his return to the United States that the Army and the Navy services were not on the alert and that they were completely surprised. Is that a fact, from your point of view?

Admiral Kimmel. In the first place, before you can [S-125] answer that question you have to define the term "alert." There are many different degrees of alerts. I feel that the Navy afloat was alert and that they were ready for attack and that they were as alert as it was practicable to be at the time. They opened fire in most cases within two minutes of the alarm, and in some cases considerably less than that, and I considered them to be alert, in a fair condition.

General McCoy. I think his statement was that they were completely surprised.

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

General McCoy. How about the statement he made also that they were completely surprised?

Admiral Kimmel. They were surprised, yes sir.

General McCoy. Did you investigate, Admiral, how the submarine got into your channel here?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. How did it get in?

Admiral Kimmel. The submarine that came in the channel is a boat about five feet in diameter and about seventy feet long. It is fitted with a propeller like a torpedo has. It is run by storage batteries and can travel not more than 200 miles when its charge is exhausted. It carries two torpedoes, which torpedoes, we estimate, cannot run more than a thousand yards, but they carried also from 800 to 1,000 pounds of explosives in each one of those torpedoes. These submarines, according to the blue prints which we have captured, taken from the submarine, can make up to 24 knots under water and that it is just like a torpedo. Of course they can make that only for a very short time. They can put themselves in the wake of a ship and come through with the ship when the gates open.

[S-126] The Chairman. Did any ship come in that morning?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. Now, wait a minute. I do not want to make a statement without knowing it. I am not sure whether they did or not, but ships were out that morning, and they began to go out. I think it is probable that this submarine went down, dove under the net, and came in that way.

Now, we had never anticipated any such submarine as this. We discovered a chart on one of these submarines. On this chart a track was laid down. This track, where it passed the net, was later investigated and under the net in wake of this track was sufficient water for
this submarine to have passed without disturbing the net. The statement I have made was reported to me but I have not checked it.

The Chairman. An ordinary submarine would have gone into the net?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, an ordinary submarine would have gone into the net. It would have indicated it was there.

The Chairman. You have not found any evidence of the gate being open to Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, it is not there.

The Chairman. It is not there?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, it is not there. The gates are kept closed at all times except when a ship was entering or leaving. That has been definitely established.

The Chairman. Tell us what officer was charged with the duty of seeing that that net was closed that morning. I am not assuming anything; but we want that officer.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District.

The Chairman. Well, we can get him.

[8–127] I understand that there were two of these submarines which came in, or am I wrong about that?

Admiral Kimmel. We had one come in.

The Chairman. That is the one the Monaghan ran down?

Admiral Kimmel. The first was. He put a hole through it.

The Chairman. She rammed it?

Admiral Kimmel. Rammed it and depth-bombed it. There were some air bubbles there and I did not want to take any chances so they bombed it again and that finished it.

The other submarine that they got went aground over by Bellows Field on the north side. We got that submarine in time and brought it over here and captured the two men in it.

We all thought that there was another submarine in the harbor at the time, but that was never discovered and I do not think there was another submarine in there. I think that was the only one.

A couple of days later we had of another submarine in the harbor, and just to be sure, they depth-bombed it, but finally they said there was no submarine there and there hadn’t been any. My opinion is that only one submarine got inside. Do you think that is a fact?

Admiral Theobald. Yes.

The Chairman. Admiral, if your description of that submarine is correct, would she be launched by a plane, or could it be launched from a ship, in your judgment?

Admiral Kimmel. It would have to be launched from a ship.

The Chairman. Then part of the Japanese fleet would have been within a hundred miles of Oahu that morning?

Admiral Kimmel. Not necessarily. I think it is possible. [8–128] that these small submarines could have been serviced by other submarines. I think it is also possible that they could come alongside other submarines and get charged.

I think they might well have been launched from around here, 50 or 200 miles, and they could have been serviced there, or they might even have been concealed in this neighborhood for some time.
We made searches. There was an intelligence report some time ago, as I remember it, that they had sunk a number of small submarines over on the coast of Molokai, and that they were servicing them and charging them over there. That was several months ago. We made reconnaissance with searching planes but were never able to discover any of them.

Of course there are dozens of reports of the most fantastic kind that come in during any war period. We have tried not to overlook any of them, but we had to use some sanity in our investigation. I think one of the two-man submarines must have put one torpedo into the Raleigh. I believe that is all the damage that was done by the two-man submarines. That is not positive. It is not positive that that is true.

The Chairman. You say that at 7:20 a submarine was bombed outside Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, that is in the report.

The Chairman. Of course, that was the area within which you had determined that you would bomb Japanese submarines if you found one?

Admiral Kimmel. I had determined that we would bomb Japanese submarines found anywhere in the operating area.

The Chairman. Within 200 miles?

Admiral Kimmel. Within two or three hundred miles of this place.

The Chairman. Then the operation was within sight of Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. I judge so, yes.

The Chairman. That did not come into the situation of an air raid, is that right?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, not at that time, and although we had indicated in our order that an air raid might very well be coincidental with submarines, we had so many reports, false reports of submarines in the outlying area, I thought, well, I would wait for verification of the report. Then the air raid started. Admiral Bloch will also develop that and give his reaction, which, I believe, is very much the same as mine.

The Chairman. With respect to what was mentioned before, do you mean you only knew that the airplane had taken a shot at something?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. I had no report that an airplane had attacked a submarine. All that was reported to me was that a destroyer had depth-bombed a submarine.

General McCoy. In the air attack you heard about later?

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

General McCoy. The air attack on the submarine you heard about later?

Admiral Kimmel. Sometime later.

The Chairman. I misunderstood his statement. Apparently the attack was by a destroyer, not from the air.

Admiral Kimmel. It was from the air, but I did not know that, sir.

Admiral Theobald. It was both.

Admiral Kimmel. I mean it has only been put together, everything that we now know. That is not what we knew at the time.
I am giving you everything as nearly as we can find out what happened, but not what I knew was happening at that time.

General McCoy. Did they sink that submarine at this time?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. It was a large submarine, not a small one?

Admiral Kimmel. That I am not positive of. I think it was a small one. One, I think the Ward submarine, was a small submarine, according the Ward report.

General McCoy. According to the Ward report did they ram it?

Admiral Kimmel. No, shot at it and depth-charged it. I think we got a considerable number of submarines, sir. The Japanese admitted the loss of five in the radio broadcast.

The Chairman. In this action?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, five small ones, they said.

Admiral McCoy. To get back to the despatches from Washington, the war warning despatches, and others, that came here successively from October 16, and with respect to a war warning, and General Short said he felt sure you must have shown it to him. Were those furnished to your separate commanders?

Admiral Kimmel. Were they shown to the separate commanders?

General McCoy. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. In general I showed to the commanders of task forces, the three vice admirals, everything that I received in the way of war warnings and of the letters from the Chief of Naval Operations that bore on the situation. I kept them as thoroughly informed as I could.

In regard to this war warning on the 27th of November I am positive that Admiral Pye had seen it. I think Admiral Brown had seen it, but I am not sure; I would not be positive Halsey had not because he was at sea at the time it was received.

General McCoy. There was no warning given him by despatch or radio?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, but he was fully prepared for anything when he left here—he was fully prepared for anything that might happen. All he needed was a declaration of war, and I do not believe they could have got Halsey asleep while he was at sea.

Admiral Standley. I would like to ask you one question. According to No. 2 CL. 1941, revised, with respect to the defense measures available to be taken against air attacks on Pearl Harbor, it states that the Commandant, Fourteenth Naval District, as naval base defense officer, shall exercise with the Army joint supervisory control over the defense against air attack; arrange with the Army to have their anti-aircraft guns emplaced; exercise supervisory control over naval shore base aircraft, arranging through compating 2 for cooperation of the joint air effort between Army and Navy.

In other words, that provides that the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District was the officer who coordinated the air defenses and possibly other defenses with the Army?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Is that correct?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Then, in General Short's statement he refers to the joint coastal frontier defense plan, Hawaiian coastal frontier,
Hawaiian Department, and the Fourteenth Naval District, and directly under this it is signed by Walter C. Short and C. C. Bloch.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And paragraph 18 says:

Navy. The Commandant, Fourteenth Naval District, shall provide for (i) distant reconnaissance.

Now, as I take it, for that purpose the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District is under you?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. But there is no separate force for the District?

Admiral Kimmel. There is not enough of any planes for the defense of Oahu and the use of the fleet in the Pacific. Eventually the plans provided for about 175 patrol planes at that time.

Admiral Standley. They were not attached to the District?

Admiral Kimmel. And it is my recollection that some 80 of them were turned over to the District.

Admiral Standley. As a part of the coastal defense frontier force?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. To remain here permanently?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes. This is what I mean: 185 is the number called for, for airplanes, patrol planes, in this area, and offshore patrol planes, 72. I am speaking from memory only, but I think some 80 of those are set for the use of the Commandant of the District.

Admiral Standley. But in the plans they allowed a force that will remain with the District for distant reconnaissance?

Admiral Kimmel. Of a number of planes we had here in the area and with our plans for advance to the westward and the reconnaissance covering the fleet movements to the Marshalls we would have left, as I recall, only two patrol squadrons here. These were plans approved by the Navy Department and the tasks set up.

Admiral Standley. Then there was provision for a force to remain here for distant reconnaissance?

Admiral Kimmel. Two patrol squadrons.

Admiral Standley. Under the Navy?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Then have you explained that there were not sufficient patrol planes to carry out an effective patrol at any time; is that correct? I mean, an effective patrol against air attack.

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct.

Admiral Standley. Now, we find in the Standing Operating Procedure under interceptor command that the interceptor command will coordinate the control and operations of the antiaircraft batteries and will coordinate and control the aircraft warning service.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Which included the interceptor command and the radar?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. As it developed, which you probably do not know, that radar service was not in operation for service at that time. It was operating as a training service, and while it had certain hours for operation, it was not operating as an effective warning service. Did you have knowledge of that?
Admiral Kimmel. I did not know that, sir, until I got news of this radar incident which I had told you about.

Admiral Standley. Do you know whether Admiral Bloch knew that was the case?

Admiral Kimmel. I do not know, sir.

Admiral Standley. The Commanding General did not have advice with regard to distant reconnaissance and of the approach of the large torpedo planes?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And he did not have the force to do that?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Was the Commanding General interested in that?

Admiral Kimmel. I think he was, sir.

Admiral Standley. You are not sure whether there was a discussion or any knowledge of the lack of effective information on the instrument on that board to carry out that part, or the lack of an effective warning service on his part?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, Admiral, we have had several problems out here, and we had clearly indicated to the Army as a result of some of these searches that we had conducted, that we could not maintain a continuous patrol around these islands and over several months ago. At one time in the early stages of our training with the Army I was informed that they had the idea we wanted the patrol out all the time. I know that their minds were disabused of any such thing as that, and I am quite sure the reasons therefore were set forth by us, the Commandant, Fourteenth Naval District, and compatwing 2, who are the men having to do with the air, and I do not see how they could have failed to know the condition of the state of the affairs at the various exercises, the joint exercises we had with them.

The Chairman. In the picture of it as drawn by Admiral Standley’s question and your answer, if that is correct as I understand it, the Army knew that it was not going to get any warning from your distant reconnaissance?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

The Chairman. And you probably knew or should have known that the Army warning service was not in shape to give you a warning, or to give them a warning, of distant airplanes, so there just was not any machinery for warning here; is that right?

Admiral Kimmel. I thought that the operations of the radar, Army radar, which was reported to me in the maneuvers, that we had, that they had been able to pick up planes taking off from Maui and picking them up this side from Hawaii and following them all the way in, in these exercises that we had. They told me that they picked up planes from our ships coming in, and we had several attacks on Pearl Harbor where we had them carry out and had the carrier run in and make the attack and the carrier run the planes in.

I had been informed that they had picked them up and that they had followed them in, and I thought the radar warning was in very good shape.

I knew that some of the radar warning net was not what they wanted it to be, and we were pushing in every way we could to get that radar warning net perfected, and within a week before this attack took place
I knew that my staff had taken a very effective part in urging the District and the Army to do certain things in connection with it, and particularly the District, and young Taylor, I gave, as I told you about today.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. And he had come down and told us also and some other people from the District and from the Army, and we were working on the perfection of the warning net, to get quicker communication, but I was under the impression, a very strong impression, that the radar was in operating condition and that it was in very good shape.

My recollection is, and I give you this for what it is worth—I have not talked to anybody about this since the action—but my impression was that they had, I think, three stations around the island, and their big ones were the ones, according to which, I thought that we could have some dependence on.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, while I think your information is incorrect as to that, the fact is that in the week of December 7th and the days prior to that, and on the morning of December 7th, you were quite confident that you would get a definite warning of distant planes; is that right?

Admiral Kimmel. I thought we would get some warning of distant planes.

General McNarney. And as a responsible officer you did not assure yourself of that fact?

Admiral Kimmel. No, except indirectly, but when we had two separate commanders and when you have a responsible officer in charge of the Army and responsible commanders in the Navy, it does not sit very well to be constantly checking up on them.

General McNarney. Let us examine into that. Under the situation you had the system of mutual cooperation?


General McNarney. And in the method of mutual cooperation, is it necessary for one commander to know what the other commander is doing or what his plans are?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. Was there an officer on your staff detailed to the radar warning service room to keep you informed?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. How did you expect to be informed?

Admiral Kimmel. The radar warning service was the function of the Army and the naval base defense officer. I had a staff who were active and trying to do the best. It is a physical impossibility for them to do everything, and I thought that they had developed it and handled it.

If I had it to do again, of course I would check it a good deal more than I did.

The CHAIRMAN. You had the responsibility for the security of your fleet, at least here?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, that is correct.

The CHAIRMAN. And the radar warning service would have been of enormous protection to your fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct.
The Chairman. And you had a warning that war might break out at any time?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. And you tell us that you thought the radar service was working; is that right?
Admiral Kimmel. From my experience and from what I knew, I thought I knew the radar service was working.
The Chairman. And you had no liaison officer with that service at the radar?
Admiral Kimmel. I had no liaison officer from my staff with that service.
The Chairman. But you had loaned Lieutenant Taylor to help them set it up?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. And to help them in training?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. But he did not report to you or to any member of your staff anything whatever, and that was in the first week of December; is that right?
Admiral Kimmel. I can't say he reported to any member of my staff; he did not report to me.
The Chairman. He knew what the conditions were; is that right?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, I think he probably did.
The Chairman. And as the radar system is now running, there is a naval officer sitting there at the board to inform you of anything that goes on there?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. And you assumed that that was the situation then?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.
The Chairman. What did you assume was the situation?
Admiral Kimmel. During the time or prior to the time of the attack, we had very few officers out here who were competent. Our cry was for competent officers, and that cry was continued, and it seemed we didn't have a sufficient number of officers to divert them to these duties.
The Chairman. You mean that you had no officer who you felt was available and competent to sit and stay there at the telephone and to phone the information to the Navy?
Admiral Kimmel. That is right. I did not think it was necessary to have an officer there.
The Chairman. You thought that that was the Army's job?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, but since the attack we have had some officers on the duty of identification of ships, and we put a considerable number with the Army.
The Chairman. You knew that your own planes had no I. F. F.?
Admiral Kimmel. What?
The Chairman. You knew that your own planes had no I. F. F. interceptor on them?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. You knew, therefore, that the radar detector and the control officer would have to have advice from the Navy as to where your patrol fleets were, or did you assume that such information was being given to the controller on the morning of December 7?
Admiral Kimmel. As to where our ships were?
The Chairman. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, I didn't assume any such thing as that.
The Chairman. And you did not know how the Army interceptor service would know whether they were attacking planes or whether they were enemy planes? You did not know how that was worked out?
Admiral Kimmel. Not at the time.
The Chairman. I understood you to say that was Admiral Bloch's responsibility to work that out for the Navy, under you.

The Chairman. And you assumed that he had done his duty?
Admiral Kimmel. I thought he had done the best he could, yes.
The Chairman. Of course, that is his duty. I do not think you could expect an officer to do any better than that.

General McNarney. For the purpose of the record I would like to call attention and make reference to the "Tentative Manual of Interceptor Command, Organization, Procedure, and Operations for Air Defence," 27 October, 1941. Paragraph 7 refers to the personnel supposed to be present in the control room and subparagraph (g) reads:

Navy liaison officer. This officer is on the platform and has contact with the naval headquarters in the region. He will be able to identify all naval aircraft flying in the area so as to distinguish them from the enemy. He is also charged with keeping the controller informed of the naval situation so as to aid him in getting a picture of the situation as a whole.

I would like to refer now to the report of General Short on page 22. It states in paragraph 4:

The Navy liaison officer's position within the information center was not manned when I reached the information center at about 8:30 a.m. This position was manned shortly thereafter by Technical Sergeant Merle E. Stouffer, SCAWH, who remained on the position until approximately 4:30 p.m., when the position was taken over by naval officers. Further the deponent [§-141] sayeth not.

(Signed) Grover C. White, Jr.


I just ask to have that go in to clear this up.

General McCoy. May I ask a question, Admiral?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
General McCoy. To go back to your memorandum of December 6.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. It was your function on December 6 to put into effect on the outbreak of war certain specific things.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
General McCoy. When war broke out, did you put those things into effect?
Admiral Kimmel. No.
General McCoy. Why not?
Admiral Kimmel. I could not on account of the losses sustained.
General McCoy. Was not the fleet complete with regard to all forces except battleships?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, but that was a very big outfit that was cut out.

General McCoy. Did you have any information of any kind about enemy battleships being in this vicinity?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.
The Chairman. If you had known that no radar was working on December 5th, 6th, or 7th, would you have altered your distant patrols in any way?  

The Chairman. Then, if no radar was working on that morning, there was no method of warning of a raid on these islands; is that correct?  

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, that is correct. If I had known that no radar was working it would have been a factor to consider, but what I would have done under those conditions I do not like to state.  
The Chairman. You thought it was working.  

Admiral Kimmel. That is short of it. I thought it was in working condition.  

Admiral Reeves. Is it a fact that there was no radar working that morning?  

Admiral Kimmel. Admiral, my impression is, gathered from the report which I gave here, and the report of Commander Curts and others that the radar was working on the morning of the attack, and I thought it was in material condition to work, and it has certainly worked since then. The manning of it. I do not know about, but the material condition of the radar was. I thought, in every good material condition here, in material condition to work, and I thought it was in material condition to work because they did work it.  

General McCoy. We heard testimony that it was not only in condition to work but that it actually was working.  

Admiral Kimmel. Yes. I did not think there was any question about it.  

General McCoy. And that it was not working as a system, but it was brought out that there was no naval officer present but only a soldier who picked up something that morning after the station had closed down at seven o'clock, and that one of [8-13] the soldiers just happened to pass along and pick it up.  

Admiral Kimmel. However much I should have personally checked into this thing—and God knows now I wish I had—I had a great many other things to do, and whether the Navy liaison officer was present at the radar at the time was something that the officer responsible for the running of the radar should have, it seems to me, looked into.  

General McCoy. The warning system wasn't working; it was just a drill and had been exercised through a couple of mobile sets. None of the permanent sets is working yet.  

Admiral Kimmel. None of the permanent sets is working yet?  
The Chairman. No, sir.  

Admiral Kimmel. I did not know that.  

General McCoy. There was a soldier there playing with it, but no responsible officer to see this map that you have heard of in time to follow the attack.  

Admiral Standley. In other words, there was no responsible Army or Navy officer who heard about it until the next day. Let us be fair about it.  

Admiral Kimmel. I would like to make one point clear. At no time do I wish to accuse any Army officer or anybody connected with the Army of having withheld information which we should have had. I merely cited the incident as it was related to me in order to show what
might have happened if they had given us the information which was obtained.

General McCoy. Obtained but not evaluated in time to follow the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I wish to disclaim any idea of putting anybody on the spot. I want now and always to give everyone all the information that I have to tell you in order that you may properly evaluate it.

General McNarney. There is some indication in your report that there were indications of enemy action at 6:15, 6:30, and 7 o'clock. If both the Army and the Navy had been on a war footing, would that information have been communicated to the Army interceptor command?

Admiral Kimmel. The information which was communicated, as available, to certain Navy units at that time, was reported as rapidly as we could, but that information did not reach the responsible command until some time after.

I tried to emphasize the fact that this has only been drawn up from the reports received after the thing was all over, in order to show the sequence of events, as well as we could, and as soon as we could.

It does not show the information that was available. It should not be taken to indicate that the information was available at that particular time nor even that they made reports at that particular time. When a man sees things, before he makes a report he attempts to verify it, but that information was not available. All we had was given to the Army, all we thought was of any interest to the Army, and we gave it to the Army as soon as it was available to us.

The Chairman. I think we will have to adjourn pretty soon if we are to get back before dark.

General McNarney. I have just one or two questions and then I will be through.

The Chairman. All right.

General McNarney. What was the condition of readiness perfected for the naval base defense on the night of December 6?

Admiral Kimmel. I think you had better get that from Admiral Bloch. He can give you the answer to that.

General McNarney. Can he tell me who was the senior officer embarked in Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, he can tell you that.

Admiral Theobald. I can tell you that. It was Admiral Pye.

Admiral Reeves. Where did you get this information about the enemy airplanes at 6:30 or thereabouts? Where did you get that information?

General McNarney. Enemy action.

Admiral Reeves. Where did you get it? Did anyone know there were any airplanes present at 6:30?

Admiral Kimmel. I heard they were present.

Admiral Reeves. Why weren't they reported to the Army?

Admiral Kimmel. Why wasn't it reported to the Army?

Admiral Reeves. Yes, and how did you get the information about enemy airplanes?

Admiral Kimmel. I got no information, sir, about any airplanes being present at 6:30 in the morning.

General McNarney. Enemy action, it is.
Admiral Kimmel. The only information I had in regard to enemy airplanes was on the morning of the 7th when I received the air raid warning at about 7:50 a.m. and immediately after saw the planes attacking the Fleet in Pearl Harbor.

Admiral Reeves. I am told that the question was "enemy action." I suppose if they were not airplanes, they may have been submarines. Then the question is not pertinent to what we are discussing.

The Chairman. I think we had better adjourn until Monday morning.

[8-1/6] Let me say to both you gentlemen that the nature of our discussion is such that we deem it advisable that you do not discuss with anyone anything that has taken place in this room. That is necessary because of the secrecy of these things.

Admiral Kimmel. I appreciate that, and almost everything I have presented here is of a highly secret nature, but I have no hesitancy in presenting it.

The Chairman. You need have no hesitancy in presenting it because there will be nothing in our report until the Secretaries of War and Navy see that nothing in our report will be in any way detrimental to national defense. We have no such agreement, but we have an agreement between ourselves that we will protect the national defense in this, so you need not have any hesitancy in anything you say.

(Thereupon, at 5:25 p.m. the hearing was adjourned until Monday, December 29, 1941, at 9 o'clock a.m. at Pearl Harbor.)
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PROCEEDINGS

TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL HUSBAND E. KIMMEL, UNITED STATES NAVY—Resumed

The Chairman. Admiral, as you probably have heard, Admiral Reeves is not well. He was taken to the Naval Hospital on Saturday evening, and he is under the charge of Commander Brunson. Commander Brunson states that Admiral Reeves cannot be here today and possibly not tomorrow. We have consulted Admiral Reeves and he is entirely willing to have the testimony go on. We have made arrangements that he will be furnished a transcript of the testimony each day so that he can read it and familiarize himself with it if he wishes to call you or any other witness back for further questions. In that case we shall call you or any other witness back for further questions by Admiral Reeves when he gets back if there is anything that appears to him as important to be developed.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. We feel that you are entitled to a hearing before the full Commission, and if you feel that it would be fair to you to wait until Admiral Reeves can be back here, while I should deplore
the delay, I would feel that that was your right, and there would be no prejudice or feeling of prejudice against you if you ask us to wait until Admiral Reeves can be here.

If you would like to consider that matter more, we will give you time to do that and to confer with the Admiral here until you come to a decision about it.

Admiral Kimmel. I think I need no time, sir. I am very sorry indeed that Admiral Reeves is ill and I know that you will miss him, and I know that I will, but I have every confidence in the judgment of this Commission, and I think that the arrangements that you have made will be satisfactory to me.

The Chairman. You quite understand that Admiral Reeves will have the opportunity to examine you further if, upon the inspection of the notes, there is something that he thinks should be developed.

Admiral Kimmel. I expect to be constantly available to the Commission for any such procedure.

[S-149] The Chairman. We thank you very much for that decision, and with that understanding we will proceed.

Admiral Kimmel. May I go ahead now?

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. During my first day's testimony there appeared to be some question as to whether or not the OpNav despatch of November 27th, the war warning despatch, was delivered by me to the Army.

I have carefully investigated the circumstances of that delivery which I have found were as follows:

I gave the despatch to Lieutenant Commander Layton for personal delivery to General Short. Lieutenant Commander Layton misunderstood his orders and gave the despatch to Lieutenant Burr, Navy liaison officer at General Short's headquarters, and left Lieutenant Burr with the orders to deliver the despatch to General Short. When Lieutenant Burr arrived at Army headquarters, General Short and his Chief of Staff were not present. Lieutenant Burr therefore delivered the despatch to G3. He states that the despatch was delivered to either Lieutenant Colonel Donegan or Major Lawton and that Major Horner was present at the time. He states further that he asked the Army officer to whom he delivered the despatch to make certain that General Short received the despatch and that officer said that he would do so. Lieutenant Burr is very sure that this occurred on November 27th 1941 because there was considerable activity at Army G3 in connection with an order for Alert ONE which the Army issued on that date. Lieutenant Commander Layton is very certain that the despatch which Lieutenant Burr carried to Army headquarters was the war warning despatch because that was the only despatch which he gave to Lieutenant Burr. Lieutenant Burr did not read the despatch but states that he had only been required to carry one despatch from the Fleet headquarters to the Army headquarters.

I might enlarge on that a little. This despatch was received in my office late on the afternoon of November 27. I immediately took steps to have that delivered. This despatch was received in my office late
on the afternoon of November 27. I immediately took steps to have that delivered to General Short, and I gave it to this officer with orders to deliver it to General Short personally.

I had also attempted to get hold of Admiral Bloch, but Admiral Bloch had gone to see his wife, who was in the hospital. I got hold of his chief of staff, Captain Earle, and Captain Earle brought to me the dispatch which the Army had just received, their warning. I read that and while I was in there, Layton brought in the paraphrase of the dispatch which he had received, on which was written at the top, "War Warning," and it was something that I thought could not be mistaken. I approved of it and told Layton to deliver it.

The Chairman. That is, to deliver it to General Short?

Admiral Kimmel. To deliver it to General Short, yes. As Earle went out of the office he said to Layton, "Give this to Burr. He is going back to Headquarters now, and he will deliver it." And like an idiot, Layton did that. I did not know these details until yesterday when I investigated it.

That is correct, isn't it?

Now, there was another question which came out on Saturday, and that was the torpedo plane baffles. When I started to get up the data for this I told the commanders and my [S-151] staff that I wanted everything on this subject about aerial torpedoes, and when I presented to you what I did the other day, I thought I had everything. However, Admiral Standley recalled to my mind a letter from the Bureau of Ordnance which was dated in July. I have been unable to locate that letter, but I have located this letter of June 13, 1941, from the Chief of Naval Operations to the Commandants of the various Naval Districts on the subject of anti-torpedo baffles for protection against torpedo plane attacks. A copy of that was sent to me. I will read that letter:

June 13, 1941.

In reference (a) the Commandants were requested to consider the employment of and to make recommendations concerning anti-torpedo baffles——

Admiral Standley. What is the date reference?
Admiral Kimmel. CNO letter, 17 February.
Admiral Standley. 17 February?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, 17 February.

(The letter above referred to follows page 664 of the original transcript.) (See opposite.)

Admiral Kimmel. I read this, and when Admiral Standley recalled it I had some recollection of some such communication, but when I read this, knowing of the depth of the water in this harbor, the channel, that it is 40 feet, and that there are very few spots where it is more than 45 feet, and knowing that battleships cannot be maneuvered in less than 40 feet, then I thought that if the Department meant that the heavy ships were always subject to attack, then I do not know why they did not say so, because we cannot maneuver ships in less than 40 feet of water. I still assumed that we had a certain
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Subject: Anti-torpedo baffles for protection against torpedo plane attacks.

1. In reference (a) the Commandants were requested to consider the employment of and to make recommendations concerning anti-torpedo baffles especially for the protection of large and valuable units of the fleet in their respective harbors and especially at the major fleet bases. In paragraph 3 were itemized certain limitations to consider in the use of A/T baffles among which the following was stated:

   "A minimum depth of water of 75 feet may be assumed necessary to successfully drop torpedoes from planes. About two hundred yards of torpedo run is necessary before the exploding device is armed, but this may be altered."

2. Recent developments have shown that United States and British torpedoes may be dropped from planes at heights of as much as three hundred feet, and in some cases make initial dives of considerably less than 75 feet, and make excellent runs. Hence, it may be stated that it cannot be assumed that any capital ship or other valuable vessel is safe when at anchor from this type of attack if surrounded by water at a sufficient distance to permit an attack to be developed and a sufficient run to arm the torpedo.

3. While no minimum depth of water in which naval vessels may be anchored can arbitrarily be assumed as providing safety from torpedo plane attack, it may be assumed that depth of water will be one of the factors considered by any attacking force, and an attack launched in relatively deep water (10 fathoms or more) is much more likely.
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[S-152] immunity from attack in this harbor. Of course, I was entirely wrong.

General McNARNEY. You did not by any chance recover any of the torpedoes which the Japanese had fired?

Admiral KIMMEL. Wes, we recovered one of them.

General McNARNEY. Was there anything peculiar about them?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, they had wide fins. I have not had time to go into this myself, but I have been informed that these torpedoes were Whitehead torpedoes. That is subject to confirmation. Understand that I do not know completely what I am talking about on this, but I understand they were Whitehead torpedoes, manufactured in 1931, these aerial torpedoes.

They had a large fin on the side of them, almost like a diving rudder on a submarine, and when the torpedoes hit, they just skim into the water. They do not go down far.

Admiral Standley. Are there two or four of these fins?

Admiral Kimmel. Two. One on each side.

Admiral Theobald. It is a shallow dive.

Admiral Kimmel. It is a very ingenious thing. They were evidently built and fitted that way just for this purpose here.

General McNarney. Was there any change in the arming device or length of the run necessary?

Admiral Kimmel. That I would not know. I think Admiral Bloch can give you considerable information on that subject.

The Chairman. You do not know the name of the torpedo officer who examined it, do you?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. Admiral Bloch would know that. However, I can find it out for you.

Admiral Theobald. The man doing most of this work was Thales Boyd. He did most of the work on the torpedoes.

[S-153] Admiral Kimmel. Admiral Bloch talked to me about the arming device, but I think he was talking about the submarine torpedo which we talked about before.

In our reply to the original letter of February 17 34 indicated that we still wanted these light torpedo nets and baffles put out. You recall that.

General McCoy. What are these out here? What are these nets or baffles in the harbor now?

Admiral Kimmel. They are improvised and principally target rafts with some nets strung under them.

Admiral Theobald. He may be confused about the baffles at the entrance to the harbor.

The Chairman. When we were on the tower on Saturday, Admiral, we saw what appeared to be a lot of floats carrying nets. That was in the upper part of the harbor, just what I would call about west of the part near where the floating dry dock is. We thought they were nets that had been put down.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I am not familiar with it.

Admiral Theobald. Admiral Bloch would know about that. They have nets, however, in the channel. They have target rafts there. They got these target rafts out after the attack and strung them across.

Admiral Kimmel. I would like to touch on the question of the Army Radar network. I have looked through the files of the Commander-in-Chief and found two communications regarding that Army installation. I would like to bring this up with respect to the discussions that took place the other day. The first one is a letter from General Short to Admiral Bloch [S-154] thanking him for certain Radar training which fifteen key enlisted men had received.
from four vessels of the fleet. This was forwarded to me by Admiral Bloch. I will read pertinent sections therefrom. (Reading:)

As you are doubtless aware, fifteen key enlisted men and one officer of the Signal Company, Aircraft Warning, have recently gone to sea on cruises on board the California, Chicago, Chester, and Pensacola. While at sea, these men received valuable instruction and experience in the operation of Radar equipment, preparing them for the operation of similar Army equipment. Upon their return, the personnel receiving instructions were unanimous in expressing their gratitude for the consideration accorded them on these cruises and for the opportunity to become associated with the fleet personnel.

It is anticipated that the Army Aircraft Warning Service will be placed in operation in the near future. Due to the interest expressed by the Navy radio operators in the Army equipment, I will cause arrangements to be effected to afford such naval personnel as you may desire to inspect the Army equipment shortly after it has been placed in operation.

Will you transmit to Admiral Kimmel and to the other naval commanders concerned my appreciation for the instructions afforded these men. Both services should reap great benefit in the near future from the security which will be afforded them from the increased efficiency of the Aircraft Warning Service personnel.

Very sincerely yours,

WALTER C. SHORT,
Lieutenant General U. S. Army, Commanding.

[8-155] That was forwarded to me by Admiral Bloch on the 19th of June for such action "as you may care to take."

We had sent some air officers up to inspect the Army Radar, and they did derive some benefit from it.

Under date of August 5 General Short sent me a letter on the subject, "Aircraft Warning Facilities for the Hawaiian Department," which I shall read. (Reading:)

The Army's Aircraft Warning facilities for the Hawaiian Department are rapidly approaching completion. Small scale operations is expected in the immediate future. Subsequent to the original setup the AWS has been greatly augmented. The results of this augmentation, however, are not expected to materialize for some months.

The Department Air Warning Service Board, consisting of officers from all instrumentality associated with the Air Defense, has been reactivated and is now constituted as a liaison and advisory council on AWS affairs. Inasmuch as the Navy has shown considerable interest in the AWS and has initiated plans for a similar system of their own. It seems greatly to the interest of both services to have a Naval officer as contact or liaison officer between Army and Navy AWS activities. I believe that in this manner our efforts along these lines will be highly cumulative and that the prospects for future joint Army-Navy cooperation greatly enhanced.

Accordingly, your assistance would be appreciated in effecting arrangements whereby an officer from your Headquarters be detailed to serve as liaison officer between your Headquarters and mine.

Under date of August 16 I sent the letter:

[8-156] In reply to the suggestion that an officer of the Fleet serve as liaison officer with your Headquarters, I am pleased to advise you that Commander Maurice E. Curts, U. S. Navy, the Communication Officer on my Staff, has been assigned to that duty.

It will be noted in my reply that I appointed Commander Curts of my staff to act as liaison officer between my headquarters and General Short's headquarters. This liaison duty should not be confused with the liaison duty referred to yesterday by one member of the Commission at the time that he read from a publication on the subject of Radar installation.

If it is possible, I should like to examine this publication which was read from on Saturday.
(General McNarney handed a document to Admiral Kimmel.)

The CHAIRMAN. Take your time to examine it.

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir.

When this extract was read it took me completely by surprise, and I thank you very much for letting me see this. I had never seen this manual, and when I left the meeting I tried to find out what it was he was reading from.

I would like to point out one or two things about this. I note that it is dated October 27, 1941, and that it is tentative, entitled, "Tentative Manual of Interceptor Command, Organization, Procedure, and Operations for Air Defense."

This, so far as I know, is not over the signature of any ranking officer in the Hawaiian area. I would like to say that no copy of it was ever received at my headquarters, and so far as I have been able to determine, it has not gone to the people there. I do not know whether it was ever received by Admiral [S-157] Bloch, but you can ask him that question when he comes before you.

I noted on page 2 of section 3, paragraph 6:

Warning: the writer again wishes to warn the reader that the above is merely a "stab-in-the-dark" and that the organization to be prescribed will be the result of a careful study by a board of officers.

The quotation read at the last meeting by a member of the board was subparagraphs (g) and (h) on page 5 of section 4 of this publication. I had no knowledge that the Army had prior to December 7 requested a naval officer for liaison duty at the A. W. S. reception center. But Admiral Bloch is a witness; the Commission can of course ascertain whether the Fourteenth Naval District had a copy of the manual or was asked by the Army for liaison watch officers prior to December 7, 1941.

I would like again to add the following brief comment: Prior to the events of December 7 I knew the following facts:

The Joint Action Army and Navy required the Army to maintain an Air Warning Service.

The Army had a radar network on Oahu.

On or about 10 November, by my authority, Lieutenant Commander Taylor was loaned to the Army to advise them in the operations setup for their radar network.

In General Short's letter of 5 August, he stated: "The Army aircraft warning facilities for the Hawaiian Department are rapidly approaching completion."

After the attack of December 7 I ascertained the following facts. This, incidentally, I found out after I left here the other day:

[S-158] That the Army radar network was operating for drill purposes only and plotted Japanese planes 132 miles north of Kauai into Oahu and back to the northward until 1059. I had learned that before.

Since the day of the attack Army radar network has been constantly in use.

That upon the day of the attack six Army radar stations were functioning, as follows: one at Fort Shafter, one on Koko Head, one on Kaawa, one near Opana, one near Paucena Point, and one at Wainae.

In reverting to this subject and in presenting again in more detail to this Commission the foregoing facts, I hope that the position which I have tried to maintain from the beginning, namely, that I have no
desire whatever to evade the responsibilities which were mine at the
time of the events of December 7, 1941, will be fully appreciated by
the Commission. However, in fairness to all concerned and as an
aid to the future war-making capabilities of our country I feel it
encumbered upon me to assure that all factors which in any way con-
tributed to the happenings of December 7 be clearly presented to this
Commission. It is with this thought in mind that I have felt called
upon to revert to the subject of the Army radar.

After the conclusion of the session on Saturday I thought that a
portion of my testimony was not clear and also that there might be
some misapprehension as to my underlying attitude. I think I stated
in the discussion which took place at the last session that I was con-
vinced there were at least three fixed stations, and by that I meant
three stations with communications to the central plotting room and
to the central place, by wire, and reasonably secure, and I thought
there were [S-159] more. I find that there were six, and I
underestimated. Now I have been informed that each one of these
radar stations that was manned was the search type and that they
are—what do you call them? Two seventy, wasn’t it?

Admiral Theobald. I don’t know.

Admiral Kimmel. It was a search-type radar. And at the places
where they are building permanent setups, they propose to put the
same type radars that they had mounted in these stations to which I
referred. I think they are going to make some slight changes in the
antennae.

Admiral Theobald. They said that they had taken one out of our
damaged ship that would give them altitude.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I know.

Admiral Theobald. This is only search, and they have only one
that gives altitude.

Admiral Kimmel. We turned one over to them from one of our
damaged ships. I know that. It was done at my order.

A member of my staff recalled to me after this session the other day
that I had told him that General Short had informed me that he
thought he could give us a 200-mile coverage with the radar installa-
tions at some time, I don’t know exactly when, prior to this; but that
was firmly in my mind.

Now, I didn’t want to bring up this radar business at all. It is an
Army responsibility, and I was trying to keep as clear of anything
which appeared to be shoving off on the Army as I possibly could, but
when we got into it I felt in justice to myself and to the Navy, which
is of much more importance than I, that I should say what I believe
to be the truth about it.

Admiral Standley. May I ask a question, I think, while we are
on this: Admiral, does that pamphlet say anything about or
[S-160] refer to a Standing Operating Procedure in the title page?
Does it say why that was in there?

Admiral Kimmel. I don’t—(turning pages of a document).

Admiral Standley. No. The title page. Does the title page refer
to any previous correspondence?

Admiral Kimmel. I can’t see it, sir (handing document to Admiral
Standley). It may. I don’t—

Admiral Standley. Admiral, have you ever seen that pamphlet?
Admiral Kimmel, Sir?

Admiral Standley. Have you ever seen that pamphlet (indicating pamphlet, Headquarters Hawaiian Department, 5 November, 1941, “Subject: Standing Operating Procedure. To: Distribution ‘B’, ‘L’, and ‘G’ less 1, 2, 3 and 5,” signed by Colonel Dunlop)?

(Admiral Kimmel examined the pamphlet referred to.)

The Chairman. I think he said he had no recollection of ever having seen it.

Admiral Standley. No; that is another one.

Admiral Kimmel. In answer to your question, sir, I have seen this since the 7th of December, since these proceedings started, and to the best of my recollection I never—I didn’t see this before. It is quite possible, and that I can ascertain, that it was furnished to my headquarters; and if you ask me if I read all of it I can tell you I have not. I did not read all parts of it. I have not yet read it all.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, for the benefit of the Commission, will you state what your status as to authority and responsibility was in relation to the Commandant of the Fourteenth District and the Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department?

[S-161] Admiral Kimmel. The Fourteenth District is a part of the command of the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific fleet. The Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific fleet could give directions and orders to the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District. The Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District was charged with dealing with the Army in practically all matters of detail connected with the liaison betwixt the Army and the Navy. There were of course certain things that I dealt directly with General Short on, such as these war warnings and things like that, and there were discussions that we had, but in practically—oh, in practically all cases the Commanding General dealt through the Commandant of the District in coordinating the—dealt directly with the Commandant of the District in coordinating, and anything that required my action came through the Commandant of the District to me. The Commanding General had an entirely independent and separate command. Both offensive and defensive arrangements were by the principle of mutual cooperation in accordance with the Joint Action of the Army and Navy, and the Commanding General was in no sense subject to my orders nor to the orders of the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District.

Admiral Standley. In the event of the absence of the Commander-in-Chief of the fleet, did the Commandant of the District succeed at any time to direct command of the forces here, or did that devolve upon the senior officer present afloat?

Admiral Kimmel. The Commandant of the District assumed command in his regular order of seniority.

Admiral Standley. Of seniority.

Admiral Kimmel. I conceive him at all times to be a part of the fleet, and in my dealings with the Commandant I tried to [S-162] consider him just as one of the subdivisions of the fleet. Now, manifestly the senior officer present afloat has certain responsibilities, and those were not changed by the letter.

The Chairman. Those were not changed by the letter, did you say?

Admiral Kimmel. Those were not—I didn’t mean anything I said to change that. I didn’t write any letter, sir.
Admiral Standley. Do you mean this, Admiral: that even though the Commandant of the Fourteenth District by virtue of seniority was in command here, even under those conditions the senior officer present afloat had certain responsibilities as to the ships afloat here?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I might say that Admiral Bloch so far as I recall during this period of time—well, he may have been for a few days, but in a vast majority of times, almost always, there was at least one task force commander in port, who was a vice admiral and therefore senior to Admiral Bloch.

Admiral Standley. Who is a rear admiral.
Admiral Kimmel. Sir?
Admiral Standley. Who is a rear admiral.
Admiral Kimmel. Who is a rear admiral, yes, sir.
Does that answer?
Admiral Standley. Yes.
The Chairman. Admiral, I think you misconceived some of the questions that I put near the close of the last session. What I was trying to do was not to fix any responsibility on you or anybody else in the premises, but what I was trying to do was to find the net situation with respect to information as between Army and Navy as to warning devices in operation at the date of the attack.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, I understood that, and I have absolutely no complaint to make to you or anybody else about the way I have been treated.
The Chairman. That is all right, sir.
Now, to summarize it, without going into the question of whose fault it was, whether it was the fault of lack of equipment, lack of personnel, defective exchange of information, or whatnot, the fact was that on the morning of December 7 you knew that there was not any distant patrol?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. You thought that there was a radar information service operating?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes.
The Chairman. More or less complete?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, I thought so.
The Chairman. And that was the state of your information and belief on that morning?
Admiral Kimmel. That is correct.
Admiral Standley. May I ask, before we leave this subject of the radar, a question premised on the fact that the radar on the fleet in harbor was not working due to the surrounding mountains; it wasn’t expected to work while they were in harbor.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. However, in addition to the drill that was going on that morning by the Army there were task forces at sea supplied with radar on the individual ships?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. Did that apply to all ships at sea, all fighting ships?
Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, all ships are not equipped with radar.
The Chicago——

Admiral Kimmel. The Enterprise, Lexington wasn't in this area. The Chicago, the Enterprise, and I think the Indianapolis are equipped with radar and—now wait a minute. The Indianapolis wasn't there. I'm wrong. I'm wrong. No, I'm wrong. Cut that out, please. I got two task forces mixed up in my mind. The Enterprise was equipped with radar, and she was about 200-odd miles to the westward, and I am sure her radar was working at the time.

Admiral Standley. The question I was wanting to ask again, or ask in addition: Was there post facto information furnished you such as we and you got as to the Army radar report or chart showing enemy ships operating? Was there also anything developed on any of the ships' radar afterwards that showed that they had any contact with enemy ships of any kind?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, not that I have heard, sir.

Admiral Theobald. They were all too far away.

Admiral Kimmel. They were all too far away.

Admiral Theobald. Any one of them. The Enterprise.

Admiral Kimmel. Enterprise was 200 miles to the westward, sir.

Admiral Standley. And they had no contact with any surface ship or—

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, none was ever reported to me, sir.

Admiral Theobald. Too far away, sir. The Lexington and Indianapolis had them, but they were miles away.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, they were way down.

Admiral Standley. What would be the radii of any such instruments on any of these surface ships?

Admiral Kimmel. The surface ships, it depends on the [8-165] height of the radar installation on the ship and the size of the ship that they are searching for: the two principal factors.

Admiral Standley. About what would be the normal distance?

Admiral Kimmel. I am trying to tell you that, sir. Take the Enterprise, and against a battleship, and she could probably be reasonably certain of getting it at 40 to 50 thousand yards, which is 20 to 25 miles. Now, then, against a plane which is well up in the air that could run up to as high as 200 miles. Now, the higher you put the radar installation the more it increases your range for surface ships as well as for aircraft and—well, does that answer the question, sir?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. Now, in the case of a destroyer, I might add, the radar installation in the Enterprise should be good for, oh, somewhere between 20 and 35 thousand yards, something of that kind.

Is that correct?

Admiral Theobald. Yes. The thing about it is that the radar projects the beam and it's rectilinear just like light: as soon as you hit the curvature of the earth the things below that, below the horizon—

The Chairman. —you don't get.

Admiral Theobald. That beam goes over, just like over a hill, and it's no good.

Admiral Standley. Taking height out, is there any limit in power or effect?

Admiral Theobald. You had better get experts, sir. I think we have gotten reception on planes well over 100 or 150 miles, and this Army radar followed some planes out, it must have been, over 200
miles before they lost them on that morning, but I am not an expert on that, but I think it's around—I think 200 miles is—Admiral Standley. —the limit of power.

Admiral Theobald. Again, a plane is a simple problem. With a good radar instrument you could get a plane that far.

The Chairman. I do not know how high this Opana installation was, but I suppose it was as high as the highest masts on some of your ships, and they apparently picked up planes 132 miles away.

Admiral Kimmel. It depends on the height of your planes again, sir.

The Chairman. Yes, again, how high they were.

Admiral Theobald. Our planes are now coming to a technique of flying very low when they go out now until they have to go up to see something. I mean our planes are following a principle of getting down close to the water until they get close to something to search for. They have been doing that for some time now, and that is what the Japs did too.

The Chairman. Yes. Evidently they flew low along the easterly side of the Island in coming down here.

Admiral Standley. You spoke of reports, Admiral, which caused you to send out patrols to the west and southwest.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Were any of those reports based on radar information?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, so far as I know, so far as I remember.

Admiral Standley. What type of reports were they which caused the patrols to the south and southwest rather than to the north? That is, after the attack.

Admiral Kimmel. They were false reports, as we found out, and of contacts, and were direction-finder reports.

The Chairman. There is some belief, is there not, that those were stalls by Japanese boats?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Fishing boats and whatnot?

Admiral Kimmel. I think so.

The Chairman. We have been told that there was a great deal of radio talking and a great deal of confusion in the signaling after the attack.

Admiral Kimmel. They did as much as they could to confuse everybody.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. And you must hand it to them, leaving aside the unspeakable treachery of it, that once they were launched on it they did a fine job.

Off the record:

(There was colloquy off the record.)

General McNarney. Admiral, do you maintain an operations board here which shows or pictures the location of surface vessels?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McNarney. You do not happen to take a photograph of it, do you, day-by-day, so we could see the picture on December 6?

Admiral Kimmel. We have records. I think, which can be—

The Chairman. Well, now, on that very line Admiral Standley has just made the suggestion that it would be helpful to us if you could
have prepared a large chart, probably on a [S-168] small scale, which would show us the location of all your forces on the 6th.

Admiral Kimmel. I think that that——

The Chairman. Between the 6th and the 7th.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. That is the very thing you had in mind, isn’t it?

Admiral Kimmel. I think if you will call Captain Delaney before you he is prepared to do that now.

Admiral Theobald. Captain McMorris.

Admiral Kimmel. Captain Delaney and Captain McMorris.

Admiral Standley. We would like a large-scale chart.

Admiral Theobald. They have the large plotting sheets they kept there on a table longer than this (indicating), and they have it there all the time, which is right in the war plan section at headquarters.

Admiral Standley. It shows the whole ocean?

Admiral Theobald. It shows the whole ocean.

Admiral Kimmel. I might give a brief description of the scheme that we had.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. We kept the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District informed of the movement of all combatant ships, and in his office there was prepared each day a location sheet for the combatant ships as well as for all the merchant ships which we knew anything about, and a copy of that was furnished to my office, an overlay, and they could put it right on the chart, and we had all the merchant ships, and of course we knew where our own ships were, and they had their own ships and they had added on our ships. Now, that was done each day.

The Chairman. If I understand you, you had a permanent chart.

Admiral Kimmel. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. And then you made a location sheet which you can lay right on top of that permanent chart?

Admiral Kimmel. Transparent paper.

The Chairman. Transparent paper, which would locate your vessels on the sea area?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And those are permanent records?

Admiral Kimmel. I think so, sir.

The Chairman. So that they could produce the big chart and then produce the location sheets of, say, the 5th, 6th of December?

Admiral Kimmel. I think so, sir.

The Chairman. And that would be Captain Delany or Captain McMorris?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, Captain Delany and Captain McMorris would be the ones to present that, and I think that there should be no difficulty about it.

General McCoy. May I ask if such a sheet, such a chart, was kept as to the Japanese fleet and where it was?

Admiral Kimmel. That included this, sir. That was included.

General McCoy. On the same chart?

Admiral Kimmel. Not necessarily on the same chart, but there was an overlay for that purpose. There was so much on some of these charts that——
The Chairman. So much on some of these overlays, you mean.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, so much on some of these overlays that they sometimes split them up and had one at—my [S-170] recollection now is, we had one for the Japanese and one for our own ships.

Admiral Theobald. I would like to say something about that if I may. It is recognized that the Intelligence is not good, but we did have a Radio Intelligence Service that Lieutenant Commander Layton can tell you about, with a main-intercept unit in Washington, one in Cavite, and one here, who did trace by doing nothing but intercepting Japanese traffic and assaying it. They got all the checks. He, I assume, can tell you that; I don't want to. But they went right along, and that's all they actually have as to where the Japanese are. That's the main detections. There is no spy system in Japan; I don't think you can develop it. Layton, on that, will tell you a lot, I mean, and what they have in the way of plots.

Admiral Standley. You have a plot room in which all of this plotting is done, haven't you?

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

Admiral Standley. You have a plot room, an operations room, in which all of this plotting is done, haven't you?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Would there be any reason why the Commission itself could not go there and look at that plot room?

Admiral Theobald. No.

Admiral Standley. Is there anything more secret about that than we get right here?

Admiral Kimmel. There isn't anything more secret about it, sir, except that they are carrying on work there right now, and it is a very busy place.

Admiral Standley. Well, we wouldn't want to interfere, [S-177] I mean, but we could go there and see it in operation.

Admiral Kimmel. Oh, yes.

Admiral Standley. I think we could see exactly what they are doing there, to give us a picture that we could not get otherwise.

Admiral Kimmel. I think you have to communicate with the Commander-in-Chief on that, sir.

Admiral Theobald. The Fourteenth Naval District was doing the same thing, too, as far out as they—they have a large plot in their war plans section.

Admiral Standley. A separate plot, too?

Admiral Theobald. Oh, yes, sir, over at Fourteenth Naval District headquarters of the Navy Yard. This plot room that Admiral Kimmel is talking about is right down here in Commander-in-Chief's headquarters about two blocks from here (indicating).

The Chairman. Would it be convenient for you to call—

Admiral Theobald. To call up and find out?

The Chairman. Would it be convenient for you to arrange that at 12 o'clock we may be taken—only the members of the Commission; I think no one else ought to go—to those two plot rooms and look over the plotting?

Admiral Theobald. Yes, sir. I will get that right under way.

The Chairman. If you will make that available to us we will adjourn at 12 o'clock and go down and look at that.
General McCoy. Were any of those information sheets or relays—overlays—of the Navy furnished to the Army? Do you know? Or the substance of the information?

Admiral Kimmel. I think you had better ask Admiral Bloch that, sir.

[8-172] General McNarney. This is not particularly germane to the subject, but just for my own information I would like to ask the Admiral.

The Chairman. Yes.

General McNarney. In laying out your battle fleet formation, what is the normal position of the carriers in the battle fleet formation, with the whole battle fleet steaming out? I have a sort of smattering of naval formations, but not very much.

Admiral Kimmel. You have touched on one of the most controversial subjects in the whole field of naval tactics. We felt for some time that the carriers should be separated from the battle line, operating on the hit-and-run principle. I think the latest thought on the subject is that the best place for the carrier is right in the battle line, for the protection of the carrier itself and for the protection of the battleships against air attack. I think it is probable there would always be at least one carrier kept right with the battle line.

Now, then, as to your dispositions, any one expedition would depend entirely upon your mission and upon the number of carriers and surface vessels that you had available for the mission. In this war up to the present there has been no such thing as a fleet action, a fleet in the sense of a large number of ships, and they have been small detachments of ships, and the British I think are pretty firmly wedded to the idea that the carrier stays right with the heavy ships except when they are off on some particular mission. You can protect them with the suitable fast ships to accompany them; because as long as you keep the carriers with the battle line [8-173] you sacrifice the advantage of speed that the carriers have over the battleships; and if you put some heavy cruisers or even light cruisers with the carriers you give them a much greater mobility than they would have with the battleships.

Does that answer the question?

General McNarney. Yes. This is just mostly for my own information.

Admiral Kimmel. It is a very difficult question to answer, sir.

Admiral Standley. That was not the case on December 7? That is, the battleships were without the protection of the carrier on the 7th of December?

Admiral Kimmel. The battleships that were here?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. Without the protection of the carrier? Yes, sir, in the sense that the carrier was not in port, but there was one carrier within 200 miles of here at the time.

Admiral Theobald. When you are in a port you naturally would depend for your main escort on land-based aircraft anyway.

General McNarney. You cannot operate a carrier in port.

Admiral Kimmel. A carrier in port is just nothing, and we have long held—had a practice here that when a carrier comes into port she flies off her aircraft and puts them at the base, and we provided at each one of these fields ammunition, bombs, and what not to arm the planes
of the carriers, so that in event of being caught in port those planes could be useful. They were all taken off the carrier the minute it came into port, because they would be vulnerable not only to attack and the destruction of the planes because they couldn't get them off in port, but their planes would be useless too, so we always removed them from the carrier when we came into port.

[S-174] Admiral Standley. What field did you use here for them, Admiral?
Admiral Kimmel. We used three fields. The north island.
Admiral Standley. What?
Admiral Kimmel. I mean Ford Island.
Admiral Standley. Ford Island.
Admiral Kimmel. Ewa; that's the marine field. And the landing field-mat over here at Kaneohe Bay. I might add that one of the first things that I hammered on when I took command was to get an agreement with the Army whereby we could use all their fields, any or all of them, and whereby they could use any or all of ours, and I issued orders that all Navy planes should by squadrons visit and be serviced at each one of the Army fields, and that was carried out, and they were familiar with all the Army fields, and I am quite sure that the Army were quite familiar with all our fields.
General McCoy. You spoke of one field, Admiral, as——
Admiral Kimmel (interposing). Now pardon me.
General McCoy. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. May I just add one other thing: And when I spoke of the places that we put the carrier planes when they came in, we normally put them at our own naval fields.
Excuse me, sir.
General McCoy. You spoke of one of your fields as Tamarim Bay?
Admiral Kimmel. Kaneohe Bay.
General McCoy. Kaneohe.
Admiral Kimmel. Naval air station, Kaneohe Bay.
General McCoy. Where is that?
Admiral Kimmel. That is the seaplane station over here to the northward of the Island.
General McCoy. On this Island?
Admiral Kimmel. On Oahu, yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. You know where Bellows Field is.
General McCoy. Yes.
Admiral Standley. It is just over there (indicating).
Admiral Kimmel. We haven't got a map of Oahu? Have you got a map?
Admiral Theobald. This (indicating on a map) is Kaneohe Bay, and this is the naval air station in here (indicating).
General McCoy. Did you have any normal anchorage for the fleet in this archipelago outside of Pearl Harbor?
Admiral Kimmel. When the fleet first came out here we spent a great deal of our time in Lahaina road, anchorage over there.
General McCoy. Where is that?
Admiral Kimmel. That is on the Island of Maui. There is a harbor down at Hilo which would take a couple of battleships and a number of smaller craft. Those are the two principal places that we used outside of this.
Admiral THEOBALD. Destroyers can go inside Kalului.
Admiral KIMMEL. What?
Admiral THEOBALD. Destroyers can go inside Kalului.
Admiral KIMMEL. Well, we haven't used them.
Admiral THEOBALD. We have in the past, destroyers.
Admiral KIMMEL. And at Kalului, too. But when the situation became more tense and we were afraid of submarines, we stopped the practice of anchoring in any of those open roadsteads or in the harbor at Hilo, which is only partially protected by breakwater and subject to submarine attack, and [S-176] we used Pearl Harbor exclusively as an anchorage for heavy ships. We did permit submarines to anchor and work around Lahaina, and certain of the other smaller craft would from time to time be permitted to go to these other ports, but broadly speaking from the time I took command we had only one anchorage, which was Pearl Harbor. Lahaina, of course, is absolutely open. Lahaina. The anchorage at Lahaina is absolutely open, and studies were made several years ago to mine Lahaina to the extent necessary to make it unsafe for submarines to come in there, and a great many plans were made along that line. There are very swift currents over there, and it was finally decided that if we put mines in the number necessary to protect that harbor there was an enormous area to mine and that we would destroy more of our own ships than we did of the enemy, due to mines breaking loose in those swift currents, certainly after a short time, and that project was entirely abandoned.

General McCoy. When I was here in Hawaii about ten years ago I talked to the admiral commanding the base, only just an informal visit, and he expressed at that time considerable apprehension of the battle fleet being caught in Pearl Harbor, in its very narrow channels, and so forth.

Admiral KIMMEL. That's right. That was an apprehension I shared with him, and it was my constant concern all the time I was here.

General McCoy. At that time, however, he was thinking only of submarines; he was not then concerned with the air. More recently I served with one of your officers who served here up until a few months ago, and in talking to him about it, over the more recent concern of the Navy for defense from the air, he said that when he was out here—

I think probably most of [S-177] his service being before your time—the fleet kept under way and stayed outside of Pearl Harbor and only went into the harbor by division but kept the main fleet outside of Pearl Harbor, conscious of the new danger from the air.

Admiral KIMMEL. Well, General, that's possible during the period of the fleet problem over a month or six weeks, perhaps, but over several months I can see no way by which we could do it.

General McCoy. I take it, then, since you have been in command with the security of the fleet constantly in your mind, that your problem was more concerned with the safety from submarines than from air attack?

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes, sir. I was constantly concerned with the question of submarines, and we took very effective steps, I think, to keep a submarine from getting any surface ships. At least they didn't get any.
General McCoy. At these times of successive warnings from the Department I take it, then, that the fleet was mostly in Pearl Harbor rather than outside?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. We kept them in the operating areas, and we tried to change them around a little bit, and we tried to be constantly on the alert against submarines, but we did not keep them in harbor during all this time. We kept them at sea as much as we thought was profitable for our training and for the preparation for war and maintaining what security we could. We had to accept a submarine menace in the operating areas over a long period of time. We had to accept it, because if you keep a fleet in port you might just as well disband them, quit: they are no good to you.

General McCoy. Could you furnish us with a statement as to the times since you had command that the fleet has been in Pearl Harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. How many—well, I can give you a very—

Admiral Theobald. Yes, you can do it.

Admiral Kimmel. I can give you a general statement right now which I think will serve your purpose.

General McCoy. Well, that would be satisfactory.

Admiral Kimmel. When I took over command of the fleet—

Admiral Standley. What date?

Admiral Kimmel. On February 1, 1941. (Continuing)—Admiral Richardson had placed in operation an operating schedule whereby one-half the fleet went to sea and the other half of the fleet remained in port, and the half that were in port would sortie, and then the other half would come in.

I continued that for something like a month after I took command. It was too strenuous an operating schedule, and we had no opportunity to have upkeep on our ships, to keep up—overhaul the engines and machinery and perform necessary work to keep them going. We had a situation where some of the type commanders would never see a unit of his command at all. I modified that and divided the fleet: instead of two task forces or two operating forces, I divided them into three task forces. At the same time that I divided them into the three task forces I prescribed a mission, a specialized mission for each one, in addition to the general mission of all naval units. I presented that, I think, the other day. We then had one task force at sea all the time, sometimes two, so I would say that they were at sea about 40% of the time and in port about 60% of the time.

The Chairman. That is, any one ship would be so?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Theobald. Except the light forces.

Admiral Kimmel. What?

Admiral Theobald. Except the light forces.

Admiral Kimmel. Well, there were times when the light force were kept out 60% of the time and in port 40% of the time, but I had to take very drastic steps to relieve the pressure on the light forces in order to be sure that we could keep them going.

The Chairman. Well, that would mean, then, as I think you explained the other day, that sometimes but a third of the fleet would be in here?

Admiral Kimmel. That's right, sir.
 Admiral Kimmel. That's right.

The Chairman. And this particular occasion happened to be a time when two-thirds were in?

Admiral Kimmel. That's right.

General McCoy. And that was on the normal operating schedule?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Theobald. You can examine those. We have them all, from way back.

General McCoy. Well, I think the statement of the Admiral——

The Chairman. This is an approximately correct statement, isn't it, Admiral?

Admiral Kimmel. I can give you the details, of course, but I don't think it would be profitable.

The Chairman. I don't think we need them.

General McCoy. This is sufficient, I think.

Admiral Kimmel. In that connection it might be well to state that during all the time I was in command I made it a practice to invite the Army to take part in the exercises which we were planning, and on a great many occasions they did take part, particularly the air. On other occasions the Army requested that we hold certain maneuvers for them and come in and do this and that, and we tried to meet their wishes to the best of our ability, and I want to say that I think the Army cooperated, and I certainly tried to cooperate, better than any other place that I have ever served. We did try to get together.

General McCoy. In questioning the Army commander the other day I asked him what special measures of security for the fleet he took when the fleet was in the harbor.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes?

General McCoy. That is, his responsibility was primarily for the protection of the fleet when it was in the harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. And it was brought out that he didn't know when the fleet was in the harbor and that on this occasion when two-thirds of the fleet were in the harbor he had taken [S-181] no special precautions for the protection of the fleet, even after the war warning.

Admiral Kimmel. May I say something off the record, sir? I don't want this to go in the record.

The Chairman. Yes.

(Admiral Kimmel made a statement off the record.)

The Chairman. Well, let me put a question that I think you will answer: Any citizen of Hawaii who had a motor car could find out how much of the fleet was in harbor at any given moment, couldn't he?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. All he had to do was drive around the harbor on the road.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And he could count them, couldn’t he?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. And we objected to that very much. There was nothing we could do about it.
The Chairman. You couldn’t do anything about it?
Admiral Kimmel. There was nothing we could do about it; we knew that.
Admiral Standley. Let me ask, however, following, General (addressing General McCoy), that question: You have previously stated that the movements of the fleet were known to the Commandant of the Fourteenth Naval District?
Admiral Kimmel. Oh, yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. And were furnished him, all movements of the fleet?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. And they were in his operating room?
Admiral Standley. Do you know whether or not that information was disseminated to the forces in this area, Army and Navy alike?
Admiral Kimmel. Well,—
Admiral Standley. The Commandant of the District would know that, wouldn’t be?
Admiral Kimmel. He would know that, sir. I couldn’t—I don’t know what—
The Chairman. Well, you know that there was a port control office or some such thing in which there was an Army liaison officer, don’t you?
Admiral Kimmel. Oh, yes, sir.
The Chairman. That port control office had a record of every ship that came in or out of this harbor, didn’t it?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, as far as I know of.
The Chairman. Don’t you remember there is a port control office down there? The artillery——
General McCoy. And the artillery commander was conscious of it.
The Chairman. Yes, the artillery.
General McCoy. What I was trying to bring out is that there were no dispositions taken by the Army, change in their normal peacetime procedure, when the fleet was in the harbor or at any time after this war warning——
The Chairman. No.
General McCoy. —either by the Army or by the Navy.
The Chairman. Well, I suppose that in peacetime it wasn’t necessary to take any, and I don’t know what you could have [8–182] any more if there were six ships in here or if there were fifteen; the procedure would be just the same to protect that target, I should think, no matter how many or how few boats were in there.
Admiral Kimmel. I might say in that connection that one of our concerns—one of my concerns was a system of recognition signals that the Army would understand, and we find that——
Admiral Standley. Air or ships? Air recognition or ships?
Admiral Kimmel. Ship recognition. We never got anything—well, leave that aside. Ship recognition signal. And we finally got that, never entirely satisfactory, as it never will be, but fairly well ironed out.
Admiral Standley. Let me ask you this, Admiral: I would like to have you expand a little bit on this. You have spoken of this question of overhaul periods. I would like to have you expand on that a little bit for the benefit of the Commission.

I know the story, but—
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
Admiral Standley. I would like you to get that.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. None of our ships can continue operating indefinitely without a chance to overhaul their machinery. Our object was to bring the fleet into the war in tiptop operating condition. We didn't want to have them run down at the beginning of the war. We had an extensive program of alterations. These alterations included the installation of anti-aircraft guns, the installation of radar, the installation of protection, shields around a gun. What do you call them?

Admiral Kimmel. Splinter protection. I couldn't get the word. Splinter protection around the guns and can you think of anything else?

Admiral Theobald. Those were the main. We were in general incorporating lessons of the war that were being supplied us.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, but those were specific items. I was trying to get specific items.
Admiral Standley. How about the degaussing?
Admiral Kimmel. Oh, yes. Degaussing. That was a big item. I knew there was something else. Degaussing. Now, each one of those items required considerable work on a ship.

Admiral Standley. Wait a minute.
(There was colloquy off the record.)
Admiral Kimmel. Each one of these required work on a ship, and during the periods that they were in port we gave what we call restricted availability at the Navy Yard for as many ships as they could handle and for which material was available to install these items.

Now, the degaussing, incidentally, is a very big job. It is a protection against magnetic mines, and a great deal of that was done right here in this yard on a great many ships.

Oh, yes: there is a listening gear to be put into the smaller type ships, and there was the installation of Y guns which throw depth charges. I know there were a great many others items, and if I had time I could probably get a great many, but I think you have got the general idea now. And by making these ships available during a week or ten days in here we were able to accomplish a great deal in the installation—

[S-185] we wouldn't have had any radar in any of our ships if we had not done that. That was one of the big things. Most of it was installed right here in this yard, some of it on ships which were undergoing overhaul on the coast.

And not only did we prepare for installing the Radar which had been received and the guns which had been received, but we provided the structural work and the wires in the ships, ready to put the Radar or the new guns in the places as soon as they were received in the shortest possible time.

Does that answer your question?
Admiral Standley. I want to develop this question. Was the ship's force engaged in this work in port?

Admiral Kimmel. The ship's force was engaged in this work in port to the limit of their capacity. Tenders were engaged in this work in port, and the Navy Yard was engaged in this work in port, in addition to the machinery, the permanent installations on the ships, the main motive machinery, and the power, and all working parts for the guns.

One of these ships is a mass of machinery. It is a mass of machinery, and this machinery requires constant overhauling just to keep it in tip-top operating condition.

Admiral Standley. In other words, over and above any new overhauling?

Admiral Kimmel. Over and above any new alterations.

Admiral Standley. And over and above your annual overhauling period?

Admiral Kimmel. Over and above the extended overhaul period which occurs at intervals of between 20 and 24 months.

Admiral Standley. You mean the Navy Yard overhaul?


Admiral Standley. An extensive overhaul?

Admiral Kimmel. An extensive overhaul. This has been constantly in my mind to keep the ships available, to be able to do something when war came an dto be sure that they did not run down.

Admiral Standley. And you adopted a policy of preventing breakdowns rather than run the risk of breakdowns?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. In other words, to avoid having anything wrong with the battleship at sea, you attempted to discover it during the overhaul period?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. We had a conversation the other night with Admiral Reeves about the trip of the Oregon to Santiago in the Spanish-American War. You are familiar with that?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. And he stated that the Oregon progressively became better as they got to Santiago. The machinery was in better operating condition when they got to Florida than when they started.

Now, why was that the case in the Oregon when our present ships seem to be so delicate and lack the long-range operations in wartime, when in 1898 the Oregon was able to proceed to Santiago and be in better condition than when it left, without any Navy Yard for repairs except for such repairs as they were able to make en route?

Admiral Kimmel. I think the ships of today are much more reliable than the Oregon was. In the midst of all this we [SP-187] were convoying, escorting merchant ships from here to Manila and back. We were escorting merchant ships directly across by way of Torres Strait. We had, so far as I can recall at the present time, no breakdowns among those cruisers that they had working, and there were a large number of them, a considerable number of them which made that round trip.

The Oregon trip took about two months, I believe, to get to the Battle of Santiago from the time she started until the Battle of Santiago.

General McCoy. I do not think it was that long, was it?
Admiral Standley. It may have been, yes.

Let me answer that question, if I may. The Oregon was a brand new ship, just put in commission, and when you put a new ship in commission, it is just like a new automobile. The bearings have to be worn down, the gear has to be tested out, and naturally when it got there it was in better shape than when it started.

Admiral Theobald. There is no ship in this fleet which cannot do today what the Oregon did, and we can send a ship from here to the East Coast, or to New York, and we will bring them back without any difficulty; that may go along for a year, but at the end of that time you are bound to get your breakdowns. You have to keep them up all the time because you do not know when war is coming.

General McCoy. Under war conditions you could take the fleet over to Singapore?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. And you could take it from here in case the Panama Canal were blockaded, around South America, and deliver it in the Caribbean?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, as long as you had fuel. That is the only thing you would have to supply.

Admiral Standley. You have repair crews right on the fleet, right along with it?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

May I point out at this point that the state of tension with Japan has continued since 1937. It certainly has been active for the past two years. I seem to recall in 1937 that we had quite a scare on the West Coast, particularly against submarines.

Admiral Hepburn was in command of the fleet at that time, and he established a patrol of patrol planes, and he ran it for about a month or six weeks.

Admiral Standley. Here or on the Coast?

Admiral Kimmel. On the Coast. At the end of that time his patrol planes were just about worn out, and he had to stop it because he could not keep it up.

That is my recollection now. I am not sure of all the details because I was not there at the time in the fleet, but that is what I have been told.

Admiral Theobald. I can testify to that because I was a battleship captain in the fleet. They started in November, and not having a prohibited area we took some of the sabotage measures that were mentioned. We had some small boats or ships around, and it started in November and lasted until February.

Admiral Hepburn had a patrol about two hundred miles of a search, searching mainly for submarines. He did not have sufficient BP's to run long-range scouts, but scouted only against submarines, on about a 400-mile trip.

At the end of three months, with the losses in life and losses in planes and the breakdown in planes from the scouting operations, it was necessary to stop it sometime in February.

Admiral Kimmel. May I say this: The British have run their ships through force of necessity, and the ones which have arrived in our yards were badly run down, in a run-down condition, and that after less than two years of the war.
That is the situation in regard to these planes on the Coast.
Admiral Standley. How would you expect to do that in war conditions, having out planes?
Admiral Kimmel. Only by having double crews for each plane and by having new planes coming in very rapidly.
General McNarney. To get back to the carriers, Admiral, is it considered by the Navy that the carrier is primarily a defense weapon, or is it an offensive weapon?
Admiral Kimmel. I beg your pardon.
General McNarney. Is it primarily used for defense or offense?
Admiral Kimmel. I would say it is for offense, sir. You said primarily?
General McNarney. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. We have got to use it for the defense of the battle line against air attack. You must have some fighter planes there, but I think the primary mission of the carrier should be offensive.
General McNarney. That is just the point I was trying to establish.
General McCoy. You made a casual remark the other day in connection with these patrol planes, that they did not have the new type of gas tanks on them. Is that a fact now?
Admiral Kimmel. That the airplanes do not have the new war type gas tanks?
General McCoy. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. You are speaking of the leakproof tanks?
General McCoy. Yes.
Admiral Kimmel. When they fly here from the Coast they do not carry the armor and the leakproof gas tanks on account of the weight. It is a long trip, and this armor and the leakproof gas tanks have to be installed after they arrive here. It cuts down, of course, the radius of operation and action of the planes. That also has been a matter of concern, and it may be that we will finally find that we not have these leakproof gas tanks or the armor because we cannot get the radius when we have them.
General McCoy. How much would the armor and the new tank cut down the radius? Would it be as much as a third?
Admiral Kimmel. It is considerable. I would say at least 15 or 20%, but that would vary with the different types of planes.
General McCoy. I understand that you are putting them in here now?
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, we put them in some of the ships.
Admiral Theobald. I was on duty over at Kaneohe Bay and they are putting them in now.
Admiral Standley. When did the fleet permanently base in Pearl Harbor?
Admiral Kimmel. What is that?
Admiral Standley. When did the fleet permanently base in Pearl Harbor?
Admiral Kimmel. I do not understand you, sir. You mean, when did they first come to this area?
Admiral Standley. No, but when did they begin to base here continuously?
Admiral Kimmel. Well, they began to base in Pearl Harbor continuously when they arrived in this area April a year ago.

Admiral Standley. April a year ago?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. They based in Pearl Harbor. Now, they anchored out for exercise periods, and what not, up until about the first of last January, and about the first of last January they decided they could not anchor in the outlying ports any more.

Admiral Standley. Has the basing of the fleet continually here added or caused or brought about an increase in the facilities of the overhaul and repair and docking of the fleet at this port?

Admiral Kimmel. I think that is unquestionably true, yes.

Admiral Standley. You do not know the extent to which that has been carried on while you have been here? Do you?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I think you could get that more accurately from Admiral Bloch, but roughly speaking they had about 1800 employees here in the Navy Yard when Admiral Bloch first arrived. He has something on the order of 8,000 now. I think that is an indication.

I know a great many repair facilities have been added [S-192] machine shops, sheet-metal shops, and they have practically added a new dock over here which will dock any ship in the Navy.

Is that what you wanted?

Admiral Standley. Yes, that is what I wanted.

Admiral, you took command of the fleet in February, 1941?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, the first of February.

Admiral Standley. What was your assignment prior to that time?

Admiral Kimmel. I was in command of cruisers of the battle force, which included new 10,000-ton light cruisers with three divisions; two of the new 10,000-ton light cruisers and one of the old 7,500 tons—one division of over 7,500 tons.

Admiral Standley. Had you prior to being detailed to the command of Commander-in-Chief made any efforts to get command of the fleet or used any influence to get the command of the fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. None whatever, sir. I would say the only influence I used to become commander of the fleet was to do my job the best I could. I never wrote anybody in connection with it and I never asked anybody anything about it.

When I was informed that I was to be Commander-in-Chief, I had been out playing golf on a Sunday afternoon. I came back to the dock and the first officer from my staff met me and told me that I was to report to the fleet flagship, that they had a communication for me to see. Captain Delaney was with me. He was then my chief of staff.

I went to the flagship and they showed me the message. Captain Delaney at that time said to me that he had [S-193] seen me under trying conditions, many trying conditions, and he thought I was going to faint when I read that message.

Admiral Standley. That was your first information of it?

Admiral Kimmel. That was the first information that I had that I was to be Commander-in-Chief. I would be less than honest if I did not say that I had knowledge that Admiral Richardson, then Commander-in-Chief, had indicated that he thought highly of me, and also the Chief of Naval Operations, with whom I had served. Admiral Stark, who also thought highly of me.
However, nobody had said anything about my being Commander-in-Chief except to say, "Someday you will be Commander-in-Chief," and that kind of talk from various people.

It came as a complete surprise to me, and I thought that if I ever became Commander-in-Chief it would be much later in time than when I did get it.

Admiral Standley. As Commander-in-Chief, the effectiveness and the efficiency of your fleet depends, to a large extent, upon the morale of the personnel?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Is that true?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And you, as Commander-in-Chief, would be very much concerned with the morale of your personnel?

Admiral Kimmel. I would, sir; yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. And you would also be concerned with the conduct of your personnel?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, every one.

Admiral Standley. You were at a party on that Saturday night before December 7?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. On December 6?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Where was that party?

Admiral Kimmel. At the Halekulani Hotel.

Admiral Standley. Was is a large party?

Admiral Kimmel. Admiral Leary gave the party. There were about a dozen people there, as I recall it.

Admiral Standley. Were there other parties there largely attended by Naval personnel?

Admiral Kimmel. At the Halekulani Hotel?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. That was the only one I saw.

Admiral Kimmel. You were in uniform?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Were any Naval officers in uniform?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. From your personal knowledge, what was the conduct of the officers and the men of the fleet here in Pearl Harbor generally?

Admiral Kimmel. We had some unfortunate incidents, none of them very serious. I considered the conduct of the officers and the men in this area from the time I took command—and when I knew all about it—as of the highest order. I think they obtained and deserved respect and admiration of the people in Honolulu.

Admiral Standley. In the overhaul work that was being done here, were the officers required to supervise and inspect and oversee the work done?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. Not only by the Yard but by their own personnel?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
General McCoy. Were there any special orders to the personnel of the fleet as a result of the war warning as to the percentage that could be absent from duty, and so forth?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. Do you know how many captains of ships were aboard the ships in command at the time of the attack?

Admiral Kimmel. I testified to that, I think, previously.

General McCoy. You spoke about it in a general way, I believe.

Admiral Theobald. I can find out. I think there were five battleship captains—I can get you a list of them for the record.

General McCoy. How many were killed on duty of the commanding officers?

Admiral Theobald. Bennion was one.

General McCoy. There were two captains?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, Bennion and Von Valkenburg.

General McCoy. Were any of the captains of the battleships wounded?

Admiral Kimmel. Not that I know of.

General McCoy. I am conscious of the death of Vice Admiral Kidd. What was his command?

Admiral Kimmel. He was in the Arizona, sir. He had Batdiv 1. [S-196] General McCoy. He was on the ship?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

General McCoy. He was killed on duty?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes. I may say that Admiral Calhoun was aboard and Admiral Furlong was aboard.

General McCoy. I would like to have furnished for the record a list of the captains present for duty at the time of the attack and those absent, please.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. Did we ask you for the percentages of the personnel on board ship? Did we ask you that on Saturday?

Admiral Kimmel. I gave that in my testimony, sir, and we had it in considerable detail. I am not sure whether the captains on board would be in that.

General McCoy. Has the Navy Department asked for it?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

General McCoy. I noticed in your report to the Navy Department—which was furnished us—that it was of recent date. What date was that, if you recall?

Admiral Kimmel. 21 December, sir.

General McCoy. Was that the first report you made to the Navy Department?

Admiral Kimmel. I made telegraphic reports in which I included the essential factors of it and I made damage reports and I made casualty reports.

When the Secretary was here I gave him everything we had on the subject, and he took it back to the Navy Department with him.

It will be some time before a complete report of this can [S 107] be drawn up. I was relieved as Commander-in-Chief on the 17th of December, and since then I have not run the office of Commander-in-Chief.
I did urge them to get some kind of report to submit to this Board. I signed that report in order to get it through. Technically, I suppose I had no business signing a report. It should have been signed by the Commander-in-Chief, but it was forwarded by him.

General McCoy. That is the report in question, which we have?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Will you state for the Commission, Admiral, the procedure in the Navy, on Naval ships, in regard to the granting of liberty to the men, the number required on board, and the condition and state of armament, and the personnel in connection with it?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. There must be at all times in port on board at least 50% of the enlisted men and 25% of the officers. I gave an order which was issued that there must be on board a sufficient number of men and officers in each watch to man all anti-aircraft batteries, and they must be men who are trained for the job.

That was one of the first orders that I issued after I became Commander-in-Chief, to make sure that they would always have on board a sufficient number of trained personnel to handle the batteries.

In this port there always had to be on board a head of the department, a representative of each one of the departments [S-198] in the ship, required to be on board and ready to do whatever was necessary. They should have on board a sufficient number of men to get away, to go to sea, to fight the ship. They must reach a state of efficiency at sea, depending on the number of men they had.

In this particular port we grant liberty from the afternoon until before midnight, when they were all supposed to be back on the ship. I am talking about enlisted men now.

In general, the officers lived on board ship. I had only a few of them who lived ashore in this port. The ones who had their families here, and they were relatively few. Some of the senior officers had their families here, more so than the junior officers because they had more money.

I think I stated previously that we had on board at the time of the attack at least 80% of the men, and probably over 90, and 60 to 75% of the officers. Now, that was by virtue of the fact that we were here at this time in this area, but that was the way it was all the time.

Is that what you wanted?

General McCoy. What was your flagship?

Admiral Kimmel. My flagship was the Pennsylvania.

General McCoy. Where was the Pennsylvania at the time?

Admiral Kimmel. The Pennsylvania was in dry dock at the time.

General McCoy. And you were living in your quarters ashore?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, I was living in my quarters ashore.

General McCoy. You had your headquarters established ashore? [S-199] Admiral Kimmel. I had headquarters established ashore. I would like to tell you about that.

General McCoy. Was that normal when the fleet was in the harbor?

Admiral Kimmel. I would like to explain that so that there will not be any misunderstanding about it.

When I knew I was to take command of the fleet, which I knew about three weeks before I was to take command, I immediately started out to find out many things that I did not know about, and among others the one that I was most keenly interested in was the
question of war plans or what you are going to do with the fleet, or what the plans of the high command were with respect to the fleet.

I found in the flagship at that time only one commander and one lieutenant who were concerning themselves primarily with war plans. Admiral Standley. There was no general staff, as we understand it, in the Army?

Admiral Kimmel. Well, I am talking about the war plans section of the Commander-in-Chief’s staff. Everybody on the staff has to contribute something to the war plans.

I said to Admiral Richardson, the then commander, that I had thought that his number of officers detailed for war plans was entirely inadequate and that I did not see how the work could be done. I did not see how the work required to be done in that particular section could be done by those two men. He agreed with me.

He said he had no more room on the ship to put the people. I said, “Suppose I put them in some other ship?” I thought [S-200] that would not be very satisfactory. I consulted with him on this for a considerable time, and he said, “Something has to be done.”

I said, “How about getting quarters ashore at least for the war plans staff?” and he said, “If you stay on ship and they are ashore, you will find that you won’t get along very well; you can’t split up your staff. If you do, you do not get the work done.”

Shortly after that I came to the conclusion that we had to have more people on the staff of the war plans, and I asked for two additional captains to be detailed. Those were Captains McMorris and McCormack.

I arranged to put them in a place over here ashore where they could spread out in their work and put their charts out and such on the day I took command and to have the equipment and the supplies over here.

I asked the Commandant to prepare the third floor of this place, which was unfinished at the time, and I got the officers’ quarters also for the occupation of the staff. I said I did not know whether I was coming ashore or not, but I wanted to be able to do so.

I operated that way for about six weeks, and found that this division of the staff—and incidentally there were other people coming to the staff such as Naval Intelligence people, which we were were unable to accommodate on the Pennsylvania—and from time to time when matters of secrecy would come up, I would have to come into port, and I therefore found that that interfered with the training on the Pennsylvania.

I finally decided that I could more efficiently run the [S-201] fleet by establishing an office ashore, more so that I could by remaining on the ship.

That was a drastic step. I knew I would be criticized by some people. I consulted various people on the subject as to the way to solve this problem. Be that as it may, the result was that after about six weeks of operations, I came ashore with my staff and established them here at the Submarine Base.

Of course, I informed the Navy Department of everything I was doing. I arranged it so that my operating staff and the operating
files could be put on board the Pennsylvania in a matter of a couple of hours and we could leave port.

I tried to go to sea for the tactical exercises that were held, the maneuvers, and I generally succeeded in getting to sea during these tactical exercises, maneuvers, because I did not want to get out of touch with the sea-going end of it. The Pennsylvania up to the time of the attack was available for me to go aboard at any time.

I found that I could accomplish my job very much better by having my staff ashore in quarters where they could work. I think that the progress we made in training the fleet was very largely due to the fact that my staff were ashore and available to the various forces, top commanders for consultation, and that they were there during all this period.

I think that among the senior officers who understood the situation out there, that there was a general approval of the action that I had taken when they saw the results that were produced by it.

Admiral Standley. You were in a dual capacity?

Admiral Kimmel. I beg your pardon.

[S–202] Admiral Standley. You were in a dual capacity at that time? You were acting in a dual capacity?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir.

Admiral Standley. Weren't you Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet and also—

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, I was Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet and Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet, yes.

Admiral Standley. And as such you were responsible for the plans which the United States Fleet would use in case of war?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. I was not responsible for the plans that the United States Fleet would use in war; I was responsible for the plans the Pacific Fleet would use in war, but I was also responsible for the tactical doctrines and orders that all fleets would use in the organization and prosecution of the war. Perhaps I should say not the organization, but in the organization of the task forces.

You know what the doctrines and tactical orders are.

Admiral Standley. Yes, of course, but I am just trying to get the information for the Commission.

You as Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet and as Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet had a dual capacity?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And you had a dual responsibility with regard to each of these?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Now, I have one other question. Do

[S–203] you recall at one time that we had an independent flagship that had the single purpose of being the flagship of the Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. What ship was that?

Admiral Kimmel. That was the old—

Admiral Standley. That was the Great Northern, wasn't it?

Admiral Kimmel. A merchant ship.

Admiral Standley. Not a combat ship. The Great Northern, wasn't it?
Admiral Kimmel. It had another name. I think it was the Columbia.

Admiral Theobald. It was the Columbia and was changed to the Great Northern.

Admiral Standley. Do you recall who the first Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet was who hoisted his flag on that ship?

Admiral Kimmel. Admiral Koontz.

Admiral Standley. No, not Coontz. Coontz never had it. He went to the Seattle.

But it was the established policy because there was not enough space on board any combat ship to take care of the staff of the United States Fleet Commander, that they used that ship.

Admiral Kimmel. That is correct, sir. I might say there, too, just for the record, that in studies before the war, with respect to a war in the Pacific, that there were a number of people who had come to the conclusion years ago [S-204] that the proper place for the Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific was here at Pearl Harbor. Of course, I knew all that. I might add further that the Navy Department was fully informed of what I had done. I announced it at the Secretary’s council in Washington in June, and besides I might say that I mean that they all knew it, as I had made representations to the Navy Department for quarters, stating that the quarters in which my staff was housed out here were not adequate and suitable, and they have appropriated or allocated the money for the construction of proper headquarters for the Commander-in-Chief and his staff out here, and they have broken ground over there for that place.

General McCoy. For the purpose of the record I would like to have you state your age at the time you took command of the fleet.

Admiral Kimmel. I was born February 26, 1882, and I was just under 59 years of age when I took command of the fleet.

General McCoy. Could you state offhand the number of officers in your command over whom you were jumped when you were made Commander-in-Chief?

Admiral Kimmel. In my command?

General McCoy. Yes, in your command.

Admiral Kimmel. I would have to think about it.

General McCoy. Well, off the record.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

Admiral Kimmel. I can get that for you.

The Chairman. You can get that from the Naval records.

General McCoy. I think it is pertinent to what might be done to this record to show the whole story. [S-205] The Chairman. Get that information for us, if you will.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. In connection with the description of your staff and its functions ashore, do you know what liaison your staff had with the Army staff? I mean, not through the District but directly. That is, so far as your operations in the War Plans Staff are concerned, did they have direct liaison with the Army staff of General Short?

Admiral Kimmel. In a great many matters we did consult with them freely about many things.
General McCoy. Was there a joint plan of your staff and the Army staff?

Admiral Kimmel. No.

The Chairman. There was between Admiral Bloch and the Army staff, was there not?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. A joint defense plan?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, but my staff interested themselves in a great many matters and matters that were not directly my responsibility, but we were urging the people to do things.

I know that shortly before this attack took place Captain Delaney, the operations officer of my staff, was urging the District to perfect our Radar communications circuits. Whenever we found anything that could be remedied, we consulted freely with the Army and more particularly with the District about the steps which should be taken. A lot of that was verbal, and a great deal of it was very effective. There are no written records of these things.

General McCoy. Admiral, General Short in his testimony [S-206] before us stated that between the 27th of November and the 7th of December that there had been personal conferences between you and him.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. And there was one of these conferences in which General Short, in answer to our question about this war warning dispatch and so forth, stated that he felt sure that you must have shown it to him, but he did not remember, but he stated that he had in a talk with you asked your opinion about the imminence or the probability of an air attack, and that you referred to a particular Captain McMorris.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

General McCoy. And that McMorris had replied—Do you remember that?

The Chairman. "Admiral, there is no problem."

General McCoy. Do you remember that conversation?

Admiral Kimmel. I do not recall it, but I presume that it took place.

The Chairman. At any rate it evidenced your personal state of mind at that time that you thought there was no probability of an air raid?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes. I have stated that, sir.

General McNarney. Admiral, can you give us a resume of your service, staff, education, and so forth?

Admiral Kimmel. I have been Commander-in-Chief since the first of last February, as you know. Prior to that I was in command of cruisers of the battle force, which job I held for about 18 months.

Admiral Standley. Comprising what battle force?

[8-207] Admiral Kimmel. Comprising three divisions: two of 10,000 tons and one division of 7,500 tons. Prior to that I was in command of a division of heavy cruisers, scouting force, which command I held for about a year. During that time I made a good-will cruise around South America, and I visited Venezuela, Brazil, Uruguay, Buenos Aires, Santiago, and Calalo.
Prior to that time I was budget officer of the Navy Department for three years. Before that I was chief of staff for the Commander, Battleships Force; and then prior to that I was commanding officer of a battleship. Prior to that I was a director of ship movements in the office of the Chief of Naval Operations. The cruise before that I was in command of a squadron of destroyers of battle force. Before that I was on duty in the policy and liaison section of the office of the Chief of Naval Operations. Prior to that I took a year's course at the Naval War College.

General McNarney. What year was that, may I ask?
Admiral Kimmel. 1925-1926.
Before I went to the War College, I commanded a division of destroyers, Asiatic Station. Before that time I was production officer at the Naval Gun Factory, Navy Yard, Washington, D. C. Before that I was executive officer of a battleship. Just prior to that I was on the staff of Admiral Rodman in the North Sea during the war.
Do you want me to go any further?
General McNarney. No.
General McCoy. I notice that you had no duty with the Air Forces.

[S-208] Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, I am not an air man, although I have taken a very keen interest in air missions.
The Chairman. In what year did you graduate from Annapolis?
Admiral Kimmel. In 1904, sir.
The Chairman. Since this attack on December 7, Admiral, I presume that you have heard gossip and reports to the effect that some of your personnel were not fit for duty due to drink.
Admiral Kimmel. I never heard that, sir.
The Chairman. There have been such reports.
Admiral Kimmel. I never heard of that.
The Chairman. What have you to say about that matter?
Admiral Kimmel. If that is a fact, I would be very much surprised and disappointed.
The Chairman. You have no knowledge of it?
Admiral Kimmel. I have no knowledge of any such thing. I saw none and I saw no one who was in any such condition as that.
Admiral Theobald. Let me say that no liquor is allowed on board ship, and if the attack occurred at 7:50 in the morning, very few people would have had any liquor in their system, and if they had been incapacitated for duty, they are normally excused on Sunday; so it is inconceivable that anybody on duty at the time of the attack was under the influence of liquor.
The Chairman. Do you have something similar to the Provost Marshall which is in the Army?
Admiral Kimmel. A shore patrol, yes.

[S-209] The Chairman. Is there any report from them as to the conditions on shore on that Saturday night?
Admiral Kimmel. I have seen none, no, sir.
The Chairman. And who is the officer who was responsible for that report?
Admiral Kimmel. That is the senior patrol officer.
The Chairman. Do you know who that would be?
Admiral Kimmel. I can find out.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us know who he was. We may want to examine him on that point.

Admiral KIMMEL. It is a complete surprise to me.

The CHAIRMAN. There has been a great deal of gossip in the newspapers in the States to the effect that both the Army and the Navy had a lot of shore leave and a lot of drinking and that some in the high command were not fit for duty on the morning in question. You heard of no such thing?

Admiral KIMMEL. No.

The CHAIRMAN. It would have come to your notice if there had been such a thing?

Admiral KIMMEL. I think so, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know a man by the name of Wayne Fluger?

Admiral KIMMEL. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Was there a party at his house the night before December 7, that you know of?

Admiral KIMMEL. No.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know a Japanese named Otani, a fish merchant?


The CHAIRMAN. Do you know about a party at his place in which Naval men were in attendance?

Admiral KIMMEL. No. I never heard of this second man.

Admiral THEOBALD. Admiral Fletcher is quite friendly with Wayne Fluger.

Admiral KIMMEL. Fletcher was at sea.

This is an amazing statement.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought you might have heard about it, because the Commission has had communications from some organization in the States making such allegations.

Admiral STANLEY. The same organization, wasn’t it?

Admiral THEOBALD. It just staggers me to think of it. It is inconceivable.

Admiral KIMMEL. During the time I have been in Honolulu, which has been ever since the fleet first came out here, my observation leads me to the conclusion that there has been very little drunkenness among the officers and men of this fleet. We have dealt very seriously with the incidents which were reported by the patrol, and they have been isolated instances. I do not mean that the men have not taken a drink or that the officers have not taken a drink, but that drunkenness was something which we would not tolerate, and there was very little of it.

Admiral THEOBALD. May I say something along that line, because I think I can testify to something here?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Admiral THEOBALD. I spent a great many Saturday nights in public places dancing, such as the Royal Hawaiian, and the [8–217] night before this attack I was dancing from 8 to 12 at the Pacific Club. A large number of Army and Navy officers frequent these places, and I recognized most of the Navy officers, and it would be my duty to send anyone back who was not in a proper condition. I have never seen any such instances where I have recognized the people. I have seen officers who had a drink. I take a drink myself. But I am stag-
gered at the thought that drinking was in any way a contributing factor to what happened on the morning of the 7th.

Admiral Kimmel. This is the first information that I have had of any such thing, and I am astounded.

The Chairman. I presume that the patrol officer would know of how many cases of discipline there were that Saturday night?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. And also there would be a report of acts of officers which led to inquiry or court martial?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. On that same subject?

Admiral Kimmel. I do not think so.

Admiral Theobald. Yes, it was right after the 5th. It was right after the 5th, and the 5th is pay day.

The Chairman. And the men on leave spend more money getting tight right after pay day, I understand?

Admiral Theobald. That would be on the 5th, which was pay day.

Admiral Kimmel. In that connection, sir, I do not know, but it is a fact that since we put in commission this new recreation center for the Navy that the large number of men who formerly went to Honolulu do not get any farther than the Navy recreation center, where they see movies and bowl in the bowling alleys, and they sell beer there, nothing more intoxicating than beer, and they stay there and eat their lunches and drink a bottle of beer, and they have their entertainment there at that recreation center, which is just outside——

The Chairman. I know where it is.

General McCoy. Who operates that?

Admiral Kimmel. What?

General McCoy. Who operates that center?

Admiral Kimmel. The Navy, but there is also a commissioned officer on duty there during all the time there is anyone there.

General McCoy. Is there a hostess there also?

Admiral Kimmel. No.

The Chairman. You think that that recreation center has helped the morale and the habits of the men?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, very definitely.

Admiral Theobald. I would like to say something else. I left my house at 10 minutes before 8 in the morning, and I was at the dock about a quarter to 9 when the thing was still going on. There were a large number of officers on the dock. I did not see one single officer on the dock who was not carrying himself in a perfectly proper manner, and there was no evidence of any officer carrying a hangover from the night before, and I must have seen 150 officers there waiting to get to their ships.

Admiral Kimmel. I saw many officers that day, and I did not see any officer that I had the slightest suspicion of.
The Chairman. That you had the slightest suspicion of that he was not capable of—

Admiral Kimmel. That he was not fully capable of performing his duties.

Now, with respect to this report, there may be some difficulty, because it goes to the type commanders, and there were eight of them, so there may be some delay in getting it.

The Chairman. Off the record.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

The Chairman. Does the patrol officer make a report?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, the patrol officer makes a report, but you get it quicker than from the people at sea. It may be a little hard to get it.

The Chairman. The patrol officer is under Admiral Bloch, I suppose?

Admiral Kimmel. The patrol officer is under the fleet run by the Commander, Base Force, Admiral Calhoun.

The Chairman. We can find out what action was taken by the Fleet Commander in that report.

It may be better to have the facts, because I do not want to leave any holes open.

Admiral Kimmel. That is right.

The Chairman. As I understand it, the things you and General Short discussed from November 27 to December 7 were principally the relief of the forces on the outlying islands of Midway and Wake, were they not?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. And there was some thought then that the Army might relieve the Marines out there?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir; yes, sir, I think that is correct.

The Chairman. And, as I understand it, reference to this war warning was merely reference to it?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Because neither you nor General Short took it as a warning that there would be a raid on Pearl Harbor rather than an aggressive move in the neighborhood of the Philippines or in the Far East?

Admiral Kimmel. That's right, sir. And the Department by their despatches evidenced considerable concern about the security of their outlying bases.

The Chairman. I understand that, and I think anyone who reads those telegrams will see that the Naval Intelligence indicated aggressive movements many thousand miles from Pearl Harbor.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. That is correct, sir.

The Chairman. If it is convenient to you, Admiral, I think we shall adjourn now, as we are going to go and look at these plots in a few minutes, and I think we shall adjourn until two o'clock, sir, if that is entirely convenient to you.

Admiral Kimmel. You want me to be here again?

The Chairman. I think there may be a few supplementary questions we shall want to ask you.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes. I think this is maybe the time to suggest: you have already Captain DeLany; you are going to have him over here.
The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. Captain McMorris.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. Now, I would suggest you call—of course Admiral Bloch will be before the Commission.

The Chairman. Yes. We thought of calling him next.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. And then there is Admiral Pye.

The Chairman. Yes?

Admiral Kimmel. Admiral Brown, Admiral Halsey, and Admiral Calhoun, and of course anybody else that you want.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Theobald. I think, McMorris.

The Chairman. Yes. I want to call Captain McMorris.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. He is in that planning division?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. This just occurred to me, Admiral: I have learned that after the attack there were two Navy officers through the balance of the day up in the radar control room. Was that by your instruction? That is after the attack.

Admiral Kimmel. I think they were sent up there by Admiral Bellinger, wasn't it?

Admiral Theobald. I think compatwing 2, Admiral Bellinger.

The Chairman. Oh, yes, we want to call Admiral Bellinger.


The Chairman. Yes. Well, I think we shall suspend until two o'clock, then, gentlemen.

Admiral Kimmel. Sir?

The Chairman. I think we shall suspend; until two o'clock?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes. I might add one thing here, sir, that just occurs to me.

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. In connection with the size of the staff. After the attack took place and Admiral Pye's flagship, the California, was untenable, he came ashore and reported to me with all of his staff; and since that attack his staff, which is a very large one—the commander battle force—and mine have been constantly occupied with the work of running the fleet. Now, to be sure, during this particular period there were an enormous number of things to be done. I think they have done a very fine job, but it indicates very clearly that our previous estimates of what we would require in the Commander-in-Chief's staff are very far short of what we really—

The Chairman. Of what you needed.

Admiral Kimmel. Of what we do need.

The Chairman. Well, we shall recess until two o'clock, and it may be we shall have no questions or very few questions for you.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. But we are always thinking of something else that we have to cover.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. Well, I am always available, sir.

[S-217] The Chairman. Yes, sir. Well, we shall not hesitate to call you back if there is anything we think of, but you might report at two o'clock in any event.
Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.
(Thereupon, at 11:50 o'clock a.m. a recess was taken until 2 o'clock of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Commission reconvened at 2 o'clock p.m., at the expiration of the recess.

TESTIMONY OF REAR ADMIRAL HUSBAND E. KIMMEL, U. S. NAVY—Resumed

Admiral Standley. May we go ahead?
The Chairman. Yes, please.

Admiral Standley. Admiral, in connection with your position here and duties and responsibilities as Commander-in-Chief of the United States Fleet, what plans, if any, did you have, and what was your responsibility, for the defense of Midway and Wake Islands?

Admiral Kimmel. That was the direct administration in command of Midway and Wake under the Commandant 14th Naval District, and of course I was responsible for everything that he did. I was responsible for the defense of Wake and for the defense of Midway, and for putting Marines and guns and all other defensive weapons out there.

Admiral Standley. Originally, as you know, or whether you know it or not, Wake and Midway were developed commercially.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And the Navy had nothing to do with that?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. And they were developed during the existence of treaties which prohibited our putting any defenses on the islands in that area?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir.

Admiral Standley. When was the policy to put armaments on them and make them into offensive and defensive posts and military posts: When was that change made, if you know?

Admiral Kimmel. That was at the time of the Hepburn report, the Hepburn Board. Hepburn was the senior member of the Board in the Navy Department, and Marquart was a member of the Board.

Admiral Standley. And Greenslade was on it?

Admiral Kimmel. I do not know whether Greenslade was on it.

Admiral Standley. At any rate, it was known as the Hepburn Board?

Admiral Kimmel. That was about three years ago. No, it was longer than that, I guess.

General McCoy. When I retired in the autumn of 1938, it was just about the time the Hepburn report was submitted to Congress.

Admiral Kimmel. When was that?

General McCoy. In the autumn of 1938 when I retired.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, about three years ago, I should say, that the Board recommended the development of Wake, Midway, Johnston, Palmyra, and I think also Dutch Harbor, Kodiak, and Sitka.
[S-219] They started then to get together defense battalions of Marines out there, stationed on these islands for the defense of the islands.

When the situation became tense or became what we might call tense, these Marine battalions were brought out here. We had these Marine defense battalions here long before it was possible or advisable to put them on the islands because the minute you put Marines on the islands you have the supply problem on your hands, and we had to reduce the number of workmen there.

I cannot give you the exact dates—I can find them—but my recollection now is that there were no Marines on any of the islands when I took command; that we sent a few Marines to Midway, to Johnston, and to Palmyra before we sent them to Wake, and the Navy Department urged us to do that. We could not send as many as we wanted to send in the beginning on account of the lack of facilities for supplying them, particularly food and water.

Admiral Standley. Then this was the policy and the plans which resulted in the development in the Department itself and not out here?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, it dates back to the Hepburn report. It dates back to the Hepburn report, and they began to prepare these defense battalions, oh, some time ago.

Admiral Standley. Was it your belief that in case the fleet had to move or in case of hostilities that the Marines would be able to defend those islands without the help of the fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. It was felt that the Marines on those [S-220] islands would put up a very good defense, and that it would require a considerable effort on the part of Japan to capture the islands. We had hopes that Midway might do pretty well. In Wake there was a considerable difference of opinion about whether it was advisable to put guns and Marines on Wake, and I thought a long time about it and finally decided that I would recommend that we put guns and the Marines on Wake, because we felt that an expedition to Wake, to attack it, would force the Japanese to expose some of their fleet, which we hope we would be able to get there to catch. On the other hand, having Wake would permit a considerable coverage of the fleet as long as we held it in any advance to the westward that we found it expedient to make in any forays.

Admiral Standley. In other words, Wake and Midway were part of a plan?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, Wake and Midway were part of a plan.

Admiral Standley. Which involved the movement of the fleet?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

Admiral Standley. Has there been any——

Admiral Kimmel. May I say this?

Admiral Standley. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. The size of the fleet to be kept out here was a very vital factor in whether or not we should have Midway and Wake. As a matter of fact, the Hepburn Board did not contemplate war in two oceans. The policy in regard to the islands was very much the same even after we had withdrawn something like 25% of the force that we originally had [S-221] out there.
Admiral Standley. At the time of your relief here after December 7, Admiral, was there may effort to relieve the garrison at Wake or Midway?

Admiral Kimmel. I answered a question similar to that the other day with the request that you question my successor on the subject.

Admiral Standley. After December 7 was my question.

Admiral Kimmel. I do not want to answer that, but I will since you press me.

Admiral Standley. Would you rather that this answer not go on the record?

Admiral Kimmel. I will answer it; and then you can put it in the record or not as you please.

I approved a plan which sent a carrier, three heavy cruisers, and nine destroyers, accompanied by a tanker, TANGIER, a submarine tender from which I took all torpedoes and things of that kind and loaded with ammunition and supplies. We also put on the carrier some 15 fighting planes which we felt we could fly off and get onto Wake.

At the same time we sent a similar force down to the eastern Marshalls to create a diversion in the direction of the eastern Marshalls and get this force that was going to Wake within striking distance of Wake, and send in the supply ship with three destroyers to ward off submarine and be prepared either to relieve Wake and supply them with ammunition and other supplies which would enable them to last two or three months longer, or at least a month longer, or to evacuate Wake without landing any supplies, depending on the conditions as we found them there.

The orders that we issued were to reinforce Wake and evacuate some 650-odd civilians.

Now, we still have a problem out here, or still had a problem at Wake to get a channel in there where you could run a ship into it, and we hoped against hope that we might be able to continue the work sufficiently to get the channel in there and make it easier to supply. In my mind the decision as to whether it should be evacuated or not was to be made when we found the conditions there. I reported the plan, that I had placed in execution, to the Navy Department and got back a message saying that it was heartily concurred in, or words to that effect.

Then I turned the command over. Perhaps you had better get the rest of the story later.

If you want that in the record, all right. I might add one thing more for the information of the Commission. I received—I think it was on the 16th—a message from the Navy Department saying that I was to be relieved very shortly and that Admiral Pye was to be my relief, and directed me to inform Pye.

When I received that message, Pye had been in the office with me and knew everything that was going on. He immediately came over when the attack occurred and became my personal advisor there, as I told you before.

So I decided that the best thing for me to do in view of this force that I was setting in motion was to permit my successor to handle his operations, because I did not want to be relieved right in the middle of it. I sent a message to the [S-223] Navy Depart-
ment in which I said that Admiral Pye was thoroughly familiar with the details and the operations under way and planned.

Of course, the Department did not know that, as I had not told them before, and stated, "In view of your message I recommend that I be detached immediately in order that my successor can make a decision in regard to these operations," and the next day I got orders detaching me. I went down and turned over the whole command to Admiral Pye.

As I say, I did not want to put that in the record, but since you insist, that is a fact. Those are the facts.

Admiral Standley. I have nothing further.

The Chairman. Admiral, the same day that you received that message, "This is a war warning," to with, on the 27th of November—

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. (Continuing:) —General Short received a long telegram from the War Department.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. Did he show it to you?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, that was sent down to me.

The Chairman. You remember that telegram (handing document to Admiral Kimmel)?

Admiral Kimmel. I remember that.

The Chairman. Did General Short discuss that telegram with you?

Admiral Kimmel. I should say yes, but I cannot swear to it, sir.

The Chairman. Did General Short tell you that he interpreted that telegram as meaning that he should take measures [S-224] against sabotage rather than take measures on what we call his Alerts 2 and 3, which would put his troops in war positions and alarm the civilian population? Was there any discussion on that between you?

Admiral Kimmel. I have no recollection of his having told me what he proposed to do.

The Chairman. You do not remember his discussing that with you?

Admiral Kimmel. Against sabotage? No, sir.

The Chairman. That he was going to put his troops on a war footing?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir. I do not remember that at all. I have no recollection of it.

I may say that on the afternoon of the 27th of November I received the so-called war warning, and when I tried to get hold of Admiral Bloch and instead got Captain Earle. He brought this dispatch and I read it. I received the same dispatch from the Navy Department a couple of days later saying that this warning had been transmitted to various places. So I had it twice, as a matter of fact, the same message, this message that the War Department had transmitted. Burr gave it to the Commandant of the District, and Burr was bringing it to me when I asked for Earle. My recollection is that Earle and Burr both came over to my office, but I never saw Burr. That is my recollection, but I did see the dispatch.

The Chairman. In that (indicating) General Short says that he had conferences with you on November 27, December 1, December 2,
and December 3, and all of them with reference to the relief of the Marine Garrisons at Midway and Wake and with reference to his communications with his superior officers about that matter, the relief of the Marine garrisons.

Admiral Kimmel. There was a great deal about that, and in addition to Midway and Wake, Canton and Christmas.

The Chairman. He says that on December 4 Major Fleming of his staff saw Colonel Pfeiffer, Fleet Marine Officer, about ordnance that was to be sent to Canton Island. That would be in accordance with your understanding?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes.

The Chairman. Admiral, had the Navy Department any telephone service to your headquarters? Or was it that you had to depend only on the Navy radio?

Admiral Kimmel. The Navy Department in Washington?

The Chairman. Yes.

Admiral Kimmel. I never have used the telephone, but during the attack and afterward Admiral Bloch told me that he talked over the telephone to Admiral Stark.

The Chairman. Would that be a public telephone?

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir, I think so; I think so.

General McCoy. You had no scrambler telephone?

Admiral Kimmel. I think that is a scrambler.

General McCoy. You had a secret scrambler phone here?

Admiral Kimmel. No, sir, there is not, so far as I know. I have never heard of any Navy telephone between here and the Navy Department. I think the only telephone to the mainland is a commercial telephone set. You could get that information from Admiral Bloch, who would know better than I would.

The Chairman. I think I have no more questions. Do you, [S-226] General McNarney?

General McNarney. No.

Admiral Theobald. You asked for this paper this morning. It shows the Admirals at sea who were senior to Admiral Kimmel and who were jumped by him when he became Commander-in-Chief.

(The document above referred to appears following page 732 of the original transcript.)

Admiral Theobald. Most pay days are on the 5th. The men are paid between the 1st and 5th of each month, with the majority paid on the 5th; so that a vast majority of the crew was last paid on the 5th of December. Admiral Kimmel had issued an order staggering the pay days.

The Chairman. For some reason the Army had also contemplated a similar staggering of the pay days, which, I think, had just gone into effect then.

Admiral Kimmel. Our orders had not gone into effect. They were due to go into effect in January.

The Chairman. Is there anything more from Admiral Kimmel at the moment?

General McCoy. No.

The Chairman. I think we will excuse you for the time being.

General McCoy. I think the Admiral should know that we may probably want to call him back after we have heard the subordinates.

Admiral Kimmel. Yes, sir. I will be here, sir.
MINUTES OF THE COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE ATTACK ON PEARL HARBOR ON DECEMBER 7, 1941.

December 18, 1941.

(1) The Chairman presented to the Commission the Executive Order signed by the President, appointing the Commission, and defining its duties. A copy of the Order is attached to these minutes.

(2) By resolution unanimously adopted the Commission appointed Walter Bruce Howe as professional assistant, to act as Recorder of the Commission; and the following form of oath was administered to Mr. Howe by the Chairman:

You do swear that you will act as Recorder of this Commission with all due fidelity, and that you will preserve its transactions as secret, except as otherwise instructed by the Commission; so help you God.

(3) By unanimous resolution the Commission appointed Albert J. Schneider, as professional assistant, to act as Clerk to the Commission; and the following form of oath was administered to Mr. Schneider by the Chairman:

You do swear that you will act as Clerk of this Commission with all due fidelity, and that you will preserve its transactions as secret, except as otherwise instructed by the Commission; so help you God.

(4) By unanimous resolution the Commission appointed Lee H. Brown, Lieutenant-Colonel, U. S. M. C., J. A. G., as professional assistant, to act as Law Officer and Disbursing Officer to the Commission; and the following form of oath was administered to Lieutenant-Colonel Brown by the Chairman:

You do swear that you will act as Law Officer and Disbursing Officer to this Commission with all due fidelity, and that you will preserve its transactions as secret, except as otherwise instructed by the Commission; so help you God.

(5) Thereupon the Recorder administered the following form of oath to the Commissioners:

You and each of you do swear that you will act as a member of this Commission with all due fidelity, and that you will preserve its transactions as secret; so help you God.

(6) The Chairman reported that he had called upon Hon. Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, and requested that Mr. Hull would respond to a letter from the Commission requesting him to advise that Commission what if any warning of probable Japanese attack upon the United States had been given by him to the Secretaries of War and Navy. The Chairman stated that Mr. Hull had professed his willingness to respond to any such inquiry of the Commission. The Commission approved the Chairman's action, and requested that a written inquiry in the sense above described be sent to Secretary Hull by the Chairman.
(7) The Chairman stated that those members of the Commission who were available yesterday (December 17) had had an interview with the Secretaries of War and Navy, jointly, and had been proffered the fullest cooperation of their Departments in ascertaining the facts relevant to the Commission's function.

(8) It was unanimously resolved that the Commission should in the first instance hear the Chief of Staff of the Army and Chief of Naval Operations of the Navy. General Marshall and Admiral Stark appeared together before the Commission and furnished information, supplemented by documentary evidence, showing that the Admiral of the Pacific Fleet and the General of the Army commanding in Hawaii had been furnished information of the seriousness of the Japanese situation from time to time, and had been specifically warned of the likelihood of a probable outbreak of war in the immediate future, on October 16, November 24, and November 27, 1941. It was thought best not to take into the custody of the Commission originals or copies of the correspondence in question, and General Marshall and Admiral Stark agreed to have Admiral Turner and General Gerow, of their staffs, furnish a memorandum respecting this correspondence, for the use of the Commission.

(9) The Chairman called attention to the necessity for power in the Commission to summon witnesses, compel the production of papers and documents, and examine witnesses so summoned, under oath. Representatives of the Judge Advocates General of the Army and the Navy stated they were unable to find statutory authority to enable the Commission to pursue this course. A request was therefore made of the Chairmen of the Judiciary Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives that a statute or joint resolution be adopted giving the Commission these powers and providing for the punishment of persons refusing or neglecting to obey the process of the Commission. Later in the afternoon Hon. Hatton Sumners, Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, submitted a draft of the proposed legislation to the Commission, which was approved.

(10) It was resolved, that in the event it appears unlikely that the proposed legislation can be adopted in time to serve the Commission's purpose, the Secretary of the Navy be requested by the Commission to appoint a Court of Inquiry consisting of the two Admirals who are members of the Commission, together with Lieutenant-Colonel Brown, of the Staff of the Judge Advocate of the Navy, as Judge Advocate of the Court, so that in aid of the Commission's powers this Court of Inquiry may, at the Commission's request, summon witnesses in accordance with the statutes and regulations of the Navy applicable to Courts of Inquiry.

(11) Admiral R. K. Turner and General L. T. Gerow produced documentary material from the files of the Army and the Navy respecting the joint war plans and other relevant material respecting the proposed preparations for the defense of Pearl Harbor and the Island of Oahu. After consideration of the material presented these gentlemen were requested to hold themselves in readiness to appear before the Commission again for further interrogation, and agreed to do so.

(12) The Commission unanimously resolved to accept the proposal of Messrs. Hart & Dice to furnish reportorial and stenographic service
for the taking and transcription of the testimony before the Commission at later hearings. The Commission further resolved to employ Lloyd L. Harkins, Francis T. Owens, Stephen S. Maxson, Maurice R. O'Connor, and Robert W. Shepherd, the individuals offered by Hart & Dice, under the terms of the contract a copy of which is attached to the minutes of this meeting; and further resolved that each of such individuals shall receive an allowance of Fifteen dollars per day in lieu of subsistence and all other personal expenses except transportation.

(13) General Gerow produced General Short's report of the action at Pearl Harbor, and it was read. The Secretary of the Navy's report of his investigation at Pearl Harbor was also presented to the Commission.

(14) The Commission resolved to meet tomorrow, December 19, 1941, to hear representatives of the Army and Navy Intelligence Units; and to depart for Honolulu on Saturday, December 20th, with the purpose of holding further hearings there.


(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.

[7] Executive Order

Appointing a Commission to Investigate the Japanese Attack of December 7, 1941, on Hawaii.

Pursuant to the authority in me vested by the Constitution of the United States, I hereby appoint as a commission to ascertain and report the facts relating to the attack made by Japanese armed forces upon the Territory of Hawaii on December 7, 1941, the following:

Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts, United States Supreme Court, Chairman;

Admiral William H. Standley, United States Navy, Retired;

Rear Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, United States Navy, Retired;

Brigadier General Joseph T. McNarney, United States Army.

Major General Frank R. McCoy, United States Army, Retired;

The purposes of the required inquiry and report are to provide bases for sound decisions whether any derelictions of duty or errors of judgment on the part of United States Army or Navy personnel contributed to such successes as were achieved by the enemy on the occasion mentioned, and if so, what these derelictions or errors were, and who were responsible therefor.

The Commission will convene at the call of its Chairman at Washington, D. C., will thereafter proceed with its professional and clerical assistants to Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, and any other places it may deem necessary to visit for the completion of its inquiry. It will then return to Washington, D. C., and submit its report direct to the President of the United States.

The Commission is empowered to prescribe its own procedure, to employ such professional and clerical assistants as it may deem necessary, to fix the compensation and allowances of such assistants, to incur all necessary expenses for services and supplies, and to direct such travel of members and employees at public expense as it may deem necessary in the accomplishment of its mission.

Each of the members of the Commission and each of its professional assistants, including civilian advisers and any Army, Navy, and Marine Corps officers so employed, detailed or assigned shall receive payment of his actual and necessary expenses for transportation, and in addition and in lieu of all other allowances for expenses while absent from the place of his residence or station in connection
with the business of the Commission, a per diem allowance of twenty-five dollars. All of the expenses of the Commission shall be paid by Army disbursing officers from allocations to be made to the War Department for that purpose from the Emergency Fund for the President.

All executive officers and agencies of the United States are directed to furnish the Commission such facilities, services, and cooperation as it may request of them from time to time.

The White House, December 18, 1941.

Hart & Dice

Shorthand Reporters

416 Fifth Street Northwest

Washington, D. C.

December 18, 1941.

Hon. Owen J. Roberts,
Chairman of Special Board.

Dear Mr. Justice: Confirming conversation in my office this afternoon with Mr. Howe and Mr. Schneider in reference to stenographically reporting the proceedings of your Board in Hawaii when the following proposal was made:

1. For five men to go, being Lloyd L. Harkins who will act as supervisor of the stenographic reporting; Stephen S. Maxson and Francis T. Owens, shorthand reporters; M. R. O'Connor and Robert W. Shepherd, Dictaphone-typewriter operators.

2. The charge for reporting and furnishing transcript, on the usual 29-line page, will be 60¢ a folio of 100 words. This to cover up to and including 5 copies of transcript but the folio charge will be the same should you decide to have only 2 copies made.

3. A per diem of $10 per week day per man from the day our corps leaves Washington until their return for all days on which testimony is not taken; the folio rate to be the only charge (other than expenses which we understand you will take care of) on days when testimony is taken.

4. We understand we cannot take office equipment on the trip, but that you will arrange to have furnished our corps 2 Dictaphone dictators, 2 Dictaphone transcribers, and 3 Royal typewriters.

5. We will provide the necessary typewriter paper and carbon paper for producing transcript, but must depend upon you to arrange transportation—about 3 suit-case-size packages.

6. Daily copy delivery of transcript not expected, but as prompt delivery as possible consistent with hours of hearings.

We are holding our corps in readiness to respond to your call, expect to give you first class service, and understand that all proceedings are confidential.

Respectfully,

Hart & Dice,

by (Signed) Geo. L. Hart
Geo. L. Hart.

December 19, 1941.

The Commission convened at 2309 Munitions Building, Washington, D. C., at ten o'clock A. M.

All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder and Secretary were in attendance.

General Miles, Chief of the Military Intelligence, appeared before the Commissioners and was interrogated by them.

Captain Theodore S. Wilkinson, Chief, Office of Naval Intelligence, also appeared before the Commissioners and was interrogated by them.

There was a discussion by the Commission concerning financial arrangements for the trip to Hawaii.
Contracts for their respective services were signed by the Recorder, the Secretary, and the Law Officer to the Commission.

The Recorder was directed to write, and did write, a letter to J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, requesting him to direct the Hawaiian office of said Bureau to place its facilities at the disposal of the Commission, and to Colonel William J. Donovan, Coordinator of Information, requesting him to furnish the Commission, upon its return, with a memorandum of facts or circumstances that might be pertinent to the inquiry, and a résumé of press, editorial and other comment concerning the Commission.

[11] General C. D. Herron joined the meeting, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

Colonel Edwin F. French, in charge of communications for the War Department, was called to the meeting and interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 12:30 P. M. the Commission adjourned until Saturday, December 20, 1941, at ten o'clock A. M.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Secretary.

DECEMBER 20, 1941.

The Commission convened at 2309 Munitions Building, Washington, D. C., at ten o'clock A. M.

All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder and the Secretary were in attendance.

General McCoy suggested that the Commission, upon its return to Washington, find out from the Navy and Army how the two commanding officers came to be appointed, their professional background, etc., as might be shown by extracts from their service records.

The subject of insurance was discussed, and the Recorder was instructed to make further inquiries and to take necessary steps in the matter of insuring the five members of the reportorial staff and the Clerk to the Commission.

The Chairman, on behalf of the Commission, signed a contract dated December 20, 1941, between M. LeRoy Goff, representative of Lloyd's, Limited, and the Recorder of the Commission, for Five thousand dollars insurance each, for Albert J. Schneider, Lloyd L. Harkins, Francis T. Owens, Stephen S. Maxson, Maurice R. O'Connor, and Robert W. Shepherd, for one month from the date of the contract, against accidental death, excepting as war hazard, and including travel by air, for a premium of $37.50 each, to a total of $225.00.

[13] At eleven o'clock A. M. the meeting adjourned.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.
December 20, 1941.

At 4.17 o'clock P. M. on the above date, the Commission and its staff left Washington Airport for San Francisco, California.

December 21, 1941.

At 6.00 o'clock A. M. on the above date, the Commission and its staff arrived at San Francisco, California, and took quarters at the St. Francis Hotel.

At 4.50 o'clock P. M. on the above date, the Commission and its staff departed on the "California Clipper" for Honolulu, T. H.

In the evening the Commission conferred concerning the course of procedure to be followed at Honolulu.

[14]

December 22, 1941.

At 7.20 o'clock A. M. on the above date the Commission and its staff arrived at Honolulu and took quarters at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.

At 10.15 o'clock A. M. the Commission and its staff proceeded to Fort Shafter.

At 10.45 o'clock A. M. the Commission convened at Fort Shafter.

All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Secretary to the Commission were in attendance.

The Commission called for the production of:

(1) The Joint Coastal Frontier Defense Plan, Hawaiian Coastal Frontier (short title, HCF 41, 11 April 1941).

(2) Field Order No. 1 (tentative) Headquarters, Hawaiian Department, 28 November 1941.

(3) Standing Operating Procedure, Hawaiian Department, 5 November, 1941.

The foregoing were produced by William E. Donegan, Lieutenant Colonel, General Staff Corps, and William S. Lawton, Major, General Staff Corps, who were interrogated by the Commission, and who made statements concerning said Plan, Order and Procedure.

Thereupon Lieutenant Colonel Donegan and Major Lawton were excused by the Commissioners, who immediately thereafter entered into a general discussion and consideration of the several matters hereinabove enumerated. A brief summary thereof was dictated by General McNarney to [15] Mr. Owens, one of the official reporters for the Commission.

In addition, the Board called for the production of the following:

(1) Diagram of air field showing exact disposition of the airplanes at the time of the attack, and also the normal dispersion pens and bunkers which had been prepared but were not occupied at the time of the attack.

(2) Copies of such arrangements and new instructions or orders for security as the present responsible General has made since the attack, both in the form of recorded ones and informal or verbal ones, if a record has been kept of them.

(3) Copies of such arrangements and new instructions or orders for security as the present responsible Admiral has made since the attack, both in the form of recorded ones and informal or verbal ones, if a record has been kept of them.

(4) The diary or other record of the Army's operations from November 15, 1941, to the date of the attack.
(5) The Pearl Harbor Log of the 14th Naval District from November 15, 1941, to the date of the attack.

(6) Copies of the Army's field orders for maneuvers to carry out alerts ordered by War Department from February 1, 1941, to the date of the attack.

(7) A copy of the order sending Naval officer to the Information Center of the Aircraft Warning Service, a copy of his instructions, and the name of such officer at the time of the attack.

(8) Five copies of "Standing Operating Procedure, Hawaiian Department, 5 November 1941".

(9) The despatch of the Chief of Staff, dated November 27, 1941, to the Commander of the Hawaiian Department.

(10) The standing estimate of the situation based upon Rainbow No. I, in force December 6, 1941.

(11) Transcription and translation December 6, 1941, 6.00 P. M., of Transpacific telephone conversation by local alien to unknown party in Tokio December 5 (reference Par. C (3), "Summary of Situation as of 7 December 1941", dated 22 December 1941).

[16] (12) All communications or directions issued by the War Department during the present emergency which resulted in the establishment of any category of alert, and the dates during which such alerts were in effect.

(13) The communications of November 16, 1941, and November 24, 1941, from the Chief of Staff to Hawaiian Department, or transmitted to Headquarters 14th Naval District, or the Commander in Chief of the Fleet.

Calls for the production of the matters enumerated or indicated in the foregoing paragraphs numbered (1) to (13) inclusive were made in writing.

In addition, Lieutenant Colonel Brown, the Law Officer to the Commission, was verbally requested to procure the following:

(1) Map of Oahu.

(2) Weather forecast.

(3) Information concerning sunrise hour on December 7, and estimate of visibility before sunrise.

(4) FM 100–5.

(5) General Short's report of December 12, 1941, to the War Department.

And Major Allen was orally requested to ask Commander Bays to furnish Admiral Kimmel's report to the Navy Department.

The Recorder was directed to submit to the Commission a formula whereby basic secret plans, local defense plans, and secret plans subsidiary to them, may be discreetly referred to in the process of comparing the obligatory dispositions called for by such plans with the orders actually given, and with the execution of such orders.

[17] At 1.10 o'clock P. M. the Commission took a recess until 2.10 o'clock P. M., when it reconvened for further study.

At 4.20 o'clock P. M. the Commission adjourned until Tuesday, December 23, 1941, at 9.00 o'clock A. M., when General Short was requested to be in attendance.

(Sgd) WALTER BRUCE HOWE, Recorder.

(Sgd) OWEN J. ROBERTS, Chairman.

(Sgd) ALBERT J. SCHNEIDER, Clerk.
December 23, 1941.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission convened at Fort Shafter. All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Secretary to the Commission were in attendance.

Walter C. Short, Major General U. S. A., appeared before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman, proceeded to make a statement.

At 10.30 A. M. the Commission took a recess of five minutes, after which General Short resumed his statement and continued until 1.05 o'clock P. M., when the hearing was adjourned.

The Commission was reconvened at 2.05 P. M., at which time the statement by and examination of General Short was resumed.

At 3.40 General Short was excused and cautioned to the effect that because of the nature of the inquiry and investigation it is desired that the questions asked and the testimony given, and anything that transpired during his presence in the hearing room, should be kept confidential and not discussed with anyone.

At 3.45 P. M. the Commission called Howard C. Davidson, Brigadier General, Air Corps, who, after being duly sworn by the Chairman, was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 4.50 P. M. General Davidson was excused, and cautioned concerning the secrecy of the questions asked of and the answers given by him, and of all matters that transpired in the hearing room during his presence therein.

Jacob H. Rudolph, Brigadier General, Commander, 18th Bombardment Wing, was then called by the Commission, and after having been duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 5.00 o'clock P. M. General Rudolph was excused and cautioned concerning the secrecy of his testimony and all other occurrences during his presence in the hearing room.

At 5.02 o'clock P. M. Brooke Empey Allen, Major, Air Corps, was called before the Commission, and after having been duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners.

Major Allen was excused at 5.17 o'clock P. M., and cautioned concerning the secrecy of his testimony and all other occurrences during his presence in the hearing room.

The Commission then adjourned, to reconvene at Fort Shafter on Wednesday, December 24, 1941, at nine o'clock A. M.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.

December 24, 1941.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Fort Shafter. All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.
Lloyd L. Harkins, Francis T. Owens, Stephen S. Maxson, Maurice R. O'Connor, and Robert W. Shepherd, appeared before the Commission, and upon their oaths, administered by the Chairman, did declare that they and each of them would well and truly perform their repertorial duties, and would preserve secret and inviolate any and all matters of any and every nature, in any wise pertaining to the investigation being undertaken by the Commission, which had in the past and which might in the future come within their knowledge or cognizance, in any way, as a result of their employment by and services to the Commission.

At 9.10 o'clock A. M. Walter C. Phillips, Colonel, General Staff, Chief of Staff, Department of Hawaii, appeared before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 10.25 o'clock A. M. Colonel Philipps was excused and cautioned.

At 10.30 o'clock A. M. Durward S. Wilson, Brigadier General, Commander of the 24th Division, was called before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners.


At 10.51 o'clock A. M. Major General Maxwell Murray, Commander 25th Division, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was thereupon interrogated by the Commissioners.

General Murray delivered to the Commission six copies of SOP 25th Div. December 2, 1941.

At 11.10 o'clock A. M. General Murray was excused and cautioned.

At 11.12 o'clock A. M. Major General Henry T. Burgin, Coast Artillery Command, consisting of Coast Artillery and Coastal Anti-Aircraft, was called before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners.

General Burgin delivered to the Commission six copies of SOP Coast Artillery Command, dated November 26, 1941.

At 11.30 o'clock A. M. the following radiogram was received from the Judge Advocate General, Washington, D. C.:

"House Joint Resolution 259 approved twenty three December."

At 11.45 o'clock A. M. General Burgin was excused and cautioned. The Commission then took a recess until 11.50 o'clock A. M., at which time Colonel Walter C. Phillips reappeared before the Commission to answer questions which arose during [22] the course of his examination in chief.

At 11.59 o'clock A. M. Colonel Phillips was excused and cautioned.

Lieutenant Colonel Kendall J. Fielder, General Staff, Commander G-2, Hq. Hawaiian Department, was next called before the Commission, at twelve o'clock noon, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 12.23 P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Fielder was excused and cautioned.

At 12.27 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Melvin L. Craig, Department Provost Marshal, was called before the Commission, sworn by the Chairman, and interrogated.
At 12.40 P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Craig was excused and cautioned. Lieutenant Colonel Fielder then reappeared before the Commission, at 12.41 P. M., for the purpose of answering a question which arose during the course of his examination in chief. At 12.44 P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Fielder was excused and cautioned.

The Commission then took a recess until 1.55 o’clock P. M., at which time Lieutenant Colonel George W. Bicknell, Assistant G–2, Department of Hawaii, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated.

At 2.05 P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Bicknell was excused and cautioned.

Major General F. L. Martin, late Commanding General, [23] Hawaiian Air Force, was then called before the Commission, at 2.05 o’clock P. M., was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated. General Martin offered a study of the air defense of Hawaii, dated August 20, 1941, which was received and marked “Martin Exhibit No. 1”.

At 3.15 o’clock P. M. Major General Martin was excused and cautioned.

Lieutenant Colonel Carroll A. Powell, Signal Corps, Department Signal Officer since 1940, was then called before the Commission, at 3.15 P. M., and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated.

Lieutenant Colonel Powell was excused and cautioned at 3.40 P. M. Colonel Robert H. Dunlop was then called before the Commission, at 3.41 P. M., and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated. Colonel Dunlop was excused and cautioned at 3.48 P. M. At 3.50 o’clock P. M. First Lieutenant Kermit A. Tyler, Air Corps, was called before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated. At 4.10 P. M. Lieutenant Tyler was excused and cautioned.

The Commission then took a recess until 4.21 o’clock P. M., at which time Major Kenneth P. Bergquist, Air Corps, Operations Officer, Hawaiian Interceptor Command, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn, and was interrogated. At 4.45 P. M. Major Bergquist was excused and cautioned.

[24] At 4.45 o’clock P. M. Major Lorry Norris Tindal, Air Corps, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn, and was interrogated. At 4.50 P. M. Major Tindal was excused and cautioned.

The Commission thereupon adjourned for the purpose of proceeding to and inspecting the information center of the Interceptor Command, located at Fort Shafter.

The Commission arrived at the information center at 4.55 P. M. and left at 5.10 o’clock P. M., to meet at nine o’clock A. M., December 26, 1941, at Fort Shafter.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts,
Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe,
Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider,
Clerk.
December 26, 1941.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Fort Shafter.

All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

There was a general discussion concerning the advisability of obtaining further evidence as to personnel and equipment, which discussion eventuated in a written call upon the Army for the following:

A table showing:
(1) The authorized strength of the Hawaiian Department.
(2) Actual strength on December 7.
(3) Reinforcements received since December 7.

The report to show major items of equipment, including coast artillery, anti-aircraft artillery, both guns and automatic weapons; artillery and automatic weapons in the hands of the troops in excess of that authorized by tables of organization.

Information concerning:
(1) How many of each type of plane is called for in the Army defense plan of the Hawaiian Department.
(2) How many planes of each type were present December 7.
(3) Of these, how many were ready for immediate use:
(4) How many of these were not ready for immediate use, and why.
(5) After the raid, how many of each type were on hand.
(6) Of these, how many were usable.
(7) How many planes of each type took to the air December 7.

The same information re airplanes was requested from Naval Aviation.

At 9.25 A. M. Lieutenant Colonel Carroll A. Powell reappeared before the Commission for the purpose of responding to inquiries that developed during the course of his examination in chief, concerning the “scrambling” telephone, aircraft warning systems, atmospheric conditions on December 7, etc.

A copy of the so called Burwell report, mentioned by General Martin during the course of his examination, was received from him, was marked “Martin Exhibit 2”; and was directed to be placed in the evidence.

Lieutenant Colonel Powell was excused at 10.06 A. M.

The Commission then called Lieutenant Kenneth M. Taylor, pilot, 47th Pursuit Squadron, at 10.10 o'clock A. M. The Lieutenant was duly sworn by the Chairman, and after having been interrogated by the Commissioners, was excused and cautioned at 10.23 A. M.

Lieutenant George S. Welsh, Assistant Operations Officer, 47th Pursuit Squadron, on December 7, 1941, was then called before the Commission at 10.25 A. M., was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 10.35 A. M.

Lieutenant Colonel Powell then briefly reappeared before the Commission to furnish information concerning the amount of telephone traffic on December 7, 1941, and atmospheric conditions on said date.

At 10.37 A. M. the Commission called Sergeant Mobley L. Hall, who was duly sworn by the Chairman, interrogated by the Commissioners, and excused and cautioned at 10.52 A. M.
At 10.53 A. M. Captain Frank W. Eby, Commander Battery B, 55th Coast Artillery, was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and, after interrogation by the Commissioners, was excused and cautioned at 11.05 A. M.

Lientenant Colonel William J. McCarthy, Commanding Officer, 1st Battalion 55th Coast Artillery, Fort Kamehameha, T. H., was called before the Commission at 11.06 A. M., was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 11.27 A. M.

At 11.28 A. M. Private Creed Shortt, Fort Kamehameha, was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 11.32 A.M.

Lieutenant Stephen G. Saltzman was called before the Commission at 11.33 A. M., was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 11.48 A. M.

At 11.49 A. M. Staff Sergeant Lowell Vincent Klatt was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 11.56 A.M.

Lieutenant Colonel Jack W. Howard, QMC, Supply Quartermaster, Hawaiian Depot, Fort Armstrong, T. H., was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 12.03 P. M.

[28] At 12.04 P. M. First Lieutenant Howard Frederick Cooper, C. O. Headquarters Squadron, 17th Airbase Group, was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 12.15 P. M.

At 12.16 P. M. Provost Marshal Craig reappeared and supplied comparative information re arrests of soldiers and civilians for intoxication and other misdemeanors on December 6 and dates prior thereto. At 12.20 P. M. Provost Marshal Craig was excused.

A report was received from Colonel Dunlop concerning the percentage of strength of the various commands in the Hawaiian Department who were present for duty at 8.00 A. M. December 7, 1941. The Chairman read the tabulation to the Commission, and thereafter directed that the report be inserted in the transcript of the record.

A similar report was received from General Davidson concerning the Interceptor Command, was read by the Chairman, and was directed to be copied into the record.

At 12.26 P. M. Lieutenant James K. Thomas, who on December 7, 1941 was Post Signal and Post Signal Property Officer at Hickam Field, was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman and interrogated by the Commissioners, and was excused and cautioned at 12.30 P. M.

Master Sergeant Ralph Trauger Ullrich was called before the Commission at 12.31 P. M., was sworn by the Chairman, and after being interrogated by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 12.35 P. M.
At 12.36 P. M. Pvt. 1Cl. Raymond F. McBriarty, Air Corps, who on December 7 was with the 86th Observation Squadron at Bellows Field, was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 12.47 P. M.

Captain Melbourne H. West, Coast Artillery Corps, who on December 7, 1941, was stationed at Camp Malakole, was called before the Commission at 12.48 P. M., was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 12.54 P. M.

At 12.55 P. M. Lieutenant Willis Theodore Lyman, 251st Coast Artillery Anti-Aircraft, Battery E, who on December 7, 1941 was stationed at Camp Malakole, was called before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 1.03 P. M.

Sergeant June D. Dickeson, who on December 7, 1941 was sergeant of the guard at Camp Malakole, Anti-Aircraft, was called before the Commission at 1.04 P. M., was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 1.10 P. M.

At 1.11 P. M. Captain Brown appeared before the Commission for the purpose of producing certain maps.

At 1.25 P. M. the Commission took a recess until 2.20 P. M., when Charles G. Utterback, a civil service employee of the Corps of Engineers, appeared before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 2.36 P. M.

At 2.37 P. M. Edmund St. John Griffith, a civil service employee of the Corps of Engineers, appeared before the Commission, was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 2.45 P. M.

Albert Leach Brinkman, a civil service employee of the Corps of Engineers, was called before the Commission at 2.46 P. M., was sworn by the Chairman, and after interrogation by the Commissioners was excused and cautioned at 2.56 P. M.

The Commission then adjourned further hearing until Saturday, December 27, 1941, at 9.00 A.M., at Pearl Harbor.

After such adjournment the Chairman directed that a communication from Major General Maxwell Murray to Major General McCoy, under date of December 25, 1941, correcting in certain respects General Murray's testimony given before the Commission, should be made a part of the record.

At 3.08 P. M. December 26 the Commissioners, Recorder, Law Officer, and Clerk left Fort Shafter and arrived at the Ordnance Depot at 3.15 P. M.

After inspection of the Depot the party left at 3.30 P. M. and proceeded to Wheeler Field, arriving there at 3.50 P. M. An inspection of Wheeler Field and its vicinity occupied the time until 4.30 P. M., when the Commissioners and their staff left to return to Honolulu, arriving at 5.30 P. M.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts,
Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe,
Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider,
Clerk.
December 27, 1941.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission convened at Pearl Harbor. All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

After a preliminary discussion concerning procedure the Commission called Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, who appeared at 9.15 A. M. and was duly sworn by the Chairman.

Admiral Kimmel requested and was granted permission to have Admiral R. A. Theobald in attendance.

Admiral Kimmel then proceeded to make a statement and to answer interrogatories by the Commissioners.

At 11.30 A. M. there was a recess for five minutes, following which the statement by and interrogation of Admiral Kimmel was continued until 1.00 o'clock P. M., at which time the Commission recessed.

During the ensuing recess the Commissioners visited the so called observation tower for the purpose of viewing Pearl Harbor and vicinity.

The Commission reconvened at 2.40 o'clock P. M., when the statement by and interrogation of Admiral Kimmel was resumed.

Admiral Theobald was duly sworn by the Chairman.

At 5.25 P. M. the Commission adjourned until Monday, December 29, 1941, at 9.00 o'clock A. M., at Pearl Harbor, at which time and place Admiral Kimmel and Admiral Theobald are to reappear before the Commission. Upon being excused the witnesses were duly cautioned concerning the secrecy of their testimony and all other occurrences during their presence in the hearing room.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts,
Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe,
Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider,
Clerk.

December 29, 1941.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission convened at Pearl Harbor.

All of the members of the Commission were present, with the exception of Admiral Reeves, whose absence was due to illness.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

Admiral Kimmel and Admiral Theobald reappeared before the Commission.

The interrogation of Admiral Kimmel was continued after he was fully advised concerning the absence of Admiral Reeves and the course of procedure proposed to be followed by the Commission in the absence of Admiral Reeves. The colloquy between the Chairman and Admiral Kimmel in this connection is fully set forth in the transcript of record.

At 11.50 A. M. the Commission took a recess until 2.20 P. M. During the interval indicated the Commission proceeded to view certain maps and charts.

At 2.20 P. M. the interrogation of Admiral Kimmel was resumed and was continued until 2.50 P. M., when Admiral Kimmel and Admiral Theobald were excused and cautioned.
Admiral Claude C. Bloch was then called before the Commission, and was duly sworn by the Chairman.

At the request of Admiral Bloch the Commission consented to the presence of Commander C. B. Momsen in the hearing room so that he might assist Admiral Bloch in furnishing the Commission with such information as it might request concerning matters touched upon in the course of the Admiral's examination.

The interrogation of Admiral Bloch was then begun and continued until 4.10 P. M., when the Commission adjourned until Tuesday, December 30, 1941, at Pearl Harbor, at 9.30 A. M. Admiral Bloch was excused until that time, and cautioned concerning the secrecy of his testimony and all other matters that transpired during his presence in the hearing room.

Following adjournment the Commission proceeded to a view of Hickam Field, and then returned to its headquarters in Honolulu, arriving there at 5.50 P. M.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.


At nine-thirty o'clock A. M. the Commission convened at Pearl Harbor.

All of the members of the Commission were present, with the exception of Admiral Reeves, whose absence was due to illness.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

Admiral Bloch and Commander Momsen reappeared, and the interrogation of Admiral Bloch was resumed.

The Commission received a list of officers off and on various ships on the morning of December 7, 1941; also various patrol reports and logs.

At 11.35 A. M. Admiral Bloch was excused and cautioned.

At 11.36 A. M. Captain Walter S. DeLany, Assistant Chief of Staff and Operations Officer under Admiral Kimmel, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 12.30 P. M. the Commission took a recess until two o'clock P. M., until which time Captain DeLany was excused with a caution concerning the secrecy of his testimony and all other matters occurring during his presence in the hearing room.

At two o'clock P. M. the Commission reconvened, Captain DeLany reappeared, and his interrogation was resumed and continued until 2.15 P. M., when he was excused.

At 2.20 P. M. Charles Horatio McMorris, Captain U. S. Navy, War Plans Officer, Staff Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet, 1 February 1941 to this date, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.
At 3.05 o'clock P. M. Captain McMorris was excused and cautioned.

At 3.15 o'clock P. M. William Satterlee Pye, Vice Admiral, U. S. Navy, Commander Battle Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

Commander Covington was present in the hearing room during the interrogation of Admiral Pye, for the purpose of assisting him in furnishing the Commission with such information as it might request concerning matters touched upon in the course of the Admiral's examination.

At 5.05 P. M. Admiral Pye was excused and cautioned, and the Commission adjourned, to convene again on Wednesday, December 31, 1941, at 9.30 o'clock A. M., at Pearl Harbor.

Following adjournment the Commission and its staff returned immediately to their headquarters in Honolulu.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.

December 31, 1941.

At nine-thirty o'clock A.M. the Commission convened at Pearl Harbor.

All of the members of the Commission were present, with the exception of Admiral Reeves, whose absence was due to illness.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

Commander Covington produced maps and charts found on Japanese submarine and airplane pilots, and was requested to have photostat copies made for the use of the Commission.

At 9.40 o'clock A.M. Rear Admiral Patrick Neison Lynch Bellinger was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commission.

At twelve o'clock noon Admiral Bellinger was excused and cautioned, and the Commission recessed until two o'clock P.M., at which time the Commission reconvened and the interrogation of Admiral Bellinger was resumed.

Admiral Bellinger submitted Joint Estimate March 1, 1941, signed by himself and General Martin, made part of operational order of April 9, approved by Admiral Bloch, and forwarded through channels to Navy Department.

Admiral Pye advised the Commission that air raid drill was held 12 November, and that an air raid drill was scheduled but not held November 29, in view of a sortie, and that an air raid drill was scheduled to be held again on 13 December.

The Commission was also advised that the Secretary of the Navy arrived at 7.00 A.M. on 11 December and departed at 4.00 P.M. 12 December.

The Chairman requested Admiral Bellinger to furnish the Commission the dates of joint air raid operational drills for three months
preceeding December 7, held on the Island; also six copies of agreement between Admiral Bellinger and General Martin.

At three o'clock P.M. Admiral Bellinger was excused.

Rear Admiral William Lovndes Calhoun, Commander Base Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet, was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated.

By direction of General McNarney, Major Allen was instructed to obtain a copy of the Army construction program, including priorities.

At 3.35 o'clock P.M. Admiral Calhoun was excused and cautioned. Admiral William Rea Furlong, Rear Admiral U. S. Navy, Commander Mine Craft, Battle Force, on December 7, 1941, was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

[39] At 4.20 P.M. Admiral Furlong was excused and cautioned, and the Commission thereupon adjourned until Friday, January 2, 1942, at 9.30 A.M., at Pearl Harbor.

Immediately following adjournment the Commission returned to its headquarters at Honolulu.

(Sgd) OWEN J. ROBERTS, Chairman.

(Sgd) WALTER BRUCE HOWE, Recorder.

(Sgd) ALBERT J. SCHNEIDER, Clerk.

[40] January 2, 1942.

At nine-thirty o'clock A. M. the Commission convened at Pearl Harbor.

All of the members of the Commission were present.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

At 9.40 o'clock A. M. Admiral William Frederick Halsey was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

Commander Covington was asked to obtain a copy of the secret despatch of November 24, 1941, from OPNAV to CINCAF, CINPAC, Commandants 11, 12, 13, and 15 Naval Districts. Such copy was produced by Commander Covington, but returned to him with the request that he obtain a paraphrase of said despatch, and also a paraphrase of the despatch of November 27, 1941. Later in the day the Commander furnished such paraphrases.

There were received from Admiral Bellinger the dates of joint air raid operational drills for the three months preceding December 7th, 1941, and also six copies of the agreement between Admiral Bellinger and General Martin of 31 October 1941.

At 11.55 A. M. Admiral Halsey was excused and cautioned.

Lieutenant Commander S. G. Fuqua, who on December 7, 1941, was Damage Control Officer of the "Arizona", was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 12.30 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Commander Fuqua was excused and cautioned.
Ensign N. E. Ball, U. S. N. R., Motor Torpedo Boat Squadron One, Commanding Officer PT 21, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners.

At 12.40 P. M. Ensign Ball was excused and cautioned; and the Commission thereupon took a recess until two o'clock P. M.

By direction of General McNarney the Navy was requested to furnish a copy of the war diary of each major unit in the Fleet and District, beginning with date December 7, 1941; and an equivalent request was made of the Army.

By the direction of the Chairman the 14th Naval District and the Fleet were requested to furnish a record of the receipt of the Navy Department's despatch of November 24, 1941.

Information was also requested, in the form of data from logs or other sources, showing whether and upon what dates prior to December 7, 1941, the sea areas to the north of the Hawaiian Islands have been used for exercises.

At two o'clock P. M. the Commission reconvened, and Captain Irving Hall Mayfield, District Intelligence Officer, [42] 14th Naval District, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At three o'clock P. M. Captain Mayfield was excused and cautioned.

Lieutenant Commander Edwin Thomas Layton, Fleet Intelligence Officer, Staff C. in C., U. S. Pacific Fleet, was then called before the Commission, and after having been duly sworn by the Chairman was questioned by the Commissioners.

At 4.10 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Commander Layton was excused and cautioned.

Commander Joseph John Rochefort, U. S. N., 14th Naval District Headquarters, Officer in Command of Combat Intelligence, was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 5.50 P. M. Commander Rochefort was excused and cautioned; and the Commission then adjourned, to reconvene at Pearl Harbor on Saturday, January 3, 1942, at 9.30 A. M.

Immediately following adjournment the Commission returned to Honolulu.

(Sgd) **Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.**

(Sgd) **Walter Bruce Howe,**

*Recorder.*

(Sgd) **Albert J. Schneider,**

*Clerk.*

[43]

January 3, 1942.

At nine-thirty o'clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Pearl Harbor.

All of the members of the Commission were present.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

The Chairman read to the Commission a letter received from Admiral Bloch concerning a correction of his testimony in connection with the torpedo net. It was directed that a copy of the letter be included in the transcript of record.
The Chairman also read to the Commission a memorandum received from Captain Mayfield, stating when the long coded message dealing with signals was received from the communications company, when it was delivered to Captain Rochefort, when it was decoded and translated, and when the translation was received by Captain Mayfield. It was directed that a copy of the memorandum be included in the transcript of record.

At 9.40 o'clock A. M. Ensign Nathan Frederick Asher, U. S. N., was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners. At 10.10 o'clock A. M. Ensign Asher was excused and cautioned.

Charles Herbert Shaw, Chief Torpedo Officer, U. S. S. Blue, was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners. At 10.30 o'clock A. M. the witness was excused and cautioned.

He was followed by Ensign John Louis Landreth, Anti-Aircraft Division, who was duly sworn by the Chairman and thereafter questioned by the Commissioners. At 10.50 o'clock A. M. Ensign Landreth was excused and cautioned.

Lieutenant Colonel Claude A. Larkin was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was examined by the Commissioners. At 11.30 o'clock A. M. Colonel Larkin was excused and cautioned.

At 11.35 o'clock A. M. James Joseph Curley, Chief Carpenter's Mate, U. S. S. "Nevada", was called before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners. At 11.50 o'clock A. M. this witness was excused and cautioned.

He was followed by Freeland Allen Daubin, Captain U. S. N., Commander Submarine Squadron 4, who was duly sworn by the Chairman. Captain Daubin produced certain secret documents which were marked Daubin Exhibit 1 and Daubin Exhibit 2, respectively, copies of which are in the files of the Navy Department in Washington. Exhibit 1 is a bound volume titled "Description and Photographs of Japanese Midget Submarine No. 19", and Exhibit 2 consists of photostat copies of charts of Pearl Harbor found on Japanese Midget Submarine No. 19. The documents exhibited to the Commission were in the afternoon of this day returned to Captain Daubin.

Following his appearance the Commission called Adolph Marcus Bothne, Boatswain U. S. N., U. S. S. "Oklahoma", who was duly sworn by the Chairman and then questioned by the Commissioners.

Following the examination of Boatswain Bothne he was excused and cautioned, and the Commission then called Walter Frederick Staff, Carpenter's Mate 2cl. U. S. N., U. S. S. "Oklahoma", who was duly sworn by the Chairman and interrogated by the Commissioners. At 12.29 P. M. Mate Staff was excused and cautioned, and the Commission then adjourned until 2.00 P. M.

Upon adjournment the Commission considered Daubin Exhibits 1 and 2, and also discussed the subject of witnesses to be called.

During the morning Admiral Furlong was permitted to read a copy of his testimony with a view to possible correction of the same, and
Admiral Kimmel requested that he be given the same privilege with respect to his testimony. Upon consideration of the request the Commissioners decided to grant it, upon the conditions that Admiral Kimmel, in reading the transcript, preserve the secrecy imposed upon his testimony, and that any corrections or additions thereto which he cares to submit shall be presented in the form of a letter to the Commission, to be included in the stenographic transcript, upon which the Commission may recall Admiral Kimmel, should it wish to inquire into the subject matter of such letter. The Recorder reported that this message had been communicated by him to Admiral Kimmel.

[46] At 2.10 o'clock P. M. the Commission reconvened, and Captain James Marshall Shoemaker, U. S. N., who on December 7, 1941, was commander of the Naval Air Station at Pearl Harbor, was called, sworn and interrogated. At 2.35 o'clock P. M. he was excused and cautioned.

Thereupon the Commission called Commander Harold Montgomery Martin, who was stationed at Kaneohe Bay on December 7, 1941. Commander Martin, after having been duly sworn by the Chairman, was questioned by the Commissioners, and was excused and cautioned at 3.00 o'clock P. M.

The Commission then called Lieutenant Colonel Leonard D. Weddington, commanding officer at Bellows Field on the morning of December 7, 1941, who was duly sworn by the Chairman and questioned by the Commissioners. At 3.15 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Weddington was excused and cautioned.

Ensign John R. Beardall, Jr., who on December 7, 1941, was aboard the cruiser "Raleigh", was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was examined by the Commissioners. At 3.25 o'clock P. M. Ensign Beardall was excused and cautioned.

Seaman Berry, of the light cruiser "Robinson", was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners. At 3.35 o'clock P. M. Seaman Berry was excused and cautioned.

The Commission then called Lieutenant Commander William [47] E. Taylor, who was duly sworn by the Chairman, and then interrogated by the Commissioners. At 4.10 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Commander Taylor was excused and cautioned.

Thereupon the Commission called Admiral Wilson Brown, who appeared at 4.25 P. M., was duly sworn by the Chairman, and interrogated by the Commissioners. At 5.10 o'clock P. M. Admiral Brown was excused and cautioned.

The Commission then adjourned and returned to its headquarters at Honolulu.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts,
Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe,
Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider,
Clerk.

At 9:30 o'clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Room 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.
All of the members of the Commission were present.
The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.
At 9:35 o'clock A. M. Mr. George Shadford Waterhouse, President of the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners. At ten o'clock A. M. Mr. Waterhouse was excused and cautioned.
Bishop Samuel H. Littell was then called before the Commission was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners. Bishop Littell was excused and cautioned at 10:35 A. M.
The Commission then called Mr. Leslie Ernest Eichelberger, who was duly sworn by the Chairman and examined by the Commissioners.
At 10:55 o'clock A. M. Mr. Eichelberger was excused and cautioned, and the Commissioners then called before them William A. Gabrielson, Chief of Police of Honolulu, who was duly sworn by the Chairman and examined by the Commissioners.
Mr. Gabrielson was requested to furnish a record of warnings issued by local police with respect to "loud parties" on the night of December 6, 1941.

[49] Mr. Gabrielson recommended the institution of permanent personnel for Navy shore patrol duty.
At 11:25 o'clock A. M. Mr. Gabrielson was excused, and Briant H. Wells, Major General U. S. A., retired, was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners. At 12:20 o'clock P. M. General Wells was excused and cautioned.

Thereupon the Reverend Henry Pratt Judd was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners. At 12:30 o'clock P. M. Mr. Judd was excused and cautioned; and the Commission then took a recess until two o'clock P. M.

At that time the Commission reconvened and called before it Mr. Wesley Theodore Wilke, Secretary of the Army and Navy Young Men's Christian Association. Mr. Wilke was duly sworn by the Chairman, was interrogated by the Commissioners, and at 2:15 o'clock P. M. was cautioned and excused.
The Commission then considered a communication from the Federal Bureau of Investigation concerning a radio direction finder.
At 2:30 o'clock P. M. the Honorable Joseph B. Poindexter, Governor of the Territory of Hawaii, appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners.
During the course of his examination the Governor read a tabulation concerning the population of Hawaii, a copy of which was directed by the Chairman to be included in the stenographic transcript of this day's proceedings.
At 3:10 o'clock P. M. Governor Poindexter was excused and cautioned.
At 3:15 o'clock P. M. the Hon. Lester Petrie, Mayor of the City of Honolulu since January 1, 1941, appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners. At 3:40 o'clock P. M. Mayor Petrie was excused and cautioned.

James Joseph Sweeney, Catholic Bishop of Honolulu, then appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners. At 3:50 o'clock P. M. Bishop Sweeney was excused and cautioned.

The Rev. Paul B. Waterhouse, President of the Temperance League of Hawaii, was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was examined by the Commissioners. At 4:10 o'clock P. M. Mr. Waterhouse was excused and cautioned.

Thereupon Mr. Chris, J. Benny, Executive Secretary of the Temperance League of Hawaii, was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was examined by the Commissioners. At 4:45 o'clock P. M. Mr. Benny was excused and cautioned, and the Commission thereupon adjourned, to reconvene on Tuesday January 6, 1942, at nine o'clock A. M., at Room 300 of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel.

(Sgd.) Owen J. Roberts,
Chairman.

(Sgd.) Walter Bruce Howe,
Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider,
Clerk.

[57]
January 6, 1942.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Room 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.

All of the members of the Commission were present.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

The Commission unanimously appointed its Recorder, Mr. Walter Bruce Howe, and its Clerk, Mr. Albert J. Schneider, to take the testimony under oath of witnesses from the community offering themselves tomorrow, Wednesday, January 7, 1942, in response to the following notice, published in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin on the afternoon of January 5th, and to be republished on the afternoon of January 6th, and in the Honolulu Advertiser on the morning of January 6th, and to be republished on the morning of January 7th, pursuant to the Commission’s direction:

The commission appointed by the president of the United States to ascertain and report the facts relating to the attack made by Japanese armed forces upon the territory of Hawaii on December 7, 1941, invites any persons who have personal knowledge of facts which relate to the objects of its inquiry, namely, “to provide bases of sound decisions whether any dereliction of duty or errors of judgment on the part of the United States army or navy personnel contributed to such successes as were achieved by the enemy” to attend in person before the commission or such of its members or assistants as it may designate, to make statements under oath of such facts.

The commission will receive such statements on Wednesday, January 7, 1942, between 9:30 a. m. and 12:30 p. m., and between 2 and 4:30 p. m., at the Royal Hawaiian hotel, Honolulu, Room 300.
The Recorder presented a letter dated January 6, 1942, from Admiral Kimmel, containing recommendations for certain itemized revisions of the transcript of his testimony before the Commission December 27 and 29, 1941. The Commission decided to include in the record Admiral Kimmel’s complete statement of his desire as to corrections; that the Commission ought not to alter the transcript as it was made for December 27 and 29, but that in order to have a sensible statement that the Commissioners can follow, they are going to have the whole transcript revised with Admiral Kimmel’s corrections, so that the eye may catch the corrections and the Commission shall have as nearly as possible a running statement and a connected story. Admiral Kimmel was informed of this decision when he appeared personally before the Commission at 12.05 P. M.

At 9.30 o’clock A. M. Mr. Robert L. Shivers, Special Agent in charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Hawaii, appeared before the Commission and was duly sworn by the Chairman. Thereupon Mr. Shivers was interrogated by the Commissioners. During the course of his examination Mr. Shivers exhibited a chart showing Japanese consular set-up in Hawaii, and matters of cognate interest; and, at the suggestion of the Chairman, Mr. Shivers agreed to furnish the Commission with a copy of this chart for its files.

At 11.10 o’clock A. M. Mr. Shivers was excused and cautioned.

Mr. Angus M. Taylor, Jr., United States District Attorney for the District of Hawaii, was then called before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by the Chairman was interrogated by the Commissioners. At 12.00 o’clock noon Mr. Taylor was excused and cautioned.

At 12.05 o’clock P. M. Admiral Kimmel, accompanied by Admiral Theobald, was recalled.

At 12.20 o’clock P. M. certain witnesses who had been called for this day were excused until Wednesday morning January 7th, at nine o’clock A. M., to reappear at Room 300 Royal Hawaiian Hotel.

At 12.55 o’clock P. M. Admiral Kimmel and Admiral Theobald were excused; and the Commission then adjourned until Wednesday, January 7, 1942, at nine o’clock A. M., to reconvene at Room 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel.

Following adjournment the Commissioners made a tour of inspection which included visits to Fort Ruger, Diamond Head, Bellows Field, and Kaneohe Bay, and which occupied the time of the Commission from two o’clock until 5.30 o’clock P. M.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.


At nine o’clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Room 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.

All of the members of the Commission were present.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.
The Commission received from Chief of Police Gabrieison a complete report concerning complaints on December 6, 1941, and it was directed that the report should be copied in the record.

At 9.20 o'clock A. M. Mr. Richard K. Kimball, manager of the Halekulani Hotel, appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was examined by the Commissioners.

In connection with his testimony Mr. Kimball filed a copy of the Honolulu Advertiser of Tuesday, December 16, 1941, containing an account of the killing of an escaped Japanese pilot on the island of Niihau.

At 9.40 A. M. Mr. Kimball was excused and cautioned.

Lieutenant George Kimball, U. S. N. R., was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners. Lieutenant Kimball was asked to furnish to the Commission with five copies of a report concerning the episode involving the killing of a Japanese aviator on the Island of Niihau, and requested also to furnish the Commission with five copies of the [56] delimitation agreement concerning intelligence work. At 10.30 o'clock A. M. Lieutenant Kimball was excused and cautioned.

Mr. Yee Kam York then appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners. At 11.10 o'clock A. M. Mr. York was excused and cautioned.

Admiral Kimmel and Captain De Lany then reappeared before the Commission for the purpose of further elaboration of Admiral Kimmel's statement. They offered, and the Commission received, four charts or plats, which were marked Exhibits A, B, C and D, January 7, 1942.

After Admiral Kimmel and Captain De Lany were excused at 12.25 o'clock P. M., Lieutenant Henderson, of Army Intelligence, appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 12.35 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Henderson was excused and cautioned; and Lieutenant Murlott, of Army Intelligence, was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners.

At 12.45 P. M. Lieutenant Murlott was excused and cautioned; and the Commission took a recess until 2.15 o'clock P. M.

Mr. F. E. Settle, who was a civil engineer and draftsman at Midway Island between October 8 and December 27, 1941, then appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners. He described the attack on Midway Island and the general situation there.

At 2.30 o'clock P. M. Mr. Settle was excused and cautioned, and the Board recessed to await the arrival of Colonel Pickett, U. S. M. C., to testify concerning the attack upon and conditions at Midway Island.

At 3.45 o'clock P. M. Colonel H. K. Pickett, accompanied by Major Peflay, appeared, were sworn by the Chairman, and were questioned by the Commissioners. These witnesses gave statistics concerning the attack upon Midway Island. Colonel Pickett was requested to furnish a copy of a report of the attack of December 7 from all outlying islands of this District.
At 4.15 o'clock P. M. Colonel Pickett and Major Peflay were excused and cautioned; and the Commission thereupon adjourned until Thursday morning, January 8, 1942, at 9.00 o'clock A. M.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.

[58] January 8, 1942.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Room 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.

All of the members of the Commission were present.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

The Recorder submitted a statement concerning the examination of twenty-two witnesses who appeared in response to the published notice set forth in the minutes of January 6, 1942, and who were interviewed by the Recorder and the Clerk to the Commission. It was ordered that this statement be appended to the stenographic transcript of testimony taken by the Commission on January 7, 1942.

It was unanimously resolved that of the five copies of the stenographic transcript of testimony which have been typed for the use of the Commission, four should be taken by the Commissioners to Washington, D. C.; that the fifth copy should be taken by courier, traveling apart from the Commissioners, to Washington, D. C.; that after said copies have served the purposes of the Commissioners in connection with the formulation of their report, three of said copies should be destroyed, and of the remaining two copies one each should be lodged in the secret archives of the Army and Navy, respectively, at Washington, D. C.

[59] At 9.35 o'clock A. M. Major General Short reappeared before the Commissioners for further examination. General Short was excused at 10.30 o'clock A. M.

Major General F. L. Martin then reappeared before the Commissioners for further examination. General Martin was excused at eleven o'clock A. M.

He was followed by Brigadier General Howard C. Davidson, who reappeared before the Commissioners for further examination, and who was excused at 11.12 o'clock A. M.

The Commission then called Lieutenant Colonel Clay I. Hoppough, who was duly sworn by the Chairman, and then interrogated by the Commissioners. At 11.32 o'clock A. M. Colonel Hoppough was excused and cautioned.

Colonel Kendall J. Fielder then reappeared before the Commissioners for further examination, which was concluded at 11.56 o'clock A. M.

The Commission then took a recess until two o'clock P. M., at which time Captain Ellis M. Zacharias, U. S. N. appeared, was duly sworn
by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners. At 3.40 o'clock P. M. Captain Zacharias was excused and cautioned.

Clarence L. Tinker, Brigadier General, U. S. A., then came before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners.

At 4.05 o'clock P. M. Mr. Justice Roberts was called away from the meeting, and Admiral Standley assumed the chair.

[60] At 4.10 o'clock P. M. General Tinker was excused and cautioned.

Commander Paul M. Bates, U. S. N., was then called before the Commission, and after being duly sworn by Admiral Standley was questioned by the Commissioners. At 4.20 o'clock P. M. Commander Bates was excused and cautioned.

The Commission then called Lieutenant Commander H. Kaiminski, who was duly sworn by Admiral Standley, and then interrogated by the Commissioners. At 4.55 o'clock P. M. Commander Kaiminski was excused and cautioned.

Colonel Perry M. Smoot was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by Admiral Standley, and was questioned by the Commissioners. At 5.10 o'clock P. M. Colonel Smoot was excused and cautioned, and the Commission then adjourned, to reconvene on Friday, January 9, 1942, at nine o'clock A. M., at Room 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.

[61] January 9, 1942.

At nine o'clock A. M. the Commission reconvened at Room 300, Royal Hawaiian Hotel, Honolulu, T. H.

All of the members of the Commission were present.

Mr. Justice Roberts resumed the chair.

The Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were in attendance.

In response to the invitation of the Commission Admiral Nimitz and General Emmons appeared for conference. The reporter was excused.

At 10.30 o'clock A. M. General Emmons retired.

At 10.37 o'clock A. M. Admiral Nimitz retired, and General Emmons reconvened the conference.

At 10.45 o'clock A. M. General Emmons retired.

Admiral Kimmel was then recalled for further questioning, after which he was excused at 10.50 o'clock A. M.

The Commission then called John Bayliss Earle, Captain U. S. N., Chief of Staff, 14th Naval District, who was duly sworn by the Chairman and then interrogated by the Commissioners. At 11.15 o'clock A. M. Captain Earle was excused and cautioned.

Mr. Bernard J. Butler was then called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commis-
sioners. At 11.45 o'clock A. M. [62] Mr. Butler was excused and cautioned, and the Commission recessed to await the reappearance of Admiral Pye.

At 12.05 o'clock P. M. Admiral Pye reappeared before the Commission for further questioning.

At 12.55 o'clock P. M. Admiral Pye was excused, and the Commission adjourned to meet at the call of the Chair.

(Sgd) OWEN J. ROBERTS,
Chairman.

(Sgd) WALTER BRUCE HOWE,
Recorder.

(Sgd) ALBERT J. SCHNEIDER,
Clerk.

[63] January 10, 1942.
On the above date the Commission departed from Honolulu, and proceeded by air to San Francisco.

[64] January 11, 1942.
On this date the Commission arrived at San Francisco, and left by train for Washington, D. C., via Omaha and Chicago.

January 12, 1942.
En route to Washington, the Commission met at the call of the Chairman and considered and drafted findings of fact.

January 13, 1942.
En route to Washington, the Commission met at the call of the Chairman and considered and drafted findings of fact.

January 14, 1942.
En route to Washington, the Commission met at the call of the Chairman and considered and drafted findings of fact.

January 15, 1942.
The Commission arrived at Washington.

[64] January 16, 1942.
At the call of the Chairman, the Commission met at 9.30 o'clock A. M. in Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.
All of the members of the Commission were present; and the Recorder, Law Officer, and Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.
The Commission received the copy of transcript of testimony which was forwarded from Honolulu to Washington by officer courier.
The Commission went into an executive session, which lasted until 12.30 o'clock P. M., when the Commission adjourned, to reconvene on Saturday, January 17, 1942, at 9.30 o'clock A. M.

\[\text{January 17, 1942.}\]

The Commission reconvened at 9.30 o'clock A. M. at Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

All of the members of the Commission were present; and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

The Chairman announced that the War Department had referred to General McNarney, for the attention of the Commission, a letter addressed to the President under date of December 22, 1941, signed by various citizens of Honolulu, [65] relative to General Short's career there. It was directed that until otherwise ordered this letter should be placed in the Commission's files and should not be copied into the transcript of record.

The Chairman also announced the receipt from the Secretary of State of a letter in the sense heretofore reported by the Chairman to the Commission as the Secretary's statement. The letter was directed to be filed with the records of the Commission.

The Chairman submitted a draft of formal preface to the proposed report by the Commission to the President.

General McCoy read a summary of press notices, editorials, etc., concerning the appointment and aims of the Commission.

The Commission then proceeded to the work of drafting proposed findings of fact, and was so occupied until 5.30 o'clock P. M., when it adjourned to reconvene on Sunday, January 18, 1942, at ten o'clock A. M.

(Sgd) OWEN J. ROBERTS,  
Chairman.

(Sgd) WALTER BRUCE HOWE,  
Recorder.

(Sgd) ALBERT J. SCHNEIDER,  
Clerk.

\[\text{January 18, 1942.}\]

The Commission reconvened at ten o'clock A. M., at Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

All of the members of the Commission were present; and the Recorder, Law Officer, and Clerk to the Commission were also in attendance.

The Commission proceeded with the work of drafting findings of fact, and was so engaged until 4.30 o'clock P. M., when it adjourned to reconvene on Monday, January 19, 1942, at 9.30 o'clock A. M.

\[\text{January 19, 1942.}\]

The Commission reconvened at 9.30 o'clock A. M., at Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.
All of the members of the Commission were present, with the exception of General McCoy, who had previously consented to the Commission meeting and proceeding with the examination of witnesses in his absence.

General George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff, United States Army, appeared before the Commission, and after having been duly sworn by the Chairman was questioned by the Commissioners. At 11.20 o'clock A. M. General Marshall was excused.

At 11.30 o'clock A. M. Admiral Harold R. Stark, Chief of Naval Operations, United States Navy, and with him, Rear Admiral Richmond Kelly Turner, appeared before the Commission, were duly sworn by the Chairman, and were questioned by the Commissioners.

Admiral Turner stated that he would furnish a precis of statements made by him, Admiral Stark, and Admiral Wilkinson, before the Commission prior to its departure from Washington for Honolulu. Later in the day this precis was received and copies thereof distributed to the Commissioners.

At 1.00 o'clock P. M. Admiral Stark and Admiral Turner were excused, and the Commission adjourned until 1.45 o'clock P. M.

At that time Lieutenant Colonel William J. Whaling USMC was called before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was interrogated by the Commissioners. At 2.10 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Whaling was excused and cautioned.

At 2.15 o'clock P. M. Lieutenant Colonel Edward F. French, Signal Corps, U. S. A., was called before the Commission, sworn by the Chairman, and examined by the Commissioners. At 2.25 P. M. Lieutenant Colonel French was excused and cautioned.

At 2.30 o'clock P. M. Brigadier General L. T. Gerow appeared before the Commission, was duly sworn by the Chairman, and was questioned by the Commissioners.

[67] General Gerow filed with the Commission a precis of the statement that was made by him before the Commission prior to its departure for Honolulu.

At 3.02 o'clock P. M. General Gerow was excused.

The Commission then resumed the subject of proposed findings of fact, and engaged in that work until 5.30 o'clock P. M., when it adjourned to reconvene at 9.30 o'clock A. M. on Tuesday, January 20, 1942, at 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

(Sgd) OWEN J. ROBERTS, Chairman.

(Sgd) WALTER BRUCE HOWE, Recorder.

(Sgd) ALBERT J. SCHNEIDER, Clerk.

[69] JANUARY 20, 1942.

The Commission reconvened at 9.30 o'clock A. M. at Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were in attendance.
The Commission went into an executive session which lasted until 12.45 P. M. At that time there was an adjournment until 1.30 o'clock P. M., when the executive session was resumed and continued until 6.30 o'clock P. M. The Commission then adjourned until January 21, 1942, at 9.30 o'clock A. M.

January 21, 1942.

The Commission reconvened at 9.30 o'clock A. M. at Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were in attendance.

The Commission went into an executive session which continued until 1.10 o'clock P. M., when the Commission took a recess until 2.45 o'clock P. M. At that time the Commission reconvened and resumed the executive session until 6.30 o'clock P. M., when there was an adjournment until Thursday, January 22, 1942, at 9.30 o'clock P. M.

At three o'clock P. M. the Secretary of the Navy, having been shown certain proposed findings of fact, stated that he suggested no changes for safeguarding the national interest, in any of the statements, except one in Finding No. 20. This was then differently phrased.

At 4.30 o'clock P. M. Brigadier General Gerow, designated by the Chief of Staff, after examining the same findings for the same purpose, stated to the Recorder that he found no changes to suggest, and the Recorder so informed the Commission.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.

January 22, 1942.

The Commission reconvened at 9.30 o'clock A. M. at Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.

All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk to the Commission were in attendance.

The Commission went into an executive session which continued until 1.00 o'clock P. M., when the Commission took a recess until 1.30 o'clock P. M. At that time the Commission reconvened and resumed the executive session which continued until 5.00 o'clock P. M., when the Commission recessed until 8.30 o'clock P. M. The Commission then reconvened and continued in executive session until midnight, when it adjourned until January 23, 1942, at ten o'clock A. M.

January 23, 1942.

The Commission reconvened at ten o'clock A. M. at Room 2905 Navy Building, Washington, D. C.
All of the members of the Commission were present, and the Recorder, the Law Officer, and the Clerk of the Commission were in attendance.

The Commission began an executive session which continued until 1.00 o'clock P. M., at which time the Commission recessed until 1.30 o'clock P. M., when the [72] executive session was resumed.

At 3.00 o'clock P. M. the Commission unanimously adopted the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the Commission having on January 8, 1942, decided on the final disposition of each of the five sets of the transcript made at its direction of all testimony given before the Commission on December 22, 1941, and thereafter, and the taking of testimony having now been closed, it is now ordered accordingly that as soon as may be upon the completion of its report to the President, one complete set of the said transcript shall be delivered sealed to the Secretary of War, together with the complete stenographic notes of the reporters made December 22, 1941, and subsequent days on which testimony was taken, and one complete set of said transcript shall be sealed and delivered to the Secretary of the Navy, to be deposited, if agreeable to them, in the secret archives of their respective departments, and that the remaining three sets shall be promptly and effectively destroyed; and it is further ordered that one copy of the transcribed testimony of Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, given before the Commission on December 27 and December 29, 1941, made from the transcript of his said testimony at the request of Admiral Kimmel, and authorized by the Commission, but embodying in the text certain corrections suggested by him and hitherto otherwise noted in the transcript of his said testimony, the said copy to be marked "Annex to transcript and not a part thereof: A copy of [72] the transcribed testimony of Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel given before the Commission to investigate the attack on the Territory of Hawaii, and revised by authority of the Commission in compliance with Rear Admiral Kimmel's Request", and also one completed copy of the minutes of the meetings of the Commission, shall be enclosed with each of the sets of the transcript to be delivered respectively to the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy; and it is further ordered that all documents remaining in the possession of the Commission, received by it from Army officers or agencies shall be delivered in one or more sealed packages to the Secretary of War, to be deposited, if agreeable to him, with the transcript of testimony, and all documents remaining in the possession of the Commission received by it from Naval officers or agencies and from sources other than those above stated shall be delivered in one or more sealed packages to the Secretary of the Navy, to be deposited, if agreeable to him, with the transcript of testimony, and that each of these deliveries shall be accompanied by a list, to be prepared by the Secretary of the Commission, of all documents in both deposits, showing the disposition of each document; and it is further ordered, that the Law Officer to the Commission shall see to the execution of the above orders and report the result to the Chairman of the Commission.

Resolved, that the Chairman of the Commission having been present throughout all meetings of the Commission, is authorized and requested to examine the minutes of the meetings of the [74]
Commission prepared by the Recorder and the Secretary, in his discretion to make any and all amendments thereto, and to approve the said minutes by his signature. The Recorder and the Secretary will each sign the minutes. The Chairman is authorized and requested to retain the said minutes in his custody.

Resolved, that the Chairman is authorized to sign the following order to Lieutenant Colonel Brown:

Upon delivery to the Secretaries of War and Navy, each, of one complete set of the transcript of all testimony taken before the Commission, and accompanying documents, and your final settlement with the finance officer of the Army, you will stand relieved of further duties with the Commission and report to the Judge Advocate General of the Navy to resume your duties in that office.

At 3:35 o'clock P. M. the Commissioners signed duplicate copies of its report. The Chairman will retain the third copy and will have four copies made from it, one for each of the other Commissioners.

At 5:00 o'clock P. M. the President directed the delivery of the report by Mr. Justice Roberts at 11:00 o'clock A. M. January 24, 1942.

The Commission having made its report to the President adjourned without day.

(Sgd) Owen J. Roberts, Chairman.

(Sgd) Walter Bruce Howe, Recorder.

(Sgd) Albert J. Schneider, Clerk.

[75] (Appended to these minutes are lists of documents delivered to the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, for deposit in their secret archives.)
Commission appointed by Executive order of December 18, 1941, to ascertain and report the facts relating to the attack made by Japanese armed forces upon the Territory of Hawaii, on December 7, 1941.

DOCUMENTS IN THE POSSESSION OF THE COMMISSION ON JANUARY 24, 1942, RECEIVED BY IT FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN MILITARY OR NAVAL OFFICERS OR THEIR AGENCIES, AND TO BE DELIVERED TO THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY.

No. 1. Two copies of letter dated December 10, 1941, from A. A. Buta, Chief Inspector of Customs, and John D. Williams, Inspector of Customs, to Collector of Customs, Federal Building, Honolulu, T. H., giving the writers' version of the airplane attack on Pearl Harbor

No. 2. Letter dated Dec. 30, 1941, Secretary of State to the Chairman of the Commission, concerning warnings of attack conveyed by the Secretary to the Departments of War and Navy in the period between November 1 and Dec. 7, 1941

No. 3. Letter dated Jan. 16, 1942, William L. Langer, Director of Research, Coordinator of Information, to General Frank McCoy, transmitting resume of public opinion about the Commission, together with the resume mentioned in said letter

No. 4. Letter dated Jan. 3, 1942, Paul B. Waterhouse, President, and Chris J. Benny, Executive Secretary, The Temperance League of Hawaii, to the Chairman of the Commission, charging lack of sobriety on the part of army and navy personnel, and urging that alcoholic liquor be barred from the services; also copy of letter dated Jan. 4, '42 by the Recorder to the Commission, inviting Mr. Waterhouse and Mr. Benny to appear before the Commission

No. 5. Certified copy of Executive Order appointing the Commission
No. 6. Copy of Joint Resolution authorizing the Commission to compel attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers, and documents

No. 7. Memorandum dated Jan. 9, '42, R. L. Shivers, Special Agent in Charge, FBI, Honolulu, to Mr. Justice Roberts, conveying certain items of information pertinent to the Commission's investigation

No. 8. Correspondence with and report by W. A. Gabrielson, Chief of Police, Honolulu, concerning complaints and reports received by his department on Dec. 6 '41, relative to Army and Navy personnel

No. 9. Tabulation of population estimates of the Territory of Hawaii as of July 1, 1940 and July 1, 1941

No. 10. Copy of "The Honolulu Advertiser" of December 16, 1941, containing account of killing of Japanese pilot on Island of Niihau
No. 11. Outline of plan for protective measures for civilian population of Oahu in case of bombardment, dated March 25, 1941

No. 12. Letter dated December 22, 1941, from Hawaiian business and social organizations to The President, commanding General Short

No. 13. Precis of testimony before the Commission prior to its departure for Honolulu, given by Admiral Stark, Rear Admiral Turner, and Captain Wilkinson

No. 14. Memorandum dated 1/5/42, Myron Gurnea, Inspector FBI to the Chairman, re available radio facilities for transmitting airplane bearings

No. 15. FBI graphs showing racial composition of Territory of Hawaii &c.
Commission appointed by Executive order of December 18, 1941, to ascertain and report the facts relating to the attack made by Japanese armed forces upon the Territory of Hawaii, on December 7, 1941.

Documents in the possession of the Commission on January 24, 1942, received by it from Navy Officers or Agencies, and to be delivered to the Secretary of the Navy

No. 1. Map of Oahu main military and naval establishments
No. 2. Map of Hawaiian Islands
No. 3. Copy of letter of 1/24/41, Sec. Nav. to Sec. War, re security of U. S. Pacific Fleet while in Pearl Harbor, and of the Pearl Harbor Naval Base itself
No. 4. Summary of reports and messages sent to CNO since attack on Pearl Harbor (three copies)
No. 5. Six copies Memorandum 2/17/41 CNO to sundry Commandants of Naval Districts—Subject anti-torpedo baffles for protection against torpedo plane attacks
No. 6. Five copies Memorandum 12/19/41, P. N. L. Bellinger, Rear Admiral USN, Commander Patrol Wing Two, to Admiral H. E. Kimmel USN, re availability and disposition of patrol planes on morning of 7 December 1941
No. 7. Six copies "Summary of Reports and Messages" 8 Dec. 0427 to 17 December 0928
No. 8. Seven copies Messages and orders from Hq. C. in C. Pacific Fleet Dec. 7 1941
No. 10. Four copies Pacific Fleet Confidential Letter No. 2CL–41 (Revised) dated Pearl Harbor T. H. 10/14/41, from C. in C. U. S. Pacific Fleet to Pacific Fleet—Subject "Security of Fleet at Base and in Operating Areas"
No. 11. Memorandum, Edwin Thomas Layton, Lt. Commr. U. S. Navy, Intelligence Officer, U. S. Pacific Fleet, to the Commission, dated 5 Jan. '42, summarizing frequency of occurrence of periods when information was lacking in regard to location or activity of a group, type or unit of Japanese Fleet during last six months of 1941
No. 12. List of damage control officers of ships present 7 Dec. 1941
No. 13. Memo. (copy) dated 12/26/41, Commander Senting Force (Administration) to Commandant Navy Yard Pearl Harbor, subject Navy Yard Pearl Harbor Priority List
No. 14. Memo. (copy) dated 12/26/41, Commandant 14 Nav. Dist. to Chief Bu. Yards and Docks, subject, Construction Program on Oahu—Prosecution of, under war conditions
No. 15. Copy of Memo. dated 1/16/41 from Commdr. Patwing Two to CNO, subject Readiness of Patrol Wing Two

No. 17. Memo. dated 2 Jan. 1942, Admiral Halsey to Admiral Stand-ley, subject "Liberty—Hawaiian Area?"

No. 18. Memo. dated 1 Jan. 1942, P. N. L. Bellinger, Commdr. Patrol Wing Two to Senior Member, Board Investigating Activities of Dec. 7 1941, transmitting 6 copies of report of Army-Navy Board of 31 Oct. 1941, and specifying dates on which Pearl Harbor Air Raid drills were held between 24 April 1941 and 12 Nov. 1941.

No. 19. Typical operations program of Commander Task Force.

No. 20. Three copies Memo. of 12/22/41, W. E. G. Taylor Lt. Cdr. USNR to Aide to the Commandant 14th Nav. Dist., outlining the Commander's assignments and duties.

No. 21. Memo. dated 1/2/42, Captain Mayfield to the Commission, subject, long coded message regarding arrangements for display of signals at Lanikai, Kalawa and on Island of Maui.

No. 22. Memo. (undated) P. C. Crosley, Flag Secty. to Lieut-Comdr. Covington, forwarding copies of operation orders for combined inter Task Force tactical exercised held during second quarter of fiscal year (Sept. 24 1941 to Nov. 25 1941), and specifying areas where exercises were held. Copies of the orders are attached to the memorandum.

No. 23. Memo. 7 Jan. 1942, Dist. Intelligence Officer to President's investigating Committee, enclosing 5 copies excerpts from letter from CNO dated 15 March 1941 to Commandants of all Naval Districts, the Governor of Guam and the Governor of Samoa, and 5 copies of report dated 16 Dec. 1941 on subject of enemy plane that crashed on Niial. There is attached to this memorandum one copy of the Niial report.


No. 26. Three copies of Memo. of 1 January 1942 concerning status of defense battalions, Fleet Marine Force, assigned to 14th Naval District.

No. 27. Three copies of History of Action occurring at Palmyra Island from Dec. 7 to Dec. 31, as compiled from official despatches and correspondence.

No. 28. Three copies of History of Action occurring at Johnston Island from Dec. 7 to Dec. 31, as compiled from official despatches and correspondence.

No. 29. Three copies of History of Action occurring at Wake Island from Dec. 7 to Dec. 22, as compiled from official despatches and correspondence.
No. 30. Three copies of report on conditions at Wake Island, from C. O. NAS Wake to Commld. 14th N. D., dated Dec. 20, '41
No. 32. Three copies of report dated Dec. 19 '41 concerning attack on Johnston Island; from C. O. U. S. Naval Station (Air), Johnston Island, to Commandant 14 Nav. District
No. 33. Security orders, instructions and arrangements issued since Dec. 7 '41 by units of fleet and 14th Nov. Dist., pertaining to security of Pearl Harbor and the Pacific Fleet
No. 34. Five copies of history of action occurring at Midway Island from Dec. 7 to Dec. 31, as compiled from official despatches and correspondence
No. 35. Undated report of damage caused by action of 7 Dec. 1941 at Midway Island, from C. O. that Island to C. in C. US Pac. Fleet
No. 37. Report dated 17 Dec. 1941 from resident officer in charge public works at Midway Island, containing "Miscellaneous comments covering period 1 December 1941 to 17 December 1941" concerning work progress and effects of attack thereon
No. 38. Report of Army-Navy Board 31 October 1941
No. 40. Location of regularly assigned commanding officers of ships present during Japanese attack of 7 December 1941.
No. 41. Short Patrol reports 6, 7, 8 Dec. (enlisted personnel)
No. 42. List of short patrol reports of offenses committed by commissioned officer personnel of the Fleet 1 April–18 December 1941
No. 43. Copies of radar plots furnished by Admiral Bellinger
No. 44. Photographs taken during attack at Kaneohe Bay and thereafter, indicating damage done at that field, etc.
No. 45. Copy of Naval Base Defense Officer's Operation Plan dated 7 March 1941
No. 46. Copy of memorandum concerning coordination of FBI, ONI and MID
No. 47. 14th Naval District Control Post Watch Officer's Log War Diary Reg. No. 2
No. 48. Chart of Pearl Harbor showing location of various units of the fleet
No. 49. Copy of report by the Secretary of the Navy to the President
No. 50. Copy of excerpts from CNO's letter dated March 15, 1941, to Commandants of all naval districts, Governor of Guam, and Governor of Samoa, re investigation of Japanese Espionage, Counter-Espionage, Sabotage, and Subversive Activities
No. 51. Letter dated Jan. 5 '42 from Rear Admiral H. E. Kimmel, U.S. Navy to the Commission, recommending revision of transcript of Rear Admiral Kimmel's testimony before the Commission on December 27 and 29
Commission appointed by Executive order of December 18, 1941, to ascertain and report the facts relating to the attack made by Japanese armed forces upon the Territory of Hawaii, on December 7, 1941.

Documents in the possession of the Commission on January 24, 1942, received by it from Army officers or agencies, and to be delivered to the Secretary of War.

No. 1. Memorandum of 12/23/41, Capt. C. A. Kengla, A. C., to Executive Officer, Hawaiian Interceptor Command, concerning parking areas and bunkers at Wheeler, Haleiwa, and Bellows Fields, together with charts accompanying the memorandum (the latter being rolled together with the charts).

No. 1-A. Secret “OPN Map Annex 1 to accompany FO 1 Fixed Installations”, Island of Oahu.

No. 2. Secret Map “Hawaiian Defense Project 1941—Anti-Aircraft Dispositions”.

No. 3. Map showing military reservations on Island of Oahu.

No. 4. Special Military Map AA of Hawaiian Islands.

No. 5. Map and explanatory addenda showing ground defenses at Hickam Field.

No. 6. Chart of Hickam Field showing disposition of aircraft at time of attack.

No. 7. Statement by Major General Walter C. Short of events and conditions leading up to the Japanese attack, December 7, 1941.

No. 8. Letter of December 23, 1941. H. C. Davidson, Brigadier General, A. C., Commanding Hawaiian Interceptor Command, to Commanding General, Hawaiian Air Force, embodying diary and other records of all units from 0001, 15 November 1941 (two copies).

No. 9. Reports of E. L. Duggan, 2nd Lt. A. C., and Edward F. Kent, Capt. Inf., Ground Defense Officers, showing ground defense activities at Bellows Field March 15, 1941 to December 7, 1941.


No. 11. Letter, 22 Dec. '41, Jay P. Thomas, 1st Lt., 86th Obsn Sq (C & D), Operations Officer, to C. G. Hawn. Dept., through C. O. Bellows Field, giving records of operations of and instructions received by 86th Obsn Sq from 0001 15 Nov '41 to 0730 7 Dec. '41.

No. 13. Statement dated 22 Dec. '41, Edw. F. Kent, Capt. Inf., Ground Defense Officer, Bellows Field, concerning ground defense activities at said Field on Dec. 7 '41 and thereafter.


No. 22. Letter dated Feb. 7 '41, Henry L. Stimson, Sectv. of War, to the Secretary of the Navy—subject, Air Defense of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (copy).

No. 23. Memorandum dated 26 Dec. '41, Robert H. Dunlop, Col, AGD, Adjutant Genl. Hawn. Dept., to Major Brooke E. Allen, Air Corps, containing tabulation showing percentage of strength of all major echelons, post and district commanders present at 8 a. m. 7 Dec. 1941, except Kauai Dist.

No. 24. Letter 12/25/41, Maxwell Murray, Major Genl. UCA. to Major General Frank McCoy, supplementing General Murray's testimony before the investigating commission.

numbers and types of aircraft for Hawaii, specified in Defense Plan; airplanes on hand 7 Dec. '41; airplanes ready for immediate use; planes on hand after raid and usable after raid; and airplanes that took to the air Dec. 7.


No. 27. Translation of Mori conversation.


No. 29. Standing Operating Procedure 24th Inf. Div. dated 27 Nov. '41.


No. 32. Standing Operating Procedure Hawn. Dept. dated 5 Nov. 1941.

No. 33. Certain enclosures from General Short's report, copy of which is in War Department in Washington.

No. 34. Letter 11/17/41 F. L. Martin Major Gen. USA, Commanding Air Officer to C. G. Hawn. Dept., forwarding special reports concerning provisions for security of installations at Hickam and Wheeler Fields and Hawaiian Air Depot.


No. 36. Statement by General Gerow.